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Charming Love Rays

Whispering love vibrations transform love in many ways
And when they touch heart they become symphony
Love will always reward the bold with charming love rays
From pore to pore beauty becomes adored for honey
Your curves portray how love is to play for the long day
Beauty when is touched sings a sweet song to but take
Let me my sweetheart about your beauty but just to say
Your charming figure your alarming moves to but partake
Heart is activated to sing a love song to me you belong
Let me take you in arms and to taste your fragrance
Let us make this sweet love bond to carry us just along
Your radiance my love takes me to be impatience
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Like Light Beams

Like Light Beams
My all dreams carry you along I must admit
Without you I can not see any one in dreams
With my enchanting heartbeat I must submit
You travel, in heart and soul like light beams
You are my destiny and determine destination
You remain with in me and resonate in me
You are my emotion, my salvation and passion
You are a beauty like a vast green beautiful sea
My beloved be near to my heart and be mine
Let me taste all shades of beauty with your support
My dear for me you are a cup of divine wine
You are my sweetheart you are wonderful work of art
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Exciting Love

Exciting for love, helps to find the kind of heart-pounding devotion
Grace to embrace, because that is going to attract romantic encounter
Instant like two magnets pulled towards each other with passion
This is how emotions in true sense becomes real love power
Grace of beauty intoxicates and alleviates the real sentiments
Let us be more open to share every emotion to get pleasure
Our whispering hearts when embrace will give the comments
Which will flow in the stream of time as a wonderful treasure
You and me are in a love bond to flow in eternal stream
We are tied with a cord to be together for ever and ever
Let us give strength to our sweet wonderful love beam
To resonante for once and for all and break it never ever
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In Gratitude To Bend
love let me close and more near to see
Let give flare to intimacy to resonate
Waves of love and beauty hand in hand to be
One in a hot burning fire to associate
Let us turn love and beauty to ashes to spread
To the entire sweet humanity to understand
Be hurry to complete mission before we are dead
Let us sing last song of love on just one band
All has to vanish lest sweet love is to cherish
Let me embrace you and kiss you before end
Souls will remained enlightened, bodies perish
Let us be grateful and in gratitude to bend
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Her Charisma
Pink cheeks red lips and pink dress
Celebrate colours of rainbow in summer
In her youth she is ready to impress
She is glittering gold for her sweet lover
Her smiling face makes her a chrisma
Her beauty is blooming from pore to pore
With all her sensual appeal she is prisma
My sweetheart let me adore to implore
Beauty has very many shades to tell
How wonderful sh is in her attire
My love I am still under your spell
She looks like a burning bonfire
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The Confluence

Sensitivity remains the hallmark of creativity
Success comes as a surprise with little effort
And one becomes able to achieve acclivity
Crossing of desert takes maximum endeavour
My love for your needs I can go to any extent
And I hope so you will continue to support
Continuity takes beauty to its peak as advent
Your alluring and charm remain part of resort
You are the linchpin of continuous struggle
Without your grace I may not be of any consequence
With your relentless support I can win any battle
Good life is in need of confidence and confluence
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Romantic Swing

My Young and sweet beloved, let us be on the clouds
To swing swing and to take a real taste of our life
Let us be in a romantic mood to bloom in jubilant sprouts
The murmurs of winds and the sensuality of fife
Intoxicated beauty takes love in the open arms
Life is so sweet and wonderfully in a mood to love
Enchanting love in the white clouds has its charmss
The heavenly wine in drops comes from the above
My beauty you are my heart my soul and my passion
My sentiments are beyond words to resonate with beauty
My Lord you are so kind to make life with style and fashion
My love we are together with beauty as valid plea
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The Romantic Reverie

Romantic Reverie
My sweetheart your daydreams overwhelm me
Your sweet pink cheeks and red lips take me over
I find myself in a hilarious beautiful green sea
My sweet beautiful beloved I am your only lover
Let us cross horizon and be on the stars to play
Your essence and fragrance make me intoxicated
From curve to curve I find another wonderful way
From pore to pore I find my sweet love elated
My love let us take and taste the fruit of heaven
Let us be near and dear to feel each other in trance
Let us caress and touch your sweet foftbeckon
My let let me tell you this all is result of a glance
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Overcoming All Odds

Life is a strange gamble if you fail then you fail the avail
But if you believe in yourself you can overcome all odds
But if you have taken your life at palm then you but impail
A person with courage and valour is commended by lauds
All are equal. no one is weak or strong but its the skill
The wonderful people are ready to play hell with counterpart
With your precision of skill you can injure badly or kill
Winner is a person who has state of the art, besides smart heart
Let us refine our faith and belief my dear to be at the top
Love and affection make one beyond his level and competence
A permanent weaker just remains at the permanent stop
Compliments to my confidence and wonderful prominence
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Charm And Grace

Divine wine is presented by a heavenly lady
To allow me to feel the taste of the heaven
Please donot ask me they are good and tasty
They create intoxication and snapping levin
Her curves show me the path to a paradise
I am totally enthralled with the intoxication
Your fragrance and spice make me more wise
Your feature and dress make me in fashion
Let us take each other in arms to embrace
Let us taste the real beauty of your body
I am much impressed by your charm, grace
Every beautiful lady deserves to be rowdy
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Let Me Confess

Let Me Confess
The best of your soul to make your love life progress
Complete happiness without giving and receiving
The beauty that the universe have in store is to confess
The clean and sincere heart has to be just believing
Love has very many shades to portray with sincerity
Beauty with all its light gives its colours to spread
What a wonderful aspect remains sheer austerity
Which makes it to be on poisonous thorns to tread
Real life is real sacrifice to win the battle of life
Blood stained path makes one to lead and to win
Life is like a sharp strife on the edge of a knife
To love with a sweetheart is never a deadly sin
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The Sweetness Of Kiss

Sweetness of Kiss
What a sweetness of kiss my love I feel
What a warmth it carries I can't explain
I do not know How could I be able to deal
Sizzling love in beauty of drizzling rain
To what an extent i can carry love my love
To what a limit I can take all love promises
Love needs more and more I know I know
Still I do not understand my love what it is
Come embrace me with grace and dissolve
Be with me to give me a chance to romance
My every difficulty only you can really solve
The warmth of your kiss takes me in trance
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Light To Light
My love I have a lot of light in my love life
It is all because of you that you enlightened me
You have increased my sensuality with rife
My sweetheart you are like a humming bee
Let me cover the floor in rose petals to walk on
My love your glances are magical and great
My sweetheart you have all the qualities of a dawn
You have the urge to bring miracle and create
The moment I saw you I am not in me Let's declare
Every moment of life is enthralled with you
I am a a lamp which carry along your burning flare
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To Ameliorate Beauty

In a pure clean stream of water she was taking bath
In the warmth of sun she was glittering like gold
She was swimming carrying taste from just every path
I was astonished to see beauty dancing being bold
Simultaneously she was singing a song to increase taste
This was all but a lonely thin jungle to ameliorate the reality
Her white sparkling body was so pure, so sweet, so chaste
For attraction by heart from pore to pore she was valid plea
I observed all her wonderful contours to see and appreciate
I was so intoxicated that I wanted to have a warm embrace
I also wanted to write sonnets on her and to just opely narrate
I wanted to take her face to face to feel her solemnly grace
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Love Spells

Love Spells
A magic spell reminds me how freaking hot I used to be
This cosmic boost will recharge my lost sensual drive
This passionate 'intimate drive will make me to flow in sea
These moments will strive my passion will thrive to strive
The universe is ready to improve my stamina to be lucky
Exhilarating love is reinvigorating my spirits to be on the mark
She is so horny; sizzling and wanna be a fucky sucky
So let the chimney to be so hot and let us dawn complete dark
Love and beauty want to take charge to but openly play
Our burning passions take charge to conquer but all
Whispering lips lot to say 'lot to explore a ray to find way
To crawl through a shawl for real romance and love call
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Spiritual Seclusion

Spiritual Seclusion
Purest heart is dawed upon with lover's heart
This is a stage where lover's love as per beloved
And hate also as per beloved's demand to part
And to hate when beloved asks to open the lid
Love aspires to jump in fire on beloved's order
Lover is well aware of desire and determination
Love is the wonderful entity not to cross border
Love is burning fire with real hot burning passion
Love of Lord is the Extreme emotion to be fulfilled
Mansoor Hallaj was the pioneer in his martyrdom
Pleasure makes one to dance being but just thrilled
In the glory of love and sacrifice to just overcome
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Recover Broken Chain

Recover Broken Chain
Love is a solace which I must endeavor to embrace
My love I am passing through pain of life on difficult pain
I know I can easily recover with your enchanting grace
Only you are the one who can recover broken love chain
I am tired of being alone in this troublesome state
My fortune is lost I am in painful bondage of painful fate
Please come over and take me out of this chained gate
Don't delay before becomes it too late my gleaming date
My soul is waiting for you my heart is calling you to come
Please be gracious by avoiding all my sins and crimes
I am fed up of this cruel state and my this life troublesome
Please come over and sing all remedial sweet rhymes
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Her Enticing Looks

My love your alluring, charming and enticing looks
What I like the most is the light of your sparkling eyes
Your elegant style resonates with a sweet songbooks
I salute to your wonderful whispering sweet love cries
Your angelic smile takes me to heavenly paradise
Your delightful figure is celebrating beauty in a style
My beloved you are full of spice of life to be precise
You are beautifully unique and wonderfully versatile
My beloved be mine and lets celebrate love in spring
Intoxicate me with the divine wine of your sweet smile
Let love and beauty be together in sweet juicy string
Let us be worthwhile to reconcile in elegant life style
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False And Fake

In this world all relations are false and fake
The opportunist have their typical move
To get according their choice the hot cake
For their own sake they have to reprove
Humans have lost their sense in their interest
They are least bothered about the others
They are contented and for others disinterst
Brothers suck blood of their brothers
Sincerity is a disparity to play just dirty
Contempt has gone to the roots to but say
So how come one should not be shirty
Humanity is vanishing dear just day by day
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I am standing in front of my enemies to confront
Most of the faces are well known but hypocrite
I am very polite with own people but for rivals blunt
So I have decided to take revenge and not quit
Some are those to whom I remain kind they are cruel
They have jealousy, hypocrisy and contempt to rule
But I am disappointed by their character just as a duel
My enthusiasm of taking revenge becomes as fuel
So in the fitness of things I have decided to reciprocate
From the entire world half are blood thirsty relations
I waited to change them still my people say just to wait
But now I am determined to follow my declarations
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Her Magnificence

Her Magnificence
Her innocent smile and her portrayal of beauty
Makes me to see her through romantic atmosphere
My love is all around you to guard as real duty
My sweetheart you are just very near and very dear
Her contrasting dress increases her sweet charm
Her beauty is full of heavenly divine wine cups
In her sensuality she is so sweet, hot and warm
She is is a girl of consequence, a radiant flux
Her loveliness, grace and grandeur ana appeal
With a glance makes me to just be in trance
Your sparkling beauty dominantly but just reveal
To be with you is an experience and a chance
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Sensational Moonsoon

Moonsoon is a season which gives life to hidden sentiments
The raindrops when touch reanimate heart and soul in a go
Passon makes all wonderful emotions to flow in prevalence
In the stream of love sensual pleasure is to crop up to flow
Being unreliable like mood of a beloved it has wet and dry spell
Its arrival and retreat is uncertain like a beautiful swabbing
It has no specific place but where ever it intends it is to dwell
Its pulsating in nature characterized by a strong regular throbbing
Moonsoon is ynbelievable like a sweet romantic beloved in trance
Sensual pleasure is enhanced like a wonderful companion to play
At a glance it provides to lover and beloved chance after chance
As per order of thday it resonates love and beauty before foreplay
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Romantic Passions

Romantic Passions
Tears in the eyes of beloved will drag you heart to heart
Love gives an opportunity to delve into romantic passions
To sooth the beloved with solace needs kindness to impart
So will automatically sentiments turn to wonderful narrations
Beauty needs a touch of class to be on terms to resonate
Love has its softness to take over a very difficult situation
It is matter of heart to heart to understand and to coordinate
Mutual love and affection definitely brings real salvation
Tears are the domain of pain and smiles are of the pleasure
To coordinate and to cooperate makes thorny paths more easy
Sincerity and mutual trust make solace but as a real treasure
So let us make our life more ragrant like a sweet flower of daisy
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Time Waits For None

It has its own style and wings to fly
The followers are either left on the way
Are be taken just very high to the sky
What a gamble it is and what a play
Years have passed and when one looks back
He is astonished to see the highest speed
It seems that there was nothing but ransack
With marvellous good and just bad deeds
It seems that it was yesterday that we were in
And its next day carrying long years along
With full of good deeds and dirty crime and sin
This is called shortest span of life to we belong
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My Soul's Perfection

A beautiful girl with enchanting smile
Moves along me like a wonderful reflection
Impresses a lot when seen for a while
Gives to my heart and my soul's perfection
Her eyes are full of wine to drink to sink
I am taken away by her sweet figure so to say
She allures me just with her eyes in brink
She is wonderful and cool like dawn of the day
Her one embrace can reactivate life in me
Her whispering love song resonates in my ear
Her beauty is like a wonderful deep sea
Which attracts me to its centre and more near
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Don't Take Risk

We are surrounded all around by the hounds
Hypocrisy has gone up to a level of no return
The enemies are afraid of us, we are in bounds
We are sincere that is our only and solid concern
World is divided by hounds and simple sheep
So it is easy to play hell with them I do know
Enemosity is in veins of enemies down deep
So they capable easily to play hell and to blow
Haves have the urge and strength to but play
With all weak people with their sheer hypocrisy
Truth is bitter but let me declare and just say
For killing of have nots need no reason or plea
Some rascals play with the life and with desire
Of all those who can respond in a proper way
But be careful sincerity is but a hot burning wire
People and land of God is saved by divine pray
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Accept My Gratitude

She is so sweet and so beautiful to appreciate
Surrounded by white colours in a sweet mood
Enthralled by intoxicated style let me just wait
Your excellence makes my heart just subdued
In response to your style accept my gratitude
Let me praise your wonderful attitude my dear
You are a wonderful company my love in solitude
Be kind enough to just make me near and near
Your beauty is gracious and vehemently pursued
By my heart, sentiments and romantic passion
By just a look at you my love I just feel gratitude
I appreciate my sweetheart your compassion
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A Love Poem

My love you are word by word, harse by phrase
A marvellous poem of excellence I must admit
You are so warm and so hot a glaze to just blaze
Under your warmth my love I have to but submit
White rose in your hand portray chastity and purity
Your lips and your cheeks portray beauty in entirety
I am really impressed by your serenity and soberity
Please accept my love fully enthralled by my sincerity
Your smoky eyes are like cups of heavenly wine
Your kindness and affection remain my asset
I am definitely yours and you are surely but more
I see in you full moonlit night the moment I met
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Attraction In Contrast
She is pure white in totally black
Which increases attraction in contrast
From beauty what a pure attack
The pretty done the undone just vastt
Her smoky eyes just take my heart
Her red lips attract me to but kiss
In my love my love I am iconoclast
My sweet beloved my beautiful miss
My love attract me your juicy cheeks
I am enthralled by your sweet style
My heart is in love and always seeks
You have taken me just for a while
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Sweet Love String

Love String
Let me share all romantic codes with you
To celebrate all sentiments and passion
Let me take you to the glorious path anew
Let we both get just complete satisfaction
Love is not confined to a season but to seasons
It is a state where lovers and beloveds just one
For love you may be unable to find any valid reasons
But under all circumstances it is job well done
So my love do not waste time in useless row
But be open to the taste of love be just open
Let us taste the forbidden food to grow, glow
Let us Face the beats of hot and glowing sun
Let us be together to flow in this love stream
Let us take benefit out in fragrant season of spring
Let us realize our every sweet hidden dream
Let us bind our hearts in one glowing love string
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Heart Resonates

Heart resonates with the chastity of rose
Both remain in a string o love to bring
Beauty has eternal power to but buldoze
Both are but in a real sweet love string
Near and dear as a real co- associates
Both remain in a heavenly paradise
Each intends to its story just narrates
Wisdom leaves behind a part wise
Love is lunatic and beauty is a magnet
Both take their own way to touch reality
What a life which makes them in transit
What a play to agree at times to disagree
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Love Music Flows

Love has its own rhyme and rhythm
Beauty has to celebrate love song
Heart to heart goes all with precision
Which goes along just for lifelong
She sings on violin songs of her heart
Which resomate with in every soul
Beauty carries all music as part to depart
What a wonderful state what a goal
Beaut has its own charm to convey
Love has to follow all the footsteps to go
Intoxication and attraction to play
Let my love flow in river of beauty to glow
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On Her Chest

She took my hand and placed her on her chest
Her trance made me a fair chance to glance
In her sensual pleasure she seemed to be the best
For my thirsty love it was a life long chance
My pleasure to be on treasure was diverse
I had never been to this experience but before
With my dancing heart dance was in universe
Her charming beauty was to adore and adore
Beauty is like an arrow to enter in the heart
It keeps its pain alive to continue and pursue
You are now in me never ever just to depart
On a rose petal of my heart she is drop of dew
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Prime Time To Love

My sweetheart it is my prime time to love
It is most auspicious time for sweet romance
It is most glorious time to gives weet dove
So allow me to take just chance after chance
I am in search of a reliable and committed
In my reckoning you are the only one
My love with beauty love remains coexisted
Your enchanting beauty made me stun
Let us bloom together with flowers of spring
Let us be heart to heart to whisper dear
Let us make a strong bond as well as string
To be together to be more and more near
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Rainbow Heart

Rainbow Heart
With a shining heart and myriad colours
Her rainbow heart delights me and my soul
I am a lover my heart anxiously discovers
To cater for destiny to be with set love goal
She inspires me but to succeed in every event
She is my strength to take me to destination
Under adverse condition she makes to prevent
She is sole queen of my sentiments and passion
She is like a north star to determine my destiny
In burning desert she proves herself very cool
She intoxicates my senses with the real zestily
She gives air and fuel as a matter of proper rule
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Love Stream

Love Stream
Love needs time and patience my love
The universe reminds deep power to celebrate
All shades of love enthralled from above
We have to have passion to narrate, associate
Its love which makes universe beautiful
Its beauty which increases colour of red cheeks
My love makes me to her to be dutiful
With you I feel myself in wonderful golden streaks
Love is golden and my beauty is silver
Let me have an embrace and to kiss my miss
Let us be heart to heart flow in love river
I love you my love don't debar me from bliss
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To See Dreams

Love enthralls beauty and intoxicates to close eyes
To see dreams about how love takes over beauty
In her dreams she listens love whispers and love cries
To be in heavenly paradise with a sweet lover is plea
She is so charming that love jumps to capture fact
In her wonderful meditation she has to have but all
A fortunate lover would be there in life to just select
All shades of seasons and all colours are but on call
Her heart needs a world of love to play hide and seek
Her heart jumps up to be with the heart of sweetheart
From cheek to cheek and also just from peak to peak
Love resonates from pore to pore and from part to part
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Confluence

From heart to heart and soul to soul
We have to flow in the river of life
At times just straight with a love goal
At times in whirlpool on verge of knife
Conflicting currents make us to die
But Faith and hope embrace to save
At times our dreams take high to sky
We have to crave to be but brave
Ups and downs are part just to play
Winners are those who stay blessed
We have to see but dawm of the day
We have the pride just being the best
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Wonderful Sequence

When she dances universe dances along
Stars and moon are in a trance to but see
How she becomes a companion to belong
To her sweet lover and to be in a sweet glee
My beautiful friend my wonderful partner
I seek your company please do not debar
From being in sheer love to be a gardner
Allow me to embrace, to kiss and to be avoir
Your charm and glamour are my real asset
Without you I am a man of no consequence
My sweetheart you are a moon of full night
You are my life with a wonderful sequence
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Her Sweet Dreams
She intends to capture all the butterflies
To Colour her palm in her innocent style
She intends to realize all her sweet dreams
In her pursuit she moves from mile to mile
Her sweet romantic dreams need realization
Her innerself carries very many love strings
She is full of sentiments, love and her passion
What all she needs her prime time brings
Beauty needs appreciation to be explored
Love is a sweet company to follow her steps
Her innocent requires some touch on board
My sweetheart let me follow your footsteps
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Near To Heart

Indeed my Lord is near and responsive
He beats in my heart and takes lot of care
Which never lessens but is enhansive
This remains the ever green sweet flare
Lord is extra kind and never ever leaves
His creation is best due to eternal belief
Whosoever trusts in Him and believes
In Him never ever remains without relief
My Lord Is only one besides less none
Who is my Lord, I want to kiss Him and miss
In every entuality, under the burning sun
In every torture and pain Lord remains bliss
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Mission Orientation

Sunshines and rainbows are the part of this life
Which give colour to life about our dreams
At times we may be on the edge of sharp knife
Out of black thundering clods appear beams
Hope is instilled in human soul to survive
Struggle is the hallmark to overcome difficulties
Zeal and zest come to struggle to revive
Unflinching faith in Allah to tackle hostilities
Man is the best creation as Lord declares
So he can do but miracles under adverse conditions
Being really virtuous and vicious players
Let us be meticulously methodical in our all missions
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Full Of Warmth

Full of Warmth
A beatiful lass with her prime and charm
Remains in my eyes, heart and my soul
With her warmth my heart remains warm
A colourful doll with a juicy lips and mole
I see and see to appreciate her beauty along
She is my sweetheart my love, my beloved
I am proud of the fact to me she just belong
A bottle of wine to sip by just taking its lid
I always want to be near to but embrace
I know she from heaven to be here with me
Her charm, her style, her beauty with grace
Opens her arm to take me in that love sea
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Fortunate Surprise

What is life but a set of exalted dreams
For which one aspires and desires to realize
From different corners come light beams
To make every curse but a fortunate surprise
I am proud of the fact that my Lord never
Left me alone in any eventuality but to win
I am enthralled by His grace to remain ever
To forgive for every evil fact and every sin
Lord is Great who never leaves me alone
His gracious grace is always there to pardon
When in my hopelessness I resort to moan
My Lord is my Protector and my Warden
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Allah Is Sole Saviour

Allah Is Sole Saviour
When I go through every torture and pain
I keep silent just to go through every agony
In this mutual broken and distorted chain
Where near a dear relation devoid of fancy
I was alone and will leave world but alone
The only solace is love of my Beautiful Lord
Heart to Lord there remains sweet love tone
Who never ever just leaves His created ward
The moment I seek relief He rushes to embrace
And with in no time He becomes my Saviour
I am highly obliged for Lord's sweet love and grace
He saves with His Merciful and Kind behaviour
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Excellence Of Beauty

Excellence of Beauty
Her elegance and rediance are part of great ceremony
Her dazling beauty remains part of the great show
She resonates from pore to pore like sweet symphony
Divine river of beauty makes me to glow and flow

Her glamour and dignity carries every heart away
Her excellence of beauty makes me to dance
Her delicacy and elegency are part of the great day
I am love bound to take chance after chance

My charisma makes my eyes to grow and glow
I want to take her to embrace and to kiss
Her wonderful style remains for all but a blow
For me she remains a beautiful sweet bliss
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Sensual Mood

Her charm and grace allures me to the extent
Her seductiveness and heaveliness took me along
What is her charming style full with sweet scent
With all her beauty I think to me she does belong
Her wonders and delights make me but sane
Her good looks make me feel I am in heaven
Her every gestures make me with her in chain
In my heart and soul I have her to but reckon
Her sweet natural beauty attracts to embrace
I love her and want kiss her to in a sensual mood
Face to face she is front with all her sweet grace
She has a discretion to be contented or just rude
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Her Sweet Innocence

With her innocence she is looking around
By putting her finger in her lips she is to see
What all is around her on the love ground
What her beauty desires in circumstances to be
Her innocent sentiments and sweet passion
Makes her heart to jump and to get but all
Needs warmth just from the hot burning sun
Nature has ordained her with wonderful call
To take all fruits with their juices in real prime
Her youth makes her most charming to attract
Every moth to seek her light and to seek time
To burn and to be ashes the way he is to select
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Piece of Gold

What a divine beauty with a cup of divine wine
I am enthralled by her way of presentation
She is mine and I am bound to be on her line
Words are less to celebrate her narration
Her innocence and fragrance make me lunatic
What a beautiful creation of God she just remains
To her style and fashion I am but just fanatic
There are rhythmical strings in our sweet love chains
Her tresses carry in them full moonlit night
I am fortunate to feel her warmth in little cold
In her every approach she is wonderfully right
She is so precious to me as a piece of real gold
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Her Beauty Is The Plea

Her green eyes attract me to the vast green ocean
Where I find very many pearls to but celebrate
She is a beauty of the east and I consider her well done
I do not know how to accelerate her to narrate
Every love song is in front of me to just appreciate
How beauty like magnet attracts every string
Let me tell you she is excellent and she is just great
Every spark to life she has to bring to but sing
I am nothing without her, she is my strength
I praise I praise and raise my voice to the height I see
My love and her beauty are on same wave length
I must admit that all her beauty becomes the only plea
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Charming Whispers

Her killing eyes take my heart to play with
Her whispers touch my ears full of romance
My beloved that moment of love is zenith
I want to take you in my arms to but dance
Considering myself just the most fortunate
Person on God's earth to enjoy your company
To make these moments to but sparkle it
Beauty resonates in me as sweet love symphony
My sweetheart please place your hand on heart
So that my heartbeats feel you inside me
I am a man who loves you never ever to depart
Please help me to be a part of vast green sea
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Curse In Fate

In a human bondage we have to follow the verdict
What soever is written in fate is to take place
No body in this world is able to avoid fate being imperfect
We have no choice between grace and disgrace
What a creation is human being what a miracle
Which at times to take place with every grace and disgrace
Written part is predestined 'so what is struggle
To come out of this trap we have to have but face to face
With hidden forces which work far or against fate
Is human a puppet or a full fledged force to tackle circumstances
After a late of discussion for centuries about the state
Humans failed to determine whether these are bu chances
Or may be something different beyond human limitation
What is all about being virtuous or vicious in reckoning
Where lies destruction and where ilies but the real salvation
Human is embodied in a strange right and wrong string
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
On The Cross

With selfless sacrifice a father is always on the cross
He has to spend every minute for the welfare of kids
In his life time to very many difficulties he comes across
In his struggle to serve his wards 'he makes many bids
His duties and responsibilities never leave him to take rest
His constant and consistent efforts bring excellent results
He embodies god in this world to make his wards the best
He remains ever ready to pocket all the dirtiest insults
For all these hardships he never ever claims any rewards
He remains on cross till he embraces martyrdom on cross
Through all love communion and chords to make wards lords
With his courage and sobriety he proves himself the best boss
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
At First Sight

Love At First Sight
My love you are eternal source of my delight
You have brightened my eyes to see but all
You always remain in my sight being my sight
My heart beat remains for you on love call
Your beautiful smoky eyes keep me in to see
My sweetheart you are my love but at first sight
In your remembrance i find pleasure and glee
My all darkness you are only source of real light
When I want to kiss Your lips I feel on my lips
When i want to embrace you I feel you heart to heart
My soul being too thirsty finds wine and sips
In my fondness i find you from pore to pore, part to part
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Let Me Die

I want to die, I can't bear pain of life any more
I have no one who can take care of me
My sentiments are damaged from pore to pore
Vultures and crocodile are all in this sea
My blood relations have no sense of humanity
They have lost all sense and sensation
Their poisonous words are not healing but dirty
They ask about my health just as fashion
I can't bear this pain of life any more, let me die
Let me give solace to my soul to but depart
Let me be out of this rut to be a star in the sky
Let me unite my heart to be with eternal heart
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Fear Of Unknown

Fear of Unknown
I am in trouble because something is on my mind
Which has taken over my heart, my soul and my passion
I want to nip this fear from my mind to get refined
My path to the factual reality and to the real salvation
My desire is to live and love in a carefree fashion
For that I have to be righteous and conscientious
Satanic forces are all around just on every station
To turn my virtuous approach to vicious, tenacious
The only resort remain to take refuge with my Lord
Only then I will be able to be on right path again
I pray to Thee for His gracious sake take me as ward
To establish and refine with Him my love chain
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Lord The Lover

Lord The Lover
Allah created mankind in the best form
He is most loving and the most forgiving
This is to inform that how to but reform
He ingrained love in man in a love string
Allah's love surround the entire universe
His love has to reciprocate with mankind
This love is so unique, sweet and diverse
Being wonderful it has to find way to bind
Allah is beautiful He loves beauty in entirety
His love and beauty is free for all to just call
It is full of piet and soberiety to have gaiety
Whether rise and fall His graces are foe all
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
In Praise

She is ravishing, stunning and winsome
I have become a luntic to see the glamour
My heart my soul and eyes in just linsen
My heart is overjoyed to see more and more
Her verstile sryle makes me but attracted
I am no more and she is everywhere
You are the one my beloved just selected
Let us inner feelings to merely share
Your impressions are part of my expressions
My evey sonnet and love song is in praise
I will never ever forget all ltthe love sessions
Your are my craze and my love I am in daze
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love You Dear

I Love You
My Isweetheart your beauty haunts me
My lips are attracted towards you to kiss
Rosy cheeks are so juicy as they could be
My wonderful companion my sweet miss
Your soft and silky skin is like a red rose
Your wonderful neck is like asweet wine pot
Your blooming youth intened me to bulldoze
From pore to pore and from spot to spot
I love you let me whisper this in your ear
Your strong attraction make me to play
My sweetheart please be near and just near
You are my love this is what I have to say
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Last Resort

I wept bitterly in front of Lord To get solace
Because I do not have anyone less than Him
I called upon His mercy, kindness and grace
This remains the ultimate aim of this hymn
I remained on bed for the last so many months
I patiently endured the inflicted illness by enemies
My soul being in real trouble just confronts
All the pain but to pray for the real remedies
My patience has expired so I prayed for the relief
Because for every pain there is a treatment
This all strengthen my faith and my sweet belief
By reinvigorating my passion and sentiment
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Enchanting Grace
Her beauty sneaks through her silky dress
To play with every beat of my heart to please
This is how her beauty makes me impress
And just in a love glance I stay and just cease
Her every curve makes intoxicated to glow
i am taken over by her wonderful style
Do not ask me the pleasure of that show
Please don't ask me about her sweet smile
What a beauty to sprkle in her own domain
Beauty is a magnet to attract and to embrace
Love and beauty are in a string and in a chain
What a sweetheaert with enchanting grace
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Love Expression

Beautiful waterfalls streams and rills
All beauty of nature is in real dance
Hills covered with snow make thrills
My heart wants to take but a chance
Fragrance of flowers increase beauty
Love dominates the entire but area
To praise all this romance is just duty
I have to resort wonderful varia
Very many herbs and shrubs surround
Every flower gives your impression
In trance I am in heaven not on ground
This love session is for love expression
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Lyrics

My love embrace me and listen to the whispering heart
You will listen to all sonnets, odes and love songs my love
Accept my innocence apology on love sins if we depart
Allow me to play with your soft skinned wings my dove
Nobody knows and will ever know sentiments and passion
Let me remind you my love your intoxicating fragrance
Allow me to declare my praise for beauty and love narration
Please do not test my sweetheart my painful patience
If you understand the intricacies of this rough and tough life
Please be gracious to my heart in your sweet white palm
If you do not like me or my love oration kill me with sharp knife
Love under all circumstances remains is verdict in holy psalm
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Dreams and Revealations
Let me summon my dreams to put vivid revelations into action
My love you can help me to resonate and make my dreams true
Your evergreen attraction can bring me just real satisfaction
I knew you have been kind to me but through and through
Only you can listen to my heart and understand power of my words
What you must impart from your passionate heart will resonate
To my neat and clean heart and sheer sincerity of innocent birds
This is how you can help me my sweetheart to really fascinate
My love you are the only one to whom share just all and all
Please never ever leave me in the hour of trial be passionate
This is what my whispering and this is what my sweet love call
Please never forget In this cruel world you are my only associate
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Juicy Like Grapes

She is so sweet and juicy like red grapes
In intoxication she is pure wine so to say
My beloved do not debar me from graces
You are so white and pure like dawn of day
I am really impressed by pink lips, cheeks
I want to taste the real essence and fragrance
Let me praise your graceful gait and peaks
How can I explain the wonderful cadence
My sweet and juicy beloved be mine in spring
Let me taste red wine to be more attracted
Love and beauty are in real sweet love string
You are most splendid and really fantastic
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Lord - Ever Forgiver

Lord - Ever Forgiver
You can forget your Lord many a times
But your Lord is never ever forgetful
Whether you are in sins or in the crimes
Whenever in repentance and regretful
He springly pardons you for bad deeds
And loves you being His best creation
When tears come in eyes, heart bleeds
Hurriedly comes to you your salvation
Let us pray with open and clean heart
Lord is the wonderful, beautiful forgiver
So you have to remain intouch not depart
You can remain in Lords eternal river
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Positivity

Positivity
Positivity means a positive frame of mind
Which makes in line all efforts to success
In this one lives in the present to but bind
Openness and sincerity bring eternal bless
It encourages joy, love and inspiration
Hence it gives to life a positive direction
Courage and self esteem bring liberation
With cheerfulness, love and affection
Positivity is the par excellence of a nation
It makes every individual to but conquer
It helps all the sentiments and the passion
It brings to an optimist, respect and honour
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Hope Remains

Hope Remains
Yellow pale leaves are falling, autumn has set in
Hearts become hopeless and helpless in a row
Heart becomes totally dark due to innocent sin
So one has to follow the stream just in its flow
Heart when passes through pain becomes clean
But human nature dominates in perfect hesitation
Everything done in real life can easily be just seen
Which gives realization for the deserved salvation
Then comes spring full of flowers and fragrance
It brings enjoyment and hope to see beauty in dance
Life becomes beautiful with just all the radiance
Hope dominates and takes heart chance and chance
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Satan Wins

My father used to tell me this world is divided
Into two groups, one is of satan and the other is of God
At most of the time they become just coincided
What is the fate of this human who consiers the ward
God's group is most fortunate and rewarded
On every step he is blessed by God to pursue His cause
Step by step this group isbut transformed
To be most righteous and to overcome pains with scars
Satan is a test right from the very begining
At times it takes over the hearts of his followers
This is how contepmt and hatred becomes string
Satan group is defeated being the borrowers
Lust and avarice keep the weak souls in chain
In the hands of Satan as a pawn to continue, to pursue
This is the constant torture and consistent pain
Apprently Satan wins and human has no clue to renew
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
In Remembrance of Lord

Lord declares that if someone wants to get more he should be more grateful
And be consistent and constant in his effort in rememberance of Lord
He should never ever leave remembrance being grateful and dutiful
He should never ever leave seeking forgiveness being a good ward
Only then he becomes competent for for kindness being in tact
Some hardships and difficulties may come across to test
Whatever is predestined by Lord he should follow the verdict
Only then he becomes the real creation being the best
May Allah help me to be a real believer and follower of Him
In all odds and in all untowards circumstances whatever be
Allah is the commander of all heavens and earths remains Hymn
Being a drop of water I want to seek refuge in the vast sea
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
In Love Spell

In Love Spell
Your cup of beauty is like a divine wine
Your sweet figure is so pure and graceful
Beauty redefines the sweet love line
My love being faithful I am so grateful
My sweetheart you are like dawn of the day
For your charming playful graces I seek
Hide and seek iin a most sweet romantic way
Let us grow and glow to the highest peak
Let me love, praise and embrace in love spell
Let me praise your like an ancient deity
Let me be only yours land et me be infidel
Let us be the followers of spontaneity:
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Wonderful Beauty

Rain drops on my window remind me
Your beautiful pink cheeks with rain drops
What a wonderful beauty and what be
Its reinvigorating effect on heart's music box
To start love tunes to get everlasting solace
My heart starts dancing on such love songs
In sheer attraction being but just face to face
I belong to her majesty to me she belongs
Rain takes its effect and its precious price
The experience is so lovely and rewarding
Now whenever there is rain it gives choice
I close eyes and see you in my arms falling
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Her Sweet Smile

She is attractive, pretty and pleasing
Her sweet attitude has taken my heart
My love is always wonderfully increasing
Decidedly to bee her never to depart
My sweetheart is so sweet and alluring
I want to just taste her sweet smile
I know love pain is but constantly enduring
So I have to be more honest and loyal
She is a wonderful piece of art to grace
Her beauty is to delight all around
When I look into her eyes face to face
I am on galaxies and not on ground
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Our Destiny And Destination

Spring has set in to pay tribute to beloved
Let me feel the charm, grace and fragrance
Let me celebrate the occasion being loved
Let me be part of your cadence and radiance
My love flowers are in dance to feel prescence
I in my jubilation want to be with you to dance
Let me take you in arms to have your essence
Let me wilfully to play with you to take a chance
We are together in coloful flowers to negotiate
Amidst heartbeats to dance on musical notes
Lets be sincere to bereal partners to translate
My love lets involove, engross and to diagnose
All aspets and facts pertaining to our sweet love
Let us take advantage of every precious moment
A wonderful destiny and destination from above
With marvellous experience and sweet comment
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I am Poet of the East
I am a poet of sanguine sentiments and sensibilities
Enriched with but profound personal experience.
I am romantic lover of the east with all possibilities
With unflinching cadence and refined brilliance
A poet is one who recognizes, appreciates, presents
All love, truth and beauty but in the real perspective
Who is a suture to all bruises, injuries and all ailments
Who in his actions and words is but more selective
Love is my message which crosses just all horizons
I am staunch believer of values and unity of humanity
Who in search of beauty unveils all veils and curtains
Who aspires for the downtrodden to make liberal, free
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Unflinching Trust

Life is a battle which can be won with unflinching trust
MyLord has protected me throughout my struggle
We have to have our hearts clean without any dirt or dust
Anxiously waiting for help from Lord just as a miracle
Pain and pleasure go side by side unless we die
But we have to have this poison till the dead end
For self respect we have to keep our head high
When all is verdict of God then why to just bend
The only dominating force is that we are best creation
So we have to have all ups and downs with pleasure
We know that cleanliness of heart and action is salvation
We have to cherish this faculty as ultimate treasure
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Kiss Of Pain

Kiss of Pain
She whispered in my ear
Feel every kiss of pain I give
Be more and more near
Seek fragrance of love to live
I took her delicious breath
And collected precious pearls
And to know the depth
From her glowing red cheeks
Then There was nothing
But a communion soul to soul
A love ameliorated string
Just as the ultimate sweet goal
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Bullwark Against Arrows

There is complete darkness in me there is no way out
But then suddenly you came to sight with excellence
Of steps and grace of your figure that remains all about
That is to declares that light always appears to convince
Every darkness is being surpassed by the clear light
My love your light will lead me to enlightened path
You are so wonderful and full of delight to be bright
And to take all contempt and to dispel every wrath
My love you are my real companion to accompany me
On the thorny path of life to the beautiful red roses
For a drop of love you remain a vast wide green love sea
You my love remain a bullwark against all the arrows
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Real Battle

Two roses aspire to be in love from petal to petal
Fragrance reinvigorates beauty to ameliorate
They are ready to face the life just like a real battle
And transitory sonnets to associate, narrate
All the colours of life with just different shades
The dew drops on the petals glorify the state
But death has its own stairs to sharp edged blades
What a fortune and what a miserable fate
Roses are roses with their own pain and pleasure
They take birth to make surroundings colourful
And then die down leaving behind the love treasure
Their transitory stay is beautiful and wonderful
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Your Charm And Grace

In dazzling rain when drops kiss your face
I am delighted to see their flow to the down
I see the drops to kiss your charm and grace
Your beauty wears the remarkable crown
Your lovely looks your enchanting beauty
In excellence surpass what all is in universe
Your all romantic codes my love I do agree
You are a sonnet of love from verse to verse
When beams of light touch sparkling face
I feel enlightened in so sweet light beams
I want to take you in arms to but embrace
By all means your dreams flow in dreams
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Am Spell Bound

Your charming smile attracts my heart
Your innocent smile reinvigorates my spirits
You have the charm and power to insert
All your fine qualities on their unique merits
Your finger in the lips make me spell bound
In your company I totally forgot myself dear
Heart to heart I am no more on this ground
Your magnetism has attracted me most near
You are my passion I love you my sweetheart
My every love song is your love narration
You are in me I am in you just part to part
I am in pain of my love and you are salvation
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Father Please Forgive Me

Please Forgive Me
My father please forgive me for all the blunders
Which I committed knowingly or unknowingly
For all this untowards happening torn me asunde
I do know that I am bad person just notably
For God sake donot be unhappy with me sir
In my young age I considered you as a god
I am pleased with all those gifts you did confer
Your every kindness do desrve big applaude
Now in dream someone saw you very unhappy
So I stand helpless in middle of the road I admit
Sinns committed by me I do admit and agree
An unconditional appology I do openly submit
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Sensual Appeal

My sweetheart you have sensual appeal
I am enthralled by your versatile beauty
Allow me to be playful with your love zeal
in this spring full of flowers do agree
Let us be in a sanctuary of love to decide
How to be on the path of love to satiate
Let fragrance reinvigorate our love pride
IMy love let me take all shades to narrate
My love stance give me a chance to dance
On the red petals of roses to praise beauty
My sweetheart I am still in your spell trance
Take the charm of weather to just agree
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Variety In Society

Intuition plays an important role in the romantic blessings
That unfolds the more in tune with ones heart,
The more love will flow in the dream as it is just expressing
Listening yo the inner voice provides a new start
Man has been bestowed with a forune to but decide
What is right and what is wrong and how to be prudent
With his intellectual curiosity he is known far and wide
Love remains the teacher and one remains the student
It depends on how one wants to take a marvellous leap
To achieve his goal with sincerity and with entirety
Only a brilliant person is bestowed with fortune to reap
The wonderful harvest of which he gets variety in society
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Cleanliness

Cleanliness
Water remains the cleanest commodity
Its a wonderful thing to clean every dirt
It cleans every heart from every animosty
Its few drops become life in burning desert
Every malicious magic trick is taken over
By the clean water to give a victim a relief
Water remains life Lord vehemently discover
Its remains life in a green and decaying leaf
Allah be my saviour in every difficulty, distress
Save me from embarrasements to be clean
Without you I have no one I but do confess
Clean water makes every one my love green
Cleanliness is half faith as Prophet declared
Virtue takes ove vice as a matter of fact
Clean water makes every part of body repaired
My Lord Hold me to remain but intact
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Beautiful Dove

My Beautiful Dove
Your charm and spell has bonded me in a chain
A beam entered in my heart to take me over
Love has its own pleasure and jus its own pain
Allow me to explore this spell and to take cover
The moment I saw you I am in a trouble to see
You again again to relish my pleasure of love
My sweetheart I am in you and just no more in me
I love my Lord who sent you from the above
I am no more and you are every where I know
Let me praise my Lord who created you my love
I am proud of the fact that you have all to show
My sweetheart, my beloved and my sweet dove
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Saviour is Greater Than Disaster
Unflinching trust in God gives us indomitable courage
To deal with any disaster, difficulty and hardship in life
It is a bond, a chain which encounters and gives bridge
To go through any fire and to travel on any poisonous knife
Every difficulty has God gifted solution we must understand
Acceptance of hardships make us to gracefully pass through
Commitment and affiliation provides a strong bond and a band
It definitely helps and ensures help of God just out of blue
My Savior is greater than any calamity I do understand, portray
When there is no hope left then comes His graces to grace
Let me declare with honesty of purpose there vis always light ray
To enlighten all the darkness and to make radiant our face
Hatred and all contemptable things are transitory I know
Only love has the power to remain and to spiritually, physically heal
Life is a stream which under all circumstances has to flow
Let be wonderful humans to understand anatomy of fear and to deal
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Her Charisma

My love I love your closed eyes full with dreams
Allow me to kiss your eyes for the wonderful job
You beauty is full of warmth and sweet beams
With your intoxication my heart has to just throb
Your rosy cheeks aspire me to kiss and attract
Your closed eyes haunt me to grab you in a go
What a wonderful artistic and lovely sweet pact
Asking me to take you and to be in river to flow
Our sensual communion takes us to the paradise
My love your love surpasses all beauty around
Your beauty has a wonderful flair and burning spice
Hand in hand we are in the air and not on ground
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Her Beauty Enthralls

Her Beauty Enthralls  
She carries a vast sea in her eyes for me  
I feel totally attracted towards her  
Her beauty enthralls her beauty to see  
She in real pursuit wants to confer  
All her assetts for my sake to please  
Me and my heart in this blooming spring  
My love I cant see all so I just cease  
But the wonderful beauty makes a string  
My sweetheart I am really impressed  
By your fashion and style and attraction  
Please in a romantic night be my guesst  
For the sake of my solace and perfection  
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Seek Apology

My love, love yearns only for peace and harmony
Without a beloved even paradise will not suffice
For the past untowards behaviour I seek apology
Please do entice my heart for some sweet love spice
Let us settle our differences for once and for all
Let us have a new start towards a new love paradise
Let us be fair straight and frank in our love call
For sake of love we have to new horizons to devise
Don't get lured into a fruitless argument dear
Please get just near and near to resolve disputes
Let us have flair to go through My love I swear
Let us nip from the bud all contemtuous roots
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Her Intoxicating Eyes

Your eyes are so intoxicating your curves are so enchanting
My sweet heart you are so beautiful to be victim of first sight
Love has its own attraction for a beauty of class in dancing
Oh beauty your are the constant and consistent source of delight
Come and give me your heart so that my heart gets solace
I am enthralled by your beauty and want to exchange love
My sweet beloved you have the excellence of beauty in grace
I have had you from the paradise being fortunate above
Come and seek refuge in my heart and protect me forever
Hence we can cherish our love life for days to come
I will keep you in my heart and will disturb you but never
My love please be mine to relax me from life troublesome
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Waiting With Rose

She is waiting with a rose under her chin
Her lover is coming to see her after long time
She is thinking about every innocent sin
With a love song with its rhythm and rhyme
Her enchanting eyes and her glittering lips
Are all out to welcome her sweet lover
Even light touches her wine of beauty, sips
She is ready to be discovered by cover
All in all she is just to dangle and dance
Her charming beauty is ready to be kissed
She is ready to take each and every chance
In every aspect of life she is ready to subsist
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My heart bleeds at the untowards behaviour
Of so called relations and so called humans
I was seek great mercy from my sweet saviour
What is this life but just a dirty non sense
My heart I feel completely dead to survive
It has lost all tastes of life and all the salt
When I go back and think to but just revive
I find in myself complete, everlasting revolt
I have lost trust in people and got astray
My head and heart are no more with me
Against my honesty I see tricks to but play
All types of crocodiles are in this vast sea
Helplessness is surrounding me to take
I once a great soldier now at death winds
My personality, my profession are at stake
Now I lost my position and my own grids
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Am Staunch Soldier

I am a staunch soldier determined to win
I fight and fight for my country to serve
I am always on my mark and never give in
Hence I get the honour which I deserve
You have to trust me as a countryman
And I will tell you what I can do in diversity
I strictly follow the given idea and plan
No one can challenge me and my artistry
Let me declare I am at right being prudent
I am conscientious person to be always right
I do believe in unity being from the unit
In my heart and nerves I carry burning light
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
For Her Beauty's Sake

Her juicy pinkish cheeks call me to come and taste
Her red rose lips and her wonderful tresses call
She is so pure and so beautiful and so sweetly chaste
Are benevolently attract and frankly just call
Her enchanting smile makes me lunatic for a while
I see again and again the wonderful beauty to take
I am ready to follow my sweet beloved for mile and mile
For my love desire and for her attractive beauty's sake
Let me embrace you with lot of love to but kiss
Let me be your servant henceforth to but serve as desire
You my beautiful sweetheart and my sweet miss
With full zeal and verve from your beauty curve to curve
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
My Strawberry Moon

My love is like a strawberry moon which ripens strawberries
In early spring and summer being a good fortune, optimism
She is like a wind in my hopelessness and lonely sanctuaries
It is a state which curbs pessimism and promote the heroism
This moon refines relations particularly romantic audacity
The delicate heart-shaped berry has connotation of purity, passion
Its symbol of purity, sensuality, fertility humility and modesty
It is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, faithfulness and narration
My love you are a pink strawberry moon, so juicy and fresh
I love you for your beautiful appearance and all modesty
Your enchanting style and fashion makes me but so refresh
Keeping in view your all qualities let me praise your majesty
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Mountain Fairy

My sweetheart is like a fairy from high mountains
She has beauty to be never ever seen before
We walk together to share all our love like fountains
I explore her beauty to adore more and more
Her sweet figure gives me the message to live
Her innocence takes my heart to make me happy
She is so kind and so sweet to sparingly forgive
She has a fashion and style to be but just snappy
Love is to cherish and beauty has to accompany
Let my sweetheart be mine and take me on
You my love resonanate in me like symphony
Your innocence my love associate with dawn
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Dream In Dream

What is life a dream in dream I do know
A strange puzzle to understand bit by bit
A wonderful stream to flow to but show
We know all its a resolve to but just hit
Love does take sense and glorify but all
Hearts have inter relations to understand
My love please do negotiate to learn, call
The same frequency and same love band
Life is what and what not who can know
Pain and experience bring all colours
To taste the all reality to grow and glow
This world belongs to just all the lovers
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The Kisses

The Kisses
Kisses do attract two opposite forces at one point
Where they cherish all intoxication and attraction
This is how two view points to come to one viewpoint
Your beauty my love takes us to a point of perfection
Your tenderness and warmth make love so sweet
Your beauty is to take me to full moonlit night
You tinkle in my heart like my loving heart beat
Please do not ask me the excellence of delight
Be mine my love and extened your glowing beauty
Give me your treasure for the life long pleasure
My love my sweetheart remains my perfect duty
Allow me to show my stance as love measure
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Your Colour of Love

Music is the food of love play on and on to reach its limits
Then it will take all the pain and to provide solace to the soul
My love I have been through agony all through it just fits
I am the victim of your sweet beauty an on your cheek a mole
My love you revolve in me from pore to pore to but associate
With my soul to make it sing in a manner to understand
I am poet of her due all odes, sonnets to bu just appreciate
Her beauty makes me to dangle and dance on love band
My sweetheart when in a mood comes to kiss I take it honour
I consider myself the most fortunate and most wonderful
With intense moments of love how can I refuse this sweet offer
What a sweet love gesture which makes all most colourful
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My Love My Sweetheart

My Sweetheart
Your loving face and enchanting eyes
Your loving silence and loving cries
My sweetheart make me but just dies
Whispering in ears are sweet love lies
When I look into your eyes I feel deep down
To take your heart as the only love crown
On your sweetheart let me but just die down
Take me your servant and just step down
My love I love you and want to keep
With me all my life to play and to peep
And when you are in my lap fast asleep
Please never ever leave me to just weep
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Don't Debar
My Lord please do not debar me your graces
You have been very king and merciful from the start
Please help me as you helped me with my races
You are the sole owner of my life my soul and my heart
Now I am passing through pain and ailment
So again I look towards you for mercy and relief
I lost all hopes but still I am the sole claimant
Of your love and affection to overcome grief
My Lord you have never left me alone in trial
I know I am not a good human but less you have none
Please cover me under your mercy for a while
Send me complete treatment like a beam of the sun
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To Grace Me

My love the scent of romance fills the air
You are about to come to grace my heart
What a sweet love and what a love flare
My beloved is a wonderful creation of art
My eyes are on her way to but welcome
I have scatered all petals on her way
I am under spell you I do have reckon
My heart is all out to but just pray
I love you dear and want to embrace
Please do not debar me to but kiss
My love I am for your sweet grace
My sweetheart my dear lovely miss
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No Rainbow Without Rain

i was considered by my relatives a base coin
With poverty at background nothing to achieve
So this is what was the stature of just mine
So I agree I started with low esteem I do believe
From this all at disposal I started my journey
But I thought that sheer struggle brings results
i decided to work and just never ever to worry
With my experience of life I could read pulse
A light came to me to tell about life chain
No respect comes to us without disdain
We can' have happiness without just pain
We can't have a rainbow without a little rain
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Love Truces

Let me kiss on your neck my love
To taste all beauty just in a one go
My sweetheart my innocent dove
Take me along in your love flow
A kiss will tak me from pore to pore
I feel you all in all in me my love
Let me reach to the heights to explore
Let me understand to do all how
My love you more salty than sweet
Let me suck all your juices
Let me make my love you heart beat
Let us uhold our love truces
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Unveil To See

Please unveil my love i want to see
How full moon dares to face you
In this dim light I want to just be
Your lover through and through
Till dawn comes to embrace us
My love accept my embrace and kiss
As gift of all love but to robust
My sweetheart my sweet, lovely miss
Let me be your only appraiser
Let me keep you near my heart
Your sweet glowing figure makes chaser
Never ever to leave or depart
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Tawakkul Ala Allah

Tawakkul ala Allah
And whosoever puts his trust in Allah then He will suffice him
And everything which one wants to do will be under God's command
The beam of light will overcome every darkness up to the brim
The true believer gets more than his desire and demand
It means to have perfect faith in God and reliance on God alone Which is tremendously liberating, his soul and heart from any chains
Immediately you are covered by your Lord and you are in His zone
Which immediately abolishes all strains and righteousness reigns
My Lord I am all alone in your this painful world to survive
Please help me to adopt the right path under all circumstances
Under your kind and merciful command I want to strive, thrive
My all advances are totally dependant on your given chances
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The Father
Father is a disciplinarian from beginning to end
He is the master who has to set the eternal trend
He makes his wards to stand up and never bend
The message of humanity he has to take and send
Being strict in rule he is not liked by all and sundry
But he is the one who makes his generations free
He is representative of God and he holds valid plea
He trains his wards to sail honorably in violent sea
He takes his onerous task with smile to perform
He teaches all skills and also teaches all the norm
In chilling snowy season of odds keeps wards warm
He is love in entirety and makes concern conform
Image of God with love of many mothers for wards
Being an ordinary person makes his wards the lords
Being a staunch guard is always happy and guards
Keeps in fact intact all strings of beauty, love chords
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Attraction

Shoulder to shoulder we were siting together
Under the full moonlit night to celebrate
The event to feel love attraction and pleasure
To accelebrate and to strongly deliberate
How to be in love and how to appreciate
How beauty and love can be more near and dear
These wonderful moments to commemorate
The time demands to adhere to be more sincere
My sweetheart I see you in the beams to care
What has the overall effect of this moment
Let me enbrace you and kiss you toj ust cheer
A kiss on your forehead as a love comment
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Embrace Glee

Doubts take us away from reality
But we should not torment ourselves
To be satiated to embrace glee
Let us put all eccentricities on shelves
Life has very many obstacles to cross
At times we have to pass on the fire
So we should not be just at a loss
We must be determined to aspire
To be at ease a skill we must acquire
So that we should tackle any problem
We must be able to see and admire
So that rosemarry should blossom
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Rapturous Feeling

Her sizzling beauty makes my heart to forget beat
Her enchanting prime takes me over I know
She and me are one on one on beautiful love seat
Love flows in the stream of beauty is to show
Her excellence of beauty makes my love come true
I feel solce in her beautiful golden tresses
She is the one who came in front of me out of blue
Your rude prime my love will acquiescence
Your beautiful style and dress takes me over
I am in you and you my love are in me to pursue
The sweet journey of love and beauty in rover
My love our love remains eternal is definitely true
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Lord's Concern

My Lord you have protected me from the very start
I am proud of the fact that besides you there is none
And I am pleased that your real abode is my heart
And my soul remains in love with you just one by one
Your sweet concern has helped me to just proceed
Please help me in my remaining time with grace
I am totally depenedent on your grace not my deed
I have your kindness and mercy without my face
Please nourish my physical as well as my spiritual being
Your love is my assett in this life and in life hereafter
I know you have taking care of my prosperity and wellbeing
Be my helper in untowards circumstaces to lookafter
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Soul To Console

Love has very many colours and shades
When it inflicts a heart it injures it completely
Which cut the heart of lover with its blades
An injured heart is taken over just discreetly
Love of a beloved is first step to love of God
When physical love fails becomes spiritual
When he looks to Lord he is taken over as ward
Then soul takes over the body perishable
Lord takes those souls under His sweet domain
The blessed soul becomes part of love as whole
This string of soul and Lord when are in chain
Mercy of Lord covers loved soul to but console
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Romantic Embrace

Love embraces beauty with intense feelings
To make abolish all pains to bring healing
Why should her lips be so tight in concealing
Oh love sweet love what are your dealings
I have been through pain of love my love
I have taken you to every pore to explore
My sweetheart my wonderful white dove
I love you with sincerity and to but adore
My heart solace my life my soothing grace
Let me take you to the heart for perfection
Let me hold you hand to hand to my face
My beloved in this world you are my selection
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I will turn down proposals from old flames
Because new light is seen on the horizon
I am ready to take all insults and blames
Her sweet eyes are burning like the sun
Her chin is like a wonderful asset
Her lips are red to speak all attraction
Her cheeks are so pink to just get
From the universe all sweet perfection
She has taken to be seen and appreciated
Her actions are like beams to travel
From the depth of my heart i am associated
Her one sweet look makes me dazzle
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To Admire

My love has the sweetest smile and gorgeous eyes
She remains the emblem of beauty so to speak
We have had very many love sighs and love cries
We remain heart to heart and cheek to cheek
To seek the eternity of love with its all colours
Like rainbow it is full of different colours to share
To portray and to tell about all the wonders
Love flair remains in every sphere to be to allure
From pore to pore beauty is to explore and adore
This is how love chain with beauty takes its shape
Let us be straightforward to adhere to just admire
The realities of love and beauty to take and partake
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May I Kiss You

My sweetheart you are blooming like a rose
Your every petal is charming and needs love
Your eyes are enough to close mine to buldoze
I know you are precious to be fortune above
Please take me to you so close to appreciate
What ever glamorous beauty you carry along
Let me be wonderful assocate to but narrate
You are mine and to you I do relate and belong
I want to be with you to take care your beauty
I am attracted to you to be so near and dear
You are wonderful woman of taste and fruity
I am taken over by your sweet attitude and flair
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Feelings Of Love

Feelings of Love
Her eyes sparkle, and her smile lights up a room
My heart has been taken over by her sweet beauty
She is wonderful in beauty and in Spring to bloom
I want to take her fragrance being really free
I have feeling of love; inexplicable, strong, and pure
She understands me and my burning passion
Her charming beauty is so wild and is strongly allure
My all poetry is narration of my real salvation
She is absolutely stunning, radiant, and attractive
A look establishes a love bond to reciprocate
My sweetheart is so loving and really seductive
She is in my heart like a wonderful associate
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Invisible Sweet String

Her smile radiates warmth, Her dance intoxicates
She remains excited to be praised by the lover
My beautiful lady beats in my heart and associates
In her excellence I try always to but discover
How she shares her colours to me in Spring
She is heart to heart with me in my solace
We are together in an invisible sweet string
I want to be part of hers sweet satiating grace
I am pleased that she is mine in every aspect
I love her, she loves me we both are in one chain
She is queen of my heart let me declare, accept
We both pass through every pleasure and pain
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My Full Moon

She is a beautiful moon among the stars
Her sweet light comes down and kiss me
Brings me along heavenly wine in the jars
To give feelings of a being amidst the sea
I feel her beams to be like enlightened light
And play with them like an innocent child
Do not ask me the sweet enchanting delight
To convert my innocence to be just wild
Sensual pleasure has the everlasting effect
I embrace you in longing and then sweetly kiss
I know you will make me my love perfect
You are my sweet friend, you are my sweet miss
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A Kiss

A kiss is a wonderful reward to imprint
Love as a great print on cheeks my miss
Sentiments, and feelings are to be sent
For clean innocent heart it is a bliss
Love warrants a series to grow and glow
To clear destiny to remakable destination
Sheer attraction makes this a sweet show
For staunch lovers it remains salvation
My love allow me to kiss and embrace
Hand in hand and heart to heart
Take my grace and give me your grace
Let be pore to pore and part to part
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Let Me Depart

Let Me Depart
My love please do not stare at my face
To uncover my feelings of pain and pleasure
I have put a cove for you not to grace
My pain and pleasure as my only treasure
I want to save you from any trouble
So I am living with my pain to remain
I know now I am only a bubble
To break to be no more out of chain
I want to sacrifice myself for you
I want to keep you with happiness
I am yours through and through
Allow me to depart with manliness
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Eternal Pleasure

When the body and soul go side by side
On the wonderful ride to seek real pleasure
At a one point all comes from far and wide
This is what remains life's eternal treasure
Every happiness enthrall to take a chance
Every ambition becomes a light to sneak
Love and beauty get a chance to just dance
All dreams get what they always seek
From peak to peak love pays its real price
Beauty has to have a sweet magical stane
Life gets and enjoys its marvellous spice
What a chance at a glance to dangle, dance
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The Pure And Chaste

Pure And Chaste
She is so pure and chaste like white roses
Her moral values keep her above the mark
Trust comes forward and strongly repose
She is so lovely with wonderful life spark
Fragrance is all around to just portray
She is a sweet lady with her own style
She carries all the weapons to but slay
There is nothing to compare her smile
Her lovely eyes and pink lips and cheeks
Are wonderfully beautiful to make one daze
Her peaks are touched by golden streaks
She is a sweet sonnet from phrase to phrase
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A Bouquet

She came to see me with a bouquet of flowers
Her love stance is beyond any appreciation
A sweet gift of roses has taken me, overpowers
How can I reciprocate this love sweet passion
Her beautiful face carries all sweet expressions
She knows all romantic codes to but present
Her sweet love narrations are her love orations
Her whispering style conveys her sweet consent
Her curves attract me to the heavenly spring
I am enthralled by her magical love to see
Love and beauty are in sweet alluring string
Her tresses want me to take as a love plea
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A Promise

A promise for a very sweet encounter is in the air
You are all around me to kiss and to embrace
Our love is sweet charming and wonderfully fair
Let me take you in arms with lobe and grace
Promises are to be kept till last my sweetheart
Don't neglect me on the ambitions of my rivals
Please be mine never ever to leave or depart
Love never ends but has very many revivals
Let me take your hand in mine to explore world
Extend your beauty to burn flame of love in me
Every truth has a bang to declare as wel as herald
ove relation is a narration of never ever ending sea
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Love Does Celebrate

Love Celebrates
Love is nothing but chain of fragrant flowers
Beauty carries it in her lap to celebrate
This celebration takes over lover to overpowers
My passion takes me over to narrate
Love Oh love you have played with me
I am deadly affect by her awesome beauty
I am in your company in a vast green sea
Oh water refine me to be in love free
I have lost my heart and found my beloved
Please help me to be fully enthralled
Please allow me to drink her wine to open lid
Please me free Iam surrounded, walled
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Love Is A Fire

Love is a fire when mixes up with passion takes all
Love and beloved are one on one to but decide
Whether to be burnt alive or to just wait for the call
Iys atrocities are far and wide when it takes a ride
Real lovers never evrt be able to succeed in pursuit
They go astray and sacrifice their all for a partner
Some are able to conquer for some heavenly fruit
For some it remains honour for some dishonour
Beauty is the sole intiator of love so to speak
It gives colours of rainbow to be from sky to land
It dances from heart to heart and on the cheek
Love is marvellous and beauty is really so grand
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The World……

This world is full of rascals who deal
With honour, faith, death and justice
This is how they kee moving wheel
This is how they drink in the chalice
For poor people this is a bonded bond
Fro rich it is a paradise to celebrate
All their whims are in this sexual blond
The poor remain away the rich associate
What a strange world and what a ride
No sense, no harmony and no symphony
Rich have riches, poor have no pride
The rich are famous the poor are in infamy
Justice is a slogan with rich to celebrate
Poor remain victim of them till death
My conscious pricks me to but narrate
I am also the victim till the last breath
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The Struggle

For long long years I served my family and nation
Because I wanted to bring change in my life style
I never ever took rest but struggled with my passion
My journey remained from pace to pace, mile to mile
But when I achieved my reward and succeeded
Then with sheer jealousy my relations inflicted magic
That was the time I required help I needed
All near and dear made my life but purely tragic
Now I am alone in my pain to continue my efforts
Still I want to work for my family and for relations
This remains the price of all my struggle deserts
See my struggle and see outcome of expectations
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Attractive To Lure

She is so beautiful and charming to glow
Along with two full cups of wonderful wine
Any type of love she can just easily blow
I am proud of the fact that she is but mine
She is a sea of beauty so pure and so clean
I kiss her embrace her in a mood to declare
The entire universe has never ever seen
She is so charmingly attractive to just lure
With pink lips and red cheeks she narrates
How to be wonderfully she has the cheeks
Me and my love are in position to associate
She seeks beautiful words and the speaks
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Half Veil

Her half veil is a deal to prevail
Beauty cherishes when is hidden
This is a wonderful chance to avail
Love plays beauty is forgiven
Half veil increases beauty to flair
Its loveliness increases being in veil
Its the real part of sensual lair
To every love stance it remains tril
Beauty has its excellance to glow
Attraction takes its path to dignity
Love has its solidarity to show
Ita real stance to save beauty literally
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Love Flair

Love Flair
Let me add some sensual touches to my love lair
Inviting my sweetheart to help me to romantically lead
This is how I can increase to eternity my love flair
And this is how I can give solace to my heart not to bleed

World is a place of torture and pain so quest is for solace
Will to do makes us strong to go through all austerity
My love my heart gets from you all love and all the grace
Let us be honest in our love pursuit with all vweity

My love witout you I will be in a cruel circle of rivals
Who will follow mw o all paths to take revenge
They will play dirty on my departures and arrivals
But in your company I will be frankly able to avenge
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Let Me Whisper

Let me whisper in your ears how to play
Love game in dim light of half moon
Let us sing love song to take and to pay
My sweetheart as possible as soon
Night is full of its sweet dreams to redeem
Every part of romance in its entirety to see
The glow of passion in a glowing hot beam
Together in a wonderful and beautiful sea
Love has very many colours to capture beauty
Beauty has its own traps to surround love
Give me a free hand to explore beauty being free
My sweetheart my sweet charming dove
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Purest Truth Prevails

Truth Prevails
World is full of trick and mockeries to deal
To create situations to play with pure passion
One is disappointed what to leave what to feel
Emphasis remains on false style and fashion
On the path of heinous contempt and hatred
All humanity remains on the stake to pass
All those are given imporatnce who are well said
The inferior beings are in search of a class
Truth has taken over by the falsehood to cherish
All human dignity to be molested on perils of rules
Sixth sense remins for purest truth not to perish
To be kept for the followers of truth as pure jewls
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A Real Glance
Stretching of hands on her head in trance
Attracts my heaert and soul to see beauty
Two cups full of wine to be taken a chance
It makes me from all chains to be just free
I feel intoxicated to see all in a real glance
Her figure has taken a chance to portray
To understand the reality of sweet romance
The beauty has to play and all to say
What rhythm is there and what is rhyme
A song of love is being whispered in ear
What a wonderful time to portray prime
Beauty to love remains near and dear
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Pure Love

What I carry for you is pure love my love
Please reciprocate the unique passion
There are no questions like why and how
Love has its own process of narration
Love does not ask for colour and creed
Love travels from pore to pore to explore
Love is a pure action and sweet deed
With time increases more and just more
My love, love celebrates beauty to say
Beauty reinvigorates its intensity to know
Let my love for its conquest just pray
Love and beauty present marvellous show
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Your Sweet Eyes

Your sweet Eyes
I am lost in your deep and green eyes
The death of sea has taken me to heart
Love has to begin in soothing cries
I want to remain in never ever to depart
My love your eyes carry a universe to explore
I am enthralled by the attraction of eyes
Let me adore your eyes more and more
What a lovely sweet eyes one intends, dies
Eyes carry images to retain and to sustain
Keep me in their depth for times to come
Eyes also carry and portray real love pain
I am the appraiser of your eyes and in sum
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The Opportunists

This world is full of opportunists who change faces
At one time they are crows at another foxes
Their vested interests change at the different places
They carry their faces and wear one from boxes
They will not come across for years unless in need
For Their need they will make you feel as great givers
They will become of your breed and of your creed
You will find they are of your streams and of your rivers
Contempt, hatred and jealousy they carry in them
Daggers are in blood to kill they remain in blood
They are the self seekers and remain so in outcome
They remain as ingrates unless the eyes take mud
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The Prison House

What a world a prisohouse for a beiever
And for a non believer it is paradise
Now think who is loser, who is achiever
Whoever can differentiates is wise
Heart is the mirror which takes actions
Whether they are clean or just dirty
Fact remains sins have more attractions
The people with faith stand on firmly
Clean hearts carry clean images with love
Lord looks after them for righteousness
Fortune determined really just from above
Let me my sweet Lord to love and kiss
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Wonderful Sparkling Glare

Wonderful Sparkling Glare
The moment my sweetheart said she loved me
my feet are not on the land but I am in the air
I am pleased to have her in my heart to just see
I find in me like a wonderful sparkling glare
Warth of sun I feel in my burning passion to glow
I am pleased to have her in me like sweet guest
We both have in a stream of awareness to but flow
Under all circumstances she remains the beast
I love you from the core of my heart I do admit
You are for me and I am for you I do understand
Let love with all sincerity to bow and to submit
Lets sing love song on one frequency, one band
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Charismatic Beauty

My love you're shining today like beautiful stars
Your natural state of being is charismatic and alluring
Let me praise you intoxicated wine in the bars
My sweetheart you are beautifully sweet and caring
Your inclination and passion are out of the mark
Your tenderness in love takes me to the heights
I am really impressed by your burning love spark
You are my sweetheart like a bundle of delights
Let me be the centrer of all your sweet activities
Allow me to kiss and embrace with zeal and zest
Let's be in amorous mood to celebrate festivities
My sweetheart you are in domain of beauty best
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Light In Me

Light In Me
All light and love inside me is irresistible
One look has changed my time and space
My sweetheart I know this is reciprocal
And origin of all this remains your grace
Your graces make love light to be visible
I can't resist to hold it but just any more
Without you my sweetheart its miserable
Let me explore you to adore but more
Light travels and conquers all so to say
Love dominate in the wake of beauty
Allow me to keep fire in me to just pray
I am yours you are mine whatever be
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Gift Of Fragrance

Gift Of Fragrance
She has come with a gift of fragrance
There is all around her fragrance around
My love I am enthralled by presence
I found myself just no more on ground
All colours of rainbow she carries along
I am in love with all the sweet colours
I do understand to me she does belong
Let me discover what is hidden in covers
Beauty has her own shades and taste
Love gives beauty the colours of love
My heart in a haste to be embraced
Fortune makes me fortunate my dove
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Sweet Realities

She holds moon to enlighten face
Her eyes hold dreams to be on galaxies
What a wonderful style, sweet grace
Beauty holds her own wonderful fantasies
Beautiful night has its own love spell
Reinvigorates spirits to love modalities
My love take me to your heart to dwell
Oh love you have your own sweet realities
Clouds are there on your head to seek
How beauty enthralls romantic atmosphere
How life enchants from cheek to cheek
To kiss and to embrace let me be volunteer
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Real Love Dominates

For righteous people this world is a difficult place
And for vicious people it is a place to celebrate
Innocence plays its role with honesty and grace
There is alot to associate and to openly narrate

Prophets and saints pass through difficult times
They have the quality to bear pain and not complain
They remain in the veils of time with rythm and rhymes
Their eternal association with Lord makes a chain

What is right and what is wrong, time will determine
Love has to celebrate its entity and hatred to die
Love has its own version and its own sweet sermon
Where God takes all loving hearts to sky so high

Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Trust In Allah

And whosoever puts all His trust in Allah
He will be enough for him, it is declared
Let me be specific it remains my saga
My trust is in a chain with my love shared
I crossed all the obstacles in life with trust
In every moment of pain I got solace
And in every aspect of my life I do entrust
I am but beholder of my Allah's grace
He never ever disappoints me I do believe
His Mercy and Kindness is always prevailed
Whatever I request for I definitely receive
In His company I succeed never ever failed
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Life Is A Combat

Work in an intuitive way rather to do everything by the book
Old trodden paths may have unexpected road blocks
Be intuitive to follow the new approaches with a new look
With your will power and resolve you can turn rocks
Let us be optimistic and to play with the help of intuition
All those who trust definitely encounter every obstacle
Let us reinvigorate our sentiments and our great passion
To be responsible is but the hallmark of real struggle
He has to win who has the heart and soul but to win
It is always good to learn from the mistakes of the past
One should be zealous and brave to definitely excise
Life is a complete reality to face, be a soldier to combat
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
A Set Of Miracles

My love my life is a complete set of miracles
My Lord has bestowed every fortune on me
From almost zero He raised me to pinnacles
From a simple drop of water He made me sea
Even if I bow my head I can not return back
There are no words to be thankful and grateful
With my egotism I have grown meglomaniac
He secures me in cradle, I am really so faithful
He remains with me in every hour of trial
Indeed the help of Allah is near, He declares
He takes me out of pain to make me smile
He is the sole Lord of my all difficult affairs
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Beauty To Portray

I saw her beautiful style and figure
I have no words to appreciate and explain
But I lost my heart just to trigger
My passion and sentiments in a sweet chain
My sweet innocent beauty to portray
You have all the guts to be a lady of the day
I don’t know what I should but say
You to glow like the dawn of the day
I am impressed by your style and fashion
You have taken me and my heart
You have reinvigorated my love passion
Please remain mine never ever to depart
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Imposter Syndrome

When your worries pop up, let them know
They are not welcome here in your domain
So let them analyse to make them but glow
Let make every effort to deal in real chain
Do not let hold back what really want in life
Luck may supersed real achievement
Its just like walking on a double edged knife
So how can we be on an agreement
To come out of this syndrome to be clear
We have to separate feelings from fact
To aspire truth to be near and more dear
Accentuate the positive approach intact
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Love And Grace

Love And Grace
My heart is for you please just take
Its very delicate you have to take are
Please don't be rude ro just break
Just kiss it to make it to burn it in flair
In your company it seeks but solace
Please make it comfortable with smile
Let me share your love and its grace
I will feel in real paradise for a while
Love intensity and frequency to dance
Auspicious moments will make me glow
Please give me chance after the chance
Be a sweet stream of love make me flow
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Beauty Is Salt Of Life

Beauty Is Salt of Life
Let me sacrifice my heart on your innocence
Let me taste you from pore to pore to adore
You have reinvigorated my spirits with fragrance
My heart jumps to touch your heart to explore
Beauty is a salt in life to make things lovely
My life is tasteless without your sweet touch
Allow me to be frank, straightforward, free
I am enthralled by your sweet smile as much
My sweetheart let me dance on love rhyme
My dearest I am for you and you are for me
Please don't mind my sweet innocent crime
I aspire to be like a drop in a vast green sea
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What A Life

Life is full of pain and torture, fate is predetermined
We have to go through thorns but barefooted
One remains successful who remains but determined
In bits and pieces life agony is just narrated
Love shades are few but full with agonies and pains
Rest is all full with contempt and hatred to be born
All near and dear relations are in just broken chains
We find all relations broken and just severely torn
I am in chains from birth to death to bear but all
My punishment is bigger than my committed sin
I remain in waiting to go from birth to death call
Always in search of peace and solace in hidden tin
We can't fight fate which leads our destiny, destination
But still there are moments where we have to create
Fire in the chest at times gives fire just to our passion
Fortune remains at a palm's length from our fate
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Love Tribute to Beauty

Eyes are beautiful like vast green sea
Lips are like cups of wine in real trance
If kissed what taste my love could be
Heart dangles and dance to take chance
There are no words to explain beauty
Is an eternal stream to flow and to glow
In its own style with sheer sincerity
This is what explains you in line in row
You are a sonnet with very many notes
Your music takes me up in the skies
You are a truth in very many such quotes
Let us be on love line to cherish cries
Beauty stands for a beloved or friend
Who comes near to be dear 'dear alone
In her own charming style and a trend
With her smiling face and mild sweet tone
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Her Beauty Dances

Beauty Dances
She has all the sensual pleasure and beauty
Her every action reinvigorates my soul
I am enthralled by her curves to serve to be
An enchanting lady in dim light to enrol
Her sweet figure amidst whispering wind
To take advantage of her sweet style
From heart to heart love and beauty aligned
She has a beautiful and meaningful smile
Her love and lust go side by side to ride
Over the galaxies and stars to narrate
All about her sweet designs as a guide
Moments of love have plenty to associate
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Let Me Write

Let Me Write
In this wonderful and beautiful atmosphere
Let me write very many odes and sonnets on beauty
Your smokey eyes attract me to be more near
And your closed eyes make me but frank and free
To play hide and seek in this lovely surrounding
Let me please you with solace of my heart
You my love look like beautifully outstanding
Let me praise you to be more honest to impart
All I see you in the mirror of my heart so sweet
Hence I am in you and you are with me
You my sweetheart remain a real sweet love treat
My love in this vast green deep love sea
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
A Bounce In Step

A bounce in step helps to climb to new heights
My love help me to overcome all the difficulties
To overcome darkness with all wonderful lights
Please keep me far away from all life absurdities
I want all revival in my life as well as my soul
Let me climbe all ladders of life leading to skies
Let me with new zeal and zest set my love goal
Please do not despise me but give me surprise
In your tresses I want to take a rebirth my love
Hence I will get back my vigour to continue
Struggle is must for the bounties from all above
Hence with you I will be able to pursue and do
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Love Fire In Me

Fire In Me
Fire in me instigates me to do what I feel like
Love wants to grow my love you can facilitate
You may take my this desire as sweet love hike
You can help me in love trait you are so great
Let us don’t waste these precious moments
In any row but grow to glow in our love desire
Be kind enough to reciprocate in endowments
Let us reciprocate fire of love with love fire
My Love I love you, i love you till my last breath
Be auspicious to accomadate my love plea
I am yours and will remain yours till my death
Keep me in your bosom knot not to free
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Make Me Perfect
Your heart is like a burning sun to burn
I want to take burning sun in my palm
My love now I am at a point of no return
I want to hold you in my heart like a psalm
My glowing light be in me for delight
Lessen my inner darkness to be a friend
Enlighten my sight to give me insight
Let be a reality to set a real love trend
Burn me alive to understand the reality
Be mine to complete me in all respect
It will facilitate both of us to clearly see
Clear my concept make me but perfect
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Yume Takbeer

Yume Takbeer
Allah is great and all greatness belongs to Him
in many different situations this slogan remains prevalent
In happiness, in extreme distress and battle cry at brim
Its evident, detriment as well as really reverent.preeminent
To creat balance and harmony in the region to prevail
On 28th May Pakistan celebrated its entity against enemy
Tried to establish its integrity to be on one grid, scale
To keep its border from any untowards hegemonic jealousy
Allah is great and His greatness is hallmark in excellence
So His country became superpower amidst hegemonic designs
He helped his soldiers with kindness mercy, benevolence
In any extreme atrocities He shows His sheer love, precedence
Allah o Akbar Allah o Akbar La ila ha il lalah remains around
This is how we take path of Allah in any adverse situation
Help then pours from the sky, and sparingly from the ground
This our integrity, honesty, valour and real love narration
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Eclipse Of The Heart

Eclipse of The Heart
I am ready for a total eclipse of the heart to proclaim
This combined attraction is glowing with possibilities
Illuminating the path for you and your twin flame
To find each other at last, to understand responsibilities
It means transformations and revelations are here again
So my sweetheart let be taken over by this flow
Let be in each other to be together like a sweet love chain
With this untowads light we will glow to just show
Love and beauty are two shades of one light my love
So we have to bloom this passion of love together
I know it is preordained from the real light from above
My love our love is from above like a real stellar
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To Say Goodbye

My love I can't bear the burden of life so I want to die
I know that my harsh attitude is but bothering you
I need solace for you and want to be a star in the sky
I am sorry I created hardships through and through
Now I want to leave you before I send you across
But I know that your near relations will not entertain you
So in the fitness of things I want to lbe on the cross
But I will leave you all my assets for you to but pursue
Your life in your own way so be in real solace
Please do not remember me when I am no more
As for as I am concerned I will carry your grace
To explore, to love and to adore more and more
I am taking along my love all your torture and pain
I beg pardon for all non sense done by me
I am taking along my love string and my ove chain
A drop of love has to be back in the vast sea
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Relief Is In Me

Relief Is In Me
In sheer disgust and disappointment I wanted to die
But then hope came to rescue and to clearly tell
I have to remain stable and to keep my hopes high
This is how I thought to be in trouble to dwell
The galaxy of hope is like a clear celestial cauldron
To bring something powerful to the surface to be bold
Hidden energy was refined to be brightened in sun
Like an alchemist to turn base metal into just pure gold
I realized the gold is in me and I am my own alchemist
Something magical is inside me that is coming to life
I have to go ahead to the world I have got to clear the mist
To clear the path to eternity on the sharp edge of knife
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Zeal To Deal

Her sensual appeal makes me to deal
To kiss and embrace her sweet pink lips
Her magical eyes with charm and zeal
Takes me in grips to have very many trips
Her fragrance has all to present portray
I am totally taken over by her sweet innocence
My sweet beauty has glowing to just say
I feel her in my heart and in soul is her presence
My love do not play with my passion
Let me be with you on full moon with a tune
Love surpasses all other in fashion
Let me be the true lover frankly to attune
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A Peek of Love

My hidden passion is ready to come up for a peek at love
Let me take it a mythical vibe to manifest magic
To embrace powerful change in my romantic vibe from above
Love has no rationale, reason and just no logic
Hidden sentiments of love require to be in light
My sweet beloved do feel this sensation of love in you
Only love can bring happiness and real delight
On this thorny path of cruel world through and through
Rivals are always busy to create fuss between lovers
So we have to ensure how to come up to expectations
We have to be bold enough to throw all the covers
To be real lovers in a real and wonderful love relations
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Dancing Rain

Dancing Rain
Rain reinvigorates her soul to dance
The drops takes her to be in trance
What a wonderful and sweet romance
Let her take chance after chance
I am enthralled by such a glance
Whether it happens in Italy or France
For beauty love has valid stance
Allow me to accompany in dance
My heartbeats are in a sweet row
My soul has to get up to flow
In the stream of beauty love to glow
The essence is that love's show
Let my sweetheart try to grow
To make this event a beautiful show
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Beauty In Chain

What a beauty is oozing out from a cup
What a love is blooming under the cover
What is the charm with what she is up
She is a beloved of a sweet wonderful lover
Her actions communicate her beauty in chain
She is in a love charm to play and to glow
She takes all pleasure along with all cruel pain
In her stream she allows lover to but flow
Hand in hand one should understand
Her innocent sentiments her strong passion
Love brings on one frequency one band
Beauty in her style has her own sweet narration
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Beauty Inflame

A beautiful rose covered by rose petals
She is so charming and dominating
You are a set of silver and golden metals
For your glowing beauty eyes are waiting
Allow me to embrace and kiss to shine
My love your beauty surpasses but all
In whispering spring full of sweet wine
This is what a beauty fall to seek to call
An appraiser to praise and to just play
With every blooming petal to take blame
I am the one who can appreciate to say
You are beauty inflame which just claim
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Have And Have Not

Have And Have not
This world is a puzzle for have and have not
For poor this is an ocean devoid of any facility
For haves it is an iceland full of allluxuries brought
So the rich can live as per desres, poor are free
To die as they desire in sheer atrocities of rich
World is a brothal house and a rascal bitch to play
All sensual play like a dirty bad woman and witch
So darkness has grown up ias a vice in night to say
Leaders resort to useless slogan than to their duty
Every virtue has gone to the dogs as we can see
People are dying without food whether town or city
Just without any reason or without any valid plea
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To Openly Narrate

To Openly Narrate
Give free rein to your feelings my love
And let your heart speak for you
My sweetheart my sweet white dove
Let us enjoy life thru and thru
Let us go for a dinner in candlelight
Let us be heart to heart to celebrate
Let us take all happiness and delight
Let us be associate to openly narrate
Let me praise you phrase by phrase
Let me write every sonnet on beauty
Let me be forever in constant daze
Let me embrace you being just free
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Verdict Of Fortune

The whispering wind brings secret along
That my sweetheart is in a constant love
I do understand to me she does belong
This is the verdict of fortune from above
Beauty intoxicates and makes one drunk
Her sweet figure remains emblem of beauty
She remains a love queen chunk by chunk
She is frank straightforward and totally free
My love aspires to be with you my love
My heartbeats are counting moments
You are a sweet bird from heavenly above
What an entry of love, what an enrollment
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What A Perfection

A cup of wine is nothing in front of her figure
Her wonderful green eyes have all attraction
Her beautiful pink cheeks have all out tp trigger
What a wonderful beauty what a perfection
Her style and fashion take my heart just away
She reinvigorates my my passion to glow
She is so wonderful like dawn of the good day
What a cup of wine she has to show to flow
My love neverever think to leave me in exile
Please embrace me and kiss me to give me taste
Please love me with all sincerity for a while
You have so sweet way to speak and sweet gait
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Only Protector

Tell all the odds, difficulties and hardships
I am servant of a Gretest Lord so be careful
Because if I kneel to all ordained worships
How can any calamity can make me fearful
Till the time he keeps me in His Mercy
I bloomed and I will continue to bloom
I am being in sheer love chains just free
My Lord remains in my heart's room
My love I love you and ready to sacrifice
My love please love me I am your ward
Your presence in me remains love spice
Only you can protect only you are guide
Please never ever leave me unless I die
Please keep me in your shelter of love
I bow and bow to just rise high and high
I am on your land but my eyes are on sky
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Love Moments

Love Moments
Lets pass through evils of the rivals
With smiling face in a romantic state
The cheekiest intentions real revivals
About budding love to be straight
Now the path looks clear my love
We are being together and near
Fortune favours us right from above
Let me bring you more near dear
Let us share our graces more openly
Let us celebrate all love moments
Lets be more straightforward, and free
Let us be honest no more comments
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My Love Muse

My Muse
My Muse always keeps me in sight
To reinvigorate my spirits for creativity
What a wonderful delight in light
To disclose my passion from captivity
She entices me to open my heart
To tell all songs sonnets and odes
To appreciate beauty with each part
To reciprocate all romantic codes
I feel pleasure to display all art
From pore to pore she runs in me
I feel as we both are in a concert
I am a drop of water and she is sea
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Love Song

Let my love to take your hand to cross horizon
Let us be on the galaxies to play hide and seek
Let's increase our desire to seek beams from sun
Let me embrace and kiss your glowin pink cheek
Let me make you my part my real sweetheart
Let me play with your tresses to seek refuge
Let me explore golden beauty from part to part
Let us be open in passion to search for deluge
Let us be in a love mood to spice our life my love
Let me kiss you to make you bloom in this spring
Let's be true lovers to dance to seek all from above
Let us touch chords of our passions in a love string
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Romantic Codes

I am willing to reinvent my romantic codes
To give a special touch of sweetness and spice
To my love relationship to open all the roads
Let me embrace you and kiss you to but entice
Your smiling face just takes me my love along
I am attracted to you, to your beauty as a whole
Heart vehemently declares to me you belong
My heartbeat makes a string with your soul
My beauty you are the one of your type to say
Please be mine in this blooming spring to glow
Let me take your hands in mine to just pray
Love and beauty together can make a flow a show
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A Sweet Love Muffin

A Sweet Love Muffin
My love you are like a sweet love muffin
Let me enjoy every step to wonderful taste
I am not bothered by any repurcussion
Her purity haunts me with her being chaste
Her sweetest curves are on my strong nerves
Let me embrace her with all sincerity
I will extend all support she reasonably deserves
I intend taking chance more free
Let ma be the part and parcel of love pursuit
Let be in the air to enjoy every moment
You are my queen I am your lreal ove recruit
Let whispering winds speak just no comment
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Price Of Injuries

Price of Injuries
My love your untowads behaviour
And your style to please my rivals
Has injured my my heart as saviour
Will make it difficult for any revivals
My bleeding hear prays for welfare
Of you and all of my real enemies
But has erupted a hard burning flair
These bruises will bloom for centuries
Love needs a high price to but pay
I left no stone unturned to survive
For your sake I have to pay just to say
Now please never ever ask me to revive
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Seductive Looks

Your seductive looks will kill me I know, I know
Your juicy fruits will ask to touch to suck
What a mavellous glamorous show to grow, to glow
How fortunate I am and what sweet is luck
You are a beautiful creation of my Lord
I am here to help you to be most prosperous
From heart to heart we are in a sweet cord
To bear every pain and torture with tolerance
My love we both are but at receiving end
Your intoxicated curves are always ready to play
Beauty is to extend and love is to pretend
My wilful intentions are just like dawn of the day
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Virtuous Are Victorious

Virtuous is Victorious
Tricks are tricks like base coins return to initiator
Allah is the Supreme Commander to take cognizance
The virtuous ones remain successful on altar
Fortune is a reality and not just a chance to dance
God has all the powers to exercise on universe
His commandments never ever require a support
His mercy and kindness remain always diverse
But He has the right and power to import, or deport
God is Saviour under all trials and tribulations
So a clean hearted person must not be pessimest
He remains in the company of all His creations
Fate has very many ftwists fortune has but no twist
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Delicious Tingles

Let me send delicious tingles to my sweet love thrones
With love charm and excellent conversation
To turn innocent conversation to romantic overtones
Let my sweetheart through love seek salvation
With an open and frank mood we will understand
How love and beauty acts and reacts in a string to bring
Being on one frequency and one sweet band
Every autumn can be changed into a marvellous spring
Let together taste all aspects of love relation
Let in real embrace of love celebrate the delicious moments
Let us be for ever on eternal love station
Let us be heart to heart and soul to soul for endowments
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Fragrant Red Rose

She is like a beautiful red rose with glowing petals
From tip to toe to make all surroundings fragrant
Her charming beauty is wearing all beauty medals
Her wild desires are impatient but totally vibrant
All sonnets and odes are being written in praise
Of her beauty to glorify the essence to reality
What a craze which embellishes all fire to blaze
Her all craves aspire to be in dance to free
Let me see this vast sea of beauty in violent waves
On every step fire ignites to burn and to discern
To hide its great calm, while all the surface raves
What an emblem of beauty and what a concern
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Pain And Suffering

Pain And Suffering
Love is full of pain and suffering
Beauty is its suture and solace
What a string of love to just bring
Under adversity charming grace
Can we bear the pain to grow, glow
Can we seek eternal peace in eternity
Can we bear and present the show
Can we be my love just free to but see
Pain refines soul and body to nurture
Hence pain remains source of pleasure
Let be together ready for the merger
Let us seek the real eternal treasure
Suffering gives perfection to our souls
Pain refines and defines manifestation
My love I sacrifice my life on love moles
This all warrants a grand celebration
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Her Glowing Beauty

Her glowing beauty enlightened my heart
Her enlightened eyes make me delighted
Please promise just never ever to depart
To capture your smile i am really excited
Your stretch of hand makes me intoxicated
Your glowing lips take the warmth of the sun
It seems that uninvited guest is but invited
My sweetheart this all aura remains well done
Your tresses are golden with silver light
Your beautiful face has all wonderful grace
What a charming beauty what a sweet delight
I have the pride to have you face to face
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I Am Most Fortunate

I Am Fortunate
My sweet heart you are heart to heart with me
I am the fortunate in the universe I must admit
Let me dive in the ocean of beauty to just see
What remains the taste when one has to submit
I feel that I have all the control of the situation
So I am reinvigorated in your sweet company
My heart is no more in my control as my passion
Is dancing on the tune of all love symphony
Let me kiss you to be a part of heavenly paradise
Let me feel you in me to feel the rhythm of beauty
Please allow me to touch innocence and to rise
Let us be together to feel more frank and more free
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Maid of Love Sea

A fairy from a fairyland who commands heart and soul
A maid of the sea with wonderful beauty along
My lady of the heart is praiseworthy just as a whole
My pride remains to me she does relate, belong
Who comes across is enthralled by her wonderful grace
Her pink cheeks and red lips attract as a magnet
She is open secret and is warmth of sun and is face to face
With cool mood of a moon looks from love planet
Her beautiful wings embrace me in my sweet dreams
I am in love and will remain in love till my death
She is an eternal light full of all beautiful sweet beams
She will remain solace of my heart till last breath
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Lets Celebrate Golden Moments

Lets Celebrate
Lets celebrate golden moments let instinct guide
Let us feel the essence and fragrance of beauty
let us be lips to lips to be on love ride side by side
Let us like soldiers be on our sacred love duty
Let us have our hearts neat and clean like birds
Let us dangle and dance to take every chance my love
Lets praise you phrase by phrase with lovel words
Let us be fair to fortune predestined from just all above
Let me feel you and forget just about all around
Let me beat heart to heart to associate feelings
Let us be in real paradise from above this ground
Let us convert our passions in to real meanings
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Amidst Water Waves

Let me kiss you my love amidst whispering waves
Let be ready to manifest all shades of beauty
I am intoxicated by your glamour my heart craves
Your essence is wonderful you are so fruity
Your beautiful style makes surrounding lovely
Your passionate passion reinvigorates my spirits
You are all like champagne, you are so bubbly
I do not have words to cross limits to tell merits
Whispering love when touch whispering wind
Make our love a remarkable sweet sonnet
Your beauty is so kind and refined to be aligned
Let us be straightforward, frank and honest
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Queen of Beauty

My sweetheart you are queen of beauty and attraction
You remained symbol of beauty as an Aphrodite
In all aspects of beauty you are but the real perfection
Your excellence has but touched the universality
Your beauty my love stands for pleasure and passion
In your cheeks I find marvellous treasure to but glow
In your golden tresses I seek all solace and salvation
In your stream of beauty I want to but dip and to flow
The entire universe remains in your cup of sweet beauty
Your intoxication and fragrance remain the hallmark
You have warmth of sun and coldness of moon with clarity
Let me be the part of your burning desires with spark
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The Sweet Moment

The moment you come in the door
The moment moon rises in the sky
Let my sweetheart to see and adore
The moment hear jumps to fly high
My eyes are in trance, soul in dance
My heart sings all sonnets of love
Let me love to take every chance
You are sweers creation from abve
Let me be with you to but embrace
Let me kiss you in a go my sweatheart
I want to taste all your great grace
Be mine for ever never ever to depart
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Your Sweet Spark

Your Spark
Your spark in me takes me to fire
My love your love has enlightened me
You burn in me like a burning desire
Your beauty remains my love, love plea
Be in my arms let us be face to face
Your enchanting eyes haunt me to glow
My pride my grace let me embrace
In a real dark night to make grand show
You are all around I am in the circle
To see and play with all love sencerity
Your beauty is unique, and universal
Love saga is colourful and totally free
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You Glorify My Ways

You Glorify My Ways
A path is opening up in front of me
To take me to the eternal heights
To touch the skies on love plea
My love accompany me in delights
Only love can take me to destination
Only beauty can glorify my love cause
In dancing spring you are my station
Point by point and clause by clause
My sweetheart be mine to associate
I write sonnets on you phrase by phrase
My love you are unique and great
You beautify my days, glorify my ways
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Passionate Adventure

I foresee that a new love path is opening in front
Let me take full advantage of passionate adventure
Her beauty entices me to be bold to confront
Let us be ready to vehemently render all in splendor
I want to take a chance on a blossoming romance
My heart and soul are anxious to make you mine
So my sweetheart be gracious to give me a chance
Let me take the taste sip by sip of wine to be fine
Love is too short to take its taste in entirety my love
Let us take pleasure from of precious moment
Let me have a ride together my beautiful sweet dove
So let us be staunch in our stance to be propert
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What A Dazzling Beauty

What A Dazzling Beauty
Smoky eyes with seductive lips inviting me to dip
In the fountain of love to be more fortunate
Her juicy lips invite me to quench my thirst to sip
A beautiful love sonnet is she to but narrate
Her pink dheeks are like glowing red roses
Her style is marvellous to rule over hearts
What a sweet collection of sonnets and poems
Intoxication kisses and embraces and departs
What a wonderful beauty with out comparison
Needs a love touch to but  bloom and to glow
Her self pride just makes her still more arrogant
Her sensual pleasure makes all a wonderful show
Colobel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Emblem Of Beauty

Emblem of Beauty
Her seducing, figure is most powerful weapon
Her sexy smile and sense of humour takes one on
Her wonderful speech surpasses every expression
Her blooming colour is like wonderful sweet dawn
Beauty has her own excellence, style its own charm
I am really impressed the way she carries herself on
In her love she is like hot sun and so sweet and warm
Her excellent beauty and style make her but paragon
She has all attraction to capture an heart in her palm
I love her, I love her never ever to forget or to forego
Being a violent storm inside apprently she remains calm
With her sensual style she makes me to glow and blow
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Am Thankful

I Am Grateful
My love my rivals tried to kill me
But you created fire in me, in my soul
You spread my desires like a sea
As a single wonderful living strong goal
I was distracted but you made me united
I left all hope but you enforced hope
In these troublesome moments I fee ignited
I have the honour and courage to cope
I will fight back and take my soldiely pride
By destroyind all my rivals and enemies
My request to you please be side by side
Unless I deface their faces with identities
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Blessed is the one who carries clean heart
Who cherishes his truthfulness in his speech
Conduct of human is needed in full not in part
What remains in heart is to teach and preach
Clean heart is the real abode of Great Lord
His presence in heart makes one enlightened
The blessed one remain His wonderful ward
This is how by Merciful Lord he is brightened
Love begets love, as source of deep affection
Higher love takes a person to eternal heights
Lord’s love take a clean heart to perfection
What wonderful flights what wonderful delights

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Doll

Love Doll
She is a doll of love to play love game
Her gracious beauty is ready to take
Her enchanting beauty is to take blame
She seems to be like a real hot cake
Let her warmth take from pore to pore
Let us play with her real burning fire
Let us explore her beauty, let us adore
Let us inspire and let us just aspire
Her beautiful cheeks to glow in dark
Her red lips to make surrounding red
She is a like a song of a beautiful lark
Amidst snow around we are on hotbed
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
In Darkness Comes Dawn

When I look towards ruthless attitude of my relatives
I feel dejected and depressed in a state of confusion
I find my soul remains in a darkness being captives
I think there is all around complete but just illusion
Clouds of delusion and mists of nebulous rancor
Have surrounded me and intend killing me to be alone
It's going to take more fog to make me drop anchor.
Which can easily make me blown to be just thrown
But my love where there's a will, there's always a way;
So in life there is a moments to decide what to do
Power of love makes me endure for dawn of the day
I am a soldier my duty pusuades me to but pursue
All difficulties and hardships come to take a hard test
Light comes from the eternal source to be ready to pay
My Lord has created me to take all hardships to be best
I am am man of mettle to convert night into a real day
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Let's Cross Horizon

Heart can not be enforced to do something
Because it has its own power and string
Either it is enthralled with sweet love to sing
Beauty makes it to dance and to swing
On a tree of love in sweet blooming spring
My love, love is marvellous not a plaything
We both are surrounded by sweet fairy ring
This is a a wonderful thing like a right wing
Let's cross horizon to be unique and versatile
Let us be in a love chain but just for a while
Please bring on your lips that beautiful smile
Let us be together hand in hand mile by mile
Your style remains wonderful and worthwhile
Let's be sincere to each other and let's be loyal
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Aesthetic Pleasure

My love my heart is guided by appearance
I get carried away by beauty with aesthetic pleasure
With extreme emotion I but lose all sense
I am enthralled by your sensual beauty as treasure
Every curve tells the story of all love
I take you as a gift of paradise sent to me
When I see your sweet style my dove
I feel myself amidst a green vast deep sea
Love has no bounds beauty has no limit
Heart is what carries entire universe in its cord
So my sweetheart let me just submit
Let my love be gracious to establish love accord
Colobel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Of Lord

Allah declares with love and affection
You remember me I will remember you
All difficulties are for your perfection
And never give up hop thru and thru
Remembrance of Allah sooths heart
Disappointment gives way to devil
So let be in the light to be its part
This is what makes love ravel, unravel
All praise to Allah who is Master and Lord
Of the universe with soothing mercy
Heart gets solace in remembrance of Thee
My Allah I am proud You are with me
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan

Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Marvellous Beauty

Sweet birds with sweet clean hearts
Kiss each other in sheer love my love
What a atmosphere what a liberal arts
What a sweet dance my sweet dove
Your style is that of ancient dieties
Your fashion is marvelous my sweetheart
Your beauty has an imprint on cities
Your excellence blooms from every part
How I praise you my wonderful grace
How I understand you intoxicated beauty
I remained in search from place to place
Let be in the spell of love to be free
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Two Cups Of Wine

Two Cups of Wine
My love we are like two heavenly cups of wine
One is empty and the other is full up to brim
But every cup upholds that relation is but fine
But intoxication is more in her than to him
From the day one a cup full of wine gets more
And more never ever to end in real trance
An empty one is there to explore and to adore
Always aspiring for more and more a chance
Sweet is the cup which sparingly distributes
And fortunate is the cup which donates
What a love saga to which beauty just suits
Real taste of wine upholds and narrates
All about creation being so fortunate
The process of cheers has to grow and glow
Both these love cups are real associate
The stream of life takes them to flow and flow
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Carnival Ride

When my love you are beside in ride
My heart is happy my eyes are in trance
That moment makes love my guide
I want to take chance in love in romance
Your warming presence makes me dance
I am no more on earth but on galaxies
Throughout this ride love remains stance
My heart attracts me to love fantasies
Moments of pleasure are less than pain
So it is good to celebrate pleasure
Beauty and love dance in one sweet chain
What a wonderful and sweet treasure
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Don't Give Hope

Don't Give Hope
The most contemptible act in the eyes of Lord
Is to say something which you don't practice
Giving hope is good to establish the love cord
Virtue must always be just really gratis
Hopelessness and helplessness prevails
Hundreds and thousands are needy and deprived
To help a needy helps alot and sails
Your boat through violent waves with pride
May Allah shower his blessings on entire humanity
May the clean hearts be more soften to provide
This act of kindness will maintain your individuality
When human beings try to go just side by side
Only Allah remains our first and last hope
Whenever we look towards Him, He never debars
Let us be clear on the fact how to invoke
All favors with costant and consistent prayers
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Make Me Strong

Make Me Strong
My love let the love in to your domain
Let me taste the beauty to be mine
Let love and beauty play in the chain
Let me taste the eternal sweet wine
I have travelled in burning desert of life
With bare feet and without any water
Now I no more want to remain on knife
Please be kind and do not slaughter
Hatred of the world has killed my heart
People have their vested interests to deal
Now you are direly needed to play part
I am broken in parts please make me steel
Only you can make me bold and strong
Your sincere love remains suture to injuries
My love only you to me just do belong
Only you can save me from all the miseries
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Chaste And Pure

Pure And Chaste
She is like a white pigeon chaste and pure
Her heart is clean and clear like the bird
She is capable to take burden and to endure
She is white all along and word by word
A white rose grown in a safest place
She is solace of my downtrodden heart
I cherish her beauty along with grace
She is a wonderful piece of natural art
I have lost my heart on her sweet style
I am intoxicated by her eyes full of wine
Now I am enthralled deadly by her smile
I am proud she is fine and she is mine
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Set Of Roses

Set of Roses
She is a complete boquete of roses
Red lips and cheeks represen love
Peach for modesty, always buldozes
Orange for sex appeal is all above
Passion and charm keep heart warm
From heart to heart it has connection
My love my sweetheart my charm
Sincerity in love brings real perfection
My love You carry colours of rainbow
My heart belons to you for tranquility
My love my heart is in its flow to glow
These are all the assets of adorability
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Sweet Dream
My love you are my sweet and wonderful dream
Which I am carrying along for long long time
My dear I want to embrace all to realize my dream
Please help me to be my rythm and rhyme
In your case I am very ambitious to be your part
My heart is in constant trouble less it gets solace
Please do not debar me from your beauty apart
I am constantly struggling to be part of your grace
My sweetheart let me make my dream as reality
Let us be together in love paradise to be wise
Your company will make me more frank and free
Let us submit to Cupid to be able to but rise
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Action to Perfection

In contempt, hatred and disdain
Love has to bear but all the pain
Beauty my love goes side by side
In this wonderful enlightened ride
All those who has the courade to face
Certainly ask for grace in this love race
Let me love have a certain clear stance
With just fair deal and fair chance
Fate or fortune one gets with a chance
Real aspects and facts go by valid stance
Let my love opt fot not words but actions
With minor adjustments aspire for perfection
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
English Ghazal-Spark

English Ghazal
My love I do have valour and spark
To be on point to hit out of the park
To be in burning light of ltrue ove
To be instantly out of the sheer dark
My love needs still lot of passion
Your beauty remains on the hallmark
The world is all full of hypocrites
Who plays with whom is a questionmark
Let us be ready to do what we do
Let be determined to set to embark
Let Mehr be ready to but run
Let my friend be on the mark
Let be determined to set to embark
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Point Of No Return

Point of No Return
My love please be kind to reinvigorate spirits
To rekindle the passion to burn to point of no return
Where I must know that I established love writs
And I must get my destination with my love concern
My sweetheart world is full of cruelty and oppression
Hatred has very many shades to play with innocence
Most of human impressions are but full of aggression
You restrained me in chains of beauty for immanence
My love my soul seeks you in this difficile state
Please take me under your fragrant soft tresses
Only you are the one to change my fortuns to fate
Only your clean sweet heart take me to successes
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Let Me Rewarded

Let Be Rewarded
My love you have taken me one with a whisper
I have a spring in my step and a song in heart
So with beauty along I flow like a pacifying river
What a wonderful treat, a marvellous piece of art
Love and romance are going our way side by side
My sweetheart be more frank and straightforward
Lets have together this wonderful sweet love ride
By this venture we will be just properly rewarded
Love has its own style my love to play with passion
I have accepted you as part of my heart to dwell
Accept my love with all its sweet and lovely narration
Please be with me in paradise save me from hell
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Beau Monde

My love what a mesmerizing encounter it is
When I explore a spiritual or intellectual pursuit
I come across with your beauty my miss
This is how I find a route to but just absolute
This is how we can strengthen our love bond
This is how hearts start to beat in one tone
My love you are my wonderful beau monde
My warming sun my soothing sweet moon
Let me yake you to be in my every heartbeat
Let me feel your glistening beauty from pore to pore
Let me embrace you being on one love seat
Let me explore beauty let me adore more and more

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Take Me Over

Take Me Over
My love your enchanting smile attracts me
So I have to wear my heart on my sleeve
This is how I take you along with song of sea
Please be loyal never ever to just deceive
Enlighten my heart with your crimson light
Let me take all colours from you lips and cheeks
Enlighten my room with frangrant night
Let me be through all your wonderful streaks
Allow me to praise and vehemently pray
Let me give air to my sentiments and passion
My sweetheart you remain dawn of the day
In your all beautiful curves I do seek salvation
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Taste The Rainbow

Taste The Rainbow
Taste the rainbow step by step and colour by colour
To be the part of higher love my love in exile
Let me discover beauty let me uncover the cover
Let me hold, explore intoxication for a while
Your craving dances in me from pore to pore
I want to embrace all colors to openly kiss
My love you are a living rainbow to but adore
You have given me courage to love my miss
I am part of your each color as an insane lover
Let me be in you and take you as really mine
Allowe me to peep through each and every cover
You are not a pack but a full bottle of wine
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
In Love

My love your are my glowing lamp
I am a moth to my flame my love
Your beauty glistens in my love camp
My heart solace you remain above
All stars and galaxies shimmer, glow
My life I intend sacrify my life on you
I am in a stream of light to grow, flow
Love remains dominant thru and thru
My flame of love, my heart solace
My life is for you, I will die for you
In every precious moment my grace
I love you I love you my love I do

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Neat And Clean Heart

Clean Heart
A clean heart is that which is free from disbelief and pride
It is clean like heart of birds who are free from dirt
A conscientious person abides all rules of cleanliness to abide
Clean heart is far away from any meanness or flirt
Allah lives in clean heart and loves the person
Whose heart is all clean and sincere to but any extent
Allah considers that heart as best abode as version
It is mercy and kindness which prevails just as advent
Worship and remembrance of Allah make a heart clean
So let us remain busy in constant and consistent effort
This is how heart remains clean and certainly evergreen
It is goog to be under shelter than be in burning desert
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Violent Wave

My Sweetheart my love is like a violent wave of ocean
Which is entralling to kiss the shore with force
My sentiments are wild as wild as my violent passion
I am wild in my approach as well as in discourse
But when I will embrace you, you will forget all embraces
My sweetheart take me to your bosom knot to relate
You are full of beauty and i am full of all sweet love graces
Let me whisper all in your ears let me all but narrate
Take me in arms to celebrate the occasion my sweetheart
Make me all yours and be you all but mine to be fine
Never ever leave me alone and please never ever to depart
I am a drinkard and my love you are heavenly wine

-- Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Reverie

Love Reverie
The romantic surroundings remind me
Your rosy cheeks and rosy red lips
I am all drowned just in a vast love sea
Alongwith your beauty with strong grips
A path to tread in sheer love moments
I see my love you hand in hand
Intoxicated by love wine, no comments
The show is so wonderfully grand
Let my love celebrate love paradise
Let reinvigorate our souls with love
Let us be frank straightforward and wise
Let us dangle and dance my dove
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Love Dreams

Love Dreams
Throigh out the night I was with you in dreams
I enjoyed your essence and your fragrance
We travelled together on skies like light beams
A wonderful love song was sung with sheer patience
On galaxies the sonnet was written to narrate
The untrodden heights were to declare love
Like love birds we were ready to associate, narrate
Our fortune was dancing over above my dove
Dreams are real representative of sentiments
Love and beauty are on wings in sheer passion
Love has to have its own prints and imprints
Oh love you have your own style and fashion
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Broken Stairs

I was thrown out from paradise for a mistake
And was asked to attain the station lost
In this cruel world where every is at stake
What may the price of return and cost
Every one has a clear trend to be in many veils
So it is difficult to be on right path at wrong place
With broken canoe how one saves himself, sails
Disgrace, disgrace and there is no trend of grace
My heart is broken due to this hypocrisy of people
I don't know how to reconcile with this disparity
I am an injured, bruised bird that too a versatile eagle
I do not know how to break chains to be just free
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Innocence of A Soldier

Innocence of a soldier remains pillar of his motivation
His way of life is free, frank and straightforward
On valid plea he serves his nation to bring salvation
This remains the balancing power and order
His love is supreme, his style remains unique
He is known for his courage, valour and confidence,
He confronts his enemy with cheek to cheek
He has pride, virility, experience with competence
He remains alert when his countrymen take rest
Among all his men he surely remains the best
His marvellous services are just always treasured
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Dancing Spring

Her beauty makes all flowers to dance
Pure fragrance increases pure beauty
Spring increases the wonderful chance
What a beautiful season is to make free
Let me hold your hands to embrace
Allow me to kiss my miss to celebrate
I am ready to sacrifice life on grace
Allow me my love sonnet to narrate
She is unique and wonderfully versatile
My love I love you with all sincerity
Let us forget all cruel pains for a while
Let us be in love with just all clarity
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Pink Moon Blossoms

My love is like a pink moon blooms in spring
It gives rebirth to all hidden glowing sentiments
Let me narrate the colours of flowers in a string
Love has very many shades so no comments
My sleep is away leaving me in sweet deep ideas
My love I see you blooming in April pink moon
You are all beautiful I am full of but different flaws
Hold me my love to make me heaven commune
I see you blooming in pink moon and flowers
You glorify me and my soul just in one go
Love is pouring itself from towers in showers
Let in this fragrant atmosphere to grow and flow

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Amidst Whispers And Lies

Amidst Whispers And Lies
My love take on a sensuous flair to pursue
Your romantic mood for sake of perfection
Kiss petals of rose like a clean drop of dew
Be selective in your love for right selection
Smile on your sweet red lips ask for more
Let me appreciate you in the same state
Let me explore more to adore and adore
Allow circumstances to make us great
Let us see eyes to eyes for real love cries
Let us be more enthusiastic to understand
Let us listen to more whispers and lies
Amidst beautiful love flair on just one band
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
In Love Trance

Love In Trance
Love is a burning fire which burns to take
Everything from a lover and beloved in trance
Its an altar where everything is at a stake
Valiant are those who happily take a chance
When one jumps with love fire it becomes flowers
Need of body and soul becomes together
Nature accepts lover with cold water showers
No need about outcome remains whatever
Let my love dance in fire of love like a lover
Let us kiss grace and innocence openly
Let in trance of love my love cover and recover
Let us be straightforward, frank, and free
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Moon Confronts Moon

Moon confronts moon to reciprocate
Love beams to glorify beauty to ameliorate
The grandeure of love to remain associate
To be one on one as mandate to collate
Love is the greatest quality of sentiments
They carry self sacrifice my love all along
True love is interpretation of the testaments
And an hallmark to whom we do belong
Let my love rise high to be staunch lovers
Let us embrace each other to be just one
Let us be rainbow with all its sweet colors
Let us be evergreen let us be one on one

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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My sweetheart please remain near to me
I am leaving this world but with your image
A drop of water wants to go back to sea
My soul's solace will remain your sweet visage
I am ready to go as per will of my Lord
He has taken care of me throughout my life
He looked after me like a dear sweet ward
My strong confidence in God brings all rife
My love kiss me on my forehead to imprint
Your warmth of life on my forehead to glow
My soul intends to be in love stream to flint
Lets celebrate these moments as grand show
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Curves to Love

Some of the curves do deserve a smart kiss
I am enthralled to see my love in light
Your intoxicating eyes do impress my miss
Let's be together on a wonderful flight
To see you all in all in galaxies and stars
To be together will help us to glow in flow
My sweetheart I can't resist to take jars
Of heavenly wine to be in heavenly show
Your suddenly looking back takes me away
Your style makes me lunatic to embrace
With whispering winds be dawn of the day
Allow me to ambitiously praise your grace
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Lake In Desert

My moon is like a lake in the burning desert
She remains solace to my heart and soul
What a wonderful effort my love to just flirt
Your grace makes me to be face to face
Sand dunes provide places to love in trance
I am badly influenced by your sweet style
Let me dance and dance for this sweet romance
My love let us forget all just for a while
I love you and seek warmth to grow, glow
All this love stream is to be in a mood to tell
My love let us make it a wonderful show
Let be in this mood for ever and ever to dwell
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
God Complains

Great God vehemently acclaims that His creation is dreat
And He created humans so that He be properly recognised
See the created ones who changed fortune into just fate
For his superamacy and awareness prophets stnt to advised
God is the supreme commander Who commands heavens
And earths without even have a blink of an eye what a Lord
With seven skies and with earths seven, healths and heavens
He has created all things and colours of life for His sweet ward
But see the ungratefulness of man, he never ever satisfiys
God delares that ungrateful creature failed to please Him
Throughout his life he complains unless he miserably dies
He is wonderful God to give chances to retrieve, this is hymn

Note. This poem is based on verse of Holy Quran, Wa Ma QadaralaHi Haq Ma Qadri.
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Violent Love Exchanges

Let me be ready to embrace radical changes
It is as ocean goes through the whirlwinds
On full moonlit night to violent love exchanges
Beauty also plays its vital role, finds and binds
Dead hearts to be in life with full heartbeats
Then the entire universe starts dancing
This is how circle of life proceeds and completes
And suddenly souls start romancing
It electrifies love situation in most fabulous way
Love blooms everywhere but in full swing
Let my love with open and clean heart to play
To be celebrating love line in a love string
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Find Me In Fragrance

Find Me In Fragrance
Red rose is a symbol of everlasting love
Remains evergreen in all love affairs
Even if it is crushed in hands my love
Its everlasting fragrance ever cares
My love I remained in your sweet hands
Still you can find me in your fragrance
Never die love frequency and love bands
I also carry along your soothing essence
When spring will bloom you will remember
The moments of love together to celebrate
When we were together near just forever
Now the area is full of blooming to narrate
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Domestic Violence

Every society is full of very many maniacs
Who take benefit of their self esteem
So society is taken over by meglomaniac
This remains dominant factor of lust stream
Weaklings of society including women
Become victim of this heinous crime
Lack of wareness remains undesirable sin
How can purity remain just sublime
Womenfolk need proper education
To save themselves from such treatment
Sense of shame stoms any narration
Hence maltreatment remains frequent
Society has gone to dogs in this respect
Lust remains dominant to play hell
At times it remains difficult to detect
Then how women folk to just dwell
Severe punishments are direly needed
Otherwise menace will turn to ailment
To overcome menace properly pleaded
Our stance should be clear and blatant
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Verve To Deserve

World is a strange place to play with nerves
A stable man can resort to all this funny situation
It preserves but very many strange curves
To encounter its modesty one needs own fashion
A methodical person has the verve to deserve
To overcome every obstacle on the way
This is how he withstands with his strong verve
A man of strength is like dawn of the day
When order prevails fear has to disappear
My love I am man of action you must know
My virility remains my wonderful treasure
Be mine to together flow in stream to glow
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Alluring Beauty

Don't debar me from the kiss of your rosy lips
Please hug me to touch your pink cheeks
Give me tips to praise your lovely moving hips
Allow me to embrace your golden streaks

Let me praise your caresses and winsome style
Sweet, radiant and warm gesture take me on
Be near to my heart dear and be mine for a while
Let us play hide and seek till it touches dawn

You are in me from pore to pore my dear to adore
Allow me to have very many alluring trips
A staunch lover has to take beauty to explore
Love and beauty have unique and versatile grips
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
I Am A Staunch Soldier

My love please do understand that I am a soldier
I always go on a right path for a right cause
A soldier alwayays remains the staunch beholder
Of truth and right and sincerity the way it was
He being righteous defends his position till last
He takes all injuries and bruises with a smile
He is man of action never ever ithinks about cost
He takes every style being a man of style
A soldier has two options in the battlefield
Whether he takes life of enemy or gives his life
He has a strong urge to right fight and yield
His total life remains on double edged sharp knife
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Onslaught

I am a bruised and injured innocent bird
She has left me in front of the violent winds
My mind is in trouble my eyes are blurred
My heart is in pain and my soul just binds
I think to but resolve this painful state
But my circumstances do not allow me
My fortune left me with this dirty fate
I do not know what my future could be
But the suddenly a light dawns on me
And I decide to have my ever last flight
Vulture and hounds are all around to see
I go deep down in the tunnel with might
Life and death are interlinked to prevail
Can I seek for more life, may be just not
The last chance of life I could still avail
So I have to face This strange onslaught
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Leave Me Alone

Leave Me Alone
My love please break all chains to make me free
I cant bear this pain of life any more I must admit
You have left me i exile without any valid plea
I want to leave this painful life please do permit
Till the time I was a man to play with you in a mood
You loved me to the extent I can not gracefully explain
But now since I am seriously ill so you became rude
Now I am a gone case so I have to face all the disdain
I never thought Tthat you will leave me in this exile
I have lot of love for you but you need phisical solace
This is why you have left me behind mile after mile
And debarred me from your intoxication and grace
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Agony Of Love

Love is the sweetest passion on God's earth
But at times it becomes agony and pain
Then it makes burn a lover in burning hearth
Sanity changes into pain to make insane
On very many occasions it does take its toll
And one remains in a deplorable plight
Pain goes from injured heart to lover's soul
Darkness comes to take over, no light
But even then love has its own pleasure
With bleeding heart one stands to see
Love is a wonderful and beautiful treasure
Which influences heart without any plea
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Be Brave

Life is full of pain and torture to sustain
One should take all as a part of the game
Miseries at times come in a series as chain
Why to be disappointed and why to blame
Yourself or your companions for the damage
Be honest to take these wounds as a challenge
Why not to be bold enough to just manage
Take the crunch to face it and to encourage
You are the best possible creation on this earth
It takes courage to deal with your wounds,
So be brave dive right in to wounds take rebirth
Perfection comes but gracefully consumes
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Dedication And Passion

Dedication to Passion
I am highly consistent and dedicated to my passions
In search of higher truth my passions do fluctuate
So love has different colours shades and narrations
My sweet fortune surpasses my horrible fate
My inner strong voice through thrives and strives
Constantly and consistently makes me to glow
It encourages me to be on top, it lives and thrives
In a stream of love it makes me to just flow
My pride is reinvigorated with courage in move
I feel elated and am able to overcome all barriers
This is how it proves my ability to just pursue
This is the inner urge which turned us warriors
One is the architect of his own fortune to play
One remains captain of his own ship so to speak
My Lord remain on my side I must vehemently pray
No one should beat me, help from you I seek
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Spring of Love

My love I loved you with sincerity of purpose
And tried my level best to come upto your expectations
But you never paid any heed, tried to depose
So my love vows remain without communications
Still I am in love but that seems of no consequence
Your habit to play with my sentiments never stop
You have played with me and with my strong confidence
You never loved me but tried my heart to chop
Now I have changed my stance of my love my love
Now I am in the company of Beauty who created you
All love originates from the spring of love from above
Let me grow and glow my eternal love thru and thru
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
What A Stunning Beauty

Your beauty my love has taken all my wisdom
Now I am but a man of no consequence
What now I carry along remains only lyricism
My love now I do have concomitance
At this juncture I know only you, your smile
What a surprising encounter of love it remains
Your beauty has enthralled me in a style
Let us give strength to these sweet love chains
Be mine and allow me to you just belong
Only that move will help us to but glow
My heartbeat s have changed in to a song
My soul takes yours to together flow
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Let's Realize Dream

My love you my dream of life as I see
Which is now unfolding to realize
My passion and sentiments as a reality
Let us enjoy together being wise
Less time leaves as in sheer disgust
And we may lose sight to be on right path
Let us adjust not to be just unjust
To bear any pain or to be under wrath
Mutual adjustments make life bright
So let be straight in realization of love
Let us keep insight our sweet sight
Let us make this moment from above
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Please Reconcile

Please Reconcile
My love your beauty is taking me on
I am no more in me please reconcile
Let me extend my heart to just pawn
Allow me to follow you with a smile
Openness gives air to my sentiments
Please accept me as a lover my love
Your sweet beauty is beyond comments
You are a sweet beloved from above
Life my love has many ups and downs
We have to have the courage to face
Fact remains it is not without crowns
Let me my love kiss your sweet grace
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Colonel Munamad Khalid Khan
To Explore And Adore

To Explore and Adore
My heart aspires to be with my wonderful beloved
In a mellow and unique way to be to associate
With whispering in her ears to open but every lid
All sentiments in my heart to tell and to narrate
Love is a stance to be carried forward just to win
The heart, soul and life in a beautiful manner
What a beautiful black mole she carries under chin
Don't ask me what she carries in a glamour
Love is a secret which can't remain hidden any more
Beauty inspires and love desires through and through
My sweetheart allow me to explore and just to adore
In a reatrance to be in a dance just me and just you
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
To Eternal Heights

I was dejected, depressed and disappointed to review
The untowards attitude towards me in the past
They played nausty towards me through and through
All scenes of my life went in mind fast and fast
I was in a mood to through their tricks back on them
So that I could get some relief some solace for me
I thought I would not sccumb from state troublesome
So I consireded myself in whirlwind in a vast sea
They reinvigorated my passion and has burnt fire in me
So I vehemently strived day and night to be on destination
To strive relenlessly and to struggle I made my only plea
This is what all I did for my life to get just sheer salvation
Suddenly a rey of light came to my mind to know
Whatever I am today I am because of that dirty hurdle
If there were no obstacles I would not have glow
To reach to these eternal heights and to be more stable
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Deal O Heal

Deal To Heal
My love I am injured with the cruel attitude
Please place your hand on my heart to heal
All my inner wounds in a frank friendly mood
Only you can make me free from this ordeal
This world is a strange place full of all pains
Be mine to take me to heal my inner cut
Chain of love will surpass cruel worldly chains
Hence you will pacify me about this rebut
My love, love heals all and makes one stable
In my reckoning I think you can overcome
My love for your concrn I will remain grateful
I will be able to deal with life troublesome
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Her Sparkling Eyes

Her Sparkling Eyes
Her sparkling eyes carry all hope for future
I saw and was much impressed by lovely eyes
For every injury she seemed like a suture
Amidst in pains in tortures and in love cries
Her glowing cheeks aspire to me kissed
Her style and fashion was of her own type
Her graceful ful gait never ever to be missed
She was like an a juicy red apple so ripe
My sweetest love charm my life my soul
Let me keep you in my mirror of heart
I want to keep you like an evergreen goal
Please be mine never ever to depart
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Please Forgive Me

Forgive Me
My love in sheer curiosity I wanted to explore
What a mistake I committed I do realize
But I do plead and apologize not to do more
Give last chance I vehemently emphasize
Love is a crystal clear glass to carry passion
An untowards drop may make it abominable
Love is a truth, a real passion not a fashion
So from start till end it remains but just stable
Innocent hearts of lovers do not entertain
Anything which changes pure into just impure
So how could I be excused for this disdain
In clear and clean relations nothing to but lure
Doubts in love are of no use and no excuse
Henceforth I will never ever doubt your integrity
Love my love never entertains any abuse
Please forget and forgive, and let be totally free
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Sacrifice Is A Quality

Sacrifice is a Quality
Sacrifice is a wonderful quality to have
You have to go beyond your limits
For that one must just be noble to calve
For that you must have real spirits
Let us be righteous to comply with
All moral and but legal standards
Life is a reality to pursue not a myth
So it should be dealt with manners
Plan and then execute your program
You have to be extra careful in hurdle
When you place your life on your palm
Only then you become immortal
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
More To Seek

More To Seek
All kisses on cheeks, lips and eyes
Take me to the beautiful paradise
Love enthralled love sweet cries
A precise move for a lover spice
Down to the neck in sheer trance
Help to reinvigorate spirits in love
A glance needs chance after chance
For a sweetheart for a beautiful dove
Love, beauty remain heart to heart
Till the time they achieve but peak
I will never ever allow you to depart
And will discern to earn more to seek
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Love Citation

World is a barren place unless we sow in it a seed
Of love to reap only love and to overcome hatred
Let us make beauty a patemoster with every bead
To count all names of Lord to be glorious instead
Love begets love and hatred is for sheer hatred
Every reaction remains ready for a staunch reaction
Heart needsto be purely cleaned unless is sacred
Man remains on the paths in world unless perfection
Let us make this world beautiful in togetherness
You extend beauty and I extend love for a creation
Passion and sentiments must flow in happiness
Let us together write on timeline love citation
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Please Protect Me  

Please Protect Me  
My Lord I am grateful that you saved me from magical trics  
My enemies wanted to make me insane through ailments  
To gain their pride they used all their cruel and nausty grips  
Through all possible means and their untowards statements  
I survived from a severe attack of insanity and it dawned on me  
That only you are the real Lord to save helpless creation  
In this strange sea full of all dangerous creatures how could be  
Out of all miseries with patience and with just all passion  
Please be mine and help me to be yours through all thick and thin  
Only you can save me from all embarrassments so to say  
I know that no moment of my life remains without deadly sin  
Please protect me, please protect me I must but pray  
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
To Associate

To Celebrate
Drop by drop beauty comes to celebrate
Love in every living being to but intiate
Beauty to kiss all in one go to but blow
Enlightend light in a burning bib blow
Every petal of rose desres to be kissed
On glowing cheeks chance not missed
When beauty walks takesjust life along
I am pleased that to beauty I do belong
Drizzling rain makes dreams to narrate
What is in hearts but to just associate
Ultimate beauty when kiss ultimate love
A glow of light comes all from above
I am blessed my Lord to be able to take
Your love like just a sweet hot cake
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Beams Of Love

Beams of Love
Beams of love are all around to surround
My beautiful beloved to portray all beauty
I am up in the air and just not on ground
Let love kiss you on your forehead to be free
Moments of happiness my love are very less
World is full of pain and torture to understand
To be together my love is very precious bless
We together are in a paradise, in a dreamland
Love, Oh love remain as a proper strong shield
We have to have the beauty in sheer trance
It is upto us how we increase love to just yield
Love you my sweet Lord you have given chance
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Lord Is Lovable

What a sweet and lovable is my Lord
Who tells me rememberance to reciprocate
He is Kind and Merciful to His ward
In beautiful love tone He is to lovely dictate
His words touch heart and soul as well
He is a best friend and really kind protector
At times I do feel in me He is to dwell
His love for me remains really sweet treasure
I pray to Him and He hurriedly responds
I love Him to reciprocate His enormous bounties
To my any demand He just corresponds
To Him all humans are equal with their counties
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Playful Mood

Amidst tresses inquiring eyes to seek attraction
Her lovely cheeks are in a search of dewdrops
Her lust for love is need of consistent perfection
The wind is whispering for fruits in the crops
First fruit from heaven is still in need to play
Its sheer part in the world's scenario to be loved
Let my beauty for love to take over all in pray
To ask for majesty to be in the company of beloved
On the day to reckon every move for being out
From the paradise to the world for performance of duty
And to be in a playful mood to just bring about
To be out of chains in the burning sun to be more free
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I Am Grateful

I Am Grateful
Cosistent and constant ailment has made me dejected
I looked in the mirror and I saw my face unshaved
So suddenly it dawned on me to be frankly corrected
So this love stance my heart just openly selected
So I shaved my face and took bath and became ready
To report to my Lord being a grateful servant
To make my departure a wonderful and beautiful day
To make my desire and prayer more fervent
My Lord from birth till this day your kindness prevailed
You never left me in exile and being but lonely
You protected me never ever to be derailed or failed
There is no one else but you my Lord remain only
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
An Enchanting Show

The beautiful cheeks I do admire, the red cheeks I do adore
In one gaze I was enthralled from pore to pore
What to talk of wonderful peaks, how to praise I do not know
She was all out in front of me with all in store
World must not have come across to that enchanting show
Beauty was to be be praised by the entire universe
Love was paying tribute to each part with a wonderful stance
She was marvellous in her style being so diverse
My eyes were eager and thirsty to get chance after chance
Beauty gives joy in the company of love to discern
All atmosphere becomes so lovely in this trance
Oh my sweetheart you remain just my sole concern
What a wonderful and beautiful sweet glance
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Fits Of Lunacy

Fits of Lunacy
I passed through pain and torture being on bed rest
In the process I tried my level best to remain stable
But sense of deprivation and lack of concern was test
Very base of my thought being ignored was painful
What we give to near and dear and what we just get
Even they are not ready to pay back, what a concern
What to talk about due debt and emerging mindset
Which the upcoming generation has to show, to discern
Fits of lunacy became part of my pain and torture
I could not swallow the misery anymore to hide
I considered myself in front of a very skilful archer
Through this clumsy and full of up and down ride
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Beloved In Me

My beloved whispered I am in you, don't you see
I said why not I feel always intoxicated by presence
And take you along as you surely belong to me
You always remain in and surround like fragrance
I seek strength from your presence in all pursuits
I cherish and flourish as a lover of sweet beloved
So we have an unwritten and powerful love truce
By our love concern the entire universe is stunned
We celebrate this state during day and during night
We never depart we remain intact in this affair
We have insight to be sight on sight to be bright
Love makes us to ensure in love charms to endear
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Everyone Has A Story

Everyone Has a Story
Every human is a story with a start and an end
With lot of pleasures and with very many pains
But beauty remains a fine and wonderful blend
He remains in a chain with very many chains
Man remains helpless and hopeless at times
Men and women pass through lot of events
They try hard to be in the limits, in rhymes
There life contents is arranged in segments
Man has to follow but each verdict of God
He can't just change his fate or his fortune
Best created as a creation being His ward
He has to embrace His ultimate but as soon
Some call all life as a dilemma, some divine
Man from begging till end is predestined
Some call it a tasteful event a wonderful wine
Only good remains destination is determined
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Love Narrative

Prying eyes are trying to see what I am up to
Let me see what I share and what I do not
Under all circumstances my dear I am but true
Let be together in stream of love in one yacht
Let me share my own love narrative with you
My heart and soul are enthralled with your beauty
I love you for chastity, you are like drop of dew
My sweetheart be gracious to be free to but agree
I love your blue eyes which with love narrate
Whispering winds with fragrance and essence
Are anxious to be with me to tell, associate
Be present with me and let me show presence
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Stream To Flow

My love your warmth gives me solace
I feel that I am in beams of burning sun
Let my love to play with your grace
Without you my love there is no one
Who can understand me and passion
I am enthralled by your sweet charms
Without there is no style and fashion
Which can only come up to love norms
Your beauty remains a source of gravity
I am attracted towards you, you must know
I love your vanity as well as majesty
Allow me in your beautiful stream to flow
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Rebirth

My grandson took birth as my rebirth
His innocence and fragrance took me along
I became proud of the fact as my worth
To me he belongs and to him I do belong
He will grace my race, respect and honour
I will be remembered by him I do believe
He will confront in front when I be in corner
All norms of the family he will surely agree
This is how life goes to touch etenal heights
This is how excellence becomes hallmark of clan
He will take my name from darkness to lights
My Omar is my sweetheart and I am his real fan
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Rose Gold Light

My pink rose your charms and graces make glow
In a stream of beauty hand in hand with love
To help me in all trials, in trials to constantly flow
To my love destination destined from above
In burning desert of life you are like drop of rain
My soul soothes and my heart gets all solace
You and me when are in one beautiful love chain
Pace to pace and place to place with grace
I feel reinvigorated and totally in a state of life
Where I see and foresee all wonderful aspects
Like a feather in wind, so light without any strife
With great love and affection abolish all defects
Rose gold spreads love with more faithfulness
It alleviates anger and provides a soothing effect
In all cruelties and atrocities it is a real bless
Pink rose portrays romance to make life perfect
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My Wards

For so many years I nurtured you with sweat and blood
I provided you with best food, livelihood and education
I never demanded anything but rocked every flood
So you have to respect me, my valour and my passion
In this state I passed my life being a traveller alone
Along with me your mother has sacrificed all desires
I painted this wonderful picture with my blood as crayon
I kept my passion burning with very many fires
Now I gone old and my body has lost vigour but still
I am working hard to be in service to my sweet blood
But now at times when I am ill I think you want to kill
Me and you are ready to send me back to the mud
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Happy Poetry Day

Love has no shape no body but all emotions
Presented enthralled by beauty in rhythm
With its all meanings and with all its notions
A poet in his own way presents his vision
Metaphors and similes give it colours
Feelings and ideas come with sheer intensity
A poet has very many ways to exposures
Being straightforward, frank and just free
Love remains but essence and fragrance
A poet remains in search of all forms of beauty
He is always rewarded for his patience
What a beautiful stance what a beautiful duty
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Romantic Enlightenment

Romantic Enlightenment
Romantic enlightenment comes in surprising forms
It attracts ny heart and soul to be on one grid
Love my love has its own courtesies and sweet norms
One should not take it light dear it is love bid
Love dreams intoxicate us to pave our way
Whith heightend passion and with its narration
Dew drop comes to us as dawn of the day
This is how it definitely brings real salvation
To overcome all difficulties we have to be realist
Love and beauty enlighten enlighten sincerity
My love heart to heart and hand to hand be best
We have to have clean heart for desired clarity
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Association Helps

Moments of happiness are less than moments of pain
Do not waste the good time in bad negotiation
What is the fun keeping all hatred in sweet love chain
Degeneration is not more sweet than association
Be careful and do not be careless all the time to play
In nausty affairs and in dirty games to but win
Darkness is always taken away by dawn of the day
Be virtuous without any intention to ask for sin
It is good to be together in the interest of all
We may lose some and get always more and more
Be friendly ask and portray love for love call
When you explore happiness every one will adore
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Breeze To Cease

Breeze to Cease
You my love are so beautiful with breeze
Caressing your tresses and kissing cheeks
I am in a trance my eyes are but to cease
With your graceful gait and sweet peaks
Your eyes are my asset to keep and see
Your red lips I want to kiss time and again
The taste of your beauty what could be
Let me be in you to make a beauty chain
My sweetheart I am in your praise to put
My love against your beauty to associate
let me take you from part to part afoot
Phrase to phrase let me sing and narrate
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Love Blooms

Love Blooms
My romantic world is blooming all around me
Don't ask about jubilation I am in the love sea
Now what ever the circumstanes could be
My sweetheart you are but my valid love plea
My love, is at its best, to take endurance test!
I march towards destination with open chest
Spring season is blooming with zeal and zest
Let in this wonderful night be my love my guest
To enjoy this springboard to love's joy to cry
Don't ask for when, where, whwhich and why
My love for me in this trance limit is the sky
Be heart to heart to me to emrace and to fly
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Lets Compromise

In this cruel world every one remains all alone
Unless he has to compromise with circumstances
It is always better to react with pride thrown
He is a stupid person who does not take chances
Love is hallmark of humanity while hatred degrades
Sincerity brings excellence in all love pursuits
Petals of flowers are much better than cutting blades
March on straight on just love sweet routes
Fortunate are those who are blessed with love
The unfortunate remain remain victim of their hatred
Lover is extrakind and sends love from all above
Let us remain sacred in pursuit before downgraded
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Don't Be Ruthless
Life is a strange set of pain and pleasure
All near and dear can be tesyed to trust
Fragrance and essence remains treasure
While enemosity is to be sent to the dust
Loyal is that who stands by you to share
These moments of happiness and trial
Under all circumstances we have to be fair
Every moment does not permit to show style
Essence of relation is to understand and react
For the sake of self pride we shouldn't be rude
With sincerity of purpose we have to be intact
To be frank and lovable is to be needed as mood
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Hatred and Contempt

Hatred and Contempt
Satan has its own weapon for assaults
Hatred and contempt is but poisonous
Relations in his command create faults
And then go to any limit being ravenous
Whsoever is being trapped by the devil
Will destroy himself and his relations
At different stages ans different level
Satan remains alert at different stations
Meticulously methodical method is needed
Graces of God should also accompany
Love is to surpass on hatred super seeded
Lets be servants of God to be in His company
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Women Empowerment

Women Empowerment
There are very many barriers are in the way of women
Pornography, flaming, sexual harassment are major sin
In all walks of life and services they are adversely exposed
Apprently for them all doors are shut and definitely closed
There services will make them strong in ecocomic, politics
Only education will give them self confidence to cherish
They will definitely be capable to make their problems fix
Inequality between men and women will make them perish
Let be frank and straight to resolve every problem in time
All men in authority must work for betterment of women
If we fail to do all this we will commit a sin, abnoxious crime
This is how we can make this world heaven like crimson
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My Almighty Allah

My Sweet Lord
I have unflinching trust and belief in Almighty Allah to protect Me from all diseases and magical tricks inflicted me from gust
The universe is supporting me in in my convictions to selsct
And telling people what I really wan from my staunch trust
I need no human to help me but my Allah to help and support
In this wonderful process healing will come down to protect
I will definitely be proted and treated in His sweet love escort
I do understand that His kindness and mercy will just affect
I know Him when I am alone He is with me to give me solace
I love Him for vHis love which is showered in abundance
He is Lord of the Heavens and universe I salute to His grace
Being His real servant I feel satisfaction and independance
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Courage

Fear remains fear till the time you jump in
And when you jump that is called courage
This is how you can move forward to win
So leaders do take followers to encourage
Destination is for those who have valour
Soldiers are valiants who take life on palm
This is how you gracefully survive with core
Let us take all trials and tribulations being calm
Let us take all pain and grief with strength
Let us uphold all the emblems of moral code
War is essential but peace is at arms length
This is my courage saga this is my episode
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Let Be Realistic

Lets Be Realistic
My love let us join hands not to listen
Any negative remark or any criticism
Let my love be strong in our love mission
This will be a real strength in altruism
Let us pass our life based on our decision
Let be hand in hand and heart to heart
I love we have to be selfless in our vision
Let us impart love from just part to part
Sensitivity will tear us down just in pieces
Let us be more realistic to face reality
Let us be in a sweet cycle that never ceases
Let us be together frank and more free
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Spring Makes To Dance

Spring Makes to Dance
Spring is dancing all aroud full of fragrance
My heart is enthralled with your sweet essence
My sweetheart donot just chek my patience
My heart is allout for you and for your obeisance
Let celebrate these precious moments in love
Let us dangle and dance to make this moment sweet
My sweetheart my beloved and my sweet dove
Let us be heart to heart to feel our sweet heartbeat
Spring reinvigorates our spirits to understad love
Beauty further helps these precious moments my dear
Our fortune has given us leverage to see but above
Let my beloved be more near and near in atmosphere
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Love Frankness

My beloved innocently demands change of hearts
Imulsive urges are on their way to be accomplished
She knows me and my frankness about just all sorts
But I was reinvigorated as well as totally astonished
I love her with but sincerity of my heart and soul
So I was unable to respond in a frank and clear manner
I just smiled and took her hand in mine to feel goal
My love aspiration increased for her lovely sweet candor
My sweetheart I am all out for you to be on your side
Accept me and let us start journey hand to hand
Still it is purely up to you whatever you just may decide
But do understand we are on the same love band
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What an Experience

In sheer disappointment and being magically inflicted
As well as being seriously ill I decided to follow the domain of trust
In Almighty Allah and not to go to any healer rejected
I also wanted to remain in His company and not to antitrust
All so-called spiritual healers and catalysts are just fraud
So why to ask for somebody who himself is helpless
And have sold their souls to satan being in devil's squad
With all awareness why should I be rebellious, defenceless
I have perfect trust in God and reliance on Him alone
God-consciousness makes me strong, to be in His company
My Lord for His kindness and mercy is well known
I am His servant in entirety and in His protection I am free
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Love Domain

Love Domain
Gift of love is to explore all aspects hidden
Deep down in the heart to come up to play
Oneness is the hallmark remainig is forbidden
What a wonderful experience amidst love pray
Bod of love gains strength in a pure love domain
Let my sweetheart celebrate love in a free style
Let us embrace reality by being in pure love chain
What is hindering love to establish forget for a while
My love love is so sweet to cherish and embellish
Without love all world remains barren and thorny
If we lack this taste of love we may definitely perish
My sweetheart be in a love mood and be horny
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Like A Candlelight

Like a Candlelight
Every verse of holy book is like a candlelight
Which appears to make darkness disappear
Virtue surrpasses vice always in a sheer fight
I have to confront but every thing to endear
Enemies when come and surround me I seek
Refuge with my Sweet Lord who is always kind
And ready to protect me and to share streak
I have to aligned my soul, heart and my mind
Trust paves a way with a wonderful light ray
So why to look towards humans not Lord
In pain and torture I always committed to pray
I am a servant of Lord and His dear ward
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Heart Remains Healer

Heart Remains Healer
My love let me nurture my spiritual side
I am fed up of atrocities of material world
Your innocence is portrayed far and wide
Your golden tresses are wonderfully curled
To take my heart and to play with my soul
I am reinvigorated by your beautiful smiles
You have taken over me my love as a whole
Now i am away from trials miles and miles
My agony has been taken over but by you
Please be kind and treat me like sweet healer
My love remain mine through and through
Heart remains healer and time remains stealer
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Follow Dreams

Follow Dreams
Let me follow my dreams to make my future true
This is the to manifest I desire my sweet beloved
Let my love turn my fantasies into realities to prove
Let me open my heart to celebrate without any lid
All dreams are indications of my future direction
Let do not waste time and march on to our destination
Let us be together to aspire for sweet perfection
My heart aspires for you with my love narration, passion
My dear, my sweetheart, suture of all my injuries
Let me survive with you in this cruel world my love
My love be mine and look after me and my love please
I trust in my fortune from the blue skies from above
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Sexy Reverie

My love you are the north star of my sexy reverie
In this way I can determine the path to my destination
My love I am a poet and lover hence I am free
To celebrate my love with my wonderful passion
I have dived in the sea of love without consequences
I don't mind even if I dive in this sacred affair
I will get my love with my sweet love conventions
Let my love be a just wonderful sweet pair
Love and love is my domain my sweetheart
Let me celebrate these precious moments in love
Please remain mine never ever to depart
My love you are a sweet colourful rainbow my dove
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In Trance

A drop of rain may kiss in trance
So beauty aspires a sweet chance
Love dances all around to peep in
A chance may cast a deadly sin
Lover and beloved be together
To celebrate romantic weather
What a beauty what a pleasure
This chain has to just remember
Your trance my love makes insane
Let me take each and every disdain
In situation of restrain let me obtain
Lets status quo is just to maintain
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New Love Station
It's hard to live with new bond
So I aspire for the previous one
My sweetheart my dear blonde
To come up to the job undone

Your sweet smiles are in my way
Crazy moments try hard to unveil
For me love remains dawn of day
Without you, love is surely to derail

Miracles do happen to change life
Let be aware of our new destination
By moving through sharp edged knife
We may find a sweet new love station
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Phrases

Heart is ready to embrace the heart
Lips are open to take all the graces
Sense is ready to leave and depart
Sonet goes from phrases to phrases
Eyes are ready to conquer but all
Lips are ready to give and get a call
In love there is no rise and no fall
Sheer sincerity keeps all in a real wall
Tresses are waiting to cover their lover
Beauty takes cover to explore, discover
Fragrance has all showers to but shower
Love saga has its time to be just over
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Mood Of Love

Taste of Love
Lips to lips taste travels pore to pore
Beauty remains for love to explore
Let taste travel from just pore to pore
Beauty is open for love to but adore
Love for centures is an object to praise
Allow me my love to embrace, to raise
Whispering heart is in a hurry and says
Craze moves on to just state of daze
Beauty is pure and love is to advance
Throughout to get intoxicated respose
Let my beloved together take a chance
Beauty must take love just in a glance
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Life is a Game
Life is a game to win or to lose
Its upto the player how he plays
Intelligent are those who to chose
Wonderful nights, beautiful days
Destiny makes us to start and end
Youth remains prime to take its taste
Some achieve heights some to bend
And some are from birth disgrace
Whether haunted fate or sweet fortune
We ha to take all burden destined
Our song satiates our actions with tune
In our lives we remain threatened
But blessed are those go with God
They neeverever are in any of the trouble
Blessed is that who remains His ward
Who fails to follow dies but as a bubble
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Fantacies

Love is nothing but a moon's radiant glow
Heart to heart lovers celebrate jubilation
Time and tide take them together to flow
For real heart and soul's wonderful salvation
Let be grateful to the stars and to galaxies
Let us be open heart to heart to but whisper
All love charisma converts all love fantasies
Allow me my sweetheart to be relentless kisser
Romantic season reinvigorates love passion
Beauty is all out to take it in bosom knot
For love my love there is no time no reason
Let us be together to extend thanks alot
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
His Sweet Presence

His Sweet Presence
My love resides in me I do understand
We communicate without any hindrance
Our Love is on one frequency, on one band
Definitely I can feel essence and fragrance
I call and He shows His beautiful presence
He is so lovable I can't explain in words
I am always taken over by His sweet essence
In our love we are near like love birds
I am for Him I need Him, He is for me
It is His greatness He never leaves me alone
I am drop of water He is vast green sea
I am His servant, being Lord He is well known
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Mercy Of Lord

Mercy of Lord
In sheer dejection and disappointment
I wept in front of my Lord to give solace
To my heart and soul in this predicament
And to relieve me from pain to grace

I have gone through pain by competitors
Who play magical tricks to destroy me
with third class approach and characters
They don't know that I have Lord I agree

I have faith in my Lord beside credence
He will never ever let me down I believe
His love comes in abundance, in sequence
Whatever I perceive I just always receive
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Radiance Of Love

Radiance of Love
Spring has come and flowers are all around
Love has its style and beauty its fragrance
Real lovers are in the sky and not on ground
With their sheer love with their radiance
Lovers will want to share feelings to satiate
With their beloved just in a more open way
Heart to heart they intend to but negotiate
How becomes wonderful dawn of the day
Come on my dear love be near to my heart
Be my heartbeat and tinkle in me for ever
Lets be together my love never ever to depart
Let us be pure in love to sincerely endure
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Grace The Occasion

Grace The Occasion
Amidst ruthless people in this cruel world
She aspires for love to be soft and plain
Her beautiful tresses in a mood to be curled
Love and beauty to make a love chain
Petals of rose dance to portray image of lips
Sun sneaks through to grace the occasion
In search of beauty beautiful eyes take trips
What a wonderful affair what a good descion
Her graces and charms make heart warms
So all aspire to be together with reality
My sweetheart these are real love norms
Let me praise and embrace her sensuality
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love To Celebrate

Love To Celebrate
Love is a door after door to be in a paradise
Beauty gives it way to achieve what it desires
Love has nothing to do with head to be wise
It requires all the wires to be in burning fires
All creations are filled with love to celebrate
Let be in the world to dance and to romance
My love Spring has set in to associate, narrate
Give me a chance and i love give but a chance
All universe has a song of love to be just sung
All colours of rainbow are there to sweet dance
Let us be among my love to song but unsung
Let us be free lance for a glance in love stance
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
To Eternal Abode

My love open your palm and let me go
I can not bear more torture and pains
Allow my soul to be out of cage to flow
Let me be free out of all love chains
My love I served you with my sincerity
I have taken very many pains in my chest
But now I want to be just totally free
To prove myself my love the only best
Lord wants me to take to eternal abode
I am ready to come up to great expectations
Let my love finish this long love episode
Life is a strange journey to all the stations
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Essence Of Woman

Essence of Woman
What a wonderful creature is a woman
All soft and colourful to portray beauty
Butterflies are all around to determine
How sweet is she and how she is just free
Withl her abilities to create courage
She remains in chains to face her chains
What a creation and what a bondage
With all hardships, stresses and all strains
After God she is the real creator to create
Pain after pain she remains stable to go
On the thorny path to associate and narrate
In the stream of love she has to flow
Her essence and fragrabce never ever dies
She remains emblem of patience to bear
All in this ruthless world without any cries
She carries her duties along to be cklear
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Beliefs

My Beliefs
My sweet heart my beliefs are my relief to be true
In my love for you and I get strength from them
For your sake I will pursue and pursue to just do
Something like miracle is in me fortune to come
My powerful intuition and my conscience will help
Because I am true lover to dominate and to conquer
Even if pain and torture to make me in a state to kelp
I am a soldier by birth I know how to take an anchor
My Lord remains with me I do believe and trust
He takes care of me and I am his soldier to fight
I never ever rust and I will take my enemies to dust
When I am on love pursuits you can see my flight
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Let Me Hold You

My love, love is all I need to glow and flow
Sky is all out to help me to embrace and kiss
Let the entire universe witness this show
My beloved comes to me but like a sweet bliss
The enchanting mystical vibes dance like magic
My passion brings renewed sense of faith and spirit
Love is beyond any valid reason and any logic
My love let us be energetic to establish love writ
Let’s exchange a romantic embrace in romance
Let be together in this reinvigorating sweet trance
Let me hold you near to my heart to but dance
Let me take a chance and give you a love chance
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Endure To Discover

Endure to Discover
Let me tell you what is the need of a lover
An adventure-seeking attitude and a companion
So My love I want to endure to discover
What all I need is a destination and a fanion
Love theme remains always my love exotic
Let me be daring and delightful to be winner
Let us be more romantic and really erotic
A lover with sweet sins is never called a sinner
Let me celebrate my love in a unique way
To my paradise of love amidst all sweet lights
From all darkness of night till dawn of the day
Let us be so light to fly like colourful kites
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Saga
From where do I kiss the scripture of love
Let me be in a trance, the scripture of love
I will burn in love, it is fun to separate lovers
Spring is a time of addiction and it showers
All the silver and golden nights in trance
Let me remind the stories of love as a chance
Doubts about what I should do if he falls in love
That too with me by the fortune above
Love is nothing but a path of madness
Then love comes as a mercy as a bless
There is a door, there is a way, and pain
I will write all the scriptures of love disdain
Spring season discerns all pain and pleasure
Let me be entangled in love narrate treasure
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
You Belong To Me

You Belong to Me
All the colors belong to my beloved
All the forms are of my love
There are flowers all around to bid
They are all from spring for my dove
Everyone says he is in me
All of these are definitely true
He is in my soul like a sea
She remains for ever but mine
Whenever you have to come, to go
In life you are definitely mine
And when I am no more to flow
All the roads are to my shrine
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
To Set Real Trend

To Set Real Trend
The harshness of the world around me at the moment
My values safety and stability are at stake my friend
So how can I be infront to confront for real bestowment
The world must extend honour to set the real trend
My friend you are powerful and can create your future
That is built on strong values and honoring differences
A man without respect and honour can easily be looser
And to be respectful we have to cover large distances
We have to fight against injustice, inequality and crimes
Let us be real human beings to use our heart and soul
We have to read between the lines by just being in lines
This is how we can achieve our real aims and real goal
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Dance Of Beauty

Beauty in Dance
Tresses play with her lips to glorify her beauty
Her lips sparkle to communicate her desire
She along with her style carries every valid plea
To burn every heart with her sweet love fire
A glance brings romance when she is in mood
She believes to spare a chance in her sweet move
At times she takes along her shield to be rude
That is also a test to approve or totally disapprove
When I have glance answer remains just romance
I love her for her different style and sweet taste
I take a chance and chance after a beautiful chance
In her love Ido know I am just properly placed
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Help Me

Help Me
This world is very cruel my sweetheart
So do not throw petals of rose to show
On the part of competitors it is to depart
You and me out of this sweet love flow
Only you can help me to be out of trouble
Put suture of love on my injuries to heal
Take me out of all these griefs and stubble
Be kind to listen and feel my painful appeal
With your blooming beauty and kindness
This world will change into sweet paradise
This madness will convert into just priceless
Please drag me out of this rut be just wise
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Self Reflection

Soul is a mirror if its clean one can see
His face, impressions and passion in one go
Mind is different, it interprets for plea
Heart, soul and mind must be together to flow
Honesty and sincerity for all in a chain
Be taken together to share love for the humanity
Hatred be thrown away down the drain
In our approach let be frank, straightforward, free
All those who are lovers are insane in society
Hatred and contempt with all tricke are in vogue
Respect and values are unavailable, no equality
Apprently remains successful who is a rogue
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Be Kind My Love

My injuries do require a proper treatment
So love is needed as an appropriate suture
Please don't increase my pain with comment
Help me to heal my injury for better future
Please don't listen to my competitors in love
They will try to harm me through you to say
For my love sake extend your loyalty my dove
Please with sincerity of love do kind to pray
You are mine and I am yours as fortune decides
In the fitness of things between you and mine
Let be clear that time and tides are on our sides
To give solace and satisfactory you are my wine
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Love Universe

Without you my love nothing remains in my love universe
Let me take more serious matters of the heart with you
I do realize that fun dalliances no longer really diverse
So I feel dejected to be on crossroads through and through
Let us be together to understand idiosyncracies of life
Let my love let us explore something deeper to get spell
Why to be in pain always on a sharp double edged knife
Let us be heart to heart and pore to pore to but dwell
I love you the moment I saw you but we can be more near
I am at your mercy now since I am exhausted by the row
Let be my sweethesr help to let be just more and more dear
Let us emrace each other to be in the stream of love to flow
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String In Spring

Spring has set in flowers are blooming all around
Fragrance reinvigorates my spirits and reminds me
When you and me were hand to hand on ground
But our passions and sentiments were like vast sea
The colours of flowers were increasing colour of beauty
Your eyes were sparkling, cheeks were beautifully red
You were from the paradise flaming in allfounts of duty
Sweet whiskers were there to communicate all unsaid
Oh sweet blooming Spring bring my heart solace along
I can't survive with her I am waiting in sheer curiosity
Let in this Spring I tell to my love that to her I do belong
Lov is anxiously waiting to beauty for her gegeirocity
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Wilderness

Love Wilderness
Your wild actions and wonderful charms
Intoxicate me to be in a love wilderness
Love has its own sweet beautiful norms
I am taken over by your soft tenderness
You are so sweet my love I can't explain
Your sweet smile has its own sweet spark
To be on your path I accept every disdain
Let us be together to imprint our hallmark
I don't have words my love to but adore
Let me kiss you embrace you in entirety
Let my love be together from pore to pore
Let be in love paradise more frank and free
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
A Rainbow Heart

Colours, colours and colours to be heart
Heart is shinning with a myriad of all colours
You are in me never ever to but depart
And every path is closed by all controllers
A drop of dew touch lips of red red rose
Which takes beauty to its heighest peak
Beauty makes itself open and then close
Love changes colour of sweet red cheek
A clean heart has a set of colours to portray
To support beauty and to support love
Let me allow my love to sincerely just pray
My sweetheart has innocence of a dove
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Refine Your Soul

Refine Your Soul
Refine your soul my love with love
Stand in front of lover in tears
Lord is the best guardian from above
Let forego your all sham fears
Lord never leaves alone a man
He remains with and makes strong
It is matter to be sane insane
Belonging must take charge to belong
Allah is the best Creator and fFriend
He remains with a man thru and thru
Lord has beautiful style and trend
We must remain in love just to prove
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Bring Up Concerns

Its good to bring up your concerns to make people know
Healthy relationship is a two way street, avoid crossroads
The best policy is to be sincere and honest to make you glow
Do not play with shadows fllow the right and valid codes
Face must be clean and clear like clean and clear heart
Actions speak louder what is invogue in cities and towns
If hypocrisy prevails it is better to just change, depart
Without being loyal and the best there are just no crowns
Be loyal to yourself and to your people on all occasions
This will bring you happiness and delight to cherish
You must be intelligent and be meticulous in decisions
Otherwise sheer disappointment will make you perish
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
You Are The Best

My sweetheart your beauty is a test
love will take over what you but have
Leaving all the rest, you are the best
Let be mine let me lovingly just save
From the cruel attitude of community
And take you to pure love paradise
Where you will be just safe and free
In your sheer innocence be just wise
My solace of heart don't ruin me
Be a sweet company with symphony
I am a drop of water, you are sea
Let be together for sake of harmony
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Loyalty

I owe my allegiance to my country being supreme entity
Its love is ingrained in my heart and in my soul
I can shower my blood for it to make it neat, clean and free
This remains my real aim and wonderful goal
What I am I am because of my country so to say
It has nourished me and has given me every honour and respect
In humble capacity I constantly and consistently pray
May God bless my country and my people in every aspect
My loyalty will cherish with the passage of time I salute
To lmy motherland for love I sparingly received
Its my alma matter and I am its staunch defender and a recruit
Still I will never ever be able to return what I received
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Irresistible Love

My sweetheart you are a wonderful bottle of champagn
Your receptive magnetism and sensual energy is irresistible
I want you to take not sip by sip but all to kill my pain
My love against my love your beauty remains but invincible
Pains of love do need pleasure of beauty as a suture
Come and get me out of this cruel, and unbearable state
Please be mine to save mine as well as your future
Be passionate as associate to help me overcome this fate
Don't be sarcastic in this wonderful spring be but kind
Do not inflict pain intentionally be sweet to be in love chain
Let me be aligned heart to heart and pore to pore to find
Let us my love together dance and dangle in drizzling rain
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Rosary

I carry a string of beads in praying and meditating
Your reflection appears in everything my sweetheart
In sheer love I am near and I will remain in waiting
what an awkward state is just to part and to depart
I do not miss a friction of minute to call and to recall
Strings of heartbeats are together to sing and dance
My love I am in trance and you seem to be a doll
So I am always in a stance to take a chance after chance
Please let me explore chances in life to make you mine
Accept my sincere attitude to be your life partner
I like to take sip by sip a divine wine my love to be fine
To take, embrace your beauty love remains armour
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A Clean Slate

Clean Slate
A new sense of lightheartedness is beginning to wash over
As an old fear that was holding me back is being left behind
Let me be clear about our relation my love I am true lover
I may take some time my sweetheart to be just really aligned
To your sweet dreams, to your wonderful desires my love
I may cut myself to become of your pattern and needs
Sweet fortune is predestined my love from heavens above
You and me are heart to heart like really sweet beads
So let be true to each other to share likes and dislikes
This straightforward frank approach will associate
We must be clean at our hearts with all coloured stripes
We have to have our hearts clean like clean slate
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Love Remains Always

Love Remains
My sweetheart please don't be angry with me
My anger also a shade of love which I have for you
There are very many problems in this vast sea
My honesty and sincerity never allows me to pursue
Life is full of pain and torture so donot ask for smiles
In sheer disturbance the real colous come to light
Different trials and troubles in life do have different styles
So at times there is sheer darkness at times its bright
My love do appreciate I love you and continue as such
I may not be able to come upto your sweet desires
Love remains intact at times with just soft body touch
We still remain together with our hot burning fires
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Farewell To The Fears

Farewell to the Fears
Allah is great to help me alot in hour of trial
I felt His presence and His mercy all around
He created me and He honours me for a while
I am His servant and in service I am bound
Hesitations and disappointments are in life
He takes care and comes to help in no time
Life is like a killing with double edged knife
His kindness prevailed on me always in prime
A best friend a unique Master to but cherish
Only He can help and only He can others none
With out His love one can miserably Perish
With His kindness every battle could be won
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Reckless Beloved

She is very innocent and reckless by nature
Her beauty makes her prominent in style
Oh! sweetheart you are a beautiful creature
I am really impressed my love for a while
Your recklessness takes just my heart away
I am more a loser and less a lover my love
You are like a breeze sweet at dawn of day
Let me Take you away with me my dove
Winter has to terminate, Spring is to come
Beauty in excellence never ever remains to die
My love life is very difficult and troublesome
Let us be together in all seasons eye to eye
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
My Sweet Desire

My sweetheart you are my desire first and last
So please do not ask me very many clarification
If It is real desire then I have to grab it as fast
You are my love, you are my desire, my passion
You are my dream and I will try to make it true
But still My competitors are in full swing
To snatch from me that wonderful drop of dew
To sing with love ring to be love string
Oh my sweetheart please never ever debar me
I can not live, survive and continue without you
Your whispering remains like humming bee
I love you, I love you and consistently i will pursue
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Courage And Resolve

My love at times love makes me depressed to think
Then I don't know how get relief from this silly pain
Whether I will be able to sail through or painfully sink
It seems that my broken heart will never be in chain
Spring has its own romance and autumn its romance
One drags a love to dance and other leaves on chance
Every action may be reaction of a romantic glance
Every lover has a stance and suddenly overtaken by trance
Momentary urges to retrogress could be powerful
But ultimately your love wants to evolve, not devolve
Life is like a painful affair but becomes colourful
When we deal it with courage and with sheer resolve
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Abolish Fears to Create Miracles
Let us fight all fears and doubts and boldly face the future
Love is ready and is in waiting for us to deliver on its promise
With open mind and clear heart let us be a good shooter
Let us be realistic in life to play with enemies but to astonish
Nothing is impossible in life Lord has bestowed His love on us
Our meticulously methodical approach is to reinforce to work
No hidden agenda will help us so let us be bold to discuss
Let be more patient to clear all hurdles and let us be just burk
Everything in universe is working under a set planned pattern
All religions do preach organised life with different practices
Let us be neat and clean by our heart through love not slattern
This is how we can make our life more comfortable, miraculous

Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Trust and Tolerance

Faith is the hallmark of forebearance
It makes relation with Lord so strong
It takes away all hardships for clearance
It is strength of love to whom we belong
Imperturbable hold their heads very high
Strength helps to make people but brave
In calmness they are sea in height the sky
They are the ones crave to certainly pave
Their way impusively to their destination
In sheer disgust they remain just calm
Love remains stable with sheer passion
This remains real forebearance in Islam,
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Love Chain

Let my sweetheart be straightforward and frank
Let us communicate heart-to-heart, let us explain
Let me cherish beauty, charms, graces and swank
Let us take beauty and love in one love chain
My kiss on cheeks will please you pore to pore
Let me be an appraiser let me see you all through
Let me embrace you in my arms and let me adore
You are a wonderful gift my love from out of blue
A drop of dew on petals of a rose let me just sip
My heart is all out for you to make heart beat
You are a vast deep sea allow me to dip, to dip
Let me great you treat you, you are so sweet
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Love Narration

Neither too blunt nor too soft but a middle path
Will allow me to honor my romantic pursuits
For your sake my love I will accept willingly all wrath
Love has its beautiful shades and wonderful routes
The moment I saw you I am yours and forgot all
In my life you brought romance to give air to my passion
In every whispering wind I listen to your sweet call
Let me tell you frankly I have my sonnets as love narration
Clouds are ready to thunder rain on land to bloom
Small drops of rain reinvigorate my soul and heart
A glance of love may make disappear every gloom
Promise me never ever to depart my sweet heart
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Blessing Of God

Blessing of God
The universe is instilling confidence in me
That causes me to think that I can't fail
I take it a blessing of God full like a vast sea
This is a sweet golden chance I must avail
My broken heart takes strength to relish
I know a man can turn the mountains in a go
Let me this beauty of thought to cherish
Let beauty help me together in stream to flow
Let us do not waste time in a nonsense row
Let us be more frank in our approach
Before we wither my love let us grow and glow
Let me kiss your hand out of the coach
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Merciful Lord

For virtuous this world is a prison for vicious its paradise
As per mood this world is temporary and transitory
Only those who have acumen can cross it to be very wiiwise
So one can reckoning all this syndrome as a category
All trials and tribulations are for beloveds of Lord
All those who can patiently bear these remain winners
But an ambitious and vicious can not be his ward
But all those who ask for mercy may no more be sinners
Lord is a loving Lord who sparingly forgive His creation
His Love is all out to embrace those who seek mercy
Love of Lord is for all and sundry with lovely narration
One be loyal to his benevolent Lord without controversy
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Take A Peak

Take a peak
My love midst from high mountains says
Take a peak if you can handle it my friend
I am alone on mountains and need all days
With me to enlighten my style and trend
She invites me to peaks with beautiful smile
And challenges me to have courage to climb
She needs and only me for ones and for while
In sheer prime love remains innocence crime
I see her and her enthralling mood to take
My beloved in arms so I am bound to declare
Her sweet love makes me to take hot cake
From part to part and just from layer to layer
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
You Are Amazing

I love you I loved you and will continue
You have taken my heart just in one go
Now allow me to do and to just pursue
My love in stream of love together to flow
Beauty has anocean which takes all streams
Fragrance and essence of beauty is to remain
Love is a sparkling sun with warm light beams
They capture beauty and make a real chain
It is a a divine gift to take to eternal heights
My sweetheart you are like spring in autumn
In your company I am playing with all lights
You make me blossom you are really awesome
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Be Realistic

Expectations always lead to disappointments
When someone expected big becomes small
Disillusion takes over all the sweet sentiments
When every step passes through another wall
It is good to be rational, to live and let live
Opinions may differ from person to person
Take less, try to give and graciously forgive
A small meaningful talk is better than sermon
Actions speak louder than words, so to say
Character is based on morality my dear
Let us be more liberal and kind to just pray
It is better to be associates and so near
Kindness is God gifted quality we must know
We must be realistic and spread just charity
Heartbeats are kind enough to flow and glow
Human to human is needed but solidarity
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Time and Tide

Time and tide wait for none, so be precise
Every moment brings changes we must know
Calculated risks make one strong and wise
The fortunate are those who glow with flow
Less time all remains fake, vigilance is needed
When time is passed only remorse remains
If truth at an appropriate time is strongly pleaded
Only then one can keep proper all life chains
Every injury may be treated before it turns to illness
We can help ourselves before its just too late
We can save ourselves from all the disappointments
Everything has to be earned, nothing comes in plate
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Beauty Of Paradise

Beauty of Paradise
My sweetheart you are like spring breeze
In your company I feel so light and bright
Heart windows are quite open amidst trees
I feel so light to fly to rainbow as a kite
With light wind her tresses touch my face
I feel in love with her heart to heart to feel
In zeal and zest I feel like kiss to embrace
Oh what a love and what a wonderful deal
My love I love you and feel you all around
My sweetheart your fragrance makes me mad
With you I am in clouds and not on ground
She is virgin from paradise and I am a nomad
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Passionate Attraction

Love has to be always on a higher pedestal
But then one will not be able to see eyes to eyes
So much love one can not see as truth at all
Disappointment resembles just with love cries
It's important to keep perceptions realistic
Especially at the start of a passionate love affair
It's easy to be in fantasies but reality is fantastic
Sincerity must remain the hallmark in love pair
Benefit of doubt is the perfect treatment
For a heart-to-heart conversation in love my love
Which must be used just more frequent
This remains essence of relationship my sweet dove
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Sparkling Attraction

I am in an open desert, the sun is shining
The warmth is reinvigorating my passion
The point where love and beauty are aligning
To know about the sparkling attraction
Sand dunes take my and my beloved in arms
This wonderful burning loneliness sneaks up
Love embraces beauty to take its sweet norms
Let me have toast from your graces, grace cup
Love is a fire and desert increases its intensity
Lovers can play as per their will and their wish
Beauty has own style to increase its propensity
You my love carry everything in a covered dish
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I Wanna Rock!

I wanna rock!
My sweetheart says she wants to rock me
What a wonderful romanti desire to share
With lot of love I submit to just rocking sea
We are a fortunate sweet whispering pair
When to be together one on one to embrace
Entire world becomes a paradise to be just in
I took her hand and bring her just face to face
For appreciate in romance the beautiful sin
She rocked me and I am being rocked in love
Heartbeat remains along with whispering wind
Love limits are defined, combined and aligned
I celebrate my fortune from being just all above
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Heart To Burn

My sweetheart you burn like fire in me
Let me to pay homage to the true fire
Your romantic world is like an open sea
But inner volcanoes have given fire to wire
My passionate heart is open to burn
Let me be the part of pain an pleasure
I do know there is no point to return
Let me explore this wonderful treasure
Let me be proud to be the part of fire
Love my love is a strange in its nature
Let me tell you I never intend to retire
Let me take this endure with flavour
I may burn to ashes in my sheer love
But my heart will be get sheer solace
I have sacrificed my heart for my dove
With a lovely kiss with a fiery embrace
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Don't Leave Me

I loved you a lot and served you for very many years
But please take care do not take me for granted
Less both of us go for separation in tears and tears
I know that you remained for me most wanted
Time has changed I could bear you and also pain
But now I can not take you along since you are changed
I regret the moments where we just broke love chain
We lost love frequency along with sweet love band
But still I must tell you that trials come in life to test
If you ask me I still love you alot and want to be with you
For my heart, soul and life you remain surely the best
So forget about the tussles and remain mine thru and thru
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Soldiers Are Soldiers

People say soldier has neither heart nor mind
They are just robots to act on given orders
There is a chain which makes him to just bind
From inland motherland to open borders
Please do not forget soldiers are humans
They have all the sentiments and burning passion
A soldier in himself is a set of institutions
A soldier has all traits, grace, style and fashion
Sincerity remains hallmark of his excellence
He stands awake for nights when people sleep
Being an emblem of duty he keeps elegance
Apprently a straight person he is very deep
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Richness of Soul

Cleanliness and purity makes soul rich
It blooms in the beauty of real character
Fragrance and essence makes it enrich
Let's be clear and fair sweet love narrator
The best richness is richness of soul
Prophet declares it in a frank manner
Soul remains life's real aim and goal
Answer to every question is the candor
Kind souls are always open to just listen
They are the suture to aching hearts
Forgiveness always remains for every sin
Let us be clear to clean all the parts
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Never To Depart

Do not stop let me kiss my miss
It will make your beauty to bloom
Touching your cheeks will be bliss
You are my only hope let me presume
What a style and what a gesture
It has taken me from me my love
My sweetheart life remains venture
You are a sweet gift from above
My love let me embrace in trance
Let me hold you near to my heart
Beauty blooms when given a chance
Let my love promise never to depart
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My Beautiful Fortune

My love let me share your good fortune
Let me be in your sweet company for life
I want to sing song of love with you in tune
Be mine my sweetheart be my sweet wife
Let together shoot for the full light moon
Let us fulfill all our sweet sweet dreams
Let us be together on sands in sand dune
Let us take light from our love beams
Beauty with love my love will shine
Fragrance of beauty and essence of love
Make our all moments definitely fine
Be my sweetheart be my sweet dove
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My Sweet Butterfly

I saw a butterfly with all the colors of rainbow
I lost my heart and my soul being enthralled
What a a marvellous and beautiful sweet show
I was really impressed by her graces to called
In her I could see beauty at its peak to celebrate
I started running to catch that sweet friend of mine
Phrase by phrase her beauty I can really narrate
By exotic glance I could feel the real taste of wine
My love and her beauty intended dancing
So I took her in my palm to play tune of love
My hand was all colourful with romancing
Let me keep you sweetheart just let me allow
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In Love Chain

As a soldier I have never been afraid of death
My family and my country are my foremost priorities
I am on my duty and should remain till last breath
I am bestowed by Allah with sweet wonderful qualities
I always look towards Him for kindness and protection
I have tried my level best to come up to the expectations
I am also a wonderful creation of Allah for perfection
I want to maintain my dear with my Allah all my relations
May Allah be my guide in all under adverse conditions
I have to cherish all love and affection of Allah to bear pain
I am happy with the written words as valid positions
So duty remains hallmark for martyrdom in a real chain
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I Wish
I wish if me and my beloved'were pigeons
We could have a life of our own style and fashion
We should not have in need of permission
To touch the skies with open and sweet narration
No worries were there being seen by cometitors
World would have been of no cosequence
We would have been out of reach of the predators
We had real essence and wonderful fragrance
My wish reamins that we had no check
In this world and my dear in the world hereafter
Beauty and love play just neck to neck
We could remain free from pain of life, laughter
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Heartbroken

My body is soulless my heart is broken
I lost my destination I am just no where
I presented my love to you as a token
But still my sweet passion dictates to dare
Your beauty remained a source of inspiration
But now I am a loser and I am just no more
Love has its shades and it has its own narration
My beloved throughout I will but adore
You are like light and I am but from clay
Your destination is soewhere in the skies
The price of my love I have to but pay
My loneliness remains with my lone cries
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Celebration Of Love

My love it is not good to put your desire to play with dreams
So let us compromise on this aspect to celebrate sincerity
I have seen very many charms coming to me like sweet beams
Let us understand what is love and how it brings clarity
Sweet red rose and your sweet glowing face are in love norms
Your closing of one eyes conveys special meanings in love
Beauty, oh beauty you are wonderful in all your love charms
Let us celebrate all this occasion destined by all from above
Love dreams are most colourful in their style and taste good
So let us be hand to hand and heart to heart for solace
Let me praise your innocence, and beauty of your childhood
Let me embrace you and kiss you being just face to face
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To Act And React

Intelligent people take time to act or react
While stupid jumping the gun in no time
It is always good to access your aim to perfect
This lesson must be learnt just for life time
Let us be precise to know my dear all truth
Let us be a good trainee to know all aspects
A true recruit is never ever fool ad uncouth
One has to carry along responses for affects
A soldier's plan is methodical and precise
Hence this real approach will bring success
With our intellectual pursuits we can rise
What a marvellous gift and what a bless
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Panache

My love let me resolve problem with resolve, verve
To seek a new and inspiring approach to romance
Let my beloved with pride and honour to just serve
Let me with my style and manner take a chance
Let me be in a sweet style to present to celebrate
Let my love make you the emblem of grace, glory
Let me take you my sweet sonnet phrase by phrase
Love my love is in transit, in state of being transitory
But I have a pride which I wear as a plume on my cap
Which determines my grace, style and my status
My love please take care of me put my head in your lap
My love my heart and my soul for you are gratis
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What A Trance

Is it heaven or hell where I have to dwell
From heaven I came down to see the beauty
My love instigated me to be with you well
Let me feel free and to see the sweet love sea
Birds are chirping and singing songs to please
Hearts and eyes are there in front to confront
My eyes when look at you are pleased to ease
I am always there to see flowing singing in front
Greenry is all around with pure white flowers
What a strange place is world I am astonished
Snow fall in winter rainy season with showers
I am in search of beauty which is promised
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Sweet Dream

Sentimental feelings color my day today
I find myself diving into past romance
I can see your glowing cheeks to just say
To kiss to embrace to take a chance
I take your hand in hand to feel warmth
I see your charms and graces to celebrate
My sweetheart I am your loving moth
Let me see your complete figure to narrate
My eyes are open to see your dreams
I am all enlightend with your sweet light
You are a sun I see your passing beams
To be in sight to be wonderfully bright
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Nostagia

Every memory is not sweet but more are painful
One has to bear every pain with a sweet smile
Life is a serious affair but not a game just playful
With trials and tribulations we are but in exile
Time heals our wounds being the best healer
It's for our own benefit to settle down the problem
We have to be eager to overcome the fever
We have to have strength petals of heart to blossom
Let us decide to fight this battle with courage
Let us put suture to our all wounds to heal
Let us be man of consequence to just encourage
We are not men of ordinary but of steel
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Hardships Bring Peace
All Prophets have gone through different trials and tribulations
But Allah was extra kind and merciful to help them to pass through
They were the ones to set marvellous and wonderful foundations
For their followers how to act, react, how comes help out of blue
Abraham was thrown to fire by pharoah to burn completely
Abraham declares that being in fire was the best time of his life
And pharoah has to take the taste by taken away by wrath fully
Pharoah along with his followers was cut by the fate of knife
Prophet Muhammad faced series of hardships but stood to occasion
Once He was inflicted by severe magic by daughters of non believer
But with graces of Allah he surpassed the evil doers with precision
So remained the miserable life of the non believers, deceivers
I have been inflicted by magic by my sister in lawas, spouses
Let me tell you the torture and pain I felt gave me a new experience
These rascals did all to usurp all money and property the houses
But with kindness of Allah I came out of all fuss being glorious
Now I know that Allah put His prophets in a test to for our sake
That whenever we are in trouble we should seek all strength
From the life stories of lovers of Allah as a real sweet hot cake
Whatever intensity of a turmoil and whatever is its length
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I Am A Moth

I Am A Moth
You are like a lamp and I am like a moth
Let me be your victim of light to embrace death
For your wonderful graces I accept all wrath
I can spare for your sake my love every breath
Let me kiss you for the last time my sweetheart
Let me sacrifice my love on your wonderful beauty
My love you are a wonderful piece of abstract art
Your sweet love makes me my love totally free
Let me present me and to tell you how love burns
I am nothing without you i must accept and admit
A staunch lover of beauty never ever safely returns
I am yours I love you and let me present to submit
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Allah Is The Best Protector

Allah Is The Best Protector
I have seen drops of blood on my hand
I thought for a while about their appearance
Then an idea came to tell the magic band
And I took no time to its total clearance
Some foes acted some magical tricks to inflict
Fear on me to make me lunatic in their reckoning
My Lord is extra kind to help me to just detect
So I could reconcile with the way of threatening
Allah is great and I am His ward so i am protected
His kindness and mercy is for his staunch folloers
I am grateful to Him for a blessed one I am selected
I seek His protection from magicians, astrologers
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Let Me Delve In Faith

Let me delve into my faith without any foreign influence
Do not hold me back to find the magic in the corner
My heart is full with pure love and it is just conspicuous
A real soldier carries honesty of purpose as his armour
I have a burning heart but a soothing soul to negotiate
Any hurdle or obstacle in my way to just encounter
I know how to be an associate and how to dissociate
I can bear resistance but have power to be louder
Soldier carries his life on his palm to defend his motherland
Hence all options remain open for me to proceed
I have synchronised my frequency and my sweet love band
under all circumstances I have to win to succeed
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Heart's Intuition

Heart's Intuition
My sweetheart be more open to the art of love
Have faith in your heart's intuition, it knows what it's doing
Beauty is a gift of God to enlighten us all from above
Its knowing glowing and then in company of love blowing
Love as well as beauty are God gifted abstractions
When they join a miracle happens to but celebrate and narrate
Reality when encompasses they adopt perfections
What a whenderful experience is when they truely associate
My love Heart'intuition is to be in the company of heart to excel
Heart remains aobde of beauty throughout to cherish
Heart to heart communication remains open to deal to dwell
My love please be forthcoming to extend love less it perish
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Embrace The Vision

With appropriate precision, embrace the vision
Be a leader with will, have determination to win
Be frank and straightforward to take the decision
To be a virtuous dear is neither a crime nor a sin
When you stand you prove your worth to confront
Every entuality and ever difficulty to but surpass
Be a man of consequence to be ever ready to be blunt
Circumstances are in favour be the man of class
With passionate passion with greatness of character
You can overcome all and you can really imprint
Your spirits are reinvigorated you have own register
Be a man of principle and leave the footprint
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Fervent Truth

Love celebrates and presents the hidden feelings
A lover remains alone and alove to any situation
Its very precious entity in ones clear cut dealings
No loss no gain surpasses ones burning passion
My Lord loves all His creation a delight to cherish
He is the one who remains Master of spiritual love
A man when intends loving his Lord has to perish
What a wonderful relationship is all from the above
Love of Lord needs a test at times to be on the cross
Love lunatic does not feel any pain rather pleasure
In this pure love every benefit gleams less any loss
Let us try to understand that love is a great treasure
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In My Eyes

I really love you my love, can’t you see it in my eyes
My eyes are glittering with your sweetness and charm
Let us be companions my sweetheart in love cries
Beauty has its own charm and love has its own norm
What I say try to understand to come up to occasion
I want to suck all love wine from your sweet red lips
My passion attracts you with all its dear persuasion
I can feel you all around me your with harsh fingertips
My let us cross all horizons to be in heavenly places
Let be my companion on this joy ride to the skies
Let us be together hand to hand with sensual graces
We will chastise our love with all lies and cries
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Fits Of Insanity

Fits of Insanity
Love my love is what makes a lover lunatic
Beauty instigates the process and perform
Its an intoxication which makes one addict
Love makes heart warm as well as reform
My love you are like a medicine for illness
I can only recover dear if I take it sip by sip
You are a gift of God for me and a bless
My ocean of life let me be bold to but dip
And take every treasure to be rich in love
Let me taste the charms and graces of beauty
My sweetheart you are my beautiful dove
Let me be a real soldier on his real sweet duty
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Happy Valentines Day

Valentine day is bond of love to celebrate
In which all relations of lovers to associate
Their inner feelings and passions to come
To pave their way to in the life troublesome
A tribute to Saint Valentine, the Roman priest
To share with each other the wonderful feast
A day to confess love through the love gifts
A day to abandon all the silly notorious rifts
A day to propose a day to offer chocolates
A day to promise a day to hug and to kiss
A day for couples to embrace and to dismiss
All distances on the plea of real love portrayal
Let us be real lovers and take chance to avail
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Conquest of Fear
My love there are two dominant fears in life
One is the fear of starvation and other is death
We pass through this danger on edge of knife
We remain in a difficult state till the last breath
Fear remains fear unless we accept it and jump
The moment we jump in fear it totally disappears
Never ever to return to haunt or to just slump
It may terminate on the tears or just on cheers
So Fear is just nothing but a hurdle to abolish
Take positive steps and adopt the path of righteous
This is how we can and will polish get to polish
And this how we can more clean and more pious
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Eternal Association

Eternal Association
I am all alone but you are in the company of very many
Your sanctity and sagacity makes you prominent one
In every trial and tribulation I look towards you not any
Except you my love I am in trouble and have but none
Please be mine and make me strong to bear the brunt
I understand only you can help me in this troublesome exile
You cover me from all around from back and from front
I am out of taste and style your magnanimity keeps you in style
My soul please be totally mine for my soul sake to enlighten
All from heart and body from pore to pore to but explore
Every aspect of fear not to to frighten but just totally brighten
My friend in trial and tribulations let me implore and adore
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Your Craving

Your Craving
Your craving attracts me to be my sweetheart
I long to belong to you my sweet love song
You are a wonderful sweet piece of abstract art
Please be mine and be sweet to come along
You are like a dancing rose from petal to petal
Your fragrance is on my way to take me on
For me you are my strength and just very special
My sweetheart you are like a beautiful swan
My love I promise to love you till last breath
I will never ever leave you in any hour of trial
I will not be able to leave you even in death
From mile to mile I will take along your smile
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My Soul My Goal
My soul is like light and you are my soul
Your beauty has enthralled me to the end
I consider you my ultimate aim and goal
Let me blend with really wonderful trend
I am only a particle of sand without you
Any sailing wind can take me away to say
You travel in me through and through
In sheer darkness you are dawn of the day
Love takes beauty to point of no return
My sweetheart be gracious to my sincerity
Your beauty my sweetheart always discern
You have taken my heart with austerity
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Beauty Calls

Sitting under pine trees nd listening to whispering
I recalled those snow clad mountains in winter
I could see you pure nd white like snow to bring
My mind and stretch of imagination in sprinter
Love never dies it remains hidden in the heart to say
We stayed together for some days to just depart
My love in love I am still searching for you to pray
Again heartbeats should sing and song to start
Your beauty surpasses the beauty of snow to glow
Beams of sun are kissing you for sheer warmth
Snow may melt and we will together to just flow
Love, love and love remains just henceforth
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Flame To Glow

Flame to Glow
My sweet beloved is my sun and my moon
She is really so warm and she is so cold
My heart is a violin to play that love tune
In her shining she is like treasure as gold
A whispering wind a and a singing stream
I love her, love her from pore to pore
She is a soothing sense a beautiful beam
Still my heart desires to adore, explore
My love makes her to melt in my arms
I melt along in a sweet stream to flow
I play with her graces, charms and norms
Till we become a burning flame to glow
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Stance Of Lover

You can take my eyes but not my dreams
My path is clear my my morale is high
From my inner sun I get all light beams
You will never ever make me but cry
Love needs sacrifice and I am ready to go
My blood is pounding in my veins to burst
My stream of conscious makes my to flow
With the art of love dear I am well versed
My love is my carotid you can cut to know
How I am enthralled by my love associate
You will be the loser and I will but just glow
With every drop of blood to just narrate
Never ever challenge an intoxicated lover
He will make you understand what love is
A lover will make you naked to just uncover
He will carry pride in him he vehemently says
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Your Sparkling Beauty

Your Sparkling Beauty
Your sweet eyes shower love from eyes to eyes
Your beauty shimmers in your passionate passion
How can I resist the pleasure of your lovely cries
Let me appreciate your beautiful style and fashion
Your beauty reinvigorates my spirits to appreciate
You are like a full garden of fragrant sweet flowers
Let me assoiciate in love and let me but narrate
What a wonderful stem and a wha a beautiful bowers
Let me have a close look at your sweet shining figure
Just let me bring back my love my sexy sparkle
Let me touch in trance let my passion to glow to trigger
Let me kiss you embrace you to make immortal
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Let's Celebrate

Every one celebrates spring let me celebrate autumn
Your charms and graces are great from top to bottom
It is purely the state of heart to make something awesome
Love my love has its own pain and its own decorum
Freedom in style and charm in personality saves all
From pore to pore love resonates to make all great
Heart in love has its own mood, style and all love call
My sweetheart this is is what I am unable to narrate
Let be together to jump to touch sky in zeal and zest
Let me hold you my love for ever and ever to celebrate
You and me as a pair are definitely the beautifully best
What a wonderful company and what a sweet associate
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Sweet Move

Sweet Move
I am all alone thinking about you and your graces
Your beauty exalted me and my soul to achieve goal
My eyes are on your path and my heart embraces
My love from heart to heart and just from soul to soul
To make your more near and dear in sweet move
My love without you my survival is of no consequence
Your sweet smile casts on me like a drop of dew
My sweet princess I claim to be your sweet prince
Let be together to conquer all and all in one go
This is how we can help each other in every situation
Be a stream of beauty to allow my love to flow
This is my dream and this my wild, wild  love passion
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Relentless Passion

My relentless passion makes me to cross every obstacle
This is the way through which impossible becomes possible
Life needs constant and consistent struggle to understand
Our thinking must be critical, precise and methodical
Truth has its own way to travel to be at the highest peak
A blunt and straightforward person remains obstinate
Love to ones cause and affiliation to ones real mission
Let us be clear on the subject fortune surpasses just fate
Mehr is a soldier to be on right path and to strive
This remains the hallmark of a struggle portrayed
This verve is to make a person remain alive and drive
This is the excellence which makes a soldier always great
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Embrace Truth

My love it is time to embrace truth as a bless
Even if it's difficult but truth remains truth
Facing your fears will always lead to progress
Acceptance of reality will definitely sooth
Your heart and your soul and will take you
To place of solace with all heavenly things
To the eternal heights through and through
Hence you will sail through on love wings
Truth surpasses all fears in ones sweet life
One should not feel worried to but just fail
Only truthful persons face life's sharp knife
It is just a matter to unveil the apparent veil
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Drops To Dance

Rain makes my passion to flow and glow
Every drop makes me to dance at a glance
Love remains through out a life a show
This is from heart to heart to take a chance
My love your beauty shines in drizzling rain
Your figure crops up with all sweet curves
It makes me really lunatic and totally insane
Let my sweetheart praise you the way deserves
Rain reinvigorates my spirits to kiss, embrace
Let me hold you to be more near to my heart
Let me take you with all your nurturing grace
Please be mine for ever never ever to depart
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Be Glorious

Every battle in life can not be fought to be victorious
Most of the times they are to renie the skills of war
This real practice makes soldiers to be really glorious
This is how the soldiers explore and to but adore
I am a soldier so donot take me light my enemies
I will fight till last to celebrate my sacrifies for the nation
My acts of valour will make me eternal for centuries
My sentiments and my every step is based on my passion
Let me remind you my friends about the experience
Which I carry along to belong to that group of soldiers
My every step takes me to be glorious and victorious
I am soldier of my Lord strong from boulders to boulders
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Glow To Flow

A wonderful style to taste and present
Charms and graces glow to openly show
What all in hidden behind sweet crest
Beauty has to jump to glow and to flow
Oh sweet girl you seem to conquer
Every part of my sensational reality to say
I praise you from contour to contour
What a wonderful dawn of the day in a way
How can I drink this heavenly drink sip to sip
Let me kiss you embrace you in a mood
I have your sensation from pore to pore to tip
Be gracious to accomodate don't be rude
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Be Like Rain

My love I am like a barren burning desert
Please be like a dazzling rain to satiate
I am ready to be in love with you to assert
I am a thirsty traveller and I just narrate

My life has very many ups and downs
Now I need a love shelter and to take rest
Be mine my love and help me wear crowns
In my reckoning my sweetheart you are best

My eyes glow in your company my love
I am yours and you are mine to but declare
My fortune you came all from the above
I swear you are in me like real sweet life flare
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Trials And Tribulations

Trials and Tribulations
Pure love needs trials and tribulations
To put a mark of spiritual elevation
We have to have straight communications
Love is a bold step to real salvation
Bigger the trial brings increase in love
Heart to heart travels message to tell
Love is a supreme trait from the above
It brings intoxication.it brings a spell
Love is ingrained in human soul by Lord
Who Himself is an ever glowing love
He bestowed this trait to His every ward
Have a clean heart to have this now
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Sentiment

After long years of love, service and servitude
I feel depressed for a harsh negative response
I have gone through many turmoils not to brood
But now when I need rest through proper chance
My near and dear ones started discarding me
On one pretext or another to make me a fool
They don't aspire for a drop I donated them sea
Their attitude has become just cruel and cool
This world is a deception and residents are fake
I think silence is best to bear an irrational response
The tarnished image one may not be able to make
They do not understand fully let them give a chance
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Constant Struggle

My love constant struggle brings incredible progress
And then no one can pursue and stand your way
Rest assure no one comes your way less sweet bless
Then no one can dare to come in the way to play
To endure is to win in every moment and every time
Love gives it zeal and zest to be a soldier so best
Obstructions come to test the soldier for his prime
A soldier never ever remains at any sort of rest
Fortune favours the brave and brave has to win
Allah being kind helps each and every one
Sincerity to take us to the edge of eternity within
When love takes heart then there remains none
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Sweet Remembrance

Sweet Remembrance
I am sitting by side of a water stream
To listen to the music of small little waves
Light comes out in a beautiful beam
The charm of beauty comes over and saves
Me and my passion for the sake of love
She is a beautiful girl to be but mine
My fortune is wonderful from just above
I am ready to drink from lips as wine
My sweetheart donot take me so light
But my heart remains softer to say
You are in sight and remain as insight
Give me your hand to together pray
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Percipience

What a man who serves his wife and children for years
But still there is no belongingness on the part of family
Heb performs his duties like a donekey to be in tears
But no belongingness accrues when dealt just as callously
What a world of hypocrisy with people of vested interest
There is no sense of belongingness so to but declare
Hatred takes over all duty and just all life commitment
Hearts have gone to darkness being completely indifferent
This indifferent attitude makes me dejected and depressed
I think about the self-centred approach of the people
Allah is great to make me dutiful and in difficulties the best
I am a mountain eagle an I can cover every steep hill
But at times I do think what I lost and what I gained
For all my sacrifices what I did and what I wanted to do
My love I have all but sustained to be in chained
But I am a parent and I pray for generations God bless you
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Conquer Invasion

Conquer Invasion
My sweetheart asked me that how I am
I told her that I am not well so on bed rest
She responded that I have state as same
I am broken in pieces no regrets being best
World is a strange place when we are in pain
Then we miserably cry and start complaining
What a process of being sane and insane
We must divert ourselves to something entertaining
At the same time we must be grateful to Lord
We must endure and stand to the occasion
Lord loves us and takes us ourselves as ward
Our fight for right will conquer the invasion
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My Flower

My Flower
My sweet love flower I praise you for your fragrance
When you surround me I remain no more on ground
You have taken me over with your charm and cadence
My sweetheart I encircle like butterfly round and round
Your sweet red petals present sweet red lips and cheeks
I am taken our by your graces and charms I must say
I see you my love all entranced in wonderful love beams
For your wonderful beauty I am impressed and pray
Let your beauty be a symbol to me like evergreen light
I see you in rainbow like a sweet colourful stream
Please hold my hand to be in a wonderful sweet flight
My beloved you are a constant and consistent beam
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Know Your Worth

Worthless people are those who failed to understand
Value, worth and significance of Lord and His graces
Who have no access to that frequency and sweet band
He is within for whom they travel from pace to pace
And with eyes so dirty and hearts totally unclean
How can get revelations to flow in love stream
Let my friends know that love remains evergreen
Let's have clarity to know about pure light beam
It is complain worthless people are of no consequence
Because they negate virtue and aspire for vice
Satan derails them all in organization and sequence
Worthless people must be ready to pay the price
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Difficult Times

Hard Times
Difficult times come to refine and clean
All dirt and garbage go down to the drain
Absurdity to reality can easily be seen
It is but blessing and merciful drops of rain
God is great who takes care in survival
Whatever obstacles come are encountered
Pure intention takes shape of an angel
Serenity goes to fulfill mission word by word
Let the take all odds with a tinge of smile
Let us be more humble to win ever war in life
Absurdities of life we have to forget for a while
Even if we are cut by a double edged knife
Character is the virtue of but real hard times
Which bring solidarity between heart and mind
Soul touches with eternal Soul and sublimes
Hence combined effort blends to make but bind
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Love Remains

Love Remains
Beauty is all free to celebrate and narrate
If love is ready to entertain the glance
Hand in hand can both be the associate
If both understand how to take chance
The hidden beauty has colours of rainbow
So let be a witness to wonderful arena
Burning passion needs just a touch to glow
Please embrace me my dear sweet Tina
Life is love and love is life if beauty comes
I aspired for you always in jubilant mood
Love remain a whisper in life till it just hums
Be gracious in love without being rude
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Strength In Argument

Strength in Argument
If we have strength in our argument
Then we don't need any weapon to plead
Our case on any forum with ornament
Hence we can solemnly play to but lead
Towards any direction to just easily win
Right remains right so to say to declare
To make straight all without and within
We must need spirit of an ardent player
Lets be straight and frank in our approach
Virtue always surpasses time and tide
Sincerity of purpose will save from reproach
This makes our stride in our sweet ride
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Beauty To Prove

My love please reinvigorate my spirits to pursue
All my dreams from abstraction to reality
For my burning desires be sweet drop of dew
And be gracious to strive to be totally free
Take my ardent love mission to its real direction
Let me take the shelter of your curly hairs to move
With your glowing cheeks I aspire for perfection
Let me improve in love and allow beauty to prove
Love has its own excellence and beauty its mark
Let be the travellers but to the edge of eternity
Let with love spark be in light just out of all dark
Let us move to our destination with all clarity
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Temptation

Temptation is dangerous than murder
Due to its unwarranted creation of conflict
It is the one which creates disorder
Hence life from its fitness becomes unfit
The attempter never ever gets solace
The vicious ones are destroyed derailed
They carry along disgrace, no face
Temporarily may be winners but failed
Virtue has to flow with its strong wings
To all the nooks and corners with its grace
It flies and remains in all love strings
To bring balance from just place to place
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They don't have any faith or religion
Who sell fear to create imbalance in life
They for few pennys have this mission
To butcher andnd cut humans with knife
All magical tricks pertain to create fear
And through fear to inflict heart and head
All my beloveds there is no fear near
Unless you allow to creeo it in your thread
Fear remains fear unless you jump it
It vanishes the moment you accept vision
Lord has created you just pure and fit
What you need is in faith proper precision
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Daisy Crazy

Some girls do claim that my love poems make them crazy
So I feel elated with this wonderful remark so to say
I coordinate and associate this remark with fragrance of daisy
Idea being hazy makes clear all like dawn of the day
As a poet I do appreciate their sense of poetic creativity
The point is how one communicates and loves beauty
When beauty attracts then love becomes lunatic in captivity
I am in a chain and in bond of love and fiduciary duty
Sublimity makes a piece of literature really great
All abstractions can be narrated and explained to make clear
Rhythm and rhyme make it in tune to associate
Beauty with love brings excellence to bring all near and dear
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Evergreen Pain

Love is an evergreen pain in heart to celebrate
The virtuous moments all in the temple of soul
Tears are like dew drops to narrate and incarnate
Colour of soul from silver to gold as a whole
My sweetheart my heart's solace be mine to see
How beauty takes control of everything in life
My love, love has no solid or valid reason or plea
A lover remains and becomes purple loosestrife
Sweet red coloured eyes change into but pale
Sweet smiles just change into an anger strike
Pleasure changes in to pain to consistently prevail
Life from reality but changes into dreamlike
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Unveil Veiled

Since we can not live together lets separate
Its how we can gracefully submit to fate
This state of pain we are unable to tolerate
I know we have passed through love and hate
We are no more one soul and soulmate
Your relations have created fuss no more bate
Doubt and suspicion have eaten up trait
So why to create a more nonsesical debate
I loved you and served you but I totally failed
Magical tricks of you relations make me derailed'
I know that both of us have been but betrayed
That state can not prevail which but prevailed
Life has become a crime for which we but jailed
Graceful separation is the solution to be unveiled
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She Speaks

She Speaks
Moon from light comes and enters in me
I feel solace with cold beams from moon
My passion remains like a vast sea to see
My inner symony becomes harmony in tune
I know my inner beauty needs love beams
So I have opened myself to every pleasure
My prime grows my youth is full of dreams
Drops of dew are like a wonderful treasure
I am a queen of my own domain to cherish
Step by step to edge of eternity my sweetheart
Let embrace like love beams before I perish
Beauty aspires love in a corner to take lovely start
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Bear The Brunt

Bear The Brunt
What a wonderful sweet, sweetheart is in front
No one in the universe who can just confront
Her sweet smile with charms and graces affront
For her one action I am ready to bear the brunt
Being frank and forthcoming she is so blunt
I think she remains the outcome of treasure hunt
With all her wonderful qualities she is on forefront
She is vast green ocean as well as oceanfront
My heart solace remain face to face with grace
I want to follow her footsteps just pace to pace
My sweetheart be mine and let me just embrace
I will be with you in pain and pleasure at anyplace
Let me declare you mine at the very first place
Being a lover I want to be in chase with grace
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Intoxicating Glance

The universe wants me to fully enjoy myself
In a manner that is rewarding and fulfilling
Sobeauty beams all around me and on shelf
Everything around becomes wonderfully thrilling
Love appears in front with all colours beaming
Light enlightens me to be like light in a flow
I feel enthralled and as if I am but just dreaming
With closed eyes I am intoxicated to glow
My love come over to celebrate these moments
Let us dance and romance let us take every chance
Let us be on edge of eternity to seek atonments
Be gracious to spare a wonderful intoxicating glance
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Celebrate Beauty

What a beauty is to present and celebrate
From phrase to phrase let me jus narrate
My wonderful friend my beautiful associate
Under any definition you are but just great
Being a lover straight let my love but state
You carry along every marvellous trait
How a wonderful sonnet one can translate
I am a poet a lover and a real advocate
Allow me to write very many sonnets on you
Let me be staunch lover through and through
My love remains alive has a domain to accrue
On the petals of rose you are like drop of dew
You my sweetheart embraced my out of blue
You are the best one, my love I do construe
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Innocent Desire

I want to play with a butterfly to take all her colours
Along with her sweet fragrance and sheer innocence
She being afraid keeps hidden all from the lovers
I am fully intoxicated by my real and wild essence
Run run and run to capture but they are very many
How to select one for my innocent aim I don't know
I will only capture the selected one and not just any
I am in the stream of love with zeal and zest to flow
Then in love pursuit I saw the selected one to capture
She was in my hand to colour it with all her colours
What a state of sheer joy and wonderful love rupture
Is this the state of beloveds in the hands of the lovers
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Relief For All

An unexpected windfall has sweeten my life to bring relief
I feel satiated under the umbrella of love my sweetheart
For every untowards grief, love remains my love only relief
My heart beat are satiated with your heartbeats as a part

Eternity of love takes me to eternal edge to celebrate
Oneness of physical love with spiritual one brings solace
I amay not be able bond of eternal love nor can narrate
When eternal light embraces me to become face to face

I with all my humbleness request for all the welfare of all
With any discrimination of caste, colour creed and religion
That knidness love and mercy be showered on all to enthrall
In my love and vision love remains the only holy mission
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No Concern

No Concern
Relations have gone to dogs I must say
No concern has left behind to associate
No one is ready to pray or just to pay
The mutual respect is a change of state
For whom you shed sweat and blood
They are not ready even to spare a penny
Rose has shared all to its flower bud
But there is no concern for any and many
Love has withered its petals so to say
My heart has lost all its heartbeats
No light remains in the dawn of day
Hypocrisy is there to welcome cheats
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Heart To Agree

My love love sparks are flying between you and me
Your face hidden in tresses is a marvellous scene
You have influenced me to see you my heart to agree
My love you seem to be like a wonderful queen
Your style with all your graces and charms attract
Your face is gleaming like a full moonlit night
In this entire world your beauty demands to select
I have never seen face so shining and bright
My love I love you so please don't debar me
Help me to see you through and through in trance
I can not explain what I just see and foresee
But my heart aspires to take chance after chance
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Innocence of Love

My love you are too innocent to deal with the atrocities of love
It is running on burning coals bare footed and to be buent
My sweetheart my beloved my sweet love and my innocent dove
Its like an intoxication which runs from pore to pore as current
My love you still do not know the hardships and the difficulties
So be mindful of the fact to be vigilant to face all and every fuss
I love you with sincerity of heart and soul I say be mindful please
Love is not only to embrace and hold for sweet kiss and to kiss
But still if you insist I will take you along since to me you belong
I will keep you in my heart and soul as treasure to cherish
Your rhyme and rhythm vibrates in my soul like a wonderful song
Essence of love and fragrance of beauty remains never to perish
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Blooming Youth

Your charm and style instigates to react
I am really impressed by your blooming youth
Your innocence may accelerate me to select
How to sooth my unfulvilled desires tosooth
Your eyes to attract your tresses to capture
My heart in the cluchtes to be your forever
In her taste and graces she is real luscious
With a proper measure it brings real pleasure
Let us take the real taste of blooming bud
I want to explore you my love petal by petal
Blood flows in my veins like thundering flood
My genyle love with beauty becomes a rebel
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What a marvellous beauty she carries along
Her charms and graces are beyond any grace
I am proud of the fact to me she really belongs
Her eyes are so charming, with warming face
Her caresses are so wonderfully great to sway
Her cheeks are so beautiful and ready to be kissed
She is so white and cool like dawn of the day
With ever grandeur she remains perfectly blessed
My love be love in all and every sweet season
I cherish your sweet presence with all along
My love for love there is no rhyme and reason
To me my sweetheart your sweetness do belong
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Love Sparks

Love Sparks
Love that sparks a creative fire within me to burn
It can also have deep spiritual meaning to discern
Apparently my sweetheart in remembrance I yearn
This also shows my all love for my real concern
In know that you my sweetheart remain but too stern
Now I have no point of turn as well as to return
My love now whatsoever happens i can't adjourn
Love surpasses over every behaviour without spurn
Let me make you clear without you I will subside
So it is purely up to whatever my love you decide
Our love dreams my be divergent or may coincide
But you and me remain one never ever to divide
I am always on your side with pride and with stride
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Sweet Endeavour

Dew drops kiss all the petals of white rose
Beauty has to be kissed with care and caution
Love iremains alert to always just buldoze
Beauty with all charms and graces needs caution
Every drop of dew accelerates heart and sole
Drops of dew are blessings of spring season
White cheeks with red lips portray black mole
Love has a season and beauty has all reason
Kiss of petals reinvigorate my love our spirits
We have all the beauty to love and love forever
Love remains throughout in need of perseverance
My love, love iremains the sweetest endeavour
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Its My Stance

My love I am like a confined bird who wants to cross horizons
By breaking through all these borders of human selfishness
I am fully acclaimetized with all the rough and tough seasons
I want to tell all my rivals about my resilience and my patience
I am a valiant soldier so I know how to be graceful in my task
My every risk is most calculated one you have to understand
I know how to prepare for the worst my dear and how to bask
I know how to handle how and to command being of my brand
A soldier carries his life on his palm, remains ready to sacrifice
His life his entire family for the sake of his beloved motherland
My spice of motivation never gives time to think about price
I know my this stand is wonderfully correct as well as so grand
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Eternal Love

She curled her tresses and her face appeared like moon
Glowing and shining with all her sweet charms and graces
And suddenly I felt myself hidden in beautiful sand dune
Love and beauty have their different shades and basis
My love when I see you I get solace and satisfaction
I am all alone with out you and remain in difficulcy
Your beauty when comes to be love makes perfection
Your awesome beauty makes me totally frank and free
Let my embrace my sweetheart for heart's satisfaction
Let me love you now and foever to make you glow
What a wonderful lady you are and what an attraction
Let my stream of beauty allow love together flow
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Muse Over

My love let me muse over to paint my feelings
About all those precious moments of harmony
Let me go through all those wonderful dealings
Where love music has reinvigorated in symphony
Let me make heart to paint you in my dreams
Let my heartbeats capture your love audacity
Let me borrow from sun love warming beams
To satisfy my heart and soul to praise curiosity
My sweetheart you are all around me and in me
Your sweet fragrance has reinvigorated my spirits
Let me dip drop of water into vast geen deep sea
With your sweet appearance and my perseverance
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Last Desire

My last desire is to embrace death in your lap
So that I should carry your fragrance along
This is how I made my departure along with map
This is how I intend celebrate to you I belong
My love my wishful thinking is what I mean
But I want to keep in my eyes and in my soul
This is my plan and this is how I will convene
My beloved I want to keep you in a title role
Please bid me farewell in a pleasant mood
Please forgive me for all my innocent sins
My love appreciate for my duty and recitude
For our love strings my love bell still rings
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Creation The Best

My love we are face to face in this love frame
Beauty of relation brings us together to pursue
You are my aim and I am your burning flame
You appeared to reinvigorate my soul out of blue
Now we have to take each other from all rut
In the process very many promises to be kept
My love we are now beyond of any when, what
Life is difficult reality to go through and accept
Only love ignites life to conquer the mountains
Soul is just to form and reform in a difficult test
Only then become all water falls and fountains
Hence the lovers prove them creation the best
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Love And Life

Love And Life
Beauty is the centre of all creation in romance
I have to pay the price to glorify my love nest
My love I am inspired to stoke and take a chance
In this entire universe you are really the best
I am a moth overtaken by the streak of light
I don't care even if I sacrify my life for you
You my love has a wonderful beauty in sight
I am lunatic for you dear through and through
Let me spread petals of roses on your way
Let me grace your charms and your graces
I know my love will burn me with light of ray
My ashes will glow and grow and embraces
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To Save Races

One race has to bear the brunt to let bloom the next
Sacrifices given never go waste being sincere in nature
To reciprocate the mutual interest things be in context
To help next generation to flourish is the lbest egislature
So we have to aspire excellence for coming generations
We have to save them from all embarassements in life
They would be more comfortable with solid foundations
No doubt we have to give some blood to sharp knife
Future remains with the blooming buds and not to us
So why not to be gracious to see our progress in them
Let be more vigilant to save them from all and every fuss
Let them make excellent citizens and let them not slum
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The Hallucination

in the boat on the lake to cross over water
In shimmering water I see your sweet image
You in a cruel mood seem but to slaughter
She with all her sweet tricks to just rummage
Me for a innocent sin of love which I committed
I do appreciate that meanings of love not known
But this was the crime which her charms permitted
But I must admit that in this affair I was not alone
Then suddenly I saw her in front of me in the boat
She had a cruel smile on her beautiful sweet face
In her red coat and golden dress with an abecedote
My lover do you know what is love and what is grace
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Hella Attractive

She is so exciting and attractive, I do know
Charms of her beauty drags heart to be near
Her stream of beauty makes me to flow
She is my love, my sweetheart and my dear
She leans over me to win me and my all heart I
I caress her dangling caresses to but feel
How soft and how wonderfully sweet is resort
Whatever remains concealed has appeal
My beloved you are very hot and attractive
I carry you my love just from pore to pore
You my sweetheart still youthful and active
Allow me to embrace you kiss you and adore
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My Spring Breeze

My Spring Breeze
My love, life is a bit strange with its idiosyncracies
So you have to embrace your uniqueness to relish
My love you are like a wonderful spring breeze
Give life to this life my love to celebrate to emblesh
Let us identify all aspects of love and romance to see
How we can be more near and dear to be one on one
If you ask my sweetheart your beauty is my love plea
I have understood that love is a gift not for every one
My love, love is our identity to share and celebrate
Warmth of your beauty increases it more and more
My every sonnet, ode and ballad is you to narrate
In every phrase I explore your beauty and to adore
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Aspects Of Romance

My love you are so beautiful like branches of olive trees
The cosmos has painted your love life in unusual colors
You find yourself attracted to curious aspects of romance
You are involved with is enamored by your unique qualities,
Your distinctiveness is nothing short of a true blessing
For me my love you are fortunate direction of destination
Your wonderful dressing remains sweet love expressing
With celebration of beauty you seem God's sweet creation
Let me spread all petals of rose flowers on your love path
Let beauty celebrate every precious moment in trance
Life is full of pleasure and happiness besides dirty wrath
Let me take your hand and keep you to heart for a dance
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Bound To Adore

Listening to the music of the heart
Allows me to implore and explore
She lives in me we are never apart
She is my life I am bound to adore
Matters of the heart asks for solace
Her beauty gives me all what I need
We remain in trance just face to face
Her love remains from bead to bead
Please don't forget we are one and same
Our hearts have a sweet symphony
We do have a claim, are in common frame
Our love will remain for its versatility
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Lips To Lips
Let us take breath together lips to lips
Let us listen symphony of love heart to heart
Let us feel on my back your fingertips
My love please never ever think to but depart
My sweetheart you carry entire universe in you
Your warmth of hands tell me state of heart
In burning thirsty desert you are a drop of dew
Unique in its entirety you are that piece of art
Allow me to burn and be on edge of eternity
Allow me to appreciate beauty to celebrate love
I am your staunch lover and appraiser of diversity
I consider you my sole fortune from the above
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You Are Awesome

My love make your charms, graces known
And celebrate your romantic world blossom
My sweetheart please do not leave me alone
You my love remain beautiful and awesome
My sweetheart I have lost my heart and soul
On your sweet cheeks, tresses and glowing eyes
Your sweet red lips ask for a kiss as total control
Let us taste wine of love for real sweet love cries
Life my love is a path full of thorns with bare feet
So solace of togetherness needs through and through
Beauty takes along love with just every heart beat
I am you all in all and you are mine this is true
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Love A Pure Fire

Love A Pure Fire
Love my love is a pure fire to burn
On its way here is no point to return
Let me touch you and tell you to learn
But there is nothing but to yearn
It shows to the beloved real concern
My love be open in style to discern
My love be mine let us but return
My love there is no point to return
Let us be together my love to pursue
Let my petal of rose to kiss like dew
My love in love I stand definitely true
You tinkle in me and I tinkle in you
Take my hand through and through
My love let us get in to new avenue
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Fired Up Passion

I am a man of style I believe in perfection
I reinvigorate my spirits with a drop of dew
My fired up passion will make me in action
My emotional outpourings are true-blue
Do not challenge me my foe lest you regret
I am ignited with force of love let understand
Revenge is for revenge I never ever forget
Being a real soldier I have all options at hand
Love my love increases my duty with devotion
For your sweet graces and charms I remain alert
With my excellent notion I am like a vast ocean
Hence I will exert and assert but will never avert
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Evening Of Roses

Evening Of Roses
My love lets celebrate the evening of roses
Let us share fragrance of love with togetherness
Fortune kiss with light which opens, closes
This is how heart takes pleasure and happiness
Few precious love moments are but needed
To counter all embarrassements of life to speak
This is how cause is to be definitely pleaded
My love love stance remains wonderfully unique
Roses are roses bloom to make life fragrant
So let us take benefit to be be just on one grid
Let us be complacent and let not be vagrant
Lets be frankly straightforward to take over bid
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Ocean Of Emotion

My spiritual passion is awakening my love
You remain the only source for resilience
Please help me to leek and to just pursue
Let me be the part of spiritual experience
The reality will raise my awareness to truth
From heart to heart we be able to understand
No problem from all dirt we bloom uncouth
Symphony of pure love will be on love band
Lord of love resides in hearts we must know
Only He creates, recreates love with devotion
Its He who keeps stream of eternal love to flow
So let be together to seek ocean of emotion
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She Surpasses Surroundings

She Surpasses Surroundings
Snow flakes are falling down to grace her beauty
Her white colour celebrates the beauty of snow
She is wonderful, beautiful and enjoys charm to free
What a beauty allures heart to be the part of glow
Her glowing eyes surpass all her surroundings
Her beautiful hands celebrate a real love heart to say
She has all the graces of love as her belongings
Her warmth surpasses sun and beauty dawn of the day
All is white because of her beauty, her red lips give colour
To the entire scenario to be more wonderfully beautiful
My beloved I am in love, accept me as a real staunch lover
Let me be in your service and let me be just more dutiful
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Let Love Glow

Love is to take a leap of faith to take all risk
Sincerity brings heart to heart to negotiate
Love takes its own leaps and jumps to be brisk
From heart to heart love is to communicate
It brings excellance to conquer all in a go
My love you have conqured me with beauty
Attraction takes one to unknown state of flow
Hence all bondage vanishes to remain free
I am fortunate that you selected me for you
I hope with the passage of time we will glow
My longing is to hold through and through
In this stream of fragrant love to grow to flow
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A Dream In Dreams

She Carries inn her a universe full of attraction
All rainbows bow their colours on her sweet charm
This is how she gives me satisfaction with perfection
She remains with me side by side just arm by arm
A butterfly in him takes her from rose to rose
She intoxicates every part of her inner universe
In a glance she takes me to trance to buldoze
She tinkles in my heartbeats like sweet love verse
By now I have been taken over by her sweet grace
Beauty has dawned on me love with all its shades
I wish and desire to keep her near and face to face
I do keep her in my heart till the horizon fades
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Romance Blooms

Visions of my romantic future bloom with more clarity
New dreams to focus on love makes me intoxicated
My love I am really impressed with innocence and austerity
My sweetheart I am in love and with you associated
Please come near and be dear to take me along
Survival without you may take from me my all assettes
I am only yours and to me you my love do belong
My heart and soul in a bond of love really do acquiesce
Me and you will mutually discover all shades of love
Let us be in a heaven of our own to aspire and desire
Let us enjoy this snow in winter with wonderful bonfire
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Follow Rules

Amazing opportunities are filtering through to you
You'll need to meet them with dedication and purpose
This is a great time to take a bold step thru and thru
This is how one should sincerely be performing service
All solutions of love are based on attention and loyalty
Let me be more sincere and frank in my approach
Let me face odds of life through novelty without anxiety
I am a man of sparingly spare and not to encroach
The best policy is to live and die on rules, principles
Faithless person is like a sincere disciple of devil
Being invincible a man can create wonderful miracles
This shows one on different level and to revel
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Bottle Of Pure Wine

My love you seem to a bottle of pure wine
Let me drink you sip by sip being thirsty
I, my love am yours and you are just mine
Please be kind and extend all the mercy
You are in front of me even if I close my eyes
I carry you all along since you belong to me
I don't mind even if you listen to my love cries
So I am eager to accept your terms to agree
You are beauty of all seasons cease to please
Me and my heart and my soul in a sweet row
In winter you are warm in autumn likebreez
In spring you remain glittering love to just glow
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My Divine Love

My Divine Love
Your beautiful sweet red lips and peach in hand
Makes you most wonderful and beautiful figure
I love my love being on same frequency and band
Are more than enough my passion to just trigger
Your glowing eyes are enlightening my darkness
Your charms and graces take me along my love
Your loving style makes me loving with fairness
My sweetheart love blooms in season from above
May I take the taste of this wonderful attitude
I love you I love you with all sincerity of mine
Please be mine to enlighten me in my solitude
My love is above every desire being really divine
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Revenge For Revenge

Revenge For revenge
She wants to make me insane with her tricks
Now I decided not to leave her in that sweet solace
I will drag her on thorns and will try to fix
For once and all, I will take revenge on face to face
She with her broker husband tries to conquer all
But she will get the taste of her henious crimes
It is not always good to take someone to the wall
Sometimes one has to pay the price to times
Revenge gets revenge as per all the sacred books
So I have the right to return to her what I received
My enemy I will no more let you play with good looks
So to be relieved I agreed to make criminals diseased
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My dream of love
My dreams are colourful because of you dear
Still I can feel the taste of your sweet kiss
In dreams you are always with me to be near
I love your presence my sweetheart my miss
Remain with me to celebrate our life together
All colours of rainbow bloom from me to see
When we remain in dreams feather to feather
If this charms and graces are here what real be
Let us love to the extent to exhaust in dreams
Let us dance and dangle with heart to heart
Let us travel from one place to other like beams
Let us take oath never ever to leave or to depart
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Love Remains
When heart becomes rebel then sane becomes insane
Only loved one remains and remaining lover dances in rain
The universal light comes down and shimmers in a chain
After heart is taken by love then remain no sense no brain
My sweetheart how to be in this world to bear this sweet pain
Heartbeats leave their music to bear all stress and strain
To remain in harmony with others becomes difficult to maintain
These are the fits of insanity which occur time and again
Symphony of love never ever is to last but definitely blast
Love has nothing to do with colour creed and the caste
Love and beauty play in their own comparison and contrast
My love in love I am most rebellious and really iconoclast
Please be mine and do not try to measure my being entusiast
I am a soldier frank, bold and courageous to be surpassed
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My Staunch Belief

My relations intend making me insane with magic
The enmity has started because they don't believe in work
They do believe in short cuts in life which is tragic
They being totally dishonest and hypocrite believe in quirk
I have decided to bear this pain without complain
Not to visit any magician to get relief in untowards condition
I purely trust in God and not to sell my soul in chain
I will not resort to any magician to complete the worstmission
I requested to God to save me or to take me away
But I will never ever sell my soul to the dirty devil for relief
I am not like a dark night but dawn of the day
I love my Dod at peril of my life this my staunch belief
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Life is Dreamlike
One good deed my friend goes a long way
While one bad deed brings destruction to generations
A beam of light reveals the truth it does say
Strong building can only be erected on strong foundations
Vice can never ever last long it is quiet for sure
Virtue blooms and celebrates its utility for times to come
The only wonderful act is to prepare and to endure
To make wonderfully beautiful this life sweet to troublesome
Every human gets birth as a virtuous being to celebrate
But time and circumstances make him the way they feel like
Whosoever aspires for virtue definitely remains great
Life in this world is not like rainbow its strange and dreamlike
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In Shelter
Whoever reposes his trust in God
Will never ever be in any trouble
So it is incumbent on one to laud
Merciful act before being bubble
Miseries of life are never ending
Constant attachment helps in all
Straight path is but never bending
Protection sought saves from fall
I have no one less less my Lord
Who constantly takes me in shelter
He covers me like wonderful guard
He brings all clarity when sight is blur
Col Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Sweet Love Dream

My Sweet Love Dream
A deep romantic desire motivates me to ask for graces
Allow me for some spontaneity and freedom of movement
I am fed up of looking at hypocrite dirty masked faces
My love you have glowing face, heart so clean and prudent
I yet to see an emblem of love my love and beauty like you
Please do not debar me from your charms and norms
I always aspired for you my love just through and through
You reinvigorated my spirits my love in all love forms
Let my love open up and flow like a musical stream
Let throw away all control to be renewed in style
You are my sweet dream and see you in every light beam
Your sweet smile makes me to move from mile to mile
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
My Sweet Love Dream

A deep romantic desire motivates me to ask for graces
Allow me for some spontaneity and freedom of movement
I am fed up of looking at hypocrite dirty masked faces
My love you have glowing face, heart so clean and prudent
I yet to see an emblem of love my love and beauty like you
Please do not debar me from your charms and norms
I always aspired for you my love just through and through
You reinvigorated my spirits my love in all love forms
Let my love open up and flow like a musical stream
Let throw away all control to be renewed in style
You are my sweet dream and see you in every light beam
Your sweet smile makes me to move from mile to mile
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Erotic Love Experience

Craving a deeply intense, intimate, and erotic experience
promising a brand-new physical and emotional intimacy
That reveals to me soul and my passion to be glorious
This is what inspires my sweetheart just more innocence
Love has its own intricacies to show and to deal with
Beauty can take its reign to be its sweet intimate friend
My beloved love is a wonderful reality and is not a myth
So let us be together to make it an everlasting trend
We can create miracles by being honest and sincere
In this love pursuit with all its shades and all its tastes
Let us talk about charms and graces in its own sphere
It can become a wonderful paradise with no distastes
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Vanity fair
You and me are two rose flowers to exchange fragrance
To prote essence of life for times to come and to bloom
With very many petals to bring life process t9 radiance
This is how love continues to presume and to just resume
Love revolves around the universe to get its real identity
Through love we recognize God to be the real saviour
This is how we pass on our sincerity and intedriy with clarity
This is how we pass on our amour and our grandeur
Life is to pass on with all its colours to allure the real flare
Hence two roses are the base of life with other lively beings
With all its ostentation and frivolity it becomes a vanity fair
With all warmth of passion it becomes wonderful love dealings
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Pain In Love

Love Pain
Life is a path of thorns and I have to walk bare footed
No one is interested to accompany me I do know
This is what I inherited from love to be just narrated
Sheer pain in love makes to grow and my love to glow
My verdict of love is written with my blood to narrate
I am proud of my beloved who warranted me then this
Oh my associate my sweet love my beautiful associate
In my image I time ana again kiss you and just embrace
Love is eternal with all its glowing mood and the bless
It takes ones soul, heart and life to be remembered
Only charms and graces of lover remain with, lover less
Mehr let the lover enjoy in a state of being fettered
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To Cross Ocean

This world is like a vast deep green ocean
I do not find i space where dear ones hold me
I do know rocky waters need strong notion
But one thing which I do carry is the strong plea
I have a choice to go deep down or to sail
Ocean has its own strong animals to haunt
I have to overcome all obstacles not to fail
But I don't need any help since I am flaunt
I am determined to be to the other end to see
What I have in my heart and soul so to say
No one can chain me I am conscientious and free
Along with beam of light for flight a light ray
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Realm Of Love

Realm of Love
Your beauty inspires me to understand
The realm of love as an eternal source
One frequency and on one band
I take with pleasure the love discourse
Something in my heartbeats to rhyme
With all its music with all its sonnets
To commit an innocent sin and crime
My love I am real believer of promises
I became a poet with you to associate
Be mine and forget about all this row
Glorify my fortune and forget about fate
Let us be together to grow and glow
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Pain Brings Creativity

Pain Brings Creativity
If heart breaks its pain is creativity my love
So you have created and recreated me
I am a poet because of you and my behove
Poetry makes me to jump in love sea
Sensitivity is the basis of real creativity
Let me be thankful to my sweet love pain
The broken chains bind me in captivity
So This new bond will culminate in strain
Bleeding heart takes me to eternal height
It colours my sonnets with red blood
In sheer darkness it creates beauty of light
From the mud comes blooming bud
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My Prudence

A feeling of detachments upsets me to the extent
That I feel I have lost me and you my sweetheart
Life is but a set of affairs with its ascent and descent
We never ever thought but to separate and depart
You hurt my ego and my pride just side by side
Now I feel degraded down to be in a fuss I confess
All foes are celebrating my defeat world wide
Let me accept openly this pain strain and stress
Please do understand without you i am nothing
But in your company I remain a man of consequence
My sweetheart you are so encouraging and caring
From you I learnt confidence, dominance, prudence
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You Are Mine My Love

You Are Mine
My love you are eternal source of joy
Let me embrace pleasure with open arms
Be mine and let feel reinvigorated to cry
Let me embrace my love charms and norms
My love you are my solace, satisfaction
In you I see a real friend and companion
I was nothing but you gave me perfection
You are my heartbeat you are my passion
Dear never ever debar me from your grace
Remain in contact to help me to be perfect
Come pace to pace and be just face to face
You are my fortune and only you can protect
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On Sea Side

On Sea Side
On the disappearance of sun my love
Let us hold our hands to bid farewell
The sea remains witness for all my dove
I intend to be in your arms to dwell
In dim light magic of passion crops up
To grace the occasion with its own trend
Please offer me tasty divine wine cup
Alongwith your fragrance please just send
I promise you that I will honour your offer
I will keep in my heart till the time it colours
In response I present my heart just to proffer
Lets reveal to the world all sweet love folders
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Lord Remembers

You remember me and I will remember you
What a beautiful declaration and love chain
Between Lord and His creation though
This relation is like two way moving train
Lord says whosoever is grateful, rewarded
My Lord is my ultimate saviour I understand
I am servant of Lord makes me exalted
His kindness and mercy makes one band
My Lord remains with me I remain so glad
He loved me and kept me under protection
I know my weaknesses He is great I am bad
The chain relates perfection and imperfection
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You Burn In Me

My sweetheart don't you know that you burn in me
Like light of the burning sun to explore the warmth
My love you are universe with enlightend eyes to see
You are my direction and you are sweet north star
If I don't see for a while heartbeat starts to remember
I search in all seasons of love to be on one sweet path
I search you for warmth in june and beauty in december
I am fully enthralled not to feel worried about any wrath
With you my love all seasons are love seasons to love
In your company I feel as if I am the most blessed
My sweetheart my beloved my companion my sweet dove
By your wonderfulcharms I am definitely impressed
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Sweet Joy Ride

Sweet Joy Ride
My sweetheart you are like a pot of gold at end of rainbow
You are a sweet stream of love I really want to dip to flow
Let us hand in hand cross all horizons to grow and to glow
All dirty human desires we have to abandon and just forgo
Let us be pure and chaste like a pure and chaste white snow
On this sweet love path we may come across very many foe
What is this dirty world it is nothing but masked variety show
So let us go hurriedly to come out and to be out of tornado
My sweetheart let us find some heavenly planet to reside
Let us be together to live and always enjoy life side by side
Let your beauty dominate my love as a wonderful guide
Let us be little sweet children to play hid and seek to collide
Let us have our own norms and rules of love in love stride
Let us be sweet from inside and outside in this sweet joyride
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Blessed Are The Hearts

Passionate pleasure is a supreme natural gift
Bestowed upon those who have loving heart
A truely spell bound soul intends to get out of rift
To pave its way through difficulties from start
Blessed are those wo get a golden soul for solace
None dares to come in their way to encounter
Its miracle to be passionate with graceful sweet face
If a mountain comes in his way proves mounter
Let us prove ourselves the best creation of Master
Let seek all help and strength from Him to be the winner
Lets pray for His kindness and mercy in any disaster
Lets seek forgiveness for being the worst possible sinner
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Her Innocence And Graces

Her Innocence
My love you are so simple, innocent and attractive
Hence you are everybody’s favourite so to speak
You in blooming youth are charismatic and active
Your are wonderfully beautiful from cheek to cheek
Beauty blooms from your pore to pore to just glow
To attract evry eye to see you and to be excited
One can sea water when from your neck it does flow
Your innocent gestures make a lover very ignited
Let me see your graces and charms with more love
Let me embrace you and kiss you with all my madness
I do not know when, where, why and finally how
But all lovers will be able to appreciate me in gladness
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The Love Bond

The Love Bond
Intensifying the deep and intimate love bond
Will attract me and my beloved to our destination
If we appropriately respond it will take us beyond
Love is our passion for this wonderful celebration
Me and you are born to be the real sweet lovers
So let us forget about our foes and the relations
So let us explore every aspect hidden under covers
Let us openly declare our rhythmical love narrations
Winners are those who are enthralled by this stance
Who kick every obstacle and conquer every difficulty
If you ask me your first glance reinvigorated me in trance
My love love has no bondage no chains but just free
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Love's Rainbow

My sweetheart love is a pure passion in different colours
Its every rhyme and rhythm is like a beautiful rainbow
Every colour has a dream to blend in winters and summers
This flow can only be realized if hearts are true to glow
Universe in its own beautiful colour aspires to discover
So remains in state of dance to get all from Lord in trance
Every particle in its own way tries to cover and recover
Love at its peak provides a wonderful fair sweet chance
It depends on choosing the right moment and place
Lord loves the lovers and can be seen in great ultimate love
He sparingly showers His kindness, mercy and sweet grace
On the sweet lovers from the graceful heavens from above
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Intoxicated Beauty

Her blooming prime makes her eyes closed
Her enchanting beauty surpasses all to see
Her charms and graces makes beauty exposed
My love your love is a beautiful valid plea
Your fragrance when touches fragrance of flowers
Her red sweet lips are like beautiful rose petals
Blooming prime is intoxicated by sweet love showers
Love has its own reward and beauty wears medals
I intend to emerge in dreams and kiss on red lips
Your sweet red cheeks are attracting me as magnet
I am enthralled in magic of your beauty in grips
It seems my love I am on some other love planet
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He is in me and I am in Him see beauty in dance
Mansoor has gorified this love in a chance to trance
Love can not be chained it is light to travel in life
Only fortunate are those who get this real chance
In a disgust in a hopeless mood I was to but go
When suddenly a saw a light beam in a sweet glance
I want to die in your remembrance my sweetheart
This is what is my strong wonderful sweet stance
Please be near to my heart be near to my soul
Towards me advance and enhance me in romance
Small gestures and shining smiles take me to heart
Love circumstance gives you a chance to enhance
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The Anatomy Of Love

Anatomy Of Love
Love my love is not so easy to take and to just play
Surprising twists and turns appear as challenges at first
Emotions, sentiments and passion will test so to say
Romantic opportunities come slow but then to just burst
Love is simple but its idiosyncracies may take life
Love my love is innocent and sweet with all its charms
But simultaneously its like a double edged sharp knife
It is sweet as well as difficult to go along its norms
My sweetheart let me be frank to tell you I love you
Now its purely up to you to take me as such or not
I promise to be yours under all thick and thin all thru
Now we are in a knot which can never ever be forgot
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Love Is Fire To Play

My love do not play with fire less you burn your hands
Accept whatever is written in your fate remains eternal
Life is like a burning desert without shade remains sand
Love and hatred go side by side being a reality universal
We are friends but love is supreme to be taken so light
But I do know that we are not meant for each other
We are two birds meant to be different on different flight
So it will be good to separate just each other rather
World is full of hypocrites who wear mask over mask
Values including love has gone down to stray dogs
So let my love be frank and straight in state of bask
Let us remain in the state of just confusion like fogs
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I Am Determined

I Am Determined
My love I am determined to get you
You I know are predestined for me
Let me love you through and through
You are mine remain, so I can foresee
Let the heartbeats listen sweet song
I am yours and you remain mine
I am yours and to me you do belong
Allow me to taste beautiful wine
Let be at a point of no return so to say
We are proud to be together dear
Be a violent light beam and light ray
Let me emrace youand be near
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My Sweet Fortune

My Sweet Fortune
My sweetheart you are my sweet fortune
Which steersmy life in a better direction
You are like a cold wave in burning hot june
Under untowards circumstances a perfection
My sweetheart you are part of my intuition
I feel honoured to select you amongst many
Its your beauty and love which keep direction
Because of your graces I am victim of envy
My heart is full of heart warming vibrations
My love you travel in me from pore to pore
Precious moments be taken as celebrations
Let me kiss you embrace you to but adore
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My Passion Is Love

My Love My Passion
My passion takes me to the top of the world
My awareness of love brings joy and excitement
Your rhythm and music of love is like herald
What a wonderful blooming beauty for enticement
My sweetheart be mine in this winter to share
All warmth of your passion beauty and sentiments
My innocent fragrant love let me but take care
Let me to remove all obstacles and resentments
The snow clad mountains are chaste and pure
My love I love you and love is a joy to enjoy
Life of love needs constant, consistent endeavour
Let us my love in this state of our joy to cry
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My Love My Passion

My Love My Passion
My passion takes me to the top of the world
My awareness of love brings joy and excitement
Your rhythm and music of love is like herald
What a wonderful blooming beauty for enticement
My sweetheart be mine in this winter to share
All warmth of your passion beauty and sentiments
My innocent fragrant love let me but take care
Let me to remove all obstacles and resentments
The snow clad mountains are chaste and pure
My love I love you and love is a joy to enjoy
Life of love needs constant, consistent endeavour
Let us my love in this state of our joy to cry
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Love Passion

Your sweet innocent human naked desires attract me
To understand what does sentiments and passion mean
How to search precious pearls from the deepest sea
With blooming beam embraces wonderful young teen
If you want to cover you intend to be properly discovered
Every touch makes you intoxicated and red to glow
In your state of real love you want to be but uncovered
Blood like throbbing flood intends to show to but flow
Let my sweetheart occupy you fully to be in love dance
My love your beauty remains in love and beauty in love
This one glance makes me to take chance after chance
Let me embrace you kiss you and take you on my dove
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Warmth Of Red Rose

A warm rose with all its warmth embraces snow
To celebrate its red colour against the white glow
Hence their colors are in contrast to just grow
Face to face to celebrate their love in love flow
Against beauty of love, love has to take bestow
Beauty in hand how love can just avoid, forego
Rose with its love remains on snow with elbow
My sweetheart this is how love is in real inflow
Let my sweetheart be like rose face to face
Let me embrace sweet innocence with grace
Let be pace to pce in love to be in open spce
I never ever want to lose you or just displace
There is no one on God's earth to but replace
My sweetheart I will die if I lose you in case
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Second Choice

She has opted for another choice to play hell
With my love and to celebrate her charms
So how can I be able to remain and to dwell
In that heart which compromised all norms
Oh love my love has left me in pain and agony
Now how I can swallow the poison of my life
How can my heart be able to listen to symphony
When it has to be on sharp double edged knife
My passion has nothing to share in all fake
Sentiments of my love when she is no more
What I have to do and to take and partake
But I can not debar your innocence to adore
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My Wild Imagination

My love I feel if you are standing in the door
Your magic dances all around me to declare
You are only one in the world that I do adore
That we are the ones to be the fortunate pair
My heart at times tells me that you are real
But my imagination fascinates me to spark
I love you my love and can; thide my zeal
Because its you who made mark as hallmark
How can I embrace you and kiss you just tell
That beauty is surely responsible to take life
My love I am really enthralled by your spell
I took you as life but you proved you as knife
Dreams proved more hostile my love to me
I am in a situation where there is no light
Darkness is so deep and dark just as vast sea
Being love crippled I ca not have a flight
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In Struggle

I am a straight soldier and never play dirty
You may see me in struggle but never to quit
But you will always see me frank and heart
Unless someone attacks me I never ever hit
I am bestowed with a duty to perform, partake
I am predestined to always be on right path
I coscientiously go on my way for Lord's sake
In the process I don't mind any contempt, wrath
You can deal with me but don't challenge me
I will not swallow any insult do take care
I in my own reckoning just like a vast green sea
Do not give air to the flame to make it flare
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Soul Kiss

Soul Kiss
Romance will be passionately profound
To sweep you away into enchanted bliss
My love I found you to be but crowned
Lets be together for real sweet soul kiss
It brings warmth in heart to be in bond
As an eternal relation in its sweet way
One remains in trance and then beyond
The hearts start to glow as a lightray
Let love bloom to be in its real shape
Let us be on never ending path to glow
My sweetheart you are sweet like grape
Let the entire Universe witness the show
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Live And Let Live

Live and Let Live
My sweetheart you are my sweet passion
So your one glance makes me to dance
But you may have your on style and fashion
So let us decide not to take any chance
Our foes may play with our innocence
They may want to separate from each other
Hence my love we do require patience
We should remain but more careful rather
We do pray to enemies and frieds in a go
To live and let live in this transitory phase
Love has its own charms and graces to show
Love chase its own grace daze with praise
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Injuries of Life

The injuries of can not be healed
Because soul remains in real trouble
Body and mind can be sealed
But love has to perish like a bubble
Since hatred takes all in a chain
So how I take suture to but butcher
Unless I am totally just slain
What remains in present past in future
Still I feel fully convinced to overcome
All injuries of heart and soul in a go
Oh life is cruel and definitely troublesome
But still it is boung to show and flow
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Love Is For Ever

Love Is For Ever
Why do you play a game of to appear and disappear
Either my dear vanish away or be mine forever
Whether you want to give me poison or love wine dear
Do not play with my endeavour don’t be clever
My heart is heart of a poet so soft and so loving
But if you want to pollute it with hatred it may die
Innocence of my heart is so sweet knowing nothing
Please don’t be so rude to degrade me just to cry
My love even if die my love will remain in spring
It will bloom with all flowers to show eternity of love
Then you will weep when my soul will but sing
That you lost all in love and I gained all my sweet dove
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Let's Conquer

You are neither a stranger nor an adversary
You are my sweet and wonderful soulmate
Please do not be party to my foes just to be
The symbol of my fortune and not my fate
We can conquer entire world hand in hand
But if we become the victim of thy jealousy
Then we will lose our frequency and our band
So love demands only faith and sincerity
Let be frank in our love to increase its charm
Let be straightforward in our love to eternity
Let us have our relation wonderful and norm
Let us adopt in our relation more audacity
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Sneaking Beauty

Sneaking Beauty
Sneaking beauty blooms in its own style
Love beams never remain not to visit
My eyes remain anxious to see for a while
My passion remains warm to elicit
Lips are red to communicate all love
Cheeks are cheeks with a mole as guide
What a wonderful remains sweet dove
Her popularity remains far and wide
Her frizzy remains playing with her beauty
I love them for their enchanting charms
What a wonder scene is really to just see
How beauty dances on sweet love norms
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Oh Sensitivity

My emotional sensitivity is high, it makes me to jump
In to the open and naked reality to see and get
In this amazing situation my mind in lost in crump
But you must appreciate I will bet just not to fret
It seems that world around me is but totally strange
I have no one to sheer my these strang feelings
Either I want change to get out of range to arrange
I failed to come up to the dirty world's dealings
I want someone to straighten my dangling path
To enlighten me to be more frank and right
I do not care about any pleasure or any wrath
But I do want to see my future in sheer light
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I Am Warrior

I Am Warrior
My dreams connect me with my inner warrior
Hence I am ready to cross each and every barrier
Every country remains mine I am not foreigner
Faith, grace and consistency are hallmark of career
I speak for the right and I always fight for right
Being soldier of God I am confident and fearless
Every virtue remains with me in my every flight
I am the most gifted person I am gifted with bless
I know my destiny and destination is predestined
So I remain frank and straightforward in my approach
My enemies dare not to challenge I am determined
I allow never ever allow any one to snatch or encroach
My rights neither I forcefully take the others right
I do believe in fair justice to portray in every field
I amsparingly gifted by my sweet Lord with all might
I am in the battlefield and my courage is my shield
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Eternity Ring

Eternity Ring
An eternity ring symbolizes never ending love
It is cumbersome to wear but when worn is infinity
From start of unique love it always keeps above
In stream of continuous love it becomes but affinity
Love with all its shades culminate at definite point
Where heartbeats rhyme together in a love song
Where pleasure dances to its ultimate viewpoint
My love to tell that to me you do relate and belong
My sweetheart this infinity ring will take us to infinity
Where eternal heights will kiss our foreheads
Where we will enter in a paradise of complete serenity
So my sweetheart take together all love threads
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Let Us Remain Best

Love my love needs an honest and open approach
It facilitates to know all secrets of heart and soul
Being soft and sweet it converts to softness each roche
As a whole love has an ultimate and great goal
Your involvement with me feel me more blessed
My heart gets more solace in your company my love
In love quest my love you and me remain best
Mercy and kindness my sweetheart comes from above
Let us do not waste this precious time in useless row
Let be on one grid to understand each other
Let us together in sweet stream of love to just flow
Let's be blessed with all kindness one after another
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My Allah Is Great

Allah Is Great
When a dejected heart strongly holds rope
Of Almighty Allah then suddenly comes hope
No doubt that one is on a straight slope
He gets all the strength how to just cope
Whenever I remember Him He comes to me
Takes me in His Mercy and helps to come up
He is like a vast green limitless sweet green sea
I am like a thirsty person to fill my empty cup
Throughout He has sheltered me in His company
I am grateful for His kindness and wonderful care
In my heartbeats He remains like a symphony
With His strength I have the honour to boldly dare
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My Medals Are In My Body
My hidden enemies you can see my medals on my chest
For the sake of my country I carry my life on my palm
Please never undermine me definitely I am the best
I am fully invoved in patriotism and I am staunch believer of Islam
Soldiers wear their medals on their chests to celebrate
But being war wounded I wear them in my body
I am fully aware of my duties so never ever try to dictate
I remain calm and cool whether sunny or cloudy
I don't ask for any appreciation I am soldier of God
I work for Him and commanded by Him you know
I have been honoured by Him I remain His ward
Light in me my countrymen makes me to glow, to flow
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Medals Are In My Body

My hidden enemies you can see my medals on my chest
For the sake of my country I carry my life on my palm
Please never undermine me definitely I am the best
I am fully involved in patriotism and I am staunch believer of Islam
Soldiers wear their medals on their chests to celebrate
But being war wounded I wear them in my body
I am fully aware of my duties so never ever try to dictate
I remain calm and cool whether sunny or cloudy
I don't ask for any appreciation I am soldier of God
I work for Him and commanded by Him you know
I have been honoured by Him I remain His ward
Light in me my countrymen makes me to glow, to flow
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True Blue Romance

The weider I am the more she desire
True blue love romance is at its peak
My beloved loves me to set me on fire
She remains with me cheek to cheek
Real love brings beauty to its delight
I am pleased to have this bold style
Let me take you my love like flying kite
In your company I forget all for a while
Let us don not waste this precious time
Let us enjoy every moment so to speak
Let us have same rhythm and same rhyme
Let us go together from peak to peak
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Our Love Accord

Love Accord
Dew drops are lovers of rose to kiss
Rose is its own sheer love trance
Love you have your own strong bliss
Beauty is in waiting to give a chance
I am deeply impressed by love mood
Beauty has its all colours to but portray
Let me be friend to friends not rude
You my sweetheart my love beam a ray
Let me hug you kiss you and embrace
Love my beauty is its sheer sweet award
Let me take my love you face to face
Let us uphold my sweetheart love accord
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The Conflicts

Right and wrong have been collapsed
Every Tom Dick and Harry is in action
This is how they play with time elapsed
So every action has an opposite reaction
For stupidity men of consequence declare
They are right in their irrational approach
Season of the city is cloudy not just fair
What is the result it is but clear repeal
Right and left are play with the innocence
Of all those who are unaware about hidden
No one wants to leave stance of insolence
The commoners who are simplicity ridden
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New Love Foundations

New Love Foundations
I lost my destination but I will not lose my sight
In laying new foundations for me to discover
The new paths and ways in my love light so bright
To uncover the cover from heart of a lover
Let me continue my pursuit to be but with you
I am in love with you and this love beam will take
My beloved let me search the truth thru and thru
I will touch your red cheeks my love like hot cake
Help me love to discover new vistas and horizons
I am in need of your help in all this new flight
Let me taste the flavour of new sweetlove seasons
In my sheer darkness let me take your light
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Don't Take Me For Granted

Don't Take Me For Granted
My enemies do not take me for granted
And donot depress me with assaults of satan
For your henious designs I be most wanted
I am in the company of Lord and not pagan
Your every trick has to be back on you
You will die the death of a deplorable soul
I am taken care by Lord thru and thru
Do not undermine me to take the control
May satan take your souls and to destroy
So that you will never ever find solace
I have not done wrong then what and why
You just put your disgrace on my grace
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Chain Of Pain

People are crying for basic needs to get
But the politiations resort to wonderful speeches
In their reckoning all remains but just set
Poor are in trance and remain totally speechless
The children do not get food nor education
They are totally debarred from all necessities of life
What anation they do not have any station
They spend their life on a double edged sharp knife
May God Almighty lookafter His debarred creation
May these restless souls get peace to remain
May dissolve into nothingness this deadly frustration
May all this change to pleasure from chain of pain
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Dreams Are Predictions
Dreams reveal your repressed wishes to you
They also declare how to solve the problems
It is said that they are royal road thru and thru
With the help of unconscious it just blossoms
Sweet eyes with sweet dreams must glow to flow
This stream of love carries colors of rainbow
Every beloved heart must know and must show
Clean hearts have the light to see in every row
My love my dream carries you all the way
I always predict we will get solution to dreams
My heart with all sincerity is ambitious to pray
Let me and you be surrounded with love beams
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This Strange Jungle

If I see all around I do not see any humans
Cruel clutches of animals are up to but kill
No distinction remains there is no prudence
Life has all poison as medicin but no advil
Why I am in them I don't know so to speak
But I do feel ruined in this strange jungle
In this rough, tough place I need that cheek
But have to dangle and dance in this tunnel
My Lord save me and save all companions
From this harsh and untowards situation
Dirty minds of dirty world we are champions
This narration of feelings gives salvation
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Freak Out

My love you made me freak out and I am no more
Let us be with me heart to heart to love to adore
Distances have reinvigorated my spirits to the core
Let my love be together from the pore to pore
Please do remember I remembered you offshore
Now I know I can not survive without you any more
Our common endeavour is our love underscore
Let me embrace you kiss you to adore more
Let me feel overjoyed on this juncture of time
I feel satiated with your so sweet wonderful prime
Let me be in my heart with all rythm and rhyme
Love my love is pure innocence and not a crime
our graces and charms are like a wonderful sublime
My love I consider you my fortune be mine any time
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My Love Flight
My love there is no need to search for the burnt ashes
It may reveal all truth about me and my entire life
This search may discover all my secrets about all bashes
Please do believe I have been cut into pieces by knife
It may give you all information how I strived to deal
With every aspect of life including love and hatred
So do not play with my sentiments, is just an appeal
See I am still alive with pain and torture being dead
Love has taken over all from me now I am useless
She was light of my darkness and darkness of light
But still her warmth of love remains my sweet bliss
Flight of my love remains my sweet and sheer flight
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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A Butterfly Makes Fly

A Butterfly Makes Fly
My sweetheart plays with butterfly for romance
Then she brings her palm full of colors to dance
What is a miracle of that wonderful sweet glance
All this colours on her palm take me to trance
The birds in line bring me and my love on a line
I feel intoxicated like a full bottle of real wine
This wonderful experience makes me but refine
Love remains benign and beauty remains divine
My sweetheart come and allow me to emrace
I am really impressed by your charm and grace
Let us be heart to heart my love and face to face
In your company my love I never feel out of place
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Death Call

A Poem by Ayesha Khalid

Loud cries echoed in the surroundings
Screams and shrieks made terrible poundings
The roof collapsed on the enormous loss
Of the near one who left the worldly chaos
Many empty hands were raised to pray
Death entered from window to snatch and slay
The worldly clock got struck never before
Like a lethal wound bleeding once more
The glass door imprisoned the time
On the eternal deep musical rhyme
The true love tried really hard to freeze
The love moments had to end and cease
Tears sprinkle in the eyes of grace
Death made a terrible blow on the base
The utmost love and the utmost care
Left behind in the heart so fair
The dutiful eyes freezed in time
Love is supreme, love is prime
Nothing left behind except pain
Death conspired to make sane insane
Ayesha Khalid, Lecturer in English
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Beauty In beauty
Beauty has its charm to enlighten surroundings
Love extends all attraction to make the show great
Heart with all its idiosyncracies start all poundings
Wonderful sighs and cries are enough to but state
Sparks of beauty is to make entire place to spark
Her charismatic charms and graces are all around
You have to embark to put your sweet love mark
As an emblem of beauty I just found you all around
Let us my love your love to surpass any other beauty
Please give me your hand and solace to my soul
Let me kiss you and embrace you as a real sweet diety
Let me place my lips on your lips and on the mole
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Bruised In Salty Sea

I am in a salty sea of life and my body is all bruised
Pain and torture haunts me just now and then
For what crime my love I am accused I am confused
It might be my fate written by the great pen
Still I am not clear for what i am in the salty sea
What I see all like me are in real trouble
What a world and what may be my solid plea
In water all around I am also a bubble
Life is a dream within a dream I must confess
So we have to sail to other end for salvation
My Master is really great to extend mercy bliss
I am a helpless human don't test my passion
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Beads Of String

Beads of String
Let me dance my love until I shatter in pieces
Let me declare my love in sheer love trance
Remain in front off me unless this image ceases
My beloved I remained in need of a glance
My beloved for you I intend embrassing death
Take my soul and keep it for times to come
I count you on beads of string till my last breath
Difficulty of love with out you I can’t overcome
Death remains my beloved since it leads me
To the ultimate truth which I can’t see from cover
I am a drop let me be the part of vast sea
So you must appreciate the love of a sweer lover
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Shelter Of Love

Shelter of Love
I do require a shelter in dazzling rains
And you are that shelter on my head
Under you I can bear just all the pains
Your declaration of love makes her red
But I do know that this shelter is to go
I have to keep my sentiments, passion
My inner stream makes me to just flow
Oh love you have your own fashion
Come and take me in arms to protect
Let me be in the warmth of your love
You are mine let me just elect and select
A beautiful bird needs nest like dove
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A Love Kiss

Dew drops are touching your face as they touch a rose
My sweetheart you must be taking them like a sweet kiss
I do know that with this gesture of beauty you can buldoze
For me my sweetheart you are like a sweet heavenly bliss
Let me read to petal to petal phrase to phrase my beloved
Let me understand what relation love needs from beauty
Please give me all sip by sip open bottle of champagne the lid
You and me are one on one face to face so feel just free
I am your staunch lover you must know and accept all this
Please do not hesitate but do communicate what you have
Be my sweetheart be my beloved be my graceful sweet miss
I am a straight soldier my love you also be straight and brave
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Shallow Relations

All relations are false shallow and fake
How one can trust them in this state
For whom we can sacrifice for their sake
And thin think all remains in our fate
Even if we be upront to know the ones
To search for real love bond to just trust
The embarrassment comes but in tons
Sincerity is no more integrity is to rust
World is full of mockery there is no truth
Life is full of rough patches to understand
The entire life goes waste without smooth
Frequency of love is lost without any band
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I Do Remember

It is raining outside and I am sitting with furnace
Thinking about that night on mountain with snowfall
The weather reminds me your soft words in sterness
My love without warmth of your love remains woeful
The snowfall further aggravates the situation to gloom
My beloved please be kind and pray for my coming
But still let me tell you in this dim situation love is to gloom
Your love song vibrates around and in ears like humming
Again in this severe weather all around to find traces
I see you all around on the mountains my love
My love it is all about your love charms and love graces
You are in me like my heart and soul from above
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Love Wins My Love

Only Love Wins
My love love wins no doubt about the phrase
Beauty with its wonderful wings takes it along
Your beauty in entirety is love sonnet with craze
My heartbeats narrate to me you do belong
Its upto the beloved how she takes this stance
When she is convinced by heart she but opens up
What a beautiful wonderful marvellous chance
Whe she presents love wine in beautiful love cup
So What a fantastic experience remains love
My beloved who loves wins every sweet charm
Its a predistined fortune from the heavens above
Let me embrace you to tell you sweet love norm
Love never fails lovet always comes up and wins
You are so wonderful with charms and graces
Love is like dance of raindrops on musical violins
Lover and beloved do embrace to take paces
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Creativity And Romance

Creativity and romance go together to dance
Love and beauty are dominant to create
Life is a chance and every chance is a glance
A poet has to create for fortune or fate
Written words are for the sake to speak heart
Colours of rainbow are unique and diverse
Life my love is a set of suddenly part and depart
For a poet all is a canvas including universe
Emotions and sentiments, are passion to devotion
Papers and ink celebrate every aspect of life
Heart felt ideas are for promotion to the notion
Pen is an ultimate arbitrator like a sharp knife
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Love Dominates

Love Dominates
True love is a great blessing of Allah the Great
Loyality takes on integrity to glow and flow
Straight relation brings all actions to be straight
Love oh love definitely you have your glow
Love is a guiding force in the universe to flow
God has created all with the love of great force
On the contrary hatred is man created to blow
Let my love kiss you with all love to endorse
Love is a glowing light in sheer darkness to glow
Beauty reinvigorates the process never ever to end
Love has its own eternal stream to go and to flow
Love and beauty remain a wonderful sweet blend
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I Adore You

I Adore You
I adore you let me explore you from pore to pore
My love you are emblem of beauty I do understand
I have never come across beauty like you before
Let us dance my love on same frequency, sane band
Your charms and graces take me to love heights
Your beauty remains source of every expedition
Heart to heart we are in state of wonderful flights
My love you are wild ambition and sweet mission
I am with you henceforth for love to but proceed
To understand all flavours of beauty to but taste
Let us be together on this ride together to lead
I know you are woderfully beautiful and chaste
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In Waiting Room

We all humans are in a waiting room to wait
For train to drop some more passengers to take
What a wonderful drama is on the fixed date
All is destined when to sleep and when to awake
Journey is also planned by Lord for the believers
Faith remains in all situations at the top to say
Fault remains with the disciples of satan, deceivers
What remains the aim of faithful but to pray
Hypocrites are all around with their dirty tricks
They are proud of being followers of satan
But the virtuous are also ready to attack and fix
The faithful remain alert to reawaken and straighten
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Love Hesitations

Love Hesitations
Love my love is a game of hide and seek
My heart remains hesitant not to lose
At times it brings lovers from cheek to cheek
So the lovers remain at mercy of muse
Let me hold you fast let me associate
My survival without you remains impossible
In my reckoning you are a beauty so great
Please be kind to me my position is deplorable
Let me hold your hand grace me with grace
My sweetheart you remained my solace
Let my love be heart to heart and face to face
Let me kiss my love you let me embrace
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Chains Are Chains

Golden chains of love are taken over by hard iron chains
Stress and strain are part of the game with lot of pains
Cruel hands of fate take in grip to kill in severe hurricanes
Life is a game full of trics and to terminate on false plains
World is an unknown station with lot of up and down trains
One remains unaware of different losses and different gains
Humans are standing on straight paths on straight lanes
The hearts are full of hatred, and contempt with tricky brains
Humans are strange and pass through strangest paths
The due to their actions get less mercy and more wrath
Pain and torture are scattered all around like a scathe
At times one may find gracious moments like a spathe
Death comes to humans like end to see and aftermath
So life from beginning to an end remains but a warpath
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My Need I Need You

I Am In Need
Love has very many shades and flavours my love
And beauty has its own taste my sweetheart
My sweet friend my innocent white charming dove
Let us communicate with eyes and with heart
When I saw you first I lost all to your charms
I am still in that jubilant mood to proceed indeed
Let us be the real followers of love norms
My love I recall you bead by bead I am in need
You flavour remains different and unique
My taste of love is so fragrant and diverse
My love, love reinvigorates to solemnly seek
In a drop I see the entire glowing universe
Let me taste variety of love you carry and belong
Your style has entranced my love and soul
Let me take advantage to sing beautiful love song
Let me embrace you, let me kiss on mole
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Love Is Sacrifice

My love love is not a charity its a sacrifice
It has no complaint and just no protest
For love spice one has to pay the price
Only then comes to embrace but the best
My sweet heart don't waste time in row
Let us take comfort from precious time
Let be together to grow and to just glow
My sonnet be with me in rhythm, rhyme
My beloved I admit all my follies in love
Please reconsider and be kind to me
I decided to accept destiny from above
And to sail and sink in my love sea
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Silver Soul

My soul is of silver my heart is of gold
I take all stress and strain with sweet smile
Don't challenge my courage, I am bold
My charms and graces are really worthwhile
I always strive to come up to the expectation
I go a mile more to achieve real excellence
I consistently struggle to achieve veneration
My endless struggle is evidence for elegance
I am a soldier by birth and that is my pride
I am the best this is what my subordinates say
For my people I am a guide just far and wide
I am a beacon of light and wonderful light ray
My undercommand take me as an example
I am loved by all and get hatred from few
I am like a strong pillar to every one's temple
I am strong in war and, for lovers a drop of dew
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Soldier Of God

A Soldier
A soldier always speaks loud and is proud
To be courageous to face all odds of life
In battle field he is like a thundering cloud
Till his mission is accomplished he is on knife
Emblem of values he sails through whirlwinds
His decency and conviction makes him to win
Even under adverse conditions he never rescinds
Where ever there is need he remains always in
Soldier remains soldier of God from start to end
He abides all the rules of humanity with pride
He never attacks unless a message is to be send
A wonderful guide on a wonderful strong ride
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Love Aspirants

My love blossoms like a blooming rose
Emotional sensitivity and intuition warrant
A hug an embrace to definitely buldoze
her beauty flows like a dangerous torrent
I know that you are emblem of beauty
My sweetheart I am staunch love aspirant
My love please take me serious be mine
Your innocence takes all my real compassion
Let me sip you my love my life my wine
Please don't play with my innocent passion
Let me be with you to refine and define
What love needs to be perfect for salvation
Let me be your love associate be fine
My love do not debar me from association
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A Love Cry

Let me cry and cry with laughter on your arrival
Because my love vibrations reinvigorated my spirits
My love it is a day to remember for my survival
Let me make the most of it to enjoy sweet love merits
Come near be in my heart for sighs and cries
Let me feel your fragrance in me like a sweet song
Whisper like wind in my ears tell truth with lies
Give me the sense to me my love you do belong
Let me kiss you on your sweet lips let me embrace
Let me be you and let you be me for times to come
Let be face to face to have your charm and grace
Let us have few precious of solace in life troublesome
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Sensual Dalliance
What a wonderful gaze makes me daze
Her beauty is a magnet attracts with force
Anorous encounter makes me to the blaze
Heart to heart and eyes to eyes discourse
Surely amorous looks will enthral to call
All strength to a point to explode in a go
Love makes me wonderful just all in all
A blasting force is ready to flow and glow
I am lost and she has taken over the charge
I don't know whether it is hell or paradise
Sighs and cries go hand in hand to enlarge
Our innocence is to blend to make us wise
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Charms And Graces

I am ethralled by your charms and graces
Your beautiful eyes and charming red lips
Are in a mood to be appreciated on bases
Your beauty tricks for very many trips
It seems you are witing for galaxy of stars
While moonlit night surrounds you with love
The magic of your eyes go beyond quasars
What a wonderful state is all from the above
My friend I have no words to appreciate you
You are so gracefully charming and diverse
I pray for you to be blessed thru and through
For me my love you are like a sweet universe
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My Heart Bleeds

My Heart Bleeds
My love I never thought that I ever hurt you
So I remained to give soul to your heart and soul
Pain and torture hurt me through and through
My bleeding heart became my ultimate sole goal
World is a strange place who you love they hate
Who you think great ultimate come out just mean
For whome is fortune and for whom it is just fate
Who is the dirtiest possible and who remains clean
Pains and sufferings go side by side to but remind
In a crowd of people I just remain but alone
Being blind to remain confined all remain unkind
It showsthat we will never be on same tone
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Refine To Define

Refine To Define
Pain and suffering make us refine to define
Man remains the best creation so to speak
The wonderful guidelines make us on line
This is the quality which makes one unique
Good people are those who abide by rules
They always remain glorious as we understand
Which are equal for the wise and for fools
If they remain on same frequency and the band
Spring of love never ever to stop to proceed
Beauty of action gives but way to success
Our speed and creed make us but just to lead
Faithfulness makes us noblesse for bless
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Eyes To Eyes
Eyes to eyes flow magic of love to attract
This chain of looks make me but insane
Love at first sight never ever allows to select
Let me sustain let me to but just attain
That wonderful experience takes me to sky
I am for you and you are for me I know
Now be associate and don't let me to cry
Let be heart to heart in a stream to flow
Let me glow dear with your love light
Let me feel the warmth of true love to see
Hand in hand dear let us take a flight
Do not think about the fate what could it be
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Eyes To Eyes
Eyes to eyes flow magic of love to attract
This chain of looks make me but insane
Love at first sight never ever allows to select
Let me sustain let me to but just attain
That wonderful experience takes me to sky
I am for you and you are for me I know
Now be associate and don't let me to cry
Let be heart to heart in a stream to flow
Let me glow dear with your love light
Let me feel the warmth of true love to see
Hand in hand dear let us take a flight
Do not think about the fate what could it be
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Powerful Holo

Powerful Holo
Please don't take me light my friend
And never ever try to insult or offend
I have my own style as well as my trend
First impression about me may not be end
I am passionate person with intuition
I carry along me my pronounced mission
I have my clearcut stance and position
When I take a position I never divert decision
I have a powerful and beautiful holo
My approach remains frank and solo
Being innovative I go for any nouveau
You will never ever be able to know in toto
My style attracts people around me
Don't take me a simple drop but sea
Being unpredictable what result be
But I am a soldier in every word true
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Don't Inflict Insults
My love you have injured my heart to put me down
I am the most wonderful creation to wear the crom
Do not degrade me do not look like a real frown
I am enthralled by love light to be soulfully brown
Please do not inflict insults which I can't withstand
Be my real soulmate and please be hand in hand
I do know that you carry your graces to be grand
My love love is so precious to command to be grand
With all your hatred still I love you to be really mine
Love in its entirety is charismatic and gracefully divine
My beloved in the company of foes and rivals be fine
I am a lover of my own type for want of beauty as wine
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We Have To Tread

My love no obstacle is insurmountable
So why to feel worried on pity matters
As lovers we all are definitely accountable
Tto ourselves why our confidence shatters
Life is a strange experience with many tricks
But honest and straightforwards always win
A man of courage always comes and just kicks
So to fight for our right is not a dirty sin
World is waiting for those who can encounter
Evry difficulty every problem to be just ahead
Its ones internal strength which is to emower
Life is a bed of thorns and we all have to tread
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Love Pearl

She raised her hands in a jubilant mood
I could see moon in its full sweet prime
My sweetheart my heart is just to allude
My heart in time flows with love rhyme
Her closed eyes reinvigorate her charms
Her tresses call all skies to come down
Her cheeks declare openness in norms
Her necklace looks from neck as a crown
Her eyes are on the vast green sea to be
A part of that vastness to jump and select
In front of me she is like my love plea
I am bound to search a love pearl to detect
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I Am A Leader

I am A Leader
I have a pure and selfless heart to spare
For all those who are in need of me to say
I have faced all dark challenges to care
With smiling face I come forward like a ray
I lead my team from the front I learnt
I am kind unless some one breaks my trust
I do not spare my rivals unless burnt
I have a thrust to definitely to but bust
I am a member of a team so I work for team
All team members are better than me
God has gifted me with a living light beam
So my colleagues learn from me to see
No one dares to come in my way to say
I do know how to deal with enemies
I seek help from Lord to bring help for day
My kindheartedness stay for centuries
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Love Flare

Love Flare
Love my love is your symbol to portray
Which is beyond any season to remember
Your excellence is like wonderful light ray
Your fragrance is from june to december
Leaves die down in june to bloom in Spring
Beauty is eternal to bloom through seasons
Your fragrance remain throughout to sing
A love song my love with or without reasons
Flowers sing entrallled with sweet fragrance
So you are all around me sweetheart to declare
Beauty of love and love for beauty in essence
My sweetheart you have flare to graciously share
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My Love You

I Love You
My sweetheart I love you with all sincerity
My heart beats count you with silent speech
You are so pure and chaste with popularity
You are my real companion let me preach
My love you are my only solace to grace
Your charms are so wonderful to dance in me
My love let be hand in hand face to face
Let be in vaste green ocean let be in the sea
Love dances around you and me to praise
We have discovered all the happiness to get
Don’t ask me the pleasure of gaze to daze
You are my only sweetheart and real asset
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Weapon of Love

Love is a double edged weapon kills both sides
A victim has to pay the double price for action
With its violent tides it slideas and just rides
What a wonderful way to percieve real perfection
Beauty is like a lamp of light takes all to but blow
Its charm and charisma takes one on to pursue
It with its qwn light takes everything to just glow
On the face of a leaf it is like a drop of dew
Love and beauty in chain creates strange miracles
They convert life burning from hell to sweet heaven
Fortunes favours the brave guided by the oracles
Being a soldier let me to get all to take my weapon
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Life Is A Dangerous Knife
Life is a dangerous knife which cuts in bits and pieces
From the start till the very end to accumulate all
Some say its punishment and some say it never ceases
For some it remains rise for others it remains fall
What to do and what not to do, celebrate the occasion
Heart and soul do recognize but to do to proceed
But every step taken needs more pursuation for precision
Indeed to recede or to plead your case to succeed
My love I have gone through all the miseries of life
At very many times I was killed but again I regained
I have been listened all in sorrows and happiness fife
Being chained in chains we all remained bloodstained
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
My Romantic Comfort Zone

My love my romantic comfort zone is in your tresses
Its is series of personal barricades and psychic levees
It is designed to keep safe from decisions love professes
The truth is that we have to pull up dear our sleeves
To be like real lovers to win what we aspire for my love
And what our experience tells us to consolidate all
My sweetheart i know that you are a sweet white dove
As per my soul's salvation and heart's real love call
With you my love my heart is our comfort zone to flow
Our blood remains a sweet stream to take us to beauty
Our love together has to take to eternal heights to glow
Let us be comfortable in comfortable zone to be free
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Please Don't Expose Me

My love please don't insult me in front of rivals
As you know I love you from the core of my heart
At times I may be overpowered by love in trials
Our foes and enemies create hatred to make us depart

But they will not succeed in their dirty tricks
Because our love chain is strongest to carry it all
Since we have created palace of love bricks by bricks
Please my love help me to be together on this love call

Let me and you not to give them any chance to exercise
Let us overlook our very many little fights to keep
Our rivals with their henious designs to just their size
Let us not to show them our weaknesses let remain deep
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Turn To Return

No obstacle is insurmountable if you have courage
No one can come in way to challenge or to obstruct
There is no hurdle my friend to feel to discourage
You are a wonderful soul to be on line to construct
Life my friend is a strange puzzle from birth to death
We have have the real intelligence of every turn to return
We should be extra careful and cautiousl about breath
Every proper action taken in difficulty is really job well done
God has created us allwith all love and affection
He remains with us from birth till death it is understood
Constant and consisitent struggle brings perfection
Let us be the emblem of light before we leave for good
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Love Celebrations

My love you are so inspired by your beauty
Let your beauty shine in a romantic way
My blooming beauty be just frank and free
To sing and dance like a beautiful light ray
Let me guide your beauty to the right path
The path to your future with beautiful smile
There is nothing which inflict you with wrath
Let me take you in arms but just for a while
You will come to know what is intoxication
Do not waste these sweet precious moments
Let my blooming beauty go for celebration
Let us enthralled by love leave our imprints
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
May You Prosper

May You Prosper
My sweetheart I am all out for you to take
Your all pain and torture as a gift of love
For your sake I can put my life at a stake
May God write all your sorrows on sand
I pray that wind must take your sorrows way
They may be taken away by the whirling winds
And you must remain with clean like light ray
Your trouble and worry shade away rescinds
You happiness must be printed on hard stones
So that no rain or no wind could play with them
And you take them happily to all sweet zones
Your life must remain pleasant with sweet outcome
May you prosper my love where ever you just turn
May God guides you always to the right path
Do appreciate my token of love my sheer concern
Please bloom in all virtues without any wrath
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Am At War

I am at war with me all the time
The saga starts from my early prime
What is this world what we to do
Under all circumstances but to pursue
Love and hatred go hand in hand
With one frequenct and with one band
What is that peace of soul to aspire
What is that beauty for which we desire
All relations are fake foes are true
At times what is all that we pursue
Pain and torture are our friends
They tell us to submit or to bend
All humans are full with all tricks
Conscience is always there and pricks
How to have love for all and all
Let us still be peace our only call
Let us be in the company of Lord
Let us be His wonderful ward
This self war gives us confidence
In all bad taste life remains experience
This war helps us to gracefully survive
Life is an ocean let us boldly dive
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Your Sweet Smile

Your Smile
Your intoxicating smile and your sweet green eyes
Attract me towards you like a strong magnet
My love you can not hear the whiering wind cries
Your aura of beauty takes me on like dragnet
My sense and sensiblity are around you to see
How could I be able to capture all fragrance of prime
Your beauty is overpowering my love to be a sea
Let me be rhyme to rhyme to commit innocent crime
My sweetheart I know what and how to be in the game
But my heart desires to have all to be near and clean
You are in me like a flame I do claim without any shame
I am so keen to make you my heart's wonderful queen
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The Loser

My dear this world is a strange place
Which does not take love and sincerity
The decisions are taken from case to case
You other one failed to take integrity

Because he is a loser from birth to death
Your purity and sagacity is beyond any doubt
He will regret for his act till the last breath
My sweet friend you are winner in this bout

Please take it as part of destiny my best friend
May God Give you courage to take this burden
This is blend nearness to Creator but not the end
Let us pray together the criminal not to pardon
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Allah O Akbar

Allah is Great
There is no God but Allah, knower of hidden and apparent
He is sharer of mercy time and again just cent percent
Allah is He, who has no one like Him in the universe
He is King and all perfect in all respet gives peace being diverse
He is the best giver and grand in his own wonderful love chain
He has full command over all and is proud in His domain
He is pure and no one dares to share his grand command
Allah is he who creates every one in best beautiful mould
All beautiful names belong to him in silver and gold
All praise to him whatever is in heavens or on earth
My Lord I am grateful to you for looking after me my birth
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
New Love Chapter

My love a new love chapter is in my love life
Eh folding to me all intricacies of warmth
How to play song of love and how to play fife
How to be a burning moth and star of north
From note to note from sonnet to sonnet

Your beauty diclare what are the graces, charms
From pace to pace Iam in front to confront
With staunch code of conduct with all the bnorms
So let us follow the sweet path covered with thorns
Let us have the taste of love with all its entirety
Let us be bold without believing any warns or forewarns
Love has its own variet sobriety with beauty
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Seeking Forgiveness

My love don’t be angry with me I am not in my senses
Life with my rivals played a dirty trick on me to destroy
They have thrown me on on thorny cutting of fenceses
They have taken me for granted being a young boy to cry
But they don’t know me I am a soldier to fight till last
Having all quick responses to their tricks and hypocrisy
To friends I am very kind to enemies a grenade to blast
I know my limits and expect to be respected not to try
But my love at times I do lose senses being human being
So this was the state of affairs I got angry, I never meant
So my sweetheart this all non sense was for the time being
So I am in dire need of forgiveness pull me out of torment
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
In My Heart Beat

From snow clad high mountains down to deserts
I remained in search of you but could not find
I looked for you in paintings and all pieces of arts
My sweet heart I failed to find you being blind
I tried to get you in whispering winds in spring
But like hidden treasure you remained hidden
My passionate passion tried its best to just bring
But you remained like a sacred scripture hidden
Then I heard a mellowing song of a sweet stream
So I jumped to see your sweet figure but just failed
Then I checked my love line to find your love beam
You were dancing in my heart beat and I derailed
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Hatred To Inflict

Hatred To Inflict
Love makes one neat and clean
While hatred destroys every charm
By inflicting heart and soul mean
It discards every code and norm
When hatred takes over to subdue
All love passion to every dirty sin
To make crude innocence to rude
All paths are break in to end up in
Hatred malign all normal processes
This is how foes and rivals feel pleased
They debar lovers from all accesses
It is fitness of things not to be deceased
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Mea Culpa

Mea Culpa
My sweet heart with sincerity I apologise
For all my misdeeds through which I hurt
Your love feelings with my dirty chasetise
Let me accept my blunder and clean dirt
After every dark night there is sweet dawn
My heart my soul is in a state of severe pain
My beloved this is the way we may get on
Let revive the love broken chain from disdain
Lets understand that anger does elevate love
It gives spice and color to real love to glow
Be compassionate to forgive me my sweet dove
Life is a constant stream in consistent flow
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Paradise Of Love

Paradise of Love
Let my love be in love paradise for love solace
Let sweetheart be heart to heart and face to face
To capture all charm of love and all sweet grace
Let us be just together to kiss and to embrace
Life is nothing without a love associate my love
This is what takes us to the real heights to glow
Destiny and destination is predestined from above
Let us be together to jump in love stream to flow
Time is on our part to facilitate the sweet path
So we have to be more passionate in this journey
There is nothing serious with pain and wrath
Because love is what makes all lovers more free
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Love To Capture

Love To Capture
In a dark moonlit night she aspires for her love
Little twinkling moths are all around to show
She considers her most beloved sweet love dove
Her passion with her beauty like stream to flow
From beams of light she paints her sweet lover
To come and to take her to show how to bloom
Under cover of her beauty she has to discover
How to be in her fragrant room to just consume
Every drop of champaone of love sip by sip
To taste the real taste of love to nourish
All her sentiments and passion in a sweet grip
To nurture her beauty to glow to flourish
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Capture The Dream

Be bold to get all and capture the dream
Do not let go my hand my love light beam
See in to my eyes and see what allit seem
You are a wonderful light be sweet to gleam
Love and beauty together form a sweet team
A singeing whispering musical sweet sream
You are my love my pride my wonderful esteem
You are my heart my soul and evergreen theam
My Sweetheart there is nothing ito compare
To my eyes you are a beautiful dream a glare
Let be united let be ever blooming love pair
With one glance of you my love I am nowhere
Please take my sensitivity my creativity with care
You are my love prayer I am your love prayer
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True Dreams

Princess of my dreams spring has come
With fragrant whispering spring to tell
To celebrate happiness in life troublesome
To chain love and beauty and to ravel
Passion play its role to make united goal
From heart to heart to be in a love cart
Her pink sweet cheeks her black sweet mole
Allows me to praise her figurative chart
Love takes beauty on her beautiful ride
To conquer world for solace to but grace
Let be to gether and let be side by side
Allow to hold your face in hands with pride
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I Am Under Spell

The moment I saw you I am under spell
My love let me appreciate your beauty
Open your heart allow me to but dwell
With blooming beauty I feel more free
All flowers look at you with all fragrance
Skowers around you an aura of urge to merge
Your charming grace intends to embrace
This atmosphere urges to sweetly emerge
Now I am nowhere and you are everywhere
I am astonished to see all love in a bloom
Love has burnt me what a wonderful flair
When I am alone you dance ansing in room
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Love Prelude

She is so beautiful that words can not explain
Her charm increases in sizzling dazzling rain
Beauty is to spare and love is definitely to gain
In love my love there is no loss and no gain
Whispering cold winds tell me to take, detain
Your rainy figure let me accept and to detain
My sweetheart be gracious and to entertain
Let me love you, embrace you again and again
My eyes see you all in a realisti sweet mood
My sweetheart accept me don't be just rude
Your blooming beauty is so beautifully crude
Allow me to get love to feel me just renewed
With love and affection I feel really dratitude
Mt sweetheart this love sonnet is a prelude
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love To Lure

Lure of Love
Her wonderful charms attract me so well
I am totally lost in her beautiful figure
My heart has understood how to dwell
My reinvigorating spirits make me trigger
To be with her always and everywhere
Her eyes have a magic and strong spell
Her rosy cheeks make me but to flair
Her charms and graces take me so well
My love I love you with sincerity of heart
Please do not ignore me lest I just die
Please be hand to hand and heart to heart
Come embrace me to understand my cry
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Am In Whirlpool

I am in a whirlpool of a vast green sea
My survival is at a stake I must die
Being most helpless without any valid plea
My ego does not allow me to but cry
Disappointed by my fate dejected by destiny
I have no clue about my clear designation
In this situation my soul is still in sweet ecstasy
I always aspired to get my sweet salvation
I don't mind if this all is for me to drown
In this whirlpool of encircling destined death
Let me accept it being crown of creation
Let me consider it solemnly till my last breath
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Like A Flowing Stream

Lika Flowing stream
So pure and chaste like a flowing stream
I yet to see a sweet beloved like that
Let me feel the warmth of streak a love beam
A charming lady so wonderfully great
I am in love she is like a real sweet queen
Let me ask her from where does she belong
A beautiful teen with all green and sheen
On the melody of the heart she is sweet song
My beauty of the time be my companion
Let me embrace you to have your fragrance
What a graceful grace what asweet fashion
What a wonderful light what a sweet radiance
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Facing fears is the path to true healing
Sobe bold totake every riskof life openly
It is only ones sentiments andfeeling
Which all must be shared but outspokenly
At times we arefrightened from shadows
Which pollute our minds and our souls
Through out ives we are in front of arrows
but we mst keep in frontour destined goals
Being the best cteation we are bound to win
Clear heads ansd hearts have noyhing to worry
To aspire for ones destination can not be a sin
So let us be free in life with no stupid worry
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Satan Never Dies

Satan Never Dies
World is full of rascals guided by Satan
Innocence and purity is everywhere at stake
Merciless tricks has corrupted the maiden
In this black world all remains just totally black
God gifted heroes play their part with grace
Virtuous ones never sumbit to any vice
They are alwaus ready to kiss and embrace
Martyrdom under circumstances suffice
Heroes love to die to live for a cause for ever
Vicious tricks can never ever stop the way
Of valliants one for their relentless endeavour
They remain like a light beam and a ray
But see the plight of a man who how he survives
To go hrough every torture and every pain
And look at the Satan, the vicious never ever dies
Look at the broken hearts and broken chain
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Moments To Celebrate
Let my sweetheart my creative juices flow
To create a miracle to glow to the eternity
Let the stream of beauty to flow to show
Let me present my passion with more clarity
Tensions created by rivals will lead nowhere
So why not yake precious moments ito celebrate
Let us sing on song of life like a soothsayer
Let's have more patience but to gracefully tolerate
Life is like a sand going away from our hands
Being so cruel it does not care about feelings
The solace is to be on same frequency, bands
Let the changing seasons have their dealings
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Beauty Has Dawned

Beauty Has Dawned
Beauty has dawned on you like gracious grace
I am all full with beauty don't ask about my race
Full moonlit night comes down to but embrace
Lovers eyes are after you to look at to just chase
I am in ecstasy don't mind my innocence in case
My love tune is under pressure allow me to raise
My heart wants to follow you from pace to pace
You are glowing in my heart, soul and on my face
Your gracious grace your charms and your style
I have sacrificed my life just on your innocent smile
Let my foes and rivals be jealous and totally hostile
I am no more I have lost myself my love for a while
Even if love becomes a trial I will follow mile to mile
My love you and me are in our love but versatile
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Real Love Chains

Real Love Chain
Pink and sweet what a wonderful treat
I saw her in rain and kept her in love chain
Beauty to allure my thundering heartbeat
She reinvigorated spirits to play with brain
Let be like clouds let be like whispering rain
Let me show you all the taste with pride
Let beauty to dissolve let love to just remain
Let my sweetheart make it wonderful ride
To the end of the game let be good players
To the end of life let be bold and daring
Let us explore real love from layers to layers
Let us my sweetheart be both more caring
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Useless Complaints

My love don’t waste time on useless complaints
Life is too short to have graces of love my love
You and me are ordinary humans not the saints
So let us forget everything to be near and bow
On the altar of love to be successful in pursuit
Let us clean our hearts with clean water of tears
Let us taste in sheer exaltation the forbidden fruit
Let us convert all our dreadful fears to treasures
I don’t think there is any other way my soulmate
To counter the embarrassments of life on the earth
Let be hand to hand, heart to heart to to tolerate
Let us renew our dejected souls to take the rebirth
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Aphrodite

Love And beauty
Love is selfless to bear all pains and disdains
Beauty is a magnet to attract with its force
Its the point where all ideas culminate in chains
A touch of class graciously may endorse
Love is an eternal gift of God so to speak
It drags a lover to all zigzag paths to uncover
What is awesome and what remains unique
This is all what one has to discover, recover
My love I do understand what is hidden in love
I do also understand the miracles of beauty
It is good to understand from the verdict above
To be on one grid makes lover, beloved free
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Struggle Is Must

Struggle is Must
My rivals and relatives remained harsh and hard
Because I was useless being moneyless and fickle
Their deadly criticism made me to play my card
Which dictates to work, work and not to just tickle
I always talked about them in a mood to more rude
So I had very many complaining sessions to but speak
Then I thought life is a constant struggle to be pursued
Light dawned upon me to see the beam, the streak
Allah helped me to overcome all trials and tribulations
And covered me with his cover of mercy and grace
To take me through every difficulty in the harsh session
He kept me like his sweet ward from pace to pace
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Miraculous Beauty

So sweet and so beautiful in whispering spring
You are a gift of God I must admit and praise
With mellowing voice like flowing stream to sing
With a kiss of love she may burst just ablaze
Like a song of love let me sing you on flute
Note by note let me enjoy melodious symphony
Like a cherry fruit so juicy so sweet and cute
Every one around you is impressed by versatility
Your charms and graces make me but insane
I love you, praise you sweet companion of my heart
You miraculous beauty drags me to love chain
Let me hold your hand my love never ever to depart
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Don't Underestimate Me

Don't Underestimate Me
My eneny do not underestimate me
I am not only man of ideas but of action
Don't see me in many chains I am free
If given chance, I will surprise with reaction
I do not attack foe unless I got offended
So it is always good not to take any chance
My every pursuit remains but splendid
I warm my blood with bullets to but dance
The soldier remains the best creation
Being man of principles remains winner
Who neither gets nor takes dictation
He remains always on front but to deliver
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Moment To Decide

Decisions once taken should not be regretted
This is how we can project our sincerity and resolve
Through out our lives we remain but indebted
It is how we can be able to involve and to just solve
A moment may come to test us in a hard trial
Our patience and fortitude helps but to overcome
That moment is precisely test us for a while
How to be one on one with the life troublesome
Valliant are those who pass this test smilingly
And touch the edge of eternity with trsolution
All support comes to them but surprisingly
To be in the ride remains only sole solution
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Tears

Some tears never appear
In eyes but go deep down
Heart aches and souls to bear
Pain hits heart to wear crown
I am helpless and hopeless
But then a beam of light hits
To give me hope and bless
I am broken in bits and bits
Life has played hell to me
Death will come to cover my face
A drop will go back to sea
Without compromising on its grace
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My Love Rose

Rose belongs to nobody but loved to all
The sweet fragrance has its own sweet call
Its fragrance can not be hindered by any wall
You are fantastic dawn and wonderful nightfall
You my sweet rose in your reckoning all in all
Your sweet soft nature gives love to waterfall
You deserve from lovers and beloveds protocol
You are the one who always make soul enthral
You are a symol of love and beauty I praise
A look on you makes me just be in real daze
You are a love sonnet from phase to phase
You are a symbol of love now and always
Your beauty travels manyways and always
You like my love reamains in moments and days
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Den Of Bliss

Let me upgrade my loving place to be near
Let me create my own sweet den for bliss
In this entire cruel world only you but near
To hug to embrace and to just kiss and kiss
Hope in heart activates my spirit my love
Love remains my mood drug of my choice
Let me take you on and caress my dove
Let my capture all the moments to rejoice
Love does resonate with beauty to be on
Let my sweetheart be on terms to proceed
For painful heart you are blooming dawn
Let me conceal for your eyes to succeed
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Love Beams

You have overtaken me and in my dreams
I see you all around you my sweetheart
I see you all glistening sweet love beams
You flow like blood from part to part
Oh my life be mine in all precious moments
Let us move with all trust and all confidence
Beauty has its overflowing love endowments
What a wonderful treat and sweet experience
Be mine in these difficult hard chunks of time
Help me to grow and glow on sweet love path
Let me enjoy your sweet melody and rhyme
For you I can take every pain and every wrath
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Innocent And Pure

My beloved you are so innocent and pure
I take you as a drop of water so clean
You and me are here to love and endure
Let me declare openly you are my queen

You have given air to my passion to love
My sentiments are but no more in control
My sweet White winged my beautiful dove
You are my heart and you are my sweet soul

Let us be together on this tricky love ride
Let me hold your hand to the other end
Be near heart to heart and please let beside
Let be wonderful lovers to set the trend
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Matter Of Heart

My love let me explore who has taken my heart
Its an incredible experience to be with stranger
Now I am in sync with some one with part to part
What an hillarious state of but strange danger
Passion and sentiments are in bloom to feelings
I feel you all around in a state of real surprise
Your charms and graces surpass in love dealings
In this love surprise how can I be more wise
Let enjoy the moments before they totally slip
Life is too short to handle details of real love
Let us be from heart to heart and from lip to lip
Let us grace our wonderful destiny from above
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Strawberry

My Srawberry
You are so juicy and sweet like strawberry
Let me drag you near to have the taste of it
My love you are like a wonderful sweet fairy
My beautiful hot sunlit let me let me submit
Allow me to praise you in this glance of trance
Let me be your sole appraiser my soulmate
Allow me to take my lovexhance after chance
Your graces and charms make you so great
Please don't forget you are mine for ever and ever
I will love you as you never loved before to speak
My love I am a soldier a staunch believer ofendure
Let me seek all warmth from your sweet cheek
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Pride

My Pride
My sweetheart you are my pride I do admit
And pride can not be left at the mercy of rivals
You are part of my values let me but submit
You are my life for your sake I can bear all trials
I will never ever leave you at mercy of winds
Let me be a shield for you against all tribulations
Let me have courage to fight whichrescinds
Let me give air to fire of all my worthy expectations
You are part and parcel of me you do understand
Your beauty has reinvigorated me to be bold
My heart beats on same love frequency and band
Your charms and graces made me real gold
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Trust Allah

All those who look towards humans get astray
Please be mindful of the fact when get in trouble
It does need stability of heart and soul to say
Life is like a transit camp and dies down like a bubble
I had experience of the same and then realized
Only Allah is the sole saviour not these useless people
In this situation I called upon Him and I prized
I was put wise by this wonderfully beautiful sequel
Always bank upon Allah with sheer love and trust
He never leaves you alone in any adverse condition
Supreme love remains dominant to surpass any lust
Love and trust in Allah must be the aim and mission
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Extented Colour

Extened Colour
My sweetheart my life is but colourless
Please exyened colour from your rainbow
My heart and soul are in need of bless
Please resonate me to be able to flow
I am passing through all torture, pain
I do not know how to cope up with situation
Still I am under wrath and sheer disdain
Help me to compose an ode to beauty in narration
Oh my saviour your eyes are so vast and green
Let me quench my thirst to bloom in association
Let me seek your glare to be properly seen
Let me be back on path on path of love to station
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A Melodious Song

She is like a melodious song to be sung
I am enthralled by her rhythm and harmony
I came to see and last her from areas far flung
She makes my hearts oul full of symphony
What is this all this I never felt but before
Her beauty takes with graces and charms
Let me praise and let me definitely adore
Let me embrace all declared love norms
The whispering spring makes us to dance
Allow me to take you sip by sip tillthe last
Let my love avail me to this wonderful chance
Allow me kiss, caress you too until we blast
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Let Be Together

Let Be Together
What a wonderful style what an enchanting move
Makes every one around attracted to the beauty
Beauty in its own way is to present and to prove
What happens when love dances around just fre
Beauty surpasses and love has to take her on to see
How beauty pleases with all her warmth and graces
Let be together just to be only you and my love me
On the real love plea my beloved and real love basis
You are like a clear glass and I can see all through
Your clear neck to pass through what a pleasure
Your charms and graces make me and soul anew
My sweetheart in this world you are my treasure
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A Singing Stream

My love is so charming and so warming
Her beauty surpasses every beauty around
She reinvigorates my spirits so storming
That I remain in the sky and not on ground
Her beauty is the source of all love beams
She is like a never ending moon lit night
Her movements are like a singing stream
A glance remains in trance, shimmering light
She is like a sonnet from phrase to phrase
She is like a rhythm just from note by note
I am a crazy she is my sulmate with craze
I am a casting vote in love I have to denote
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My Life Line
My sweetheart you are like my life line
So please just help me to live with you
Because I am yours and you are mine
Love is a constant entity thru and thru
I may die if you ignore me my soulmate
Please put your sweet hand on my heart
For me you are so wonderful and so grate
From pore to pore and from part to part
Your hot eyes and red beautiful cheeks
Are glowing with warmth of your beauty
Every eye is anxious and sweetly seeks
Freedom to dance in a glance to be free
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A Solid Sweet Plea

Hide and seek from part to part with zeal and zest
Your intoxicated eyes attract me to take you on
My beautiful love in the entire area you are the best
Your fragrance roams around like a bloomin dawn
Let me see you amidst receding waves of the sea
Your body shimmers in the light like a wonderful lass
Your intoxicating beauty remains a solid sweet plea
You have surpassed beauty you are of your own class
Please be mine without any reservation or complaint
Let me take your hand in hand and heart in heart
Be frank and straightforward help me to but acquaint
Come embrace me and forget about to ever depart
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Let Me Be Part Of Your Dreams

Let Me Be In Your Dreams
Let me be the part of your wonderful love dreams
Let me accompany you to play with colorful butterflies
Let me have warmth of your burning sun, its beams
Let me be part of your eyes to come across all surprise
Your sweet and red lips allow all flowers to but bloom
In your close eyes beauty and love dance together
She is a wonderful simple song with all the neumes
For me she remains the most beautiful precious treasure
My sweetheart make me a part to your golden dreams
You are part of my heart and my soul to please
Love is a pure light and you are set of sweet light beams
With one glance I am in a trance let me cease
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I Am Lucky

I am so lucky to have you by my side
My heart's solace and my eyes light
In this painful worldly for ever hard ride
Your presence gives me courage to fight
Love is acceptance and creation at a time
Do not debar me from precious moments
Love is a sonnet a phrase full of its rhyme
All with the heart's passion soul's endowments
Our personal ties and tenderness of feelings
Have reinvigorated us to be just the true lovers
My love let us be patient in our all dealings
Let us uncover what remains under love covers
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New Horizons

My love I am worn out by pain of life
Let us bring a new sense of adventure
To look forward for new horizons on knife
Towards new dreams as a new venture
This is how we can reinvigorate our spirits
Please get ready for something wonderful
Flowing stream of water has its own merits
Let us make our life more sweet and colorful
Let us pave our path through all the odds
Let us be more near and dear to each other
Let us receive from life all the sweet applauds
Let us be in wonder true beloved and lover
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The Intoxicated Kiss

Intoxicated Kiss
Intoxicated kiss activates from poor to poor
IMy love I am no more you are no more
In that ecstasy many more venues to explore
Every beautiful part is more to explore
Her eyes are shining with all being pink
What a love call is to blink and just to sink
These are like wine cups to drink and drink
The heart is to sing and mind is to think
Like a beautiful dawn she is to spread light
We are one like a colorful sweet flying kite
Moment to moment is sweet and right
On the edge of eternity we seek more height
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Herintoxicated Kiss

Intoxicated Kiss
Intoxicated kiss activates from poor to poor
IMy love I am no more you are no more
In that ecstasy many more venues to explore
Every beautiful part is more to explore
Her eyes are shining with all being pink
What a love call is to blink and just to sink
These are like wine cups to drink and drink
The heart is to sing and mind is to think
Like a beautiful dawn she is to spread light
We are one like a colorful sweet flying kite
Moment to moment is sweet and right
On the edge of eternity we seek more height
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Strange State

This world is a hell to dwell my friend
The tricks remain the only feasible trend
The common understood policy is to bend
Sheer hypocrisy my friend is the only blend
Humain rights are molested to just defend
To cater for melancholy may just impend
To know all about let us try to comprehend
This is all which is to be blantly condemned
Let be fair in trouble to understand to resolve
This can not happen unless we just fully involve
Love with sincerity remains useful to dissolve
Beauty of all actions should fairly just convolve
It needs transfer of power to initiate to devolve
What is unresolved must be resolved with resolve
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A Drop Of Water

You are beautiful with the beauty of heart
Let me take you as a beautiful gift of God
You are reward to all my prayers my part
I am a sincere worshiper a wonderful guard
You have bestowed all charms graces to me
Let me admit you love me more than I love
I am a sweet drop of water you are sweet sea
I am made of clay and you are light from above
Let us see one on one the reality of sweet claim
Let be sweet lovers with the sweetest love song
For your sake I can take any blame of any shame
Fact remains my beloved to me you do belong
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Life-Painful Or Painless

Life -Painful or Painless
Pain from somewhere inside becomes aggressive
Old unresolved residues of resentment and sorrow
Keeps me chained in unexpressive thoughts defensive
Past crops up to stop me to enter in tomorrow
Hurdles and difficulties were all up to stop my way
To debar me from your sweet companionship my love
Now it is a dark journey without you day bt day
Some of the troubles from you and some from above
My fortune has turned in to fate I know I declare
Now the entire journey is in desert under burning sun
I will go through the thorns bare footed to bear
Life is a tricky affair either on point of gun or just a fun
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Beauty Attracts Like Magnet

Beauty Attracts
I want to hold you and drag near to be one
To take all your sweet fragrance in one go
I am a streak of light and you are burning sun
You are a stream of sweet water I have to flow
Get your red juicy lips near to whisper in ear
I want to listen your sweet voice to satiate
My sweet beloved you are so near and so dear
Let me be real a appraiser to appreciate
Your sweet silky and soft body like a red rose
Let me be taken over by your charm and grace
Let me take you on please be close to buldoze
Let us be eyes to the eyes and face to the face
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Beautiful Ride

Beautiful Ride
Trust me my love, love is pure like white rose
We have to be sincere while playing with heart
Otherwise the rivals are all the way to buldoze
And to make sure we have to leave or depart
The pure bodies do have the pure souls to say
What is right to come up to the occasion to learn
Enlightened hearts and minds do have light ray
Virtue has its own reward to display and to earn
Beauty is a streak which travels from pore to pore
It gives delight and makes a beloved to have pride
Love of a lover has to praise beauty and to adore
This spiritual journey makes most beautiful the ride
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Gratitude To Discern

Melody of musical rhythm of flowing water
Takes me to the world of hope and pleasure
Brings back the last resonance and order
I cherish fragrance of my love as treasure
I am in trance to associate with the nature
Which has reinvigorated my spirits and soul
To come across with most beautiful creature
With charm and gracious graces as a whole
What a wonderful experience to kiss, embrace
Beauty in its real sense to see and to appreciate
I feel solace to kiss, to embrace beauty in grace
Me and my love are in trance to state to collate
To be in harmony with nature is great gift of God
This elevates us to a point of reality being no return
God remains extra Kind and Merciful to every ward
The great gratitude with sincerity we should discern
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Whispering Red Lips

In blooming spring she whispered in my ears
Never underestimate the power of red lips
Love has its own sweet domain and its affairs
Be ready for all wonderful trips, hips to hips
Please me tease me unless you feel satisfied
My all offers are in your hands to celebrate
Let's join hands in hands in this wild love ride
Kiss my and allow me to kiss you my soulmate
My beautiful sweet book of love poetry
Let me read you part to part phrase to phrase
Let me feel elated to be your staunch lover
Let me be a true lover to declare all openly
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I Am Proud Of You

I am proud of you that to you I do belong
My sweetheart please help me to take along
You have given me confidence to be strong
You are beauty of time let me to sing a song
In your praise in your charms in your graces
You are most graceful in all the beautiful faces
In this burning desert of life you are like oasis
You my love remain best among all lasses
My love your love has made my a love poet
It is your beauty which compels to show it
You are dynamic, overwhelming and potent
You have all the charm of beauty bestow it
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Love Candy

Love Candy
Let me taste you my sexy candy
Let me feel your wild fragrance
Let me take sip by sip the brandy
Be kind not to mind impatience
Your charm, graces make me wild
Your juicy lips attract and intoxicate
Your sneaking look makes beguiled
My soul's solace my sweet soulmate
Be near to whisper in sweet spring
Let me kiss, embrace to understand
Let us be in one sweet love string
Let's be one on frequency, one band
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Love A Flare

Love is a fine blend of romantic and spiritual values
Hence my love affects heart and soul side by side
Beauty is like burning in hot sun amidst sand dunes
What a wonderful venture, what a beautiful ride
My love love me to sooth my pain of living with care
I have been through rise and fall through out my life
The green vast ocean in your eyes haunt me like flare
Life is not a bed of roses its like thorns like sharp knife
Only you can bring resonance in my heart and soul
Only you can provide me solace to conquer mountains
If you ask me in my life you have a great sweet role
Only you can make my life a set of shady sweet fountains
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To Accept Reality

To Accept Reality
I accepted you with all your good and bad traits
In my reckoning love has its own idiosyncrasies
Beauty has its own sweet wonderful mandates
Amidst rivals with their wild, worst conspiracies
My sweetheart I do understand the compulsions
And all those hidden chains which you carry along
Which are against love ethics and expectations
This all will satiate and help to make us to belong
Let be frank in our approach to be more clear
To take promise of love to its height with delight
You my love always remain most near and dear
Please remain on right to fight for the real right
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To Sue And Pursue

The Trial
If I am allowed to follow my intuition
I can manifest wisdom of inner sage
And can clearly declare my mission
Hence to wage a war I can manage
The endearing innocence is to tell.
Time and tide will play hell to change
My inherent sincerity is like a spell
My attitude and behaviour is strange
From innocence to the tricks of rivals
I have to have my way to pass through
This is how I have to take all the trials
With head up to just sue and to pursue
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Sweet Love Passion

Let my love finds new outlets for expression
Romance needs just a gesture to convey
How heart beats with real sweet love passion
Its all passionate sentiments to portray
Symbolic meanings are more in rela love
Even a sweet whisper can communicate a lot
Hearts are given a love string from above
No doubt my beloved that you are hot shot
Let us play with sunbeams to get pleasure
let us be more near from heart to heart
Let us celebrate our love as a sweet treasure
Please never ever think to leave or depart
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The Revenge
Revenge remains revenge in all religions
Up to the injury inflicted on a person
It remains the same in all areas, regions
There is no difference in its version
Forgiveness is a choice but not compulsion
It is the discretion by an inflicted person
Brain may be overpowered with convuson
Revenge is revenge with any subversion
So let us be determined not to leave vice
Unless it meets to its predestined fate
Let us achieve real heights with all delights
To get solace remains real human trait
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Bottle Of Champaign

Bottle of Champaign
What a wonderful beautiful lady she is
Her juices are coming up to the brim
Let me taste peaches, oh my sweet miss
Let me suck all fruits just to trim
Let me open this bottle of champaign
Let me satiate all my thirst and greed
Let me make you my body, my brain
Let me kiss, embrace you as sacred deed
Let me take your virginity at a stake
Let me take you sip by sip till the end
Let me swallow you as sweet hot cake
Allow me to pretend dear just to bend
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For Solace

Let my beloved to take you and to run to the forest
Where we will havesolace in the sweet lap of nature
It may be beloved hard bt it may be the ever best
This experience may be the lovers beast venture
We will be amidst all types of trees and animals
But we will be away from the all dirty hypocrites
We will be amidst to purity of nature with rills
Hence to have real pleasure by just soulmates
Life on earth is being corrupted by all tricks
Let us under the naked sky for enlightenment
Let us be frank and straightforward to but fix
Let us make love supreme to imprint to print
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The charm and warmth you possess my love radiates
To all who come within your sphere of energetic influence
Hence your love with beauty create an aura satiates
And makes you the only one in your area of confluence
Romance is a pure passion quest, which reinvigorates
't's as if you suddenly possess invisible wings that can lift
You to the eternal heights of glory with innocence
To dominate in the natters of heart with a sweet love shift
My love trust the light that's inside of you, for it illuminates
With an ethereal beacon right from the heavenly paradise
You are a silken thread to embroider love being soulmates
With all happiness and delight to arise and to mesmerize
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I Am No More

I am no more my love and you are all around
See the beauty and magic of love spearing
You have taken me to sky I am not on ground
I don't know to what destination we are heading
When I bent Fragrance took me in its entirety
Your closed eyes and open hands intoximated me
We were all free to portray our love with beauty
I was in middle of a dream to be in green vast sea
My sweetheart my love my life solace of my heart
Let take this precious moment through and through
Please hold me tight not to leave me not to depart
My love all this magic of love came just out of blue
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Sheer Trance

My cherished love with all wonderful graces
You have conquered my heart in a glance
Your charming sweet gait from paces to paces
Your beauty makes me in sheer trance
My darling your venerated speech to say
Your curly tresses makes you near to my heart
You tinkle in my heart all night and all day
You my sweetheart remain most precious, smart
My beauty I worship you like a diety to glow
You have made my life wonderfully great
My stream of beauty allow me to be part to flow
You are my soul and I am your soulmate
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Mercy For Universe

I was passing through very difficult times
My rivals has inflicted me with black magic
These are the unknown and unseen crimes
I decided not to bear this trauma being tragic
A lot of time elapsed and my heart to be dead
Suddenly I came across a saint who stared at me
Increase for more darood for Prophet he said
And be pleased Prophet is all kind to you as be
He visited many a times but you don't know
Love begets love my son Increase remembrance
Now you and your family is safe with the glow
The Prophet is Mercy for the Universe feel presence
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Wind Of Love

Wind of Love
Wind touching your sweet body comes to tell
What all you have with charm and fragrance
What a wonderful intoxication and sweet spell
All this portrayal of beauty makes me impatient
When I take it all in my breath to gently taste
My innerself becomes so beautiful to speak
My sweetheart wind tells me you are so chaste
I feel your red glowing cheeks touching cheek
Heart to heart from a far off distance love comes
To make me so enchanting charming, and graceful
To reinvigorating soul and heart of real chums
Oh wonderful wind for all kindness I am grateful
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Anatomy of Love

Anatomy of Love
My love, love is not a fancy its reality
So be bold and speak up what you carry
You have to face your fears to be free
Love is a fact and its not just imaginary
Its a whispering melody to be conveyed
Without communication it can't be visible
Fragrance of beauty makes it persuade
If its not speltout it remains miserable
It is a miracle which completes souls
It is a rain of mercy to intoxicate hearts
Its a current which travels in body poles
It tinkles in hearts and travels in parts
A passion which gives great charm to life
Set of sentiments which takes one along
Its sweet like roses hard like sharp knife
But beautiful music to heart which belong
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Dance Of Love

Love Flow
To have you beside me I am the fortunate
The entire universe sings a melodious song
They also praise love relation to sparkle it
Love remains a sweet melody just all along
Increase me in my strength be my associate
In your company I feel like in real sweet paradise
Your gracius graces and charms make you great
Let me frank straightforward and more precise
Don't debar me my love from praise in love flow
Please help me to surpass to see dance of love
Beauty of love will make us to glow and to show
My innocent sweetheart my beautiful sweet dove
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Strong Flair Of Love

Strong Flair of love
Fessing up to romantic feelings make me strong
Your love makes me radiate lot of light and glare
This moment my love will increase sense to belong
My joy to declare has a wonderful strong flair
Let’s take a commemorate sigh of relief to celebrate
Now we are free to do whatever we feel like to glow
This is the time to pursue passionate dreams to satiate
Openness gives us courage to show and to just flow
From one end to the other side of passion to search
Take my hand in hand and me totally mine in love ride
Let be graciously grace love in true sense just to lurch
Let be out to appreciate beauty and love side by side
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Life Is Mockery

Life Is A Mockery
Life is a strange puzzle not always straight
It passes through very many thorns and flowers
Its troubles at times are not easy to tolerate
It has its own showers and its own hard towers
In failure of love bleeds to bring but all pain
The real revils come out with daggers to butcher
Love or beloved become just sane and insane
Hence present is molested and trial is for future
The injured heart in disgust dies time and again
There is no suture but few words of solace will do
Stress and slain may take one to gallows to slain
This is the strangeness which travels thru and thru
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Love A Sweet Bless

Love A Sweet bless
My love be conscious of the fact what I mean
Union of wisdom and beauty will brimg miracles
With your gracious graces sober and serene
Love charms make all the scenario as sweet bless
My sweetheart I am with you and all around
Heart to heart and hand in hand let be fragrant
In this ecstasy we are enthralled and bound
My this strange act may sound even if vagrant
Let be on the way which may not lead anywhere
But this may give solace to our heart and soul
This act will keep us to each other near and dear
My sweetheart this remains wonderful love goal
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Love Fortune

Love Fortune
Let us leave this world for our wn paradise
Let us have some precious moments of our own
Let us take innocent step to be more wise
Let us be alone in our own sweet love zone
Days and nights be for kisses and embraces
Moments should see us in love fortune
I should be enthralled in your charming graces
Let s explore love in its real proportion
Let be one on one to love and to praise
Let us forget all about the surrounding to know
Let us read love sonnet phrase by phrase
Allow to blaze to make youjustglow and glow
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Love Mood

Love Mood
With curiosity and creativity in my heart,
I want to explore the galaxies and the moon
I am no more in me and I want to depart
Let me attune myself with the natural tune
Edge of eternity is waiting me to embrace
My beauty of desire helps me to rise above
In my bosomknot I carry my beloved's grace
Love is a wonderful fore to my way now
Don't come in my way less I Forset my path
My destiny and destination guides me my love
Fire is in me with a wonderful burning hearth
I am no more man of this world but of above
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I Am Near

You are here and you are also there
But you have not seen me dear
And you haven't felt me anywhere
If you touch your heart I am near
Heartbeat is my sign of presence
In each and every pore to move
Without you my life is but sentence
I am sorry that I can not prove
With your beauty love is eternal
Its fragrance blooms to prove right
That intensity makes one abnormal
So my love you forgot me in flight
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Love Sonnet
My sweetheart I love you for ever and ever
Let me be compassionate in my love endure
You are so sweet so innocent and so pure
You charm and graces are gracious to allure
I love you from core of my heart let me assure
My heart is no more with me please cure
You are apple of my eye let me just stare
In your love I am enthralled being soothsayer
Extend all graces of beauty make me insane
Let me be in you make real sweet love chain
Let us be whisper and dance in dazzling rain
Allow me to kiss your graces again and again
Please don't leave me alone I can't bear pain
Beauty is a sweet train and love is the terrain
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Pain In Love Chain

My love your heart is so innocent so tender and so sweet
Hence you can see any human in torture and pain
For this sweet trait I love you and want to be my heartbeat
So that beauty be praised and taken in love chain
I know world has its own mockeries and its own tricks
But with clean hearts we will be able to overcome all
With sincerity of purpose all difficulties we will just fix
We will be able to forestall and to encounter any wall
Love needs sacrifice and we have to be ready to take it
Pain and pleasure go hand in hand in this transitory life
We have to be ready to face and never ever but to quit
So my sweetheart let us be out of all this to play the fifer
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My Beloved Leader

My beloved leader Imam Hussain my heart's solace
I salute to you and to your small group of seventy two
When he decided not to submit the race of lawless
Being the true soldier of Allah he was determined to do
Whatever was the call of the occasion to establish writ
He and his group was debarred from food and water
But being hungry and thirsty they were fit and not upset
And then enemy attacked and sky saw man slaughter
Imam Hussain fell down from horseback in the battle
Imam Hussain was severely injured went to prostration
This was the excellent action of martyrdom as example
His act of valor and wonderful elation was the salvation
Great Hussain will be remebered for sacrifice for times
His stand for the cause of Allah will bring all mercy
Yazeed will be cursed for his dirty designs henious crimes
Imam Hussain will be the symbol of virtue, liberty
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Images Remain Images

Images are not real but they are fictitious
They lack originality and are of no consequence
They are suspicious being just ambitious
They are to show superiority being ambitious
Prophets and saints can not be captured in images
It's equally valid for all the sacred entities
They are portrayed without any principles, witnesses
They are talk of the town without identities
One cannot be divided as very many to create fun
Hence a person must take all care in the field
Vice and virtue are under no circumstances be one
Truth revealed brings along its own sharp shield
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Dancing Sensuality

Dancing Sensuality
Sesualty is dancing in every pore to explore
What could be taste of beauty to taste
Love is to ignite it my love more and more
To adore your innocence being chaste
Every part has to trmble to love message
She is that glowing impounding lass
Which with every move shows passage
In beauty my love she is world class
Let love take beauty in arms to embrace
To wet the burning beauty in bloom
To provide solace to the burning grace
Let shower love let beauty consume
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Let Celebrate Chance

My sweetheart I am really in a true blue connection
Do not debar me from your graces and charms
Oyxers may be beautiful but you are my selection
Let me be be also more perfect in all love norms
Beauty is very precious so to speak and declare
I have been taken over by you and your beauty
You are sweet destiny and I am your soothsayer
Let us be be frank straightforward and be free
To commit the innocent crime in a sweet flow
Let us taste all juices of blooming beauty in trance
Let us exchange our love light to show, glow
You give me a chance and I will celebrate chance
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Pair Of Love

Pair of Love
A pair of swans are in love to twist their long necks
Swim across a pond with grace and with style
They sing a melodious song with a mixture of flecks
They gift to each other sweet lily of the nile
My sweetheart let us be amorous like sweet swans
Lets make these precious moments memorable
Lets celebrate our wonderful evenings, sweet dawns
Let me praise you my sweetheart so venerable
I love the graceful dance my wonderful dancer
Let me embrace you to sing love song just for you
Allow your beauty to respond and give answer
Whatever I ask from you just through and through
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Love In Eyes

My love I can see twinkle of love in your eyes
Allow this precious moment to shine your light of love
Let us share and reveal our hearts with love cries
Let us cherish our passion and sentiments my sweet dove
Let me caress your golden red cheeks in bloom
Let me feel your heartbeat let me listen to this symphony
My sweetheart let be just bride and bridegroom
Let us my love together explore each and every possibility
Beauty has its own mark and brand to but blend
So be mine before this spring turns to withered autumn
Let be true lovers and let us graciously extend
All fragrance of love my love to be more awesome
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From Lip To Lip

I want to take you like coffee sip by sip
My love you are so hot and so creamy
Let's take a wonderful trip from lip to lip
Allow me to be you and in love be me
You sensual charm and pleasure remain
In my eyes like beautiful glowing galaxies
We are my love in one train in one chain
Please don't debar me from these fantasies
Please be mine in blooming prime in spring
Let me kiss you and embrace in sheer trance
Let me sing a song of love in a real love fling
Allow my love to take a chance after chance
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The Restlessness

My heart aches with pain and my soul cries
The idiosyncracies of life kills me time and again
The cruel relations around are full of lies
What is this world but full of pain to make insane
I have gone mad my heart has become soulless
I aspire to look to the blooming red roses
But the thorns are on my way to tread to bless
In sheer darkness a streak of light proposes
How should I sail through all these troubles
To be on the other end to feel pleasure in disgust
What appears to eyes remains like bubbles
In state of distrust heart is to burst soul is to rust
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Colour Of Allah

My beloved you are beautiful but let me remind
Allah Amighty is the fountain of every color of beauty
Every color portrays how Merciful and how Kind
To be of His color demands sincerity in ones duty
Color of Allah is color the most beautiful and best
One has to be righteous and virtuous in stance
Then one has to leave to Allah whatever be the test
A beam of light, a streak will come in a glance
May Allah be my Saviour in life and life here after
I have none else but requests to remain in His company
He makes me sleep and only He remains astir
My heart beats with His presence and with the symphony
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One Love String

Pink lines in your eyes invite me to commit but a crime
My love how I can please you more in this spring
Allow your innocence to rhyme with me in sweet prime
Let our passion and sentiments be in one string
Get your heart to the rhythm of best music and dance
Let my love it be the world best dance in sheer love
We may not come across to these moments with chance
Let me kiss you and embrace you my sweet dove
Let the rivals may not jeopardise this sweet love venture
Let us pray to love and beauty to remain daze to phrase
I am soldier and you my sweet heart is a sweet adventure
Let us praise these days with same intensity of craze
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Heart As Love Resort

Heart As Love Resort
My beloved do believe I am a raging fire
Full of beauty, passion and courage
My love you is in me like burning desire
Please be with me to but encourage
You have enlightened my soul and heart
Nothing will ever dim this love light
I have given you my heart as love resrt
Let us in love let ud have love flight
Let be in my dreams like a light beam
Let me declare with you I am just nothing
Let be together in sweet love stream
In praise of your beauty let me but sing
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Wonderful Love Ride

Wonderful Ride

Lets fasten our cosmic seatbelt, for a wild and wonderful ride
Love sparks are sexy and surprising between you and me
Time and tide are on our side my love to place us side by side
Allow me to sail like a drop in your swee and vast green sea
Let me request to the whispering winds to bring you more near
Let me be the part of your sweet paradise my sweetheart
Let me have a fantasy to embrace you to kiss your cheeks my dear
Let me be with you part to part to but never ever depart
You are my clear sky with all the glittering galaxies and moon
Through you I can capture the entive glowing clear universe
Let me love dance from heart to heart on one sweet love tune
My sweetheart you are so sweet so unique and so diverse
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Light Of Love

Light of Love
My love you can't hide love and fragrance you must understand
These are the whispering feelings in human heart and soul
When lover and beloved are on one frequency and one band
Only then clear destiny and destination becomes a goal
There are very many rivals on the path of this pursuit I know
But real lovers don't mind whatever comes on their way
The reality of love makes a lover and beloved to glow to flow
All path becomes enlightened with one streak of light, a ray
Sweet feelings are part of life to make one more clear
Lovers are unique with their sincerity of heart to accept
A lover with cleanliness of heart becomes soothsayer
It's a light of love which makes a lover to accept to expect
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Fabolous Feeling

Fabolous Feelings
It is a fabulous feeling that your adore my passion
My love I love you with the sincerity of heart and soul
Let me emrace you to grace your charm and fashion
Let me be in trance to accomplish my sweet love goal
You are a fairy up from a fairyland to be here with me
I am totally enthralled to appreciate your sweet beauty
I have decided to be with you whatever price could be
I am a soldier and to love you remains my sacred duty
Let me see the world with your sparkling eyes to know
What treasures of solace hidden under your swntiments
Let me praise you worship you from sweet tip to toe
Let us do something different to leave on time loveprints
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Miracle In Life Of Poet

My sweetheart you are a miracle in the life of a poet
A slow smile from you could cause doors to fly open
Please appreciate this fact that you are my only asset
Without you I will just be nothing but totally broken
So take me in arms my love to increase confidence
Help me to be upto your great expectations my love
Let me be a slave of beauty to accept dominance
Your elegence and your style makes you rock dove
Let be my solace of soul and heart my sweetheart
Let me praise you and praise you let I but just die
Let me take this wine to intoxicate from part to part
Let be staunch lovers from heart to heart to just fly
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Hope is Precious

Valiant are those who dispel fear to create hope
Their presence gives courage to all people around
They bring people to cope even if on a slope
Their kindness remains hallmark to be crowned
Hope is the only medicine which conquers all
It is like a glittering moth to spread all his light
Nothing is to worry whether rise or but just fall
Hope remains like a miraculous gift in real flight
All those who love humans are embraced by God
Because the best possible creation remains at top
Time and space never ever forgets to praise to laud
The kindhearted people to take and bring atop
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No Shortcuts

At Military Academy we were afraid to take short cuts
But there was a hidden desire to have the taste of it
Every cadet under stress and strain wants to get peanuts
On the basis of our fitness authorities to establish writ
Every benefit we could understand in our normal routine
Military life has taught us all to be just perfect gentlemen
To fairly become keen, lean to be straight, frank and clean
Great human being in every field remains ten out of ten
And then a day comes when one fulfills desire of short cut
On wrong attractive information one just takes a chance
Being amidst if and but he is swayed and is caught by rut
A short cut taken ruines him in a glance to be in a trance
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The Real Blessings

My beloved my destiny is taking shape
Because of your sweet presence with me
For a thirsty traveller you are juicy grape
Take this drop in your arms to make a sea
There are very few moments in my love
Which can be cherished as real blessings
This kindness of love comes from above
As a chain of love and wonderful strings
To refine vision in searching our souls
To help us to go deep down to bring
All enlightened little moths our goals
Let be real in our approach let us sing
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Sweet Sonnet

My sweetheart is a sweet sonnet of love
I want to read her phrase by phrase
With her sweet silky wings she is a dove
My every moment is spent in praise
Her beauty surpasses beauty of all
She is one of her own kind and style
Whispering love just becomes a call
Her style remains graced with smile
Music of life fills my heart to the brim
I find her dancing all around in a mood
For her graces I can find a synonym
Her cheerful disposition makes allude
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Tenderness Of Tether

Tenderness of Tether
Adoration and devotion my love go together
Your warmth and tenderness makes me sacrifice
Your sweet intimacy and tenderness a tether
Beauty remains wonderful price for this spice
My love makes me to praise and to worship
My heart solace you lare ike miraculous diety
Our relationship is like a two way love trip
The real love expression remains in spontaneity
My love lets communicate whatever is in hearts
Only then we will be able to resonate in flow
Intoxication of love travels from parts to parts
Flame of love will make love and beauty to glow
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To Be On Cross

Let us understand to be a man is to be on cross
Through and through to win lot many battles
But injuries of soul inflict badly to be in the loss
With severe weather in life dies down candles
Pain and torture one bear till the last moment
Valliant are those who never ever cry in a trial
They pass through all to confront being silent
Their hard struggle remains being worthwhile
At times their pursuits may not bring any fruit
But they remain satiated and just self satisfied
Being straight soldiers they follow their route
In their every stride their conscience is to guide
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Beauty A Magnet

Beauty A Magnet
Your upbeat mood makes you a magnet
My love I love you with sincerity of heart
Your attraction makes me but a dragnet
My love you are an elegant piece of art
Your sweet smile has nothing to compare
You have refined but my creative talent
There is no one like you let me declare
You are so sweet so brave and so gallant
Your sweetness expression is worthwhile
You have taken me over to be associate
Let me embrace you let me kiss your smile
You are flame of my soul to create, recreate
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Sweet Love Sonnet

Love Sonnet
A poet has very many love birds dancing
In his heart whispering and romancing
Love and beauty go heart to heart in hands
What an exotic beauty just entrancing
Beauty is all in front needs advancing
Heart of a lover with love eyes glancing
Beauty needs a touch and kiss for dancing
But act of embracing remains outstanding
A poet has his own love domain to celebrate
He has to write sonnets on beloved's gait
Both are in a string, to be real sweet soulmate
I am poet laureate my beloved is great
My love life carries pain and pleasure of fate
My dear beloved let us keep love mandate
Beauty is the plea love remains the advocate
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Sweet Love Birds

My love please lavish me with tender love care
Sooth me with your soft voice and sweet words
Let us together climb step by step on love stairs
Let us be in sheer love like real sweet love birds
Together we can conquer universe my sweetheart
So be patient caring and loving in this pursuit
Let us develop love bond just never ever to depart
To your generosity, to your elegance let salute
From beginning till end I want you to be but mine
Let your essence, fragrance and sweetness be my asset
I am a lover of drink and youare the ultimate wine
With all idiosyncracies of life and follies we have to accept
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A Rose To Bulldoze

A rose in the rose intends to bulldoze
Every one around with her figure and style
The poets with love may compose
Sonnets, odes and ballads are worthwhile
What a beauty she portrays I can't explain
But sensual pleasure is there to stay
Love and beauty are in a string in a chain
How wonderful is what she is to portray
My love ignites with her fiery beauty I know
My life is but totally dependent on her smile
What a relation what a beautiful sweet show
She is so sweet so beautiful and so versatile
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So Sensual So Sweet

My beloved is so saucy, so sensual so sweet
Beauty beguiles me with its sweet attraction
Whenever she is with me increases heartbeat
I am highly enchahted with her perfection
World is nothing without you my sweet friend
In your company galaxies glitter and moon shines
Your graces and figure sets a beautiful trend
Warmth of sun surrounds me and confines in lines
My feet are no more on land what an addiction
Your company makes me but all just converted
What an excellence of beauty and what seduction
Love has its own way to be strongly asserted
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Dance On The Beat

Dance on The Beat
Let my beloved dance on the beat of our own hearts
This unique approach will attract all pleasures of life
The intoxication of love will travel from parts to parts
Let us play all notes of music on a sweet love fife
This irresistible attitude will please us to the brim
Let us be more generous in this playful game
Let's be open, free to be in stream of love to swim
Let's forget about blame game let us be same
On the point where we can find complete solace
Let me kiss you embrace you my dear sweetheart
Let us be hand in hand and let us be face to face
Let's decide never ever to leave and never to depart
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Innocence Spreads

Innocence Spreads
She wants to be kissed all along her domain
What an inherent desire to be appreciated
She is a beautiful string of love a sweet chain
I am a fortunate lover to be so associated
My sweet and silky love let me but embrace
Be my part to give me solace to measure
I am deeply impressed by your gracious grace
You are yet to be explored a sweet treasure
Your every look attracts me to love fountain
To me be the part of an explored paradise
From peak to peak let me explore mountain
My innocent beloved let make you more wise
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So Sweet A Smile

My love has so sweet a smile to beguile
So I become impressed by her charm so warm
How can I explain her figure really versatile
Let me portay her grace her style and her norm
I lost my heart and lost my burning soul
Now I want to burn myself in her wavering flames
No price can be offered for a black mole
When I encounter her only she stays and remains
Let beauty bloom let love gain resonance
Let every moment becomes precious to celebrate
Let me be surrounded totally in her fragrance
Let love bow in front of beauty to create, recreate
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To Appreciate

Ocean is so calm and so romantic so to say
My beloved plays with waves like innocent girl
She takes every shell to open innocently to play
What a search of a beauty for beautiful pearl
Her heart is just like a pearl to see to appreciate
What all ocean presents being vast and green
Glowing love with fiery passion wants to reciprocate
The sweet love efforts of the beautiful queen
When I hold her hand to take ride on oceanic scene
I forget myself in front of beauty totally enthralled
Then suddenly all scenario becomes seen and unseen
What a state of love in which we remain involved
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Sublimity Of Love

Sublimity of Love
Ocean is so calm and so romantic so to say
My beloved plays with waves like innocent girl
She takes every shell to open innocently to play
What a search of a beauty for beautiful pearl
Her heart is just like a pearl to see to appreciate
What all ocean presents being vast and green
Glowing love with fiery passion wants to reciprocate
The sweet love efforts of the beautiful queen
When I hold her hand to take ride on oceanic scene
I forget myself in front of beauty totally enthralled
Then suddenly all scenario becomes seen and unseen
What a state of love in which we remain involved
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Lets Take Chance

Sound of bangles in sheer dark night
Makes me intoxicated to take you on
Your shimmering silky dress so bright
Line by line opens till glamorous dawn
She is like a swan with grace, beauty
Love, fidelity, purity, peace, and elegance
All these traits attract me to be free
And to embrace you to feel presence
My beloved be mine and be on my side
Let us take freedom to love in trance
I don't know where will finish this ride
Love remains a chance and I take chance
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Sizzling and drizzling beauty is like wonderful rain
To be heart to heart will suck all my painful pain
The beautiful figure and curves all around me
Will make me lunatic and insane from sane
For her sake I am ready to take trouble and disdain
She is just all beauty whispering all around
My love and her beauty are like string like a chain
Her beauty when attracts I lose but myself
Then I hoot care about any loss or any gain
When I embrace her when I kiss her to grace
Then remains no stress and no strain
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Let's Fly Together

My love I am ready to spread my wings to fly
But I do want to take you along on this venture
Life my love is a proposition of do and die
Let us be together on this wonderful adventure
In your company I can conquer whatever comes
Let us take this exploration heart to heart
Beauty whispers and love like humming bee hums
Sizzling beauty burns me from part to part
My sweetheart we have to have same zeal and zest
No hindrance or obstacle can but stop
Your charming beauty and my sizzling love are best
Our joint venture will take us to the top
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Allah Helps

Allah Helps
Fear is a mence to strike heart and mind
All wicked magicians practice it to inflict
And it is not easy to getb them or to find
Then comes moment to sincerely commit
Oneself to the graces of Almighty Allah
For complete protection from satanic assaults
This is the only way to overcome trauma
Seeking mercy of Allah and forgiveness faults
Fear remains fear till the time we jump into it
It vanishes then and heart gets complete solace
With the weapon of prayers enemy is but hit
Allah sends all kindness and mercy with grace
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Flow Of Love

Flow of Love
A set of hearts are dancing around
Telling me love takes over but all
My sweetheart whispers just amidst
In a slow beautiful love sweet call
What I see I can't believe let me tell
Love is a sweet gift of God so to speak
I am totally surrounded by love spell
Let me seek you from cheek to cheek
Let sweet stream of love to but to flow
Let me be like your sweet heartbeat
Let in love to glisten to glow and to show
How heart conquers beauty on love seat
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Pride Of Love

Pride of Love
She is my love and she is my pride
Her beauty enlightens me in darkness
She is my sky spread far and wide
She is solace of my heart she is a bless
She has an elegant figure to enlighten
When I kiss when I embrace in love
She makes my life and my house brighten
What beautiful gift she is from above
With her presence I feel all fragrant
With her touch I feel flying in the sky
You are like a treasure I am vagrant
Pedestal of love which makes me high
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Sexy Sparkle

She shines brightly with flashes of light
What a wonderful show of sweet beauty
From every angle she looks just bright
Let me praise you kiss you on love plea
My sweetheart the universe is enthralled
In association with my heart and my soul
In your love my love I am fully involved
Your grandeur makes my role as a whole
From sheer darkness I am fully enlightened
This is all but wonder of your sweet beauty
Your shimmering light my life has brightened
Your love has converted but a drop of sea
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I Can Face Challenges

I Can Face Challenges
My love I have a heart like the sun glorious and bright
I have passion, courage and strength to face challenges
Vice is always wrong virtue is always right to but fight
I have a caring nature, I know advantages disadvantages
My sweetheart this world is a set of tricks I do appreciate
But I play straight and frank in every battle till the end
Hence I am bound to fight against evils and not to tolerate
On peril of my life like a soldier to die never ever to bend
Let me be fair in love and war Let me take the path of pride
Let me reinvigorate my love with your beauty so to speak
Let be together hand in hand in wonderful sweet love ride
Let be heart to heart to taste of love let be cheek to cheek
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To Fly High

On the path of life there are rough patches
Hence there is no need to be in trouble to cry
So we should remain alert to play matches
Sky remains the limit if we want to fly so high
My love accept the truth be a realist in approach
Only then victory comes hurriedly to kiss your feet
Be patient and do not feel worried to reproach
Heart remains the sweet companion with its beat
Take my hand in hand and let be the real associates
Destiny and destination favour brave and blunt
Let my soulmate be together to be real thesoulmates
Let be ahead of others to confront on the front
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Allah Loves You

Allah Loves You
My love rest assure and be complacent
Through and through Allah loves you
Never ever be ungrateful and impatient
For self analysis always see through
Self analysis recognition of mistakes
Asking for forgiveness remains great
As one in hot desert gets snowflakes
Sweet fortune emerges out of fate
Allah is great and His greatness prevails
Like love of mother it is absolute and flows
To every child and never ever fails
Like a golden glow on every face it glows
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A Good Cop A Bad Cop

A Good Cop, A Bad Cop
I was telling to my son about all the people
That he should not trust them, they are hypocrites
They should not just be considered as sepals
So he should know how gracefully he hits and fits

In this scenario where all is fake and nothing is true
So he should be well educated to know manners
How to deal with every vice and with every virtue
So he should deal with planners and manners

My son said this world needs but every weather
In a formation there is always a good cop and a bad cop
Because the birds of a feather always flock together
Whosoever wins a situation definitely remains at the top
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The Tear Of Love

Love Pain
My sweetheart your tear torns me off
But please don't cry on the matters of the heart
Beauty when touches love has to morph
This is what has to happen from part to part
Love is not pleasure but at times it is fire
One has to burn all the desires to be just clean
What an intoxication what a burning wire
It may be hovering flood at times just serene
My love I love you and I mean it to the extent
Where I may be totally enthralled to flow
But at another occasion I may be in a torment
But rest assure love makes one to but glow
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The Blooming Beauty

Your blooming beauty oozes out from your silky dress
It makes me intoxicated like a sip to sip champagen
Beauty is playing in the lap of love the game to impress
What a wonderful love string what a beautiful chain
Glittering galaxies and full light moon are travelling in train
My sweetheart is in full swing to show herself to me
I am a lover of beauty has to follow her footsteps to maintain
The resonance of love with beauty as a drop to sea
Let me love accept you your charm and glowing figure
Let me spread all rose petals on the way you tread
Sincerity of heart and soul make beauty and love configure
Let be in pursuit of love to be like venerated red
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God is only Saviour
My daughter cried, father I have seen a dreadful dream
Blood was all around and on the roof to inflict magic
Which tells all about the tricks played by enemies it seem
Apparently all this seems dreadful and definitely tragic
My daughter, I replied I am a soldier of God, He will protect
Me and my family from all magical dirty tricks, I believe
It is only to decide between Lord and Satan to just select
I am a staunch believer of God so no one can dare to deceive
I leave all to my God to protect us all and to but select
Every right path for me and for my races I must say
He is Lord of the heaven and universe being all perfect
Whenever I encounter a trouble in darkness comes ray
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Cup Of Love Coffee

Cup of Love Coffee
My sweetheart you are like a cup of coffee
You are my passion and my sweet real lover
You are holy goddess and sweet like toffee
Let love cover and uncover and to discover
My love you are full of fire upto the brim
I want to be like rain drops to touch to kiss
I will be with you all along to swim to trim
According to your desires my sweet miss
Let me take you drop by drop till the end
Let me give exposure to measure as treasure
Let my love to blend to ammend to bend
Let me taste the sweetness just with pleasure
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Love Wisteria

Love Wisteria
She is like my love wisteria with all her sensuality
Her tenderness is so sweet beautiful and great
To expand my conscious and make me totally free
Her sweet presence makes me good to elate
Dedication in love makes me eternally immortal
It is my good luck that provides me with opportunity
My love your beauty makes me to glow to sparkle
This is how love kisses, embraces beauty to make unity
My sweetheart love wisteria is full of fragrant flowers
My heartfelt ambition is going to be a true reality
Its greatness of Creator who is Merciful and showers
All kindness on me is outcome of valid love plea
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The Sweet Remembrance

The Remembrance
It was raining and I was thinking about my past
When me and my beloved were together to enjoy
The drops of rain were touching me and I was lost
In the soft touch of my blooming love to cry
Love cries and sighs were the whispering sound
We were totally lost in the ecstasies of sweet love
We were hand in hand in the sky not on ground
We were gifted by sweet moments from the above
But the I was in present she was no more to adore
I was all alone remembering sweetness of her
This is what is the trick of fate just to state to ignore
This is what is pain of love to but remember
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Love and Duty

A soldier has more aesthetic sense than a poet
He wears uniform to take the most patriotic duty
His courage fortitude make him ready to opponent
In his decision he is blunt, but moderate and free
Whether he may be on high altitude or in a desert
He has the will to do and to convert it into paradise
He remains always remains alert to exert, to divert
He can face any untowards situation being but wise
He claims his uniform as his coffin and proves it
He tackles with the enemies on peril of his life
He proves it all whatever is demand to commit
His sense of duty makes comfotable even on knife
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An Evening

An Evening
Your presence has made my evening more beautiful
Your graces has reinvigorated my spirits great
Your beauty has taken over me being more bountiful
My love chain me in your tresses never liberate
The wonderful evening amidst blooming roses
Has taken over my heart towards love and romance
Your innocence, your beautiful cheeks to buldoze
Me my heart and soul with a wonderful sweet chance
I will ever celebrate this evening for times to come
My love will cherish with your blooming beauty
My sweetheart let me be your appraiser to overcome
All the hurdles and thorns to be totally free
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Beauty Allures

Beauty Allures
Love is a fragrant whispering wind in spring
It is one which heart desires and aspires
What is the pleasure of this beautiful string
What a wonderful beauty which allures
My heart my mind and my soul my love
Bestow all to your beautiful sweet smile
Beauty has its own reward from all above
I will follow you my love from mile to mile
Let make successful every moment to please
I love you from the core of my heart
Let us pray for these moments to but cease
Let my love pray with sincerity never to depart
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A Fiery Flame

Fiery Flame
In a dark night she was a fire and a flame
She whispered anxiously in my ears to declare
You might be the player but I am the game
Be ready to wear me like a flare in glowing glare
Our destiny and destination is one my love
We are the travellers to travel and to get reward
You are my hunting eagle, I am sweet dove
Let us establish our predestined sweet love accord
Take me on remain one on one to proceed
Let us be in complete sensual pleasure to please
Let our true sentiments and passion revealed
Let's with sincerity make these moments to cease
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An Exotic Demand

What an exotic demand of my beloved
Drop to your knees and worship me
In drizzling rainy season I opened the lid
And was astonished to be part of thee
What a wonderful world to but explore
What a beauty spread but all around
I was astonished to implore and adore
Fragrance was wild to but surround
I was in a state to lose me and my heart
What a fantastic ground what a resort
I wildly moved around from part to part
Love and beauty were in a sweet sport
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My Goddess of Love

My Goddess of Love
My sweetheart I love you more than my life
I am really impressed by your figure and style
I am a soldier so let me sing love song on fife
I have lost my heart on your so sweet a smile
Let me tell you that for you I can do anything
I became a poet of love and written sonnets
Your beauty and my love are in one love string
I praise you like a diety you are my goddess
Let me be yours my love for once and forever
Love remains our sole objective in our life
Please be mine in every difficulty and just never
Whether there is a good time ahead or strife
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Romantic Park

Romantic Park
Your presence makes entire environment beautiful
Romance blooms like a wonderful set of flowers
My heart and soul desire to be totally renewable
What a romantic moments fully covered by bowers
My love your figure and fragrance mingle to spark
I love you, I love you with the certainty of my soul
My heart is no more with me I am in a romantic park
What a spark of your glowing cheeks with a mole
Beauty intoxicates and love becomes a chirpping bird
Both go hand in hand to celebrate and to sweet flow
Like a beautiful sonnet phrase by phrase word by word
Let my love embrace you and kiss you to know to glow
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Right Wins

I am surrounded by hounds, vultures and vicious circle
Who aspire to harm me through their dirty tricks
With their dirty so called powers they want to encircle
They have sold their souls to satan to play politics
They are jealous of me and my hard work in my life
They are the ones who don't work but resort to illegal ways
They want to snatch my food by downgrading me to strife
I am sure that by their tricks they have counted their days
With my conviction and belief I will definitely win over them
My Allah is my sole Saviour who is Lord of truely right
The vicious ones will soon face their fate most troublesome
With kindness and mercy of Allah I will fiercerly fight
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Recitation of Allah

Water of life or immortality is hidden in the dark
Only Khizer has the honour to drink to become immortal
He became everliving to live an eternal life spark
Allah has given him this wonderful opportunity to sparkle
Recitation of name Allah has the power to enlighten heart
And makes a lover directed to the edge of eternity
Once said Allah surround entire heart and body to each part
This is what makes a slave, slave of Allah being free
This recitation is a constant source of pleasure to celebrate
Acceptance of Allah bestows all mercy and kindness
It is a straight path which opens on reciter every closed gate
Allah is eternal light of heaven and earth with the bless
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Love Surpasses All

I love you more than the dew drops on petals of rose
My sweetheart I am totally enthralled by your beauty
Let me embrace you and kiss you to play and expose
Let me be a staunch lover soldier to perform my duty
Your glowing cheeks and sweet red rosy lips seek praise
Let me be a wonderful appraiser to take all in a trance
Let me recite you like a love sonnet from phrase to phrase
Let me avail chance after chance in real sweet glance
I know I know what a wonderfully beautiful gal you are
Let me be a drizzling rain to cover you all around to show
Love chain and love stream can't be hindered with a bar
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I Am You

My beloved at the very outset of love
I told you if I become insane keep me in chains
Now love is taking me along my dove
I failed to swallow all contempt and disdains
Now I am totally lost and absorbed in you
Love has changed me into a wonderful entity
It has gives me wings to achieve heights anew
I merged in you in sheer love I lost my identity
So when you sing I sing along so I do belong
To you my love my love has surpassed all limits
Where ever you are I do remain there along
You became my heart my soul and my spirits
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Love Cord

My Lord is my Guardian and I am His ward
He is the Lord of the east and the west
So remembrance is must, devote to love cord
My Lord is so kind and He is the best
There is no one but Him Who Guides me to right
He takes of me from my birth till my death
Only His blessings will make me successful, bright
He tinkles in my soul my heart and breath
Your eternal love will take me to edge of eternity
Whatever good is in me that pertains to you
My unflinching faith, my belief leads me to certainty
I am protected and guided by my Lord is true
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Complete Solace

After every difficulty there is complete solace
Sheer contempt and hatred can change into love
What a wonderful system of Lord with grace
Love remains a complete chain all from the above
Beauty has its own reward to cherish to celebrate
To bring resonance in all difficult hours of trial
Lord is great to ameliorate this sweet excellent state
In every difficulty we have to have this for a while
Life is a great gift to be taken with all humbleness
Humans are the best creation, is declaration of Lord
From the first day of birth till last day its bless
Lord is extra kind to lookafter His every sweet ward
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A Love Prayer

A Love Prayer
My sweet Lord You created me and Guide me
You are the one to provide me with food and drink
When I fall ill you cure me on the love plea
You cause me to die and then bring me to life link
I am staunch believer for sake of love You will forgive
Bless me with excellence in knowledge and deeds,
Ordain me with virtuous remembrance and to give
Forgive my father asper needs so that he leads
For Your sake cover me to save from any disgrace
On the day when no wealth no sons will come to rescue
When only pure and clean heart will face to grace
Your Mercy and Kindness will appear out of the blue
Colonel Muhammad khalid Khan
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Grace Of A Kiss

Grace of a Kiss
My love hold me for a while with your grace
Whispering wind of monsoon asks for celebrations
A kiss of class my love will attract as face to face
Let us be honest to declare all sweet hidden narrations
Kiss of rose petals by dew drops are to reveal
How drops of dew get chance to take on beauty
Sweet love extends a wonderful sweet love deal
What an occasion of love what a chance so free
Kiss to kiss takes life to the grand road of sweet love
My sweetheart my beloved I love to the extent
Love truth and beauty is a wonderful chance from above
Give your hand in my hand and give me consent
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My Sweet Pink Rose

My Pink Rose
Dew drops touch face of petals to ameliorate
Beauty enchants every watching soul to praise
What a wonderful touch to make beauty great
What a spirited scene is a result of sweet gaze
What a spirited scene is a result of drizzling rain
Makes me enthralled to remember wet pink lips
I have to have a wonderful beauty and love chain
Where love dictates all its wonderful clips and tips
My pink rose I am in love so please take me along
Don't leave me in this cruel world at mercy of rivals
For your eyes sake I am ready to sing a love song
To go through all trials for real wonderful survivals
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Wicked Magicians

All those who practice magic have sold their souls to satan
For their ulterior motives and henious designs
Is this world is a brothal house or a place just forsaken
What guidelines are coming out with the signs
These are the rascals and bitches who worship vice
They follow dark shadows in sheer darkness
They don't know that what may be the real price
They are not aware about fate and sharpness
They play with the innocence of people as a sport
They dwell to bogdown in swamp to strange death
Hell is predistined for them as ultimate real resort
They will taste the results of evil till their last breath
For this transitory world they play magic to survive
I pray for their rewards to become a symbol a sign
They should be thrown to hell with their dirtiest drive
Their punishment should equate to their vicious line
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Sense Of Pride

Sense of Pride
A sweet covered path to the eternal bliss
What a wonderful companion in sheer love
Oh my sweetheart my my so sweet miss
Your beauty is a stream from paradise above
Like a clean glass I can see you through
Your grace and charm remains my asset
Like moonlit night you appeared out of blue
My eyes are still anxious to see a lady yet
I am really impressed by your grace and style
I want to keep you in my heart just to hide
What a wonderful sweet mood with lovely smile
Like a slow moving tide with a sense of pride
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Promise To Keep

I promised to sacrifice my life on your tresses
Please be kind to accept my offer my sweetheart
Be gracious to allow me to kiss and cresses
Your pink lips your glowing eyes your sweet heart
My love I love you with sincerity and passion
Be mine in this wonderful season with fragrant winds
My beloved has her own charm and fashion
Life remains in great flow when beauty and love blends
Let be together for real pleasure of love and romance
My sweetheart be mine and let be together for life
Let us do not leave our life any more on any chance
I offer you to let me embrace you to be my wife
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Gratitude
My sweet God you are so kind that I can't explain
In every disaster you saved me like a mother
With your love and kindness comes but no disdain
You love me always kept kept me undercover
You saved me and my son from a dangerous situation
I love you I love you to the utmost of my power
I am grateful to you always for my well being, salvation
Your patronage remained a solace in need of hour
I bow my head heart and soul in sheer bestowment
Mercy have no words no tears with honestyto reciprocate
Love carries along in this magnetic love moment
Being more frank straightforward my Creator is Great
It is a miracle that my son survived from corona virus
I congratulate him for a new life granted by God
Salut to magnamity of my Lord for converting crisis
To a wonderful complete relief for His soldier ward
Colonel Muhammad Khalid
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Remains Unique

Love Is Unique
My sweetheart take my heart from heart to heart
But you have to promise never ever to depart
I am enthralled by your beauty so sweet so smart
I carry your beauty from pore to pore, part to part
I am proud in your love and I am no more on land
Your heart to heart beats make me to understand
We are on one frequency and on one just love band
Uniqueness of our love make us wonderfully grand
Love remains my love and it increases with the time
Your charm is sublime and has a sonnet with rhyme
Love remains a worship and is never ever a silly crime
Let my love embrace you with all sincerity to be sublime
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Celebrate Life

Life is the gift of God with love and beauty
All colors give it more thrust to but flow
Real wisdom takes it to the edge of eternity
Clean actions make one to grow and glow
Constant and consistent struggle brings reward
The winners are those who smilingly take all pain
Pleasure remains an outcome never time barred
No matter what comes in the way wrath or disdain
Excellence comes when destination is determined
Destiny kisses the valliants to sue and pursue
Every step in right direction shows discernment
Fortune favours the brave through and through
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My love being on your romantic page
You have caged me in your love cage
For lovers I portray all my sweet love
For all my foes rivals I am in severe rage
Love has cleaned my soul my heart
Your sweetness converted me to a sage
I am an old man with blooming love
She is innocent blooms like a teenage
I love her she loves me but at times
My love guides me I am at crtical stage
Mehr love is like an ever burning fire
One can not be able to measure to guage
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Prayer For Love

Pray For Love
I neither pray for love of heaven
Nor I pray for assaults of but hell
But I want to love my love in fashion
To remain in company and to dwell
In the garden of love in real trance
In the company of your fragrance
Where I want to take every chance
This is how I feel but his presence
Love of God needs purity of heart
Beauty of God refines the occasion
This is the art never ever to depart
This is what I want as my fortune
Col Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Charm At Peak

Spontaneous overflow of love stream
Makes your beauty all charms to glow
Your radiant cheeks in love like a beam
Remains but a beautiful sweet flow
Intoxicated in this moment of pleasure
I can see you and nothing on this earth
Your wonderful figure remains a treasure
My passion seems to take birth, rebirth
Then tip to toe there is wine in my veins
I feel intoxicated up to endless sweet brim
All hills, hilllocks become suddenly plains
My intense love warrants a wonderful trim
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Sanity and Insanity

There is no point of return between sanity and insanity
Its a jump which makes a sane to be totally lunatic
Either way from a savage bond one becomes but free
A sane to embellish his point for insane no yardstick
World is a strange place full of all miseries and pains
One who knows tricks can temporarily win in a circumstance
Every one in a line wants to take a chance just at a glance
Sanes are vigilant but insanes know more to cherish
World really ugliness can only be understood through insanity
Intelligent remain losers and themselves aspire to perish
What a tragic flaw can be witnessed with a flawless serenity
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Saviour is Greater Than Disaster
Unflinching trust in God gives us indomitable courage
To deal with any disaster, difficulty and hardship in life
It is a bond, a chain which encounters and gives bridge
To go through any fire and to travel on any poisinous knife

Every difficulty has God gifted solution we must understand
Acceptance of hardships make us to gracefully pass through
Commitment and affiliation provides a strong bond and a band
It definitely helps and ensures help of God just out of blue

My Savior is greater than any calamity I do understand, portray
When there is no hope left then comes His graces to grace
Let me declare with honesty of purpose there is always light ray
To enlighten all the darkness and to make radiant our face

Hatred and all contemptable things are transitory I know
Only love has the power to remain and to spiritually, physically heal
Life is a stream which under all circumstances has to flow
Let be wonderful humans to understand anatomy of fear and to deal
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Sooth My Heart

My love love me and make me free from all pain
You are a wonderful soture to heal and to deal
By taking me in string to nurture sweet love chain
Please be near to me and give me chance to feel

This may be my only chance to overcome all pain
Let me come back to life to understand touch of love
Let me be a lover to praise your beauty in trance
Shower all mercy of your charm you got from above

My survival depends on your sweet charm and dealing
You have given me the reason to live and to survive
I bestow upon you my passion sentiments and feeling
My wonderful ocean of love let me dive and thrive

Let us share secrets, dreams, and quiet moments
Let us be more near and dear to whisper being together
Let us have fun in close moments for all endowments
Let us overcome every pain just with real love pleasure
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Valid Love Plea

Valid Love Plea
My love your unique brand of allure takes me on
To heavenly places to take me to an eternal spring
A glimpse of yoursweet smile radiates like dawn
It gives strength to love chain and to love string

Soak my thirsty lips to bring me to real taste of life
Make me companion on the hard path to but lead
Be genrous to save my heart to blead with love knife
This kind gesture will save me indeed to just lead

Accept my love with open heart and be more sincere
To give more solace and satisfaction to be happy to see
Don't be the victim of rivals and foes my beloved, dear
Heart to heart communication remains only valid plea
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Let Me Praise

Amidst falling snow you have given your hands in mine
What a warmth of love and what a bottle of sweet wine
Let me sip it all just sip by sip to be more loving and fine
Let us be together face to face on one goal on one line
How sweet you are don't debar me to love and to praise
Let me read your poetic sweet figure just phrase by phrase
Let me be insane in my wild enthusiasm, fervor and gaze
Let me pray for longest nights and wonderful loving days
You and me can create a universe of our own in this state
What a marvellous precious moments and beautiful date
In my reckoning no one can be so sweet, to beat this date
I love you with all sincerity of my heart, soul my soulmate
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Lovers Do Win

Lovers Do Win
My love I know world is a difficult place to reside
Love should sparkle to reinvigorate not to let down
It is not good to give air to broach issues to chide
Just to create hatred and to make the lover just frown

Let us be on one grid not to waste time in useless row
Love remains wonderful unless it is mixed with pain
Don't be afraid to take the lead so let the kindness flow
Let include passion and sentiments to glow love chain

Only brave lovers can win this battle of love and life
Charm with zeal and zest can save lovers from harm
It is not easy to take poisnous double edged sharp knife
Pain and pleasure together make love and life warm
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Please Be Mine

Please Be Mine
My sweetheart don't leave me in this hour of trial
Accept me with all my weaknesses and drawbacks
Please reconsider me to be companion for a while
Allow me to explore your sweet beauty on tracks

Your charm and chrisma make me just intoxicated
In romantic season I want to capture sweet beauty
My sweet love is so clearly stated and loudly dictated
Please be kind and not cruel make me but just free

I want to be in your company to get real satisfaction
Be genrous to extend all your charm and your grace
With lifless heart and lightless eyes I need perfection
Please embrace me my love be mine, be face to face
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Tribute To A Desire

My sweet innocent son wanted to donate
His plasma to some needy corona patient
I was astonished to his wild desire so great
Because till that moment he was not infect
Then he got corona and remained in pain
For very many days in hospital for treatment
I was disturbed for his soldierly spirit insane
Allah helped him to survive and to imprint
His innocent desire to donate contribute
Then I advised him to do so for a poor soul
I admire him for his courage and do salute
For wonderful service for sweet humanly goal
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The Only Solution

Love Is Only Solution
Contempt brings more resentment than resolution
So my love let us be fair to not to create distances
Love for love is the only possible available solution
Heart to heart we have to have but coexistence

Together my love we can touch edge of eternity
But as individuals we will lose all due to uncertainty
Let us have a wonderful embrace to get justfree
From cruel clutches of all foes on but invalid plea

Few moments in life deserve celebration let celebrate
Let be the most happiest couple on God's sweet earth
Let us convert to love fortune from all atrocities of fate
Let us be innocent and chaste let us my love take rebirth
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Love Is Only Solution

Love Is Only Solution
Contempt brings more resentment than resolution
So my love let us be fair to not to create distances
Love for love is the only possible available solution
Heart to heart we have to have but coexistence

Together my love we can touch edge of eternity
But as individuals we will lose all due to uncertainty
Let us have a wonderful embrace to get justfree
From cruel clutches of all foes on but invalid plea

Few moments in life deserve celebration let celebrate
Let be the most happiest couple on God's sweet earth
Let us convert to love fortune from all atrocities of fate
Let us be innocent and chaste let us my love take rebirth
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What A Mockery

What a Mockery
My love your rude attitude made my heart lifeless
I love you still because that is beyond my control
Even if you don't like me but your concern is bless
I wI don't like truth in pieces in love but as a whole
I may leave you on my death but my eyse will seek
You in entirety to capture yourimage after image
I don; t know whether my future is clear or just bleak
But I will keep broken love chain as bond as a bridge
World is brothal house with prostitutes and brokers
I have seen the real faces in dirty robes to dangle, play
We are not surrounded not by humans but by jokers
Will I be able to get a streak of light, a beam or a ray
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Love Claim

Love Claim
You are so sweet from tip to toe
Please be mine in this love season
A streak of light a beam to glow
Love needs no rhyme and reason
Let me encounter all hurdles to reach
Distances can't stop sweet lovers
Let us be together on romantic beach
Beauty when is discovered uncovers
All the treasures of world in a glance
Love love and love remains the aim
My love extened me chance to dance
Let us prove each others love claim
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A Tribute To Sweet Father

The Father
Father is a disciplinarian from beginning to end
He is the master who has to set the eternal trend
He makes his wards to stand up and never bend
The message of humanity he has to take and send
Being strict in rule he is not liked by all and sundry
But he is the one who makes his generations free
He is representative of God and he holds valid plea
He trains his wards to sail honorably in violent sea
He takes his onerous task with smile to perform
He teaches all skills and also teaches all the norm
In chilling snowy season of odds keeps wards warm
He is love in entirety and makes concern conform
Image of God with love of many mothers for wards
Being an ordinary person makes his wards the lords
Being a staunch guard is always happy and guards
Keeps in fact intact all strings of beauty, love chords
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Love Destiny

My love, love has burnt me in to ashes
I have lost my heart in love caresses
And my lifeless eyes do carry her flashes
My heart and soul are in her tresses
Beauty is like streaks of light of a moon
Which when embraces love makes it glow
Roses bloom in spring to make love attune
To help all sensual pleasure to just flow
You are my heart and my soul to declare
That without you I will not be able to survive
Let me be a staunch lover with real flare
Allow me to be part of love ocean to dive
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She is so Beautiful
Her eyes are twinkling like galaxy of stars
Her cheeks are glowing like pink roses
Her cresses are with her cheeks on wars
Her figure where ever appears bulldozes
Her sensual appeal makes love to deal
With cups of wine to be in real love trance
Let my sweetheart embrace you to feel
Whatever is going to go in real love chance
Her smile is full with sweet soothing effect
Her charm makes her figure to dominate all
Her beauty under any definition is perfect
Her whispering of beauty is a romantic call
I love you to what an extent let me explain
You are in my heart beats and in my soul
Do not ask me about the pleasure and pain
To please you up to the brim is sweet role
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Cleanliness Of Heart

Cleanliness of Heart
Clean your heart with constant tears
Supreme lover needs a heart neat and clean
Success will surpass over unknown fears
Glowing faces will come over to the scene
Cleanliness is neede for hearts to glow
A stream of love is an endless source
To be the part of eternal love to love show
A loved one will never be in remorse
My love embrace new paths for real progress
Deep joy will follow to get real perfection
Bundles of mercy will bring nothing but success
Then you will be proud of love selection
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Life is Struggle
Step by step my love I want to climb
To the heights of glory to know truth
So to be on the pinnacle of sublime
To appreciate my excellence of youth
Purity makes heart so pure and clean
I am enthralled and in trance to dance
Do not challenge gallantry is in my gene
When I am in trance a take real chance
I do seek refuge only in Mercy of Allah
He has very many but I have just none
In sheer dejection I have taste of sarsala
But in any untowards situation I carry gun
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Wonderful Dream

The stars are shining within me to enlighten
My heart and soul with your wonderful love
My fortune is hidden in my real gifted pen
This all has come from the blue skies above
I am grateful to my Lord for my sweet destiny
He is so kind that never lets me down I know
With His kindness and mercy I am totally free
My Allah is with me in sweet love stream to flow
I am a beggar and Lord has shared His grace
He has held my hand but in every difficult trial
He is all around me I am bound to embrace
I want to sacrifice life on my Lord's sweet style
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Love To Ameliorate

To Ameliorate
In rainy evening she appears as bottle of champagne
I forget all to take her sip by sip to ameliorate
This is how I try to bear every torture and every pain
In sheer love my soul starts dancing with my soulmate
Her sweet beauty is beyond any words to explain
For her glowing eyes I can sacrifice my every asset
Her beauty intoxicates me to be sane and insane
Love and beauty embrasse each other to be perfect
My love I lost my heart I lost my soul for your sake
Be mine and let explore love with all sincerity
Your sensual pleasure makes you beautiful hot cake
Let take all benefit of rainy evening let feel free
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Present to Call

I have to fight this battle of life with grace
Hence I have to bear all torture and pain
Love is the only weapon to carry place to place
My love I have but only sweet love chain
I know that I have to be a committed soldier
But I am sure no one can stop me to win
I have to cross mountain from boulder to boulder
Let me in this intoxication open another tin
Do not challenge me I am not open of death
I have to keep my resolve to conquer but all
I have to fight like a real soldier till last breath
My love for my Lord keep me present to the call
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Life Is Risk

A big risk brings a big reward my love
To battle with inner critic with your talent
Love is a constant stream with a rove
It is violent as well as excellent by gallant
Self esteem makes true this dream
It is job of a wonderful self directed soldier
On every step realization blooms a beam
To encounter hurdles from bolder to bolder
My sweetheart be sweet to my eyes to see
What real taste of life comes with struggle
Your inner zeal and zest sparkles like spree
To surpass in life over each and evry trouble
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Dancing Mood

My dreams of love make me to see
Her sweet beauty in a dancing mood
I think in trance what taste could be
Her charming style makes me pursued
Her green eyes her red juicy cheeks
Her red juicy rose make me to drink
My every heartbeat anxiously seeks
I want to appreciate from link to link
Then I embrace her beauty but to kiss
What a chance I get to always cherish
She is my sweetheart my beautiful miss
I do dclare without her I will but perish
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So Sweet My Love

So Sweet
Dew drops when touch your beautiful cheeks
Start dancing down to extend all praise
After that they jubiliantly and one just sneaks
How can be a sonnet from phrase to phrase
Beauty is what enthralls and gives way
To a wonderful ray of light to be in a trance
I love you my love what I have to say
Love accelerates a sweet marvellous chance
My love you are so sweet to see to taste
You will not be able to find an appraiser like me
Let me dive in an ocean of beauty so chaste
Whisper all love songs in my ear my humming bee
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In Front To Confront

I saw her in a mall in a modern city
She followed me anxiously to embrace
She was so loving and was but free
When I saw her I was impressed by grace
In a corner she suddenly was in front
She raised her hand and it was all fragrance
She was after me but hug and confront
I was enthralled her impressed by her presence
When I saw her face it was ready to be kissed
I saw in her eyes they were all in trance
The wonderful moment was not to be missed
I bent upon and took a sudden chance
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All Are Equal

All Are Equal
My soul is in trouble my heart is in pain
I am a poet of love who loves all and sundry
World is full of hatred to spread in chain
In burning desert of life there is no love tree
Rascals have divided world for their benefit
Races are there on the basis of status and skin
Human emotion is delicate so one should hit it
Division on the basis of color and caste is sin
All prophets and all saints preach dignity
Then what this difference of color and creed
Humans are most noble creatures to be all free
Any test and trial is totally dependent on deed
All humans are equal in the eyes of our Lord
Caste color and creed is no criterion to judge
Every white and every black remains but ward
Unclean hearts will face their ultimate on grudge
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Sweet Bliss

My love I seek forgiveness for all my mistakes
Whether done with good or bad intention
In burning desert your love is like snow flakes
Let us establish a new sweet love convention

I do know that love is the supreme power
Which heals all ailments and makes one daring
My love you are a sweet flower of the hour
Let me be more friendly in sharing and caring

My love forgive me and be my honor and respect
Take me and embrasse me and allow me to kiss
Let us make our relation more strong and perfect
This all kinesis remains for me the real sweet bliss
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Pleasure I Deserve

Let my love seize an opportunity of love
Let me take bold love decisions to snatch
All my love rights with sincerity from dove
This is how I want to take and to but catch
To enjoy every sensual pleasure I deserve
To be in your company from heart to heart
You are but mine the right I do reserve
This is the basic love right from the start
Amidst whispering spring let me praise
Your beauty and graces with sincerity
Let quench my thirst with craze to daze
Let me sacrifice myself on your austerity
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My Love My Mission
My love you are like a north star to show me destiny
I am enthralled by your presence all along my way
You are resonating in my heart and body like symphony
In every sheer darkness you are like a sweet light ray
Be my companion and be my real friend to set trend
With your help I will be able to get my sweet destination
I do declare as a man in your association I will never bend
My sweetheart you are my faith my fortitude and passion
Please do appreciate if you leave me alone you will kill me
So my only request is to be mine under every adverse condition
Without you I am all alone but with you we are but we
Let us we give new definition to make it new disposition, mission
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Ready To Bloom

My sweetheart you are full of vim and vigor
The feelings of romantic love are ready to bloom
An embrace a kiss or a touch will make trigger
Be my bride and make me groom in love room
Allow me my light to be like a moth to burn
Hence to sacrifice my life for your beautiful eyes sake
I do understand in love there is no point to return
I am your love asset and you are my sweet hot cake
Let us celebrate these precious moments to show
Intensity of love resonates with all shades of beauty
Hold my hand to be together to but just flow
Let us have few sensual moments to be more free
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Love Is Fire

What is Love
Do not play with flames of love less you burn
Your heart and soul just in one leap to go
My sweetheart love has but no point of return
It has just its own pain and pleasure to glow
Love is what takes heart and soul along
Beauty has an eternal attraction to place its hand
On love to create a wonderful sweet song
A lover can not explain love frequency and band
My love has burnt me to ashes let ne declare
But there is no complain my love so why to complain
Let me also declare that love is but to dare
To accept any wrath any pain any torture and disdain
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In Love Ocean I Dive

In Love Ocean I Dive
Without you my love I may not survive
You are my life and I have no else to speak
I see you all around when in ocean I dive
There are only you to whom I love and I seek
The shelter and solace to overcome all trouble
I have kept you in my heart and in every heartbeat
Let us forget all hinderances to be a real couple
Let us be together one on one on sweet love seat
My sweetheart I am in search of you to understand
When love takes birth and when it takes beauty
Love is so grand and beauty is of its own sweet brand
Let be together to take onerous task in to be free
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Love Thru And Thru

Love Thru and Thru
I love you my love without any reason
But the fact remains that you are beautiful
My passion is reinvigorated with season
And I consider you for love most suitable
Do intoxicate me with your cups of wine
Let me drink your beauty just sip by sip
Embrace me kiss me be my love just mine
Take me along with you on sensual trip
When I kiss you I embrace you I forget all
You tinkle in my heart and I tinkle in you
Love’s call is the strongest and beautiful call
The taste of which remains thru and thru
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Love Pain

Pain of Love
Love Pain
My love your criticism injured my heart
My foes have a plan to injure my spirits
But this is very strange that you are part
To that I may collect pain to write lyrics
I thought you will stand with me in a trial
But you left me alone in a burning desert
You promised you will remain totally loyal
I never thought you will be first to but hurt
I don't mind if I die in my sweet love trance
But my soul will follow you till the last day
You must remember I was victim of a glance
This my love is all what I have to declare, say
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Keep Me

Keep Me
I will keep you my love in my heart in my chest
My sweetheart you are in my soul to console
In this entire universe you are just really the best
Treasures of the world are sacrificed on mole
With sheer love I am no more in me but in you
Please hold me and make me a real companion
I am certain that throughout life I will carry through
Every thick and thin and through burning sun
Please give me all your problems take all comforts
My sweet beloved tell me what all I can do for you
Always remain happy and throw all miserable ruts
Keep me on your rosy petals like sweet drops of dew
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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A Moment Of Bliss

A Moment of Bliss
A sweet love kiss remains a moment of bliss
She has glowing cheeks and sweet rosy lips
What an innocent sin let me openly confess
I remember her sweet grace on my finger tips
Her glowing cheeks take away my faith
She beats in heart and travels in the blood
Sun beams are pleased to give her sun bathe
My passion aspires to see in thundering flood
I love her a lot she loves me up to the brim
From heart to heart and soul to soul
She is a stream of beauty love has to swim
Beauty has her trend and love has its role
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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To Communicate

My sweetheart I am about to die, your image is eyes
Throughout my life I aspired for you but see my fate
My love I remained in pain and torture with my cries
My heart is completely injured that now I can't tolerate

Any more embarrassments and pains in love to but bear
Any hatred and contempt to take and to easily swallow
My sweetheart, my beloved, my dove, my love my dear
Make me all tears to flow and to be in front to flow, show

Cruelty in love is to debar lover to have glance in trance
You are part of my heart and my soul to take me along
Life is a chance allow me for you to take but last chance
To communicate harmony of my love symphony as song
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Make Me Smile

My Lord help me and save me from assaults of hell
I am in dire need of help to come up to expectations
There is all around fire and I am bound to but dwell
To clarify all my blunders, sins and all my narrations

I intend to be on right path but wrong is on my way
I am in severe pain and it kills my heart and my soul
All around is darkness and I am in search of light ray
To enlighten my faith, fortitude aim, objective and goal

My Allah you have always shown me the right path
And held me in your kindness to overcome any trial
Please be graciously gracious to save me from wrath
I am in disgust to weep bitterly please make me smile
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Allah Is Enough

My Lord I trust you, You are enough for me
In this burning desert of life I have none but You
From birth till this moment what I but see
Your kindness prevailed through and through

I have only one pride that you remain beside
All greatness belongs to You, You are great
You are my Savior in every troublesome tide
In critical moments fortune comes to change fate

You tinkle in my heartbeat and in my soul
Your mercy brings in me courage and fortitude
I am a tiny particle of sand and you are whole
You are Master of the universe I am imbude

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Love Is Tranquility

Love is Tranquility
Love is a cosmic mirror reflecting ones desire
To improve ones image to capture beams of light
A romantic situation gives inspiration to fire
To ignite fire to get attention to crave delight

The matters of the heart bring along a symphony
With all appropriate rhyme and sweet rythm
Heart to heart and soul to soul remains harmony
Do not ask the pleasure of being her with him

A lover's world is a sweet triangle of sensuality
Love is pleased to be in the sweet lap of beauty
Love makes a lover all independent and free
Pleasure prevails on lover, beloved in tranquility
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Love Happens

Love happens when it's meant to happen
For that moment we have to be on one page
My sweet beloved remains my assassin
To dealt with every anger and every rage

My sweetheart remains my wild passion
For her eyes sake I can go to any extent
Her charismatic bhang may be her fashion
Her red glowing cheeks are letter of intent

Whatever I have belongs to my sweetheart
I remain in her innocence like fragrance
From each place to place from part to part
Her sensual image remains my credence
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Burning Desires

I am burning fire with my desires
Her lips take me from me to a wilderness
Hot love string and retires, expires
To convert her innocence into real bless
Sensual pleasures takes on to eternal flight
Heart touches soul and soul takes heart
What are precious moments of sweet delight
Beauty has its own part in start to depart
Lips take pride to kiss whispering moments
In trance to be the part of burning ode
Let the sinner take a chance for all atonments
Let love and beauty implement the code

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Valiants

Courage in hearts and truth on the lips
The valiant proclaim on the cross as heroes
Sacrifice for a cause always remains on tips
For friends are friends for foes remain foes

Light remains on faces, don't wear mask
Are always on front to confront and to win
Their hall mark is their duty and the task
Not to confront situation, is their deadly sin

Time keeps them on its chest to but remember
What a wonderful asset remain great men
Their feet are touched by grace and splendor
Fact remains nothing is mightier than pen
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Preachers As They Are

Preachers As They Are
Half sane and half insane are these champions
Who always prevail over all in case of religion
They claim and play with the instincts of ambience
If someone wants to correct they vulgar pigeon

They are the ones who divide humanity into groups
They have the dominant so called authority
For promotion of their designs they are shock troops
Being always in minority they dominate majority

Every religion preaches love they preach hatred
Their ridiculous dealings are presentations of character
They make their bodies alive with hearts but dead
They are the so called narrators of their so called register
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Insight to Delight

Embrace moments of joy in ones sweet love life
Since life is trasitory and full of torture and pain
In this burning desert of life on the edge of knife
Where it's pleasure to have magical mercy of rain

Love dawns upon to become the source of pleasure
Beauty has a knack to flow in the stream to ignite
Let solace comes to take one to heights as treasure
Then sight becomes insight to provide sweet delight

It is a nature of man to have adaptability to pursue
Under all pleasant and unpleasant circumstances
Petals of roses may have some sweet drops of dew
With innumerable chances of sweet love glances
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Heart Dominates
My heart is not with me, it is no more in my control
I do not know where I have lost it and just why
Besides my heart I have also lost my real sweet soul
This is what is a story of pain, pleasure and joy

Oh love what all you entertain and what you reveal
How beauty opens up with all its colors of rainbow
Majestic beauty blooms with wonderful love appeal
Stream of love is never at rest but to constantly flow

My life my love my heart my soul and my sweet love
Whispering spring season shows you the path to tread
Destiny and destination are predestined all from above
Heart dominates head and to be ahead of all, well said
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Love Symphony

Only Allah is my savior, Who saves me in all disgust
Allah is my Rub and He is sufficient for me, I do know
I put all my affairs to Him in sheer trust not to just rust
Less Him I have none so in love stream I have to flow

He loves me alot so I have thrown myself on His Mercy
From the very start till end He is all out for me I do know
By taking me in His love chain He makes me but all free
He makes me grow, glow and to save me from any blow

I have had His love as my only weapon to fight for right
I am never alone but remain protected in His company
Please don't ask me about this delight to be bright in flight
My heart beats with His glorious name in symphony
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Pure Passion

At its essence, passion is sacred suffering
To have the taste of purity and chastity in beauty
Pain refines the spirit to be in love string
Pleasure in pain pain makes a lover frank and free

Love is a communication from soul to soul to buldoze
It is a whispering in spring to bring real delight
My sweetheart as dew drops touch the petals of rose
This is a blessing of clean and pure eyes insight

I have pure passion to have you in love embrace
Let me aspire with sincerity of heart to pursue
Be gracious to share your grace my love face to face
My sweet beloved I love you yes I di, yes I do
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To Strongly Sustain

To Strongly Sustain
My foes to kill me with their hatred and rejection
They are on this killinh agenda for many many years
My love your love gives my all strength, perfection
To come up to stand against all odds with my tears

My heart and brain has been molested by dirty trick
Occasionally pain of my heart tells me the state of heart
At times I do not know whether I am sane or lunatic
Now I have very many fits to suddenly part and depart

Life is an ocean of pain which wants to swallow, it can
But determination of man when comes into action
Can create miracles against all odds to strongly sustain
So please don't ask for extreme action as a reaction
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Exotic Love Connection

My love a new exotic connection awaits
Let us hand in hand partake a new journey
What starts is romantic love to open gates
To the new vistas and horizons to be just free

This is a new form of expression, a concept
Which will take us to new glory in sunshine
It is to be a string of love and beauty in context
Proving the fact I am yours and you are mine

My love let me love you like a beam and light
Let me portray all sentiments with my passion
Let me forget about pain of life in sheer delight
Let me be in your sweet style, in your fashion

This is a new love chapter full of romantic magic
This will heal all my serious problems of my life
I do take these moments as a hope to dispel tragic
Love is a sweet affair which will make you my wife
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To Determine Destination

To Determine Destination
We must be fully organized to be fully saved
One such step saves very many generations
Through this exercise we will be well behaved
By organizing stations we can be but nations
We have to learn from past mistakes to flourish
We have to have analysis of every blunder, mistake
This is how our generations can bloom, nourish
In the light of past, better decisions we can take
Let us join hands to be a unit for our progress
Let us be frank and free to determine destination
This is how we can offer bless under all stress
Let us be fully determined with our passion
Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Soothing Solace

In this hour of trial where I am going through fears
I am in need of soul soothing sentiments and solace
I pray for mercy of Lord my love but with the tears
My Lord is graciously comes forward to cover space

Its only love which comes and takes me to embrace
My heart-wrenchingly poignant pain to awash in joy
This gift of my Lord keeps me balanced just to grace
My inner heart pricking with when where and why

For every slave a Master is needed direly to support
In every disaster, calamity and hurdle to encounter
So one should feel himself fully protected in the forte
With full satisfaction of heart and graced will power
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The Bestowment

The Bestowment
My conscience pricks me in sheer hopelessness
Takes me to seek refuge with Allah to hold rope
In sheer disgust suddenly dawns upon me bless
Which is sheer mercy of Lord to come and cope

My heart aches on those who look towards people
And forget Allah for just their own betterment
It is only support in any upheavel to become eagle
So one has to have guided heart for settlement

Presence of Lord makes me strong in weak moment
Allah is so kind and loving that He takes me along
What a beautiful Lord I have and what bestowment
It is unrelenting faith and belief to become sweet song
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A Love Dream

A Love Dream
I am in a hot pursuit of a new dream
Where real love image is to dance in trance
My heartbeat carries her beauty's beam
Her love charm and her wonderful romance

A major stroke of love my sweet love
Has taken over all my heart my asset
My sweet innocent beautiful white dove
On my mark I am ready to get all set

Let us be now face to face to get real grace
Our beginning must clarify our sweet end
Let me be hand in hand on sweet love race
Let love bow to embrace your beauty bend
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Malafide Intentions

Malafide Intentions
All useless relations have gone to dogs
They only show their fake concerns
There remains no clarity but only fogs
What they do they just only take turns

Blood relations are after blood to play
Their dirty game to be more benefited
In darkness they present as dawn of day
Love in the shape of hatred is regretted

A decision comes from God to be taken
We only show our intentions to the world
We tread but bonly on the path forsaken
Let be clean by throwing intentions heraled
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Sweet Love Call

In disaster states are spreading fear of death and hunger
They do not have any serious planning and implementation
The most responsible has become third class rumour monger
They are mere vagarants without any destiny and destination

There are useless speeches and discussions on blame game
General public is in a state of fix what to follow and what not
Without any frame of truth, reality they are in flame of shame
There stupidity is hidden under versatile innocence fixed knot

Democracy is government of the people for the people to say
Even dictators do plan to organize well to take care of all
Still there is a time to have a firm and solid policy for day to pray
Love remains dominant as message to all as sweet love call
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Aspirant Besides Vagarant

Aspirant Besides Vagarant
Please do appreciate I love you I have concern
And if I hate you I will not even remember you
You my sweet heart with your beauty to discern
You are mine jmy beloved through and through

I am a taunch lover to follow straight path to go
My heart is like a clean slate with only your image
Love stream is a wonderful strewam to but flow
Lets be honest to encounter any hurdle and bridge

I love your innocence in real trust my beloved
Your fragrance is all around to make me fragrant
I do know with sincerity of heart that is best bid
I am lover and aspirant for you besides vagarant

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
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The Solemn Pact

Solemn Pact
I am in love which made me lunatic
So I lost all in search of real pleasure
Reality of beauty made me fanatic
Let me search for all hidden treasure
Spring is in bloom as the flowers are
Heart and soul have been taken away
Please be mine and never ever debar
From the taste and flavor of the day
What is fragrance, its mark to trace?
Which intoxicates me to really attract?
Let my sweetheart be face to face
Let's follow the rules of solemn pact
Col Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Veil Of Beloved

Veil of Beloved
Through her veil her reflection calls to see
What all treasure is hidden behind closed doors
Her excellence in beauty is a source of glee
Every heart is enthralled and lovingly adores

The taste of her lips is like sweet wine to intoxicate
Her words are more precious than precious pearls
Her beauty surpasses full moonlit night to venerate
She is the most beautiful amongst all her age girls

Love can not describe her beauty if you ask me
She is a fairy from all above the sweet fairyland
If she unveils what her state of affairs could be
My heart has lost its frequency and its love band
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True Blue Lover

My sweetheart I am a true blue lover
I can go to any extent in my pursuit
My beloved let me ne in love forever
You are love song you are love flute
Your innocence snatched heart in a go
Your eyes are intoxicated with love wine
In a love stream let together to flow
I am yours my love and you are just mine
Amidst red roses in this beautiful spring
Let me embrace and kiss in sheer trance
From soul to soul let be in a love string
Take a chance my love give me a chance
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Duty Surpasses

Love and duty are hand in hand
This is what a soldier's real life
A soldier's heart beat with land
For his country's peace and strife
What a wonderful profession is it
A soldier is an emblem of sacrifice
His profession keeps him strong, fit
He remains ever ready to pay price
I am a real soldier I love my passion
I remain alert and up to the mark
I lay my life for my nation's salvation
My love ignites my duty as spark
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My Life
You are my life and you are my soul
I love you my love to any extreme
In my destiny you are destined goal
In all darkness you are light beam
You are sweet spring with all fragrance
My life has taken all strength from you
You change me from all to love essence
I carry you along through and through
I can not explain what you are to me
But what you are that is a sweet dream
I am a particle and you are a vast sea
This is what is called sweet love team
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Mother - Sweet Mercy

Mother
Sober serene, gracious and full of love
Being in constant torture with no complaint
My mother was an eternal mercy to bow
With godly qualities she was but a saint
She taught us all the manners to survive
In pleasant way she was a prize in surprise
She trained us how to thrive and strive
Like a morning sun she made us to rise
Pain and pleasure is what we had learnt
From a mother who was image of Lord
Like piece of gold we were burnt and burnt
To make us strong, passionate and hard
May God shower on her mercy to please
Her soul in the heaven like glow of light
May God make her part of all the galaxies
May God keep her in the eternal delight
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The Epiphany

The Epiphany
A moment of sudden and great revelation dawns upon
In the wake of overflowing charm, lighthearted vibes
This makes you a veritable love magnet my love for aeon
The wonderful flow of tides comes around and rides

My love both of us to our sweet destiny and destination
Please come hand in hand to takeme to sweet love heights
Let be heart to heart and soul to soul with love passion
Let my love encounter every darkness to be with the lights

Love moments of pleasure are very less to be embraced
Pains are more to drag to the very serious consequences
Let my love be on the eternal love altitudes to be graced
Let beauty be kind to portray really beautiful inferences
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Eyes Sparkle
My love your eyes sparkle like stars
And your cheeks glow like candle in night
Your red lips are like full of real jars
Hence all the surroundings become bright
Your graceful gait is a magical treat
As whispering wind to blow on the shore
No one on earth can ever to beat
Her charm is to flow from pore to pore
My love I have to count moments of love
As we both flow in a real love stream
Let me see all beauty from the above
I can see the beauty of each beam
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Hatred and Love
Hatred has a set of tricks with dirty planning
To deprive someone for which he but deserves
What a scheme and what a real tricky spanning
Do not ask what it reserves to play with nerves

It is a painful pain for those who play with it
They consider that they can play to be smart
What a notorious act what a real satanic art
It remains useless which has to hit, bit by bit

On the contrary love does not need a plan at all
It requires only a glance to provide a chance
Beating hearts and whispering seasons are at call
This is a minor act which takes a lover to trance
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Pure Heart

Allah loves those hearts which are pure
Their cleanliness remain an excellent trait
This is how love resonates but to allure
This is how beauty embraces to just dilate

Good intention is its own sweet reward
Stuggle to be pure never goes just waste
A loving innocent heart remains His ward
He loves cleanliness, purity, being chaste

Virtue is its own reward do understand
My love righteous is blessing in disguise
Its a pleasure to be on one frequency, band
It is a combination of sweet heart and eyes
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My Soul My Mind

My love I have gone through the sand storms
In a burning desert all alone to but bear all pain
But being on duty to my nation with all norms
My love soothes my soul with sheer love chain

All this now story of the past but images remain
I feel gratitude to you my love that you did a lot
To keep me in me and to be balanced not insane
Your all support kept me in wonderful love knot

Now at times I see all those sand storms in exile
Without any destination my destiny does drag me
My soul reinvigorated with your help for a while
My love my elan and ethos keep me in sweet esprit
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To Forgive And Forget

To Forgive and Forget
It is good to choose to forgive and forget,
Even if it is not easy to accept ones mistakes
But if you cooperate with heart its all set
What is the sweet effect of a sweet embrace

Its good to move right into right to be right
An attitude of gratitude helps in love stance
This increases confidence and pride insight
Past teaches when and where to take chance

This moment of revelation needs celebration
For a better future yet in hand to be taken care of
This is all relentless effort with innocent passion
This flair of love makes one aware of to share of
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Allah Is Light

Allah is Light
Allah is light of the entire universe
A beautiful lamp in a sweet mihrab
Wherein is glowing the lamp diverse
The lamp contained in a crystal knob

This globe is as a glittering star
This lamp is lit with the sacred olive tree
It has neither eastern nor western bar
Light is glowing, no fire lits light to see

Allah takes to His light whom He wills
Allah explains similitudes for people
Allah is well aware what sweet light fills
Every clean heart needs to be disciple

Reference.Al Quran - Alnoor verse 35
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Whispering Of Heart

Whispering of Heart
My love listen to the whispering of your heart
Avail opportunity to ride new wave of romantic joy
Life is a blend of a series of events to start, restart
Take all pleasure from life and don't ask how and why

Love remains burning in the hearth of soul to keep
Passion and sentiments to flow in love stream
Let us open the window of the heart to but peep
Let be part to the frangrance of spring and sun beam

Universe has to offer if we know to take but all
My sweetheart be open to the fresh wave of love
From wall to wall we have to listen sweet love call
Ecstasy takes us to receive love from spring above
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Unity In Unit

Unity in Unit
We are individuals neither a community nor a nation
What a tragic flaw that we have not learnt any lesson
From our all past difficulties and problems evaluation
And to take appropriate measures to cope up to lessen
Poverty and ailments are the basic hurdles to overcome
To be a unit to plan to coordinate to organize, to implement
To be at peace and prosperity in the life troublesome
It is neither good to be innocent and nor to be insolent
Under one flag we can bloom and flourish to succeed
To follow the sweet verdict of Unity, Faith and Discipline
Like an iron wall we have to plead our deed indeed
To be a nation we have to have on one line and be in line
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Sweet Birthday Wish

AS YOU LIVE AEONS MORE

Amb Nelson Prayyz Emmanuel

As you live aeons more
the world shall thee adore
Still it's you I'll choose
To see, even if I shall give
All on which I have to live
You give the earth her rhythm and blues
And your smiles inspires the songs I muse
To which tunes the earth dances
(so may your days on earth be long)
your names resonating as golden gong
unceasingly as times tell
in this your calling may you excel
Give me millions of choice and chances
I'll still choose you to grace
The earth with your fine face
For as long as you will stay
on earth, may heavens proper your ways
on every of your birthing morn
the smiling sun shall in gaiety dawn..
(c) Amb N.E Prayyz
#Happybirthday
#colonel
#MuhammadKhalidKhan
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Lord is Great

Lord is Great
I know that I am made of clay but glorified
With a beautiful glowing soul by my Master
Which guides me how to have eternal ride
And how to be blessed to encounter disaster

I am the best creation of all my Lord declares
Then why I opt to be in the abysmal depths
In the wake of my tears He still takes cares
I am bestowed with intelligence for all steps

He made me fortunate to be but grateful
My actions at times drag me to wrong direction
And I start complaining to be ungrateful
Then Lord descends to bestow with all perfection
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Dance on the Waves
Let us dance on the waves of ocean to tell
Love has its own strength to associate
Let my love kiss each other on edge of hell
Let us prove to the world we are soulmate

With every whisper let the waves to declare
We are totally enthralled in a wat to take
Let my love dare to take care being love pair
Let waves take us in arms to shake, break

My love life is a vast green ocean with variety
Pain and pleasure are parts to part and depart
My love let me embrace and kiss with so
Let us communicate berity from heart to heart
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To Get Solace

To Get Solace
It is good to commiserate about the difficulties
Loved ones must be helped to gracefully survive
The hour of trial may not prolong it has to cease
Through honest drive consistent, constant thrive

Sincerity in pep talk brigs all the positive results
Affected one may feel a great relief and to abandon
Realistic approach saves from all dirty insults
The process also reivigorates sentiments and passion

Solace of mind and heart gives sufficient space
to a person who is passing through chain of pain
Morally elevated spirit gets just wonderful grace
A desert heat stricken soul gets but drizzling rain
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When Truth Comes

When truth comes then falsehood has to retire
Definitely falsehood has to embrace its death
For falsehood clean hearted people never aspire
And they don't mind even if they lose breath

Love and hatred my love has same distinction
Love has to relish being attraction neat and clean
Love is guided by moral values as a mission
Hatred based on tricks in abysmal depths be seen

Love my love being truth brings beauty to life
It blooms and cherishes being embraced by truth
Hatred plays with right becomes a poisinous knife
It lacks moral sanction being dirty and uncouth
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My love, love is the most beautiful muse
Which makes life colorful and romantic
It takes over all intellect to openly chose
Her beautiful figure allures, a love trick

My love your graces are my love charm
They reinvigorates my spirits to the beauty
What a wonderful and beautiful norm
To be face to face to praise and to just see

Lover and beloved remain in love chain
They have their own style to but celebrate
They have their own pleasure and pain
My gestures declare my heart to narrate
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To Be Glorious

To Be Glorious
My love let us see the rising sun
Because it brings hope and solace
It promise us to do the undone
My love it needs time and space

Hope is that charisma which takes
Its aspirant goes to the edge to see
All real efforts from phase to phase
How to plan to see fruits on the tree

A lover is like a soldier to explore
How to exploit how to be victorious
My sweetheart be with me to implore
How to glow and how to be glorious
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Blame Game

Blame Game
Blame game is a game popular the world over
It is a weapon in the hands of the egocentric
Who with double faces have choice exposure
They always remain hectic in their dirty trick

Speeches and speches and without any substance
They want to be popular in society by doing nothing
They aspire to create castles in air just as a chance
Against love chains they create sheer hatred strings

Satan is their teacher as well as master to teach
every man has become an enemy to but another
Revenge is the only option they plan and preach
Amongst all relations including brother to brother
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A Laborer's Voice On 1st May
Poem by Col Muhamad Khalid Khan

I am a laborer just by birth
And will die in the same way
I know my duties in a hearth
Hope does not come near to say
I am also one of humans
And not a donkey just to drag
But I do ask some questions
Who being champions always brag
By shouting slogans for my rights
Deliver speeches and forget
Till next year when shines light
With my blood they will let
The entire world again to know
My contributions in prime
About my martyrdom in Chicago
Where my excellence became sublime
Col Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Hello May

Hello May
I pay my tribute to my Lord who helped me to embrace
First day of my life in your sweet warm arms to love
Tribut to all roses of my garden to increase my real grace
I am fortunate to be with you in the world from above

Love has made me a wonderful writer and a love poet
With very many sonnets, odes and other poetic writings
My Lord is so kind in bestowing on me all love asset
On wonderful tunes of love my heart dances and sings

All Praise To Thee My Lord for giving me love fortune
I was nothing and I am nothing I only celebrate Mercy
I love you Praise you for your wonderful gracious descion
My Lord your sheer love and affection make me free
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Sweet Dreams

Let my love may I tell you in a clear and frank manner
That I will never ever compromise on my sweet dreams
Let me tell you I have submitted myself as real planner
My Lords enlightens me with a wonderful light beams

I am a man of no consequence that I understand and know
It is only He who protects me under all adverse conditions
My sweetheart you made me strong enough to be in flow
I have strong belief in all my sheer intution and expeditions

He is so kind a Master He takes care when I am in trouble
It is His sheer love that He bestowed on me all in one go
He is Master of the universe and I am just a water bubble
When I am in sheer darkness only He makes me but to glow
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To Rupture

To Rupture
From ridge to ridge from valley to valley
My love I remained in search to capture
One glimpse of beauty will make a plea
To give me immense pleasure to rupture

Happiness surmounts all other emotions
My love I am pleased with this kind gesture
Only heart can appreciate heart's notions
Love for beauty has its own sweet venture

My love with her unique beauty and style
Tinkles in my heart like heartbeat I think
My sweet love please be with me for a while
Please give me some love wine to drink
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Her Friskiness

Her Friskiness
Whispering wind brings her message of love
Her fragrance comes and surrounds me
I can feel your touch of class my beautiful dove
In every gust yoursweet image to see

Her friskiness peeps through to please to tease
What a treasure of pleasure I can not explain
I have a thirst of seas and you my love like breeze
Pain and pleasure are parts of wonderful chain

How can I capture all colors in my little palm
My butterfly you dominate with colors of rainbow
In pain of sheer love pain how can I be calm
Oh stream of beauty take me in your arms to flow
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Truth Remains

Truth Remains
God is eternal Truth Beauty and Love
His lovers get graces by being martyrs
Saints and soothsayers are from above
Have their unique and sweet love charters

Socrates had to take full poisnous cup
To be the champion of truth to uphold truth
The heroes always come and go chest up
To aspire for love bringspleasure and sooth

Love stands for truth and truth for beauty
What a wonderful triangle to take one in
All these traits make the followers but free
From every vice and definitely from the sin

In sheer love Mansoor Hallaj was cut alive
Then his piueces were burnt to the ashes
For ultimate truth he has to pay price to dive
Love is to portray itslf my love in flashes
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To Get Favors

Love can help melt any metaphorical glaciers
That may have formed between you and me
A warm smile can break the ice to get favors
Love with all intricacies is like a vast green sea

My love let us go on beach to see the sunsets
Let us be the part of whispering winds to share
Let us share all our assets without any regrets
Let us be the lovers in trance and let us be fair

Love is like a season to come and to make glow
Just think that there are you and me to narrate
Why to be in a state where pity matters to grow
Love has its own atrocities when rivals associate
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Mischief And Torment

Mischief and Torment
Dirty people cause harm, suffering and trouble
The relations are worst in this art and trick
Oh what a scheme of an ordinary water bubble
Taken over by third class people to but pick

Dirty hearts and dirty minds will never be at rest
They have polluted society for dirty designs
They have ulterior motives to be winners in quest
They are definitely the creation of enemy lines

In their attitude they are the cause of destruction
So needed a group of people to show them right path
Vice surpasses virtue over vice in sheer seduction
If they are not guided properly they will face the wrath
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Angsty Feelings

Angsty feelings crop up when lovers become fighters
And uncertainty takes over ones heart and soul
This is a drama of life taken over differently by writers
Life has different shades can not be dealt as whole

Contentment can come if heart is clean and satisfied
Irritations make one imbalanced in the way of life
What a drama of life makes one dangle far and wide
Only stability helps to come in every every strife

Anger is a poison which pollutes mind to destroy
It is good to understand the reality and then to act
Only weak people can't take responsibility and cry
It is good to be a realist and contented to accept fact

Hatred is to abolish and love needs all promotion
Social evils culminating at injustice be abolished
Sole contentment remains in sheer love and devotion
This is how angst is demolished character is polished
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Sweet Love Beam

Amidst in the whirling winds and firestorm
My love I am up in the air to find pie in the sky
I am a man in love let accept it as love norm
What a strange air of love which makes me fly

When love, my love becomes order of the day
Then every thing takes pleasure to resonate
With sincerity of heart let me declare and say
I love you I love you let me my love culminate

Your charm, passion and beauty to belong
Reinvigorates my spirits to be part of stream
My beloved in your praise I write every song
You are wonderful associate, sweet love beam
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Innocent Sins

Innocent Sins
In love my love one can neither see nor listens
A line of action is to be enlightened to glow
Love is a drink enthralled with sweet innocent sins
It is a constant and consistent stream to flow

In my heart and soul her image becomes painted
In my state of insanity I see her just all around
This starts from sensual pleasure and goes sainted
Love is a sweet bond which makes hearts bound

A line is what is determined with a flame, a spark
Innocents passion blooms to a state of wild emotions
Heart sings all love songs in a pleasant mood of lark
Love in the bosom of beauty carries sweet notions
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Affliction Versus Consolation

Affliction
Affliction is worst than killing of humans indeed
It ia trial and a cause of pain and harm a lot
It is a dagger full of poison with to plant evil seed
It makes stream of flowing blood to just clot

God takes test by giving amnd by taking riches
Time and tide leave very many spots to remember
Without kindness of God one comes across ditches
Through which he has to go through but foever

God is so near if we have clean heart to get blessing
Good intentions my love are greater than good deeds
Love needs good deeds for narrating and expressing
Mutual love is dependent on beautiful love beads
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Love Magnet

Love Magnet
Love is a like a mighty river which overturns
Whatever comes in its way as hurdle to test
Happiness enlightens heart at the end turns
It is a bold idea into motion makes one best

It makes one a giant love magnet to but retain
Contentment comes as a sweet outcome to tell
My sweetheart love with you is beautiful chain
What a wonderful magic what a beautiful spell

I am inspired and reinvigorated with love music
My love love is a whispering tune to associate
Your glowing cheeks and face declare love ruberic
My love you have designed my fortune from fate
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My Love Associate

My Love Associate
My love you are a ray of sunshine in severe winter
You do not believe in darkness to ever tell define
You tackle with distances amicably you are sprinter
I have a unique pride that you are fine and mine

You are my health my wealth and you are happiness
I am indebted to you that you changed my way of life
In sheer diversity you remained a wonderful bless
You are an appropriate remedy for any poisonous knife

My love love me to make me strong to stand against
Any injustice in life of all those who are weak to stand
Against any cruelty, harrassement to stop to prevent
To make a wasteland, a contraband to sweet fairyland
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Love Reference

My love your importance and your significance
Are determined by your graces and love reference
Your blooming beauty is in difficulties an essence
I am reinvigorated by your so sweet the fragrance

My love you are like a wonderful dawn of day
I intendeing to motivate you to be with me to play
For your progress and prosperity let me pray
Please come to me and decide to be with me to stay

Love and beauty when join hands touch eternity
My sweetheart do not listen to rivals for harmony
Be my sweetheart be my heart's solace my honey
Let change our love whisperings to realsymphony
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Color Of Lord

Love of Allah has attracted us to His color
And we have taken over His color in response
This is an attraction of one million dollar
His supreme love is a unique wonderful chance

Allah is very kind to protect me from all
Only His Mercy is my wonderful asset
I am grateful He remembers me to call
He is a beautiful Lord so merciful and best

My Lord There is none beside you as I know
And I have no one less you to look forward
Kindness makes me in shallow waters to flow
I love Him phrase by phrase word by word
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To Adore Beauty

To Adore
My sweetheart you are too young to understand
How love blooms in beauty to kindle to spark
You are still not aware of the frequency and band
Let me take you to romantic vision to love park

You are so beautiful but you are not aware of it
I have had a glance and I think I am no more
Let me to take you to heavenly abode and to sit
Face to face to appreciate and to adore

I hope you don't know how God gifted you are
I will tell you that there is no one like you
You sweet beauty is nothing less remains at par
I assure you I will love you thru and thru
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Whispering Spring

Play with my heart strings amidst whispring spring
Let me caress your caresses let my kiss your cheeks
Let be genrous and gracious to extend love and bring
All surprises as gifts of love from peaks to peaks

Night is in its full bloom to welcome every gesture
Of beauty to accelerate and to attract sweet love
Let take benefit of every sweet moment of pleasure
Let me praise you and your treasure my dove

Life is so transitory but only love makes perfect
My sweetheart embace me in full bloom of beauty
Let me in your beauty heavenly abode to select
Let me embrace you kiss you in trance being free
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Whispering Symphony

Whispering Symphony
My love please keep your promises
Do not shirk your duty of sweet love
Please allow me for reconnaissance
Of your charming beauty my dove

Charm needs resonance to enlighten
All cores of soul and heart to glow
My love love is a beautiful sweet sin
Do not debar me from this show

Let be on one stance for harmony
Let us see how miracles do happen
Let listen to whispering symphony
Let us feel elevated on job well done
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Creative Spark

An intended feeling of great affection takes to creation
A poet has to go through thisv experience to write
An ode a sonnet or a life experience with his passion
Sentiments crop up to narrate all in this sweet flight

Light comes to enlighten all hidden emotions to say
MyAll about sweetheart how she dangles and dance
Love is a wonderful passion which helps to but play
It needs a chance in a glance sheer intoxicated trance

My love I love you my love needs a sweet creative spark
I love you I love you that makes me to create to be great
Your essence and fragrance make me a sweet singing lark
This is my love your love inspiration which changes my fate
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Sweet Love Flight

My love I love you from the core of my heart
I love your beautiful face, tender touch, sweet voice
Promise to me my love never ever to depart
My heart rejoice so appreciate my wonderful choice

Your embrace makes me safe and protected
You have reinvigorated my spirits to be bold and strong
You are my mirror in which my love is reflected
Your whispering beauty inspires like a beautiful love song

Now we are together and you are in real love focus
So let me see you in real light and to see you bright
Your charming style hit me hard to really stroke us
The sole attraction has blossomed into sweet love flight
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Full With Grapes
My beloved is like an ivy vine full with grapes
Her taste flavor and fragrance is my real asset
Her wonderful curves bloom in beautiful shapes
What innocent crimes can be committed forget

Like morning breeze when you touch my face
Caressing of your hands make me to kiss you
I love you with all your charms, style and grace
My love passion grows and tells me to pursue

Your enchanting beauty when takes me in arms
I pray for my fortune to celebrate my real love
We have left our stations and now follow norms
My sweetheart my beloved my innocent dove
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Flying Kiss

As you know flying kiss comes from heart
And covers all the barrier to reach beloved
From lips it comes but touches every part
By removing every every bid and every lid

Distances can no hinder its straight flight
It crosses every rainbow to be in company
Sweet beloved its an eternal beam of light
Its like song amidst whispering symphony

So I am sending my heart and soul in kiss
Please open your bosom knot to take all
My sweet heart, my beloved my miss
Love in entirety needs a callsweet recall
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My Lady's Finger

My Lady's Finger
(At Eagle's Nest Hunza, (Northern Areas)
I do know how to pass a test
With strong arms and wide chest
Being from army at its best
I am an eagle at eagle's nest
From peak to peak I have to cross
To touch lady's finger to pass
Test of love on the beauty's cross
Love has to win, nothing is at loss
My beloved after this experience
I think I am your lover your prince
Let me add to love real essence
Love always need beauty's presence
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What A Beauty

Small little innocent flakes of snow
Touching her cheeks with love sincerity
Her purity comes out in flow to glow
What a wonderful girl with sweet austerity

I do keep innocent desire to kiss
But it will break all that scene
Oh my beloved my sweetheart my miss
You must understand my love teen

I have not seen beauty my love like you
I have not been through this fashion
You beauty my love was out of blue
You are my sweet passion and emotion
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Let Me Be Free Bird

Let Me Be Free Bird
I want to be free like a bird my love
Let me smile lovingly with my eyes
I have got a beautiful heart from above
I want to share my whispering cries

Let me embrace beauty with a big hug
Let me take you on wings of my soul
For me my love is intoxicating drug
Let my sweetheart be my mission and goal

Let my love love you with all zeal, zest
Let me love you with your sweet spirit
In this entire world my love you are best
Let my soul to soul establish this writ
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Duty Comes First

Duty Comes First
I am dead tired I want to sleep never ever to awake
My conscience dictates me to take complete rest
Where main thoughts encircling in mind true or fake
Then I think human in all creations remain best

My eyes are burning with tears to show they are red
I do know survival is difficult under circumstances
I think to be alone and should go for dreams in the bed
Age tells on me to tell me about all available chances

My duties are in my mind and soul to be performed
I am a soldier to work, work and work till I but die
My conscience helps me to feel fit and feel reformed
My soul tells me do good like a soldier before I fly

I don't mind any misries difficulties before death
Duty comes first always and every time my friend
A soldier always remains on duty till his last breath
He never submits never retires never ever to bend
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Amidst Conflicts

This world is full of all miseries, pain and torture
It constantly needs sweet and blood to nurture
Of humans who are needy being totally deprived
The so called ego has further made them divide
I do not know how to abolish this class distinction
In the wake of very many butchers to the sanction
The needy are exploited on the name their religion
Innocent sensitive souls remain throughout in prison
World has very many self created compartments
For every vice there remains different departments
Love has been converted into very many hatreds
Every one has his own tricks and in own way treads
Where is human and where is humanity you can't see
Still for every silly trick there is contemptuous silly plea
Do not search for humans animals are to dominate
Greatness has been thrown on ninkumpoops to be great
My soul is disappointed in this third class body cage
All conflicts of mind increase me and my mind in rage
My Lord help me to be a wonderful associate to save
I have become a weak tiny creature make me brave
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The Passionate Dream

Passionate Dream
Passionate dream kiss of a miss is what I see
This is what shows my intense emotions of love
For my irrational behavior I don't have any plea
My beautiful sweet dove from the sky above

My love passion satiates with my sweet desire
I love you, I love you with my all heart beats
People laugh at me to make love saga as satire
With very many shades of love no blank sheets

Your hostile attitude my love has made me sick
Now entire world seems full of hatred, contempt
How can heart be assessed I donot have to pick
I do not know how can be able to preempt, attempt
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Sweet Yearning

I am in love and you are the only reason
To reinvigorate my soul in spring season
Life without you my love is high treason
I need you my love this is my decision

Let do not waste time in unnecessary row
My soul is reinvigorated in this love flow
Your charming beauty presents love show
In moonlit night like full moon you glow

My love the old age love is really killing
Your wonderful style remains so thrilling
My love your excellent way is fulfilling
To be heart to heart is my sweet yearning
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The Message

A glorious invitation from the universe comes
And tells me to spread love to all and sundry
Love has its own charms, wonderful outcomes
To explore inner cores of heart leads to discovery

Message comes to tell all are equal in eyes of Lord
Class distinction is but purely done by the idiots
Every soul remains wonderful and is ward of God
Hence it is not valid but remains just mysterious

Love all and hatred for none remains the message
Since there is no distinction of caste, color and creed
As per pure wisdom it remains a serious presage
Humans are not tested by their appearance but deed
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All About Doubt

Doubt is that poison which pollutes mind
Its a strange ailment which makes kind unkind
It is what never heals but increases to find
Its way how to make a victim totally blind
It corrupts not one but all around to remind
That bad remains bad and can not be refined
When head and soul are totally confined
So it is what can not be easily streamlined

On the contrary faith brings but only light
This is what remains source of the delight
But a doubtful person never gets just bright
He dangles always like a but broken kite
Depth remains depth and height is height
Doubt has its own shameless shameful flight
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Let Seize The Opportunity

My goddess of life dance from flower to flower
To snatch all fragrance and essence to promote
Let me seize this opportunity to feel and hover.
Quest to enjoy is to offer what life has to vote

My all efforts are to keep fragrant colors in palm
To dangle and dance with the rainbow in swing
Heart jumps in love and beauty is to remain calm
Allow my sweetheart to sing and to happily bring

A bouquet of red rose flowers will remind you me
This is how we can and will conquer the occasion
Let me be your wonderful soulmate to help to see
Let me decorate you my sweetheart with precision
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On Crossroads

My love my heart is so innocent to accommodate
All love whispers in one go to happily celebrate
Do not play with it less it may refuse to associate
With any one and every one to lose love mandate
Please don't be harsh to change love to translate
Be generous my sweetheart be but more considerate
My all pursuits are love pursuits please cooperate
Flow in me like poetry to create and to recreate

It's you who made me poet of sweet sonnets, odes
In love seasons you whispered in ears to tell codes
Let my beloved be free to follow all sweetroads
Please remain with me to celebrate in all love abodes
My love my beloved my sweetheart you are sarcodes
Please be more kind not to leave me on crossroads
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Exchange of Hearts

Do not take love as a barter as heart for heart
Do not tell lies my love never ever to depart
At times lover try to be so tricky and so smart
Let my love be fair to praise beauty part to part
Share me and my miseries be a real counterpart
Lover and beloved should not be poles apart
My beloved you are a wonderful piece of art
Please remain mine throughout not to depart

You please do remain mine I am totally yours
Your sweet presence makes me and just allures
Your fragrance blooms so sweet and explores
My love satiate with me with all sweet chores
Our innocence in love makes us both amateurs
At times we do communicate like whisperers
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My Sweet Lord

My Sweet Lord
Merciful Lord never leaves a soul alone
In any calamity and in any disaster
A loving owner never ever just disown
A fortune maker remains forecaster

Soul is His commandment and His image
Under all circumstances He is Savior
The relation is like a bond and a bridge
He remains Master in eternal favor

My Lord has bestowed me with love
He dispels all tricks of all my enemies
He takes care of me from around, above
He saves me from every ailment, disease

I have no one less Him this is my belief
He remains near and dear to me always
Only His Mercifuness can bring relief
In entire universe You deserve real praise
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Love Atrocities

Love is a sin a crime and needs to be punished
In this world full of tricks and dirty hypocrites
But heart is a sweet entity which remain enriched
With vibes and vissitudes of romantic love dates

Love needs patience, blood and constant sacrifice
Beauty reinvigorates love to kindle and rekindle
A lover is a highest bidder to pay the highest price
Enthralled by love he remains all to enkindle

Love buthers, love burns and ashes are taken by air
I salute Mansoor to go through such love atrocities
My innocent beloved when you say love is fire to dare
I love you take me on this thorny path along please
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Come To Stay

Come To Stay
My sweetheart let me implore
Donot be unkind do not ignore
In your love from pore to pore
I am in search of you door to door
I am thirsty of love let me adore
Don't be rude and don't deplore
Neither condemn nor abhore
Help me my love to just restore

From the day I saw till this day
I am in search of truth you may
Be in me or let me in you to stay
Enthralled by fragrance I do pray
On this shore olife on this bay
I love you, I love you I have to say
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Heart Of A Rebel

Heart of A Rebel
My heart is that of a rebel who never stops
In beating to beat with all its real sincerity
On any inhuman activityit really but hops
To take away all humanity to make it free

My love is an ever burning fire which burns
To take away any injustice and any cruelity
It goes straight and take my love but no turns
What it promotes and kisses but only beauty

All humans are equal in the eyes of my Lord
Every suffering soul is taken care only by Him
Every dejected and depressed soul is His ward
His ocean of vast Mercy remains easy to swim
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Lover - The Rebel

A lover is a rebel who cherishes radical approaches
To reach to his destination through his destiny
Where he finds her sweethearth with set of roses
Oh love sweet love what pleasure is in love harmony

Love bite has its own sensual effect to cherish
Beauty gives air to this hot pursuit to grow and glow
Pain in love is another experience which perish
Beauty has its own heavenly stream to make him flow

My sweet innocent beloved your innocence plays
A dominant role in the life a lover who aspires
To be in you and in your bosom knot and just stays
This pursuit continues unless his desire expires
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A Poisnous Knife

What is love and what is friendship, a fine distinction
I do not know when and how it but blends to be one
Kindness of hearts make it a pure sweet benediction
It is what is called a wonderful job done and undone

I do not know when all changes into a poisnous knife
When iut kills a sweet hear but bein unkind mercilessly
My heart jumps up and down to play a dagger in life
She plays with my emotions by her actions hopelessly

Please try to understand or just stand out to see to call
How each relation touches cross to be just crucifide
Every relation is busy in its tricks to make just other fall
Innocent sentiments are beieng humiliated far and wide
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In Love Tune

She is so decent and so modest to tell
Her beauty needs no bounds and no words
She is fiery and hot like burning hell
Her innocence surpasses all beauty birds

Let me kiss her cheeks to but communicate
All my passionate passion is in love tune
I have beautiful soul which is to narrate
In all boom she remains my sweet fortune

For ever and ever you just remain but mine
In taste you are unique and versatile
For me my love you remain bottle of wine
Which sooths me in trouble and in trial
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Rock Dove

Rock Dove
My love be near and dear to me in style
My passionate passion needs you all along
Be mine always, never be away for a while
Be heart to heart to me listen to love song

Your sweet beauty intoxicates me, attracts
Let be real associates and soulmates be one
My love my heart anxiously beats, selects
Your warmth with burning beauty is like sun

Me and you are victim of same fire to say
Our sentiments are same about real love
Let us be together in temple os soul to pray
I am eagle of mountains you are rock dove
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Where I Am

Where I Am
My love you asked me where I am
Place your hand on heart you will find me
You will find me tinkling in the frame
I am a drop of love and you are vast sea

I am so near to you that you can feel
You and me are associated in wine cup
Sweet and wonderful is sweet love deal
So let us be hand in hand to pick it up

Your beautiful words I do carry along
You beautiful heart is in my strong hand
In my heart, in my soul tinkles love song
We coincide in every frequency and band
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My Sweet Dove

Let my love steer our love boat in romantic water
Let us enjoy every moment of spring in full bloom
Let us be more free to search happiness to wander
Extend all quarters of your beauty for love perfume

My beloved I want to take you away from this place
To a heavenly paradise where we should be but one
Let us taste the harmony of love being face to face
Let's be at a place to enjoy warmth of hot summer sun

I want to play with your fragrant beams let me do
I want to see you all along with love my love allow
Let me be your only appraiser in world to pursue
Let us allow love to dangle and dance my sweet dove
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I Am The Laborer

Me and my children are victim of starvation and disease
The people in authority have their own logic for lock down
Do not play with our lives and innocent emotions please
But what I suggest is on our cost they should not wear crown

From beginning I know my problems and I know my worth
I work, work and work till I embrace my uncalled for death
The people in chain do not like me I know just from my birth
I know I have to strive and struggle till my end till my death

All around the world the labor day is celebrated to promote
By the champions of human rights that I am the worthy human
The entire activity is a mockery to be appreciated to get vote
They take me as stupid but I do know their attitude is inhuman
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Be Stable

I apologize my love for all my mistakes, blunders
I never wanted to hurt you but it was all coincidence
But you see every acceptance brings all wonders
So it its good to be sensible to have reallymore sense

It is definitely difficult to go through tumultous time
So it is good to focus on the opportunities available
Also to keep silver linings that will manifest the prime
It is how one can be more confident and more stable

Disasters can be changed into miracles if you so desire
No obstacles can hinder you if you are determind to go
All through ruts and ups and downs need to acquire
An sweet smile to face any disaster, any difficulty or blow
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My Sweet Spring

My love you came in my life like blooming Spring
Your presence I feel like fragrance all around
Your beauty makes for my love a constant string
I feel myself luckiest to be a founder to found

You helped me a lot being my dear to be on swing
For me my love you became a gift of God a beam
In your company every season becomes Spring
Your sincerity helped me to just swim in any stream

I am your Waqar and you are my Rabi so to say
May Almighty Allah help to take all burden be wise
Our love may cherish like eternal love let us pray
With constant sacrifice let create our own paradise

By Waqar Khalid Khan, 10 April 2020
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Love Blessing

Love Blessing
Let me feel the vibrations of love
Let me be the part of your heartbeat
Let me receive all colors from above
Let me have to face to face on love seat

My love I can be patient and persevere
But I do not know where I am heading
It is matter of a gesture to but stear
Let me be the part of your love blessing

Come to resolve my problem in life
Come to see me in exile to but see me
You can kill me with love poisnous knife
Make me a part of your sparkling sea
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That Spark

That Spark
You embraced me and graced me with all my weaknesses
Even if I remain grateful for life I may not pay tribute
You my Lord are so kind and so Merciful by being but a bless
In my all humbleness, sincerity I am duty bound to salute

I know and do believe you are Master of entire universe
In all your creation I am but so negligible to be considered
All your creations are surely unique and definitely diverse
But your sheer love and affection helped me to be figured

My Lord you are so Merciful and Kind to ignore all my sins
I am ashamed of myself not to be upto an humanitarian mark
Please be gracious in all darkness and difficulties as aswins
Make me fully enlightened in all my pursuits give me that spark
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Desert of Life

In the hot desert of life sand particles rose to image
I saw you everywhere in all those sand dunes in tunes
Love remains love and surpasses to overcome bridge
At a definite stage it changes its shape to its communes

Hatred and contempt in waterless place never bloom
Image of sweetheart crops up to give hope and solace
Let me be courageous to come up in love to resume
In your eyes I can see all and to be always face to face

My Lord desert of life does require constant shelter
But still at places it does require oasis to stay for a while
Oh tears! my tearsonly sincere tears can but melt her
Let's be straightforward to travel together mile after mile
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For Your Eyes Sake

For Your Eyes Sake
My love when will you understand my feelings
When I will be able to listen to your sweet response
When will love and beauty will have love dealings
When will we be able to have hand in hand to dance

Let feel free to communicate in an open atmosphere
I have lost my heart and soul for your sweet eyes sake
Do not ask me to explain how are you near and dear
My life is for you and will remain for ever but at stake

Please come over to embrace and to be graceful grace
This is what is needed at this juncture of time my love
Throughout my life from place to place, pace to pace
I tried my level best to develop wings my sweet dove
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Innocent Bird

My soul is like an innocent bird to touch rainbow
But my body is overburdened with all types of sins
I do not know how to clean stream of thought to flow
When passing through all types of thorns and pins

I can redeem my soul with prayer for forgiveness
I have to have sincere love to reciprocate with Lord
I do know that whenever I pray He rushes with bless
What a wonderful slave I am what a beautiful ward

Like an innocent bird I strive to be in the sky so high
I want to be near to really to my compassionate Master
He is always with me under every stress in every cry
With His love and Mercy I am ready to face any disaster
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Believe Yourself

Do not feel worried be optimistic to embrace
All eternal heights of glory to be part of eternity
Time is the best healer and time brings grace
So wonderfully cross all obstacles to be but free

At times struggle do culminate on total success
And brings all happiness, luck and opportunity
Cleanliness of heart remains but a real bless
This is how you can spin straw into gold to be

My friend once you begin to believe in yourself
The universe will follow suit your suit to decree
Let be clear to put all hatred to its proper shelf
Let love prevail all around on its real valid plea
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Reverie To Dream

From every reverie to every dream
Your sweet figure looked like beam
Your beauty flows like a sweet stream
Through your dress your body gleam
Your beauty enthrals love to be team
Your sweet beauty blooms to be teem
In all my love sonnets you are theme
Chained in beauty my love is scheme

My sweetheart you remain robust
You sweet figure crops up to bust
Let mewith my heart just to thrust
You aremine I solemnlydo trust
My sweetheart let me y heart entrust
Be my sweetheart don't be unjust
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Let Love Excel

Let Love Excel
Let Love My honey wants me to take me to her paradise
Where she wants to please me with her sensual desire
I know she is wonderfully beautiful and wise
Because she understands language of love like fire

She needs me and I need her let love play to discern
I am thirsty for the dew drops in the desert to drink
My sweet heart I have been taken over by your concern
Let me embrace you let me kiss on your lips so pink

Love is the stamp on beauty let me be your associate
My love I love you to the utmost and to the limit
Come in my arms in your ears I whisper to narrate
Let me encounter your treasure pace by pace bit by bit
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I Am Alone

By birth man is alone and remains same in exile
Till death he passes through very many difficulties
Due to Corona man has lost company for a while
Again social distancing made him alone to be at ease

No companion and no company now is invogue
Everywhere man is alone in chains due to threat
Threat of death makes virus just the bloody rogue
Let be wise to accept this debt just as a set net

In this grave situation my soul whispers in my ear
Why you are so concerned about your miserable plight
My love I am in the company of my sweet Lord dear
Darkness can not remain when it is hit by pure love light
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The Summit

My sweetheart you are queen of my heart
Your beauty is a summit to view and to praise
Your loving attitude is your kindness to impart
From an ordinary person you helped me raise

She is a soft bodied sweet girl like cream in milk
Prime is in her beauty, virtue and in her grace
She is wonderfully mellowed like just real silk
Heart crops up to really chase, to kiss, to embrace

To the summit of high hill and to command
My destiny and destination towards right path
All and sundary from wonderful high ground
You made me strong to dispel all hateful wrath

Your sweet courage makes me always strong
From mountains to desert you remained with me
Your sweet efforts for my success deserve song
It is you who made a drop of water as a vast sea
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Loved Creation

My Lord human is the best creation amongst all
But crona has downgraded it to just third class
A virus stricken is without bath thrown like ball
Most respected creation is treated, considered ras

Near and dear neither can see nor touch the dead
What a calamity what a disaster what a problem
What tragic flaw and what strange dreadful dread
What about life even death remains troublesome

My Lord please save your dearly loved creation
Overlook their blunders be Kind as you always are
How can your affiliation downgrade to humiliation
Please take us in your custody remove inhumanly bar
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Taste Like Wine

My love you taste like wine being symbol of divine grace
Allow me to sing my intimate love song in your praise
Allow me to take you in my arms allow me to kiss, embrace
My romantic sonnet let me read you from phrase to phrase

You have reinvigorated in me eternity of love so to speak
Let me dangle and dance with you in the dazzling rain
Let me be with you my love hand to hand and cheek to cheek
Let us be companions for life with a love romantic chain

My sweetheart let me sip love wine drop by drop to crop
In me the life which will never ever deceive our trust
We will not to stop but to be on in sweet paradise on the top
Let my love be frank, straightforward to be more robust
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Attractions At A Glance

Attraction At A Glance
A wave of rebellious spell takes me to love concern
I am passing through a strange state of angsty vibes
Let me search for romantic treasure to really discern
Let me embrace harmonic love which openly describes

All attractions just in a glance to take real love chance
Let me be out of worldly tortures for a while for solace
Beauty with all its colors and shades is ready to dance
Allow me to measure your deity from every pace to place

I think this is the state which dictates sensual pleasure
My love allow me to sail through the stream of beauty
In reckoning of heart for me you are the only treasure
Let us see without sweet beauty with strings to feel free
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The Family Of God

Family Of God
Whether dark or light
Whether black or white
Whether wrong or right
Are family of God
Whether in east or west
Whether worst or best
Or passing through test
Are family of God
Whether Muslim or Hindu
Whether Christian or Jew
This is what I knew
Are family of God
Whether Sikh or Buddhist
On what ever they insist
There is a long list
Are family of God
Humanity is his domain
This all is His chain
With heart and brain
Are family of God
His love is for all
He calls to recall
In between is no wall
Are family of God
Col Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Please Help Lord

Calamities come to test our love and belief
So we have to be more careful in this detest
Allah is the best Master to provide full relief
Because He loves His sweet creation the best

For lovers these are the blessings in disguise
For the hypocrites it is but worst type of disaster
Let my fellow humans be in camp of love be wise
Let us bow our heads and raise hands to Master

My God please shower Your mercies on us, save
We are the weakests of weak in front of You
Help us to be out from this ailment to be brave
Step by step in our struggle through and through
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To Be Just Free

To Be Free
My love makes me surrender in front of you
I am totally enthralled and lost in your beauty
I want to be with you through and through
My love exalts me to eternal heights to be free

Let me tell you with all sinserity to to be friend
Your beautiful cheeks with hole and black mole
Makes me in trance to take a chance to but bend
Please try to understand you are mine as a whole

Life constantly attracts one ane otrher in real love
Beauty is a burning fire to burn lover to just infinity
Let me love you my beloved, sweetheart my dove
Let me be soul to soul being totally frank and free
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Be A Good Slave

If you accept the slavery of Grand Master
Then entire universe will be just your slave
This is the only protection from disaster
So be in love to crave and to be really brave

Roses are less while thorns are more on path
Meticulous and methodical approach is right
In pursuit of truth we may encounter wrath
But ultimate end remains really light so bright

Humanity needs very many tests to but pass
The examination is tough but valid in love
Love has to have to embrace the ultimate cross
Don't forget fate remains destined from above
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Cup Of Poison

Cup of Poison
At times friendly relations are more sincere
While real relations are nothing but hypocrite
My friend be a realist and with hatred tear
If you have strength then be good to tolerate

World is a circus rather a brothal house infact
Where every relation is poisoned but in reality
We have one choice whether to select or reject
So our good sense makes us frank and just free

Conflicts conflicts and nothing else is world trade
We have to have courage and fortitude to bear
One slip in action always degrade us to third grade
To sip the cup of poison makes us a soothsayer
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Do Believe

Life becomes treasure when beloved is along
Its pleasure increases with the charm of beauty
This camaraderie brightens and becomes a song
What a love charm which makes us but free

In our zigzag paths my love in all ups and downs
Love reinvigorates our spirits to make more strong
This is excellenace of relation makes wear crowns
Journey becomes comfortable on the path all along

Take my hand and hold it fast never ever to leave
Let sensation to take over innocence of heart and soul
My love have faith in my sincerity and to believe
That we do reciprocate and associate in our love goal
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Departed Soul

My sweetheart my love is a secret about to surface
I kept it from the world for very many years so to say
But now my life has brought me to a point to space
Where my soul will take me to a journey as a beam, ray

Soul will associate with soul and passion with passion
I will embrace my origin and will have more comfort
I am in the company of my Master who has compassion
Now my heart and soul are so clean without any dirt

Please don't mind my leaving you in a this awful state
Pray for my departed soul to be surrounded with love
Now I don't know how can I call you my sweet soulmate
I am bound by the orders and by the verdict all above
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Love Commands

Let love to enhance a current romance in myriad ways in chain
To make this moment worthwhile to remember for times to come
Let not be satisfied with the norm, the regular and the mundane
Let my love be frank and straightforward let not be troublesome

My love take my true love in all its entirety to be good associates
Let us take all pains and pleasures to reinvigorate our sweet spirits
Love and beauty do have very many ways as real unit, resonates
What a wonderful passion is love and what are its merits, demerits

My love you are very special to me and nearest to my heart to take
All beauties culminate on your beauty to make you more beautiful
For your smiling loveliest face I have placed my heart, soul at stake
But whatever are commands of love I have to obey and be dutiful
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Come For Help

Thia world is full of hypocrites who do preach practice none
The heaven has been changed in to hell for henious designs
The rascals play with poverty stricken people for sake of fun
They deliver lengthy speeches as guidelines to be as sidelines

Needy remain needy for two loafs of bread till they be dead
Rich are becoming richest what a mockery what a strange circus
Ailments and problems further aggravate situation to getbread
This cruelty of the richest will detroy thembeing on purpose

Hidden corona has further aggravated the situation to prevail
Is this virus their to demean poverty stricken to remain in agony
And to debar them from the basic right of struggle not to avail
My Lord your slaves are in deplorable plight come to make free
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A Reckless Move

She is so beautiful that words fail to praise
Her beauty and her wonderful style in phrase
We can understand fairy tale phase to phase
If an eye encounters her, gaze becomes daze
Her rays carry warmth more than sun rays
Her beauty spreads around in hundred ways
What is the taste of her beauty let me appraise
Her charming style remains romantic always

When I encountered her I was but taken away
In my reckless move I saw dancing light in a ray
My heart wanted to accompany to solemnly pray
In snow of winter I felt warmth of summer in may
My soul is in trance for a sweet love homage to pay
My sweetheart take me to your heart, make me stay
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Lonely Veteran Tree

Veteran Tree
For long long years I stood to see
How invigorated men of God could be
How gallant sons of soil behold their pride
How life and death go side by side
I saw the trainers in their sheer dedication
In starchy dress in brilliant fashion
Melodious songs of boots and hoofs
Crossing the edges of the reddish roofs
The cadets will, to touch the edge of eternity
I saw their pride I salute to thee
Flames of love kindled in their soul
Unity of action remains their goal
I depart but my soul remains
In the breath in Academy’s soul
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Hatred To Narrate

Hatred to Narrate
My love you have broken my heart just for nothing
I never thought you could be so cruel to hurt me
On the vicious desires of my rivals to break love string
And to throw me to the enemies let my love to agree

But I made a radical change to let go of this love pain
You made me to think that a change is definitely needed
Your attitude made me totally insane from a just sane
Please now expect no mercy in love from me as pleaded

Now we have our own destiny and our own destination
Whether we survive or we mercilessly die is part of fate
Now there remains nothing which is called love passion
Whatever is left is sheer hatred and contempt to narrate
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My Love I Love You

I Need You
My love you can feel me if you place your hand on heart
I need you and you need me this is what all story is about
We have to have pain and pleasure my love never to depart
Let me declare I am nothing without you just throughout

You encompass all shades of beauty with colors of rainbow
After a dazzling rain you appear on the sky to sooth my soul
For me my beloved your appearance remains beauty show
I want to capture truth not in chunks but a complete whole

My desires are my sentiments like ever flowing love stream
I take you along like a beautiful sweet song in my heart
Under all circumstances of darkness you remain light beam
You remain in me I stay in you what a beautiful resort
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My Love I Need You

I Need You
My love you can feel me if you place your hand on heart
I need you and you need me this is what all story is about
We have to have pain and pleasure my love never to depart
Let me declare I am nothing without you just throughout

You encompass all shades of beauty with colors of rainbow
After a dazzling rain you appear on the sky to sooth my soul
For me my beloved your appearance remains beauty show
I want to capture truth not in chunks but a complete whole

My desires are my sentiments like ever flowing love stream
I take you along like a beautiful sweet song in my heart
Under all circumstances of darkness you remain light beam
You remain in me I stay in you what a beautiful resort
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I Need You My Love

I Need You
My love you can feel me if you place your hand on heart
I need you and you need me this is what all story is about
We have to have pain and pleasure my love never to depart
Let me declare I am nothing without you just throughout

You encompass all shades of beauty with colors of rainbow
After a dazzling rain you appear on the sky to soothe my soul
For me my beloved your appearance remains beauty show
I want to capture truth not in chunks but a complete whole

My desires are my sentiments like ever flowing love stream
I take you along like a beautiful sweet song in my heart
Under all circumstances of darkness you remain light beam
You remain in me I stay in you what a beautiful resort
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Love Burn Me Alive

Burn Me Alive
You say you love me so much so you want to burn me alive
My sweetheart I like fire so much so let me enjoy to dive
Like a staunch innocent lover of fire let me get you to thrive
I am a real soldier and romantic lover allow me to strive
I want to be burnt by all streaks of fire of your body to be pure
I want to be taken over by fire bit by bit to gracefully endure
The reality of love will come in sight when it is tested to be sure
I have accepted you as my real fortune my love let me assure
But I do realize that fire of beauty burns to make iron real gold
So rest assure before being burnt alive Petal by petal I will unfold
Your love has made me realist straightforward, frank and bold
Come in my arms embrace me with eternal grace let me hold
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Waves To Whisper

Waves to Whisper
I want to drown in your eyes like green sea
Do not debar me from the taste of drowning
The part of your sensual world let me be
My sweetest queen let me be your real king
The waves crop up and they just whisper
Love has its own vastness and its depth
Beauty but rekindles you have to remember
It travels in blood like flood till last breath
My beloved let me embrace you in trance
I will follow you to the other end in pursuit
What you have to do to give me a chance
I will touch you to make you a tree of fruit
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Love - One On One

Love One On One
When she is in my arms and her heart beats touch my beats
Rhythm and music take us to the paradise with love around
The beauty makes me cease to explore it all crease by crease
What a wonderful bond of love to bound and really surround

Me and my beloved in satiating the wonderful relation found
Touch and kiss remain salt to revolt in sentiments and passion
Do not ask me to explain the beautiful and hissing love sound
My sweetheart let me praise you for your loving style and fashion

I love you I love you till my breath flows in the stream of emotions
Till our passion makes us lost totally in each other to be just one
I do not know how to communicate my all heart hidden notions
Love remains the most beautiful relation being just one on one
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Greatest Gift

When in your absence strikes gloom
My love I feel dejected and depressed
Love sprouts like a new bud to bloom
Message of hope makes me blessed

My sweetheart never ever leave me alone
Lest I die in sheer pain and in agony
In the entire world its you which I own
Your fragrance remains purity and chastity

Let me make you an apple of my eyes
Let me feel you moving in my soul my love
Let me be grateful to my Lord in cries
For you as a greatest gift all from above
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Prayer For Peace

Prayer for Peace
My Allah I am surrounded all around by difficulties
Please show me the right path to peace and ease
Let me pass through these times hold my hand
Throughout my life time I was bound by love band
Entire humanity is crying for help for safety
It is only You who can help them to be free
For the sake of the most merciful prophet
Please be generous to establish peace writ
Let me declare without you I have but none
Only you are the real Savior of but everyone
I know that hearts get peace in your remembrance
I am looking forward to your essence and fragrance
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You Made Me Perfect

You made Me Perfect
My love your company makes me perfect
I am ready to conquer whatever comes
In my way to hinder and play with intellect
You made my mind just how overcomes
Sincerity of love surpasses all the rest
My sweet beloved my love my sweetheart
You are so wonderful you are the best
Please take hand to promise not to depart
I owe you my strength and all my fortitude
With you I remain but really all successful
You are so beautiful and sweet in attitude
You refined my mental calibre and mettle
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Love Is Boundless

Love is Boundless
Love is a boundless bound to surround all around
Beauty provides beautiful wings in this flight
Truth remains truth and comes from above to ground
In the darkest of darkness it kindles like light
Love has different shades to portray to say
Infinitey in time and space make us realize about Lord
Every part of this universe has a part to play
We do seek refuge with Lord being His real little ward
Soul remains companion of Him in thick and thin
His merciful bounties make us valiant and strong
He owns us with innumerable number of of sin
Soul carries His gracious love beautiful love song
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The Request

I requested for help of my Lord
He responded with prayer and patience
I bitterly wept on sins as ward
He responded with His Mercy and Presence
I complained about my loneliness
Allah said I am near to your life line
I said I am in search of His bless
He said I am yours and you are mine
My Allah You are my sheer love
I am in your protection I have none
His mercy rushed from all above
This is how I sought help one on one
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The Praise

The Most Beneficient the Most Affectionate
Let me praise your greatness with all sincerity
Allow me in sheer love to bow and prostrate
Your love keeps me from all the shackles free
Only your Kindness keeps me away, asunder
In your duty I feel privileged and reinvigorated
Smilingly I face all flames of fire and thunder
I feel honored to You I carry a bond, associated
Eternal love my eternal Patron in the diversity
For welfare of humanity You created the Love
Please help and protect me in every difficulty
I know You are Master of Destiny from above
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Ever Near

Ever Near
Allah is ever near responding to my prayer
When I walk towards Him He rushes to me
Like a loving mother He loves takes all care
Embraces me like a drop of water to the sea

When I walk He runs and takes me to domain
Being Creator of me and the entire universe
He takes me in beautiful and sweet love chain
I have the honor to be unique and diverse

My soul is His great gift my body is His praise
He declares me His vicegerant and a slave
I submit and my submission just always pays
He gives me courage and fortitude to be brave
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I May Not Come Back Dear

I May Not Come Back
My love I may not come back from the frontier
But I assure you I will always be look after you
For your sweet attitude I am always a volunteer
You can bank upon me through and through

My passion for you is at its extreme you know
My sentiments gleam through my heart and soul
For your sake I can go through any rut to glow
I can sacrifice my life on your cheeks sweet mole

You need money and I have become a machine
I will work and work till I become but senseless
My maturity takes all your desires being a teen
Your love for me remain a source of real bless

Forgive me if I do not come up to your expectations
Pray for me and for my soul if I do not come back
Life, my love is nothing but a set of very many stations
It goes through very many tracks before coming to track
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Ghazal 155850

Muhammad Khalid Khan
December 14, 2018 · Ghazal
Tum kaho to main bus wahan rakhon
Itnay dil main kahan kahan rakhon
Hay sanam khana ye jahan sara
Tum kaho main zuban kahan rakhon
Husan nay hosla bahra hay
Ishq ko kiyun na darmian rakhon
Ang ang main charagh jaltay hain
Hain andheray kahan kahan rakhon
Hay Bhanwar main ye zindgi sari
Kia main kishti main badban rakhon
To mujay mil gia hat rastay main
Pass kiyun ab main do jahan rakhon
Zardsahra main hay safar sara
Sar pa phir kiyun main aasman rakhon
Umar sa kaisa lena dena hay
Dil ko ah jan na kiyun jawan rakhon
Sath hain teray shahr bhar ka log
Dil ko main kitna baguman rakhon
Mehr dushman howa jahan sara
Bolo janan ko main kahan rakhon
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In Union

The beneficent, the merciful and the kind maker
The glorious, the greatest and the eternal refuge
My Master my Lord remains always my care taker
He protects me from every disaster and deluge

He has hundreds and thousands but I have none
Only He is the one who takes care of me in difficulty
His mercy prevails He says and all is just done
His eternal love of seventy mothers make me free

But being a heartless creature I do have complaints
I feel dejected, depressed and disappointed man
He in sheer love rushes to me just like dazzling rains
Before I turn to be ungrateful He takes me in union
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Make Freed Or Bleed

Allah you are the most Merciful and Gracious
This is what is part of my faith and my belief
I do know that only you can make us audacious
We are unable to take any pain or any grief

We are staunch believers that only you can ruin
Being Supreme Commander of the entire universe
We submit to you to please save from this illusion
Please be kind enough to save us from the curse

Entire humanity is praying for permanent solace
From this serious illness and to but just overcome
We with all our helpness beg to your kind grace
Please help us to away from this state troublesome

You are Great Master and we are disease stricken
We are also totally helpless and we are in dire need
We in our faith do believe will happen what written
It is your choice whether you make us bleed or freed
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The Laborer

I am by birth a laborer and work for solace
My life is full of trials and tribulations I admit
But do not look down upon me I have grace
I have wonderful light on face I never submit

Please do not take me for granted I do warn
I know the greatness of work and I am pleased
With my relentless efforts my efforts to adorn
I will work ceaselessly before I just go deceased

I have worked for legitimate and will continue
My inner soldier reinvigorates my sweet spirits
I will pursue my efforts through and through
Beauty of my soul surpasses to but metaphysics
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My Real Passionate Passion

My Passionate Passssion
I am a member of team and love to work
It is love which makes me reliable and strong
A lot of plesure and acquaintance is bulwark
I am a man of love and to love I do belong

Trust and sincerity make me a valiant soldier
Creating deep interactions are but needed
I have clarity of mission and vision not just blur
I am man of duty to which I certainly acceeded

My ultimate love is for humanity and country
I have taken a difficult path to my destination
I am a soldier from head to my heart and free
Do not test my style and my passionate passion
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My Love My Master

In this helplessness and dejection I have no one to recall
But my Lord you are only one who can bring me solace
I have no escape surrounded but from high wall to wall
I can't find any one less you who can take me pace to pace

You have gracely paved my way from every torture, pain
I have never been able to stive in my life but you took me
To my destination with all your mercy in all dazzling rain
I never deserved a drop of water but your guided me to sea

My Lord I have wonderful gift from you as soul to associate
Our One on one relation was the outcome with your kindness
I love you I praise you and bow my head in fron to narrate
You are my Master in love you always looked after me to bless
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Fortune Of Lover

Fortune of Lover
My love you remained the centre of my dreams
I have had your taste throughout my life my love
You provided me help in darkness with your beams
This is what it was destined from heaven above

Now I have neither you nor any dream to cherish
All colors have lost their beauty and their style
Without you I was nothing but a just thing to perish
My life has chunks of rememberance for a while

I think about you to glow then a pain of loneliness
Comes to play with my sentiments and my passion
Life without you is nothing but with you was bess
What a fortune of a lover and what a celebration
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Look Back

Love is soft and tender to but deal
So it remains dormant and hidden
Unless a wound of the past to heal
It remains like a fruit totally forbidden

My love its spring season that reminds
Your love with me and your grces grace
In its entirety it takes me on and binds
To be heart to heart and just face to face

I am totally lost in this wonderful affair
You changed me and my life I appreciate
From an ordinary man made soothsayer
With all sincerity of heart I must narrate

If it is possible please do come to see
My eyes have gone dim in waiting my love
If possible please this drop back to sea
Sheer sincerity can change destiny from above
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My Dreams

My Dreams
My love you remain in my dreams
I can feel you in my heart beats
From chinks I can see light beams
Let me draw you on blank sheets

Life is a set of different streams
Vice and virtue go hand in hand
My love love dominates it seems
What a wonderful band so grand

Your beauty has taken over me
Now I am no more my love I know
Love is so vast and green sea
A stream which takes me to flow
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Heart To Reveal

Heart To Reveal
My love be open to reveal your heart
Let us be lovers on the path of love
Let me kiss you and embrace to start
Teach me all norms of how and now

This revealation may dawn on to flow
Let me see the origin of beauty in trance
Be a north star to glow and just to show
How love in all sincerity can take a chance

Love me and allow me to love being frank
Show me all hidden treasure in one go
I am impressed by your style and swank
Let me have the pleasure to really know

For the sake of times to come on the way
Let us be more wise not to be victim of rivals
Let me hand to hand, heart to heart to play
Let have all revivals for graceful survivals
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I Love You Dear

I Love You
Spring has come to kiss you my love
Roses are in abundance to say Hello
My beloved my sweetheart my dove
Stream of passion flows to make glow

Romance is in a dance, beauty in trance
Let me kiss you embrace you to see
Your every move instigates to take chance
I do not know what the end could be

Beauty is all around to make me please
I lost in a wonderful situation my love
Romantic moves make all but to cease
Let take all in true spirits from the above

This is love I love you my love to pursue
Till last breath I have given you but all
Our heartbeats further narrate out of blue
How love proceeds to heavenly path on call
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Sweetness Of Moment

Sweetness of Moments
I am glade to have you with me my love
It seems that spring has come to shower flowers
Your innocence and essence are like dove
Your beauty surpasses the height of all towers

What a moment to cherish for the times to come
What a wonderful experience to be hand in hand
Like a beautiful fairy you my love are where from
Let us dangle and dance on same frequency, band

Sweet are the people who change life of others
Wonderful are the moments which remain alive
This is how going to happen miracles and wonders
This is how love to gracefully thrive and to survive
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Sweetness Of Moments

Sweetness of Moments
I am glad to have you with me my love
It seems that spring has come to shower flowers
Your innocence and essence are like dove
Your beauty surpasses the height of all towers

What a moment to cherish for the times to come
What a wonderful experience to be hand in hand
Like a beautiful fairy you my love are where from
Let us dangle and dance on same frequency, band

Sweet are the people who change life of others
Wonderful are the moments which remain alive
This is how going to happen miracles and wonders
This is how love to gracefully thrive and to survive
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Romantic Reverie

My love I see you in my dreams I carry you in my heart
I feel you spreading in me like a sweet fragrance
Please do not leave me alone and never ever depart
Please help me to develop my confidence and resilience

For me you are my only associate in all my pursuits
It is your love which makes miracles to happen to narrate
My love love tree remains full of all sweet love fruits
My soul be my soul communicate love my sweet soulmate

Please be wise and do not challenge my sincerity
Be mine like a wine to make me but intoxicated my love
Love nourishes if terms of reference declared with clarity
Let us have faith in each other destined all from above
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A Message Of Love

A Message of Love  
Love is a relation from eyes to eyes  
Which goes deep down from heart to heart  
Pain and pleasures are love cries  
It is an affair from part to part and to depart

Sincerity is what an essence of love to pursue  
Beauty ignites the affair to its ultimate end  
My sweetheart is a red rose with drop of dew  
It makes stones to turn and then to bend

Love with different shades with different trends  
Proceeds with love's essence and fragrance  
Love surpasses beauty in all respect and sends  
A message to convey essence in real sense
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Innocent Surprise

Innocent Surprise
My beloved is so innocent that she does not understand
What are the intricacies of love and how to withstand
She has her own frequency and she her own sweet band
In her wonderful beauty she has her own brand to be grand

We remain heart to heart and hand to hand in our love
She is my sweetheart my beloved like white wind dove
Definitely she is from fairies land somewhere from above
I do not know from when and how we surpassed in love

Still she is so pure so chaste like an angel from paradise
Her innocence and fragrance could make me but so wise
She is just like a beautiful and wonderful surprise to rise
My heart dictates me the wonders of this innocent surprise
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Glow Of Light

Glow of Light
It is not easy to embrace eternal truth of love
One has to pass through very many rough patches
A beam of light always guides from the above
Fiery path also has its most difficult burning patches

Love needs realization with head on ones hands
Truth needs courage of Mansoor to be cut in pieces
Its a thorny path on rythmical tune of different bands
At times reinvigorates and at times suddenly ceases

Ultimate love and ultimate truth is a glow of light
My Lord is a burning lamp so pure and wonderfully hidden
I do know that if I intend to see Him I will lose sight
This love path remains for extraordinary for ordinary forbidden
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Till Last Breath
You are as near in me as my heart is in body
I can feel tinkling of heart in me, is this love
My sweetheart this is how you take me to embody
Without asking any silly question when, how

I feel you beside me when I am just all alone
Some of my rivals say I have gone my love insane
My loneliness is a zone to make me moan
My every moment spent with you is like a love chain

My love take me on before it is too late to return
You can tear me into pieces or play with me game of death
You can throw me into the big flames of fire to burn
I will with out any complaint will prove lover till last breath
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A Prayer for Mercy
Mercy mercy oh Lord of the heaven and earth
We are dependent on you right from the birth
Please save us from all severe deadly ailments
Please be more kind like mother on our predicament
If you leave us we will face but sheer disaster
We are just helpless slaves and you are Master
Mercy mercy mercy on poor innocent souls
Please help us to achieve our determined goals
If you leave we will destroy for ever never to be seen
We know that in the hearts of your heart you are keen
To help to support and to save us from disease
Only you can help our irritating state to ease
Master remains Master and remains always kind
We know we are the sinners but please don't mind
Release us from the shackles of this endless fear
Help us to be straight in our dealings to just bear
Your are Master of the heaven and earth to grace
Let us kiss you in trance and let us but embrace
Help us to come upto your expectations to see
How a drop of water is taken by a great grand sea
Her Priceless Beauty

Priceless Beauty
Don't ask me the price of love my love
That is like flame which may burn me alive
Soul to soul I have to sacrifice my dove
Allow me to be with you and to just dive

To be eternal from with heart and soul
I am your staunch lover with all sincerity
What sweet cheeks with a black mole
I want to see all reality with but all clarity

There is no price for a priceless beauty
My love I have the honor to be in your love
Whenever I am in remembrance, on duty
My sweetheart my beloved my sweet dove
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Your Excellence

Your wonderful gaze and your beautiful smile
Has taken me just over completely for a while
Now I am bound from pace to pace, mile to mile
To follow you my sweetheart being worthwhile

Your golden tresses when kiss my love my face
I remain stunned and beguile with sweet fragrance
My love if you trace my history I am from lovers race
Your excellence travels in me like beautiful essence

Let us accept the reality of being queen and prince
You and me hand to hand and from soul to soul
Love travels in you and me with complete resonance
This is what remains sole entity to really console
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Priceless Beauty

Priceless Beauty
Don't ask me the price of love my love
That is like flame which may burn me alive
Soul to soul I have to sacrify my dove
Allow me to be with you and to just dive

To be eternal from with heart and soul
I am your staunch lover with all sincerity
What sweet cheeks with a black mole
I want to see all reality with but all clarity

There is no price for a priceless beauty
My love I have the honor to be in your love
Whenever I am in remembrance, on duty
My sweetheart my beloved my sweet dove
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Love -Joint Venture

My love allow me to follow passionate path of love
Your innocence essence and fragrance took me to brim
Let now break all hurdles to accept verdict from above
Let feel more reinvigorated in this situation but so grim

Let be two souls flying hand in hand to just search
What all life offers from iys bosom knot to accept
Let my love embrace more freedom in love to lurch
Let us expose all emotions so far hidden and kept

Allow me to kiss and kiss your from head to toe
Let me taste every drop of wine from the cups
Let us jump in vast green ocean of love to flow
Let me explore all heavenly destinations from ups

Please don't stop me let me sail to the other end
Let me be part and parcel of a romantic adventure
Allow m e to dangle, dance to bow and to bend
Be gracious and extend all help in this joint venture
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Love Saga
Spring has come to tell me about promises
In which you told me to come back to me
So my dear please come to rhyme with verses
Of love which I have written for you to be

Let me be my love associate with blooming roses
Allow me to praise you in poetry and in prose
Love needs from beauty sweet romantic doses
So be great to embrace to allow me to propose

Let us be fair in this love episode to but just win
Whatever life offers to you my love and to me
Heart to heart heart with really love sweet sin
Let us be together like a vast golden green sea
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Superstitions

Superstitions
All prophets show us the right path to God
They also declare what is right and what is wrong
Satan has his own tricks to play with squad
By playing nausty with his sweet dirty vicious song

The innocent human lose their way in the darkness
If not guided by their senses they but go astray
The devil knows how to derail mind how to garnish
Hence the followers lose their light not to play

The dirtiest ones become victim to do irrational things
To creat a dirty situation to take innocent in palm
By using their strings to exploit and to cut virtuous wings
With the help of just creating doubt fear and qualm

Let me assure you my people vice can not surpass virtue
God's verdict remains final under all stress and strain
In most difficult circumstances mercy comes out of blue
Like a righteous people we have to suffer to bear pain
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Soul In Trance

Soul in Trance
He gives his soul and takes my heart
Love reciprocates with beauty my love
Life is a set of part and just depart
What a merciful dazzling rain from above

Lover with heart remains in vogue
It travels from but place to place to pursue
My sweetheart you are in prologue
Sincerity in love remains a drop of dew

Heart to heart travels love communication
Eyes to eyes love message is but to go
Come my love with sheer emotion and passion
Let me take you in my veins just to flow
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Matter Of Pride

Matter of Pride
In essence love is but a baby step
In fragrance it surpasses fragrance of rose
In wilderness it is really a giant step
In reality it is something to just bulldoze

Whosoever comes across is overtaken by passion
It has its own shades and colors to injure
It has its own style and its own wonderful fashion
It knows when and how to just conjure

Two sweet hearts in one golden chain
It has its own warmth like a blazon burning sun
Its mercy in dazzling dangling rain
It is matter of pride, and job very well done
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Love Imprint

She is like a real smouldering fire to take me on
In dazzling rain of beauty with pure dew drops
Her sparkling light makes me to taste the dawn
There are very many places on the way stops

Me to appreciate real romantic pleasure to taste
My sweetheart I love you from the core of my heart
Please be mine i am neither in hurry nor in haste
Remain in my heart as a treasure never ever to depart

Let you be the light house to show me the path
Don't ask me for any explanation or for any comment
For your sake I can take over any unpleasant wrath
Please do not make me to remove any sweet love imprint
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Love is Love
Your cruel attitude has turned my heart into a stone
Without any emotions and without any feelings
My rivals have succeeded to make me but all alone
With all their dirty designs and clumsy dealings

My love I wanted to make this desert as bed of flowers
But due to all misunderstanding it has gone to dogs
It remains no more innocent love but game of powers
Now all love songs have gone down to voices of frogs

But still I have trust in my sincerity of love to glow
Still in moonlit nights I see you in moon and appreciate
I am still convinced it was just a momentary blow
We will be together again to love selflessly to narrate
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Sighs And Cries

Sighs and Cries
She said you are different as I know
From all others who are from your tribe
I my sweetheart could know in one go
I take love as a love and not like a bribe

Its sincerity of actions which speak loud
Its the portrayal of inner self in ones eyes
It is how a new individual feels in crowd
Feelings have no apparent sighs and cries

Let me admit I am different because I take
Innocence as fragrance and not more or less
A girl an innocent sweet girl and not a cake
Human is a human who carries along bless
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Struggle Is Worship

Struggle is Worship
We have to strive to be true humans
From beginning till end this must be pursuit
We should not forget to stop carries sins
Sheer hard work always brings delicious fruit

Prophet Muhammad in the company of associate
Suddenly saw the hands of one of his disciple
He called him near to inquire about this state
The follower told he works for the kids revival

With love and affection Prophet kissed his hand
And praised for his success in world and hereafter
He called for him Allah’s mercy to be really grand
What a wonderful disciple what a wonderful master
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A Salute To Women On Women's Day -
Poem by Col Muhammad Khalid Khan

God has created women with tenderness and delicacy
The entire world is bound to take care and to agree
She came out of the ribs of man and a part of heart is plea
So it is obligatory to extend all respect and to know and see

Women have sharp sixth sense like few selected called leaders
So as a matter of fact we should not be biased but be the pleaders
No one else has quality to create but the women which glitters
Men should accept the dignity honour respect and shouldn't be misers

Women are mixture of love and beauty which continue to cherish
In hour of trial and tribulation she never leaves someone to perish
World ows its strength and beauty to the beauty and strength of women
She wears the crown of creation being elegant and great with devotion

Salute to all women who create persevere and bring peace and prosperity
They are the beacon of light from home to home and country to country
For their refinement of sixth sense I am proud of but definitely just envy
From the core of my heart I appreciate their services in all relations openly
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Please Show Concern

Show Concern
Please put your hand on my heart show concern
My love I am in dire need of touch of yours to say
I am in need of your attention so please do discern
In my dark life my love you are the only light ray

I am in trouble with out you be near and beside
Help me to be in me make me stable in this state
My love, your beauty be together far and wide
My love for you remains wonderfully just so great

Take me don't break me help me remain composed
You are the only hope in this world of cruel rivals
Let your love be frank straightforward and exposed
Be mine openly in all subtle difficulties and trials
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Resonance
I must be happy within to associate
With the universe around me to see
The answer is in love so to narrate
Furthermore beauty carries only plea

Let me be a passionate lover to glow
Let me be satiated with but all around
Let me be fit to face untoward blow
Let real fragrance to but just surround

Resonance is needed badly in stress
This may reinvigorate my soul in trance
Its a real mercy and blessing with bless
It is a trance which gives a fair chance
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For All Lovers

My eyes were stunned to see Kaba empty
A place which used be surrounded by all lovers
Fear dominated love to but just see
How vice surpasses with hippocratic black covers

Foes and rivals are in a pursuit to stop
The encircling of moths around a burning lamp
How can clean hearts and souls to drop
How to be more in their love in the love camp

Lord help the followers to follow dictate without fear
Be merciful and increase them in strength
To dominate over all satanic tricks to be more near
To you and not to be away from you in length
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For All Lovers

My eyes were stunned to see Kaba empty
A place which used be surrounded by all lovers
Fear dominated love to but just see
How vice surpasses with hippocratic black covers

Foes and rivals are in a pursuit to stop
The encircling of moths around a burning lamp
How can clean hearts and souls to drop
How to be more in their love in the love camp

Lord help the followers to follow dictate without fear
Be merciful and increase them in strength
To dominate over all satanic tricks to be more near
To you and not to be away from you in length
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The Eternal Delight

Eternal Delight
So sweet like a blooming flower of rose
With her wonderful personality she can conquer
Every heart, every soul she can buldoze
She has the quality to implore and to conure

My sweet heart I have really no words to appreciate
Your kindness of heart your fragrance of soul
My heart beats are in association but to just narrate
You are a sweet wonderful lady just as a whole

Let me present my heart to satiate your heart
Let me be open in praising glowing beams of light
Please be my part my love never ever to depart
Let me be the part my love of eternal sweet delight
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Ghazal 23658

Ghazal
Lub pa lub rakh kay bhol jana hay
Hum nay yun piar ko nibhana hay
Bin teray koi bhi naheen meray
Sath teray to ik zamana hay
Kaisay guzray thay din tumaray bina
Ishq ka apna ik fasana hay
Dheray dheray kharaj likhtay hain
Hosla apna aazmana hay
Ruh apni hay ab jo musti main
Yar ko nach kar manana hay
Dhamkian ab na koi dey hum ko
Hum nay aana hay lot jana hay
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Heavenly Abode

You look more beautiful when you wear your heart
Your passion intixicates me to dangle and to dance
Be heart to heart listen music of love never to depart
Embrace me kiss me take me to trance give chance

My love let us forget the world let be to gether to listen
Heartbeats to understand how love deals with beauty
Love is a pure passion my love do not take it as a sin
Let us take heavenly abode to be more realistic and free
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I Am Fortunate

I Am Fortunate
If you are with me then fortune is on my side
Let us be together on the life's wonderful ride
My sweetheart if love remains our real guide
Then we can imprint our print just far and wide

Place your hand on my heart to feel heartbeat
Let us be one on one on just love's sweet seat
Allow me to write sonnet of love on clean sheet
When we have to go ahead there is no retreat

We together are the ones to have love fragrance
In each others company we are but complacence
Love when touches beauty becomes jbut cadence
My love help me to have solace with naissance
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Tears Of Rose

Tears of Rose
Being in love makes tears to flow
My love I love you as no one can do
Take my tears as a token of love
No one else can really present as though
From the core of my heart I love you
From the soul I take you thru and thru
Let not leave me in the company of foe
I can not survive without you let me say
Please be mine be dawn of the day
In this hot desert of life be my friend
Love from heart let me but send
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Mixed Emotions

Mixed Emotions
The tears of rose take me along
I can listen but the inner sad song
Why the sweet moments are short
Why the moments of pain are long
I do not know to whom I belong
My vision is clear mission is strong
My sweetheart to you I do belong
Our love sweet relation is but lifelong

My love my dove Be hand in hand
Love and beauty are on same band
Our sweet relation is of different brand
What an occasion is but really grand
Whether I am on such hot desert sand
Or I am in green vast ocean to expand
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Life A Challenge

Life A Challenge
Life is nothing but a constant and consistent challenge
Only brave can accept it with smiling face to pursue
To counter any embarrassment one has to but manage
Time and space to take care how to think and to do

Valliant are sons of the soil who take correct decision
They do all at the peril of life to sacrifice for nation
Time and tide keeps their actions with proper precision
Their burning blood keeps in tact their passion

Inspiration my love comes but from inner cores to play
Miracles do happen when one surpasses time
For clean hearts and souls love remains dawn of the day
Their fortune helps them to reap harvest in prime
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Makes Me Insane

Make Me Insane
Do not leave me my love alone less I die in pain
Have mercy my love don't torture again and again
Be in my heart and soul extend real love chain
My sweetheart be sweet in love don't make me insane
Take me inlove then you can always just slain
Let me be more near and near to you to attain
Intoxicate me with your beautiful green eyes to reign
Help me to get all torture of like be just champagn

If you make me you in color of love just to glow
I want to be in you like a stream of water to flow
Let me explore real beauty in trance don't be in row
Let the universe be taken our with our love show
Embrace me heart to heart and never let me go
If I get you completely then I don't mind to but blow
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Shades Of Love

Shades of Love
Love is a feeling of pain, joy and pleasure
Simultaneously it is a wonderful love treasure
What a taste it carries can never be explained
Takes one to the edge of eternity even if disdained
But source of attraction remains passionate beauty
It takes a lover from all chains, shackles totally free

It makes one cross and takes to the cross
Its not a barter a lover may be taken to loss
A stream of passion at times it may be floss
Its a challenging puzzle one may come across
Its not a sheer trade with any profit and loss
Beauty has a real passion to have love emboss
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Violent Waves

My love I love you from the core of my heart
Embrace me and keep me never to depart
There is nothing without you I do understand
Let us be on one frequency and one band
Life is an ocean with very many violent waves
Your beauty keeps me in daze and craves
To be with you in real sweet communion
Let my love to have a beautiful reunion

Let me be with you and never ever alone
Let me kiss you Let us be together in on love zone
Let me praise real sweet beauty just shown
Let us be on one and only sweet love tone
Be a wonderful sweet heart don't be a stone
Take me along and come like wild cyclone
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Love Kills My Love

Love Kills
Give me your eyes and take mine
Only then we both will have taste of wine
My sweetheart be sweet in all dealings
I am a poet of love don't hurt my feelings
Do not dictate I will not take this attitude
Be kind hearted don't check my fortitude
Love is love till it gives all sort of pleasure
For me my love your love is a treasure
But when you start objecting love dies
Then there is no use to utter false cries
Love resonates and shares its fragrance
This is which type of blove which makes tense
Be my heart associate or be my foe
Tinkle in my heart or let me just go
Life's too short to waste on acrimony.
If you don't love let me just totally free
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Serependity
My love I am lucky to have you with me
I am fortunate that higher power takes care
My love in this wonderful green vast sea
My vision becomes more refined more fair

Please take me in your arms to be wise
Do not leave me alone in hour of trial
Just be on my side to help me to but rise
To your great expectations for a while

We both can conquer the world let be frank
Hand in hand and heart to heart to go
Let be the recipient of love’s real great rank
Let love be in our viens to flow to glow
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Line of Scrimmage
Love flows in me like a river my love
Then I see all around Your image
Your fragrance intoxicate my dove
Now I am on the line of scrimmage

Let me taste the flow of passion
Let me see just my courage to face
You carry along a wonderful fashion
I frollow you from place to place

My sweetheart let me take you but all
Let me see how love dangles, dances
Beauty has its own way to but call
Its advances and its wonderful chances
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Love In Abundance
I can work hard in exchange for the pleasures of life
Especially beauty and abundance hit me like a knife
I love beautiful things that is part of my love nature
I love I love I love to the real height of my real stature
My love succeeds and helps me to but really win
Love remains duty and without duty life is a sin
Love is like a wine of fresh sweet fruits to intoxicate
All my senses in a way to be together and to narrate
My wonderful passion is my love my love is my passion
I am in a mood to take all love together as my fashion
Let my love embrace me to take me to edge of eternity
Let my love surround me completely to make me free
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Miracles Do Happen
My Lord I have no one else but you
You have looked after me thru and thru
You are so near and so dear to me
I recall and you rush like waves of sea
You are my Master I am slave I agree
Without you mercy I don't have any plea
My enemies can't harm me I look to Thee
My Master is Lord of Heavens and earths
On His orders deaths occur kids take births
From my beginning till end only He helped
To Him I bowed, I melt and graciously knelt
On the height in snow, to down in deserts
He dangles in souls and dances in hearts
He is all in all and I my love am just none
He takes, appreciates for any job well done
He says an it occurs what a miracle my friend
If you want to be with His graciously bend
Miracles do happen with a clean heart and soul
Worship should remain the ultimate goal
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Love For Ever
Love For Ever
Love is passion never ever to fade
Its a suture as well as a blunt blade
Do not ask me the pleasure comrade
Its a shade in summer displayed
Love's charter to be always obeyed
A passion which needs to persuade
In your company I never feel afraid
Your sweet smile makes always glade

My love your love remains for ever
It is but heart's passionate endure
I can conquer world if you are in favor
No doubt that rivals are but clever
Love is a great passion like a river
Beauty is a fountain to cherish endure
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Soul Communicates

Communication remains from soul to soul
From eyes to eyes and from heart to heart
From pace to pace and from pole to pole
Soul has its abode in sweet heavenly resort

It is a commandment of God, a part of God
Cherishes and blooms in pure innocence
A human take this love accord being His ward
When soul speaks it spreads all fragrance

A little one has an angelic soul free and fertile
Time and place has nothing to do to take
It travels from distance to distance in a while
Any useless arrogant blame for its own sake
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Love String
My heart is no more with me let me state
My blood is pounding in my veins I can't tolerate
Such a wonderful figure to tell to narrate
What a wonderful commitment of my associate
When beauty offers love has to negotiate
Let me touch you to affiliate and appreciate
Let me embrace and kiss you to create, recreate
My soul integrate with you my soulmate

I have not seen flowers in such a mood in spring
As your each part is blooming to glow to bring
All love and lust to go go hand in hand to to wear ring
And then to dangle and dance like queen and king
In company to amuse in solitude to just sing
Blazing and burning soul to soul in sweet love string
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Blood flows in my veins like blood
My passion has to rise like a flood
Beauty has to grow like flower bud
I know who I am don't take me dud

I know what are the shades of hate
I do know how to be above to great
Don't challenge me to but tolerate
I am a lover a sweet love associate

When I feel like I change my stance
My soul remains restless for chance
In presence of beauty I remain in trance
In sheer ecstasy I dangle and dance
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I Am Soldier

I am Soldier
My dear you neither know me nor my worth
I am a dedicated staunch soldier by my birth
In your reckoning there is but just no dearth
Let my friend be frank let truth to just unearth

With honesty of purpose I know what to do
Let me take my duties to perform let pursue
The cause that right is right remains a clue
Let me be clear to present my point of view

Duty remains hallmark of a real true soldier
Let friend excellence takes over my exposure
Let me achieve my aim from bolder to bolder
From heart to heart and shoulder to shoulder
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To Know The Norm

Love makes me my love upfront to share
All pains and pleasure to but resonate
Do not leave me alone but please take care
Your absence may not make me tolerate

The moments without you till just to end
All drama of life to be on the stage to perform
My sweetheart love never makes one bend
Let us be on one grid to know the real norm

My soul remains in a trouble to but meet
My heartbeats start counting their performance
Let my beloved to be one on one on love seat
Soul to know fragrance, innocence and essence
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Don't Leave Me Alive

Don't Leave Me Alive
My request is do not leave me alive
Because without you I will not survive
Love throughout life is but to strive
Beauty with all its shades to revive

All colors of life and colors of spring
Makes a song of love thru silence sing
I am in need of sweet heart so bring
Heart to heart we communicate in string

Let me embrace you in sheer trance
Give your hand in my hand to dance
Let us take together love and romance
Give me chance and I will take chance
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Black Magic

Black Magic
Wicked enemies are using magic to frighten
Without realizing that vice cannot surpass virtue
But they don't know that are but just brighten
Wrath for themselves they are going to pursue

Vice my friend will never ever surpass virtue
It may not have the strength of but truth
Great love help me to be straight thru and thru
My sincerity and my love make me uncouth

Hatred has to die and love has to flourish
Love is an emblem of God to take care
My sacrifice for love will make me nourish
I am a slave of Master hence soothsayer
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The Passion

My Passion
Legitimate makes races to prosper
Illegitimate eats up all the races
Virtue is its own reward to foster
Vice are sins to stop all the paces

Good and bas have their own domain
Good always pursues to be the best
Values graciously portray in their chain
Bad has to die down to take the rest

I love all that is never ever forbidden
So I have to be on my destination
I hate every thing which is evil ridden
This is my claim this is my passion
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All Love

All Love
Let my love to have self awareness
Since I have to march to destination
Let me be honest with all fairness
This is what tells me my real passion

With confidence boost, I remain eager
To express whatever is in my heart
Extend love in abundance or meager
Embrace me my love not to depart

Let our freak flag fly to attract all love
Let be away from normal life to pursue
Let us enjoy what is ordained from above
Let us sing song of love on flute on route
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Soul An Eternal Gift

Soul an Eternal Gift
Soul comes from that sweet fountain of love
Which never ever comes but to an end
What a wonderful experience from above
Hence every soul intoxicates to bend

To spread like a stream to counter, encounter
Attraction is what is the emblem of Lord
Eternal pain and pleasure makes me to suffer
Every soul is a sweet innocent little ward

My soul irritates with any vice to to but see to be
Virtue remains a great reward of Lord to understand
My sweetheart in your love I don't have any plea
Eternal love enlightens me to be on the eternal band
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Burning Lamp

Burning Lamp
Your love my love makes me insane
I feel enthralled with this love state
We do appreciate our sweet love chain
My beloved let me accept and narrate

Love is a state of heart to be in heart
To tinkle together like sweet love beat
You are in me and I am your love part
Let be together one on one on love seat

Love is what beauty needs to just glow
With you I am bur like a burning lamp
Do not ask me the pleasure of the show
Let me be in your beautiful love camp
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Our Motto

We have to strive for nation's life
Life for cadets is a double edged knife
Progress and property touch our feet
Whether on Siachin or in desert's heat
We are MEN OF VALOR, BORN TO WIN
Being LION HEARTED defeat is a sin
DEATH BEFORE DISHONOR is the only option
In the gallant sons of soil's profession
WHO DARE WON and SECOND TO NONE
Duty is worship to every one
Being TIGERS we RISE TO CONQUER
Without any help without any favor
FIRST TO FIGHT we DO OR DIE
WE NEVER GIVE IN, we never cry
WHEN ALLAH's HELP AND VICTORY IS NEAR
Being soldiers of God no point to fear
Our motto leads to NOW OR NEVER
Even if we die we live for ever

Note Being Gentlemen Cadets at
Pakistan Military Academy Kakul
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**Embrace Thru And Thru**

Embrace Thru and Thru  
My love you love to be in love  
Your sweet smile attracts me to you  
You are predestined from above  
Let me embrace you thru and thru

What a marvellous beauty is to portray  
My ambers of love are being aired  
Romantic love is a sweet wonderful play  
Which makes your white cheeks red

Let me kiss you on but every part of body  
Let me see the stream of pure beauty  
My love for you love is a real valid plea  
Together our heartbets make us free
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On One Line

On One Line
So sweet and so green are the eyes of the teen
Such wonderful scene I have not but yet seen
The observation makes them really really keen
Don't ask what I have seen what you have been

All from head to toe a bottle of intoxicating wine
The fact remains you were mine and you are mine
With you the entire universe is wonderfully fine
Let be together to be on one band, frequency on line

Your glowing red cheeks make me but insane
We both are in a real sweet love bond love chain
Without you my sweetheart I remain in agony, pain
Let us take all disdain to be in real drizzling rain
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To Wait

What a wonderful girl she is
What a delightful image she has
She deserves a real life kiss
Let my love have wonderful jazz

Thirst of eyes never ever ends
Beauty has all charming moods
Love takes her and really bends
This is how beauty changes moods

She is mine and I am her always
This is how life goes on date
My love I am unable to praise
My lips and my heart are to wait
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Let Us Pay Price

In journey of love beauty remains destination
This is how love reinvigorates its sweet passion
Your glowing cheeks have become real fashion
Autumn receeds spring brings its colorful session

Oh my sweetheart how to be together in romance
Your sweet eyes attract me to a real love stance
My Isweetheart let me get just chance after chance
Whether we are in Venice in Italy or Paris in France

Love is a stream which flows in my veins to play
Your beauty my sweetheart is real light of the day
Let be together in association to bow and to pray
Let us pay the price of reunionn what it just may
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From Heavens

Love sails through my veins to reinvigorate
Passion my love smiles at my sensual pursuit
I am totally enthralled by your beauty on date
Allow me to explore beauty like a young recruit

The moment I saw you I lost all my senses
I am on the path of excellence let me be frank
I am your prince and you are my princesses
I am in real love and your beauty is my rank

Embrace me in real trance my love take chance
This is how we can exchange fragrance of love
Be my partner let us freely just dangle and dance
Our meeting is predestined from heavens above
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You Have Very Many

You have very many but I do not have any one less you
My love your love travelled in me through and through
you tinkle in my heart you dance in my soul I do know
You are all around and you flow in me like golden glow

Please never ever leave me I do request my sweetheart
In this cruel world at the mercy of whispering severe wind
I am in sheer love with you I do know and I do pretend
Love is heart to heart in love I do receive and I do send

You are an ocean but I am a drop of water in burning sand
Without you I can not stand push mein odds to withstand
Please be mine on one frequency and one love band
Let us cross all horizons being heart to heart hand in hand
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The Sleeping Beauty

Sleeping Beauty
She sleeps over a high mountain to wait
For the unknown lover who may come
In search of her on that mountain for date
To take her from that state troublesome

Love needs beauty and beauty needs love
To reciprocate their sentiments and passion
Both are ordained from this quality from above
Oh love what you are and what is the fashion

You and me are one on one to extend reality
A kiss from hot lips may change the life style
On this planet we are really frank and just free
Precious moments make life precious for a while

Sleeping beauty may remain sleeping my love
Beauty just becomes its ultimate sweet reward
Let my sweetheart to play love game from above
So my sweetheart be soft in actions and not hard
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Twinkling Little Tears

I love my grandson to any extreme
He is my life's lightening beam
We love each other I never ever know
We have our heartbeats on one flow
My daughter left and took her along
Hence I thought dimmed love song
One day I was in sheer love to see him
So I requested my family to get him
I saw him on word sap he was morose
I could not swallow that angry dose
He was silent but showed his mood
He was in love and was not rude
I saw her two eyes with two little tears
He was looking at me like soothsayer
I thought and understood meaning of love
Which is bestowed on all from above
I bitterly wept wept wept and wept
But tears never ever were able to detect
Love is but an eternal gift from my God
I am also like my grandson His ward
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Happy Valentine's Day

Valentines Day
Valentine day is bond of love to celebrate
In which all relations of lovers to associate
Their inner feelings and passions to come
To pave their way to in the life troublesome
A tribute to Saint Valentine, the Roman priest
To share with each other the wonderful feast
A day to confess love through the love gifts
A day to abandon all the silly notorious rifts
A day to propose a day to offer chocolates
A day to promise a day to hug and to kiss
A day for couples to embrace and to dismiss
All distances on the plea of real love portrayal
Let us be real lovers and take chance to avail
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Mercy Of Allah

Mercy Of Allah
From birth till death one remains in chains
With pain of love one has to go through pains
At times there is clear sun at times are rains
At times life is full of hatred and sheer disdains
A man of courage faces obstacles with pleasure
Life has to offer all bounties and all treasure
Allah is great who loves his creation openly
Only His blessings and mercy makes man free
Do not ask me the pleasure of being His ward
The way He looks after me is difficult to explain
But there is not a single moment without mercy
He cares for me like a lonely drop in a large sea
He is Master with love full of a vast green ocean
He is like lamp of light to burn and to discern
Master remains Master and a slave like me is slave
His eternal love and affection allows me to pave
My path through all miseries and all pains
His Mercy always on me shower drizzling rains
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Vault Over Obstacles

My love we will surely vault over obstacles
Time is the best healer as I do understand
You relentless support will break all shackles
And success will come as sweet love garland

Pain comes to test us but do refines values
So constatly and consistely we have to aspire
Till birth to the death the process continues
With same dangerous burning human desire

Let my love take onerous responsibility willingly
Let be honest and frank in this wonderful pursuit
Even in strange invisible chains let feel totally free
To achieve success on this difficult thorny route
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For One Another

For One Another
My love your charismatic and cheeky side
Blossom with a lovely touch to just pursue
We are becoming just famous far and wide
Your cheeks glow more with drops of dew

Fragrance is all around to play hide and seek
You tinkle in my heartbeats to show me the way
Let me sweetheart kiss you just cheek to cheek
Let my love to pass through your beauty like ray

Our romance is not on chance but is eternal
From beginning till end we live for each other
Our essence gives way to life to be eternal
Let us decide to be together foe one another
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I Do

My love my emotions are fueled by beauty
Let me reinvigorate my deeply-rooted intuition
Let me feel you in my every heartbeat to see
Allow me to cherish my beautiful love mission

Let me see and pain my love on the horizon
Let me declare to the world I am in pure love
Allow me to give fire to my love to enlighten
Let me embrace wonderful love from above

Love remains excellence and beauty is fire
Let me be the center of all universe to pursue
How should I grace more this cherished desire
Let whispering sound say accept let me say I do
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Allah's Mercy

God’s Mercy
I have decided to fight till my last breath
But I will work and work till my death
I became hopeless with people’s attitude
But like soldier I am carrying along fortitude
In sheer disgust I lost my hope to survive
And then I heard my prophet’s saying
To a follower who was with Him for praying
Prophet saw his hard hand with scratches
His hand full of difficult and hard patches
Prophet took his hand in His hand to see
And then asked what would the cause be
The follower said Sire I work for my kids
For their welfare I can go for any difficult bid
Prophet kissed his hand and prayed for him
May Mercy of God bestow on him upto brim
God’s mercy is eternal and just evergreen
Which a clean and honest followers make green
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Love Exchanges

Matters of the heart go through very many changes
Most of the time its angst which takes over heart
Pain of heart takes us through many lovee exchanges
It is a set of very events of part and to depart

Love remains constant pain to go through life
Beloved remains centre of gravity in this drama
Rivals play tricks on lovers with poisonous knife
For dejected, depressed lovers life is trauma

My sweetheart take care of my heart lest it stops
Its your smile which reinvigorates my spirtiis to live
Beauty is the sole treasure to tops or to chops
Let me drive to strive and thrive not to but drive
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A Flying Leap

Let my love to take a flying leap
Into the most sensual parts deep
Let love and romance take real place
Let us embrace your beauty's grace
These are most precious moments
For all the whispering love comments
Dont give up on matters of the heart
Let be together before we depart
My sweetheart my life is at stake
My determination no one can shake
Let me persevere whatever comes
My soul remain my body numbs
Power of love will make me fly to sky
Don't take my martyrdom just to die
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What A Fantasy

What A Fantasy
My love be bold and vivid with your fantasy
If you can conceive it, you will achieve it
My love love is eternal and wonderful mercy
Be a true lover and never evr decieve it

Ups and downs are part and parcel of life
Pain and happiness go but hand in hand
At times it is full of enjoyment at times strife
We have to bear all to stand and withstand

What a life full of circus or set of miracles
Making life wonderfully simple and great
At time it remains spiritual at times debacles
Whatever we narrate we are can't tolerate
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To Delights
To see the eternal beauty of my love in entirety
Let me exert an effort to pull down the veil
Music of my heartbeats make me completely free
In intoxication for real love trance to hail

Let our love relation touch eternal heights
Let be together on a ride for the times to come
Let be away from this painful life to delights
Let be out of cruel clutches of life troublesome

Take me in your arms to embrace violently
Hold me hide me in your heart to feel the happiness
Then I don't mind what the circumstances be
Your heart to heart communication will be a bless
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Love Is Eternal

Love Is Eternal
My love I love you to the core of my heart
Please never ever think to leave or depart
My heartbeats have been taken over by you
I feel intoxicated just through and through
Your beauty haunts me time and again
I want to dangle and dance in drizzling rain
Your cheeks glow like a sun in a mood
Please be mine without being just rude
My sweetheart time and tide wait for none
Take me seriously do not take for fun
I am your staunch lover please do believe
I am a drop of water and you are sea
Please take me along with your waves
Your enchanting beauty always enslaves
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Sweet Passion

My passionate dreams are waiting to unfold
Like petals of rose to welcome drop of dew
My beloved you are more precious than gold
For your charming beauty I do have a clue

Your generosity increases my determination
Your cheeks make me beguile to appreciate
Your are my love and my love sweet passion
My heartbeats are anxious but just to narrate

All episode of love carries always you along
At every step your presence is but really felt
You my love remain sweet musical love song
In front of your fiery beauty let me but melt
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Save us Lord Please
Oh Lord please save us from the test of unjust people
We may not be able to go through their unjust test
We are standing with our impuissance on a steep hill
But with your mercy we will become really the best

Your kindness prevailed to keep me safe and sound
Your love and affection remained cause of my excellance
You are all around to heal my hound to make me crowned
I can perceive all around me your beautiful fragrance

Please don't leave me alone in the company of cruel people
I submit myself completely to your generosity my Lord
You are Master of the Heaven and the earth and I am seeple
Your light remains evergreen and I am but time barred
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Be A Unit

Be a Unit
Individuals remain individuals in their vested interests
They can't be a unit to act and move on collectively
Their hearts do beat for their own need as it suggests
They can't progress and be prosperous unless free

From their henious satanic bonds and ulterior motives
They become dangerous for themselves for the nation
Hence they eat up themselves being really corrosives
In such type of circumstances how they can bring salvation

So it is good to be a useful part of nation for progress
Lest complete destruction comes to leave sheer regrets
So it is good to aspire for bless under any stress, mess
So it is the joint honest ventures which bring forth assetts
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Love Sensation

Love sensation has taken over me to the brim
Let me sail my love through the ocean to swim
Allow me to praise and worship through prim
Love remains love through just every synonym
How can I explain through intoxicated whim
In my stretch of imagination I see myself grim
In my love life you are really a precious gym
With your strength I carry all wonderful vim

Please do not ask me to go through experience
I am really enthralled by the sens of fragrance
Please do not play my sweetheart with my patience
I know my love what is my state of connaissance
In love I carry all my solace and complacence
You are my princess and I am your lover prince
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Sing A Song

Sing a Song
Let me lean on you to be more keen in love pursuit
Add some spice to my barren land of love to glow
Allow me to sing a song on my love flute for the fruit
Allow the eternal stream of beauty to willingly flow

Your glowing cheeks stimulate my dormant passion
Kisses bring life to every hidden emotion to grow
My sweet beloved you look so beautiful in fashion
Let the romantic weather to be colorful just bestow

You and me should become an eternal symbol of love
Take my hand in hand and my heatbeats to sing a song
My innocent sweet beloved be like a wonderful dove
Forget about all the disparities of every right and wrong
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Heartstrings

Heartstrings
My heartstrings are in a mood to make music
To please you my darling with falling snowflakes
Firepan is burning in front to take brick by brick
Beloved become for lovers the real hotcakes

Whispering cold winds remind me your bosomknot
Your passionate love enthralled in my heart
What a wonderful love story with a beautiful love plot
Sensation goes through my body part to part

Your hot sentiments engulf me like a blanket
I feel warmth of June in real cold month of december
My sweetheart I am just a particle you are magnet
My love with your touch of class I become an amber
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Love Chance After Chance

Chance After Chance
Love fills my heart and puts in a sentimental mood
Beauty dances in front to intoxicate me my love
Let me see beyond silly triviality without being rude
Since it is a loveliest gift from the heaven above

Please do not debar me from the graces of beauty
Allow me to see you in real charm to understand
Please be free to communicate in love being free
Tune of togetherness will bring us to same band

My sweetheart winter isw a weather of love whispers
Let us take our souls to touch snow flakes in trance
Allow me to sail through great green ocean in clippers
My love life is a glance to take chance after chance
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The Perfection

I should not be afraid of shadows
I cannot be hurt by arrows of foes
With my unflinching belief intact
I will definitely succeed just in fact
Do not challenge me to brazen fight
I believe in right and follow right
Vice and virtue are but two shades
To separate these I have the blades
I am from Him will return to Him
So in the ocean of life i have to swim
I haveno choice in life and death
This is how i can make myself perfect
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Honor Is Priceless

Honor is Priceless  
My love this world is full of reckless people  
So you have to be mindful of this cruel fact  
A flower has its beautiful fragrance of sepal  
So it is to be understood as a real love pact

Your honor and dignity portray in actions  
Blood speaks with its force to tell entire truth  
Humans are in different groups and factions  
Being neat and clean and being really uncouth

Beauty of heart never allows to be with vice  
Every step is to be taken with care and caution  
Honor is priceless not to be everybody's choice  
Let us take grace as fortune's real precaution
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Romantic Fantasies

Romantic Fantasies
Romantic fantasies unfold one by one
With one touch of beauty in trance
Oh love sweet love it is job well done
Let my love together take a chance

Love odyssey goes through very many trials
Clarity will come by making you confident
A beloved sweet smile has very many styles
A beloved is obstinate being dominant

Creative beloved has all colors of rainbow
From earth to sky it shows its beautiful stance
What a miraculous creation is to grow, glow
Love is basically the result of one sweet glance
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Forgive And Forget

Forgive and Forget
My love let us forget about all love pains
Time has already taken its toll from me
Let us dangle and dance in drizzling rains
Let convert stream in to real a big sea

Drop by drop let us convert stone into sand
Let us be fair and straight in our approach
Love has its own music, its own sweet band
Time is too short to carry any silly reproach

Let us be frank to admit all our follies of past
Let us accept all comitted blunders willingly
By making our hearts to last as cast to vast
Let us break all chains to be just more free
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Love Show

My love I will take away all thorns from your way
My love is love of a tender heart to take care
Your glistening beauty has a beautiful light ray
To make me just a real lover an insane soothsayer

I can't debar me from this sweetest pleasure
So I will continue to be like a man of consequence
My sweetheart you are just an eternal treasure
I carry along with me your soothing fragrance

Let me love you and worship to but an extent
Where distances vanish and love blooms to glow
Allow me to take out my real love feelings vent
Let the heaven and earth to see perfect love show
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Open Book

My love my love is like an open book
Every one can read what all is written
Your beauty is like a wonderful brook
In your prime you have to really glisten

You my love like a beautiful sweet sonnet
Your music takes me to eternal heights
Your words of love are prophesy of prophet
My sweetheart you are source of delights

Whosoever reads you speaks all sweet
Your treatment of love remains in my veins
You tinkle in my heart like my heart beat
Do not ask about love chains in real pains
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Silence Is Violence

Silence is Violence
Take care my love silence is violance
My sweetheart speak to seek solace
Love with innocence spreads fragrance
When we move from a pace to pace

Why to be silly be really honest and great
Beaty has its own charms and graces
My heart is in your heart to sit aqnd wait
When you glow and grow to embrace

We are together my love in desert of life
Rivals have their own tricks to just play
My heart pains with poisinous killing knife
Sincerity plays its role as dawn of the day
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A Vigilant Centry

Do not challenge me I am on Siachin
I am blooming with love like black rose
But I do know how to pay back for a sin
I have all the power by Lord to buldoze

Whoever will come in contact will face
Who am i and to which tribe I do belong
Like a gentleman I carry my gait, grace
I love every right but don't ignore wrong

I am a soldier of God don't underestimate
I know my duties to Him and to my country
I have to state my trait is wonderfully great
I am on border of country like vigilant centry
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The Bounds

My love let me lick my wounds
Do not take me out of the mud
Let us encounter all the bounds
Triumph over sensation in blood

World owes its progress to those
Who do not take reasonable way
Who are always ready to dispose
What is morose and what is gray

Me and you are in a relation of pain
Petals of rose need just dew drops
To bear the strain in every disdain
Whether in desert or mountain tops
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Delight Or Wrath

Delight or Wrath
Love is like a real thunder to blow
But you don't have to compromise
On essence and fragrance to show
Under love ties there is a real prize

Surprises may just play with passion
But a true blue will go through all
With all sincerity and with all passion
In true love there is no rise and no fall

Let my love be true to this prime time
Let be hand in hand on but right path
Let us enjoy all the rythm and rhyme
In this pursuit whether delight or wrath
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Beloved Evergreen

Beloved Evergreen
You are my beloved so sweet remain just evergreen
I may not be the best lover but my love is everlasting
Your innocence and fragrance make you a sweet teen
In midst of her youth she is about to be just blasting

Let my love be on the path of a longlasting union
Allow me to embrace and kiss being just intoxicated
Soul and heart take their own force for reunion
Beauty remains at the top in rankingt not as stated

My sweetheat be mine lest romantic season is over
Do not waste time in so called rivals allegations
Make me your sweet lover and not just useless rover
I love you please lookafter me and my expectations
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Delectable Dreams Of Love

Delectable Dreams of love
Your beauty always dominate my dreams
Your charm intoxicates me with its style
I am always surrounded by your sweet beams
In that state I forget all pains for a while

Love my love is a fire to burn one to ashes
Beauty has a suture to refine and to heal
It remains a set of clashes in all past flashes
But do remember it is neither barter nor deal

Time brings excellance in all love dealings
This is how this journey begins just to proceed
Beauty dawns to become centre of feelings
It is like a seed in need which has to succeed
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Pride In Prime

My love love arrives right on time
With all its impediments to refine
Let me see you in real pride in prime
Let me taste the taste of wine

Exotic ideas do touch ion the way
You tinkle in me my heart and soul
You have taken me over like a ray
Let be my mission and my goal

We are together to face the music
We have to remain just one on one
Lets face the world without being sick
Lets my love perform job well done
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A Spark

Every revolution like love begins with a spark
Beauty has to take all burden of the adventure
All sensual ventures are pleasures of the dark
Let my beloved go on a beautiful joint venture

A graceful approach will prove more effective
Then why to try approach to dazzle with brilliance
Many steps may just prove useless, defective
So do not be with the rivals to challenge resilience

Lets be more frank and straight to understand
Sincerity in love really brings more satisfaction
It is good to be on one sweet frequency and band
Love brings miracles in love towards perfection
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This Delight

This Delight
My love I am to the very edge of the cliff
Beauty has intoxicated me to the extreme
But the strength of love me made just stiff
Your beauty has made me pure light beam

Step by step I climbed to wonderful height
Hence I understood what beauty stands for
Do not ask me the pleasure of this delight
Allow me to drink wine from sweet beautiful jar

My strength and weekness belong just to you
Embrace me my love in trance to make me glow
I will be with you in life through and through
Let the beautiful stream of love to slowly flow
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To Explore

To Explore
My love I have to explore who is in me
Taking over me in a strange magical spell
How a drop could put upside the sea
I really feel that in heavenly place I to dwell

Heartbeats portray my beloved's reflection
I have to have a cup of wine but to drink
Some unknown force is guiding to perfection
What a wonderful experience what a link

My fortune is with me to catch to take over
My lovelist passion is on its way to reach
In my love stance I take a chance like a rover
On musical shore on just a beautiful beach
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Beauty Attracts

World is full of beauty and beauty attracts
Hence love is always eager to coincide
Fire kindles and rekindles are bare facts
It is hegemony of love which is far and wide

To be in love we have to create new goals
Our romantic relationship needs celebrations
Beautiful girls are at the top for love not dolls
Every love story carries all different narrations

Motivation helps to unearth wisdom to beat
All hurdles to morph into lessons of love
Epic love stories are part of journey on seat
This is a precious moment given by dove
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A Real Striver

My love your love is like a quiet river
Which flows to the height of eternity
Aspires me my love to be a real striver
My passion forces me to be just free

Beauty is what burns with her light
And attracts us heart to heart with love
Your eyes are so wonderfully bright
To kindle and to come down from above

Touch me and give me all your charm
Take me with you to heavenly abode
Please be gracious to show the norm
With your sensual style I have to implode
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Pleasure Bid

My beloved spark sexy joy inside of my heart
This endeavor will make both of us on one grid
My creative touches will turn all into a love chart
All differences into a wonderful pleasure bid

So let my love to take a chance in our romance
Let us be crazy to taste every taste of our life
Let us forget about all and let us be in exotic trance
Let us forget about every problem of strife

Hence we will be able to succeed in our pursuit
Of romantic adventure to conquer but all in all
A love recruit must follow the wonderful clear route
Only then hearts talk to each other through call
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You Are For Me

My determination makes my from chains free
From what is normal to what is exceptional
From what is ordinary to what is extraordinary.
Let me be the superhero of love with sweet will

I intend establishing positive habit and ritual
That will have wildly repercussions on my love life
But that will definitely make me love habitual
It will help me to find my way through every strife

I am determined as destined to be your lover
My sweetheart help me to achieve my destined goal
Under cover I will be able to but just discover
You are my sweetheart and belong to me as a whole
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Like A Treasure

Like A Treasure
My beloved come closer to me to celebrate
Let me to relinquish my control altogether
Heartbeat to heartbeat we should just narrate
How love makes us but to totally surrender

My heart dances to see you and to kiss
From foot to toe let me appreciate your beauty
My miss there may be very many to miss
Your charm and grace by being tjust otally free

Love is that prize which is bestowed on blessed
Beauty is a surprize to be like a treasure
From the time immemorial I love let be confessed
Your innocence and presence is pleasure
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The Romantic Challenge

I know that every romantic challenge that I face
is an opportunity for positive change in love stance
For that I have to open my heart with full grace
This also create a brand new start with a new chance

My sweetheart be liberal to accept me and my style
Hence we can sail through the green vast ocean of life
Please be with mw to understand essence for a while
So that we can save our love from deadly poisnous knife

Let me take you my sweetheart hand in hand to the end
Let me celebrate these precious moments to be in hand
Allow me to be your friend for the entire system to bend
Muy love and your beauty remains of a wonderful brand
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Romantic Challenge

I know that every romantic challenge that I face
is an opportunity for positive change
in love stance
For that I have to open my heart
with full grace
This also create a brand new start with a new chance

My sweetheart be liberal to accept me and my style
Hence we can sail through the green vast ocean of life
Please be with mw to understand essence for a while
So that we can save our love from deadly poisonous knife

Let me take you my sweetheart hand in hand to the end
Let me celebrate these precious moments to be in hand
Allow me to be your friend for the entire system to bend
Muy love and your beauty remains of a wonderful brand
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I Am In Pain

I am in Pain
My sweetheart amidst my eyes full of tears
I am looking forward to search for any solace
I have been killed by being through all fears
From just pace to pace and from place to place

Pain of life with all its idiosyncracies and fits
Drags me to death to be away from world
Cruelity of people taking along me bits by bits
With every small shriek and with herald

I had no choice in birth neither in death
Destiny has to lead me to ultimate destination
So I have Your name in my every breath
With my sincerity sentiments and my passion
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Beauty Drags

Beauty Drags
My beloved wants to drag me just in
In romantic weather for a beautiful sin
When prime is on its prime to speak
To taste its taste just open sealed tin

Beauty makes me dance in real trance
Let me grab it just to take but a chance
My sweetheart embrace me to dance
Let be fair to just prepare to advance
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Opportunity Of Love

Opportunity of Love
My love I relish any opportunity of love
That emphasizes the finer qualities of life
Beauty is brimming with energy my dove
These are precious moments on the knife

I trust my intuition comes from love ground
Love has energies in my environment
Let me open my third eye to look around
Reveal your hidden entity for comment

Beauty has its own grace, love its charms
I am direly impressed by your gait
Like a real lover I have to follow norms
This is your fortune that is my fate
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A Rover

A Rover
A wave of sensual energy comes over
To unfold beauty petal by petal for fragrance
A lover remains like a wonderful rover
Carrying love in his bosom like a prince

Let love embrace beauty with sexy reflections
Let beauty flourish with charm and graces
Love like a wild stallion moves at own directions
Lover has his own desire to kiss all faces

Love roams being wild in search of innocence
Beauty remains his ultimate desire to but embrace
For such a reference he lacks every defence
Oh beauty how can I seek words for your grace
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Dreams Bring Light

Dreams Bring Light
Dreams are like little moths carrying light
In two shining eyes to be as ultimate goal
A night however be dark ultimately is bright
To cater for human is for humanity as whole

Dreams inspire the inherent faculties to run
Destiny brings destination on solemn verdict
A dream carries wisdom instead of a gun
It is right by the fortune to reject a path or select

Dreams are sweet wishes carry a burning desire
Uptill last to achieve and pursue life with soberiety
One has to be blunt in this cruel world to aspire
Sincerity and integrity bring excellence and clarity
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In The Sun

My love the joy and love you seek
Will carry you to the eternal peak
Bring near your sweet pink cheek
Give me your lips I want to speak

Romance has surrounded all love
Be in my arms my sweet little dove
Beauty has all graces from above
Do'nt ask me what where and how

With two hearts we are but just one
Love has its own shades without fun
A serious thought and not a just pun
Let in severe winter bathe in the sun
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Love is Light

Love dances with the speed of light
Beauty increases its intensity to sight
Hidden passion flys like sweet kite
Every occasion becomes but delight
With this wonderful stance so bright
I am ready to take a challenge to fight
Beauty is treasure love is real might
Let my love embrace for just but once
Let us together touch but every height
Let my love accumulate all treasure
Why not to take time to wait for night
My love you have changed my plight
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Seek to Resolve

My sweetheart do not think that I am just no more
I will emerge from the ashes like a mythical phoenix
For me life is a precious gift and not a useless chore
I am believer of the fact and not master of the tricks

I have the courage to sail through every torturture
I have the patience to go through difficulty and pain
In front of me I have clear cut picture of my future
No one dares to stop me any contempt or disdain

Fortune touches the feet of those who dare to take
Every responsibility with all the risks that involved
My love I can cross every burning fire for your sake
Bravery is the only grace which helps to be resolved

Every problem in life whether it is black or just gray
I have kept you my love in heart to seek to resolve
I understand you are like dawn of the day to but pray
When I involve you my beloved I gracefully evolve
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On My Chest

On My Chest
My sweetheart lays her face on my chest
All galaxies and stars look at her with pride
She is so charming like a moon to be best
To every destination she is my actual guide

I kiss and embrace she increases heart beats
Her charm and graces rule from pore to pore
Beauty dawns upon all my love blank sheets
Love can not ignore but just adore and adore

To the real extreme beautiful eternal heights
Like light she is all around me to just explore
What a wonderful experience with sweet sights
The intoxicating wine pour just more and more
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Grit And Verve

Grit and Verve
My love you have refined my heart and soul
I feel I embraced life with more grit and verve
I am a naughty child you are an innocent doll
In this entire my love world only I can deserve

You and your wonderful sweet charming beauty
My love love string with all the beads of wisdom
Shining eyes and your heart help me to be free
But still my ardent love is your beauty's real victim

Let us create from this world to heavenly paradise
Let us be one for one and for all to really celebrate
In communicating love let be just specific and precise
Love with beauty being together can better narrate
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Evergreen Spring

Evergreen Spring
My love for me you are evergreen spring
I see your flowers blooming all around
In one love string our hearts are to swing
Our fortune is gracious to make us crowned

Your graces of beauty are in love hands
Every note of sonnet is flowing like stream
In trance waves of ocean are kissing sands
Our love notes are interwoven in a beam

Light flows and flows to the edge of eternity
Enlightened images belong to you my love
Let me embrace you and kiss being but free
Destiny dictates all its terms frm high above
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Playful Ride

My love let me reinvigorata my spirits
With listening to the beating of heart
Let me compose myself with love writings
Let me take you in arms part to part

Let manage challenge with grit and grace
Let unravel all the mysteries my sweetheart
Let me answer your questions face on face
Let us take entire story of love from start

With each revelation let my love embrace.
Love is the only right path to tread with pride
Let me take all from your charm and grace
It remains the most enjoying and playful ride
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To Pursue
My love a seeking mind often finds what it desires
My heart yearns for creative inspiration for sonnet
To write about all naked burning sweet love wires
Let me kiss you on your chin under your bonnet

Expand your mundane view into the heavenly magic
Beauty graces charm to aspire the reality of true love
At times passion becomes fortune and at times tragic
Efforts remain predestined verdict comes from above.

Challenges do take a lover or beloved to a real trial
Victory is for those who have clean hearts to pursue
To be at the top one has to travel from mile to mile
What is the essence of love a lover should but knew
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Your Charm

Your Charm
My sweetheart let us close our eyes
To dive into exciting romantic reverie
Let me stimulate your charm to cries
Let me kiss on your cheeks to just see

How your graces elevate me to the sky
Join hands with me in romantic adventure
Do not ask questions like how and why
Extend cooperation for the joint venture

This may be but a life time opportunity
So every moment is precious to enjoy
My heartbeats are but no more with me
This love moment demands do or die
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The Miracles Of Love

Miracles of Love
Heart to heart communication brings lovers so near
That entire universe seems beautiful, sweet and dear
Only love rules the heart and soul of a soothsayer
When destiny overtakes destination becomes but clear

My sweetheart I am inspired by your face and grace
You reinvigorate my spirits from just place to place
My heartbeats increase in number from pace to pace
Please come in my arms and let me my love embrace

We can conquer the universe when move hand in hand
Let our same frequency coincide with our same band
Let me through petals of rose on you with a rosy garland
Let love and beauty coincide to grow roses in the sand
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Sweet Dance

Love Dance
My sweetheart taken over by a pure love trance
An old flame will come to ask for a second chance
My heart and my soul became victim of a glance
My sweet beloved come and join me in love dance

Wishes are like little moths to burn and to just die
On the path of love the limit remain the blue sky
Love when embraces beauty goes high and high
Let my love hand in hand in sheer love opt to fly

Fortune favors the brave and love is for the grave
Lets take our hidden sentiments, passion to crave
Love is always wild and passionate to be just rave
It is a stream of passion my love wave after wave
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Sweet Love Dance

Love Dance
My sweetheart taken over by a pure love trance
An old flame will come to ask for a second chance
My heart and my soul became victim of a glance
My sweet beloved come and join me in love dance

Wishes are like little moths to burn and to just die
On the path of love the limit remain the blue sky
Love when embraces beauty goes high and high
Let my love hand in hand in sheer love opt to fly

Fortune favors the brave and love is for the grave
Lets take our hidden sentiments, passion to crave
Love is always wild and passionate to be just rave
It is a stream of passion my love wave after wave
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Inhuman Equality

Jealousy is a gift of blood hence travels in blood
Relations don't resort to work but to all short cuts
In hatred and contempt their blood becomes flood
They plan day and night to just get vigilant spirits

From their masks they perform their all dirty tasks
Apprently they preach the benefits of just sincerity
What the hell is all this nonsense my heart often asks
If all are equal then why this inequality and disparity

Some are aspiring for a simple loaf of one odd bread
Others throw away best food to their pets and dogs
Some in severe winter in a piece of cloth found dead
Some in warm clothes deliver useless speeches like frogs

Oh sham and fake world come to terms before its late
Be sensible and good for all humans with loving claim
Its good to be great before overtaken by poisnous fate
Be in safe zone before overtaken by the sheer shame
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Joint Ventures

Let my love be more playful and adventurous
About matters of the heart to be more passionate
This is a sweet moment to initiate joint ventures
Let be my sweerheart and just let be my soulmate

Let excavate unprocessed emotions to be happy
It's not that you want to dredge up pain, but let go
The attitude of gratitude you embrace her to see
Let us take the joy of the season to celebrate show

Your smile my love can bring miracles to love
Your wonderful graces will bring all to light
You are my love seem a fairy from heaven above
For me my love you are only source of delight
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Love Unfolds

Love Unfolds
Love is a beautiful shell which unfolds
When touched with the music of fingers
It starts shimmering like color of golds
It carries all the rythm of sweet singers

It is like burning the candle at both ends
To keep delicious dreams on romantic track
This is how love starts and never ever bends
Beauty initiates its part to play at back

My sweetheart appears like rainbow on sky
She tells me what is love and how to take care
Love makes a lover eternal never ever to die
This is how in reality love unfolds layer by layer
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To Embrace

To Embrace
My sweetheart it is time to embrace
To pay tribute to your lovely grace
Allow me to take you face to face
Love has its own depth and surface

When I look I find you like glowing star
When I want to be with you you are too far
My heart wants to be playful for par
And to sip all wonderful wine from the jar

Please be gracious to extend your beauty
I am your staunch lover intend to but see
My green eyed ocean I want a drop to be
For love I do not have any defense or plea
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Innocent Dove
Her eyes are so pink and intoxicated
How beauty comes in prime is narrated
Love refines and makes glow to extreme
Her beauty face glows with eternal beam
Love at first sight needs a beautiful glance
Then she dances in trance to the chance
If I kiss her she becomes really more pink
She is a wonderful heavenly wine to drink
Let me take her in my arms to praise adore
Let me quench my thirst from pore to pore
A gift of God is emblem from heaven above
My sweetheart my beloved my innocent dove
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Romantic Trend

My love time like sand from hand slips
Let me caress, taste your sweet pink lips
Allow me to have some wonderful trips
Allow me have some sweet beautiful grips

I am totally enthralled by your sweet beauty
For me you are cake so creamy and fruity
For me my love you are so sweet a booty
To take care of your beauty its real love duty

Your glowing beauty has all the right reason
Embrace my beloved in this romantic season
Let us be frank to be sincere in love completion
Let us explore every new vista and horizon
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To Return Debt

To Return Debt
I have gone blind in waiting but you never returned
You have played with my sentiments and passion
love is a burning fire and you have just burned
My trust in love has gone down to deep green ocean

I have gone withered like a rose in season of autumn
I may not be able to see another spring in my life
I have fully realized that without sincerity life is troublesome
Your poisonous attitude have hit my heart like a knife

I do not understand this strange behavior of yours
But let me tell you I will never ever be able to forget
This cruel face of the world this sham attitude which blurs
But now I am staunch believer of the fact to return debt
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Heart Lightens

Heart Lightens
My beloved when I have your sweet glance
My heart lightens up and becomes more resilient
To take your image just chance after chance
To make my heart and soul excellent and brilliant

Then love sways me and makes me all free
In my trance I feel you just side by side to sail
In ocean of love to encounter all waves to be
To be one on one without any superficial veil

Like weaves we are but up and down in a flow
To get the happiness which we never had before
My beloved how can I forget this wonderful show
To adore and adore till we happily return to shore
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A Real Soldier

A Soldier
A soldier never dies but departs
His sacrifice remains but for ever
Throughtout his life he imparts
Whatever he strives and endures

A victorious man, a glorious soul
Remains awake so others take rest
With great mission and great role
He forever and ever remains best

On duty or martyr in eternal sleep
His sincerity, integrity beyond doubt
He blooms as rose from deep crown
Being ananymous wears the crown
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Time Will Prove

Time will Prove
Let the dust settle down so the truth will emerge
Which will give us the real picture to understand
It will definitely improve our urge to but diverge
To break every chain, hurdle and every stricture

Hypocrites are like snakes in the grass to pursue
They carry all poisonous tricks to secretly attack
So to counter we have to be extra vigilant to do
All which makes us stable in our stance and track

Vices can not surpass virtues my friend you know
Temporarily these may cloud to but embarrass
Let us flow in our sweet stream to flow to glow
Let be the victorious by being virtuous and Polaris
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Wave Of Intuition

A wild and wonderful wave of intuition
Can bring solution to a romantic dilemma
Let take my heart for real ablution
Now my love sonnet has a proper lemma

Let me manage my love circumstances.
Let me allow an epiphany of heart right through
To take me to the glory of sweet chances
I can sacrifice my life on wink of your eyebrow

A wave will take me to the ocean of real love
I will swim in my real jubilant love mood
The mercy of my sweet love is but from all above
My beloved is innocently crude but crude
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Love At A Glance

Love at a Glance
Love offers all just at view at a glance
It increases day by day in reality I know
Life is just a dull affair without romance
Let us give fire and air the sweet show

Time has its own wonderful healing effect
Heart once hurt by a glance never heals
Beauty and love enjoy their own love pact
Apprently nothing be seen what is in veils

So let compromise on never ever to depart
Let circumstances can take turn of choice
Let with sincerity play our sweet romantic part
Lets dance from moment to moment in rejoice
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Passionate Dreams

My sweetheart let us open our hearts to make
Major strides toward our most passionate dreams
Let us give all colors to our passions on stake
Let us be open to get all intoxicated love beams

Time is the judge to judge our all love pursuits
Our sincerity will give boost to our sweet claim
We know we are young like really young recruits
Time does not allow us to play any blame game

We are what we are so we are in love my love
Why to wear veils to be hypocrites to but just lose
Let us be ready to embrace all mercy from above
Love is a wonderful sanctified never ever to abuse
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Pedestal Of Love

The moment you said you love me
I forgot to put my feet on the ground
Your love is like a wonderful green sea
I am in the sky with whispering sound

Love has no bounds and no grounds
Galaxies of stars congratulate me
Being successful in this marvelous pursuit
I don't know what will the end could be

But I am pleased with the experience of life
I may survive or I may gracefully just die
But I am bound to swallow poison of the knife
Because in this endeavor my pedestal be high
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Servant Of Allah

Servant of Allah
Your love can send me to heaven or hell
My love I am happily ready but to dwell
You are Master and I am obedient slave
My submission is to follow your order to tell
Do whatever you like your kindness prevails
You are my sole desire I am under your spell
I am a lover and bound to love to pursue
Your beauty is to demand my love is to excel
I have bundle of sins but strive hard to be clean
I am in constant worship my love is noble

I have nothing to argue I have nothing to explain
Without you my love my life is a constant pain
Please make me clean with your merciful rain
I am going through torture and through disdain
I have lost my soul my heart and my only brain
Allow me to be in the company of angels in chain
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To Dive And To Sink

To Dive and to Sink
The whole vibe will transform on a dime
If soul touches a love height to be romantic
Being a passionate paramour in prime
Show me lovely way to dive in beauty to sink

I do not know what to achieve from the ride
But your charm will increase with intensity
Let be my love notorious lovers far and wide
In a manner frank straightforward and free

To dive and to rise gives life but romance
Our love will help us to but really understand
What a moment of love and what is chance
Let me embrace you with a flowery sweet band
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The Fortunate

Love is a free and priceless sweet gift
It is dawmed on those who have fortune
The wonderful moments abolish the rift
When hearts start sharing every tune

Let be not miser in holding it but back
Let share it graciously to be a fortunate
Love takes nothing else but life at stake
Let souls to dance my real soulmate

To quench my thirst you are bottle of wine
To understand each other let us be free
Its a decided fact I am yours you are mine
Let us mingle our individuality to be just we
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Happy New Year 2020

Happy New Year
Let my friends from all over the globe
To celebrate our sweet dreams to nurture
Progress and prosperity and to probe
All sins evils of the past to set in our future

Let us be together never to depart to kiss
Let be fair to all to create but balance
Let us kiss and be open in our sweet miss
Let be the real prince and princess

Let the first sun of New Year spread all love
Let be hand in hand to abolish all the wars
Let us give strength to the world peace dove
Let us be one by abolishing all thorny bars

Let us pray for all and sundry to be in peace
Let us start the new year with zeal and zest
Let us have from the future moments to cease
Let us prove to the time we are but the best
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Wonderful Pep

Wonderful Pep
Love unfolds its petals step by step
It dangles and dances in every heartbeat
The lover carries this wonderful pep
To be one on one with a beloved's seat

The process brings but different surprises
Through your heart's passionate mission.
Authentic romantic connections but energizes
The inner pursuit of soul with full passion

Consistency in action brings all love rewards
To enlighten all passionate dreams of love
Strengthened love chords make lovers the lords
Merciful Lord smiles on innocence from above
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Secret Of Love

Secret of Love
What an innocent is our secret of love
A veil remain in between to celebrate
Love is a wonderful passion from above
Never ever to be to state or to narrate

But still I can see and feel presence
This is what is the magic of beauty to portray
He beats in me with my sweet passion
Like a beam of light like a beautiful light ray

We both enjoy this state of love affairs
We both have understood its innocence
We have gone through it layers by layers
We still enjoy fully each others presence
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Teray jalawon main hain khawab kanwaray saray
Mangnay aay hain hum khawab udharay saray
Kaisa parda hay kay jo husan nikharay tera
Teri aankhon main chamaktay hain sitaray saray
Itna manoos howa hon ka na pocho muj say
Dil samajnay laga ab teray isharay saray
Tu jhalakta hay meri madh bhari tanhayion main
Teri chahat kay hain ye piaray nizaray saray
Jis nay bhi dekh liya wo bhala kub buch paya
Jo Tujay dekh chukay dil wo hain haray saray
Tuj ko chho lay jo hawa tub bhi dharrkta hay ye dil
Mehr ki aankhon main hain khawab tumaray saray
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My Love Saga

She is a sweet flower on the bark
Love my love has no question mark
An eternal light in a complete dark
It is like a sweet singing lark
Love has its own burning spark
In sheer disgust like a Noah's ark
Beauty has its own defined stark

My love my beauty of the day
Allow me to take every ray
I don't mind wonderful stay
For your sake I always pray
In disgust in have to display
I am in dance my heart to play
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A Crippled Soul

A Crippled Soul
lover's passion for delights is sound
Precisely stokes the romantic embers
To be ready to go above and beyond
Love is but a game of all numbers

A lover has to present what all he has
A heart a passion a real craving soul
A man of words and with principles as
Being the only mission and only goal

But soul must carry a physical blow
To be heart to heart in love stream
If body does not make beloved to glow
Then darkness prevails over beam

A lover must swept up in the moment
That could be touch of enchantment
Only a crippled soul be with comment
To be with out love taste on the planet
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The Trial

When there is no clarity then is irritation
To crop up and to further aggravate situation
Truth is totally malingered to be a fashion
Only clean heart remains for real evaluation

Truth and lie are two extremes to measure
So never ever take any benefit of doubt
Reality with sincerity remains real pleasure
A staunch person remains ready for bout

Never aspire for a win win proposition
Temporarily truth may be taken to the trial
What matters a lot is the real passion
So remain well organized in rank and file
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Heart In Palm

Heart in Palm
You have taken my heart in your palm
What a magical act my beloved it was
My love your love was innocently calm
Now please read me clause by clause

Love is what takes place at first sight
Then through out life it remains oscillating
Its sincerity and devotion make bright
It gives wings in romantic spring to swing

Its intensity makes lover but just insane
So please take care not to throw in exile
Lovers say it is a real conflict in the brain
Distance remains constant mile and mile
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Faith To Declare

Faith to Declare
My sweetheart My heartbeat makes me to but just blow
I have decided to take a leap of faith to declare my love
I understand the intricacies but love is beyond all I know
So please feel disappointed from my frankness my dove

Sooner or later we have to have this taste to celebrate
Then why feel worried about this really natural instinct
I can't hide my feelings but to just passionately narrate
My inner urge makes me to be sincere, honest to succinct

Let me embrace you to give you warmth of real love
Let me be your bosom knot to beat just heart to heart
For me you are a wonderful gift from heaven above
Let be together never ever to leave or just to depart
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The Delight

My love like a soothsayer
What I feel that I but share
My mind is full of a light glare
Let me take you to make pair
My love for you I but do care
Let me explore layer by layer
To make love image more fair
Let be a dress together to wear

Love is right in its own right
Beauty makes it more bright
Let me take you to love height
Let give you pleasure, delight
Please remain always in sight
You are strength you are might
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Love A Sweet Cake

Love A Sweet Cake
Your small little lies may change in to snowball
Curb then before they increase misunderstandings
Whispering in this cold season are but love call
Love has its own ecstasy and its own happy landings

I am but carrying your love in my ever heartbeats
My soul has taken over yours to get the real essence
Beauty has its own clean sheets on zigzag streets
I feel all around me your sweet lovely fragrant presence

Now I think how to a a permanent union not to depart
Our feelings and passion are interwoven for our sake
Now we are enthralled in real love from but part to part
My beauty of the east you for me you are a sweet cake
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Love Book

All lovers are free to write their love book
Beauty increases intensity to feed your grapes
The taste of beauty and style is of cook
Even if the presentation has different shapes

All my sonnets of love are my heart solace
Since when ever I write you remain just beside
Hand in hand we conquer horizons grace
What a wonderful and marvelous is our love ride

I am a poetic with aesthetic sense and pleasure
You my love remain my ultimate source of inspiration
Without your sweet graces I have no other treasure
You are my sentiment my love and my sole passion
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Inner Essence

My love let us whisper about love to tear apart
Every web of rumors surrounding our innocence
This play ful play will remain on to part and depart
Let us flow in the stream to touch inner essence

My beloved let our tender feelings of love prosper
Let us be not the part of any conspiracy against us
Whatever love is available in let us in chunks confer
The only way is to be enthralled in beautiful buss

You and me are meant for each other I do understand
Let be more frank and straightforward to gain regain
A tune of love must be played on same frequency, band
People may term us sane insane in sheer disdain
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Intoxicated Kiss

Intoxicated kiss activated from pore to pore
In the process I was no more and she was no more
In that state of ecstasy many venues to explore
Every beautiful part was wonderful to explore

Her eyes were shimmering with light so pink
What a love call was to blink and to sink
Those were like wine cups to drink and drink
The heart was to sing and mind was to think

Like a beautiful dawn she was to spread light
We were but one like a colorful flying kite
From moment to moment it was so sweet and bright
At the edge of eternity we aspire more height
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My Sweet Will

My Sweet Will
I dare to travel a different path
I don't want to be member of mob
I never ever deserve that wrath
I am a soldier always on the job

I need a perfect vantage point
I have all sincerity for my country
Being a leader I never disappoint
I have all respect for my pedigree

My associates my men of team
I totally bank upon your real skill
From a blast of light I need a beam
I have my heart and my sweet will
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Near and Dear
Let my love be a little closer to me to know
What fortune has destined us to celebrate
Only love can help to change in love the flow
Allow me my soulmate soul to soul coordinate

Whispering winds do tell what beauty is to tell
All love has all love shades to just reinvigorate
I am under your control my love in love spell
I know that in love we have to have to tolerate

Please be mine in this wonderful season of love
Let be heart to heart and hand to hand be near
You are sweet heavenly gift from paradise above
I can say with certainty you are so near and dear
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Love Conforms

Let my love rebel against all norms
Let we be free in our created world
I am inclined to your love conforms
You are my real innocent sweet bird

Allow me to read you word by word
To understand you in letter and spirit
Your beauty makes my heart stirred
Let make you mine as destined writ

You and me are like real love birds
To ruffle our selves time and again
I love you you can take my words
Under the dazzling dancing love rain
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Soldier Carries Duty

Soldier carries Duty
My love do not undermine me I am not a particle of dust
I am that invincible piece of iron which never but rust
My enemies are afraid of me and my determination
I have all the explosive in me I will kill, explode to burst

I am not a hypocrite so whatever I say I am bound to do
Whether with injured soul or injured body I have to pursue
Whether snow covered mountain or deserts I have to move
Take me as an associate and will give life on wink of eyebrow

A soldier has his own right path and self guided pursuits
Patriotism honesty and sincerity crop up from every roots
Do not look down upon his muddy uniform and the boots
Sacrifice of life and martyrdom remain ultimate sweet fruits
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Slowly To Sip

Slowly to Sip
My love your being away from crowd attracts
My eyes notice you in a romantic way to love
And with all the more attraction just selects
All shades and colors of sweet innocent dove

Now my love I can not take a step back you see
Take notice my heart skips a beat you bite your lip
Being just a part of beautiful vast deep green sea
Allow me to take you on drop by drop slowly to sip

Let me kiss you step by step from place to place
I want to fill all my empty bottle to take every drop
I want all of you together so let me see your face
Allow me to love you throughout with out any stop
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Faith In Love

Faith in Love
Beauty speaks through eyes
Love sneaks through veils
What about hidden love cries
Hidden beauty but unveils

I am iconoclast have faith in love
My sincerity will give me success
Remains a gift from God above
This is the reason I love you miss

Come and embrace me to melt
With your beauty with its warmth
Let me feel and let be but felt
Please be mine my love to reform
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I Am A Soldier

A Soldier
I am a soldier of God and I know
What are my duties and responsibilities
I never stop to be stagnant, I flow
Like a stream of pure water never to cease

You may find me on duty or in hospital
My conscience never allows me to relax
Even in dire adversity I stay but stable
With soldier's weapon I tread on tracks

Do not challenge me lest I cross my limits
Have a heart to be more sensible to act
Most of the times I go through certain fits
But still I do have a right to select or reject
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Humans Are But Humans

Humans are Humans
Humans are humans without caste color and creed
What matters a lot is their kindness and good deed
Sincerity of heart makes them to plead and to lead
Wonderful are those who extend help without greed

Color of blood and heartbeats are one and the same
It is up to the mind how to dictate and to but just tame
Being men with heart is a pleasure without is a shame
Let us decide for humanity nothing else but love claim

Allah is one and He created man on his beautiful image
Then why to have contempt hatred abominable grudge
Let us celebrate this knowledge never ever to be savage
Let us encourage love and kindness to be only pilgrimage
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Love Accommodates

Love Accommodates
My sweetheart let us be on the same grid
In the flow, we will be able to understand desire
Let us communicate with an open heart to bid
It will settle all issues to be liberal to aspire

Beat to beat travels heat to give warmth to love
Time and space give us more liberty to initiate
The process becomes eternal guided from above
What a love experience its wonderful and great

Hand in hand we can touch horizons to conquer
Every place of solace and every heavenly paradise
So let us ask ourselves a question at the spur
Are we sure to accommodate disparities being wise
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Branch of Peace

Let me extend an olive branch of peace
To an estranged rival as a sign of strength
Let decide for sincerity to temporarily cease
To be on same frequency and wavelength

With a promise not to hurt without declaration
Let us choose to continue to be at all odds
Let us be more liberal to celebrate our passion
Let us be more intelligent and not just clods

We do understand that this gesture will pay
In the long run to lessen animosity to curiosity
Light remains light and it has to have a ray
Sinuosity is hundred times better than atrocity
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Face To Face My Love

Face to Face
My love your warm and inviting mood
Takes me to another world of my own
Where only love pursuit is being pursued
Where we feel each other bone to bone

Heart-to-heart conversation takes its path
Profoundly enriching experiences dance to play
Our souls are ready to initiate to take wrath
We are ready to get through with grace like a ray

Now we are certain to have vision to touch horizon
By gracefully moving pace to pace, place to place
Let take our passion to be like a burning blazon sun
Let be one on one my love and be just face to face
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Love Brand

Love Brand
My sweetheart let me but just kiss
A golden chance only a stupid can miss
Forget about rivalry, summarily dismiss
Taking a chance is not a vice but a bliss

Allow me to suck all th juice from fountain
It is my innocent passion and not a sin
My love is champagne let me open the tin
Lover has to always aspire to get and win

Let you and me be on a treasure island
To sail in the water to dance on the sand
Our heartbeats are on same sweet band
Let us enjoy life with a different love brand
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Love Be Guide

Be Love Guide
To keep my love your sweet imprint
I have to live from moment to moment
Let my feelings and passion to vent
Allow me to take your image on rent

My sincerity never allowed me to be rude
Your beauty and innocence are so crude
Beauty is what by love always presumed
Love is really a wonderful state of mood

My beloved we have to be side by side
In this beautifully marvelous love ride
I am bridegroom and you are my bride
Let my beloved, love be our best guide
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A Passion

Love is a blend of fortune and chance
Beauty is there to enhance intensity
Let my sweetheart be in real romance
To track heartbeats to be but free

You are my soul and I am in a passion
To take you but to the real paradise
Love is a serious affair not just a fashion
Let be real in love to be more wise

We are friends with sincerity of heart
We share our pain and pleasure of life
So love is sweet and beauty has part
My sweetheart be mine and be my wife
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Sweet Beam

Sweet Beam
My love I am waiting for you in love lair
There are good times ahead of us
Let me embrace all the beauty stair by stair
Let spread light all around with a buss

My sweetheart love is an eternal bliss
Let be frank about this reality to perceive
Don't ask about the taste of a love kiss
You just have to have this gift to receive

The glow on cheeks make it to but flow
In veins like an ever flooding wild stream
It portrayal is like a real glow to show
It touches all beats like a sweet light beam
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How You Negotiate
Nudity is not in the object, it is in the eyes
This is how we appreciate to celebrate
Truth at times loses its strength in white lies
So problem remains how you negotiate

Virtue surpasses vice but at times just fails
So we have to take things by going deep down
Our trick being no consequence but derails
Hence crown of creation fails to wear the crown

Last but not the least takes intention to trial
Again it is the mode and mood to but determine
Let be frank and straight for but for a while
It is our perception which makes sin a real sin
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To Be Lost

Sweetness of love takes over heartbeats
And I feel myself in a real paradise
Let us take you in arms to be lost in streets
Let in this art be more clear and wise

What a state of trance what a celebration
To be totally enthralled in ecstasy of love
Help me to reinvigorate my spirit and passion
What a heavenly gift from the sky above

Let us dance till we lose sight of everything
Let be out of ourselves to be a part to depart
Let us take rhythm from universe to but sing
Let be ready to be burnt to be just too hot
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To Dazzle

Love inspires me to amp up my style
So I want to dazzle my beloved to please
In that state of ecstasy I forget for a while
How to open up love crease by crease

It is not good to be so provocative at all
A resonance is needed to create balance
Heartbeats will take care of every love call
This is the best possible way to valance

Every moment of love to but understand
What is intensity of love to just celebrate
Oh love has its own frequency and band
The real beauty is to tolerate the love state
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Powerful Affinity

Passion comes in many forms in love
An opportunity to meld with someone
It creates a powerful affinity from above
You are going closer for the job undone

A bond of love makes wonderful chain
To cherish, love as a unique way to grow
With love innocent souls dance in rain
And have an experience to glow in flow

My love I can't disclose what all I carry
For you to be my only choice in the world
What a moment of pleasure to marry
And to face a dangerous and loud herald
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State Of Trance

State of Trance
Open your arms and be willing to embrace
The love that comes to you in a state of trance
Love pendulum is moving consistently in grace
To take in love just every real great chance

When it comes to matters of the heart, at peak
The place where your focus goes, love will grow.
So we must be careful with this cosmic streak
Not to overlook the reality of love to glow in show

My love desire is crossing all the limits to enthrall
Like a wonderful whisky I want to drink sip by sip
This beautiful relation is in no need of roof or of wall
From lips to lips from hip to hip and from tip to tip
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Love Tune

Love Tune
My love you have the power to vamp up love
So graciously embrace me to have same tune
You are a sweet fairy from fairyland above
My heart carries a vast sky and you are moon

I praise and praise and then raise to love gaze
Where I find all but in a wonderful sweet glance
Suddenly I see wonderful miracle just to blaze
Being in burning fire how one can take a chance

So love remains and I am no more to praise beauty
Then I don't see any you and any me to but excel
Our souls can be seen in trance dangling and dancing
Only heaven remains in sight to together to dwell
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Love In Action

Love in Action
So sweet and so neat, heart aspires to meet
In a heavenly place amidst whispering streams
One on one in a beautiful love sweet seat
Passing through heart like a lightening beam

Let me touch and feel the taste of your love
Let me open my arms to embrace you with zeal
You are a wonderful gift of beauty from above
I am totally enthralled by your sensual appeal

Let me be yours and give yourself to but me
Let me be in your lap like a real innocent child
I am just a drop and you are vast green sea
Your beauty makes me beguiled and just wild
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Temple Of Love

Temple of Love
Bells are ringing in the temple of love
Your presence is felt like heart beat
A graceful gift of heaven from above
In whispering sounds let us but meet

To encounter all ventures of my soul
Let me take you with just sheer sincerity
Let me kiss on your cheek on mole
Allow me to be straightforward frank and fee

To embrace the whole truth in this pursuit
Let my beloved sing together love song
With dangling dancing hearts on this route
From beginning till end on way all along
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Like Love Incarnate

Love Incarnate
I am encircling around like dancing swan
In my never ending dark life you are like dawn
On your black mole my life is but to pawn

How can I love you more I do not know
But whatever I do I do in sheer love flow
Your beauty makes me to grow and glow

Whatever you do I have to ameliorate
My sweetheart I always aspire to associate
This is what my love is love incarnate

My love you always remain but in me
A drop of beauty carries away all the sea
I have nothing with me less love plea
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To Beloved

Like a person just spell bound
Let me kiss you just all around
Your love takes me to all heights
Being on sky no more on ground

Love is what one takes to life
Beauty cuts all like sharp knife
Let us forget stress and strife
Be in arms and just be my wife

Talk to me like whispering wind
Give me strength just to remind
You are my soul you are my mind
You are my heart being so kind
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The Love Trip

Love Trip
From lip to lip allow me to sip
Nectar of love with a strong grip
From crummy beauty just to slip
To wonderful place, beautiful trip

Whether I survive or I may die
Let me part of moaning love cry
From tip to tip from sigh to sigh
I want to touch the beautiful sky

Its you and me in trance as chance
Love is our destiny with its romance
Love is what, its a wonderful glance
Embrace my soul in beautiful dance
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Love Trip
From lip to lip allow me to sip
Nectar of love with a strong grip
From crummy beauty just to slip
To wonderful place, beautiful trip

Whether I survive or I may die
Let me part of moaning love cry
From tip to tip from sigh to sigh
I want to touch the beautiful sky

Its you and me in trance as chance
Love is our destiny with its romance
Love is what, its a wonderful glance
Embrace my soul in beautiful dance
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The Love Shades

Love Shades
Love has different shapes and shades
My love your love is a source of joy
No matter where and why cut blades
Love is only truth there is just no lie

Beauty has to attract with different styles
Heart has to submit on the way to glory
From place and place from miles to miles
To make heart and soul to be totally free

My beloved dawn on me with all your light
I am in darkness with the pain to cherish
Be in me and enlighten me to be just bright
Before I lose my sight of love to just perish
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The Life And Love

Life and Love
I am a student of life and love
My heartbeat tells what i have to do
My passion takes all from above
This is how this stream to just flow

At times all doors seed but closed
But then a whispering sound to come
Then all odds, troubles bulldozed
To make smooth this life troublesome

Hopes keeps me alive and enlightened
Lord is extra kind to shower mercy
Then I feel brave and just not frightened
Back on my path being frank and free
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Life And Love

I am a student of life and love
My heartbeat tells what i have to do
My passion takes all from above
This is how this stream to just flow

At times all doors seed but closed
But then a whispering sound to come
Then all odds, troubles bulldozed
To make smooth this life troublesome

Hopes keeps me alive and enlightened
Lord is extra kind to shower mercy
Then I feel brave and just not frightened
Back on my path being frank and free
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Don't Ask

At times it is good to search for light in the shadows
It does enlighten heart and soul to celebrate pain
Life is full of very many colorful and beautiful meadows
Tears make one to glow when are shed in the rain

Red and black are the colors with danger to celebrate
Love has its own power to heal and to take to gallows
Whispering winds never ever allow us to but narrate
What we take and we give but they do make us close

My heart is no more in control when I embrace you
My passion dances heart to heart and band to band
This sensation carries my life through and through
Language of love is the language which I do understand
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Petal By Petal

Petal by Petal
Petal by petal she unfolds to tell
What wonderful taste love celebrates
Beauty has its own entity to dwell
This is all what sweet relation narrates

Love leaves me no more on ground
I am ordained to heavenly paradise
Beat by beat this increases the sound
Her beauty makes me to but entice

Now I have her color to be with her
I remained no more me to but narrate
It is her wonderful style just to spur
She is mine my real sweet soulmate
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Budding Prime

A country is like a unit from deserts to mountains
All people are in a chain of love to celebrate
Their happiness and pain like whispering fountains
Patriotic spirits take all being real associate

A soldier at guard is always ready to sacrifice his life
He is always there to embrace martyrdom
To save every inch of his motherland to bear the knife
He goes through life even if troublesome

His blood is for his people and for his motherland
His duty comes first always and every time
He comes back in coffin covered by flowery garland
He knows the price of his budding prime
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Heart to Heart
Conversation from heart to heart will cease
From whispering winds the moment of love
Your presence in me is like a sweet breeze
Mellowing ever flowing stream from the above

Let be straight to see destiny and destination
Be just in my arms to give solace to my soul
Let us be not overtaken by real wild passion
Allow me to kiss just on your sweet black mole

These moments are but transitory to survive
But I will take you along from pace to pace
Let be frank to allow spirit of love to but revive
Let me be with you one on one face to face
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Let Fight Till Last

Fight till Last
We are ready to fight till last breath
Do not test our passion lest we blast
Martyrdom is what is called death
We will stand against odds till last

Don't test our passion be on guards
We will fight like demon you know
We are nothing less but Lord's wards
We enter in and then to but blow

Enemies mus not take us fo granted
Every inch of our land is sacred for us
We are soldiers fearless and daunted
With sheer honesty we will abolish fuss
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On Verdict

On Verdict
Please allow me to die but in exile
I am no more able to face you my love
Let be brave to forget me for a while
Cast me away and just write me of

I can't survive in this miserable state
I never ever thought to be without you
Do whatever you like but do narrate
Please don't keep me in torture of fate

My real rivals have surrounded you
They don't allow us to remain in peace
I can bear torture through and through
On verdict don't cut me piece by piece
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English Ghazal

Love is in her veins love is in her sighs
Love is in her pain love is in her cries
Beauty is her mark love is in her chains
love is insane I love her innocent lies
Intoxicates with just one glance a chance
She carries in her wonderful love ties
With different shades and shadows
Romance is just like colorful butterflies
Love dances in his heart and his blood
Mehr is lover at heart for love he qualifies
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Spark Of Love

Spark of Love
Love my love is neither surprise nor deception
It is a spark of fire rekindled in ones own soul
Heartbeats do understand the touch of perception
It may crop up on cheeks like a sweet mole

Be ready to accept the spark with open heart
Be a receiver of eternal message to just celebrate
When you touch sublimity never ever to depart
Your heartbeats will remember this all to narrate

Pull and push the game of love to but play
Love is neither dark nor white its like rainbow
It dawns on the lover like dawn of the day
Hence it makes lover and beloved to just glow
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The Love Charisma

Love Charisma
Promises are to be kept not to be carried away
For the sake of it just be celebrated to show
A dedicated lover never ever thin to but betray
It kindles in soul with a bond of love to glow

World is a strange place and love is the strangest
In all this hot pursuit one has to have sacrifices
But let me tell you my sweetheart it remains the best
It has nothing to do with color, creed and classes

It is there or it is not there is no matter in between
Love refines beauty with burning fire to be the real gold
My sweetest love at heart is still an innocent teen
Let my heart to be to heart to make her wonderfully bold
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Yet To Bloom

Yet to Bloom
The budding rose has yet to bloom
Dew drops came down to just kiss
Its sweet fragrance is all in the room
From sweetest prime it will be miss

The petals have overtaken me along
I am totally enthralled by the scene
She beats in the heart like a love song
Let me touch you with grace my teen

Love has its own wonder to just share
Beauty plays its role in the love play
Soul to soul its dance in a sweet pair
With the wonderful sparkling light ray
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English Ghazal
It is one touch of love which is to associate
Beauty has very many colors to celebrate
Every heart has beats to beat this drum
Every heart has an experience to narrate
She is what and what she is but just not
Whatever it is surely a wonderful soulmate
Her desire never slow down she is but mine
My passion constantly makes me passionate
She guides me to the beautiful world of love
To every heave, to every paradise she is gate
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My Love Let's Decide

Let's Decide
My love be willing to explore new romantic adventures
Let us hand in hand touch new horizons and vistas
Let us have the ownership of all real precious treasures
Let me be the master of kisses my sweet mistress

Life is a flight and love is a passion to fly high and high
Beauty is what reinvigorates spirits to touch the limits
Let us decide together we will live and together will die
Let be frank and straightforward without any grimace

You and I together can conquer all through far and wide
Our fortune is with us to bring us all success in life
It is we who have to understand and meticulously decide
How to walk bare feet on life's sharp poisonous knife
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Let's Decide

Let's Decide
My love be willing to explore new romantic adventures
Let us hand in hand touch new horizons and vistas
Let us have the ownership of all real precious treasures
Let me be the master of kisses my sweet mistress

Life is a flight and love is a passion to fly high and high
Beauty is what reinvigorates spirits to touch the limits
Let us decide together we will live and together will die
Let be frank and straightforward without any grimace

You and I together can conquer all through far and wide
Our fortune is with us to bring us all success in life
It is we who have to understand and meticulously decide
How to walk bare feet on life's sharp poisonous knife
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Your Sweet Innocence

Your innocence
Share your innocence my sweet love
Drop feelings from the head to the heart
Your love passion is a gift from above
Take your wings to fly let be be but smart

Give me your hand and be sweet friend
Let us be together on high road to highland
Enclose your feelings be frank to send
Your heart enclosed with sweet love band

My love my heart is no more with me
It has flown to touch and kiss fragrance
With very many waves life is vast sea
My princesses I am but your only prince
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Soul To Brim

Soul to Brim
My cup of love is empty please fill
It with your charming sweet wine
Magic of love has made me but still
But I am delighted that you are mine

Let the magic of beauty to play
Let me fill my thirsty soul to brim
Allow every benign sweet ray
Allow me to make me but just trim

To your great expectations dear
Weather has come up to be sweet
Allow me to be near and near
To touch our souls to openly meet
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In Pure Silence

Heart to Heart
Heart to heart conversation in pure silence
Takes pure soul to the edge of eternity
A bridge erects to the flow with real sense
Let be free, open, straightforward, free

Honesty in love makes low to grow, glow
A lover has to have integrity to but pursue
In vast sea of beauty love has to flow
Allow your passion to come up to just do

What it has to do for the sake of pleasure
With all hurdles abolished to make smooth
Don't forget the only moments of pleasure
Are so vulnerable sweet and totally uncouth
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So Sweet Figure

Her Sweet Figure
Be a voice not an echo or whisper
Clarity makes path easy to go on
To see beloved and her sweet figure
Light has started coming in dawn

There is a lot of difference in style
As well as what ever is understood
Don’t take a moment for a while
And never ever leave me for good

Your presence remains a solace
And your fragrance is a real resource
Love has its own sweetest grace
Where happiness surpasses remorse
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Kindred Bless

Miraculous happenings come into your life
When you sincerely leave your fears behind
Separation remains cause of pain of knife
Be bold to reach out and connect don't mind

What type of hatred is given as a poison
It may go down to the roots to affect badly
It may also inflict every part in to cloison
To be out of all difficulties to be more free

Miracles do happen to change the stance
Love is the only remedy to every illness
To be comfortable we have to take chance
To make our life as really kindred bless
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Key To Real Success

Key to Success
The key to success is to face, embrace, and release
To kick all the impediments by countering all your fear
Keep your promises and take the high road to cease
The precious moment of love as a real soothsayer

Let hit a snag with a lover to celebrate the occasion
Which will be real joy and satisfaction for you right now
Your love life is full of surprises take proper decision
Forget about idiosyncrasies of where when what and how

Let the Lord make your destiny and destination but right
Be frank and straightforward in this pursuit of real love
You have to crave and strive let be north star to be bright
All is predestined and comes as a mercy from above
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Real Warm Hearts

Real Warm Hearts
Beauty makes love to dance all around
Heartbeats are no more on normal pattern
The beauty goes to sky and not on ground
Love oh love what is your sweet concern

World without love is nothing but a trash
Beauty makes it full up to the brim a grace
Love is but so wild and is definitely rash
A joyous journey pace to pace place to place

Sweethearts become sweeter with love
Red roses bloom everywhere to associate
This is how virtue surpasses from above
To make two real warm hearts real soulmate
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Shades Of Mercy

Shades of Mercy
It is your choice not to take your guilt along
Let eternal light illuminates your happiness
And to help and guide to sing love sweet song
To be on the right path with the real bless

You may find the world is stable with love light
And fully worthy of trust and not be feared at all
The universe bends to bless your higher insight
Beauty is so sweet and thrilling to really recall

The love of Lord with all its shades of mercy
To protect and to bring complete solace to soul
A burdened soul gets out of burden to be free
What a wonderful and promising the sweet goal
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Love Storm

Love Storm
There's a love storm approaching, my love
You have to find shelter from the downpour
Mercy of love touches you from the above
Considering you really to be the all rounder

No mountain can resist or to stop the calamity
So let accept reality with open heart and mind
This is how we can touch the edge of eternity
Let heart to heart passion flourish just to bind

Soul when embraces the soul with actual truth
Then souls dangle and dance in real trance
All becomes clear and lucid and nothing uncouth
Crops up to overcome or to take a chance
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Romantic Weather

In romantic weather she wants me to kiss
Let be in her arms for love and satisfaction
She is so charming, beautiful sweet miss
Let me reinvigorate my passion for perfection

Let fire touch wine to burn and to be burnt
Let me explore every petal of the red rose
Love gives courage for many lessons be learnt
In wild austerity all parts are to be bulldozed

Till the time drizzling rain stops I will be winner
Every drop will make her sweetest of the sweet
Sensual pleasure will take over the salty dinner
Heart beat will touch her heart to be just her beat
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Under the Shade

Let me saunter through to be in oasis to celebrate
All luxuries of life through chinks of sweet beauty
Be my love my soulmate so let be truly associate
Life passes through different waves of a vast sea

My beloved your music travels in my heart beat
My soul is enthralled with the beauty portrayed
Let endorse your love on my heart's blank sheet
Open your caresses, take me under the shade

We have had hurdles in life since long to my love
Now is the time to be together just not to separate
Mercy of love comes in dew drops just from above
you are my love so wonderful and really so great
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Wonderful Clarity

Wonderful Clarity
Taking a few steps backward helps you move forward
Old wounds need to be cleansed before they can fully heal
Although you may be unaware about hypocrisy of world
The truth may still be invisible to really take and just to deal

A miracle may happen to reinvigorate your spirits to install
And an extra dose of bravery may land in your lap today
A new world awaits you to fears with courage to but recall
Your tenacity is an inspirational force of nature as light ray

Fortune favors the brave and heart needs but sincerity
No one dares to come in your way if care to but dare
Essence of sagacity streams through wonderful clarity
All dangers in life submit to a sophist to soothsayer
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I Can't Resist

I Can't Resist
Pain is killing my life I can't resist
Help me my Lord to recover all this
With the love I am ready to persist
I do take it but as a wonderful bliss

My patience but my love continues
Under your merciful shelter I will take
Whatever comes to me love pursues
My sincerity is so sincere and not fake

Let me prove authenticity of passion
I am soldier in love that is my strength
Purity of heart and soul is my fashion
Don't take me light don't estimate depth
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A Sonnet

Love is a sonnet composed on your beauty
To celebrate every moment to come to me
My soul gets wings to be but really more free
To fly hand in hand on the vast green sea

The other end may be the destination to think
But still destination is not yet clear my love
We may sail through or we may lose to sink
Destiny is predestined from Great Lord above

Our love is to strive our struggle is to pursue
So we have to go through all these difficulties
Less all this rut we are bound and we can't do
Anything different to be just indifferent please
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Don't Debar Me

Don't Debar
My heartbeats repeatedly repeat your grace
Eternal stream of love has to flow till the end
I carry you my beloved from place to place
I do understand that you are my sincere friend

Please do not debar me from your graces
Let me embrace you to make me but mine
I consider you dear one of the best races
Let me sip you bit by bit my eternal wine

I love you I love you let me just assure you
I You belong to you and you belong to me
Let me pursue my love through and through
I am just a drop of water and you are the sea
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Real Life Blade

A soldier has to go through situations
He has to encounter test after test
Life has to present many narrations
He has to establish that he is the best

With grace and honor he is to proceed
On the path of righteousness to say
At times has to have to critically bleed
He has to take all in mood to just play

All in all he remains but the only one
Who creates and recreates the shade
He in always known for job well done
He is aware about the real life blade
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The Pain Of Love

Pain of Love
My love in sizzling and drizzling rain
I am going through but constant pain
Love is a trust to be held to forget past
We have to forget insult and disdain
Ice cold communication is but blocks
Which to either of us of no benefit or gain
Lover has to have a real clean soul
Love in entirety takes heart and brain
Instead of beloved all remains but blur
A lover is nothing but just totally insane
We may not have destiny or destination
If we are caught up in this timeless train

How to come out of all this painful rut
Mental, spiritual elevation is short cut
We just have to have all sacrifices but
Are we ready to compromise on the gut
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Passion To Recall

Passion To Recall
What may be the taste of lips
What may be the taste of cheeks
Eyes whisper to give love tips
Ups and downs are wonderful peaks

Emblem of beauty sincerity of love
She is what may be heart's song
A heavenly goddess from up above
My heart desires to take her along

All in all she is a musical love call
Let me take and let me embrace
To cater her for all passion to recall
To celebrate grace from face to face
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Love You Love

I Love You
Drops of rain touch me to make insane
And remind me I love you my beloved
Have you ever took really some pain
To look in to my heart to remove its lid

You might have seen me all around
As I see you my sweetheart all along
You beauty but makes me spell bound
You dance in my heart beat like song

We are we if you open eyes to see
Me whispering my love passion in ear
I love you I love you on love plea
You are so near and you are so dear
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Ghazal 1111

Ghazal
You are like a rose at times red at times white
At times in sheer anger at times glow bright
In sheer love you are dawn of the beautiful day
In shear darkness you glow during dark night
I become disappointed when I don't see you
I am much pleased when you are at my sight
Let whisper in my ears what all passion desires
Take my hand in hand my love for love flight
Be one on one with Mehr for heart's solace
Be heart to heart with me be dangle like a kite
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Ghazal 111

Ghazal
I can explain the pain of being depart
In sheer love its not good to be smart
You will not be able to see my tears
They are dripping down in my heart
Don't debar me from your fragrance
Allow your beauty to be in my love cart
Love is full of contempt and hatred
And my love we have to play our part
Love and beauty are ingrained in life
Man being the crown of creation is an art
Love bids us in shackles to but follow
Our destiny and destination are on chart
Life goes through all ups and downs
We have to shape it we have to scart
Mehr is a poet of love to celebrate
He is strange in this aspect from start
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Love At Ablaze

What a dangerous inspiration to set love at ablaze
Sparks you exude my love create extra firepower
In me to be in a craze to come forward to praise
My sweet beautiful red rose do not blush in cower

Your innocence mingled with fragrance makes you
More beautiful my sweetheart to just encounter
A situation where love floats in real green sea though
Let be more sweet and charming to just counter

You take fire of love in you with wonderful beauty
I am the lover to bear and forebear all just in one go
My love let us make these moments more free
To come up to the occasion my love to grow and glow
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Love Makes Beauty

Let me suck all hatred and poison
Let me make you sober and serene
You have take virtue, vice to shun
Let us love make beauty but clean

If you ask you are a wonderful teen
Let me take you to the world of love
My love is hilarious and more keen
As you are but an angel from above

Humanity has to take its path to grow
My beautiful beloved You are but mine
I know i know you still have to but glow
Let me take a sip from bottle of wine
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Sizzling To Drizzling

Sizzling to Drizzling
Don't bring my sincerity to stake
I love you from core of my heart
Your sizzling beauty is a hot cake
Which I do enjoy in drizzling rain

You and me are here to explore
What ever hidden treasure to take
In sheer love it is just to do more
In a love canoe in the beauty's lake

Let me kiss let me embrace grace
Let us be one on one to celebrate
My passion carries its own love base
My sweet soulmate you cooperate
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Cross To Bear

Love is like a cross to bear to prove
That heart is like a clean mirror in fact
Beauty is that sweet dream to pursue
Where most difficult situation to select

My love understand me and my love
Under all circumstances I have to submit
Realize my innocent sweet little dove
To please give me way and just to permit

To take you on through difficult situations
And be hand in hand never ever to leave
Let be more frank to understand narrations
Whatever love has to offer and we perceive
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Sweetness Of Kiss

Sweetness of Kiss
What a sweetness of kiss my love I feel
What a warmth it carries I can't explain
I do not know How could I be able to deal
Sizzling love in beauty of drizzling rain

To what an extent i can carry love my love
To what a limit I can take all love promises
Love needs more and more I know I know
Still I do not understand my love what it is

Come embrace me with grace and dissolve
Be with me to give me a chance to romance
My every difficulty only you can really solve
The warmth of your kiss takes me in trance
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Love To Stir

Her innocence takes my intelligence along
Now I am neither on ground nor in the air
Her smiles convey a wonderful love song
Can we together aspire to be a sweet pair

I can not reconcile with this venture of beauty
Which has left me with nothing at stake to lose
Hence it is a gift to be associate being free
I am in real trance to accept love and to choose

To be like a bird to take her to eternal heights
Where i can show her what all I have just for her
Where all colors may embrace us with lights
Where sentiments and passion really love to stir
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My love love is not so easy to play in streets
The stars demand, you'to be more dynamic
It travels from heart to heart in our heart beats
So its your aesthetic sense to select and pick

The shining pearl out of very many from shore
The sentiments and passion crop up to play part
Fragrance of love ask still for more and more
Frank lovers may ask for more stylish and smart

Beauty is its own reward as lovers say in trance
This is how life has to go through from all beauty
The sweet hearts do have a chance to romance
By being more open and by being just more free
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Just Side By Side

Side By Side
This world does not deserve love
We have to extend hatred side by side
Every good thing comes from above
All tricks are in the world to but just ride

Time and tide go side by side in life
No one can be controlled as they say
We have to have a poisonous knife
To kill every wonderful light ray to play

In this drama where vice eats the virtue
Heart and soul remain in trouble
But struggle of life demands us to pursue
Every thorn to play with the bubble
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On The Brim

Let me take you on love flight
Let me make you my soulmate
Let me feel you left and right
Let be more frank and straight

I can't explain my real passion
You travel in my heart and soul
Only you are my love narration
You are my love mission and goal

Let my loved be one and one
Let be one on rhyme and rhythm
Let share heartbeats like a sun
Lets cross horizon on the brim
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Love Ground

Love Ground
Let me listen the sweet music of stream
Let me rekindle the flame of love to pursue
My love is this what I take as my dream
I love you I love you yes I do yes I do

I want to have an embrace of life again
I want to have you in my arms to satisfy soul
To be on on one in shimmering rain
This is how I intend to determine definite role

Without you I am nothing let me ascertain
In my loneliness I feel your sighs around
Let me take you with me to but determine
For our love we have a solid love ground
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On Your Dream

On Your Dream
My son you will get to destination very soon
As long as you don't give up on your dream!
So don't relax but be on the path for the boon
Life is so sweet like an ever flowing stream

All those who struggle get what they aspire
Those who relax unnecessarily fail in pursuit
Your fighting spirit must keep alive your desire
Destiny will definitely bring destination en-route

Let me put the facts straight I always tried to be
A successful citizen of my country for its sake
In endure I discovered a vast sea of love in me
I remained loyal to me and to the duty to take
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You and Me

I do not know who i am but I do know
You are the only one to whom i belong to
I have gone through all thick and thin
I do know that being without you is sin
My love my life embrace me to but to save
Through and through for you I crave
Now i have gone weak near to the grave
Less you who can solace me and save
If you take me in your arms I will be brave
I donot know what is life but I do know you are
In sheer burning desert of life a sip of water
Please give me your kiss take my life in barter
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At A Verge

At A verge
Go through your fears to follow your urge to purge
Your pain in order to make room for your passion
Your love may take you to the disaster at a verge
But be a bold and beautiful beloved in love narration

Tears may crop up to make your heart more clean
Different irritations may dangle but with your nerve
But no symbol or sign or sign of pain be just seen
Be excellent in holding your sentiments in real verve

My love we may die but love goes to edge of eternity
Let me more frank and straightforward in our life
Let the sharp poisoned knife cut us but in entirety
Let pass through all ugliness of life in real strife
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The World.....

This world is like a dirty brothel
Where souls and bodies are sold
The fate of creature is just awful
Dirty play is for best possible mold

Every concern carries but a trick
Hatred is engulfed in so called love
Satan dances quick to make sick
With lusty knife is butchered dove

Irritation rules to play with salvation
Humans are in a fix to take all along
All are devoid with passionate passion
They don't know to whom they belong

But Master of the universe is to cover
Each and every soul in miserable plight
Hence clean hearts are ready to discover
How to be stable and how to be bright
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To Groom

To Groom
Let my love be in the elbow room
Because love needs it now an then
This is beauty can learn to groom
How to express with the love pen

Your innocence still needs the way
To be open to embrace love it needs
Both love and beauty needs to play
Before one harms and just bleeds

Let us communicate to embrace
Let be one to face the ugly world
Let me in sheer grace kiss grace
Let be message of love be herald
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Stars On Your Side

Stars On Your Side
The stars are on your side moon is in front
What a beautiful with all beautiful galaxies
For the sake of your beauty I can bear brunt
Be mine and remain with me just please

Your style is enough to ride with my passion
My love is for you please extend your beauty
I am really impressed by your stylish fashion
Give your hand in my hand let be really free

Love is an everlasting thing to but pursue
Embrace me let me be feel I am yours all
Let the beautiful cheeks be kissed by dew
Let celebrate the moments from wall to wall
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Chance For Romance

Love never dies and heart never goes old
Beauty has always its thundering effect
Every charm of beauty makes it pure gold
Beauty has its eternal source so perfect

Every second glowing face attracts to love
Even if physical realities may not just comply
An eternal stream of love flows from above
Love remains even if I may survive or die

Chance for romance remains ever flowing
One on one with beauty and love must flourish
Beauty has its own charm and style glowing
Love takes blood to overcome all to but nourish
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Love Dances In Trance

Love Dances
My love moon dances around you to celebrate
The moment with the romantic joy you crave
Let me take you in my arms to be the associate
Let me kiss your red sweet lips be just brave

Moments of love never stay or stop they just pass by
Time and tide wait for none to think to decide
In one on one relation there is no question like why
This is a wonderful journey and a strange ride

Love when touches, it touches from pore to pore
It takes over us to the galaxies and the stars
The wonderful love ride asks for more but to adore
It starts from freedom and goes beyond bars
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High Road To Peace

High Road to Peace

It is good to bear pain and torture
To give sacrifices for sake of humanity
Its good to make clear the future
To make needy to be just more free

All humans are equal in front of Lord
All humans are His family to glow
When every human is His real ward
Then love and peace has to flow

No black no white no left and no right
Truth enfolds just crease by crease
Darkness is vice and virtue is light
Taking the high road leads to peace
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Real Harmony

Real Harmony
My love your light illuminates me
I find my self in midst of green sea
Now whatever circumstances be
I cherish to embrace but valid plea

Beauty emanates love symphony
It culminates on the real harmony
Glowing face just remains armory
Love dominates every one formally

Love and beauty go hand in hand
With same frequency, same band
Castles are not built just in the sand
For love virtuous its like a garland
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**Love Heart To Heart**

Heart To Heart
Heart to heart conversation with the one you love
Will make you happy with satisfaction and solace
Cupid to throw love arrow came from the above
This is how love embraces beauty with all grace

Heartbeats do communicate all love passion
It understands every whisper to but just interpret
Love cherishes its beauty while love its fashion
All sentiments pay their love bet to portray to set

My love its the season of love so please don't delay
Kiss me embrace me be in my arms to be mine
Enlighten me to be the real dawn of the day and say
I am habitual of taking wine and you are pure wine
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Love Tribute to Davina

Eyes are beautiful like vast green sea  
Lips are like cups of wine in real trance  
If kissed what taste my love could be  
Heart dangles and dance to take chance

There are no words to explain beauty  
Is an eternal stream to flow and to glow  
In its own style with sheer sincerity  
This is what explains you in line in row

You are a sonnet with very many notes  
Your music takes me up in the skies  
You are a truth in very many such quotes  
Let us be on love line to cherish cries

Davina stands for a beloved or friend  
Who comes near to be dear 'dear alone  
In her own charming style and a trend  
With her smiling face and mild sweet tone
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Love Conquest

Love Conquest
Pleasure reigns my love life With sweet taste
My love conquest makes me but to just blast
The beholder of beauty is so pure and chaste
My exotic spirit makes the venture to exhaust

Allow me my sweetheart to sip this wine slowly
Allow me to enjoy every moment in this pursuit
Now there is no hurdle and we are totally free
So don't worry about ups and downs en-route

Grandeur of love surpasses grandeur of beauty
By moving in ride to destination just hand in hand
Let embrace every pore with sagacity and sincerity
Let in sheer trance be on one frequency and band
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Love Arrows

Love Arrows
She carries love arrows, to shoot
Right at the heart to take it over
This is a weapon of beauty so cute
She is but like a wonderful rover

Beauty has her own charm to play
Nothing can stop her sweet pursuit
Wonderful show like dawn of day
With all the ups and downs en route

My heart is victim of this charm
I do not know how to take all this
But this is what is enchanting norm
When beauty attacks becomes bliss
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Love Is Not Sin

Love is not Sin
I am writing story of love not with ink but with blood
This is how I cherish your beauty my sweet heart
Don't undermine my passion which has hovering flood
Take me seriously and don't just tear me apart

I know I may not be of your taste and your style
But the day I saw you I aspire to be your bosom knot
So please consider my sentiments just for awhile
Let be in the midst of love ocean in same the yacht

Love is like a vast green ocean my sweet soul
Beauty is like a mast to drove it from thick and thin
Love is so sweet, beautiful and wonderful goal
Its a gift of God so pure and chaste and not a sin
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To Seek

Future is not so dark and bleak
The best my friend is yet to come
In dire adversity we have to seek
Some comfort in life troublesome

Let be straight in all our dealings
Let our message be loud and clear
Lets openly communicate feelings
Lets accept truth to be more near

Ever dark cloud has a silver lining
One has to be optimistic on the path
Let us be more precise in defining
We are not just meant for every wrath
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Love To Buoy

Love to Buoy
My love allow love to buoy on your spirit
It unfolds when we never ever expect it
Let the reality prevail over to establish writ
Before like an bridled way it is to split

Our sentiments take us to the extreme
Through which peeps a full light beam
Love with beauty makes a love team
In an ever flowing sweet eternal stream

Love has its shapes to crop, dominate
Passion helps us to be close associate
From beginning till end experience is great
So all adversities we have to tolerate
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Eyes Sparkle

My love your eyes sparkle like stars
And your cheeks glow like candle in night
Your red lips are like full of real jars
Hence all the surroundings become bright

Your graceful gait is a magical treat
As whispering wind to blow on the shore
No one on earth can ever to beat
Her charm is to flow from pore to pore

My love I have to count moments of love
As we both flow in a real love stream
Let me see all beauty from the above
I can see the beauty of each beam
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Love Glows

Love Glow
Love glow radiating from my warm heart
Invites you to visit and to make it bright
And when you become beat don't depart
Remain to kindle and rekindle the light

I have thrown myself on your generosity
Now my life is totally dependent just on you
I have been totally in slavery not to free
From the shackles of tresses thru and thru

In this transitory life with just few moments
Why to waist time in useless animosity
Why to give rivals opportunity for comments
Lets become one with one heart one beat
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My Passion
My love accept my feelings, full of passion
I love you from the core of my heart my love
Allow me to embrace you in celebration
Your sweet beauty is a divine gift from above

You are so delicate like a pink flower
I want to caress you petals in sheer trance
In me sizzling summers you are shower
In your love I do deserve a love chance

Your lips are like a cup of divine wine
Your charms are needless to enumerate
I have a pride and solace you are mine
To my thirst soul you are real soul mate
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A Poet

A poet has no age and no choice
Whatever entices becomes dream
He is always ready to pay price
For that wonderful eternal beam

Love he carries on his sleeves
So sparingly he opts to reciprocate
Pleasure comes and leaves
The moment makes him to associate

Love is what he aspires in life
Where ever he happens to find
His sense to love on the knife
Which always makes him blind
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My Abode

I have a friend like highest peak
The mountainous rocks are my abode
He whispers since he can't speak
This Is what I term my love episode

Mountain does keep its love in love
It never ever plays with your passion
It has a lap like kind mother now
This is how he helps to the salvation

I daily come in front to salute to pay
My homage to its vivacity and sagacity
What he gives me in love in a way
Thanks to be with mountain not in a city

His purity and chastity makes me pure
In his company I became like a rock
Now I am ever ready to just endure
To take my enemy and his way to block
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Real Bless

Real Bless
Spring blooms and it rekindles my love fire
I feel as if I have been taken by winds to caress
A sweet kiss and embrace by you I do desire
For my heart's solace it will prove a real bless

Allow winds to whisper what love has to carry
Be a wonderful friend let be away from all conflicts
Allow me to make you ready and to be merry
Heart is a wonderful device of love which detects

Where we are and to where we have to proceed
Let us be clear for our destiny and our destination
A kiss will suffice to sign this beautiful love deed
Let be open and straightforward to glow our passion
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Mountain Eagle

I am a mountain eagle with wide chest and open arms
I have to be a staunch believer of sagacity and tenacity
People always venerate me for all my leadership norms
People do imitate me for my vivacity and veracity

My honor, my pride and my selfless determination
Make me courageous bold and help to see reality clearly
I take my wards, followers and my nation to salvation
No cruel clutches make me bound I am totally free

My vision and my transcendence make me to touch sky
My beauty of thoughts gives me more clarity of my vision
My flight helps to the highest mountains to make nest high
Everyone loves me for my predictions and for my decision
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Fire To Love

Fire to Love
To keep distance is another way to give fire to love
My sweetheart you may not know how painful it is
Your innocence keeps me with eternity from above
But under all circumstances love remains real bliss

You may remember me after sending me to this exile
But in my trance I can do anything to be in the heart
In different shades of life you may forget me for a while
But you will never ever think to just eternally depart

My love my soul my inner urge my sweet passion
Let loose play our sentiments under love rainbow
Please do appreciate and reconcile love is salvation
To get on an eternal path to just grow and just glow
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The Love Writ

Love Writ
My love we need a love umbrella to go through
Rainy seasons in winter hot seasons in summer
We will walk together hand in hand me and you
To make our dreams come true to but remember

That we came up to the horizon of love in trance
To touch edge of eternity in true letter and spirit
We were true to each other in taking real chance
We are staunch lovers to believe in real love writ

We will die but our love will survive to cross time
Every barrier will be abolished with but certainty
My love is real and your innocent beauty is sublime
In our hearts of hearts we carry strong love plea
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Dreams Come True

Dreams Come True
Life my love holds many moments
Rich with delicious conversation
All dreams about love may come true
Heart remains hub of love passion

Let us talk heart to heart to portray
Whatever is hidden under thirsty soul
Let us talk lips to lips through the day
Let heart beats dance on your mole

Where ever I go I take you along
You travel in me like hovering blood
On band of love we are like song
My passion takes you just like a flood
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Waves To Whisper

Waves to Whisper
I want to drown in your eyes like green sea
Do not debar me from the taste of drowning
The part of your sensual world let me be
My sweetest queen let me be your real king

The waves crop up and they just whisper
Love has its own vastness and its depth
Beauty but rekindles you have to remember
It travels in blood like flood till last breath

My beloved let me embrace you in trance
I will follow you to the other end in pursuit
What you have to do to give me a chance
I will touch you to make you a tree of fruit
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The Flame

Let my love rekindle the flame
Let my love share passion of love
Let be out of nasty blame game
Love is an eternal bless from above

My love let not pass spring in row
Let us quench all fragrance of flowers
Let be happy in our domain to glow
Let us take all beauty from the bowers

You and me are one and the same
We do share heartbeat in trance
We have but just only real love claim
Lets neither give chance nor take chance
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I May Not Come Back

I May Not Come Back
My love I may not come back from the frontier
But I assure you I will always be look after you
For your sweet attitude I am always a volunteer
You can bank upon me through and through

My passion for you is at its extreme you know
My sentiments gleam through my heart and soul
For your sake I can go through any rut to glow
I can sacrifice my life on your cheeks sweet mole

You need money and I have become a machine
I will work and work till I become but senseless
My maturity takes all your desires being a teen
Your love for me remain a source of real bless

Forgive me if I do not come up to your expectations
Pray for me and for my soul if I do not come back
Life, my love is nothing but a set of very many stations
It goes through very many tracks before coming to track
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Don't Miss Me Please

Don't Miss Me
You have thrown me in the desert full of thorns
Now I have gone through all pain and pleasure
Be careful my sixth sense crops up and informs
My love has no bounds to take this real treasure

Don't ask from me what I have to do in this exile
I will try to cover this barren land with bare feet
At times I do forget about you just for a while
But I have burnt my heart and soul in burning heat

Let us not to remember let us straight away forget
Let be frank to change destination with destiny
Don't challenge my sagacity I have to vehemently bet
My sweet beloved my sweetheart my sweet honey
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Don't Miss Me

Don't Miss Me
You have thrown me in the desert full of thorns
Now I have gone through all pain and pleasure
Be careful my sixth sense crops up and informs
My love has no bounds to take this real treasure

Don't ask from me what I have to do in this exile
I will try to cover this barren land with bare feet
At times I do forget about you just for a while
But I have burnt my heart and soul in burning heat

Let us not to remember let us straight away forget
Let be frank to change destination with destiny
Don't challenge my sagacity I have to vehemently bet
My sweet beloved my sweetheart my sweet honey
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Love To Love

Love to Love
Let me take you in my arms to fly
Let us be together to be face on face
Let me see you with galaxies in sky
Let me follow you from pace to face

My sweetheart you have taken me along
To the places which I never explored
From heartbeat to heartbeat I listen a song
From soul to soul I have but stored

Let us conquer the universe in trance
Let be straight on the way to the horizon
Give me chance and do take a chance
Let be like fire like blazon and burning sun
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Mountain Deer

I am like a deer of high mountains
Who dances in true love being in trance?
In pure love of beauty with all the sins
I am ever ready to take in love a chance

When full moon peeps through the peaks
I become a frantic lunatic in my love
My heart becomes enlightened and seeks
To kiss beauty of my beloved from above

What happens to me I don't know but jump?
To be with my beloved in her warm arms
I come down from clump to clump to bleed
I do understand love has its real sweet norms

But my bruised body makes me to realize
That I have donated my beloved my soul
Love in absurdity makes greater soul in size
On the peril of life I get my mission my goal
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Let Me Surmount

Let Me Surmount
In your sweet pursuit I can surmount
Whatever hurdle comes in my way
See my erotic passion and don't count
Light of sweet love just ray by ray

In my darkness being dawn of the day
Let me praise you from part to part
But my sweet love don't be in dismay
To leave me or in disgust to depart

Your flow in me like living blood
Your tinkle in my heart and my soul
Let be taken over by this flood
Be my sweet mission and be my goal
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Fragrance And Essence

Fragrance and Essence
I am on the high cliff mountains covered with snow
The weather is too cold to allow me to but survive
It reminds me my Marvi down from the desert to glow
The warmth of my sweet beloved keep me alive

I have to go through all this real climatic disaster
My heartbeat makes me to be a man of consequence
My soul enthralls to dance and dangle just faster
To be full with real love fragrance and essence

Be my partner in my dreams to kiss and to embrace
Let me hold you near to my heart not to fade
Let me hold you face to face with dignity and grace
Please do not leave me to be cut by fate's blade
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Do Not Challenge

Don't Challenge
Do not dare to challenge me I am a soldier
And if you commit a mistake you will taste
An attitude which will be perfect and mature
To understand reality and to openly paste

A real soldier is never ever afraid of death
He fights for his motherland to but prove
And this struggle remains till his last breath
At the peril of life he is bound to pursue

His mission remains glorious till the end
He has to achieve his mission in to succeed
He remains like a sword never ever to bend
His faith and his soldiering of unique creed

Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Smile to Pass
A smile is enough to entice the heart
It gives but immense pleasure to get
How can I afford to see but the depart
You are in every pore how to forget

My sweetheart, my beloved, my love
Please be mine never ever but to leave
Love touches chords just from above
I spiritually take you, physically perceive

Like the puff of fresh air she passes by
To touch and caress me for once and all
Let me catch fragrance let me be on sky
Allow me to be with you allow me to call
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Valentines Love

Valentine’s Love
I do know love is in the air
Let me see you are where
Come to me like soothsayer
Let love and beauty make a pair

There are few moments in store
Let us avail from pore to pore
In love season never ever ignore
Life is ocean love is on shore

Let us open arms to celebrate
My love lets be on the love date
Life is still like a pure clean slate
Make fortune whatever is fate
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The Valentine's Day

Valentines Day
Valentine day is bond of love to celebrate
In which all relations of lovers to associate
Their inner feelings and passions to come
To pave their way to in the life troublesome
A tribute to Saint Valentine, the Roman priest
To share with each other the wonderful feast
A day to confess love through the love gifts
A day to abandon all the silly notorious rifts
A day to propose a day to offer chocolates
A day to promise a day to hug and to kiss
A day for couples to embrace and to dismiss
All distances on the plea of real love portrayal
Let us be real lovers and take chance to avail
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Your Color
It is immense pleasure to have you back in my boat
My life is spicy because of your taste and fervor
You look so wonderful and beautiful in your red coat
You have made my life colorful with your color

I can't tolerate your absence even just for a while
You are so near and dear my sweetheart to me
Heart to heart we can travel but just mile after mile
Love is indefinite in its intensity in vast green sea

Please keep my heart in your palm like a butterfly
Take all my colors of love to entertain your beauty
Let together cross horizons to be high in the sky
Let be frank to be good associates to be more free
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Versatile Trend

A question was asked from why I like mountains
I answered because all beauty is on the heights
What you need is to cover but just turns after turns
But there is no one who can measure the delights

I further elaborated that no flower is without thorns
So I like thorns in pursuit of beauty in its entirety
Let me praise the truth which travels in thy horns
There is no joy in a flower less it remains very pretty

I am a poet and a poet carries love all along life
So it will reinvigorate my spirits to a wonderful end
Lets be precious part of beauty on edge of knife
Let us create together a unique and versatile trend
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Spell Of Love

Spell of Love
Spell of love sneaks through your dress
Beauty has its own charm to celebrate
From all your charms you do impress
From heart to heart let be love associate

What eyes see and what time to debar
Will take its shape just in the times to come
Beauty remains beauty with weapon of war
It is source of happiness in life troublesome

My heartiest heart, my heartbeat, my symphony
Your music flows to make me dangle and dance
You are solace of heart, you are like harmony
My love my sweetheart with you I can't take chance
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My Passionate Passion

My Passion
From mountain to mountain I searched for you
But I failed to find even the sign of beauty
Still I am bound to remain in search to pursue
The eternal source to be just totally free

My sweetheart snow on the mountains but haunt
I am intoxicated to be face to face with nature
Please be kind enough not to harass or just taunt
Please remain associated with pure love stature

Yes, this is what takes along heart and heart beat
You are with me being my real love and passion
Let be one on one together on passionate love seat
Considering it to be unique and versatile fashion
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I am In Love

I Love You
I do love you from the core of my heart
Please don't measure my sentiments
I may not be up to your standards apart
But allow me to follow your foot prints

I do not have very many high claims
To be a good partner for life so to say
But I am in the real fire burning flames
You have become now a beam, a ray

I love you and I am proud of the fact
To be with you throughout your life
It is purely up to you to accept or reject
You can also butcher me with a knife
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Celebrate New Year 2019

Celebrate New Year 2019

Let us bury all the hatchet and take rebirth
Let us rise with new hopes desires of life
The popular occasion dances with no dearth
Love and affection to come out from strife

We have to understand the reality to pursue
There are very less moments but to celebrate
Let us spread our love through and through
If time in life is less for love then why to wait

World is beautiful why to make it but just dirty
Fragrance of humanity should spread all along
Let us be straightforward frank and totally free
We are all in love with each other we to belong

New sun rises with just new horizons and vistas
We have to have but respect, dignity and integrity
My desire and hope for love to all is my mistress
Pray I should succeed in my effort to be just free
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Life is a set of strange happenings
At times so sweet at others so rude
From heart to heart it carries strings
On all love events so far pursued

At very many instances we lost hope
But inner strength crop up to domain
Unity remains if we hold on to one rope
It does strengthen the human chain

In the process it also openly revealed
Life is interwoven in very many surprises
Other doors are open when one is sealed
This is but how human, mind actualizes

Tactile and concrete world is a friend
Hand in hand we can travel till the end
If life is predictable its never to bend
Life is a set of surprises not to pretend
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Greatness As Trend

Greatness as Trend
I am depressed because I could not come up to
The expectations of my real friend from abroad
I do not know what to do and how to be through
She may not take my sincerity to be just fraud

Is this sense of duty or my belonging to country
She should not take me as a cheat from my nation
I do not know how to be out of shackles to be free
But really I am taken over by my act and passion

Let me clarify my love my trust is faith to follow
It suddenly dawned on me that you are best friend
Please do not take me just as shallow and hollow
I am really impressed by your greatness as trend
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Dancing Eternity

My soul wants to leave to smell fragrance
My beloved just in true letter and spirit
Let dance both like princess and prince
Allow love establish on beauty its writ

You and me and no one else to intrude
Let us surmount all in love with certainty
I know, I know beauty is but always rude
Let be in chain of love to be more free

Heart to heart music of beauty to travel
Love has to kindle its fire to all up and down
Let me see truth at an appropriate level
Lets see dancing eternity from town to town
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Love Is Magic

Magic of Love
Love is a magic which kicks all the barriers
It brings reciprocity from heart to heart to lift
Bodies and souls to ultimate end as carriers
And to maintain balance and harmony in rifts

Let my sweetheart find real essence of life
Let be on the brim to find all which life can live
Let us be far away from all pains of knife
Let be real friends to just forget and forgive

I know I know atrocity of life and of rivals
But still we can just tackle with intricacies
Let be more straightforward for revivals
Let be ready for real love moments to cease
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Be Sweet

Be Sweet
My beloved let me touch your sweet spots
Let me embrace you to caress and kiss
Let me be the owner of all sensual parts
Be my queen make me your king my miss

I can feel romance dancing just all around
The weather has also brought the message
Please do not debar me and you to abound
Be more liberal to give permission to passage

I assure you I will make you the happiest
You have to be with me with all sensibilities
Do not worry leave all remaining for the best
Do not debar me my love be mine please
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To Satiate

From where the nation has to get relief
The entire country has gone to the dogs
Underneath every cover there is a thief
The path is under obstruction with logs

Millions and millions have been in the plot
But still the eyes are hungry, aspire for more
With illegitimate material blood is to clot
So the nation is drowned from pore to pore

Let be sincere for our coming generations
Let be in reality more loyal and patriot
We have to work hard without vacations
We have to be more honest to satiate
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Eyes To Speak

Eyes do Speak
Love reveals itself and eyes speak
How can I save myself from magic
I see her clearly from peak to peak
In company every horizon I can kick

Let be on the path of love to prosper
Let be hand in hand to the destination
Let be frank and straight to conquer
Let me love you beloved with passion

We are one on one to face the world
We are one soul in two different bodies
Let love take the shape of a herald
Let love truth prevails over all the lies
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To Ponder

Distance makes the heart grow fonder
Hence love grows more and more
Mind enthralled by the show to ponder
What all is to be taken but to adore

Pain of life takes very many shades
All is done to test velocity and veracity
To cut the heart of lover with blades
Silence has to overcome all verbosity

My beloved I do understand the attack
I can also count bruises and the injuries
In the difficult journey I may lose track
But do not inflict any killing insult please
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A Tribute to Sweet Friend Fate Pinari
A wonderful lady with the cleanliness of heart and soul
A beautiful friend who is forthcoming in her approach
Reinvigorates spirits with her comments as a real goal
Angles are all around to carry her in real angelic coach

Emblem of love and beauty to portray in her all actions
My friend I pray for all your progress and prosperity
Takes humanity in entirety with benediction, selections
So sweet and benign towards her friends with sincerity

I know I can not have a friend better than her my sweet
She carries along all her sweet style and real grace
When I look around you seem to be in every heart beat
The only wish of mine is to see her but face to face
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Ever Flowing Love

Love my love is beyond any age and space
It is a passion which remains ever glowing
It has nothing to do with religion tribe or race
Its eternal stream which remains ever flowing

No dimensions but new avenues and vistas
It conquers all big heights with real delight
Its either constant torture or to embrace cross
It is but a stream of constant consistent light

So do not ask about the age ask about love
Let us be face to face to embrace with grace
Love comes from heavenly sources all above
Let be towards the destination pace to pace
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Injustice To Woman

Injustice to Women
Being from the ribs near to heart
She has been degraded but down
She is in malicious world to depart
Being equal and being love crown

Hatred and contempt is imposed
By degrading woman as prostitute
All the doors and avenues closed
Nothing remains beautiful and cute

She is a society in herself to know
But society remains ruthless and rude
A mother which makes all to glow
What a merciless pursuit and attitude

With all rights she has but no right
Even champions can't do anything
She remains in darkness being light
Merciless life has a lot but to swing
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Only Love

Only Love
I love you from the core of my heart
My love, love takes shapes from you
Never allow your arrogance to depart
Share pain of life through and through

My love world is merciless and cruel
It never allows heart beat to narrate
Pain and pleasure are in constant duel
Negligible moments are to celebrate

You are my soul and give me all life
Without you my survival is at stake
Hatred kills me but with its cruel knife
Less love all other emotions are fake
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Real Fiery Passion

Fiery Passion
Let me kiss your burning red lips
Let me be burnt by the fiery passion
Let me be the victim of love tips
Let me celebrate style and fashion

My beloved I am taken over by time
I don't understand just where to stop
Beauty is love's rhythm and rhyme
Which is but to dominate from the top

Let be melt in the moments to flow
Let be the actual part of ultimate truth
Let us to the shining moments to glow
With cleanliness of heart being uncouth
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Longing For Belonging

Longing for Belonging
I have always been longing to be in your arms
To make myself complete which I never been
Love plays and dances in different roles, farms
I remain the wish of an innocent sweet teen

Let me have the touch right from heart to face
Let me be the explorer of all avenues of paradise
Let me quench my thirst with your love grace
Against your vulnerable innocence let me be wise

When I caress you, kiss you Then I am no more
In every moment of this occasion I am but lost
Let me praise you worship you and let me adore
Allow my passion to make me but the iconoclast
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Let Change Ourselves For Peace

Love has different shades which culminate
On oneness of humanity on the color of blood
Let us purify our hearts to be the associate
In violent human emotions like vehement flood

Peace of soul and heart totally refines mind
Inner eye sees the things in light with real clarity
Steps in love makes it easy to declare, find
Hearts start to beat in a trance but with solidarity

Let us initiate love for peace and peace for love
Let be frank, free and straight in our approach to life
Let listen to our heart and symphony from above
Let us abolish the barriers of hate and carriers of knife

Let us celebrate each day as the World Peace Day
The absence of war and violence is the only solution
Let us join hands from all shades of humanity to pray
This may be the only pact and contract for resolution
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My Stance Real

My Stance
That was first chance
I became victim of glance
Which make me to dance
Don't negate my stance

Please do appreciate
I am a lover so loyal
I can follow my love
From mile to mile

But just for a while
You let me smile
Before life takes its toll
To make me beguile
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Haiku 3

My love you are so sweet
That you just got me beat
Neither play nor cheat
Open your doors to greet
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Haiku 2

Red rose with dew drops
You have increased my thirst
To sip poison of my life
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Haiku 1

Rain drops touch the flowers to reinvigorate
All emotions and passions to just glow
Soul touches soul to be the real soul mate
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Season Of Love

Season of Love
Season of love has come again
To remind me your presence around
I am fully enthralled by this rain
I am in the air and no more on ground

My love My searching you blindly
But I am not in a mood to disturb you
To take trouble or to aspire for plea
This is what as duty I must take, do

So let me be in search of you dear
Let me taste of being alone in love pain
This pain of being alone but to bear
Love my love is part of heart not of brain
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The Encounter

Love has to pass from every test and trial
Beauty has to get to every eternal height
Hand in hand they cover from mile to mile
The struggle carries pleasure and delight

Let my love be ready for the encounter
Let us be more straightforward and frank
Let us understand love as our mentor
Real love is beyond any race and any rank

Allow be on the same path without fear
Let us enjoy life from moment to moment
My love you are so sweet and so, dear
Lets be together to make the love imprint
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Pleasant Moments

Petals of beauty play with love
Every rose becomes really red
My sweetheart, beloved, dove
Whatever is said just well said

Let celebrate innocent dreams
Let glow our passion like a moth
Let play with streaks and beams
Let take happily whatever wrath

In pleasant moments thru and thru
Like big bang and like herald
Let resplendent joy invigorate you
And spill over into your world
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Accept Own Blunders

Accept own Blunders
Life is too short to love while we aspire to hate
Hence short moments of happiness we but lose
Our desires make us mean and others great
So as a matter of fact we have choice to chose

We do not only commit mistakes rather blunders
We are so narrow hearts that we do not forgive
Repeatedly repeat to blow like lightening thunders
In our own Cruel shackles we die and we just live

Let be frank in our approach to to graciously satiate
Let take the blame on self and not on loved ones
Let us celebrate our fortune and not disastrous fate
Let heal our inner injuries not to expose to suns
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For A Reason

For a Reason
You can see that everything exists for a reason
So let me understand the fact and appreciate
And that is the reason I love you in every season
To be a soulmate in love to be a real associate

To taste the poison of love in its sane entirety
To be an insane to take all burden but in one go
Let my beloved be out of bands to be just free
To take this wonderful fire to just grow and glow

Let me kiss the petals of beauty to be a lover
Let be my sole partner to take my heart and soul
Let me see you with naked eyes without cover
I sacrifice my life and universe just on your mole
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Presence In Moment

Presence in Moment
Let be more optimistic in our style and fashion
My love create a loving presence in every moment
You are queen of my sentiments and passion
Please come up to the expect ions cent per cent

What I see and what I perceive you don't know
But what I know is sweeter in taste and flavor
Precious time should not go waste but in a row
How can then we demand from time any favor

It is good to live and enjoy every minute of life
Life once given is a gift by Lord to be appreciated
Pain and pleasure are two sides of sharp knife
The only chain of love is to be but be reciprocated
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Love Spell

Love Spell
Your smile takes me under love spell
My love I love you and I do but know
What I have to carry and what to tell
Beauty gives the way to stream to flow

Your excellence of style takes but all
To the heavenly abode in different style
This is what my love is the real love call
Which takes me away from all for awhile

I trust my instinct to be along the shore
Sea of love and beauty are to coincide
The wine I want to drink more and more
Let us be on the same grid far and wide
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Love So Sweet

So Sweet Love
Love travels through all thick and thin
It is an evergreen light to glow, to show
A virtuous value just without any sin
Makes eternal stream in eternity to flow

My love you are so beautiful, so sweet
That words fail to take the task to take
My soul my eyes my sweet heartbeat
I take you on my face like snow flake

Come and make me dissolve as all
Take me, make me with a lovely kiss
Let love travels to the beauty as a call
Oh my beloved my sweetheart my miss
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Blood Does Speak

Blood Speaks
Don't ask me my friend who am I
Because actions speak louder than words
They do tell about quality low or high
Because innocent people are just like birds

I have tamed myself from savage to civilized
But in my blood I do carry stream of past
So my present and my past never coincide
Lest it just becomes stretched from vast

Blood speaks and reveals the real tribe
Cadence and courage just go hand in hand
It makes the reality to proceed to imbibe
In a particular chain and on a particular band
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Allow Me
Allow me to read my love on your face
Permit me to kiss this heavenly scripture
My sweetheart I am from the lovers race
Let prevail the serenity of soothing nature

I do know how to be part of eternal beauty
Being a soldier I can take any challenge
Allow me to be more frank as well as free
Let me taste the fire with more fiery tinge

My love my heart is your solemn abode
My sweetheart do not debar the pleasure
Let be together on the long love road
Be my only asset be and my only treasure
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Longing For

We have to create the beauty we are longing for
Universe has to offer full support for the purpose
That is the reason I am at war with the hidden bar
To color the petals of my heart's romantic rose

I am a painter who paints without colors and hands
But love is a force which makes miracles to happen
Music of beauty is dangling and dancing on bands
I do not bother whether I just lose or whether I just win

Beauty in entirety is just an image of eternal soul
Which dominates my heart to nurture in pure pain
Hence I can sacrifice my everything on your mole
Let me be on the mercy of drizzling dangling rain
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A Phase To Free

A Phase to Free
Life is a flowing stream unless it is stopped
And suddenly death comes over to take blame
Burden of love and affection be dropped
One has to go through this ever burning flame

Man is but has to pass from all phases to see
Mockery of life is to understand in entirety
Let me tell you what the real result could be
It is a state to make one from a phase to free

My life is a given gift by my Lord to make me test
But I always aspire for His mercy to take
In my humble capacity what else can be really best
In my real sacrifice I have nothing at stake
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In Right Direction

Never underestimate the will to misunderstand
Clarity is your friend to pursue in right direction
Life is but a strange phenomenon of that brand
Take on your stance with great love and affection

What we have to offer is solidarity in difficulty
What we have to see is the reality in action
In this imperfect dirty world how to be just free
From imperfection do not aspire for perfection

You and me are travelers to unknown destination
Both of us have to pay the price of our sweet love
Let us celebrate coronation with real sweet passion
Let us accept whatever comes from heaven above
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To Kiss Grace

To Kiss Grace
My heart is not with me any more
My love it is a result of the glance
You are so beautiful I have to adore
Allow me to take just every chance

God has made you with His hands
The style and fashion is to declare
You and me are together on bands
My love passion and beauty's flair

Let me take you to praise, embrace
Let me be with you thru and thru
Allow me to kiss your sweet grace
You are in me and I am within you
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Urge To Merge

Urge to Merge
My love the urge to merge is great
I want to have you to kiss, embrace
Let me be frank to be soul associate
I consider you my honor and grace

I waited for you and still but to wait
My eyes and ears can feel around
My heartbeat is anxious just to state
My sweetheart but I am spell bound

Give my heart a chance to continue
Remembrance during day and night
Your beauty persuades me to pursue
Heart and heart hand to hand is flight
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Let Me Strive

I love you I love you to the extent
I am even ready to burn me in hell
I faithfully take the message sent
Love takes me where ever to dwell

But do understand I can't survive
Without you and without your love
This is for whatever I do strive
I understand love is from above

So whatever you decide I to abide
I am pleased in your fragrant spell
Don't leave me remain side by side
This is what all I just have to tell
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Oh Life

Our dreams are like little moths
Taken over by our innocent wishes
With pain, pleasure and hearths
Aspire for life with all sweet dishes

What is life just an effortless effort
The end of the tither remains unknown
A pure surprise, deception and flirt
What it carries can never ever be shown

Oh life you killed me in sheer disgust
I could not reconcile with thy fraility
A sweet mixture of pure love and lust
A sham hesitation, a quivering stability
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Love And Sacrifice

Love and Sacrifice
I have two loves in my heart my love
One for you and one for my country
As a soldier I have the gift from above
Hence I have a large heart as to be

But let me tell you at times I do think
That my love is a triangle just to carry
A single ray of light to glow and blink
Like a single drop in the biggest sea

My love you are in my heart and soul
Please allow me to be ready for sacrifice
To uphold my mission and my goal
My love may not be greater than in price
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Destiny And Destination

Destiny to Destination
Destiny’s twists and turns take one to the destination
One has to have sudden shifts in ones life and path
If one is to the end of the road one seek real passion
To step on to the next track to be out of all the wrath

It is plan of universe which is always but to prevail
One has to be straight with the effort and intention
It is good to strive to go for available chances to avail
What are the hardships it is but no need to mention

Valiant are those who dare to go for the success
On peril of life or on any other different sacrifice
Who are straightforward dare to but seek for bless
Virtue predominantly surpasses over any vice
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Innocence

Life is like an innocent little child
Unaware of all difficulties of life
Being faced by all animals so wild
It is to travel on double edged knife

To pass through downtrodden paths
We have to have the verdict to follow
Being the victim of all the wraiths
The crown of creation has to show

How to embrace the cross to please
How to portray honor and dignity
In the process pain has to increase
Being in chains to be totally free
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Taste And Trend

You are my love and my love is my ego
I can go through any pain and torture
In my veins I know but my love is to flow
I do know my love your beauty is suture

My love don't ask me to forget in a go
Your heart beats with my heart to be one
Don't be rude to do something to blow
Let be together to complete job undone

I love you my love with my heart and soul
I will follow you and worship to the other end
You are my love my mission and the goal
My love our love has different taste and trend
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Eyes To Keep

Eyes to Keep
I have been through very many pains
My love don't ask me the taste of life
Through blazon burning suns and rains
I traveled on the sharp edge of knife

Your beauty made me brave to face
All the difficulties of life with pleasure
I took you along from pace to pace
But I must say I enjoyed the treasure

My sweetheart now I may leave you
As well as this transitory place to be
My eyes keep you through and thru
Eternally for ever to be with and to see
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Debt Of Submission

Debt of Submission
I am slave of my Master who is so merciful so kind
Under any circumstances he never lets me down
He holds me in adversity He always helps to find
My way through any darkness to wear the crown

From birth till death I owe the debt of submission
I have dependence which saves me from people
My faith is my love my life is with sincere mission
I am surrounded by His strength I am under spell

His love dominates His mercy is to grow and glow
I feel my self surrounded by fragrance of the Lord
II carry along in my heart a heavenly stream to flow
I am grateful to Him and proud being Master's ward
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Lunatic Fits

I am carried away by your beauty my beloved
It is what makes me to go through lunatic fits
My soul and my heart are ready for love bid
My love, love has nothing to do with intelect, wits

Full moonlit nights haunt me to be with you
On a long route with a set of fragrant trees
I want to accompany through and through
Love takes safe and sound through all seas

I and you my love are really inseparable
So let be heart to heart and hand to hand
Love makes me my love calm and stable
Love makes me iconoclast and the rebel
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Love Is Heaven

Love is Heaven
Streak of light killed me and I am no more
Let my beauty praise you let me but adore
I am strictly in bond of pain how I can ignor
I want to take all whatever I have in store
I swam from centre of ocean to the shore
My rivals want to take revenge on every score
The way I felt about life I never felt before
You my love travel in me from pore to pore

Love always pay tribute to beauty to excel
Beauty has the abode in clean heart to dwell
This is what takes me my love under the spell
Let me be frank on the account I have to tell
Love is not a commodity to purchase or to sell
A lover is enthralled in love is in heaven not hell
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Flow

let my love flow with the flow of time
Let us taste the flavor of the prime
Let us commit every innocent crime
Let resonate all rhythm and rhyme

Life being short don't warrant any row
Heart to heart let my love grow and glow
Hand in hand with the gesture of brow
Make wonderfully beautiful this love show

Time and tide my love wait for none
Let us complete this love job undone
Let our passion blazon like burning sun
Convert every pain to feel in real fun
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Rules Of Love

Love Rules
Rivalry is good if based on rules
Otherwise it will be of no consequence
Every profession has its own tools
The entire universe is in a sequence

Love is a power which attracts rivals
Its does not deal with tresses of beloved
It travels in all veins like clear rills
Whether it costs heart with head as a bid

My love But still I aspire to go through
All this rut with enlightened smiling face
By nature and style I believe that I do
Belong to staunch lovers tribe and race
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Let Mercy Prevail

Let Mercy Prevail
My rivals set traps to cheat and beat
But my Lord helps me to tackle to abort
Hence I decided to take and meet
On every front with stability of my heart

They can't weaken my faith with play
I am ready to take all sinews of war
My hope from Lord enlightens with ray
I have to have in my eyes North star

Let me hold the rope as true believer
Nothing happens without Lord's consent
Let me be true to refine the receiver
I have to abide by without any dissent
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Remembrance

My love my heart misses you severely
While doctor takes it a bad heart disease
Please come over to make me feel free
And be the symbol of serenity and ease

I know you have taken my heart all along
If you ask me I am now without heart
Your essence whispers me as love song
Now you are my part never to depart

In this hour of trial tell what should I do
Less to remember you but day and night
You are like a moon for me out of blue
You entered in me like the streak of light
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Time is Precious

Time is Precious
Time is precious, don't waste it my love
This season will not wait for our row to flow
In wrong directions to please enemies now
Let not passion to be fiery to glow and blow

Love takes time and time is on our side
I cant explain the taste of pleasure to do
Let the beautiful atmosphere to decide
But my sentiments accelerate to pursue

One on one and hand in hand lets conquer
The heights of heavenly desire to celebrate
Moment to moment and not to make blur
Love needs togetherness on date after date
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Couplets

Love is a real belief to grow
Between the hearts to flow
It is a streak of light to glow
Enters in drop to be rainbow

- - - - -

Do you know what love is
Whatever but I do speak
What ever is in your heart
Like a bright light streak
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Love My Love

Love My Love
Love is a touch of class to remember
It is spell of real hotness in June
It is a reflection of fire in December
It is one on one in moonlit moon

With open eyes its set of dreams
With closed eyes all reality be seen
It is flow of passion in streams
It is so colorful, charming like teen

Come my love in real love season
Embrace me and be just heart to heart
For the real love there is no reason
Heart for love is real abode and resort
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Will To Do

Will to Do
Weak person and weak nation
Have but no right to survive
With inner strength and passion
They have to stand up or die
It is will to kill and to rule
One may lose his life and all
Nothing equals to right of freedom
Get up be brave follow the call
Do not pass life in mode troublesome
Let us be the streaks of light
Let leave the landmarks for followers
Let allow right to prevail, wrong to dome
Let not be problem creators but solvers
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Taste of Love

Do not ask me the taste of love
It is as if pure wine flows in veins
Let me celebrate occasion my dove
Let me dance in the drizzling rains
The sweetest sweet comes from above
Streaks of heavenly light in chains
Come and let me love you now
Let me embrace all pleasures and pains
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English Ghazal

A fairy from high mountains came down to embrace
With her unique style with her real charming grace
Her beauty dominates the entire beauty of the world
She is an emblem of love pace to pace, place to place
She is like a burning candle to warm all hearts around
I want to take her in front of me always face to face
She enthralls me and I am drunk, she takes me along
She is remedy of my ailments like satisfaction, solace
She has taken my heart my soul and my life as all
She is not an ordinary being but an extraordinary lass
Mehr has neither seen such a beauty nor such a charm
She is not from this world but from some heavenly race
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Credence And Cadence

Credence and Cadence
Eyes, sweet eyes are at a leaf to stare
Transitiveness of life to be understood
When nothing is at choice what to care
Then there is no may might or should

Only perennial thing is love my beloved
Which has its own season and reason
Streak of light comes out from but mud
It goes back to abode in proper season

A glance does make a real difference
It gives air to love, beauty and passion
Love be the only credence and cadence
The beautiful style makes it a fashion
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Symphony Of Love

Symphony of Love
What a beautiful face I have to come across
Do not ask me the joy and do not debar me
From the pleasure of beauty to see because
I find vastness of green and wonderful sea

My sweetheart moments of pleasure are few
Hence we have to have all love but in a go
Petals of rose become fine with drops of dew
Love is an eternal stream to make us flow

I love you, I love you please do understand
Music of beauty surmounts symphony of love
A streak, a string and a continuous band
My beloved my sweetheart my sweet dove
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Love is to Tell

Love is to Tell
Love is beyond any value or price
Matters of heart are beyond mind
Its a state which needs no advice
So love can not be easily defined

The lover is bestowed with a trait
A beloved carries style in tresses
Beauty is there to state, to relate
In all failure with many successes

Gestures of love just coordinate
Whatever is there in a heart to tell
Its serenity which must associate
How to detect and where to dwell

My Love takes me on strange path
Just a glance demands a chance
Whether there is a hatred or wrath
My soul remains in trance to dance
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Limits Defined

Do not blame the enemy vigilance is your domain
If you play in the hands of enemy then why to cry
Your preparation makes you bear pleasure or pain
If you are son of the soil then have to just do or die

Do not be shameful creature prove your integrity
Show your sincerity, faith and hold to the rope of God
Unity, and discipline will help to encounter disparity
You have to bear the brunt if you are ward of the Lord

Eradicate them who follow double standards in life
Punish them where you happen them to see, to find
Be a man of principle take in hand the sharp knife
You don’t have to be the loser with the limits defined
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Rising Moon

Rising Moon
Sitting side by side amidst the rising moon
I feel as if I am in heaven in sheer trance
My heart beats with her on a different tune
What a charming sight in my love glance

Let me touch your cheeks full of passion
Let us try to cease whatever is presented
My sweetheart you have your own fashion
Oh, touch of love you make us contented

Song and music of love is just all around
Symphony dangles and dances in blood
What a pleasant surprise to make abound
Apparently serene atmosphere has flood
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Hard Times

Life is struggle on very many with very many turns
At times we have to go through all miseries and pain
Hell is no where else embracing heaven with burns
At times there are showers of mercy from severerain

Love takesflight alwaysto embrace but the gallows
Where there isno solace but more torture to bear
Some miracle may happen and intensity just mellows
In rough water of the volcanic water a boat to stear

At a given time we have to complete very many tasks
Hatred, jealousy in own blood dominates for revenge
Different humans come across but with lot many masks
Even in moments of pleasure remains the bitter tinge

You want me to start with all vows and complaints
This will neither support friendhip and will nor love
Let us sip poison drop by drop with colorful paints
As both of us have opted wrath from below and above
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Traitors and Terrorists

The two sides of the same base coin
Are the terrorists and the traitors
But let me tell you even if in same line
Traitors are dangerous as facilitators

High treason be the title for traitors
They should be punished with death
By indicators they are trouble creators
Full of venom and hatred by breath

Hang them kill them where they are
Their shop keepers mentality be at stake
They are the enemies who wage war
Against their motherland but to just shake

My lord help your soldiers to eradicate
And to nip the evils from the very bud
All such heinous designs not to tolerate
Dirty blood must go back to the mud
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My Resolve

When I am set on achieving a goal,
Then nothing can change my mind
I am fully aware of situation as whole
The roadblocks ahead are well defined

I do not, take no one for an answer.
My intellectual ducks are neatly in a row
I am fully prepared to just argue
My opposition should not take me now

I hope the current instability will resolve
Obstacles do not obstruct the path
My fortune will help and just involve
The obstacles will become the path.
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Listening To The Rain

Listening to the Rain
Let my touch the drops let me listen to the rain
Let me feel the fragrance she brought from clouds
Let me understand the message just full of pain
Let me search for reality let me uncover the shrouds

Let me feel the music let me be in the symphony
Let me see my beloved whose image is in rain
Let me be the part of nature let me be in harmony
I know my love your love makes me but insane

My sweetheart come and do not miss the weather
Tell your beauty to have some faith in my real love
Lets be together in these moments to put together
What fortune has gathered from below and above
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Petals

Let me caress all the love petals
Let me be part of your real beauty
I am a soldier I can fight all battles
Let me kiss you my love to be free

Beauty is a treasure to be explored
Love is heavenly body in a trance
One should taste its mood and mode
What is love, an enchanting glance

My beloved love moments are few
Let us not waste them in a false row
On petals of beauty love is like dew
In the stream of life lets just but flow
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You are Best

Let me uncover and to discover
Through the clouds beauty of moon
My heart and soul have to recover
Their actual symphony and the tune

Let me invite my love you to see
My state of love in this love quest
I am not worried what result just be
In the entire universe you are best

Oh my sweetheart be more sweet
Ta take me to heart give me solace
You are in me like my heart beat
You my love is my beauty with grace
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Turn By Turn

Turn by Turn
I do not want to burden or over burden my son
I do know that I am totally dependent on my Lord
But your gracious offer to me is job well done
I pray for your progress and prosperity God's ward

I wanted to be at holy places but are constraints
My God is extra kind to help through you to be at
My body has become weak, my heart but faints
My fortune has got wings to be out of my hard fate

I am enthralled by your love and love of concerned
Please shower mercy on my son for his good intention
Love and beauty are the finest assets to be discerned
My God is really great who bestows on me turn by turn
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Let Explore Beauty

Let me explore the light of your beauty
Let me be the part of heavenly paradise
Sitting side by side like birds so free
Let love summarize and re-summarize

Charming eyes and sparkling cheeks
Attraction surpasses beauty in the domain
Aspire my love to be beaks to beaks
Let us be string to string in the love chain

Your beauty makes surroundings great
Your graces go beyond all the worldly limits
I am proud of the fact you are my soulmate
My heart just aspires and my soul commits
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Love Transcends

Love Transcends
He resides in heart, with mood and mode
Every heart beat declares but His presence
I am pleased my heart is but his abode
My world is surrounded with His fragrance

He is the Creator and only He is the Savior
He never lets me down but suddenly holds
My every good deed represents His behavior
On His graces my destiny just folds, unfolds

He is the ultimate Truth, Love and Beauty
He commands the heavens and the earth
His chains and strings of love makes free
He but looks after me till death from the birth
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I Know I Know
I know I know the limitations and constraints
In the way of love in the ray to just proceed
Soul remains in trance when heart but faints
To accept the reality of life just in fact indeed

I know I know you can not meet, let's see
How fate plays its part to become our fortune
How can stars glitter in your eyes but to be
The moon with its beauty becomes in tune

Under all circumstances my heart is your abode
So let me feel you your essence and fragrance
Please never ever leave me just alone on the road
Accompany me in dreams to show your presence
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A Mother

The Mother
Mother is bestowed with all heavenly qualities
From beginning till end she remains at stake
She is a shelter in severe summer like the trees
God gifted style makes mother never to shake

Mother is emblem of God on this difficult land
She bears the pain and remains always in front
What a leader is she to love chain, love band
She remains ever ready just to bear the brunt

Love of mother can not be easily understood
It is but a gift of series of sacrifices to offer
She maintains balance and remains really good
She is a reality without which world is blur

Let be frank to pay homage but with sincerity
She helps the children to keep their heads high
We must acclaim the claim with more clarity
In her all wonderful pursuits she touches the sky
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Pakistan, The Land Of Pure

Pakistan, the Land of Pure
A bouquet of very many ethnic flowers
With their sincerity hospitality and morality
With their high claims like high towers
A blend of people from the village and city

Land of lovers, sophists and the saints
Right from Siachin down to the hot desert
What a wonderful picture but it paints
Austerity, solidarity and peace to be alert

Against every heinous crime, dirty design
Of all those who carry hatred and contempt
Strength of faith makes them but to define
Their way of life makes them to but exempt

Beautiful valleys and wonderful mountains
Make it more beautiful as tourist attraction
Water flows from natural sprinkling fountains
To dominate the scenario but in every section

Pakistan is the land of clean and pure to see
Its my heart and my heart beat to but swing
As a solider of the land I would but defend thee
It is a chain of love bond from string to string
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Our Love Band

Our Love Band
My helplessness brings all my hopes to tears
I feel but dejected, depressed and disappointed
I suddenly become my all inner hidden fears
More embarrassment dawns upon me instead

What a creature is man just set of particles of clay
Bestowed by a streak of light in a shape of soul
Moving blindly on a path in darkness like just ray
Lost in sheer hurdles for exploring his real goal

Love dominates and hatred has to go and vanish
Beauty like light gives eyes more to understand
Let be real in entirety to chew difficulties to bannish
The real essence and fragrance of our love band
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A Blind Alley

A Blind Alley
When there is disappointment in life
Mercy of God comes to but satiate
Whatever may be the sharpness of knife
It changes to fortune from the fate

Love is so superior to cross the horizons
That soul goes to trance to appreciate
The taste is overtaken by burning suns
Truth touches beauty to be associate

Man is so ungrateful, he is never happy
Never bows in front of one but to many
Remains in shackles and is never ever free
This is how he agrees to be in a blind alley
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Love Makes Heretic

Love Makes Heretic
They call me heretic because I can't see less Him
I take it for granted that love is diverse and unique
He is all around to take me through all light so dim
Let me see Him in entirety and to honorably seek

The path of righteous the way to the eternal glory
Where a streak of light makes a drop but rainbow
Which imprints its real entity being but so transitory
This is the stream which makes me flow to glow

Lord is light and light brings to darkness the delight
His showers of mercy keep dominate on darkness
My soul is hovering just like a colorful wonderful kite
To touch a streak to be the part of reality in sense
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Concern to Discern

This world is really a strange place
People do have but very many faces
Disgrace is portrayed as part of grace
We carry tricks as an emblem of faces

Love is not a commodity it is a concern
Lovers do share the innocence of heart
They in sheer sincerity ready to discern
The real road map and the real love chart

Pace to pace and place to place is marked
For their own convenience and their facility
In their pity interest they are but really locked
Attitude, behavior determine responsibility
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One To See

One to See
My love you and me are but one to see
All love and beauty together in dance
Without any reason, rationale or plea
Love remains innocent sin of a glance

Soul to soul and heart beat to heart beat
Streaks of light aspires our bodies along
A heavenly paradise is ever ready to meet
To make it sure to each other we belong

A fountain is seen with intoxicating wine
Sip by sip we can take to live just for ever
I have the conviction that you are but mine
No one can dare separate definitely never
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A Laborer's Voice On 1st May - Poem by Col Muhamad Khalid Khan
I am a laborer just by birth
And will die in the same way
I know my duties in a hearth
Hope does not come near to say

I am also one of humans
And not a donkey just to drag
But I do ask some questions
Who being champions always brag

By shouting slogans for my rights
Deliver speeches and forget
Till next year when shines light
With my blood they will let

The entire world again to know
My contributions in prime
About my martyrdom in Chicago
Where my excellence became sublime
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Flowery Path

Muhammad Khalid Khan
6 hrs ·
Flowery Path
A wonderful flowery path one can always aspire
A close look reveals the beauty of a real paradise
The heart dangles and dances to really desire
The essence of love makes negligible out of size

Love oh love your essence deals with sacrifice
But the taste of beauty makes all more volatile
No one in this world can be able to pay the price
Flowery path comes after thorny path to beguile

My sweetheart you helped me to explore reality
I am grateful for the kind gesture just extended
Love is that passion which needs but no real plea
Soul to soul and heart to heart it is but pretended
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To Resonate

Love communicates but lips to lips
Passion reinvigorates to celebrate
Beauty crops up for the golden tips
Every moment of love is but a date

My love let me drink from fountain
Let me be intoxicated, enthralled
Allow me open the wonderful tin
To make myself really overhauled

You and me are one and the same
Our heart beats but are to resonate
By burning our souls in love flame
To present just that we are soulmate
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The Drop Of Dew

Drop of Dew
Let me enter to see the rainbow of love
Let me pass through all romantic alleys
My sweetheart my beloved sweet dove
Let me pass through wonderful valleys

Your beautiful flowers spread fragrance
You are enchanting book of real romance
Let me read you sentence by sentence
Let me see and take but just every chance

You are my heart my soul my universe
On every step i encounter something new
You are so charming beautiful, diverse
My love is petal of rose on the drop of dew
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Master Remains

Master Remains
My heart is not in my control it is lost
My Master has taken me over to taste
Fragrance of love to make soul blast
It takes nothing but to be more chaste

Chastity takes purity to see, understand
All in a wink of an eye to but celebrate
Love has its own strings chain and band
Soul jumps to touch feet of Master, initiate

Another journey to another sojourn to see
What is the essence of beauty to spread
Master remains and I am just no more me
Soul dances on love stance when I am dead
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Love Insanity

Love Insanity
I have told her that at an age
i will face fits of insanity to go
In a state where prevails rage
This may mar mind to but blow

So she should keep me in cage
In iron chains not to leave on road
As people will throw stone on page
To play hell with me but as a load

She smilingly told I will keep you
In the chain of tresses as a gift
I will love you through and through
To love and handle any love rift
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Eternal Fruit

Let me take your hand in hand
Let me embrace you in a trance
Let's talk on same frequency, band
Let's take full benefit of this chance

Love is all in a beautiful love knot
It plays with soul it plays with heart
The Creator Himself is writer of plot
It is really smart from part to part

It takes the lovers to heaven to play
Its intensity makes one king of throne
Increases in taste just day after day
Eternal fruit of eternity eternally grown
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Love Silence

In our youth and prime, hand in hand
We used to talk for hours, hours long
Love on its brim portrayed in a band
Passion said to each other we belong

Now age has taken its toll we are old
We sit together for hours but in silence
Still we communicate all all but gold
Without any words, gold is silence

Time tells what to do how to proceed
Kinetics and words and just a look
Love has languages no language indeed
It is a symphony of heart hidden in a book
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At Stake

At Stake
I feel you around me all the time
You travel in me like my blood
I find you in my rhythm and rhyme
You take me like violent flood

Love is a blind force to take along
It is a pure passion to but flow
You are symphony of song in my soul
Which makes me to glow, to show

I am no more me it is but you
Who makes me enthralled to take
I want to be with you thru and thru
For you I can put all on stake
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Let’s Surrender

Let’s Surrender
For true happiness in love we must surrender
To discover a more spiritual path that includes
All the pain and pleasure of soul not to hinder
The light and delight to show moods, attitudes

My love, love is to perceive and understand
What is there hidden under emotions, passion
It defines and declares the chain and band
With symphony of music in real solitary fashion

So let us celebrate from moment to moment
Narrative of love surpasses all the sentiments
It remains reality and a time tested comment
It flows vehemently just in the shape of torrents
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Light Takes Flight

The Light
Light takes flight to bring delight
To the loving hearts in their pursuit
Of love in heart and colors in sight
Changes into rainbow on its route

Brings peace to mind and to soul
Determines destiny and destination
Refines every being just as whole
Blends with beauty to be a passion

When enters soul to make it bright
Distances convert but to real solace
Light dangles and dances in sight
From place to place and pace to pace
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The Right Door

The Right Door
One has to be prudent to understand
What is right and what is totally wrong
Love and life has the resonating band
To be stable and remain but strong

At times life is surrounded by disgust
It becomes difficult to go through path
Take care to be right is but just must
Not differentiating whats sheer wrath,

Let intelligence prevails to respect adore
Innocence is bless not a heinous crime
Rest assure we have to sail to the shore
The right door will open at the right time
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The Reality

In my dream I see a beam
Which travels with me all along
In my soul's eternal stream
Like a symphony of a love song

I am in a trance to take a chance
What I seek what I do aspire
I am taken over just by the glance
With the inner eye I do admire

Dream becomes sheer reality
Miracles do happen to but recreate
Shackles of conscience let free
My fortune crops up from the fate
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Out And About

Hell or Heaven
I carry a strong urge to be out and about
To know what love is and how it plays
On the strings of music as flower to sprout
Surrounding me as eternal light rays

My dejection in whispers to just tell
What all I need and what all is on my mind
Love is distinction between heaven, hell
The difference which I could but find

Let me be in to win the game of sin
Let me ask my muse to be be liberal
Let me have another look on the den
Let me understand I can and I will
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To Flow

Don’t waste time worrying the future
Live in the moment and just cherish
Moments of love will make you but stir
You will get solace even if just perish

Peace of mind will ease your soul
Light will embrace you in silver streaks
This is you can establish your goal
Love in eternal trance crops up, seeks

What is needed is clear cut approach
Life isa set of experiences to swallow
Death is a difficult subject to broach
Let this stream of conscience to flow
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I Am Yours

I am yours
Let your feelings flow in time
Let me see myself as a beam
Lets commit an innocent crime
Let us go together as a team

Let our sighs narrate our passion
Let our sentiments crop up high
Let me see love dancing fashion
In your lap allow me just to die

Love is light and light is love
You are mine and I am yours
Beauty delights me from above
My heart dances through contours
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Love Chance
Let me dance in the rain, let me be wet
Let me see the miracles of my passion
Let my love be one on one with all set
Let be straight to get the real salvation

Let us commit innocent sins to celebrate
These golden moments of life to remember
Be more under the spell to cooperate
Let us not wait for another such September

Oh rain please elevate our spirits to occasion
Let us not waste even a moment of trance
Let us go wildly through this real love season
Consider it but the only available love chance
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Let's But Celebrate

Let's Celebrate
Do remember miracles do happen in life
To streamline the irregularities and difficulties
Actions are just like double edged knife
Which are ordinarily to please and to displease

Love is one of the miracles to bring peace
A set of sacrifices to bring all in one domain
Beauty is another miracle which to cease
An eye to bear and go through the killing pain

Let celebrate the occasion to seek reality
Let bow in front of the Creator for the solace
Let us be more straightforward, and free
To take this beauty from just pace to pace
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I Am Time

I am Time
Can't you listen to me, I am in you
There is an idea in every other idea
We both traveled just thru and thru
I neither need priest and nor mullah

Light travels and I am the pure light
From ground to sky I do surround
I protect my lovers with lot of delight
Through love to love I am but bound

I am God for some, for others Allah
Creator of the Universe with love
I am not bound by time I am an era
I prevail peace and love as dove
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
A Blaze Of Passion

A Blaze of Passion,
My sweetheart I am but enthralled
Blaze of passion takes me but along
It seems as if my soul is reinstalled
My love you are my but my heart song

Fire is to burn me in no time to think
Love has to have its own path, discourse
It is a game of blink to be just pink
The lover has no loss, no grief no remorse

A blaze of passion makes love to aggravate
To surround beloved from all around
Love in entirety is more free and considerate
In its vastness it is from sky to ground
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Love is Strange

Love is Strange
Love is a strange leap to the unknown
No one knows where it would culminate
It is not a choice where one would thrown
The only concern is how, when associate

At times a big ramp may be just ahead
And sailing to destination my be difficult
But incredible adventure is there instead
Let us jump to see the wonderful result

Love with all its idiosyncrasies to glow
Beauty gives its whole strength and color
What a flow of love and what a show
At times so clear and at times but all blur
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He Holds Me

He holds me in every moment of trial
He bears me under all circumstances
His love never leaves me for a while
He never leaves me just to chances

Where I am hurt He comes to solace
When I am dejected He comes to pacify
He takes me pace to pace, place to place
His makes me but happy before I just cry

My God is so kind I am much pleased
He selects my destiny and destination
When I encounter a trouble it is ceased
He is my ultimate love, my real passion
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Love Is Trance

Love is Trance
I am in love let me fly to touch the sky
Love has made me a streak of light
I am enthralled in love, ready to just fly
To cross all horizons in sheer delight

Destiny and destination are so clear
I find the heart beating in near to me
My heart beat makes me feel so near
Touch of a drop to a vast green sea

Don't debar me from love symphony
Be my partner in this wonderful leap
Take me too on this flight to the eternity
Let me uncover the reality so deep
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Spring Comes

Spring Comes
Spring has come with full garden of flowers
Different colors culminate at a rainbow
You my love is a part of wonderful bowers
Let me celebrate this spring let me bow

Flowers in sheer intoxication glow and grow
All what comes in front of eyes is sublime
Sweet stream of conscious in trance is to flow
Situation fully warrants to commit a crime

Spring you extend love in different shades
I do not know how take this wine sip by sip
I do not mind even if I am being cut by blades
My beloved I want to rupture from tip to tip
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Love Enchants

Love Enchants
Do not come in my way, I am a lunatic moth
In my trance I want to be the part of eternal light
I don't want light in chunks but to be in hearth
In what state of mind I am I am in state of delight

Fountain of light is permanently hidden in a veil
I have to discover because my soul but needs
I don't mind even if I succeed or just miserably fail
I do know that it pertains to sheer love not deeds

My Light my Love if I can't come up you can still
Come down to see my state of sheer love for you
Only you can hold me and help me to but instil
I am in search of your love through and through
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String To Swing

String to Swing
Love is a strange type of string to swing
In all directions when I am in her company
My love passion seeks my soul to bring
Along with it the music just with symphony.

I may disappear in eternity but love remains
In every nook and corner of my position
To keep my all stress and strains in chains
And to liberate beauty to be but crimson

In streaks of light but to just glow and grow
To celebrate the destiny and destination
A small drop of water in a stream has to flow
Hence from eternal fountain flows fortune
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Unfold In Ecstasy

Unfold in Ecstasy
Spring has come to remind me of you
Fragrance of flowers unfold in ecstasy
Petal to petal of roses through and thru
Call and recall the gone love intimacy

Another moment and another splendour
Takes me in front of you heart to heart
What a wonderful beauty and its grandeur
What painful pain was just the depart

You are like a spring full of all flowers
I appreciate you my innocent beloved
Beauty portrays itself in different colors
Lets celebrate spring on one band, grid
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The Beloved

The Beloved
So beautiful a beloved I can't explain
The moment I saw my heart is lost
Now she dominates my heart, my brain
In love I am heretic and iconoclast

Her color of eyes are like a green sea
Her style surpasses but the blue sky
Her shawl takes all blood but from me
Hand in hand I aspire to fly high and high

Her lips are so wonderfully reddish sweet
Her fragrance makes me but intoxicated
She now tinkles in me like my heart beat
The wonderful chain keeps us associated
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I Am Negligible

I am Negligible
I am negligible I am just nothing
My creator is supreme let me bow
I have a soul in shape of a string
Fire in my soul is because of love

Love is a chain leads but insane
To cross horizons to edge of eternity
Resonance is in the drops of rain
To make me but refined and free

To sail in the ocean of golden green
If I see I am nowhere but Eternal Soul
With the eyes of heart can be seen
In breezing wind but really as a whole
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So Death Comes

Death Comes
Death comes in the shape of a maiden
To take me to eternal abode in tresses
Oh life offer me the wine in eternal tin
Beauty has come in love and embraces

Me in my disgust to bring eternal solace
I am enthralled, intoxicated but not to know
I don't know on edge how to keep grace
It may just be good to flow just with the flow

My sweetheart, my beloved love to take love
You be in your duty and let me perform mine
The eternal lover is so kind somewhere above
Let me come up to the expectation to be in line
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We May Decide

We May Decide
My sweetheart come over to me in exile
To meet face to face and know each other
In the process we may decide for a while
To be heart to heart and to avoid the altar

On which we are are because of distances
Which are in between you and me my love
Fate and fortune are but just set of chances
From the heaven all around and just above

My love be love to me and become shadow
Embrace me from heart to heart in trance
Then we both disappear in the romantic flow
Since love is the only chance to romance
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With Closed Eyes

With closed eyes she wants to taste
What intoxication is in love stream?
What all can beauty being in chaste
Travels and dances like light beam

Let us be together on this erotic flight
Let be heart to heart in the romance
Let us fly together like a colorful kite
Let's dance to take chance after chance

Let my passion be golden in pursuit
Let your beauty sparkle but like silver
Allow your beauty to follow love route
Be totally mine allow me to conquer
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Love For Peace

Love For Peace
Love has different shades which culminate
On oneness of humanity on the color of blood
Let us purify our hearts to be the associate
In violent human emotions like vehement flood

Peace of soul and heart totally refines mind
Inner eye sees the things in light with real clarity
Steps in love makes it easy to declare, find
Hearts start to beat in a trance but with solidarity

Let us initiate love for peace and peace for love
Let be frank, free and straight in our approach to life
Let listen to our heart and symphony from above
Let us abolish the barriers of hate and carriers of knife

Let us celebrate each day as the World Peace Day
The absence of war and violence is the only solution
Let us join hands from all shades of humanity to pray
This may be the only pact and contract for resolution
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So Sweet

Muhammad Khalid Khan
16 hrs · So Sweet
So sweet a smile which takes for a while
Me to paradise to me to a state of trance
I cover all distances in no time mile to mile
Her seductive eyes just give me a chance

Beauty nurtures love and love takes beauty
Heart to heart and soul to soul communicate
She is a wonderful sweet fairy being but free
Let my love to love and to be your associate

Yellow on white is so clear and also so bright
Allow me to beat in your heart to be just you
You remain eternal source of pleasure, delight
I will take you in my heart through and through
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On One Tone

My love I am far far away on a mountain
But still I can see you in the glare of snow
I remember you and we are one on one
In heart to heart just in a stream to flow

I see your sweet image with open eyes
I feel you with in but my every heart beat
My ears remind me your humming cries
My sweetheart my love is your retreat

Come to see me you will find me pleased
Because I have never ever be but alone
Let my love your beauty graciously seized
Let my love be on one tone in this zone
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Real Love Abode

Love is a force which burns soul to refine
And to make it ready to be part of the Soul
So there is nothing remains but to define
The eternal limits to be conquered as goal

My Lord and me go side by side on love ride
His fragrance nurtures in me truth and beauty
My submission to Him makes Him the guide
In a state of trance being straight and just free

If you want to seek showers of mercy my love
Be a lover or beloved to get through the road
He loves and commands love from the above
Clean and pure heart remains real love abode
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Follow The Footsteps

To Follow Footsteps
Allow me my sweetheart to follow footsteps
Let my love cherish the intensity of passion
I have opened my heart and soul to intercept
Allow me to sacrifice my life on your fashion

Beauty is ignited by fire of love to celebrate
Slow wind comes with fragrance to remind
Let me assure you, you are my only soulmate
Allow my heart and soul with you to bind

Both of us in the way never ever but to leave
Let communicate in strings of love to chain
I have one request but never ever to deceive
Be my love and be mine to avoid the pain
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Let be Pardoned

I seek forgiveness in the shelter of God
Who is one and allows power with none
He is the one who is ever living as Lord
Who accepts apologies asked and done

Sins may be like scum just of the ocean
Or may be like galaxies of the stars in sky
They may be more than streaks of sun
Or the particles of innumerable sand by

Lord still awaits sinner to tender apology
And He graciously forgives all in a wink
This is how from bundles sinner is but free
And gets chance to sail away before sink

Note. Love to Prophet Muhammad SAW who told us how to be pardoned
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Love - Fire
Love a Fire
Love is a burning fire and I have put my heart on
Let me see how fire takes me on but to the ashes
I want to take rebirth like Phoenix just in the dawn
But I do not know how to take and tolerate bashes

Severe pain has made me painless to think to glow
What should I do to undergo but all this fatal odd rut
World can not appreciate my state will take ass show
Love like sharp double edged weapon is ready to cut

But in the process this test will make me but immortal
Apparently I may disappear and turn to useless dust
From ordinary human I will turn to extraordinary angel
Love remains superior under all circumstances to lust
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Love is a burning fire and I have put my heart on
Let me see how fire takes me on but to the ashes
I want to take rebirth like Phoenix just in the dawn
But I do not know how to take and tolerate bashes

Severe pain has made me painless to think to glow
What should I do to undergo but all this fatal odd rut
World can not appreciate my state will take ass show
Love like sharp double edged weapon is ready to cut

But in the process this test will make me but immortal
Apparently I may disappear and turn to useless dust
From ordinary human I will turn to extraordinary angel
Love remains superior under all circumstances to lust
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Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day
Saint Valentine of Rome was imprisoned
For performing weddings for soldiers
Who were forbidden to marry not to send
Who were persecuted on the altars

Valentine healed Asterius the daughter
Of jailer, and before his execution, he wrote
Her letter signed Your Valentine” as farewell
From that day on it became a love quote

Love is to be celebrated and to openly dwell
In the hearts of those who take care as pain
As a life time celebration of a lover to excel
By dangling and dancing in the dazzling rain

In all moon beams and in all sun streaks
With real love sentiments and love passion
So this is who the love of a martyr speaks
Oh Love is engraved as a real love fashion
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Love A Test

Love a Test
Love terminates but at a real test
Which a lover has just to celebrate
With all its odds and trials at best
It is a state and one has be straight

I take your love as charm so warm
My sweetheart be mine under stress
As a true lover I will follow the norms
Even pain in distress remains a bless

My God is my love my love is my God
Where I don't have cheeks to complain
Whether I go through just soft or hard
If you ask me just the taste I can't explain
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With Me

He is always with me so why to feel worried
He loves me a lot and I love Him in trance
His company keeps alive without I am dead
Under His great Supervision I take chance

My great Lord I always adore your kindness
You make me stable you just resonate in me
I desire and I aspire always your mercy, bless
I am a drop in mud and you are unlimited sea

My Lord never leave me be my guard always
I am your humble slave to take orders to follow
I am bound to recite greatness and your praise
My God You are all perfect and I am all hollow
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Dress-Less Dress

Dress-less Dress
In my dream I see very many images
With many colors and many shades
Some are really dark and some sages
Some to help and some are blades

Life is a dream and I am just dreamer
In this void green ocean we are to tread
With out any boat without any steamer
Where to go and how to travel on thread

We are humans but fake and just sham
Useless in our approach and just thankless
Every time on trial and every time on exam
We are purely naked in our dress-less dress
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Never Leave Traces

Never leave Traces
Beauty withers when it is touched
So it is good to keep the distance
To be loved and not to be clutched
It travels in the soul like fragrance

So my sweetheart I will but carry
Your sweet image for times to come
Let me see through the green sea
Dancing beauty thru life troublesome

Love is light which travels thru light
It ignites beauty and burns to ashes
It is the happiness it is the delight
It is a reality which never leave traces
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My Miss

Let me kiss you from lips to the stream
Let me be free in my real love pursuit
Let me dangle and dance like light beam
Let me in trance follow unknown route

From line to line and from circle to circle
Allow me to measure just all the treasure
Let me analyze how seems areal angel
Let me accumulate all wonderful pleasure

Let me touch caress and let me just kiss
Let me be you and make you totally me
My sweetheart, my love honey my miss
I am just a drop of water and you are sea
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So Grateful

I met with a eunuch and asked to state
Did he satisfy with ups and downs of life
He was grateful about his fortune, fate
He never ever complained being on knife

Thrown out in the age of five by parents
And remaining in the kicks of the society
With lot many pains and sheer imprints
How could he be straight and totally free

Grateful to God and all the near relation
With no daughters and with just no sons
Without any sentiments, without passion
Hats off to the person for but fair salvation
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Love With Shade

Love with Shade
My eyes are your sanctuary my heart is your abode
Your cheeks spread streaks of light just all around
Your sweet eyes are my sonnet your style is my ode
Let me take you in arms let me my love surround

What is love just a look and what is beauty a stretch
Let me see anxiously how love dangles and dance
Let my sweetheart to take you and just to but to fetch
As a treasure of life as a measure to take a chance

You are my beloved you have proved to be a truth
Please do understand what is love and its shade
I know my worth being totally dirty and just uncouth
Love will cut you in pieces with double edged blade
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Your Fashion

Your Fashion
With so sweet and wonderful curves
She portrays herself but just so sweet
Do not play with my heart, my nerves
Let me exchange my love heart beat

Images with their intensity to but prove
What is reality of the beauty my dear
My love passion is anxious to pursue
Let me appreciate more be just near

Your circles are my love all around
Their intensity takes on my love passion
And we both go dancing with sound
Love stance sacrifice me on your fashion
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Poison For Poison

Poison for Poison
Only bruises of love can recover love
What remedy of poison is but poison
So is the irritation of soul from above
Which further ignites the burning sun

Love is in soul and beauty is in front
Heart touches heart being but too soft
A real lover has just to bear the brunt
What an intensity of love has the craft

Love desires to conquer the universe
Beauty has to portray its real design
Through its style, fashion being diverse
As she is mine so definitely she is fine
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As Gift

You have spread thorns on my way
Let me present red roses as award
You played with passion but to stay
Alive to see effects of thorns on card

I do understand your hatred to say
I left you without sucking you hard
I left your innocence to see the day
Not to make but you just time barred

But let me tell you now my stance
I will take revenge for this bad deed
In your barren land I will sow seed
Which will change your cast, creed

So I present red roses with thorns
Take them as a gift for that real rift
I will take you from your soft horns
And will poison you fountain as gift
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Bonded In Bond

Bonded in Bond
My sweetheart how can I forget you
You have mingled with my heartbeat
You have helped me but thru and thru
Just come and take my love love seat

I see all around and over and above
When you are in you are in my eyes
I love you from start till the end my love
You are in my pleasure and in my cries

So we are one our love is also unique
Diversity is hallmark of your beauty
I still carry the warmth of your cheek
Bonded in bond of love we are but free
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Her Graces

She sails in water like a wonderful swan
Her cups of wine touch water to just grace
In clear water she shimmers like dawn
Water is fortunate to kiss and to embrace

Her body reveals nothing but strange appeal
Attraction is her excellence to be praised
Water is ambitious that to tackle and to deal
On this scenario surroundings are but amazed

My eyes are lost my vision is in total trance
Her beauty is surrounded but by my love around
Let me take just chance but after chance
I am no more as in her beauty I am drowned
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Love Tends
Love tends to come in its own way. 
Out of the blue, quietly and sweetly. 
Like a beautiful little sweet white ray 
Let my beloved to help me see, free

Love with beauty is to dangle, dance 
Beauty with love is to just celebrate 
Let my sweetheart take just chance 
My love please open your love gate

My love I love you to but any extent 
Take me taste of your sweet flavor 
Give me your cheeks and let me print 
My love is constant struggle, endure
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Let Us Taste

Let us Taste
Let us taste the poison of love
Let us be face to face with beauty
Let's take eternal wine from above
Let us be more frank and free

The love taste will last till the end
Be in arms to embrace the reality
Let place my hand around to bend
Let us dance on edge of eternity

My love do not leave me in exile
Accompany in search of pleasure
Agonies of life forget fora while
For me you are my only treasure
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Jackal Howles

Jackal Howls
War is not a game of cowards
So don't challenge us less we take
All available sources for cowherds
We have each every right to stake

Your every city is under nuclear attack
We will annihilate you from the earth
We take along but your every track
We will demolish the idea of rebirth

Whatever may come we will revenge
So don't take us light We are missile
Our nuclear asset is ready to avenge
Our missile system will make cripple

Don't be careless in your approach
Be more sensible less you but taste
All real weapon power as reproach
Otherwise we will make you debased
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Innocence Molested

Innocence Molested
Innocence has been molested, thrown in dust bin
Just without any sin and just without any crime
The only sin of little girl was to get education to win
The laurels in days to come to serve in her prime

Morality has gone to dogs and dogs are but stray
Their masters are trying hard to save them for brutality
Shameless creatures are hidden in their dirty way
But this time they will not be safe for but heir hostility

Zainab was raped and killed in the age of just seven
While her parents were on holy journey to Makkah
So sweet a girl being a martyr she embraced heaven
Her chastity purity were converted by rascals to saga

Criminals must be hanged till death for their dirty sin
Little girl be given justice with exemplary punishment
No more little girls be molested, thrown but in dust bin
Corrupt elements be annihilated as declared and meant
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Love Under Stress

Progress Under Stress
She puts her finger on her cheek
Warmth of gesture makes me warm
Where is wine of love I must seek
I am really impressed by the charm

Her graces aspire me to sacrifice
My heart, my soul and my body
Do not ask me my love love price
Allow me to be frank and free

My sweetheart you overtook me
I have but lost all in the process
For you I may be drop in thesea
Let me progress under all stress
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Come To See

Come to See
I am alone and missing you a lot
Why to leave me in death desert
Please come over my beauty spot
Be with me and do not but hurt

My thirsty lips are but in waiting
My open eyes want to see once
Come to see we are separating
Love is stupid and I am but dunce

Come, touch with flowery hands
Come and kiss to give me my life
Life has different frequency, bands
Tell your beauty to cut with knife
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Dancing Beauty

Dancing Beauty
Red lips sparkling in pure white snow
How could winter bear warmth of June
Eternal wine makes its stream to flow
Moon light is ready to kiss again moon

Where ever eyes go she is in dance
Right from the edge of love to beauty
Atmosphere is full to burst in romance
She is so gorgeous and is so pretty

I saw her I lost my heart and my soul
Color of pink has spread all over white
What a beauty just from pole to pole
Dancing beauty fills heart with delight
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Sweet Fountain

Sweet Fountain
Your style makes me die my sweet honey
Your gestures have taken away my heart
Your musical appearance is like symphony
You are so young energetic and so smart

So sweet so wonderful and so gorgeous
She is so charming to allure but my life
Her saucy lips make my lips full with buss
Her prime and youth is double edged knife

Let me take her but to a hidden paradise
Let me take wine from her sweet fountain
Let me embrace and take her as a prize
Let me climb peak to peak to the mountain
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Be Fine
It is great to get on well with a loved one
A degree of conflict has the effect of spice
It helps to create and recreate blazon sun
But without being a straightforward choice

Let us ignite in love to feel the inner fire
Let be lips to lips to take the eternal wine
Let us openly portray the sensual desire
Let us have real exchange of love sign

Me and you are but meant for each other
So let be one on one in the real love line
Let be together on love altar just to stir
Let's shine together in love line to be fine
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Sweet Honey

Young and sweet yet to know what is love
She is in my eyes to dangle and to dance
Bottle of pure wine from below and above
Inspires me to take but chance after chance

My sweet honey you are emblem of beauty
Please let me sip sweet wine from sweet lips
Allow me to go from place to place but free
Come embrace place my arms on your hips

My sweetheart be wise to understand love
Let me kiss and caress your feathers along
Be in warm arms to become heartbeat dove
You are but my music my symphony my song
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Sobering Beauty

How can I unveil your sobering beauty
How can I understand your heart beat
How can I offer you my love just free
You are so beautiful from head to feet

My sweetheart your beauty is beyond
My love is but exceeds all but the limits
My beloved this is what is real lovebond
Streak of beauty but consistently hits

My heart my soul my passion to glow
In the light of beauty I constantly bathe
Your beauty of stream ignites me flow
Make my heart and soul to just scathe
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Satan's Disciples

Disciples of Satan
Vicious are the one who pawn their souls
In front of Satan for their vested interests
To gain some they lose all being in roles
Their hearts, eyes carry nothing but dusts

They use mosques to spread but vice
Virtue is superseded by the dirty designs
Ulterior motives are but their choice
Black magic are all symbols and signs

Their conspiracies will come back to
All these rascals in the course of time
They will face all that dirty disgrace
They will be taken by just their prime

On the gate of hell Satan will embrace
Followers of Satan will go to but hell
This is how vicious will but disgrace
Where they will but just eternally dwell
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Disciples Of Satan

Disciples of Satan
Vicious are the one who pawn their souls
In front of Satan for their vested interests
To gain some they lose all being in roles
Their hearts, eyes carry nothing but dusts

They use mosques to spread but vice
Virtue is superseded by the dirty designs
Ulterior motives are but their choice
Black magic are all symbols and signs

Their conspiracies will come back to
All these rascals in the course of time
They will face all that dirty disgrace
They will be taken by just their prime

On the gate of hell Satan will embrace
Followers of Satan will go to but hell
This is how vicious will but disgrace
Where they will but just eternally dwell
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Please Allow

Please Allow
Allow your hands to touch my hands to send sensation
I want my heart and soul to feel the real love passion
Let be more frank and straightforward to feel incarnation
In this transitory moment of life time real association

Allow your lips to be on mine just never ever to leave
Let me feel honored to suck juice and all to receive
All this is truth let me understand let me but do believe
Be honest in this love communication don't deceive

Life is place which travels my love but from pace to pace
We all have to accept the reality of life and love with grace
Let be on eon one with cheek to cheek and face to face
Let us together understand the essence, fragrance of base
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In Satan's Clan

Satan's Clan
Don't inflict any insult on me less I retaliate
Then you will have no place on God's earth
I know with all sinews of war how can I satiate
You will face miserable death without rebirth

Do not take shelter of religion or of the race
In my reckoning you are from the Satan's clan
Your contempt and hatred is inscribed on face
Being a cheat will be taken over by tricky plan

Do not cross the limits less you are doomed
Be sensible to understand the reward of vice
Virtue will reward all good for which i bloomed
For you it is your intention for me it is choice
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In Waves

Wave of love crops up to kiss beauty
This is what is but the miracle of love
Both love and beauty dance but free
light touches from below and above

Let both be together to be in trance
Both have to have taste and flavor
Never ever to spoil a taken chance
Love is but just a constant endeavor

Lover has to be in beloved's arms
Beloved has to have but a pure loser
Through out there are but love norms
Love in the lap of beauty is a chooser
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Our Dealings
A minor error may lead to a major disaster
So we have to be more careful in our dealings
Not to be on altar or to make destination blur
We should never ever injure somebody's feelings

God is so kind that He never becomes angry
Even if we cross all the orders and all verdicts
Our conscience never allows to be just free
Clean hearts take our hearts to God it connects

Love beauty and truth are signs and symbols
An eternal chain for man to cherish celebrate
Which makes all humans not less than angels
This is how we are elevated if we but tolerate
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Rain Drops

Rain Drops
Rain drops coming down from you
Touch my heart to kiss on the heart
Let me take your juice thru and thru
Let me have the taste of the part

Drops flow down towards the stream
Dangling dancing in a sensual mood
Sparkling body emit sweet light beam
Nature portrays being without rude

Come celebrate accumulated treasure
Let me take and ignite your fiery spirit
My sweetheart don't debar me pleasure
Let me praise your beauty bit by bit
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Play With Streaks

Play with Streaks
She says I have the heart and soul of a mystic
But I do know my heart has abundance beauty
But unless beauty is ignited by love but to prick
Each part of soul to refine and define to be free

To dangle and dance on the earth or on the sky
To play with light and just to play with the streaks
Let me take you in arms to embrace and to fly
Let me kiss you my love to be cheeks on cheeks

Love, my love do not ask the pleasure to meet
I am completely enthralled and just intoxicated
Let me take near you to heart to be beat to beat
In your sweet company I always feel reinvigorated
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Love In Spring

Love in String
What a wonderful rose in full prime
Let beauty rise to its maximum limit
Love for beauty is need of the time
Let eyes praise all really bit by bit

Stretch of arms portray but all style
Beauty aspires but love for praise
Let me stay and see but for a while
Let me pay the price of the gaze

The petals touched by drop of dew
Fragrance has to be in the spring
What a wonderful but beauty in view
Let us have a chain of love in string
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love In String

Love in String
What a wonderful rose in full prime
Let beauty rise to its maximum limit
Love for beauty is need of the time
Let eyes praise all really bit by bit

Stretch of arms portray but all style
Beauty aspires but love for praise
Let me stay and see but for a while
Let me pay the price of the gaze

The petals touched by drop of dew
Fragrance has to be in the spring
What a wonderful but beauty in view
Let us have a chain of love in string
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Love Kills

Love is a mercenary which kills mercilessly
And victim never asks even for the water
Innocence of the killer asks further for plea
Cruelty asks further for life in sheer barter

Oh beauty even your claim is just like a sin
But an innocent lover always aspires for you
Knowing fully well it is game to lose, to win
One has to bear the pain torture thru and thru

But still neither love nor beauty is complete
Unless they entangle in the real love chain
Let endorse both on the clean heart's sheet
Let be killed in the pursuit let be just insane
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Happy New Year

Happy New Year
Let us bury all the hatchet and take rebirth
Let us rise with new hopes desires of life
The popular occasion dances with no dearth
Love and affection to come out from strife

We have to understand the reality to pursue
There are very less moments but to celebrate
Let us spread our love through and through
If time in life is less for love then why to wait

World is beautiful why to make it but just ugly
Fragrance of humanity should spread all along
Let us be straightforward frank and totally free
We are all in love with each other we to belong

New sun rises with just new horizons and vistas
We have to have but respect, dignity and integrity
My desire and hope for love to all is my mistress
Pray I should succeed in my effort to be just free
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Hidden Pain

Hidden Pain
My beloved and me are in love line
I claim to be hers and she is just mine
Is all a compromise to remain fine
Are both of us intoxicated by love wine

With all this I heard her in real, pain
To declare not to be in this disdain
Pain in their in knots of this love chain
To please my love I became insane

But if I get a place to spend a night
I am no more ready to take but a bite
Love has darkened me I need light
In constant torturer where is delight

To tease ourselves we want to please
One glance makes us but to cease
If we open up all just crease by crease
Then we will but to just pain increase
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The Writer

Half mad and half soothsayer
This is what a real writer dear
Collection of tears as treasure
At times happiness as pleasure
Write your heart and be clear
Play with satisfaction and fear
With sincerity one has to measure
Mourn to mourn come out to cheer

A poet takes lead in the process
For a man in pain its great bless
One has to opt for stain and stress
What are real feelings to guess
Love and beauty are in access
Truth is sublime one has to confess
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Hurdles To Go

Winds begin to blow to take away the black clouds
That have been no more hovering over me but now
Rest assure my sweetheart I can handle the crowds
I am blessed one in love let me declare and avow

Every obstacle saves but from a bigger one in life
Minor adjustments save us but from major troubles
We at times are saved from a shot with prick of knife
With kindness of God mountains change in bubbles

Every cloud has a silver lining streaks of life to pass
Through all hurdles and odds with love and serenity
Let me pass through the pieces of but broken glass
Let us be out of cruel clutches of conscious to be free
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Eternal Flow

In dim dark light I can not see whether he is beloved or lover
Or may be love embolden in different streaks of light to see
All around in different circles of life to cover and to discover
No one else but himself on creation as a wonderful valid plea

Different colors and different shades to portray what is all
To be portrayed gracefully on the chest of the green earth
And then in its uniqueness in the universe so big, so tall
Birth and rebirth of creation to declare the value and worth

Life is nothing but portrayal of oneness as as one drop
In front of sunlight to portray very many colors of rainbow
In this continuity of action and reaction their is no stop
It is like an eternal stream of water just to eternally flow
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
On Duty

Every one has to taste death so am I
Journey never stops so it is but part
Soul like an innocent bird has to fly
On completion of duty one is to depart

Death is but like continuation of life
We have to take this burden ordained
You can prick my soul with sharp knife
This is an experience so strong grand

Continuity in action solves the problem
One should be mentally ready for change
Some moments may be really troublesome
But they still keep us but in proper range

We shouldn't to worry for verdict of God
That commands and just find its own way
I am slave of my great and merciful Lord
So every ray makes be more satisfied to play
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To Take Care

Hearts are abode of God so they should be taken care
It is stupidity of satanic spirits who attack to but change
If someone overshadows the truth of but real light glare
They will be taken to the task keeping appropriate range

Religion is not a dove to prey and to spread the blood
It is a sanctity of heart and soul to refine and to define
All limits between right and wrong attack with the flood
So time and again it emphasizes to declare and to refine

Polluted and molested minds to come back on right path
The verdict of God and words of Prophet to be understood
Before the defaulters aspire for burning hearth and wrath
Forever to remain in the possible torture which is not good

So be on the right path before it crosses the limits to go
And to send others to hell to seek intentional destruction
To make Satan happy and to be in a devil's disciple in flow
Selection of virtue will help to overcome but total rejection
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Call and Recall
My heart is no more in my control I lost
Somewhere from where I may not recover
What a sweet guest she is I am the host
Under core of my heart my love to discover

What sentiments and passion I celebrate
As a lover of beauty but I am just known
But suddenly I feel dejected as my fate
Declares my heart as it is always alone

Deep down in seclusion and in love pain
How can it be reinvigorated with style
In love I never bothered about sun, rain
But it never ever listened just to the brain

What I am and what I aspire to be in love
I do not know and I need not know it all
But suddenly a news flashes from above
Love is what asks pain to call and recall
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To Formulate

Your cute dimples attract me to hell
Your intoxicating eyes make me to die
Take me to your heart let me dwell
Under spell of love just let me cry

My sweetest sweetheart let me take
Your hand in hand on the life path
A heaven of love just let me make
For your sake I will take the wrath

Your graceful gait needs to formulate
Every part to pleasure let me measure
Take my heart and be my soulmate
Without you I don't have any treasure
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Life Is Strange

Life is Strange
Life is a constant punishment to persevere
Don not ask the value of pain and pleasure
But like a man one has to undergo and bear
At times its assaults one makes just to tear
Bunder under its veils it carries but treasure
No distinction is of the heretic and soothsayer
The lovers at times are but taken to just tear
Love dominates without being just in any fear

Gallants are those who take all but smilingly
In their own perception they are frank and, free
Whatever is predestined in life just let it be
We have to only jump in to this strange sea
There is no distinction whether you and me
Let us see whatever circumstances could be
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Son Of The Soil

Son of The Soil
Amidst severe winter snow at the highest peak
He remained exposed for hours to severe cold
His body was but frozen so to vehemently speak
But he was son of the soil hence remained bold

After hours when his pain gone beyond all limits
He requested to his counterpart to shot him dead
He never bothered about his frenzy attacks of fits
But in love and affection he wanted the load shed

Bravo son of the soil you paid your debt to land
Love of God prevails to cover him in holy wings
He is now safe and sound in the lap of motherland
He has been taken over now by wonderful strings
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What A Love

Love is a wonderful quality which came from heaven
Beauty came side by side to initiate but the moment
God has created real love to celebrate the occasion
On the golden chest of the land but just to really imprint

God created the world for human and human to satiate
To declare His verdict for every one to tell to understand
Love of God is for all being wonderful and really great
What a chain of love in beauty what a marvelous band

My Lord I love you because I do know you love me
Your love has always saved me from odds and trials
You are like ocean of mercy and like gracious sea
Only you can save me from the Satan and the devils
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Poisonous Arrows

Poisonous Arrows
My relations are blood thirsty like hounds
They want to suck my blood to make hollow
Now I am on a ground without any grounds
In sheer disgust how conscious is to follow

On the face of it they are sisters and brothers,
But contempt and hatred took us to gallows
In irregularity sons have surpassed their fathers
The relations are nothing but poisonous arrows

What a strange world carries it on dirty tricks
Every one tries to play the given part in the play
A building has been broken just bricks by bricks
See the state of dirt and see just the dirty clay
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Soldiering

A Poem for Aizaz Khalid Khan
A soldier is so selfless that at times seems stupid
Oh soldiering how can I appreciate your innocence
His heart tinkles with the heart of country like bud
He is man of principle surrounded all by fragrance

Let heart beat in severe heart or blood clotting cold
Let soul to sing a song of love to portray real unity
Let me face the bullets on my chest to be the bold
Let me fight like a demon to keep my country free

Soldiering is not an art it is symphony in real love
All soldiers are blessed and ready to fight for God
This is real blessing enamored by protection above
From beginning till end a soldier is but ward of Lord
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Ghazal English

English Ghazal

My love I was so pleased to get the bruises in love
Because the process helped to cross bridges in love
The one who came back from your door was ingloom
Now it is my turn to go through all odds and, lapses
All my sweet wishes were now covered with blood
I found and see myself standing alone on all mesas
When I left this world in disgust and sheer disappoint
I was not complete but was torn in to different pieces
The pulse of the earth has lost all its limits in distress
Because all her body has been torn out in to pieces
Without physical touch she adorned with motherhood
It was a miracles amidst wonderful, beautiful roses
Mehr is undergoing in fits of love lunacy these days
What a strange world is this and what are the phases
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Soldier Of Solidarity

Soldier of Solidarity
Enemy wants to know my name
My name is Islam and Pakistan
Do not put off in me the love flame
My love comes on me like a dawn

I am a servant of Faith and the state
My sincerity speaks in my all actions
My Faith is my commander as great
I am symbol of unity beyond factions

Let us work for solidarity and integrity
Of my people to really just understand
That every person has to be just witty
We are the people of principle in trend
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Painful Memory

Sand whispers in the desert to tell the story
Of love and beauty to persevere to bloom
All sand dunes are fed up of painful memory
Whether for the taste of happiness or gloom

Love burns under the sun but protects beauty
The lovers at times are taken over by warmth
Burning sun with burning fire just test sincerity
Love really is a blazon burning like fiery hearth

Why I love you my love because you are fire
I am that moth who wants to burn like a moth
My love my sweetheart is the declared desire
For your sake I can take any hatred and wrath
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The Hymn 786

The Hymn
When heart suddenly becomes disturbed and morose
So indication is something is really missing from life
The remembrance of God is like a real fragrant rose
With out which the soul remains on poisoned blunt knife

Soul demands love and love blooms in heart to spread
Hence heal should not stop remembrance of only God
All those who lack remembrance are not living but dead
This is what is between soul to soul the eternal concord

So whenever I remember Lord He helps me in distress
Supports me to overcome all the obstacles from my way
He never leaves me alone to be in trouble but to bless
I am in sheer darkness and he refines me to a light ray
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My Concern

My love I have been attracted by the magic of your eyes
Heart to heart communication has started to send signal
I am really flattered by the sweet attention and love sighs
You must appreciate that I am loyal to you my sweet angel

If it is just fake or sham way to flirt I will not take it further
Do understand that I love you and demand same in return
For very many tricky questions in love there is no answer
Let me share with you my sweetheart my real love concern

Let me take you to my heart and to my soul to celebrate
The occasion of love as a real chance to take a glance
I assure you that I love you and I am your love associate
Let me take you in my arms to embrace and to dance
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To Seek In Sky

My root calls me back to understand the light of shoot
Every bower carries beauty enthralled with pure love
Let me tell you my root has the search of still enroute
That how I came down to abysmal depths from above

It was a glance by chance when I could see the truth
In its all entirety to be blooming in pure blazon sun light
To give eternal satisfaction to my soul for heart's sooth
Then lunacy dawned upon me like sheer and pure delight

Love from the start is in search of beauty to burn be burnt
Ecstasy of the glance never ever fades to make me die
But still my beginning till end is in sheer mist not to be learnt
However my love has been given wings to seek in sky
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An Angel For People

An Angel for People
A soldier is fully reinvigorated with the love of his country
Can not be taken aback under any adverse circumstance
His excellence is the hallmark in his faith, fortitude to free
Love is a chance after chance for a wonderful sweet glance

A soldier remains soldier but nothing else throughout life
Ready to sacrifice all for the sake of his love and patriotism
His life goes through different paths to remain on the knife
He has the love and wisdom to cope up and just but to trim

His every step is calculated even if he carries splinters in body
His heart is at the top of his peak to see and to counter hurdle
His heart is like a sea and he really carries but the actual key
For the enemies he is too lethal and for his people he is angel
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Gorgeous Hug

Gorgeous Hug
The indulgent gift such as a gorgeous hug
which makes us swimming in mutual beams
Of love and sincere admiration.to just tug
As if I've found the woman of my dreams.

Let us follow this hilarious path till the end
Let us be more open in our real love stance
Let us be in our style and fashion new trend
Let us just take but chance after the chance

My sweetheart be more sweet to swallow
All the bitter from our lives to make glorious
Let be frank lovers to make all clear to follow
Let be straight in duties more meritorious
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Fate or Fortune

My sweetheart I don't want to disappoint you
But the fact remains that I am no more in love
But don't think I disappointed you thru and thru
On the sky of love appeared another dove

Love is love and it is not just the compromise
Which can burn fire to the candles of hearts
Love is purely blind and it is never ever wise
So innocent heart should remain attacks of sorts

Let love have the warmth to burn beauty with
Let beauty be the commanding force to dominate
I will try to understand this just strange myth
Love is a stroke of fortune and not of but just fate
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Pleasure Of Altar

Pleasure of Altar
All paths have been blocked and I am restricted
My enemies want to play all the tricks to my nerves
On the basis of principles I want to remain selected
My ultimate faith seeks every reason and deserves

When God is on my side I dare not lose the sight
I may be in low spirits but it does not make me falter
My every pain drags me to happiness and delight
But in my heart of heart I know the pleasure of altar

Let me take the weapon along with the real cross
My death is my domain my destiny is destinatination
Now being true lover I am beyond of gain or loss
I am in the real trance waiting for magical salvation
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Without You

I know that I have no place in your life
But I do admit I can not live without you
Do not cut me with a sharp blunt knife
To carry the pain and torture just through

Be mine and be my partner in love to do
What I can not understand in the style
Let me love and let me always just pursue
From step to step and from mile to mile

Let me see your beauty my love in dim light
To kiss and touch your beautiful hands
My eyes carry your grace and sweet delight
From different frequencies and bands
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Love Is Cage

Love Is Cage
Give me your hand I want to hold it for my life
My sweetheart I am your staunch lover to be
Do not please prick my bruises with sharp knife
What a love it is which is drowned in the beauty

You may think that change of mind is a routine
But love is a serious affair which is but so painful
You may be a queen for many but for me queen
Of my life with all the innocence of but an angel

Come and take me to the fountain of divine wine
Let me take all drop by drop to continue and see
I have a valid, staunch stance that you are mine
I am like a bird in a cage and I can be just free
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Fate or Fortune

What He has written I have to comply
My duty declares my honor and grace
I have been created as a bird in the sky
Then I brought down to the disgrace

To taste all the idiosyncrasies of life
To go thru the different tricks in vogue
I have to pass and go through the strife
To pay price a sin committed as rogue

In the paradise and to be shunted out
To ask for forgiveness and redemption
I became the victim of Satan the tout
And I have to get my place as passion
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Awesome Occasion

Change and open up your heart to the world
You may hesitate to make a move just in trance
Because you are afraid of thunderous herald
Which love waves may change to another glance

Love is what simply takes waway life in passion
Beauty is what comes to light in different streaks
Do not ask me about my love style and the fashion
Its sheer warmth from heart to heart, cheek to cheek

Let my love portray the real treasure gifted by God
Let my love feel the pain and pleasure in one chain
Let us seek whatever is needed in life from the Lord
Let us celebrate awesome occasion in drizzling rain
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My Savior-Hymn

My Savior
My love I can not survive with out you
It is you who made me me extraordinary
It is you who helped me thru and thru
And make me comfortable under adversity

Your charms and graces portray mercy
I love you my love there is no one like you
In your company I feel but just totally free
Your love reinvigorates me to but pursue

I am a humble servant you are my Lord
Throughout my life you provided me shelter
I am full of sins you are but merciful God
You make my future definite from bleak, blur
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The Heroes

Land of pure ha been converted into a whorehouse
Where rascals come and spend time as per desire
All so called nobles and respected men are espouse
Corruption is rule of the day and for money all aspire

Country has gone to dogs dogs are in search of bones
Any tom, dick and harry are ruling all as the real rulers
Due to their inner moral weakness they are low in tones
Present is but bleak and future has become totally blur

Where are heroes who always give blood to save nation
Men of principles are required to take anthem and the flag
Men who should sacrifice lives, loves, sentiments, passion
Who pass through the test of time and shout but not brag
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Blazon Burning Hearth

My love demands sacrifices from beginning to end
My sweetheart all have been burnt alive not to sustain
Every love story sets but a different and unique trend
Torture follows happiness and happiness follows pain
Purity comes when tears are sprinkled on burning fire
Hence chastity is being done when fire gets ablution
With human wishes sentiments, passion and love desire
Beauty has to come to bloom to gloom love with fashion

Very many loved and passed in real distress and disgust
They have embraced contempt, hatred cynicism with wrath
Love takes beauty from ashes to ashes and dust to dust
Love is nothing but a really severely burning blazon hearth
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Part To Part

Part to Part
What so ever the harsh circumstances are
My love I severe I will never ever let you down
I will kiss you with respect like a holy scripture
With dignity and honor I will wear you like crown

From my eyes you slipped down to my heart
I feel in spring blooming in me just every where
You are glowing like light in me from part to part
Let be the real associates to come near to share

My love I really love you from the core of my heart
My sweetheart let bloom together to take taste of life
Let me kiss you on the mole of your cheek to depart
Kill me but once and for all but no in pieces with knife
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Our Paradise

Watch for signs and follow your instincts. my dear
The real approach to love search is an indirect one
You already know truth; you only need to remember
How moon and stars tinkle in eyes in job well done

Love is fire while beauty surpasses to further ignite
Just at a glance every pore takes it in real scenario
Kiss on lips to lips make light more and more bright
Real love tempo makes the beauty but just inferno

Lets burn together so ashes to mix not to separate
Unity of love will take us to the eternal edge of glory
You and me my love are surely heavenly associate
In our own paradise we will be frank and really free
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Ocean Waves

Ocean waves come to kiss the cheeks of shore
They stay on the shore for a kiss and just return
Caressing slowly the sands to explore and adore
What transitory is life and what is its real concern

Nothing remains all comes and goes with time
Autumn and spring come side by side to declare
Distance is negligible between old age and prime
There are very less moments to spare and share

Love is what lame of a candle to burn and discern
Its existence in between the moments to portray
But still every moment is so strong and also stern
Like a predestined redirected wonderful solemn ray
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A writer is the bestowed one so he is strange
Creativity takes him to the shadows of loneliness
It is this blessing which takes him out of range
Sheer torture and pain are out of just sheer bless

In the valleys of wilderness he aspires for wonder
Love and beauty are shades to make understand
In him very many blades crop up to cut and asunder
His all frequencies are commanded by many bands

Pain is his life torture is his domain to increase pain
But being selected one he has to go through all rut
Showers of poisonous at times, at times mercy rain
Open up very many avenues, vistas and many to shut
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To Kiss

To kiss
You are too sweet my sweetheart
So I want to taste you up to brim
Let me take you just heart to heart
Allow your beauty to let love trim

Give me your hand I want to kiss
Pour all your wine on love of fire
Increase the intensity my dear miss
The more I see the more I aspire

Let me see your curves in the light
Let me love you but just inch by inch
Take you all and make all but in sight
I declare my love I am ready to clinch
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Love Needs

Love Needs
I am willing to go to extremes if one pleads
My behavior will lead to stability in my love
The chance to reflect on just my love needs
I am afraid to reveal radical desires my dove

Please accept me and my humble honesty
And forget about my odds and difficulties
But never ever challenge my sheer integrity
Take my heart in your palm to kiss please

Then it is up to you to keep it or to throw
In a dust bin with your hands full of blood
Allow me to be part of your beauty to flow
My blood is in your service like violent flood
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Tough People

Verdict of God for martyrs by God to approve
Pride and dignity brings credence and essence
Tough times do not last, but tough people do
Are remembered by surroundings for fragrance

Time tests and upholds their miraculous acts
They are soldiers of God for the times to come
They are proud to uphold their but valiant pacts
They are torch bearers and fighters of freedom

Martyrs blood never stops to flow they are alive
Their souls still defend their frontiers in crave
In their blood bathed bodies they aspire to dive
Their chests are ready for bullets they are brave
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Love Is Guided

Love is Guided
Oh esteemed beloved my love is revealed
Through happiness which all is spreading
As wonderful treasure my love is concealed
And is openly acclaimed as a sweet wedding

Vice and virtue not be chained being separate
Vice condemned while virtue has its own reward
We can conquer the world being good associate
Truth remains while falsehood is time barred

He who is guided by Allah alone is rightly guided
But he whom He holds astray, remains the loser
Love is a double edged weapon it is not one sided
So how can a declared loser be the real chooser
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To Revert

To Revert
Pain of love has taken over every pore
My heart is so bruised and injured with
The poison of beauty to adore, explore
Has sucked from me what all is th pith

Death is creeping just to take me away
To my eternal abode on a natural path
My soul and my body but has to play
With solemnity and serenity all wrath

But I know the lap of earth will comfort
My body with all its warmth, tenderness
With honesty of purpose will make revert
All clay to light with Allah's real bless
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To Discern

Sand is sliding but from my hands
With empty hands I have to leave
This world I saw with many bands
What I have to pay I must receive

What is life it is but circle after circle
Where one ends and other is to start
Every minute is spent for an angel
Who will suddenly come to make part

Of my beginning to see, and celebrate
Love of Lord with sincerity to discern
My Loving Allah being love really great
Throughout my life He kept concern
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Love Indeed

Love Indeed
Love is a relation of staunch belief
But full with all types of all doubts
A constant pain without any relief
My soul full with pain always shouts

World is a mockery of but relations
Nothing is certain nothing is sincere
Love is full of sentiments and passions
But very many with hypocrisy is blur

I do understand the tricks of my rivals
Who never ever will allow me to succeed
Nothing reveals who devils, who angels
Rest assure my love you are love indeed
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A Candle

A Candle
A burning candle as you are
You will definitely burn my hands
Which may ultimately debar
From frequency of different bands

Let my love play hide and seek
Let me catch you but suddenly
Let me kiss on your soft cheek
Let me feel more frank and free

Both of us can play for hours
Both of us are ready but to burn
Both of us are under love showers
Now there is no way to return
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Love One On One

Love One on One
Let me find the meaning of my life
Let me taste all juices of the beauty
Let me be cut myself with love knife
Let me take wine of life but just free

From pore to pore you have to tell
From every part you have to declare
Let me take all warmth but to dwell
You have to take I have to but dare

Cheeks to cheeks, thighs to thighs
You and me are but just like one
Let us intermingle all the love sighs
Let us love and love one on one
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Blazon Sun

Love is a hurdle, a hindrance which one has to rock
A soldier knows love of the country surpasses but all
No one can dare to stop my way or just to but block
Let me cross my love every wall to call and to recall

No rival I dare to fore bear on just my glorious path
For my beautiful land I can but shed my blood to color
The beautiful face of my beloved I can take any wrath
My sacrifices are my token of love to every answer

I do not mind if some one leaves or becomes angry
Whatever some is interested to do do I don't mind
I can forego all assets for the sake of love i do agree
Blazon sun isin my front and black dark night behind
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Losers Can't Be Choosers

Losers Can't be Choosers
My love is at stake my brain is in conflict
My rivals are clever my beloved is my force
I am reinvigorated by taking it but intact
I am but just nothing but my stance is source

I believe in fair play I take but my stance
Which is straightforward, frank and straight
You can play tricks but do not take chance
My enemies are in darkness but I am in light

Light dictates me the way to which proceed
I will be the winner and they will be the losers
My love is my quality and my strength indeed
Let me declare the fact losers can't be choosers
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Burning Spell

My love is awakening my intuition to give
Me the power to see all the possibilities in front
She wants me to her bosom-knot to live
So in my sheer love I have to pay the brunt

At times eyes commit a sin at times it is heart
At times it is but sweet red lips and at times graces
But if this sin is committed its difficult to depart
Heart being reinvigorated comes up and embraces

Love is love with lot many shades and colors
Only lover understands the intensity of the fire
For others it is conflict in mid which just blurs
Love is a burning spell takes one to the desire
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I am a soldier to take very many challenges
Different aspects of life and death I do encounter
My body for my country is but full with bruises
Before given any answers I remained on altars
War is a reality which no one can really face
I know the worth of my faith and love credence
I am aware of my solemn fortitude and grace
Love reveals its fragrance and its real essence
Life is game of wits if you search reality behind
Do not play with love and passion just to doom
Seriousness of occasion must be kept in mind
War and art need blood and sweat but to bloom
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Don't Know Why

Don't Know Why
You are so beautiful that I forgot all words of praise
You have touched my heart in a different, unique way
On your cheeks I can see all colors of rainbow in craze
I your eyes I find twinkling stars all jumbled in light ray

Your soft and silky dress makes heart to dangle dance
Black mole on your chin reinvigorates to commit a sin
My love passion intends to take but chance after chance
Your curves and curvatures make you full with wine a tin

Let me take some time to explore beauty from part to part
Let me take all eternal juice from pore to pore but to enjoy
I want to suck you all to quench my thirst just but as a start
Why you have intoxicated me to that a limit I don't know why
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Our Resolve

A whore remains a whore asking for do more do more
She eats flesh and sucks all blood from all the veins
All these sacrifices are never ever to be loved to adore
World is a bitch without heart plays ricks just of brains
How much blood we have to offer how much but to do
Our innocence and fragrance are played with by players
We are asked to pursue and to pursue and to pursue
The animals have gained the style of but just real actors
Don't play with our sincerity don't think we are too weak
Our strength is our resolve our faith remains the bulwark
Don't challenge our integrity we'll make your future bleak
Our hands are our weapons, our teeth are that of shark
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Very Many Faces

I do understand that people wear very many faces
Their hypocrisy is hidden somewhere down the drains
How disgraceful entities can have to celebrate graces
They do not love things with heart but with the brains
Religion is the hallmark where people play this circus
Then comes morality to play hell with all the values
Full of poisonous hatred in hearts resort to but buss
With their dirty tricks they resort to clues and to choose
World is a heaven for a heretic and prison for believer
Hence all can easily opt to select the straightforward path
One can understand frank answer or be on the real altar
Followers of God remain successful and of Satan get wrath
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My Dear

My love is driving me into crazy and passionate affairs
I hoot care about the big rock on the road, as my passion
Rivals have made traps on the way to stop as players
To stop me from enthralled pursuit to win the destination
But I am determined to save you from embarrassments
And will take you all away from this place to the paradise
Like a true lover I can give my life to face all confrontsd
My sweetheart your beauty is enough to entice to suffice
Enemies of love are more than the enemies of the hatred
But love being great and supreme makes its way but clear
I am proud of the fact that in love I am fortunate and blessed
So let me take you to the eternal embrace of love my dear
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Weather is always untrustworthy and unfaithful
It is how one can easily be deceived just in love
Every face of a lass apparently seems an angel
But in this strange world whether below or above
Remains in fog and clouds of doubts as a fact
Love is a sham attitude and with fake aptitude
People do go for promise but kept useless pact
Sincerity is on real trial being angry and but rude
Frivolity and deception are the marks of the day
 Darkness takes over some strayed streaks of light
By eating good crops up some parts being gray
Black hearts and faces are being painted as white
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Your Smile

When my love you smile you look more beautiful
Your smile being unique takes over the universe
You are so pure and chaste like a wonderful angel
Hence you are so gorgeous and so lovingly diverse
I have appreciation but you deserve more than that
Hence you have intoxicated me with beauty's wine
Under any definition you are mesmeric and just great
Please take my hand in yours declare you’re mine
Intensity of my love if you intend to ever measure
With the fiery passion of mine you will but burn
For me you are eternal pleasure as well as treasure
Even if you leave magnet of love will make return
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Broken Cadence

I felt all alone so I came to for solace
Please take me in your arms be kind to me
It is only you to keep smile on the face
And take me to satisfaction as vast as sea
What is all this I really can't appreciate
But there is something even more than that
I love you I know please do reciprocate
Allow me to be my fortune and not bad fate
It is your grace of love which keeps alive
Only you can bring resonance and balance
Otherwise I will face the deplorable strive
With shattered ego and but broken cadence
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The Moment Of Truth

Moment of Truth
My beloved you are the only reality I cherish
Help me to carry this moment of truth till last
If you leave me on the way I may just perish
I am true believer of love being iconoclast
The moment I saw your streaks of beauty
I am like a lunatic to ask all about the graces
In my approach towards you is totally free
The distance between you and me is in paces
My beloved do not drag me to the difficulties
I am a staunch lover to be always on your path
My request is please never ever just tease
But I am ready for the odds of any type of wrath
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Don't Challenge Me

Don't Challenge
I am that piece of wood which is used in making ship
Even salty water dare not to harm me you must know
I am strong and this strength is in me from just tip to tip
I am a valiant soldier self respect in my veins is to flow
I am Pathan by birth and a practicing Muslim by choice
From centuries I am time and again tested by the time
I know the value of being as such and the payable price
My blood is in flood from my childhood to my real prime
Don't challenge me either will make you but understand
The reality of a person who is staunch believer of values
If you seek animosity I am ready but as friend hand in hand
So never ever challenge me for war be friend for virtues
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Power Of Persuasion

Power of Persuasion
My love your charm activates power of persuasion
This is how you capture my heart in your little palm
My sweetheart it is pure love sentiment and passion
Place your hand on my heart to make heartbeat calm

Your eyes have magic to attract me to the destination
I move like a tamed animal to be near to your style
Let me celebrate my love all this but as real incarnation
Let me forget all pain and torture of life for a while

Let me be you in this process of unlawful loss and gain
Let me be the custodian of real wisdom to accelerate
Heart my love believes in love hence forgets about brain
Let me take you in arms let me embrace to associate
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Be Kind Please

My sweetheart my beloved, sweet friend as you are
Use powers of seduction to charm birds off the trees
Let all sentiments and passions just out of every bar
Be my heartiest heart and be with me be kind please
With your help I will be able to face less constraints
So that I should have real sense of my real destiny
Love is always encircled with problems, constraints
You are my music of life as well as love symphony
Let me be the man of destiny with set destination
Let us straighten the record to be with one stance
I keep fire of love for the beauty as my love passion
My sweetheart I can give my life for you as chance
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English Ghazal

My heart beat with your heat beat is a real treat
Let me put my hands on your back on the seat
All tricks are to keep you and me but just away
Please do not depend on rivals who but cheat
My sentiments my love passion crop up to love
But world does not allow us to be in love neat
Life is like a desert and I am a traveler along
Blazon sun and burning sand extends all heat
Different people have different notions to keep
Let my beloved be part of my real love fleat
I am a lover and Mehr wants to be in sheer love
All those who have hatred play this dirty feat
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Right Is Forceful

Right is Forceful
It is good to be direct, forceful and unflinching
Even if someone may object to overall tone
Right is right whatever circumstances may bring
For the valiant truth remains jumping stone
Prudence differentiates between right and wrong
Whatever is wrong can not supersede but right
Love is what is communicated through its song
Light remains light and with hindrance comes bright
Good people are those who persevere along
Let us take the candle of light up high to glow
My dearest ones this is but my heart's song
This portrayal of right is world's biggest show
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Love Neat And Clean

Love Neat and Clean
My delicate love I am in a delicate situation
So don't test my nerves help me to overcome
I carry you along in my every love passion
Love is not an easy task but it is troublesome
If you force me to admit rivals will exploit
So it will be good to be in me not to be seen
In your beautiful light I am but ready to fight
Love is a mercy beauty remains ever green
Let us decide on just one real love stance
We will remain together and will surely beat
We will never ever give or take any chance
Our love will remain for ever but clean and neat
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Erotica

My teeth aspire to chew your bubbles
My lips want to be always on the lips
Cheeks when touch cheeks in troubles
Hands frantically search but your hips
Legs to legs and thighs to the thighs
In amorous mood just play and dangle
Love and beauty play truth with lies
Intensity increases with sounds of bangale
Lava goes just from stream to streams
Fire crops up to increase the glamour
Light engulfs light in small little beams
Iron becomes hot and hit with hammer
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Just Love To Pursue

Love To Pursue
Let me be like a love bird to hover around you
In a playful mood to put my beak on your cheek
Let me caress and kiss you through and through
Let me be the only aspirant of you but to seek
All love from your lips just sip by sip to quench
My eternal thirst like a thirsty desert bird can take
Let me take you along to the land on the bench
Let me take you in my feathers to a lake to shake
My wonderful beloved you have made me insane
This is what a gorgeous beauty like you can do
Let me and you share all love all beauty and all pain
My Love I love you and encourage my love to pursue
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As the ocean welcomes a river
I welcome you my love to endure
With every pain and every odd
Like a real friend and real savior
Let me explore you pore to pore
Let me love you layer to layer
Through snow clad-den mountains
My heart has been cut into pieces
Now you have to but take care
I have to tread naked and bare
After losing the glow of your eyes
I have made myself a soothsayer
This world is full of tricky people
Do understand I am not a player
Spread tresses on his shoulders
Be kind to make with Mehr a pair
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Angry Beloved

Angry Beloved
My love you have magical dynamism and reassurance
It gives courage and initiative to approach love heights
Hence I love you for dashing style and for your arrogance
Your gorgeous beauty helps me to achieve love delights
Remain angry you look so sweet but do come to terms
Understand my point of view before you leave me alone
Your wonderful beauty with anger blooms and reaffirms
I am not as bad as you take me and show as just frown
My heartiest love my angry beloved I claim you as mine
Whatever you intend doing I don't mind so just gladly do
For me you are the most precious and intoxicating wine
Hence I overlook your so called attitude and I will pursue
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Love Dances

My sweetheart I know you can not resist passion of love
So let be straightforward and frank to dangle and dance
Forget about the circumstances and where when and how
If love gives a chance then why not to take just a chance
God predestined man and woman to be in love to bloom
Hence all beauty of the world rests with but every spring
Most of the time a lover remains in dejection and gloom
But a gesture of love brings all in one go with love ring
Then the entire universe becomes filled with happiness
Love showers come down to cover them with real mercy
God being real emblem of love descends in shape of bless
Hence love makes all lovers from all shackles but free
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The Lord

My Lord
I am grateful my Lord for all the kindness extended
Only you can save me and help me from difficulties
Forgive me if in my innocence I just ever pretended
You are Master of the heavens, earth be kind please
Being most Compassionate you created me as man
You alone taught me the art of straight expression
Most blessed is the name of my Lord in all the pain
The Master of Glory and Splendor saves in depression
He is the Master of Bounty and Honor with all blessings
So which of your Lord's blessings you can just deny
Its He who travels in all autumns and blooms in springs
He remains in me helps me to tread on land on sky
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Before We Wither

My sweetheart just tell me where do I kiss you
To take some taste and flavor of blooming beauty
I can drink heavenly win through and through
Give me chance to be just more frank and free
In the ocean of life I want to swim without formality
Let this all worldly requirement of all to set aside
Let me be on the edge of life to achieve but eternity
Take part with zeal and zest in this pursuit in ride
Let be on the brim of another side of this love glory
Let be naked again to be out of paradise for another
Let the petals of beauty be sucked by bees from tree
Let become eternally in prime before we just wither
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Blazon Sun

Love is a just double edged weapon
At times it tease and at times please
At times it is like burning blazon sun
At times it is like hard winter to cease
Beauty is full of warmth very very hot
It takes all fire to burn but a real lover
For the sake of love it like beggar's pot
It swallows hatred to extend a shower
Love and beauty are like two blades
They cut each other with sharp knife
Poisonous like lethal the weapon raids
What a strange phenomenon is life
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English Ghazal
Don't play with fire less you burn your hands
Love is like music which travels in all bands
How can love be written on receding waves
I am a stupid person making images on sands
When I look in to your eyes flowers start bloom
All barren lands convert in to the flowery lands
We my love are one bound in a chain to love
Love in search of beauty is knitted in the strands
I am an ordinary human from mud of my land
You my sweetheart come from all the fairylands
Mehr is full of love just from his heart and soul
What Love I carry in heart, beloved understands
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Love Writ

Love Writ
My love you're fired up with a conquering spirit
I surrender in front to be just easily conquered
Your beauty can easily establish your love writ
With your amazing cheeks and lips just so red
Your body sneaks through your silky soft dress
All curves and contours crop up to dangle, dance
With all the treasure you are ready but to impress
I don't know how to pay price for single glance
Let me surround you with sincerity of my real love
Let me capture all the beauty in just my open eyes
My sweetheart my beloved and my innocent dove
Be never to my heart I want to listen all the love cries
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The Deception

My love you left me in this desert of life in solitude
With that sheer love I never thought you could do it
I am still in a state of affairs to know how you be rude
You drowned me in darkness, I thought you will lit
All candles of your love to please me and not to tease
When I will be disappointed you will take care of tears
My eyes have your real image never ever but to cease
You will help me to overcome and not to play with fears
Life is a real drama based on conflict of every action
And you accompanied my rival to show me wisdom
I do know that nothing is perfect in this all imperfection
Life from beginning to end is definitely but troublesome
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Be Slain

What a wonderful beauty you are
Sleeping just in a perfect serenity
In between now there is but no bar
Let us be together to touch infinity
Let me touch your soft skin to know
How fabulous your looks are to see
Let my love take a glance in the show
Whatever circumstances could be
We will remain together in delight
Our pleasure always to surpass pain
Your light will show me all in night
Love just need beauty to take be slain
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My love if I die you can see my eyes to whom I belong
Without my breath you can have around my love song
This relation is not transitory let me be straightforward
This is a bond a pact so vehemently permanently strong
Poverty has eaten up just the very essence of real love
Hence poor people are condemned to pain torture along
There can be no debate between eternal beauty and love
Because beauty remains always right and love is wrong
Do not ask me the taste of love its like heavenly wine
It is which carries the heart of a lover in its beautiful thong
Mehr is a staunch lover of beauty in every shape and shade
He like a lunatic lover writes and sings only love song
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Love is a sheer risk, I am ready to take again
I am habitual offender of taking pain and pain
Let me be frank and straightforward in my stance
I do realize love is insanity and conflict in brain
Whenever I am in a mood to see you thru and thru
I recall the day when we both were taken over by rain
Life is what a series of events in a line of action
Beauty is what fire of love to invite to be in chain
Forget about the past let us celebrate the present
Water has gone under the bridges is down the drain
Either love me and embrace me with sincerity
If you can't do that then no need to be with me in train
Mehr creativity takes life in entirety to pursue
Every day of life is a test of man under all, strain
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Place to Love

Kiss me caress me and take me to the place
Where we can see nature dancing in grace
Where there is no fear of cast color and race
Where we should be heart to heart face to face
A part of paradise to play and to celebrate
Where beauty to portray and love to initiate
Where whispering winds make feel but great
Where fortune cherishes and vanishes fate
My sweetheart let me count beautiful moments
Where we have no masters and no tenants
Where time to kiss us completely to leave imprints
All lovers to come and to follow our footprints
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Just For A While

For a While
My beloved bask but in each new day
Do your best to spread your sunshine
Be a violent and piercing real love ray
Drop by drop sip real sweet love wine
I know you can spread your austerity
You will but prevail over all universe
You are in your domain frank and free
You my love are so unique and diverse
Let me take all your beauty just along
Let me praise you just in my own style
You are my symphony you are my song
Wait my love let me see you for a while
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Cups Of Wine

Cups of Wine
I want to play with golden cups of wine
I want to suck all the juice from grapes
Hand in hand I want to pass from pines
I want to caress kiss wonderful shapes

Your lips are the petals of beautiful rose
Let me place my lips to sooth my soul
Your cheeks are warm let warmth goes
My wonderful beloved my beautiful doll

Let me be the part to part, heart to heart
Let me feel all sensual pleasure in veins
Let me be master of ceremony in short
Let play with divine water like sand grains
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Love To Discern

Love to Discern
I want to demonstrate my willingness to explore
My feelings for you keeps not to open but the lid
My sweetheart I love you and am bound to adore
I am after you because you are my only beloved
Remember that love is not a commodity to discern
It comes from the warmth of heart and depth of soul
I love you I know that You are my but only concern
I love you I love you is what all I can offer as a whole
Please don't leave me in this desert of life all alone
Be my partner in all difficulties and all odds of life
You are my music my symphony and my only tone
Do not keep me on knife and do not butcher with knife
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From Heart

Heart to Heart
What a wonderful piece of art
She sweeps me off from my feet
My heart jumps up to play part
In forget all in this real love beat
Symphony and fragrance dawn
Upon me to take and to embrace
She has taken over I am pawn
How marvelous is delightful grace
Let me be but in her company
Let me be part never to depart
Let me be under the love tree
Let me take her heart to heart
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Aankh Main

Ghazal
Aankh main chand sitary rakhtay
Sub takheal hi tumary rakhtay
Husan ka aisa sumundar dekha
Jalti aankhon main kinaray rakhtay
Zindgi nafraton main jalti hay
Khawab hum kaisay kanwary rakhtay
Zarf jab apna hi kumzarf howa
Sang kia apnay nizaray rakhtay
Dekhna tha jisay wo chorr gia
Mehr kia rang udaray rakhtay
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Revenge is Revenge

How can I forget about the attitude of my enemies
I must make them understand what I can do in return
Revenge is like a constant humming of all the bees
Do not challenge me less I in return have to discern
What I can do, how can I make my message across
What they can not think I am bound to tell and to play
The game of death the way I feel like on my cross
Letting the beam of light stained with blood like red ray
Do not take me light and do not play but with nerves
I will do take you to the place of no return I assure you
I will inflict the same pain on him which one deserves
And that is my aim and mission through and through
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Innont Love

My innocent beloved how can I reveal
My love with all my love and passion
You are too young to know and to feel
The intensity of love in our love relation
I do understand that I have to take time
To give proper time to you to nurture
Till the time your petals to be in prime
Till the time how to be a flower to rupture
I will keep my love hidden to but wait
Till the time beauty takes its shape to fire
Let my love passion to be moderate
Till the time fountain becomes a reservoir
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Pair

Your brave act of introducing yourself takes me on
I am much impressed by your fashion and your style
I forgot what I have to say to you make me pawn
Hence I became totally flabbergasted just for a while
How love makes one insane now I could appreciate
This is comes from the eternal heavens all above
Beauty makes it happen all of a sudden on a date
Oh this is what is narrated and called my love my love
Let me now seek all what is preordained but for me
From your gracious and fabulous beauty as my share
Let me get the pearls from golden green vast sea
Let me take you and let me make a wonderful love pair
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Pssionate Love

Passionate Love
You have passion in my flame of passionate love
That will only calm your kisses and a lovely touch
No hurdle in my way can come to stop me but now
You have become like a rabbit in heart's hutch
Let me see and enjoy the softness of your beauty
Let me take you along to see to caress and play
Let be at a place where we have to be frank, free
Let me be the appraiser of beauty and what to say
Fountains and curves will make me but intoxicated
I will have all in one embrace for times to cherish
Love and beauty in eternal hot chain are just related
If I do not take you to my heart I have to but perish
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Let Me Flow

Let Love Flow
I kiss your lips I miss your touch
I feel sensation in every blood drop
I Take you all I feel you but much
This is my love which I never stop
All winters and all autumns pass by
Seasons give flavor to my trance
My beloved just let me but frankly try
Let me take every chance in romance
You are my heart solace must know
You are in me I am in you my love
In the stream of beauty let love flow
My sweetheart my little innocent dove
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Summer Noon

Love is a feeling of great intensity
Which fortune has thrown on path
Let me be the frank and more free
Before I just encounter any wrath

She sways on my nerves to tease
I will play with my every love passion
But definitely I have to but please
In my own individual unique fashion

Love is a gift and I am the recipient
Beauty has come out of blue moon
Love is vulgar and beauty is decent
Like a very pleasant summer noon
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Opportunity

Love Opportunity
Give me an opportunity to get you off the ground
My sweetheart just make me to just take a start
Let your fragrance attract and make me surround
I am in a trance of beauty let my love take part

We are not two but we are just one to embrace
Let our hearts mix the music of love to but tinkle
Let me be more graceful let me borrow grace
Let our faces shine to be red without a wrinkle

My love I love you so now I am just totally lost
Let me take your hand in my hand but to seek
What nature offers to me as a lover at all cost
Let us be in love with sincerity cheek to cheek
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Beauty Flows
You my love stir a powerful romantic attraction
So why I shouldn't enjoy your wonderful company
When I seek your beauty it portrays perfection
I am in a trance my all around is your symphony
Let me take the benefit and to kiss on your forehead
Let me put a stamp of my love on your maiden beauty
Let me caress the rose and let me play with petals red
I am a lover of beauty I will go step by step my sweety
Beauty is on the mark and love is to take it but on
Music prevails to cherish the touch to its extreme
Streaks of light just dance in a clear beautiful dawn
Love is on its height and beauty flows like stream
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Beauty In Dance

Beauty in Dance
Your tresses dance my love on the chest
They play and caress your cheeks in trance
I envy them that they are really the best
I should also have had but this rare chance
They also kiss your eyes but really to seek
When you move they play on your back to tell
How they sneak and what they have to speak
Their wonderful magic keeps one but in spell
Beauty has its own charming, alarming trick
Love has to have its own fiery passion in play
This takes to influence eyes like classic magic
Beauty has a wonderful portrayal just to convey
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
A Rainy Evening

I want to walk in rain to look back at an evening
When we just walked through rain hand in hand
On thundering of clouds with fear you just cling
And our hearts started dancing on same band
This evening in rain takes me back to embrace
And to listen your abrupt speech and then sighs
I will cherish your bathing beauty with all grace
Whispering wind with all love desires and cries
Time and space with love and grace but in chain
Takes me to the heights of glory but with fiery love
Please flow in the same stream of real love again
My sweetheart, my beloved my innocent little dove
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Tears In Eyes

Tears in Eyes
I can't see tears in your eyes so don't weep
My sweetheart I can give my life for your sake
I know that bruises of your soul are so deep
I can look after you thru and thru my hot cake
This world is a place with lot of pain to bear
So one way or another we have to just take
Very many hurts and many insults with fear
So love comes in our life to break and shake
Be patient and be frank to go through this rut
Let me give you solace and just all satisfaction
I am in real mood to take you to my solitary hut
Where we share sentiments and love passion
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
You Carry Along

Let me see you wet in the rain just all around
Let me satiate my passion with your fragrance
Your sensual asset alleviates me from ground
You touch my heart and spirit as my cadence
I want to save your image in my thirsty eyes
Let me heart tinkles with your love symphony
Let us share our sighs and all real love cries
Let us satiate and associate on the harmony
Touch of water drops to your body will reveal
What all hidden treasures do you carry along
Let me embrace you in trance to take and feel
The heartbeat from heart to heart as love song
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Formality

Formality definitely takes to the heights of glory
So we have be formal in all religious instructions
It helps us to be frank straightforward and free
So we have to be careful and cautious in actions
Religion is the hallmark of wonderful celebrations
Army marches on set principles to share celebrate
This set pattern is followed in all rules, regulations
These wonderful principles make a nation great
Random decisions are on the footprints of Satan
Hence all regularity just goes down to the drain
All those are the losers who lose but set pattern
Hence all such actions are the conflict in the brain
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Sweet Innocent Dove

My Innocent Dove
My eyes are on your beauty let me seek and suck
Your fragrance of youth gives me all the indications
For my evergreen love your beauty seems a luck
Let me praise you but just with all the manifestations
Your stream of beauty has increased but my thirst
I am taking you along with the taste and with flavor
If I keep this undercover I will definitely just burst
Help me to gain momentum just in my real endeavor
You are so nice as sweet as full of all seven colors
Your beauty is that drop thru passes streak of love
Your beauty keeps very many questions for answers
Let me take you in my arms my little innocent dove
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Innocent Dove

My eyes are on your beauty let me seek and suck  
Your fragrance of youth gives me all the indications  
For my evergreen love your beauty seems a luck  
Let me praise you but just with all the manifestations  
Your stream of beauty has increased but my thirst  
I am taking you along with the taste and with flavor  
If I keep this undercover I will definitely just burst  
Help me to gain momentum just in my real endeavor  
You are so nice as sweet as full of all seven colors  
Your beauty is that drop thru passes streak of love  
Your beauty keeps very many questions for answers  
Let me take you in my arms my little innocent dove  
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
My Hot Pursuit

For your eyes I can sacrifice, for your cheeks I can plead
For your beauty I will but always cherish the moments
For your beauty my love is ready to get forward to lead
I am caught between your magic and all those comments
So please take me as I am because I can't be moderate
But still I can take your image along to be a party to all
This tussle between love and beauty may just culminate
At very many moments I may be morose to die to fall
Only you can take me in your arms to give touch of class
Only you can save me from sudden death in this hot pursuit
Only you can give me sense of solace in just sheer loss
I am like a barren tree of no consequence you are juicy fruit
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Farewell To Love

Farewell to Love
My sweetheart I know I am of no use to bid
So I will leave you sleeping but for ever
Before leaving I will kiss you on your forehead
So that you should forget me but never
Seek me or ask about my destiny, destination
Because my love for you should not end
I will keep burning your sentiment, passion
But my love will never leave your beauty's trend
I have only one request for you not to remember
Me or my sweetest moments spent in your company
When snow will fall and you are alone in December
But I assure you, you will keep in you my symphony
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love On Chest

Love On Chest
My beloved be on my chest to listen to music
It is quite for sure that heart doesn't tell a lie
My heart will tell how much I love being mystic
With out you how many times I opt to just die
Love is like a bruised symphony which cries
Under burden of not being understood infact
Pain travels and transforms itself to love sighs
But still chain keeps heart and soul just intact
Love is heart and beauty is eternal soul to take
Whatever is destined for a staunch lover to flow
In stream of beauty to go through to love lake
It becomes then most wonderful effort to show
All but in one line as a tribute to be just spread
Lover remains in the trance till the time achieves
His beautiful beloved in his arms before dead
Now it rests with the beauty if it receives, deceives
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The Burning Fire

A Burning Fire
I am a burning fire and she wants to burn more
Love and beauty can play their game of paradise
Let my sweetheart take me to kiss and adore
Let me take you as wonderful prize in surprise
We don’t have to learn what we have gone through
Our hearts and souls were in chain just from the start
Our communion was destined but because of blue
This was a relation from soul to soul, heart to heart
Let my love be burnt in pure fire of love to celebrate
All our hidden desires with real sentiments, passion
I I owe a debt to your gorgeous beauty loving, great
With all taste and, flavor and real flair and real taste
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
A Burning Fire

I am a burning fire and she wants to burn more
Love and beauty can play their game of paradise
Let my sweetheart take me to kiss and adore
Let me take you as wonderful prize in surprise
We don’t have to learn what we have gone through
Our hearts and souls were in chain just from the start
Our communion was destined but because of blue
This was a relation from soul to soul, heart to heart
Let my love be burnt in pure fire of love to celebrate
All our hidden desires with real sentiments, passion
I owe a debt to your gorgeous beauty loving, great
With all taste and, flavor and real flair and real taste
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Red Rose Red Lips

Red Rose Red Lips
Red color of red rose match with your soft lips
I want to caress, kiss all the petals with passion
With sophisticated gestures your eyes give tips
All but seen in real wonderful romantic fashion
Let me be the part of beauty let me see you all
You are my heart solace you are my sweetheart
Her hidden beauty crops up in actions to install
Like a gorgeous lady you are amazing and smart
Let me be the part of your emotional dark nights
Let me bloom like a flower under your all tresses
I will perform duties of love with beauty as rights
Let us make strong in a chain all the love bases
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Let me pluck all your fresh juicy fruits
Let me taste all of you in the real sense
Let me travel down to all your roots
To touch and feel your real presence
I am in a good mood where passion plays
I am in a state where heart is to dance
Let me be with you for weeks and days
Let me tell you the essence of romance
My heartiest heart and my loveliest soul
Let me understand you as my love stance
Let me kiss you on your beautiful mole
Let me take you but to the real love dance
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Twin Flame

Twin Flame
Soul is like areal burning fire to seek
Its other half to be one and complete
Fire touches its flames cheek to cheek
Beauty in its elegance is ready to beat
All sham claims all fake interpretations
Heart touches heart and soul is to soul
Love in entirety has to face allegations
Communication goes from pole to pole
Beauty is to surrender love is to prevail
Assaults and attacks take what is there
Hand in hand lover and beloved to sail
This type of love show at times is but rare
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Learnt

I Learnt
You are in me and all around me
This is reality of my evergreen love
Dancing together drop of water, sea
This is how we have taken love now

Ecstasy pleasure and passion dance
All are but in a stream to go and flow
Let us neither give nor take a chance
Let us be enthralled in the golden glow

Beauty is like pure wine to be drunk
Love is a real fire ready to be burnt
Process goes a whole not in a chunk
This is what after losing myself I learnt
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Love,

My Love
Whatever book I open I see you on every page
Now tell me how can I reconcile with the state
I feel myself like an innocent bird in an iron cage
What should I term it my fortune or just my fate
Love takes me away the I do not know what to do
Your fragrance and softness of touch I rememeber
I see your image in every one every where through
It might be warmth of June or the chill of December
Love dominates in all shapes and in all the colors
My world and universe converse but just in you
Your very image and very thought make me errors
But let me tell you I am no more in me this I knew
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Don't Debar

Heart is that innocent child which can not be educated
It has its own way and style to celebrate its passion
In presence of beauty it knows how love be celebrated
It gets rainbow from its own drop of water as fashion
Innocence prevails over intellect to be just overtaken
Truth dances on the verge of eternity to just celebrate
On arrival of love beauty is shaken and just forsaken
The glow of eyes make real love enlightened moderate
My heart and soul are always in a way to be on war
We love and love and get excellence in the process
My sweetheart my beloved please do not but debar
Me from my right to reinvigorate and not to just debar
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Spiritual Elevation

Saints dare to dwell at the highest possible places
They remain one on one with God in a real trance
The glare and glow of snow enlighten but their faces
They accumulate love and beauty in their one glance

Purity and chastity are the bases of in all the crises
Soul is refined to austerity step by step in process
Beauty of the circumstances remedy but every disease
Mercy of God Almighty comes down to kiss and bless

Those are blessed who dare to remain in communion
Love chain becomes more defined as well as refined
Only those know the tastes who dare to be in reunion
It is purely matter of heart and soul and not out of mind
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Is A Celebration

Love a Celebration
Love needs no definition it is but portrayal of gestures
Who so ever loves then lost and goes to state of trance
In just silence for silent questions are silent answers
It is not matter of fact but matter of chance after chance
A statue may become alive to communicate passion
A dancing may declare the feelings full with music
Love in chain with beauty is but a constant celebration
A lover is less physically involved but be more mystic
Love is lord of beauty and beauty is lord of real love
Both have been sent to the earth but hand in hand
Love is pure chaste and wonderfully beautiful like dove
Both communicate but on same frequency and band
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love A Celebration

Love a Celebration
Love needs no definition it is but portrayal of gestures
Who so ever loves then lost and goes to state of trance
In just silence for silent questions are silent answers
It is not matter of fact but matter of chance after chance
A statue may become alive to communicate passion
A dancing may declare the feelings full with music
Love in chain with beauty is but a constant celebration
A lover is less physically involved but be more mystic
Love is lord of beauty and beauty is lord of real love
Both have been sent to the earth but hand in hand
Love is pure chaste and wonderfully beautiful like dove
Both communicate but on same frequency and band
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Full Of Grapes

Full With Grapes
My beloved is like an ivy vine full with grapes
Her taste flavor and fragrance is my real asset
Her wonderful curves bloom in beautiful shapes
What innocent crimes can be committed forget
Like morning breeze when you touch my face
Caressing of your hands make me to kiss you
I love you with all your charms, style and grace
My love passion grows and tells me to pursue
Your enchanting beauty when takes me in arms
I pray for my fortune to celebrate my real love
We have left our stations and now follow norms
My sweetheart my beloved my innocent dove
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Source Of Pleasure

Source of Pleasure
When she stretches her arms I see
All reality of her beauty can be seen
In this wonderful scene I lose but me
What a beautifully wonderful teen
Her curves make me but intoxicated
Her style and grace take me beyond
Suddenly I see a red rose fascinated
Let me declare the beauty of its brand
Her smile for a while attract my love
She is all alone with all this grandeur
She is my beautiful innocent dove
She is treasure, source of pleasure
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Black Day

Hypocrites who are after blood want to embrace the victim
They have realized that by embracing they can enter the teeth
In the necks of all those who create trouble in light so dim
So the hunters have taken now their swords in the sheath
Rape ransom and innocent killings are the part of agenda
Freedom fighters pay the price in the shape of their blood
Rights have been snatched through a negative propaganda
But when legal right is stopped it surpasses all with flood
My brethren of Kashmir cruel clutches are about to break
Your sincere struggle will bear the fruit just as full freedom
You have shaken the very roots of cruelty to take partake
Breeze of freedom will embrace you after life troublesome
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Saga of Poverty

Looking at the injustice done in this cruel world
At times I feel sick with pain in heart and soul
My inner helpless voice suddenly sound herald
All atrocities are for those who are weak as goal
World is full of rascals who take toll from debarred
Every helpless soul doing nothing plaintively cries
World is dominated but by underground every lord
Due to lack of food medicine and shelter make dies
What is this all is beyond level of comprehension
All humans are equal the why disparity do prevail
Poor comes in chains and remains but in detention
For some this world is a luxury palace for others jail
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Tiny False Writer

Tiny False Writer
Her skin is white her speech is bright
But her inner biases make her but grey
Contempt and hatred are but so tight
That apparently no one just can say
She knows nothing but claims high
Her majesty is nothing but just trash
She wants to live in pages but will die
Since her hatred and love are in clash
A little paper boat is her head and tail
Being illiterate she claims her native
In her paper boat she claims to sail
Down the drain to sink but sedative
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Blind Faith

Blind faith makes one burn in fire to trust
Whatever is in front whether right or wrong
It takes one to remain on gallows as must
But still personal rapport remains as strong
Love is relation full of doubts and distrust
Path is full of windfalls and gusts of flood
One still upholds the reality on but any lust
Love is taken over by sincerity of true blood
Compromises and compromises take along
Every falsehood seems but reality as whole
Love makes clear all relation to relate belong
In real love blind faith remains the real goal
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World Of Love

World of Love
What a world of love is I can't explain
It is but just full of intoxicated moments
Body touch is like but a summer rain
And love sighs are the only comments
It is wine for those who never tasted it
And water of heaven for the innocents
It takes to galaxies to make one but fit
Times saves in its chest its all imprints
Love love a fire to burn and to return
Every lover and beloved to but eternity
Happiness takes just turn after turn
It carries taste of fruit of heavenly tree
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
At The Top

Love is in my veins don’t play with my passion
I take you like life, like my heart and my soul
I am now quite sure there is like you but none
What I see your cheeks what I praise is a mole
You move like a deer you play like an amateur
You talk like music and you are like symphony
You are princess of fairies and I am just beggar
My rigmarole life from you gets but harmony
Let me kiss you and establish but love chain
Let us be together to tell time but just to stop
Let us play hide and seek in the dazzling rain
In all love transactions let us be but at the top
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Love A Curiosity

Love is a curiosity which one can explore
With the inner eye on but strange path
It is passion for love which has to adore
It burns but constantly like burning hearth
What should I do what can I but expect
Strangeness is what prevails all around
At times beloved do believe in neglect
From my inner self I feel but your sound
Love Takes and takes never ever to leave
It is like a dangerous illness to take life
It is a reality like light but not to deceive
It is like a sharp blunt double edged knife
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
So Charming Lass

So Charming Lass
Her smiling eyes are full with glowing light
Her sweet cheeks are full with juice to bloom
Her talk is so cheerful and beautifully bright
Her fragrance makes like heaven my room

I want to take some flowers from the spring
I want to kiss my miss to flow in her stream
My heart and soul make me happy to sing
She entered me just like piercing light beam

Her gorgeous look makes me but insane
I am totally enthralled in her sweet curves
I lost my heart my soul my thinking brain
She has taken me all and she is on nerves
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
So Soft And Juicy

So Soft and Juicy
Since love is on the line so I am fine
I am fortunate that she has selected me
She is intoxicant like full bottle of wine
She is beautiful like and needs no plea
What universe has as beauty at glance
She is like that an amazing piece of art
The moment I saw her I am but in trance
She is like my sensitive heart just a part
I love her I love her let me openly declare
Let me take her from lusty eyes of rivals
There is no one like her she is but so rare
She is so juicy and soft in bunch of apples
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Her Innocence

In her innocence she placed her finger in her lips
This wonderful style took my heart and soul away
Beauty but portray it with just very many love tips
She entered in my heart like a wonderful light ray
Her innocence in her early prime is ready to just kill
Her essence, fragrance are responsible for charm
Her pure beauty is responsible just but readily instill
She is still unaware of any love custom and norm
She has taken away my heart just with lovely smile
Now I can't even think to live without her lovely eyes
Her cheeks are the wonderful capturing for a while
My love has taken over her intoxicating beauty cries
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
A Volunteer

A volunteer does believe in the patriotic spirit but serves
Carrying gun powder in his body excels to be so great
Wants to surmount all hurdles and hardships on nerves
Under adverse conditions is ready to portray, ameliorate
A volunteer with all his sincerity wants to climb Siachin
Without taking but his health and condition in to account
To remain away from his duty he considers crime, a sin
His real duty is not to stop in the way but just to surmount
Duty is hallmark of excellence this is what he learnt, knows
God is with him in his wonderful and valiant struggle, pursuit
On every step he seeks help from God and submits, bows
Allah looks after him bears his courageous efforts with fruit
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Thorns of Soul

This world is full of tricks and fraud
Every one is after his vested interest
Every one enslaves other being lord
So sincerity being at stake to burst
Every immoral move is like a thorn
Which one to a limit can just take
Innocent are like a baby newly born
While the rascals take and partake
Soul is bruised with all such crimes
Heart is injured and but just bruised
Under this burden cry but all rhymes
Such madness makes me confused
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Innocence Butchered

Innocence butchered by the rascals of the time
Helpless youth is just under bare and naked sky
Blood of a poor is to spread on the road in prime
The band of murderers is joyously to pass by
Revolutionary slogans are in the air to spread
Mockery prevails in democratic line and file
The young full with his blood found but dead
What is this bloody value has gone for a while
Air is filled with fragrance of blood to mourn
Image of humanity has just badly been swayed
Vested interests play dirty to take clear warn
Players have taken again another turn be played
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Our Solid Stance

The enemies gun powder will finish but not chest of soldiers
We are the soldiers of God and carry only his verdict all along
We do not believe in weapons, faith and passion are armors
We are strong and valiant because to God's country we belong
We are ever ready taking our heads on our palms to present
Our hearts are for our land we do know how to be real patriot
Whatever harsh circumstances could be we are always on front
We are hard and harsh in our duty we hoot care about climate
Our real passion is our duty and our real love is our country
We are staunch aspirants of our love we do love our heart
By the Grace of Allah we stand strong firm as well as free
We take our sacred flag as a guaranty to never ever depart
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Your eyes are like snake so charming and so warming
Your gait is like a deer which give impression of beer
Your all other body gestures are so daring and alarming
I have taken you in being wonderfully near and dear
It is a rapport from eyes to eyes which poisons blood
Then where ever I see, I see but you all around me
You make my blood with your force so forceful like flood
Then I disappear like a drop in you being love sea
How can I stop this attack till I am taken over completely
Till our heart beat with heart and soul sing with soul
Being confound in your shelter I suddenly feel but free
I realize that You are my aim my mission and my goal
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Master In Slaves

Master in Slaves
I am in the middle of an ocean surrounded by water
Death is but certain and there is no way for survival
No one to reciprocate between life and death barter
Only death has to come as a mercy as death angel
What can I do nothing but to leave myself to waves
Which in no time will take toll of life and I will just die
I am not over taken but I am one of destined slaves
So my soul is not afraid but ready in pursuit to fly
Transitory life will change in to but permanent abode
My courage and confidence will be written on waves
After a long long struggle I will march just on the road
Hence I will prove myself as master in the slaves
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Song Symphony

Song, Symphony
saved your image in my heart sweetheart
Allow me to worship it to make it my destiny
Please now never ever my heart tear apart
Because you will lose love song, symphony
My eyes are still in a trans to solve, resolve
How to be more careful and more cautious
With your wonderful graces I will just solve
Then I will never spare a moment to buss
Let me caress and kiss you with the force
Let me take you away from this dirty place
Let be in a chain of love to declare a course
Let me be the master and owner of grace
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Every Dirty Fish

The Dirty Fish
Face is index of mind but face just does tell lie
Apparently may seem a saint but can be Satan
Even then we are always in a way to give a try
But we come to know about reality one on one
In white robe with white beard, black dark heart
The man with vice is being in just complete action
When vice dominates then virtue has to depart
Look at the dirty face with a bad group and faction
Let play hell with hypocrites with vehement force
Let eradicate evil right in the bud to just vanish
Let leave time to determine real and proper course
Let virtue take out from pond but every dirty fish
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Dirty Fish

Face is index of mind but face just does tell lie
Apparently may seem a saint but can be Satan
Even then we are always in a way to give a try
But we come to know about reality one on one
In white robe with white beard, black dark heart
The man with vice is being in just complete action
When vice dominates then virtue has to depart
Look at the dirty face with a bad group and faction
Let play hell with hypocrites with vehement force
Let eradicate evil right in the bud to just vanish
Let leave time to determine real and proper course
Let virtue take out from pond but every dirty fish
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Poetry Is Lunacy

Poetry is Lunacy
Creativity is part of lunacy my love do know
So at times do accept it as part of my love
It is like blood does pound and really flow
It is worship in which each part comes to bow
My colors my sincerity my faith my credence
Is amalgam of all that which you just portray
You are inner beauty you are my confidence
In sheer darkness you dawn on me like day
Come forward hold me in chains to embrace
Understand my weakness and make me strong
You are princess of style emblem of grace
I do understand to me you really deserve, belong
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Clean Glass

She is so pure and chaste like a clean glass
I can see through her with just open eyes
I am of her and she is of my classless class
So we can both understand real love cries
Please never ever ignore me and my love
Be gracious in your beauty and just return
Whatever I extend you know why and how
I am ready to be burnt and to seek to burn
My sweetheart accept me as real lover
Love has gone out of its limits to glow
I am in shade and shelter as shower
Let me tell in me like blood you flow
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
My Girl

Let me take your hand full of bangles
Let me feel the warmth of your beauty
Let me invite for fortune my angels
Let us be straightforward, frank and free
Take me undercover with your red scarf
Let me be the part of your body in trance
Let ship of love to be on beauty's wharf
Please be considerate for the only chance
I love you I love you I love you to any limit
Let me be the only appraiser of the pearl
Your graces take me along with your wit
In this world full of all you are my only girl
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Fragrant Salvation

What I seek is hidden in the chambers of my heart
I do believe what I just seek must seek me as well
Life can not be divided in to parts because it is part
Which is like soul one and with one on one to dwell
Love always seeks beauty and beauty goes for love
Souls are preordained to take the burden but at own
No one knows from where comes love why and how
Pain makes survival pleasure but at times do moan
My love is me I am my love so no one can deceive
Let me take my cross till I attain destined destination,
To know ones love is to take truth beauty to perceive
When I take jump in me I ask for fragrant salvation
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Narrative of Love

I do not know what is love But what you are
More than love for me my dear sweetheart
Your very presence is like real love don't debar
God has carved you with love an eternal art

Let me narrate your fragrance and essence
You dangle and dance but just all around me
You have taken over all my mind and sense
My love is a canoe your beauty is green sea

Why not to take pleasure being in love chain
Why not to transfer taste and flavor just across
Let us play hide and seek in cold dazzling rain
Let us win the moment, let us forget about loss
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Beauty To Pursue

Beauty to Pursue
Please do not debar me from your gorgeous beauty
Let me take you step by step my love my sweetheart
My eyes are filled with your sweet and charming free
Let me embrace you never ever to part or to depart
Your sweetness of cheeks your beauty of the moles
Attract and assimilate me to wonderful style and grace
Love and beauty have wonderful and different roles
In your bosoms knot I feel and aspire complete solace
My love I am victim of your amazing beauty to pursue
You are in my heart my soul and in every part of my body
Let me love you praise you and vehemently I do I do
My love has all when it coincides with beauty as valid plea
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Beauty Of Virgin

Beauty of Virgin
Let me kiss your lovely cheeks
I can't resist the beauty of a virgin
Let me take but all love streaks
My passion tells you are fortune
What a sweet smile and grace
My heart and soul are enthralled
Time and again I want to embrace
Your beauty makes me hauled
Lets be hand in hand one on one
Face to face to see beauty in dance
Let me love you with my passion
Let me take just chance after chance
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Flight

My Flight
Do not throw arrows my rival in the dark
Truth is like light which will but enlighten
The path to proceed and to be on mark
So be careful and don't challenge passion
What ever you portray will take you to hell
Be mindful of the fact beauty is streak of light
It is to remind love with beauty but to dwell
You have your tricks and I will have my flight
Honesty of purpose prevails over every vice
So be careful my rival in every dirty pursuit
On humanitarian I will just give you an advice
Before you go for assault I will have my suit
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Pain In Pleasure

Pain in Pleasure
Love is but an eternal hidden secret of Lord
Whosoever reveals love has to pay the price
Beauty is but portrayal of love to the ward
It just transforms heart and soul being nice
Chain brings forth all hidden underneath
Lover and beloved never know this secret
Surprises make forget, what is all beneath
Fairy of love touches all being just swift
A lover with his blood has to get reward
Revelation of a secret is like hidden treasure
Love is a wonderful experience but hard
It is, what is sheer pain but in dear pleasure
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
On Basis Of Love

If you term me heretic on basis of love
Keep me on my way to embrace truth
Because love needs why and how
But allow my heart and soul to sooth

Transcendent in love a lover demands
Chain of His love with ultimate beauty
No problem if for this sin He remands
Make my soul to be with Him just free

Grudge me not Your everlasting Beauty
Take me to real path of eternal glory
Love may remain just the only similarity
Allow a drop of water just back to sea
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Let Me Celebrate

Your smile of angels make me intoxicate
Your lovely cheeks carry moles like guards
My sweetheart my love let me celebrate
Beauty has to play all now on love cards
Who can describe the slow wind on sea
She is like a swan in mood to just dance
Love is the answer what circumstances be
There is symphony in just real love chance
Let me praise my love like a worshipper
All what transforms me to you in a glance
Your wonderful beauty makes always to stir
Then I do realize my love, my romance
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Intensity Of Real Love

Intensity of Love
Intensity of your love will tear me in to pieces
I can't withstand to this so what should I do
When beauty attacks love it perishes and ceases
My sweetheart my love this is all because of you
I want solace in your beauty I want to chase thru
Without you I can not even dare to live to, survive
What is my destiny and destination but I knew
Precious pearls can not be captured but to dive
Ocean of love haunts me to be just a real part
I do not know whether I fail or just succeeded
My love is a reality your beauty is eternal art
I am born to be in pain and cherished to bleed
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Old Age Love

Love of old age is very dangerous to sustain
It apparently seems ashes but with embers
Hidden in heart and soul to poison the brain
Then it takes over all the body with chambers

Old man I know your pain of love but still
I will not approve your love like blazon sun
Beauty is but a poisonous dagger to instill
Love remains like a beggar when all is done

I know love of old age is but like a wrath
Which plays with emotions to show but light?
This leads to the valley of death, what a path
You have opted for it so take deplorable plight
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Company in Delight
Let my love leave the clouds behind
Let us be real part of the eternal light
I have taken over by my heart my mind
My sweetheart your company is delight
I can not explain taste of your beauty
What I know I saw and I lost just myself
You made me a man but fully free
My heart is but to place you on high shelf
Love is what only eternal beauty can take
Its fire can not be taken by an ordinary soul
On my burning cheeks you are snowflake
In heart of my heart you are hidden as whole
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Sweet Love

MY LOVE
Your beauty conquered my heart my soul
I am in trance and I lost my goal
How can I survive without your charm
Since you have become my norm
From the day I saw I am not in me
If this is beginning what end could be
You are in me like my heart beats
Your beauty is writing on my blank sheets
I don't deserve your glowing cheeks
I don't deserve your lovely peaks
Because your beauty is talk of the town
Then how will I be able to wear the crown
You may have hundreds in the line of love
But without you I don't have my dove
Please consider my humble request
Be mine by removing this dust
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
But Pain To Bear

Pain To Bear
Love is nothing but a pain in pleasure
Lover has to sacrifice all in sheer torture
Still it is considered but eternal treasure
It cuts all parts of heart like an archer
Poison of love goes deep down in soul
Solace is taken over by dissatisfaction
Pain travels in body to take it as whole
Even death can’t be source of perfection
So leave me in love as a sheer revenge
I have opted for this to take but real truth
This is how you can just easily avenge
This is how my heart and soul will sooth
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Saints

Wonderful people with fragrance of God
Involved and totally enthralled with love
Apparently seem beggar but just like lord
Chaste and pure just like innocent dove
Their actions are full of beauty in chain
Their faces are like image to enlighten
Their presence is like mercy with rain
Cool like full moon, hot like blazon sun
I am their follower they travel but in me
I am under their shelter to love, be loved
I am a simple drop of water they green sea
Blessed ones always remain with beloved
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Love is Passion

Grace prevails over beauty you must understand
My sweetheart you are my grace and grandeur
There is no other chain on earth but only love band
Which carries but all fragrance, taste and flavor
I am in trance the moment I have the chaste taste
My sentiments, my emotions and my love passion
Has taken me up above the clouds to be chaste
To be with you in different style and different fashion
Let my love be in communion to explore all realities
Let be in fairies meadows to celebrate the occasion
Allow real appraiser to see beauty crease by crease
Let me be the heretic to taste all the fruit forbidden
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Demeanor

Do not pare my heart just into pieces
Take me as partner on difficult path
Without every cut, but love increases
Lover take like mercy whatever wrath
My passionate style, my blunt mood
Is what is required in a real love ray
At heart I am sweet but at tongue rude
Man like me never ever to cheat, betray
I have reckoned to see through mirror
I can understand meaning of a gesture
Apparently my destination be just blur
But my blood will give color to demeanor
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Mandate

Love has a clear and staunch mandate to take
Beauty goes along to unknown paths and alleys
A lover is always with a torture to be at stake
It is land with fairies meadows in beautiful valleys
Let me take my beloved along to adore, explore
The real essence and fragrance of real beauty
Allow me to kiss mole on her cheeks to adore
Let be in this pursuit straight frank and just free
Whatever love has to portray and to manifest
It is like a full moonlit light to be in company
Whether love is there to take but a real test
But it is fully enthralled with actual life symphony
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Love Iconoclast

Love Iconoclast
Blooming buds from her sweet chest
Take me to trans and make me lost
Her smiling cheeks never leave at rest
My love I am but sheer love iconoclast
Beautiful youth full of juices of her life
Has stimulated me to just any extent
From those moments on I am on knife
My love aspires for in winter in tent
Pleasure is in play and petals are young
Then desert of life blooms with flowers
Love ignites beauty when in union sung
Let me pass through bowers after bowers
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Incarnate

Love Incarnate
I am encircling around like dancing swan
You have taken my heart as well as my soul
In my never ending dark life you are dawn
I have sold myself just on your black mole
How can I love you I do not I do not know
How may I follow you please just do dictate
Your beauty makes me but grow and glow
Whatever you do I have to but ameliorate
My sweet beloved, remain for ever in me
My heart is wonderful residence and abode
What may be the value of a drop but in sea
Like a beggar I collect all bounties bestowed
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Real Pride

Lord loves His creation beyond any doubt
Love and affection flow but like a stream
Man even if carries darkness all and about
Hope from God remains like a light beam
Love is eternal chain to glow and bestow
Artistic beauty spreads just but all around
Greatness of God prevails over the show
His mercy showers and covers the ground
God is benevolent, pleased with the creation
Man is ungrateful is just never ever satisfied
God is being beneficent aspires for the salvation
Because in sincere hearts He resides with pride
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Patriots

Workers are needed for the welfare of state
Only showpieces will take all to the gallows
Honesty is needed to facilitate and associate
Let us keep sharp my fellows all the arrows
Our struggle takes us to the height of glory
The laziness of partners will take them down
The country demands love of all and sundry
The heads which keep them high wear crown
Patriotism runs in the blood of the soldiers
Their first priority remains their motherland
In the true sense are righteous and lovers
They are of their brand they are but grand
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Taste and Delight

Your juicy fruits make me em-bosom
Your sparkling cheeks take to delight
Shady places in life so troublesome
Provide wonderful taste and delight
Let me kiss you with taste and flavor
Let us be on real path of eternal love
My sweetheart just extend me favor
Cherish beauty but like innocent dove
Days are counted, moments be great
Let worship you my beloved as deity
Let in love be real as real soulmate
Let our souls to dance frank and free
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Real Embrace

Let me meditate to cross horizon
Let me see where truth is hidden
Let me be but with the blazon sun
Let me be in the are forbidden
From start till end I want to see
The reality in trans with open eyes
Let me be you and you be me
Let me enjoy the real love cries
My perfection lies in your grace
I am embolden with love and beauty
From soul to soul, heart to heart
Let me take you in real embrace
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love is Spring

Love flows like a spring it never travels like a stream
It enlightens the lover with heart and soul in a glance
It takes way beloved to the height like a light beam
In its wonderful flight it never ever gives but a chance
Blessed are those who are taken but to the test
To become extraordinary above all but just ordinary
Love makes us refined and wonderfully best
It takes us from cruel clutches to be totally free
My sweetheart visit me to see my state of love
I am lost in trance the moment I saw your beauty
My unknown beloved my sweet innocent dove
Take me as a drop of water in your vast green sea
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Mother

Sober serene, gracious and full of love
Being in constant torture with no complaint
My mother was an eternal mercy to bow
With godly qualities she was but a saint
She taught us all the manners to survive
In pleasant way she was a prize in surprise
She trained us how to thrive and strive
Like a morning sun she made us to rise
Pain and pleasure is what we had learnt
From a mother who was image of Lord
Like piece of gold we were burnt and burnt
To make us strong, passionate and hard
May God shower on her mercy to please
Her soul in the heaven like glow of light
May God make her part of all the galaxies
May God keep her in the eternal delight
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Verdict For Right Direction

Verdict of Right Direction

Do not underestimate my ability
When I deal I deal with iron hand
Life is a serious verdict not formality
With holding grandeur, it is grand

Tricks don't last long but hard work
Will pay a person who holds dignity
For cowards fear is to haunt and lurk
For gallant and valiant it is serenity

Let us awake our conscious to bow
Who is neither angry and nor hostile
Life is a precious gift bestowed to glow
Let be obedient to taste it for a while

Vicious cannot save them from hell
Virtuous embrace heaven with pride
World is a transitory abode to dwell
Verdict of right direction is far and wide
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Aspire For Love

Aspire for Love
Let love flow from heart to heart
Let be together to never depart
Let me paint you as a piece of art
Let me take you as my sweetheart
No one else just can understand
What we carry as a real love band
Let no one be allowed just to stand
Let pass love through hand in hand
Let love be the just only left option
Let us remove now all the curtains
Let be the lovers in love heaven
Let make pursuit just frank and open
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Stream Of Pain

Stream of Pain
Love is what a stream of pain
Flowing just from soul to heart
You my love like a summer rain
Your beauty is like eternal part
Let me taste all poison to die
Let me be the martyr of love
Let with open eyes see the sky
My sweetheart, innocent dove
Beauty is but a dagger to kill
Love is but just in constant flow
To win a heart is to climb a hill
On your face my blood to glow
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Passions Flow

She is young so she does not know
What is the meaning of touch in love
She does not know how passions flow
She is hesitant like an innocent dove
I want to take her on the way to charm
But she is always resistant to do to flow
In stream of love to spread being warm
But a little touch makes her grow, glow
When I come across I feel intoxicated
She seems to me like a bottle of wine
String of love makes her beauty related
In chain of love it is enough she is mine
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Hilarious Show

Let me flow like water in the stream
Let me enjoy just the zig zag path
Let me taste the real beauty of beam
Let me ask for the wonderful wrath
My love you made me grow and glow
My feet are no more on the ground
Let love be the part of hilarious show
Let my love surround you all around
Taste of lips and flavor of your cheeks
Take away but my heart and my soul
Your graceful gait with dancing peaks
You my love enthralled me as a whole
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Music Of Love

Music of Love
You run in my blood like music of love
My beloved I can't survive without you
Embrace me and take me in arms now
I want to be in your warmth thru and thru
Let me feel you in every pore of my body
Let me be just in all the ups and downs
Let me be more straightforward and free
Let me be owner of all your love crowns
Beauty is a stream which takes love along
Lover is a person who can't see beyond
Love is an everlasting and evergreen song
Blessed are the hearts on which it's dawned
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Informers

Every on is prisoner of his own interest
World is full of all types of but jugglers
Trust is eaten up by greed, avarice, lust
By ulterior motives they keep on but altar
All those who are travelers of right path
Remain always virtuous, straightforward
Against all evils they are but on warpath
They remain ready to sacrifice, shed blood
Evil Informers die the death of a culprit
Who will have no shelter on his dirty way
To Satan his soul he will he has to submit
Being characterless with all the areas gray
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Shelter Of Love

My beloved you are like warm shelter in winter
And just like a window in the real hot summer
In any severe assault you are like a reel armor
But to your questions I don't have an answer

Still I feel pleased in your innocent company
Your companionship makes me more free
In a desert of life you are like a shelter to me
A real friend in the dangerous deep rough sea

Your love is my asset your beauty my domain
In sheer hot weather you are but drizzling rain
Love is matter of heart and not matter of brain
It is like a string and never ever ending chain
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Pain Of My Life

Pain of Life
It looks as if I am in a trap of fate
To go through strings of life in pain
Love has been eaten up by hate
Sane heart seems to be but insane
Particle of sand is taken just away
By water waves to take me in ocean
Soul in its trance is always to sway
Life kisses death in strange fashion
I am tired of being alive let me die
Perhaps it will soothe your curiosity
I have chosen destination in the sky
My soul will make me but totally free
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
My Estranged Lover

Love is that passion which takes away
One from oneself, from reality to fantasy
Heart in its entirety is to play and sway
With in love bondage to be just more free
Lover has no belief and is always hostile
On one pretext or another he carry doubts
He never comes out from it but for a while
Hence compromised but all love turnouts
Estranged lover keeps love in chain of pain
Ecstasy makes the beloved to play to dance
Heart and soul dominate all over the brain
Hostility of lover stops beloved to take chance
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Real Love Of God

Love of God
Whosoever loves God, God loves him
And whosoever loves by God is blessed
A drop of water in ocean is but to swim
Lover is supreme due to the beloved
God commands the hearts with His love
All loved by God are but the chosen one
Love is innocence like an innocent dove
Warmth embraces the warmth of a sun
I am a servant and a servant may falter
But string of love makes me but optimist
Love is a question without any answer
It is streak of light so colorful and purest
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Apni Hay -Ghazal

Ghazal
Dil kisi ka hay bat apni hay
Ishq ki wardat apni hay
Chandni aa gai hay pehlo main
Ab ye sub chand raat apni hay
Hay tumara khumar aankhon main
Piyar ki sari baat apni hay
Ishq ka imtehan apna hay
Samnay pul sarat apni hay
Hay raqeebon ka nam bus badnam
Jus nay mara wo ghatt apni hay
Aainon main hay aks sub apny
Mehr mahram ye zat apni hay
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Love My Moon

I am like a pheasant enamored by moon
Who is attracted to moon for its beauty
Let me play with the streaks with its tune
Let me be out of horizons to be just free
Moon from centuries is loved by lovers
Which is desired to be time and again
Distances keep them always on altars
Love is but matter of heart not of brain
My love my moon Let me just praise
Your lovely beauty with heart and soul
Your beauty makes me daze and gaze
My destination, destiny and my goal
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Pray For Love

Pray For Love
I neither pray for love of heaven
Nor I pray for assaults of but hell
But I want to love my love in fashion
To remain in company and to dwell
In the garden of love in real trance
In the company of your fragrance
Where I want to take every chance
This is how I feel but his presence
Love of God needs purity of heart
Beauty of God refines the occasion
This is the art never ever to depart
This is what I want as my fortune
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Note.Main theme is of famous Muslim Poet and Saint Rabia Basri from Iraq

Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Khuda Ka Hay

Ghazal
Log kehtay hain ye Khda ka hay
Mahmila meray dilruba ka hay
Her tarf noor hay tajali hay
Silsila ishq aashna ka hay
Phhol khiltay us kay aanay pa
Khubsurat tu wo bala ka hay
Kis nay kis ko yahan pa lot liya
Silsila husn kay gawa ka hay
Ishq Mansoor ki gawahi hay
Khubro khub inteha ka hay
Mehr hum us pa jan deetay hain
Mohjza jo mery Khuda ka hay
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Bhula Do Na

Ghazal
Sary shikway gilay bhula do na
Husn ko ishq main mila do na
Kehtay hain Eid hay mithas ka din
Thorra Metha mujay khila do na
Jan methy labon ki chaht hay
Piyar say thorra muskra do na
Main teri chahtonka bhoka hon
Ik dilasa mujy dila do na
Hun kitum sharab rakhty ho
Jana jan kuch mujy pila do na
Mehr zanjeer hay mohabt ki
Thorra thorra isay hila do na
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Bat Karain-Ghazal

Ghazal
Tuj ko dekhain ka tuj say bat karain
Chandni aao chand rat karain
Ab hay sub kuch tumari marzi par
Jo kaho hum wohi soghat karain
Jis taraf dekhain tu nazar aaye
Kaisay jazbon ki ye barsat karain
Wassal ki sobaton pa aa pohnchay
Chhor do jo bi ye halat karain
Har taraf roshni ka hala hay
Chorr bi do jo ye asrat karain
Mehr wo ban kay dil dahrakta hay
Aao na hum bi wasal zat karain
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
I Am In Fire

I am in Fire
Your beauty surpasses all in grandeur
My love comes up to glow and endear
Both of us are but in search of treasure
Hence occasion brings ultimate pleasure
Beauty sparkles with beams of light
I can't explain the pleasure of flight
But surely I am surrounded by delight
Glare has taken over but my sight
Her face hidden in veil, hand in glove
I am caught don't know why and how
Let me vehemently declare my dove
I am in fire because I am in true love
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
A Chained Camel

I am like a chained camel whose rope is with lord
Whose destiny and destination are but destined
The rope is a string of love, never ever time barred
I follow the verdict my master is but my real friend
Love is like a rope with some spores of pain, pleasure
At times I am ungrateful but my master is sober, serene
I am a beneficiary my lord is a hidden worthy treasure
He is lord of the heavens and I am like a little tiny teen
He loves me more than me at times I do understand
Shower of His mercy never ever stops to flow and grow
His love binds me to that frequency and proper band
He is forthcoming in love and makes me but to glow
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Me As You

When you are with me the world is under my feet
My beloved please remain in front to be just seen
My sweetheart you tinkle in me like my heart beat
You are so beautiful and so gorgeous sweet teen
Like my soul you enthrall like my spirit you dance
Like my passion you irritate like my fashion you glow
Like my target I assault like a lover take a chance
In all my veins you sparkle in my blood you but flow
Let me take your wings of beauty let love take flight
Let us conquer all the horizons to spear just through
Let me in sheer love to keep you in my love sight
Let me take you as mine and let me but me as you
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
I Am Son Of The Soil

I am Son of the Soil
No war can be won without motivation
Hence I do share my patriotic aspiration
My country has given me style, fashion
I carry along for it respect and veneration

Let me salute you my motherland for grace
From many generations I am from that race
Which have won many battles but to embrace?
In the annals of history my valor you can trace

From my birth till death I owe all to my country
I have given sacrifices to keep independent, free
My patriotic spirit is everlasting, evergreen plea
My martyrs are my identity and my real pedigree
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Fire In Me

Fire In Me
Fire in me takes me to burn
My heart my soul in real trance
Path of love takes no return
I have to take this love chance
My passion has all love colors
My sentiments are breeze in spring
My soul is ready to dance on altars
Your sweet fragrance is in string
Don't debar to vehemently praise
Your wonderful beauty on its extreme
Which with a touch may just blaze
Me in front of real love beam
You stir in me like a burning fire
I may turn in to ashes my dear love
But till last breath I will aspire
For your beauty my innocent dove
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Keep Away From Flames

Innocence in its own fragrance doesn't know
The reality of things in just their actual image
Like a stream of life it but has to certainly flow
To be in resonance to keep intact the bridge
Beauty gives air to love with burning passion
To take on the path and destiny so determined
Hence every thing crops up in its style, fashion
In state of real love entire universe is stunned
My sweetheart do not touch the chord of love
It has lot of fire which you should have learnt
Please be realistic my sweet innocent dove
Keep away from the flames, less you get burnt
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Love Tips

A kiss makes the chords of soul to vibrate
And entire body is transformed in ecstasy
It is a touch of class which is but to initiate
The bodies dance with the spirit of intimacy

Love travels in trance in circles to flow
Beauty takes pride in such a circumstance
Thundering light hits all the candles to glow
Thirsty spirit takes chance after chance

Let feel free to be in the air like towers
Let feel the taste, flavor of red juicy lips
Let take bath in wonderful love showers
Let time keep in its chest all the love tips
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Universal Brotherhood

God has created us equal in race, grace
We have divided ourselves but in hatred
No one can know and no one can trace
What is the bond and what it be instead

Love needs mutual respect and trust
With lovely hearts and not stubborn brains
All humans are in sheer distress, disgust
This world is full of miseries and pains

Let us communicate right and just direct
We can capture stars what we should
Let us refine our souls for mutual respect
Let us aspire for universal brotherhood
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In Violent Waves

Surrounded by violent waves I will pave
My way to save me and my all family
Being a soldier I am dutiful and brave
I know how to encounter to be but free

Hurdles. Odds, trials and tribulations
Come to test and then just to disappear
Under all circumstances with passions
I will endear to overcome but all fear

Let me prove my mettle and my caliber
Let me be the righteous and to decide
My clear destination without being blur
With all my grace and with my pride
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Displaced Resident

Displaced Resident

Your soul anxiously stirs in me
You can take it if you so desire
My love my golden green sea
For your sake I am ready to retire

I am indebted to you for the gift
How dare I should utter a word
My heart and soul is just in a rift
I know I will no more be heard

Love surpasses all I understand
Beauty takes care of the incident
Same frequency, on same band
I am but a real displaced resident
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I Can't Complain

I Can't Complain
What should I do I do not know
Something is killing me from inside
In stream of life poison is to flow
Death is taking me over but beside

Glass of heart has broken down
Blood is oozing out to take over heart
How should I take the life crown
I am eaten up from inside part by part

I don't want to cry just to complain
Because my love does not allow me
To take over any plan to disdain
A drop of water goes back to the sea
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Beaks to Beaks

Flowers may inclined to kiss
My sweetheart my beautiful miss
My request of love don’t dismiss
In utter disgust you are the bliss

When flowers touch you I envy
Your beauty attracts me to be free
On love stance beauty but agree
You have the depth of green sea

Let me kiss you on your cheeks
Let me be in delight on peaks
Let me take all beauty streaks
Let like birds play beaks to beaks
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Life Is......

Life
Life is a continuous chain of very many pains
At times up to top at times down town trains
Full of wrath, odds trials tribulations, disdains
In thundering light in snow and in drizzling rains

Love and life are just connected stage by stage
Where human anxiety converts in anger and rage
From birth till death we are imprisoned in cage
But we emit and accept all light streaks like a sage

You may love one or very many blooming in a row
When spring touches cheeks they glow to show
This is how life stream is to encounter and to flow
Let sow love seeds my love to grow and to glow
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No Choice Left

No Choice
Colorful life has become colorless
Oh my love, this is all your bless
On this juncture let me just confess
This is a pain endless, ceaseless

All colors mus fade this is beauty
Without reason without any plea
How can chained life be but free
I have just nothing left but with me

Let us accept the reality in entirety
We do not have any choice to see
Any coming eventuality in life sea
What ever the circumstances be
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Eternal Delight

Eternal Delight

Let us dance on the rhythm of heart
Let us be in ecstasy of eternal love
Let be the part of beauty as a part
Let my kiss you my innocent dove

Love attracts and beauty accelerates
Resonance makes both at balance
Love passion comes up and vibrates
My love this what is love credence

Soul to soul when message goes
Entire body feels love at the height
With real passion grows red rose
This is the bliss of eternal delight
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My Kindred Spirit

I am in search of my kindred spirit
To make myself complete a whole
This is how I will establish the writ
Which is destined by an eternal soul

Till the time I find I am in trouble
I do not know which way to go
Life is like just a real big bubble
Which to finish just needs a blow

Life is chain of beauty and love
Hence my love allow to embrace
Let be wings to wings my dove
To honor this but eternal grace
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Love Is Unique

Love is Unique
Misunderstandings, doubts and apprehensions are on wall
Hence love has to take a greater turn to be in a pure heart
Soul restlessly is in trance and eyes in a mood to just call
Beauty in a glance wants to play its wonderful alluring part

Love and lover seek and aspire the search of a beloved
To take all taste and flavor to be in a mood to be intoxicated
Only eyes have to give way and heart has to take the lid
Light spreads all around when two thirsty souls associated

Let be on the path of love to abolish vice with the virtue
Let be fragrant to be useful to the world and universe
Let us be frank straightforward and sincere but to endure
Let my sweetheart be different unique and just diverse
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My Patriotic Spirit

I have lost a battle but I have not lost conviction
With my strong credence I will go just for another
To be ready to launch a proper and real action
To counter and encounter enemy with full anger

What ever I do will be remembered by your races
My grace will help me to throw on you disgraces
I will capture you by taking in mind your all traces
I do believe that virtue will overcome all the vices

I can do whatever may not be in your ugly mind
I will do whatever may never ever be to just find
My patriotic spirit makes me in real sense to bind
I have teeth of iron with which I can really grind

I am a soldier who can fight with my full might
I do know you are wrong and I am but right
Let me tell you through my sight and insight
The future of enemy is dark but mine is bright
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A Real Demand

I want to pick all thorns from path of my races
For this onerous task I have to select all graces
To unveil all veils from all dirty and double faces
To make this truth to light I will go to all places

I will not allow the hidden enemies to take pride
Being conscientious I will take conscience guide
With grace of God I will take on my side every tide
In search of real solace, I will go just far and wide

Let me be frank, straightforward in my approach
To take all hidden and visible enemies in broach
I will not allow any tom dick and harry to encroach
I will not take any hypocrites to be in my coach

Let me fight till last to take over the real command
World is full of rivals of every kind and every brand
I will prove the veracity of my love for family as bond
Let me come up to the occasion as a real demand
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On Your Wall

Give me your wall I want to paste my heart
So that I should feel the warmth of love
But do understand I will not do it to depart
My beloved my sweet hear my sweet dove

This may be a beginning to culminate to grow
It is your choice how you can react to proposal
With my sincerity of love I will make you glow
Do take my heart being pure, chaste my angel

Let be frank in the journey of real communion
Let be open not doubt to tread to just surpass
I think my sweetheart in a fun real job is done
My love is of class and your beauty is a glass
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Dekhtay Hain

Ghazal
Aisay manzar badal kay dekhtay hain
Aao pani pa chal kay dekhtay hain
Ishq ik aag hay jalati hay
Aao hum bi tu jal kay dekhtay hain
Kiyun laho rang ho gai ankhaan
Aao manzar badal kay dekhtay hain
Ishq sara hay apni mati say
Husn chehray pa mal kay dekhtay hain
Jaisay wo asman say utri ho
Rang aisay ghazal kay dekhtay hain
Kuch bhrm wahizon ka rakhna hay
Chand kalian masal ka dekhtay hain
Mehr wo shukh dil pay utri hay
Hum ka jus ko machal ka dekhtay hain
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Raqsan Hay

Meray wajud main yun mera yar raqsan hay
Kay jaisay shukh faseelon pa piar raqsan hay
Nazar hay jati jahan pa wohan hay wo mujod
Kay kis tara say chaman main baharraqsan hay
Jo bhar kay dekha usay ab naheen hay apni khabr
Magr nashay main hon main tar tar raqsan hay
Jo sar main suda samaya watan parasti ka
Hazar rah may ab dekho dar raqsan hay
Na jalti ankhain jalao ka buj na jain kaheen
Ka meri aankhon main bus intizar raqsan hay
Hazar rang ma hay husn piar yak ranga
Ka rang rang main bus ik hisar raqsan hay
Mai Mehr la gia bazi wo ho gai meri
Ka meray charon taraf purdadar raqsan hay
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I Carry Gunpowder

I Carry Gunpowder in Me
Do not take me light I carry gunpowder in me
So I can blast and will tear you just in pieces
I am a soldier whatever the circumstances be
I have my own chances and my own choices

I do not take it injury rather I celebrate it all
My forefathers have many gallantry awards
Which visit always to call and to just recall
That we have the blood in us of real guards

Salute to my mother who nourished me pure
I follow the footsteps of my father in this line
I have been taught how to progress to endure
My country is like soothing wine so I am fine
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Muntazir

Rait pa likha howa ik lahr ka hay muntazir
Dairon main dairay aur dairay hain humsafr
Meri ankhan cheen leen bus dekhna jo jurm tha
Ab zamana anday punkokeh raha hay dedawar
Ik jhalk thi piar ki phir yar tha na piar tha
Ab tumharay piar main hum hogay hain darbadar
Kuch andheeronka asr tha roshnikay shahr main
Chandni hay char so ab kia utarain gay nazar
Bat karnay say zara pehlay yaqeenan soch lo
Pagrian uchlaingi tu nangay yaqeenan hongay sar
Mehr bi ab lot kar tere tarf aanay lagay
Sham ko saray paranday lot kar jatay hain ghar
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Intelligent and Witty

Love is the force which makes the world go around
There is nothing more precious than love on ground
Beauty sparkles but to accelerate love to be abound
My sweetheart my heart beat becomes love sound

What you see and what I narrate is my way of love
But it is up to you to tell me when, where and how
Under all circumstances you are my love but now
From heart to heart and from soul to soul my dove

Let me take you in my arms to touch edge of eternity
Let me be the only seeker of your love in entire city
It is your reflection in mirror which declares you pretty
You have the clarity of vision, being intelligent and witty
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Give An Evening

If you allow my love I want to steal one of your evening
To celebrate your beauty amidst flowers of blooming spring
Love is not a note but it is a set of love chain love string
Let us dangle and dance together and also just to sing
Song of love with all its pleasures and all its treasures
There is no machine which can take all the measures
For your innocent questions I do not have all answers
You have to keep in your bow some of the archers
Let me praise your beauty and allow worship like a deity
Do not spoil this evening do not be frustrated and angry
Let my love on all love terms and conditions to agree
You my sweetheart is so sweet so beautiful and so pretty
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Open Challenge

I am feeble, weak and ill but don’t challenge me
Because I am soldier by birth with sword in hand
For every action I do carry justification as a plea
Till last breath I have decided as a rock to stand

My life is a loan to be repaid as a grace to take
My confidence and fortitude takes me on and on
The land under your feet like earthquake I shake
In sheer darkness light comes to me as a dawn

A soldier has very many choices to make in life
But the real one is to lay his life for others sake
I have a will to do what I feel on edge of a knife
I will throw all your claims as just false and fake
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Love Lunatic

I told my love when I cross all limits to be lunatic
She should imprison me but just in proper chains
Original color of love has made me but the heretic
For the sake of love I will embrace just all disdains

If you leave me away people will throw all stones
They will injure me and bruise my heart and soul
They will rupture my flesh and break my bones
They will play with me and take from pole to pole

This cruel world was never ever my aim or choice
I was thrown to the world to know the price of love
To remain patient, not to utter any sound or voice
To be pure as white to be red like butchered dove
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Left Me But Alone

I have washed my face so you shouldn't see tears
Which are just silently rolling down from my cheeks
My heart is injured, bruised by your sharp spears
I am no more in me you have thrown me from peaks

I trusted you, you broke my trust and left me alone
In this cruel world of all types of vultures and hounds
You have taken away my commanding voice, tone
On your ground I just lost but all real valid grounds

This transitory world is neither yours and nor mine
We all are travelers of but an unknown destination
So we will never be able to refine and but to define
What is feeling of love and what is price of passion
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Source of Delight

My love you are like a kite in the sky
Which but dances with the soft wind
My heart is in all your colors to fly
Now it is not possible for me to rescind

Force of love takes us to real height
We feel intoxicated in real jubilation
Beauty for love is the source of delight
Which in trance needs real celebration

Our souls are in eternal communion
Our hearts take pride but in real love
Let us celebrate moments of reunion
My sweetheart my beloved my dove
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Fiery Passion

My sweetheart be like a water stream
I just want to sip you drop by drop
Be like my love's really colorful dream
Be like time unending never to stop

Attract me like a magnet with force
Drag me to the fountain of real beauty
Give me your petals like lips to endorse
Lets be frank straightforward and free

My fiery passion may burn in pursuit
Like a lunatic let me dance in trance
Let be together on real love route
May it be just our real only chance
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Love Blessings

Love is lost when words miss the mark
A lover is to be careful before being lark
No nest can survive on the weak bark
A streak of light can take over the dark

Beauty is portrayed but by the gestures
This is how hidden questions get answers
Each part carries its own wonderful flavors
From the taste of love beauty needs favors

Chain of love and beauty with lot of strings
All autumns are followed by coming springs
What is love but a series of pure feelings
Under all trials we need but love blessings
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I can see all daggers and a blunt knife
Let me break the wall of hatred with love
Let me bring all colors of love to your life
I have realized what is love let me tell now
Don't be the victim of malicious propaganda
Of all my enemies and all my dirty rivals
Let's be sincere to life and to abide by dogma
Life is a path full of destruction and, survivals
Love is a fountain which refines step by step
By making one clear and clean to pursue
Respect will kiss your feet but at the doorstep
Reality will overcome fancy out of the blue
Col Muhammad Khalid Khan
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Devil's Disciple
Whosoever spreads vice and stops the path of virtue
May have taken birth in unlawful moment to celebrate
Whosoever takes lead plays dirty for evil to pursue?
With bad intentions becomes but victim of just the fate

World is full of such people who behave but together
Their apparent task is to molest human values for vice
They don't have any season to operate nor weather
They do have an intention to do or not to do as a choice

Colorful world attracts all and sundry to play and dance
Places of worship promote sheer hatred to promote cause
Everyone is interested to take liberty and to take a chance
There is respect for taste and flavor but no respect for laws
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Teenage Love

She is so young and innocent to understand
So how can I reveal to her my heart and love
Apparently she shares frequency and band
She doesn't know what to communicate, how

Innocence has its own essence and, fragrance
These qualities make her wonderfully beautiful
Like a young angel, she shows her presence
She is so sober so serene and kind and blissful

My love is blunt while her beauty is pure, chaste
She is my life my heart my soul I have to declare
She is like salt in me to increase flavor and taste
She flows in my blood like wine layer by layer
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Unfinished Drama

Let my love see your lips are soft or petals
Your bosom's knot is more hot or blazon sun
Let me see your cheeks are juicy or apples
Let me see the beauty of your every action

Do you match just with my real imagination
Are you set of beautiful images in reality
Do you dawnd on me like real salvation
Do you make me free with love symphony

Is it a dream and when from sleep I awake
You will be no more and I will face trauma
For glowing cheeks and long tresses sake
I will be left alone like an unfinished drama
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Beauty For Ever

It is enough that I am beautiful lass
I do not bother about the appreciation
I am really proud that I am of my class
Beauty is known by its presentation
God loves beauty He sparingly presents
It is His quality by which He is known
All world and universe share the currents
It is the blessed eye to which it is shown
Let me love you my sweetheart to prove
Beauty never dies it remains but for ever
It is like on a rose petal like drop of dew
It finishes never due to its taste and flavor
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Piece Of Snow

My sweetheart, beloved my sweet dove
In your arms I melt like a piece of snow
Your warmth takes me to fountain of love
Your beauty takes through cheeks to glow

Streaks of fire of love when takes us on
All dark nights take shape of just dawn
We are taken over by eternal love plan
This is how to each other we are drawn

Now I flow in your ever flowing stream
I am in you and you are my real dream
Fortune smiles on this but lovely scheme
You are my moon and I am your beam
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Your Color

Being in your company I have become of your color
This is my sincerity in love with pure passion to flow
You are wonderfully beautiful in pride and grandeur
In your eyes it is my image but in yours only I glow

Sanctity of love when goes beyond becomes reality
Beauty when blooms in prime is felt by all around
Your love makes me frank straightforward and free
But still in your magic and style I feel but totally bound

Let us dance and celebrate reality in its real sense
Let us be beyond from all physical to metaphysical
Let us in trance be able to capture eternal fragrance
Lets touch real light to transcend from human to angel
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Midst Of Snow

At the highest battle field in midst of snow
With love of my country I am bound to glow
Enemy dare not to face either I will but blow
Blood in veins like a flowing stream to flow

I am for my land and i sincerely wants to kiss
Love is my life and my love is a sheer bliss
No one can understand and no one can guess
Red flowers are ready to bloom just to dismiss

False claim of the enemy I will drag on snow
Sincerity will come out from blood but to grow
Your weakness and cowardice I will see, throw
On your face with force I have just to throw

I am a soldier of God, I follow destined path
I will burn you alive I am that burning hearth
With my integrity I will throw on you all wrath
When situation warrants I take the blood bath
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Real Love Delight

I am like a song from your sweet lips
I tinkle in you like sweet heart beat
My beloved I want to be in your grips
Let me just take you on my love seat

I do appreciate life is full of but all odds
Very many ups and downs crop up to test
My love and your beauty are not frauds
Let me declare that you are the best

So let be ready to take the onerous task
Let me embrace you with all my might
Let be back in real world without mask
Let us feel the song of real love delight
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Faith Is Path Of Thorns

Faith is like passing through the path of thorns
But without being his dress torn or being inured
This is how a faithful survives and just adorns
Against all non believers who are heretic, absurd

Faith is a force which conquers all and sundry
It blooms in pure heart and its fragrance be felt
Stauch believer enjoys the status to be free
Hence with his eyes every hard rock just to melt

Faith is a crown worn by fortune from fortunate
A true believer cherishes his essence and grace
A true lover is true believer being just passionate
His feet remains on petals from pace to pace
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Taste Like Apricot

My sweetheart you look like an apple
I feel your flavor and taste like apricot
In grace and style you are like an angel
Love and your beauty are in love knot

Your red juicy cheeks have salty taste
Your eyes have all the power to hunt
Let embrace and place hand on waist
My love is frank your beauty is blunt

You my beloved is the sweetest fruit
The blooming grapes are bottle of wine
To your beauty allow me to pay tribute
My love you are mine and I am but fine
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Fear To Fear

In the ocean of life let my boat to steer
My love accompany me to be near, dear
Let us take all thorns from path be clear
Let us cross every circle and sphere
We have to have a sharp, blunt spear
My sweetheart but I love and endear
Let be together to be just a sweet peer
The only thing you have to fear is fear

No one can come in the way to harass
Life is like water in crystal clear glass
But its every step is strange, impasse
We will go straight and not to surpass
We will face earthquakes and morass
What I need is your company my lass
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Love In Cover

It is but sense to be aesthetic
Love and beauty but do appoint
To be in love is to be an heretic
Both these culminate at one point

Love is fire to burn heart and soul
One remains but in sheer trance
Beauty speaks through thy mole
It pertains to extraordinary chance

Love takes in possession nerves
Beauty is a reward just to strive
Let be in pain the lover deserves
In ocean of love let be ready to dive

Whatever is that just take along
Lover to be heretic, heretic to lover
This is what but a real love song
Be ready to be butchered in a cover
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Set Of Shadows

Age is telling on me and I am counting my days
I do not know why I am remembering my past
Now I am in sheer darkness to count youth rays
Old age in itself is a slow poison no need to blast

What is life a set of shadows moving without reality
Some people throughout their lives remain in trance
What is love and hatred interwoven in useless plea
Opportunist in every nook, corner take but chance

I am a poet hence take all things in true perspective
But still I failed to appreciate just real anatomy of life
I do not know, what measures to be out of the captive
So I have been injured by daggers and to be on knife
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The Patriot

You have taken away all my vivacity
And left me in desert of life just to die
You challenged me to take my veracity
But still my fortune wants me to fly

No one can stop my destiny and boon
No one can dare to play tricks on me
My life dances on sacrifice and its tune
I can conquer the land and the sea

I am soldier by birth and lover by design
So my patriotism takes my to the glory
I am hard with enemies but soft and fine
My first priority is my people and country
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Warmth Of Hand

Warmth of Hand
I still can feel the warmth of your hand on mine
My eyes carry your beautiful figure and image
For my lonely soul, beauty was fine like wine
For excellence of love chain let be on one page

Let us taste flavor of love and beauty together
Let be frank and straightforward in our approach
Let's be the blooming flowers before they wither
Let us enjoy the swings of beautiful love coach

As my heart can't forget its beat to stop a while
So am I cannot even think to live without you
If you consider my offer to marry me with smile
I will take you as bride and will declare I do, I do
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Love A Reality
Love is a chain between human and eternal soul
Spiritual experiences open door to destination
Physical love leads us to eternal metaphysical goal
Whosoever captures reality gets but salvation

Time and place dare not to hinder this love leap
What a vast and limitless universe of beauty carry
How can one taste this flavor if remains but sleep?
Whosoever is in search of reality finds this fairy?

My heart even if scatters into pieces in real love
Ultimate unity will come and love to embrace
On my little wings I will fly like innocent dove
To capture reality from pace to pace, place to place
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Life Is Meaningless

Life has become meaningless without you
My love what should I do What should I do
You will not take my love seriously I knew
But still I aspired just through and through

One day you will realize but it will be late
I will not be there even if you open gate
I consider you fortune but you are my fate
You carry someone else how I can tolerate

My heart makes strange images on soul
Do you want to kill me in pieces not whole
From pace to pace and just pole to pole
I took you my mission and my real goal
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My Heart Away

Her intoxicating smile takes my heart away
I can't resist my soul to dangle and dance
On a swing of love like jubilant lover I sway
My heart desires, take chance after chance

Let me play with the flowers in the garden
Let me be the part of loving celebration
Beauty instigates to take every love action
Let me be out of me for the said duration

Come and bloom in me in this spring
Let me see you all around my sweet love
Let me see you from string to string
Let me take you in arms my innocent dove
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Love To Catch

Let me throw my heart to catch
Let me take you on love path
Let my sweetheart be my match
We have to face contempt, wrath

Beauty is like a blooming flower
With all its essence and fragrance
Exercises the real love power
To judge all the lover's tolerance

Love is vast and like ocean deep
It is a bird of paradise to swing
All mercy it has to take and keep
Then shares chain string by string
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Jana Hay

Muj pa lazam hay mujay piar say samjana hay
Ishq ik aag hay, aur aag main jal jana hay
Shukhian apni jaga hain magr a jana ghazal
Main nay har hal main bus ab tumain apana hain
Chand nikla hay magr chandni chhor aya hay
Us kay dil main bi koi piar ka afsana hay
Abhi kumsin abhi nadan abhi nawaqif ho
Shukh titli ho tahaqib main koi parwana hay
Mujh ko lagta hay ka kohqaf ki shazadi ho
Is liyay jis ko bi dekho tera deewana hay
Ik tamasha hay yah dinya ka yahan aya hain
Jo bi aya hay yahan us nay chalay jana hay
Rat bar jagtay rehnay ki saza aachi hay
Din charra hay to magr Mehr nay sojana hay
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Miracles Do Happen

Love is a miracle and miracles do happen
Which do take when to the edge of eternity
This beam of light sparkles in that one
Who takes life on his palm to be really free

Beauty of the universe embraces forehead
And takes its share from victorious boon
Destiny and destination come to instead
To be the part of this really wonderful tune

Stream of life takes real turn but to flow
With full dignity integrity and real sincerity
Life when becomes ready for sacrifice, glow
To establish itself to overcome any disparity
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My Desire

My Desire
My desire is my Lord's desire
Hence whatever I ask for I win
Fire of pure love makes to inspire
To remain always out of any sin
But still I am a man to continue
My sincere struggle for my aim
Let me be more frank to pursue
By taking fire from beauty's flame
Take me in prayers my love I need
Let me be straightforward to commit
I have to perform and not to plead
Let sun shine before any sunset
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Solemn Love Pact

Solemn Pact
I am in love which made me lunatic
So I lost all in search of real pleasure
Reality of beauty made me fanatic
Let me search for all hidden treasure

Spring is in bloom as the flowers are
Heart and soul have been taken away
Please be mine and never ever debar
From the taste and flavor of the day

What is fragrance, its mark to trace?
Which intoxicates me to really attract?
Let my sweetheart be face to face
Let's follow the rules of solemn pact
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Set Of Springs

You can take me as a whole but let me share
Some flowers of love from your blooming garden
Let me take in trance of love you sweet glare
My fountain of beauty my love and my fortune

Season of love is transitory and has to pass
So let be vigilant to celebrate with zeal and zest
I am a marvelous lover and you, beauty of class
There is no one like you, you are but the best

My anxious love is after your relentless beauty
Chain of love has taken shape of many strings
Fancy has changed in to reality to make us free
Love is nothing but a set of evergreen springs
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To Get Chances

I do not have any doubt about your trust
So I love you with all my faith with sincerity
Love is like life when stops, becomes rust
Beauty gives fire to intoxicate like whisky

Let me take and taste you all sip by sip
Let me be the victim of your spooky eyes
Let your beauty to take love on the trip
Let us breathe together with sobs, sighs

Love is, what is, celebrated by universe
Beauty is hallmark where destiny dances
The ultimate destination may be diverse
Where heart and soul start to get chances
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Khawabon Main

Ghazal
Titlian hain jo mery khawabon main
Kiyun main rakhon unhain kitabon main
Main musafir hon zard sahra ka
Khud ko rakhta hoon main sarabon main
Zindgi ka azab likhta hoon
Jan hay ab meri azabon main
Wo swalon main ab naheen milta
Dhondta hon jisay jawabon main
Uska chehra gulab jesa tha
Ruh machalti hay ab gulabon main
Meray yazdan main dekh sakta naheen
Kiun chpa hay tu ab hijabon main
Meray spna subhi adhorray tha
Jatay bujtay say iztrabon main
Shukh chanchal ka chahay ji jo kray
Par na lihay mujay hisabon maini
Mehr tub say barra khrab howa
Jab sey chalnay laga khrabon main
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Love Dances

Love Dance
God resides in hearts to celebrate grace
This wonderful process is on in real solace
He enlightens with His love the lover's face
This is prevalent just from race to race
God is real love and He sparingly reveals
One starts to dance when sincerity deals
All injuries and bruises of heart He heals
A staunch lover accepts the graces, feels
This deep love and affection in real trance
He in jubilation wants to take every chance
Love is what an outcome of real love glance
Let be the lovers to take this love to enhance
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Dancing To Adore

Your curly tresses take me to the shore
Where I see your beauty dancing to adore
If you dare, I will love you more and more
But, please never ever, try to avoid, ignore

I find my heart solace under your tresses
Suddenly I realize, I am in love thru ages
World can change but love never changes
You are most beautiful out of all the lasses

My beloved on my heart place your hand
Lets love with same frequency same band
In your love I am on sky and not on land
Let us capture life from the receding sand
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Chand Zulfoon Main

Ghazal
Chand zulfoon main dil hay badal main
Chahtain hain ajeeb manzal main
Jas pa tha ahtibar sara mara
Chhorr kar wo gia hay dul dul main
Ishq ki aag nay jala dala
Bus maza yeh tha sara hasil main
Bin tere aaj main khul kar roya
Yeh mohabat maza hay jalthal main
Teri ankhon nay yeh kia jadoo
Main ka bismil howa hon pulpul main
Wo kahan aur main kahan yaro
Tat pewand hoa aye makhmal main
Hay kahan wo jo nafratain katay
Mehr jo hay faqire kamal main

Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love To Shine

She has attracted me with a wonderful style
I could not resist just her beauty to pierce
I was bound to be victim of innocent smile
Her sensual pleasure was charmingly fierce

She was so beautiful and so lovingly sweet
My eyes quenched their thirst being thirsty
Her warmth make me to make her heart beat
I but lost my all the defenses on boundary

I realized to my beauty her love do belong
I requested her to give her hand in mine
My heart with love understood love song
With a touch of love, she started to shine
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Eternal Love Belief

Beauty reflects to its original source
Mirror provides support as needed
Love with its eternal fire and force
As waves of the sea come, receded

My sweetheart I am always in need
Your warmth just as relentless relief
For your eyes I can listen and plead
Whatever is my eternal love belief?

My beloved I love you to any limit
I can spare for you my heart solace
Whatever I carry along as love writ
With all grace from just pace to pace
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Your Wall To Paste

You have not yet given me your wall to paste
My love my sentiments and my love passion
Life is a set of few moments to take real taste
Whatever is narration of beauty or love fashion

Let me pick all of the flowers blooming in spring
Let me take you along through all thick and thin
Let me take you interwoven in the real love string
Let us commit all innocent crime and innocent sin

We have to have paradise on this earthly planet
We have to take some wonderful chances to say
My sweetheart, my beloved, my real love sonnet
In sheer darkness my love you are like light ray
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Life Time Desire

Let me touch your flowers in trance
Let me feel the taste of the spring
Let me take the benefit of a glance
Let love and beauty be in a string

Let me see the moon with streaks
Let my eyes see through the veil
Let me dance on the highest peaks
Taste of life let me taste and feel

Your beauty flows in my all veins
My love is burning you like the fire
For you I can bear all life pains
For you I aspire my life time desire
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Beauty Becomes Symphony

Your beauty attracts and I come in trance
My soul takes pleasure in your company
My sweetheart I am just victim of a glance
When music of beauty becomes symphony

Let me love you with honesty of purpose
Let me take you along on real love road
Your presence brings light to the darkness
On my love code your beauty is an ode

Love never comes, it is but bestowed
On each of us according to endowment
Sweetheart's lap is real lover's abode
Only the lover is in front being just blunt
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Meri Toba Hay

Ghazal
Usky wo paon ki jhankar meri toba hay
Lag rehey hay koi ootar meri toba hay
Jaisay khushbo koi deeray se guzr jati ho
Aise hay shukh ki raftar meri toba hay
Ishq ko log samajhtay hain darra sada hay
Rasta yar hay purkhar meri toba hay
Ishk main lut gia jo pa gia wohi manzal
Aag se piar ka izhar meri toba hay
Husn ko dhondhna mehnga hi parra hay humko
Hay tamasha sare bazar meri toba hay
Jurm bus itna tha bus bhr kay nazar dekha tha
Mehr ab dar pa hay dar meri yoba hay
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Love Takes To Glory

I am in love and love takes to glory
This is what brings real taste in life
My life it is everlasting eternal story
Happiness surrounds even if on knife

Let me kiss beauty to be in bloom
It is like real spring full of flowers
My love your fragrance is in room
To bless me just with all its showers

You and me can travel all distances
This how innocence plays its role
Let my love be frank to take chances
Let's play, pace to pace pole to pole
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Fountain Of Wine

If you close all wine houses it will not affect me
Because I drink from her eyes soft pure wine
This is what is available in every season on plea;
That she is fountain of wine which is mine

Let my sweetheart to drink direct from eyes
Help me to sooth me and to get solace desired
Come embrace me to take together love cries
Let be in trance remain my love side by side

For you I am bound to take any risk to glow
I don't mind if I am sacrificed in your way along
My beloved like my blood you in me to flow
Your wonderful beauty is taken over by love song
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Intimate Relation

Husband and wife are in a sensitive relation
Most of the time they are surrounded by doubts
It is what is the outcome of sentiment, passion
The things are not considered as per whereabouts

All affairs must be taken on the face value to see
Trust and faith in love are the realities of the life
At times falsehood shadows but just a valid plea
The life takes the turn to be on double edged knife

So we must reciprocate the love which we take
Mutual understanding builds relation in entirety
It is up to us to take care of the partner or shake
All relation in state of disgust, disguise, fear or pity
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Image of beloved can be seen in a lover
My love just see your image in the mirror
Have you ever seen in real trance flower
Beauty remains dancer while love is chaser

Tell my love to the word this fact, a reality
Take love chance my love with certainty
Love is not love which is in need of clarity
It is what brings to the relation solidarity

When beloved asked God what I to declare
Tell them I am like you A beauty with glare
Beauty is beauty if searched layer after layer
But clean heart is needed to capture to stare
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What Is The World

What is World
World is a transit camp for temporary stay
Where our actions are counted day by day
It is a test to refine all the ares of life so gray
In solitude or in company we have to pray

For our success through sheer hard struggle
We have to have all hope to burn the candle
We are mere humans and not like an angel
Hard like rock and delicate like just a bangle

Lets make stay more peaceful, comfortable
Like gallant soldier lets fight this hard battle
Still nature of life is not more than a bubble
So lets be careful from the assaults of devil
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Essence Of Trust

Love is essence of trust don't play with it
My love you are too innocent to just know
With blunt weapons of prime just don't hit
If you don't like me you can leave and go

Let me remind you if you find like me inform
I want to understand intricacies of my love
Let me see and tackle the actual life storm
Let me please you with experience my dove

I do realize that you will definitely come back
In a severe winter evening like a snow flake
Your inner love will show you the right track
For me for you for the chain of our love sake

I am waiting for you with open eyes and arms
I will take you as part of my soul and my heart
I will welcome you with love charms and norms
We will be together never ever to leave to depart
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Dying Candle

I am like a dying candle whose energy is being lost
My duties and responsibilities took me on the way
Now my heart and soul are waiting for the real blast
And my near and dear ones have left me to pass away

I have played my inning passing thru all thunder
I have saved my loved ones from the earthquake
Now with blur eyes when I look back to blunder
What is this world full of mockery fictitiously fake

The light of my eyes is now waiting for light to go
My predestined destiny and destination are in front
Still I aspire to see all my loved ones before the blow
Let me gracefully and graciously take the judgement
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Love Under Cover

Let take you to my heart and keep you under cover
So that no one will ever be to see you just hidden
I assure you I will never ever allow any one to discover
You will be mine as a secret and a treasure forbidden

I will love you and will try to make a flower evergreen
For the solace of my heart I will need wonderful smile
I do appreciate you are too young and hesitant as teen
But I love you for ever it is not for a minute for a while

Please do not think I have chained you as bird in cage
Rather declaring you my love I have given you freedom
We promise to live just on one page from stage to stage
I will survive and die for you as eternal love martyrdom
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To Show Power

Let me be back on the track to show my power
I will make you understand my foe what is right
I remember and take revenge to assault and hover
Then you will just see your deplorable real plight

Life is not a bed of roses we have to travel on thorns
With bare feet to have the taste of pleasure and pain
I will drag you thru all the way to hell with mourns
Then you will face bit by bit death down the drain

Being a soldier I will attack from the front to explain
I am a staunch patriot and believer of human values
Me and my men serve the nation like real love chain
We are ever ready against enemies of God with sinews
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To Depart

My love you have offered your hand to take
I could have just easily deceived, cheated you
By taking your hand, beauty in love partake
And you may not have been able to know thru

But Love is a pure passion not to be polluted
With any other sentiment of need greed or lust
Truth should neither be covered nor silhouetted
Sincerity of heart and chastity of soul is must

Apparently I lost you but I took you to heart
You tinkle in my heart you stir in my soul
How can a living body leave its soul to depart
You are at liberty to leave but I yet to see role
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Ghazal
Kia babasi uchali hay tajar ka hath par
Mazdoor ka lahoo kisi ajar kay hath par
Jas ko na tha koi be mohabat se wasta
Such likh raha tha wo kisi fajar kay hath par
Sub but kadoon ko toor do haq ashnai ho
Jo kufr hay rehay sada azar kay hath par
Sub dil jalay sameet kay rakhtay hain dillaggi
Kiyun sabr ki faseel ho jabar kay hath par
Thukra dia hay mehr nay her khubroo ka hath
Wo shukh hath rakh gia kafir kay hath par
Col Muhammad Khalid Khan Mehr

Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Divine Love Ride

My love look at me through silhouette of tresses
Your sneaking style will kill me I do understand
Your curves and curvature give me ample chances
Kiss you to caress you to take along hand in hand

Your graceful gait makes me to be in total trance
To measure with pleasure each and every treasure
My sweetheart I am a victim of a real frank glance
I am in love with you spiritually as a soothsayer

Soul attracts towards its fountain to quench thirst
When I get few drops I feel more than just satisfied
I could feel the flow of divine water when conversed
This was our eternal ride with real dignity and pride
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The Labor's Day  1st May

I am a laborer just by birth  
And will die in the same way  
I know my duties in a hearth  
Hope doesn't come near to say

I am also one of humans  
And not a donkey just to drag  
But I do ask some questions  
Who being champions always brag

By shouting slogans for my rights  
Deliver speeches and forget  
Till next year when shine lights  
With my blood they will let

The Entire world again to know  
My contributions in my prime  
About my martyrdom in Chicago  
Where my excellence became sublime
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State Of Affairs

State of Affairs

Life is full of bruises on which salty water is poured
To increase pain and torture to celebrate the real love
All values of love, all shades of love are being ignored
In reality it is like vulture but apparently like a dove

Innocence and peace are the hallmarks to really portray
On ground it is but pieces of human bodies with blood
Moral values have been taken over by the colors just gray
This warrants revolution to bring real change like flood

Corruption flows in blood hence all body is polluted
It will definitely make all pieces to be cut one by one
To make the entire body crippled and integrity doubted
Man is standing thirsty in the desert under blazon sun
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What Is Poetry

What is Poetry
Poetry, my love is not a set of love songs
It portrays all types of hatred as well
Love goes to kiss the beauty it belongs
The rivals have their own hatred to dwell

Love touches the chords of soul my dear
But at times it does tear apart all the parts
Love takes in lap the sweetest beauty near
Hence it melts into liquid both the hearts

Let my beloved understand love in reality
Let sweetheart sing love song to proceed
Let us take real love to edge of its eternity
Lets know a friend in need is friend indeed
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Friendship To Deceive

Friendship to Deceive
Where are you my sweetheart and where is your love
Since you pledged never to leave but left me half way
Should I presume you are very clever in shape of dove
You have darkened my path while portraying to be ray

Now I realized you came to me just to play and to leave
Hence You have done a crime and sin on name of love
You are that woman who makes friendship to deceive
Let tell me you learnt this art from where, how and when

You have broken not chords of love but of my sweet soul
I am in constant trouble and pray you be deceived as same
You are not a beloved but a plaything as well as a nasty doll
Who on the name of pure love proves herself as pure shame
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Warmth Of Love Tune

Warmth of Love Tune
How can you challenge my sweet fortune
It is predestined but with love of my Lord
It also carries along the warmth of love tune
By merciful savior who is never ever hard

So don't challenge me you are made for me
Our souls have commitment of love thru ages
You are like a golden evergreen beauty of sea
All love books carry our love along in pages

Let my love take your hand in my hand to go
Let me seek warmth of beauty like burning sun
We may have difference of opinion in life though
But in chain of love with beauty we have none
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I Do Submit

I Do Submit
My heart is in your control you must admit
Without you I am just nothing I do submit
Now it is up to you to kill me or just to quit
In my sheer darkness you a night full moonlit

Let me take some taste from cheeks to glow
You are like stream of life let me just to flow
I have kept your image in my eyes ti show
Let me tell you that fire of love is just to blow

Let me take you my love in my arms for solace
Let my heart follow you from just pace to pace
I am your respect and honor you are my grace
Let me embrace you from pore to pore face to face
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Salute To Martyrs

Soldiers are pride of a nation
Under all odds they work with passion
They have their own style and fashion
Every station is their station

They dare to stare just like men
They take enemies from their den
Their destiny is ordained by pen
They are ready now and then

Being injured don't utter cries
Being truthful don't resort to lies
On martyrdom their open eyes
Salute to the eternal patriotic ties
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Everlasting Pain

Do not tear me apart I may not survive
My heart is in agony my soul is in pain
I want to take your image, don't deprive
Allow me to carry along everlasting chain

What is predestined can not be changed
We have to follow the verdict but till last
All comes as blue moon, nothing arranged
I am like boat without rudder and mast

Life a vast ocean in which one has to swim
With very many crocodiles and with sharks
Journey is in blind alley with turns to trim
With many hazards, with dangerous marks
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Love To String

I have been bruised just thrown from towers
I am torn in to pieces being hopeless, helpless
I converted my pains into blooming flowers
I have hidden my tears under my happiness

Do not play with my passion and sentiments
My inner ego mars me, kills me with weapon
If I look back I find my downtrodden footprints
In the process I lost myself and my every action

Let me assemble all my broken pieces into whole
Let me take you near to heart to listen breathing
Time has injured and bruised my heart my soul
Let me take image of beauty with love to string
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Let Me Sleep

Let Me Sleep
My love I like the music of your bangles
With which my heart dances and dangles
My love on face you carry smile of angles
Let me celebrate the occasion with candles

I know you in love warmth are spell bound
I know love will no more keep us on ground
I am surrounded by your fragrance all around
Your beauty just makes my heart beat astound

Let my love cover all distances in one leap
Let us understand our love so strong, deep
My love for you is not in chunks but in heap
My love spread your tresses to let me sleep
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Life With Pattern

Life with Pattern
Mother is like a warm lap father is like rock
Both look after their wards around the clock
Who save them from any hurdle and shock
A story of full of sacrifices of the heroic epoch

Wards are the sign of all the prayers of parents
On every occasion they act like cover for infants
Parents consider them for old age armaments
Under all circumstances they bear the torments

But what they give to wards do they get in return
The wards when grow up don't share they earn
This is the concern which they do portray, discern
What a bloody life and what is its apparent pattern
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Beauty Is Fancy

Beauty is Fancy
Let me tell you my love I am in love
I feel like a free bird to fly at my own
You my sweetheart my innocent dove
But my love is like gold like hard stone

I don't know what to do in this situation
Eastern love is done by western fashion
I am proud of chaste and pure passion
Beauty is on the way love is on station

My love please tell me about love agony
Is it predestined in destination, destiny
Is it full of pain notes in sweet symphony
My love is so rough your beauty is fancy
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Before I Die

Before I Die
Please embrace me, before I die
Give solace to my soul to fly
I know my abode is in the sky
Let me touch you before I cry

I wanted to have you in time
Innocent wish turned to crime
I needed you in my real prime
But your beauty makes sublime

Death is a truth one can't deny
Let me see you with open eye
My sweetheart do not feel shy
All rules of love let me to defy
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Love Creates Miracles

Love Creates Miracles
I am under the spell of an unknown fear
That my love my rival will come and tear
Me apart to make it to my beloved clear
So I need your confidence and trust to bear

All what will comes and that comes later
To make me ready and to make me stir
For your sake I am ready to face any altar
So I am to take all with love as my armor

We will win this battle of life with rivals
With your sweet smile and love petals
No one dare to make victim of betrayals
Let us believe that love creates miracles
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Source Of Pleasure

My sweetheart you are always in dreams
The moment I open eyes you are in front
You surround me around like light beams
I love you because you are rude and blunt

I keep you hidden in heart like a treasure
I carry you along like my colored universe
You my love remain my source of pleasure
You are so wonderful so sweet and diverse

I love you as I love my life is really precious
I consider you as my only choice in my life
I do know that you are so kind and gracious
So please take me to heart don't keep on knife
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Lovers In Action

Let me dance on the floor of heart
Let me capture what all you have
My sweetheart you are so smart
I am a gallantry soldier and brave

Let me be in all real love pursuits
Let me praise your beauty in trance
I am addict of all tasty juicy fruits
Let me take just chance after chance

I am all yours you are mine indeed
Love is a deep, wast, limitless ocean
With all sincerity let my love proceed
Let us be like staunch lovers in action
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Victim Of Charms

Victim of Charms
Your sweet smiling eyes make me beat
Your red glowing cheeks invite me to kiss
Embrace me intoxicate me with heartbeat
Come my sweetheart my beloved my miss

Your enchanting music of graceful gait
Makes me in trance I forget who am I
Love and beauty when become associate
Then With touch of love beauty is to cry

My green eyed love drag me to your sea
I want to die in trance but in your arms
Let understand love is love without a plea
I am killed by victim of your sweet charms
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Love Smiles

My love always smile like rose flowers
May you never ever feel sad or morose
May you prosper and get all pleasures
Your curves, gestures are like the cosmos

My sweetheart you are resident of heart
My heartbeat takes all turns with you
You are so witty, so pretty and so smart
For me you are a surprise out of blue

Love with beauty makes an eternal chain
Strings are like a love music to prolong
May we do not ask or aspire for any pain
Let be intoxicated with love wine strong
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Ghazal From Urdu

Just leave a path to come back then go
Take my today but do give me tomorrow
It is useless to think about fruitless trees
Who can give fruit and will also bestow
A lake is in search of a lotus to bloom
My love give white lotus to make fresco
If you desire my love take me to the altar
This is what you can repay as a hero
I have put my burning candle on winds
Either you can kill me or put me thru
Whatever is in my nature is your image
Love has its own style and its tempo
Where ever I go I see your smiling face
This is what is my desire but a fiasco
Whenever I want to kiss take with smile
Be frank and open your heart window
It is ridiculous to say I have to go back
Mehr when others left you have to follow
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In trance she left herself to awake
She was like a stubborn hard rock
Her love make her heart to shake
Her soft and sweet lovely fragrance
Make her heart in my love to slake
My love desire was like a plaything
Hence she always kept me at stake
She was wearing a bangle of ego
Which to my love she had to forsake
Her beauty vine was in search of light
And broke itself in a sheer mistake
Mehr desired to be your love desire
In her love she melt from a snowflake
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My Asset My Grace

My heart is not in my control it has been taken over
By your sparkling cheeks and dancing silly smiles
I never thought you are so silly as well as so clever
Knowing fully full I became victim of just your riles

Let me taste the salt of love from your sweet chin
Let me be the keen observer of all your silly curves
My love passions want to commit an innocent sin
I want to extend all that which my love you deserve

I think you are true image of love to take to celebrate
To cover all long distances side by side, pace to pace
You inner charisma make me to call and to accelerate
My beloved my sweetheart you are my asset my grace
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To Follow Verdict

Life is predestined and preordained
All humans are bound to follow verdict
In complete submission, life is grand
Order for good and bad is to restrict

Faith is a pillar, culminates at struggle
In this love band fruit comes to hand
Whosoever comes up is like an angel
Bad are those who make castle on sand

Let be straight in our speech and action
Whatever is meant only that is to be said
Heart and soul are in need of perfection
Active hearts remain living inactive, dead
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Hearts Are Blind

It is not eyes but hearts which are blind
Open the eyes of heart to be more kind
What we search outside, inside may find
Love is matter of heart but not of mind

Insight of heart is more than eye sight
When darkness increases comes light
Wrong is always wrong right is but right
Beauty is pure gold love is pure bright

My love and me are shades of but one
Love enters in heart and burns like sun
For lunatics it remains like but just a fun
Love is love which is just equal to none
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Barter And Trade

Love is a sea which can not be understood from surface
Its depth and its inner treasures including pearls to measure
The green water is living but takes life with an embrace
But no one can easily understand its happiness and pleasure

Heart is deep like sea and its depth carries very many goals
Soul is like a mirror which goes deep to understand truth
Body has its own attraction for glowing cheeks with black moles
Eyes have their own domain to capture beauty to just sooth

The world drama is beyond human comprehension to express
Half truth and half falsehood is of no consequence to grade
We do not tell what is real hence we go side by side to depress
Opportunists have their own designs of barter and of trade
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You Reside In Me

You are like my life you reside in me
My beloved you are my absolute soul
Like flow of blood you flow like sea
You just travel in me from pole to pole

What can I do more to get your attention
You breathe in me like my glowing life
You are my sentiment, feeling my passion
For you I can bear pain, torture of knife

You are my solace my heart's satisfaction
Without you I am nothing but soulless soul
You take me I take you as only selection
Please don't love me in parts but as whole
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You Are My Poetry

You are my trust I want you beside me
My love never ever leave me in trouble
Your love is my asset and asset is sea
But life is so transitory it is like a bubble

Interwoven in strings of love I do pursue
The taste of beauty will make me sublime
I will take you along my love thru and thru
You are my poetry my rhythm and rhyme

Spring has to bloom to pay you gratitude
Flowers are in waiting to pay you tribute
My love be in agreement and don't be rude
In my empty life you have lot to contribute
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Let my love make a hut in the forest
Let us enjoy life with taste and fervor
Let us forget just talk about the rest
Let us explore all the hidden treasure

Let us not waste any love any moment
Let be ready to counter all difficulties
Let us bear my love whatever is brunt
My love offers and your beauty agrees

Let me carry you all along the way
Let us be ready for a warm embrace
Let us enjoy each moment every day
Let to each other in real sense belong
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She Tries To Cease

You fire burns me and makes me gold
Hence my love I am proud and bold
Your beauty makes me to fold unfold
Love has strong grip and strong hold

Love blooms on the bark to culminate
Beauty is always ready to associate
I am a lover who could not tolerate
All my rivals to come and celebrate

Beloved is mine I know how to please
A streak of light can make me cease
She is so swift like the morning breeze
I feel intoxicated when she tries to tease
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Let Love Culminate

Let love take its natural route
Sincerity definitely brings fruit
Beauty when with love is brute
Body speaks and lips are mute

Let me kiss my lovely queen
Let me make you evergreen
When my love season is mean
Then I have a right to be keen

Your beauty takes me to dance
Your fragrance is just to enhance
Let me take chance after chance
Let my love culminate in trance
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Life A Chain

Life is a continuous chain of very many pains
At times up to top at times down town trains
Full of wrath, odds trials tribulations, disdains
In thundering light in snow and in drizzling rains

Love and life are just connected stage by stage
Where human anxiety converts in anger and rage
From birth till death we are imprisoned in cage
But we emit and accept all light streaks like a sage

You may love one or very many blooming in a row
When spring touches cheeks they glow to show
This is how life stream is to encounter and to flow
Let sow love seeds my love to grow and to glow
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Heart To Declare

I do not know who I am but my feet are not on ground
My heart opens layer by layer like caged bird to declare
My eyes glow and dance like a swan just all around
My destiny changes in to destination like real love player

In trance I say I love you my love take me in your arms
Let take hearts strings to be in a chain in being in rain
For tresses sake my life is at stake to follow love norms
Please do appreciate I have my faith as just like grain

Beyond time and space being witness to trace I just flow
Your sparkling eyes your red cheeks and being stylish style
My sweetheart, my beloved, my beautiful innocent dove
Let be together on love path from pace to pace, mile to mile
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In My Dream

During holy journey I saw my father in my dream
Who told to bestow flower of reverence as wreath
In consequence I wept bitterly and in tears stream
I tried to know the meaning of this love underneath

His emotions struck my heart as good love beam
It just became difficult for me to normally breathe
My father commanded as wonderful leader of team
In sheer love and affection I was bound to bequeath

I performed my assigned duty with zeal and zest
I thought could I be able to come up to the occasion
This is how my father helped me to make abreast
Real love in trance makes to take proper decision
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Tears To Pray

Tears do not stop to let me pray
My fortune brought light of day
All body is refined but being gray
For the taste I am ready to pay

What love intends to demand
I am also of the same brand
Don't ask taste of being grand
My love my beautiful blond

Love and beauty are in chain
Let me taste the real love pain
Love is matter of heart not brain
It makes every sane, insane
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Sacred Goal

Your love has taken me abroad
Curiosity has just played its role
Under cover in veil of my God
Sacred mission with sacred goal

All I found but my love less me
Tell me how to pursue for you
I am a drop while you are sea
I remain in search thru and thru

What a taste we have in company
When you hold I share but all
Every move is like a symphony
Every action needs call recall
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Love Is Pleasure

Love is nothing but a set of complaints
Eyes want to see the color love paints
At times heart dances at times faints
Lovers are not lovers but are the saints

One may survive or commit suicide
Either beloved is away or side by side
What to opt gestures, curves to guide
Love is horse which gives strange ride

Loneliness has its own taste and fervor
Which brings to life its real treasure
Love is my love a source of pleasure
Which only a lover can just measure
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Love You Deserve

When you walk entire universe starts dancing
When you bend entire world starts romancing
When you utter words nature just starts to sing
When you have a glance suddenly blooms spring

What a beauty with all wonderful stretching curves
What a wit which plays with just every ones nerves
What a fiesta which fairies come dancing to serve
What a remarkable love which my love you deserve

Come embrace me kiss me make me drink but wine
Come in severe winter just like the real hot sunshine
Let be the real lover to communicate on real love line
I have thrown me on your courtesy you are but mine
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My beloved the pure glow within you is lighting the path
Don't allow an artificial mask to block your true identity
With your glowing passions you are but burning hearth
Do not cover beauty with artificial veils what ever is reality

It is because of you that my surroundings emit the light
You are charming so enchanting, so bright so glorious
You are in me I am in you what a source of real delight
You are like galaxies like full moon to make me victorious

My sweetheart you are like my soul like my pure heart
I carry you along like my soul to never ever to leave
You and me are like center of the earth to play the part
To my eyes you are like beautiful piece of art I do believe
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My Beloved My Chick

I am in the paradise please do't send me to hell
My love please come in my arms, let me dwell
Keep in your bosoms knot and never ever sell
I love you from core of my heart let me just tell

Love reciprocates love let hatred to just kick
My sweetheart my beautiful beloved my chick
Let me to take you on to love my love and pick
Let my love be on love line just brick by brick

My love in front of you every beauty I will ignore
In search of you I can go and look door to door
How beautiful you are let my beloved to explore
You are my life my praise my worship I do adore
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I Am In Daze

Beautiful images with protruding curves
Take me on being on my strong nerves
Art is to praise, the praise it deserves
Do not ask the taste which soul deserves

When I close eyes it comes in front
Runs in the body like electric current
This is the force which makes blunt
If you ask I will bear the real brunt

Beauty is to tease love is to praise
If you touch my heart I am in daze
I am in trance by the golden rays
Love has different shades and ways
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Keep Love Ties

I take your image to keep love ties
It is taste of love which brings cries
Truth of beauty takes over all lies
My breathing has taken over sighs

What I have done and what I receive
An ordinary person can not believe
My heart is so soft so do not deceive
Being staunch lover I can not leave

Lets be one to get reality in trance
My beloved I cannot take a chance
I am victim of love and romance
Lets have love taste to enhance
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Love Like Recruits

Oh, my love do not expose pains in front of people
Do not make people to laugh at me and to ridicule
Please do not be merciless my love to injure to kill
Even if you are so cruel but still so and soft so cool

Let decide not to play in the hands of our rivals
This is what we can plan my love for the revivals
Let us grace occasions of all graceful survivals
Let us abolish all doubts, quarrels and the battles

Love will make us successful in all our pursuits
This is which is prevalent and inbuilt in our roots
Let us be straightforward in our love like recruits
Let us straighten our all love paths and all routes
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Make Me Evergreen

I love gestures of your eyes and your mood
Please accommodate me and don't be rude
Your beauty is still not carved but just crude
I feel very much attracted and just so imbued

Love streaks come out and touch our souls
Which coincides with our mission and goals
Love has very many shades and many roles
World is full of ordinary and extraordinary dolls

My love you are so beautiful, charming teen
Such sparkling eyes can never ever be seen
Your alluring beauty makes specifically keen
Make me my sweetheart for ever evergreen
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Declaration Of Soul

Love is what soul before birth declares
I am present my Lord please take me on
God graciously His love gives and shares
Follower is taken from darkness to dawn

Head is bowed and bestowed with grace
This is how heart and soul to worship
And God elevates man from face to face
With intoxication man is but in full grip

Truth is revealed only to clean hearts
Purity and chastity is thy only reward
In trance soul just parts, just departs
This is what is real mercy of thy lord

Holy journey culminates at the place
Where Lord invites staunch believers
For the mercy and for the real solace
These are the ones who are achievers
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Don't Sell My Love

My love is not so ordinary don't sell it so cheap
Please look into my eyes you have gone so deep
I am lunatic and lunatic go but for one real leap
Being my beloved you have to open up and peep

I am all yours and I commit to pursue till last breath
No one can dare to snatch you from me even death
My beloved I appreciate this life is a puzzle, a myth
Let us do not make poisonous the love we just hath

Hence I suggest take every act of mine on wisdom
Do not make life miserable, nasty and troublesome
My eyes are waiting on the way so please do come
Let us be on one grid not to debar us from freedom
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Love Aspires Beauty

Nature haunts me an I climb the mountains
Where I come across eternal love fountains
Let me take eternal wine from concealed tins
Allow me to commit really some innocent sins

Let me foot the distance in the thirsty deserts
Let me be the part of actual life taking concerts
Let us lost way in deserts like novice tourists
To seek reality let us make all possible efforts

Our efforts will bring us to reality face to face
This is what is the love's essence and grace
In process we may disappear leaving a trace
Love always aspires beauty to have embrace
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Emblem Of Mercy

My love is like a pain in my chest
She is wonderful she is the beast
I love her with all my zeal and zest
She is gorgeous and she is the best

I want to keep her away from eyes
We both want to share love cries
With broken breath and love sighs
Let us cover love under the lies

Love and beauty has same destiny
My heart and soul have symphony
She will carry along I can foresee
She is just emblem of real mercy
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Adore To Explore

Seasons just come and seasons just go
My love every season makes you glow
Your charming beauty like stream to flow
The world has not seen wonderful show

Your mole on cheek takes heart away
What a wonderful dance to portray
Your spooky eyes when wants to play
Let be frank in our love to utter, pray

I keep you hidden my heart to adore
I am a deep sea and you are a shore
Streaks of beauty hits more and more
This is how my love I adore to explore
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An Advice

One can't expect that his own blood can deceive
Against all sacrifices deceiving tricks will receive
What are the hurdles which make him perceive
Why new generation in doubt and hatred to believe

Young one play with the feelings of old as a right
If hypocrisy prevails no one stop deplorable plight
Sincerity is only value which can just help to fight
Mutual trust and confidence can bring all delight

Whether only parents only they are to pay price
Only they are destined to give just every sacrifice
Allow moments of love to overcome virtue over vice
Let this precise advice to take you to the paradise
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All Beauty Showers

Like petals of red rose with dew drops
Love captures my heart with all its force
Her sexy wonderful smile just chops
Her stylish embrace of love is to endorse

All love gestures come up to but seek
Every moment to celebrate in ecstasy
Her dance of beauty from peak to peak
Your intoxicating eyes are just so glossy

My sweetheart do not waste this spring
Let us bloom like all wonderful flowers
Let me chain you with real love string
Let us be happy with all beauty showers
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Let Love Seek

When your caresses kiss your cheek
My heart starts to dangle and dance
My soul in jubilation just starts to seek
I am enthralled by your smiling glance

My love let heartbeat be on love tune
Let me embrace you in real trance
Let in the winter feel warmth of June
Let me take just chance after chance

My heart solace tinkle in my heart
Let love meet from string to string
Let us be one to never ever depart
Let us have taste and flavor of string
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Pain Is Pleasure

My love you left me in the middle of the road
But I am in love I can not break the love chain
It was your choice you threw me from board
But I understood pain is pleasure to sustain

My love is one sided that Is part of my fortune
I love you with sincerity that remains my claim
I will walk through the desert of life in afternoon
You can call me whatever and put any blame

Life has very many colors with many shades
But I can see sun rising from my little palm
Even if I have to bear the pain for decades
You will see me with fortitude and very calm
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Love is beyond any conditions, its sacrifice
Which increases in life twice its real spice
Beauty resorts to make life real paradise
Virtue is always superior to ordinary vice

My beloved you are in me and all around
No beauty can dare to be like you on ground
Let us hoot care about every vulture, hound
My love commitment makes me but bound

What is love its a real passage to eternity
Your touch of love makes me but so pretty
My love you are pretty as well as so witty
I feel fragrance all around as you are in city
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Love Takes Flight

When darkness increases it gives way to light
My sweetheart my beloved keep me in sight
It is up to imagination in which way it takes flight
Let take love with all colors for sake of delight
Love is a rainbow, a real shade of pure white
It makes lover and beloved wonderfully bright
Its negation of ones self and acceleration of fight
Let come from abysmal depths to proper height

Let my love celebrate every moment in exile
From just pace to pace and from mile to mile
Let me take you my love in arms for a while
I am your staunch lover, so I have to be loyal
What is your real fashion, what is your style
You are from fairies land I am son of the soil
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My Fate

What is fate and what is fatalism
Which brings a lover to an edge
When everything becomes bleak
With solemn desire we can pledge

Promises are to keep and stand
This is where required fortitude
Love, beauty are of same brand
Lets have positive the attitude

Let us accept predestined fate
Let us my beloved be care free
We are but the love associate
What ever the circumstances be
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My Heart's Solace

My Heart's Solace
Our love should not remain on turn about
My sweetheart my heart's solace my dear
Where trust has been taken in cloud of doubt
Love cannot blossom in such an atmosphere

Let be honest to celebrate whatever we own
Let not waste time on useless ideals and trails
Love has its soft music and beauty its own tone
Canoe of beauty in Love River but easily sails

My beloved I love you to the limit of worship
In my heart I can see your image just so clear
Do not ask me the taste and flavor of the grip
You are so wonderful being so near and so dear
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Sparkling Beauty

Your lips are pink, I want to suck
The juice of life to make my luck
Her rosy flowers I want to pluck
Her caresses make me to stuck

My love has come to a stand still
Your beauty will just definitely kill
I am at mercy of your sweet will
Love my beloved is an up task hill

Let take refuge in heavenly place
Let me take you face to face
Let us take this love with grace
Let me follow you pace to pace
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My Love My Belief

My love is my ultimate belief
This remains a source of belief
In disturbance it's a sheer relief
It is real solace in every grief

If you just ask me my plight
I am but like a broken kite
In sheer darkness it brings light
Gives me all strength to fight

It beings virtue to my domain
Every string makes strong chain
It helps to abolish every pain
Converts in mercy every disdain

Love gives me force to conquer
With it fortitude is to nurture
It protects me from the torture
Love from every part to rupture
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Love Is Volcano

Love is like a volcano when burns bursts all
No heart can resist its just ever burning style
It crosses all the borders and just every wall
One is completely taken over by it for a while

My love is so kind which presents me wine
It takes me over and enthralls with a shower
I think I am not for love but my love is mine
Which elevates me for the kiss to the tower

When my beloved offers me the cup of wine
I am not in me but just in state of trance
It is beauty of water waves which makes smile
For just a glance I take chance after chance
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Victim of Glance

I can't afford my love I know
But still I give you a free choice
Love is a pure stream to flow
Whether I weep or just rejoice

My love You may not express
But I can just always understand
Less you how can someone impress
What one carries in heart love band

You have your elegance as a sign
I have my humility as a stance
You are my bottle of love wine
I am just a real victim of glance
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Love Never Changes

Love never changes even if it makes life difficult
Under all circumstances it is a like beautiful cult
Lovers are just crowded by difficulties and insult
But the relation needs celebration to glow, exult

My love I love you knowing fully well the stance
I am fortunate to have your real love as a glance
Let us be together to be in the open to just dance
My sweetheart you are my love and my romance

Let be on path of life go through ups and downs
How many suns have risen with how many downs
Life is a circus of so many heroes, many clowns
Love in its entirety remains many sets of crowns
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My Love My Song

I will climb all skies to be with you
My love takes me just thru and thru
Let me strive to honestly pursue
How much I love you let me prove

When I fumble he keeps me in sight
When I stumble he changes my plight
Your love gives me the speed of light
I travel in trance by being just so bright

My sweetheart you make me strong
I am proud my love to me you belong
I am your symphony you are my song
Love is always right world is wrong
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Love With Love

My love your love when touches me
I just become not drop but love of sea
What could the state of intoxication be?
How I transformed in love without plea

Wine of love when offered in trance
I prefer to take just chance after chance
To offer my love as the price of glance
Let my love in jubilation to dance

Beauty of beloved runs in entire universe
This is phenomenon unique and diverse
To be in is mercy to be out is a curse
What a miracle let me to converse

Love is but everlasting and evergreen
It is chaste and pure like blooming teen
A scene which was never ever seen
My curiosity makes me deeply keen
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Made Me Light

My love with love has made me light
I have become so beautifully bright
When a glimpse of truth came to sight
I became so light to become a kite

Soul when touches enchanting beauty
Love of one makes me to run free
What is the state of drop in the sea
The state of fruit of the eternal tree

Love is a pain which brings fruit
It is the light which straightens route
Being a servant i dare not to pollute
The will of Master definitely to suit
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My Sweet Sweetheart

My love open up your eyes to see the world around
You are everywhere and I am with you to surround
To your eyes I am in a spell with your beauty bound
Everything in universe is linked with heart beat, sound

Let me put my hand under your feet to save from harm
I am a staunch believer of love, its real prevailing norm
My real sweetheart I do appreciate you are in real form
No one can separate us whether an earthquake or storm

Let be on my side and let move along just side by side
Let us in jubilation just travel and conquer in this ride
Let be heart to heart, eye to eye to understand, decide
Let take love in reality your sparkling beauty as guide
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Not Put Me At Stake
I cannot survive just with the pain of separation
My love you played with my beautiful love passion
I lost my trust and faith in this real love narration
I lost my heart, soul, for you it be an ordinary fashion

Do not play with my sentiments, I am not a robot
Love is my life and my love you are mine I quote
Let us be companions to sail in the same love boat
Beauty for my life my love is just a real anecdote

I may bear torture and pain for your sweet eyes sake
How can I declare that our love relation was just fake
Love is a sheer sacrifice and not sheer give and take
Still I do request not to play and not put me at stake
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Love Conquers All

Love Conquers All
My sweetheart my heart stops on every call
My heart beat dangles to rise and to fall
In your love I encounter each and every wall
I come out from me to stall and to install

All fears, doubts come up, go down the drain
Suddenly I see just all around drizzling rain
I am enthralled, intoxicated in real love chain
In your company I am pleased in absence in pain

My love I do understand love is dandelion flower
Whose petals wither just with claim like a tower
Life being transitory crops up around just to hover
We, the poor human have no hold and no power

But still love takes us along to conquer all in trance
Hence we get from this stance chance after chance
Love takes beauty as real companion with romance
Let be together to enhance love to dangle and dance
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Let Love Adore

I am a poet and poet never leaves beauty to explore
Before I am totally lost in world my love let adore
Your intoxicated eyes how I can just dare to ignore
I am totally enthralled and take from pore to pore

How can I appreciate your grace and your style
The moment I see I forget me just for a while
Come in my arms and do not take me on the trial
My heart beat goes with you from mile to mile

Let me be with you on sea shore with soft wind
Let touch the waves your feet just like a friend
I am in dire need of your love so please extend
Let in love be on top to establish different trend
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Leap In Love

A leap in love can make me perfect
So it is purely up to me to select
Give my beloved your hand to get
But never ever make me to forget

We are for each other this is the claim
I am yours so take my love my name
Love and beauty are shades of same
For your eyes I am ready to take blame

So come and be in my arms to be one
Let us finish the job just undone
Let take warmth from burning sun
Let us celebrate occasion as a fun
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Beautiful Errand

Love is a set of but innocent deeds
Which remains in shadows of doubt
Human desire colors all human needs
It is a path which has but no return

Galaxies and moon are under my feet
Skies can be encountered in a leap
A romantic message from beat to beat
Apparently smooth but ocean deep

Our love has destination and destiny
Which lovers cover in friction of second
For lover is stance for beloved symphony
It is but a wonderfully beautiful errand
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Do not ask me about the taste and flavor of worship
It is as the most beautiful hand offers wine sip by sip
And taken by a thirsty soul from fountain lip by lip
Then beloved starts dancing in me from tip to tip

Mercy is bestowed and showered in abundance
I request to happen again and again the occasion
Asking for and sharing love my love is no offence
His greatness takes me on with just my credence

Embolden in light remains always in complete veil
Love offers and takes neither barter and nor deal
I can not share what in his presence my love I feel
My all bruises and injuries to automatically just heal

Lover and beloved are images of the same in chain
Love offers itself to that who dares to undergo pain
In a thirsty desert I am encountered drizzling rain
Soul, heart emphasize love is for them not for brain
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Love Is Love

When I resort to images the real beloved disappears
Whatever remains in my red eyes are my just tears
In her wonderful company I am like with soothsayers
In her absence I am surrounded by lot many fears

What a trust and what is love I just can not explain
It travels like pain in my body just chain after chain
It is like a love dance just in monsoon drizzling rain
Love is a matter of heart which has nothing to brain

Faith in love is like a particle of sand in the waves
Like a moth strangling in the deep, and dark caves
What we can expect from the relation of the knaves
What an insanity we are searching truth in the graves
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When soul is left then body is dressed in white
Which means that it is pure to return to the Lord
Soul has to become symbol of pure streak of light
All difficulties of life are to be finished being hard

It is a beloved who goes back to lover to embrace
It travels back with all its essence and its fragrance
In reality glory of lord welcome the soul with grace
What a wonderful relation with strong reference

Love of God takes his servants with clarity of vision
This is what is as a preordained, predestined decision
Separated soul when goes back for its real cohesion
Beauty of Lord takes love in its entirety with precision
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Her Eyes Speak

Her eyes speak
Her smile communicates
She is mine the wind whispers in my ears
Heart to heart she lovingly cooperates
Let me communicate taste of atmospheres

Love has a flavor which can really be felt
Beauty has charisma which just inherent
As snow in winter on burning fire is to melt
Love being center of gravity to bear brunt

Love has its charisma beauty its influence
My love you i love you from the core of heart
We both now are considered our reference
Let us be companions just never ever to depart
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Not To Exempt

Love is encircled with doubts communicate contempt
What heartless cruel rivals should always to attempt
With their dirty hearts and their eyes are but unkempt
This is what they aspire with certainty not to exempt

Pure passion of love they want to exploit with tricks
My sweetheart my love is a set of all the real classics
We understand the essence and fragrance of aesthetics
Love is a romance which is in hearts of the romantics

Love is evergreen no one can wither its petals by chance
Beauty is what is the eternal gift of relation of romance
Lover and beloved has to pay the heavy price of a glance
My love see all around nature and universe are in dance
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What Is Love My Love

She whispered in my ear, she loves me like Himalaya
And depth of her love is more than depth of an ocean
I look at her and said, you are the most beautiful fora
Your enchanting charm and grace make me just stun

My love you are beyond any physical or metaphysical
You are neither like human and nor like any angel
But still you with your all streaks can most easily kill
You are not destined to human will but by God's will

I love you and I do not know what do I mean to say
But my heart needs you for beats my eyes want you stay
You are whisper of night you are blooming dawn of day
You slain me my love in the past I am again ready to slay
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In Real Sense

Like fine refined bottle of wine
Which one can sip slowly in line
You have started in me to shine
Your love is superior than mine

You are a burning blazon candle
Which shares fire like an angel
Warmth of beauty makes hopeful
In hour of trial you are my counsel

Purity of love is like fragrance
Chastity of beauty in real sense
When combine spread essence
You are my cadence and credence
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Hymn To Celebrate

He is a candle of love with streaks all around
Light travels all the way from sky to ground
When with light His beauty comes to surround
For His kindness and mercy He is renowned

I feel Him in my heartbeat to tell and dictate
What is right and what wrong is His mandate
He is the Lord of Ones fortune and ones fate
Being Lord of universe He is supremely great

I enjoy being His humble servant to associate
To my Lord who is merciful and compassionate
He is so caring as well as really very considerate
His eternal light really makes me to illuminate
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Follow Right Track

Follow Right Track
This world is like a bitch to be kicked sparingly
Because if you love her she will kick you back
To be out of its cruel clutches makes one just free
To be more vigilant follow the real right track

Saints and soothsayers know how to command
Ordinary folk believe just in sheer servitude
Out of all very many are but on moral remand
Courage and confidence with real fortitude

Help all those people who dare to take her on
Valiant are those who the art of living with grace
Weaker ones pay the bid and offer souls as pawn
They live and die in dirty death of sheer disgrace
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Don't Sell Tears

Don't Sell Tears
My beloved do not steal and sell my tears
I will not be able to face poisonous spears
I consider you mine and guard of frontiers
Is this type of love which my love endears

I am ordinary man in extraordinary chains
But still a human can not bear all the pains
Your love makes me and helps just sustains
What is life a chain of stress and the strains

What a barter is love what a trick is beauty
Both are chained in chain not to remain free
Even if there is valid reason and right plea
I am in a whirlwind in the midst of the sea
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Pain To Bear

My beloved says I shouldn't talk about the dead
But how can I spare them who snatched my bread
She takes the near, dear ones not a broken thread
In my reckoning false relations be left to go ahead

Who is there who should be trusted to take care
For others sake one should take all pain to bear
Sons and daughters are part of heart I must swear
Who so ever plays with the innocents I dare declare

Be honest to trust of God, tricks will not do good
Facts and reality just must not be misunderstood
Parenthood is a quality not be taken orphan-hood
Care must be taken from childhood till adulthood
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Beauty For Salvation

Beauty For Salvation
Journey of love needs slow pace to destination
Love passion gives air to beauty for salvation
Love and beauty are God’s wonderful creation
Taste and flavor take their place in the narration

My love I want to conquer all your peaks in zeal
Let us have between love and beauty a fair deal
If I am ever bruised the pain you undergo and feel
And when you treat me with your warm kiss I heal

The relation is beyond any worldly interference
In love lunacy a lover is capable to talk just sense
Love is an acquittal and it is not sheer sentence
Morality keeps it clean, clear with strong fence
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I Get Intoxicated

I Get Intoxicated
If you close wine houses it will not affect me
Because I drink from her eyes soft pure wine
This is just available in every season on plea
That she is a fountain of wine which is mine

With an eye to eye contact I get intoxicated
My passion takes me to source of pleasure
My heart is refined, soul is just reinvigorated
As from hidden place I find all the treasure

My beloved what I say nothing but to seek
Magnanimity of charm, simplicity of grace
From heart to heart and from cheek to cheek
Let my love eternal embrace from pace to pace
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My Wish

My Wish
I wish I should present you a red rose
I want to get from your eyes all arrows
If you allow me I just want to propose
Without you my love I am in infernos

My beloved you are like a drop of dew
Be on the fire of my love to make it new
I want to explore new horizon, avenue
Whatever you say or portray is but true

Let me take your hand in hand to say
I love you this is my real wish and pray
Let me take real taste of winter in May
I am ready whatever price I have to pay
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Left Me Alone

I left the entire world for you and you left me alone
You my be like a hard stone but my beloved I own
You with all your problems and hindrances known
Please give me an impression of a lover overthrown

Let us talk about our life and its bottlenecks to know
Let me take you to my heart with my blood to flow
A day in our life will come to make us grow and glow
Love passions are not considered all is based on show

In this world of hypocrites rivals get chances to play
But love has its own color of light to present, portray
If you love me for life we can wait and just gladly stay
Under all circumstances my sweetheart i love to pray

May God give your beauty the eternal glare to spread
My love give me some streaks to be alive and not dead
Beauty brings happiness to life it is understood and said
I want to live under your tresses with your cheeks, red
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Travel For Ages

I want to die as a whole but not in bits and pieces
Please kill me not with dagger but with the leer
And spread my ashes on a river to travel for ages
So that I should leave this world clean and clear

I do not want to be in transit any more to waste
My precious moments in self exile just for nothing
Let me passed away from world pure and chaste
In blooming spring maintain eternal love string

Love never dies but travels through annals of time
Beauty cherishes along but never ever to concede
I am a traveler of time I can never ever lose prime
Let my blood in beauty take its everlasting seed
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Universe Wants

Universe Wants
Universe wants me to love you my sweetheart
Love messages are all around like music of love
Your taste and flavor I can take like wonderful art
I am in glare of all enlightened galaxies above

My heart takes you in the way as you seem to be
My love increases with your glowing stylish charm
Love is like precious pearl hidden in glittering sea
Let me celebrate the occasion with prevailing norm

Even if I die, my love will remain just as ever green
But I will leave love in each and every nerve of beauty
My sweetheart even if you do not understand as teen
Still my love will travel like a stream of life being free
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Love Of Aesthetes

Love of Aesthetes
My sweetheart love is a dilemma so to decide
Whether to stay down the drain or just to ride
It is an hubris an ego and a shade of self pride
It glows on red cheeks of blood so not to hide

Celebrate every moment my love, life is short
Love has its own idiosyncrasies not to distort
Let my beloved to our own passion to resort
Give your hand in my hand, let me to escort

Let my sweet love hide you in my heart beats
Let rivals perform tricks let us be the aesthetes
Fragrance and essence of pure love completes
Culminates love on edge of eternity with feats
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Let Be The Pair

I want to be in love she wants to be in affair
I seek eternal sublimity she wants to be fair
I find her everywhere but I am nowhere
Let me make you queen let me be the pair

you are in my eyes, my mirror is to reflect
Your image is my heart by being perfect
Truth remains truth and dominates fact
When you are in blood how I can neglect

Take me to gallows or put me on altar
You can't play you can't make me falter
To your this question I don't have answer
You'r my book of sonnets I am the author

Let me sing sonnets my love lips to lips
As lunatic poet, bottle of pure wine sips
Your gorgeous curves, on my fingertips
Embrace me in trance with all love trips
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You Are In Prayers

You Are In Prayers
My love you are in me my love you are in my prayers
I sought you leaving rest all the relations and all affairs
It is all because of you I carry all blazon burning flares
When you are in my arms you dispel all the despairs

I feel all the strength I get from your warmth fortitude
You are glory of my company you are bliss of solitude
I have full faith in your eyes you are my real certitude
I have to carve your curves you are innocently crude

Let me take you to a place where no one be able disturb
My love you are so romantic, so gorgeous and so superb
Your charms are so attractive your sweet cheeks are blurb
Your sensual attraction takes me and makes me perturb
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Love By Chance

I wish I should have married you my sweetheart
But I can't do that because of my family constraints
I don't know why I have fell in love to just depart
See the irony of fate we can't lodge any complaints

You say your love was of the nature of first sight
I do not have any such marvelous encounters
But now you my love brought me to strange light
To your very many questions I don't have answers

If I accept you I have to lose my family for good
If I refuse I will never ever be able to see you again
Love of old age is a very serious affair it would
Kill me my sweetheart in loneliness in severe pain
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Music of Violins

Why my heart is in trouble why I feel so strange
What is happening to me why this strange change
Communication is heart to heart for love exchange
All is destined at random where from comes change

Neither birth nor death at choice then why pay price
If all is predestined then what is virtue what is vice
Forgiveness brings pardon to man lord remains so nice
What pays throughout is nothing but sense of sacrifice

Oh God give me shelter please never ever expose sins
My entire body is injured, bruised with poisonous pins
Death I know nothing but step to eternal life just begins
What I hear all around is enchanting love music of violins
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Advice To Wards

Advice To Wards
I want to take all thorns from the path of my wards
Before I leave world I want to save them from odds
To maintain the dignity of just all eternal love chords
I want to perform my duties according to holy accords

Let my sweethearts cherish towards real prosperity
Be sincere towards each other for sake of solidarity
Be frank and straightforward on the path of austerity
Be followers of values of humanity in line of integrity

May God help you all in all your positive pursuits
May you strictly be attached to your actual roots
Follow the soldiering as profession be good recruits
He who has courage and fortitude deserves salute
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To Be Soothsayer

To Be Soothsayer
love is a sheer loss, less pain nothing to achieve
Beauty is the only suture which just can relieve
World is full of deception so it is ready to deceive
To whom we can believe to whom we can't believe

I am in eternal love so I am in constant pain to bear
In the midst of ocean all whirlwinds, I have to steer
Love with pain takes to eternal love to be soothsayer
For this pleasure in pain takes one to take and tear

All relations to be torn only love relation to retain
Love is a matter of heart but not a matter of brain
Lovers may never ever meet just like tracks of train
Love is a treasure of pleasure with but lot of disdain

So let love and to be ready to take over difficulties
This is how we can make all realities but to seize
Love is eternal moment which can make us freeze
Beauty under all circumstance is a wonderful breeze
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Different And Unique

Different And Unique
My beauty of the universe, let me seek
What all you have from cheek to cheek
In the entire world different and unique
Beam of light, from sun, broken streak

Chest to chest let us frankly communicate
Hand in hand let my love fully coordinate
In sheer dark night like just light illuminate
Destiny should seek destination culminate

You have your own style, graces and taste
From more than petals of rose so chaste
Let the time wait we are not in any haste
Lets be one on one with hand on your waist
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Allah Is Really Great

Allah is Great
There is no god but Allah who really reveals
Who is supreme commander of the universe
Whose presence on the vein of neck one feels
His sublimity and dignity in creation, diverse

He is like the way I consider merciful and kind
When I walk towards him he comes in running
He carries all images of love I perceive in mind
After every autumn He just brings flowery spring

In all ailments He brings sure and sudden relief
This is what is part of my sheer wonderful love
My faith in Him makes me away from all the grief
Like umbrella He keeps me under remains above
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Love In Tons

Love In Tons
Love is negation of self and acceptance of beloved
With sincerity of heart and clarity of eyes to pursue
This is not only sacrifice but on ones life a real bid
It is nothing but a miracle which happens to imbue

A sting which starts from land and culminates at sky
Soul does not want to remain in trouble so has to fly
It is nothing but an encounter with beloved eye to eye
It is like an arrow which enters in neck of deer to cry

Love, sweetheart is eternal gift only for selected ones
It burns lover with all fire from very many blazon suns
It is not a bullet but a continuous shelling of many guns
I love you my love not in kilos but in very many tons
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Make Me New

Throughout life I remained in hatred and rage
My heart is in trouble, my soul is in love cage
In the chain of love right just from my teenage
Being on yellow page how could I be a sage

Force of hatred helped me to grow and glow
My blood in my veins, like a flood is to flow
In every spring in every autumn I was in row
They look for the smile which I can not show

They want me to bury which I never ever do
If it is true then this torture through and thru
My sweetheart, my love it is no time to argue
A drop of dew on my love can make me new
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Ghazal 22

My sweetheart let us with dedication and grace
To bask in the heavenly feeling of warm embrace
Your image is in my eyes to make me in trance
Let me take my heart in my hands to make, trace
I love you from momene to moment just till last
I am a staunch follower to follow you pace to pace
Let me take you to embrace and to kiss on cheeks
Let me take you on to me hand in hand, face to face
From many generations I am a soldier to strive
Do not take me light I am from extraordinary race
They take me as infidel and talk in just nonsense
They don't know my heart takes Lord pace to pace
I do not know where I am so don't ask about me
Mehr is with Him where there is no time and space
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I feel fully enlightened because in me you dwell
My sweetheart I am under your control and spell
My love I love you with the core of my heart, soul
It is up to you you may send me to heaven or hell
Excellence in love comes with clean and clear heart
I know pain of love refines me so help me to excel
For your love my beloved I left paradise in trust
Still I have the taste of fruit for which I was to expel
The day I saw you I am no more in me but just lost
Your eyes attracted me to you what intoxicated impel
Mehr I am a staunch lover of God my soul vibrates
I will leave all luxuries of life to be in your as a rebel
Ghazal 20

If beams of light carry eyes then all reasons are good  
If season of the heart is good then all seasons are good  
From attitude and behavior it is difficult to see hatred  
All faces covered under cover and the curtains are good  
When we call them good but this comment do not suit  
All seem to be apparently good but the real ones are good  
When we departed my love we lost our souls in trance  
We made them fertile and they left us barrens are good  
Hearts are full of venom of hatred but love dances on lips  
All of us are good players all of us in actions are good  
Only Satan is bad and his disciples are bad in entirety  
Mother Eve is really good and just Adam's sons are good  
They wear hand gloves when kill innocent just mercilessly  
What type of killers are they that all factions are good  
Mehr has emphasized on love and in love gave his life  
I am staunch believer of love, for them heavens are good
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Real Associates

Real Associate
My heart is in my town, my soul is in my city
My sweetheart lives in it that is why its pretty
That is why my heart and soul are in serenity
But life is life with just each and every obscurity

When I go to shore I see her footsteps on sand
Every wave is in trance and has its clear brand
We are on same frequency we are on same band
Every tree carries her name which ever is on land

Love is physical but metaphysical love is so great
She carries my fortune being my true real associate
At times it seems that she is a deity of muse incarnate
How we celebrate love my love come and coordinate
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A Salute To Universal Women

A Salute to Universal Women
Right from the man ribs to the heart to celebrate
Women are in the world to get love to recreate
The essence of love with beauty to serve, dominate
Life on its edge of eternity to associate, culminate

In all walks of life women are ahead of strong men
They are like sword and sword is mightier than pen
No one knows revolution came how, where and when
For their fellowmen, all women have become supermen

But in many places they are below level of humanity
They are imprisoned in chains and not at all are free
The creator of prophets, saints and preachers of liberty
They are treated worst than animals, below level of dignity

The international day is fro some but for all it is mockery
Which is just to show men has achieved level of humanity
Salute to all the women who persevere pain in entirety
And still bring life and color to this world and bear disparity
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
The Adoration

I love my beautiful city Abbottabad to the extent
That when I come back to it I come with the intent
To worship and kiss it all through with its consent
I never leave any occasion or event to compliment.

I love it, it dominates my heart as my living beloved
I kiss and caress its beauty, intoxicated its every grid
Let spring make more greener and autumn to forbid
A thing of beauty is joy for ever, is definitely well said.

I love you my city my town I love all your residents
All love moments are precious moments of reverence
From its very start there are very many achievements
We as citizens love its beauty to aspire for refinements.
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In Service Of God

In Service of God
I was commissioned on 7th March thirty one years ago
My God remained extra kind to make me grow and glow
Life, like a water stream on its own path was just to flow
With golden stars, starchy uniform, enemies I could blow

I struggled hard to keep pace with equals and subordinates
My soul gets courage and fortitude to make me reinvigorates
To counter all odds, hurdles and hardships helped get targets
My heart is enthralled on achievements my soul associates

Throughout I fought war against enemies of country and God
Whether in country or with the peace keeping forces abroad
This pursuit of service in love brought all laurels and applaud
For the holy jihad I served for God in the wonderful squad
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Set Of Blind Turns

Set of Blind Turns
Life is an uneven bumpy road, is a set of blind turns
No one knows from where it starts and where it ends
Fortune is hidden under cover while just fate discerns
What is style of life and what are its different trends

Clear intention and struggle of survival is to display
Great people and heroes come with frank approach
So beams of light and streaks are in darkness to play
Meanest of the means do nothing but just to encroach

Vice and virtue go side by side in in world as in blood
Vicious are more than virtuous to play and celebrate
Poor are victim of pain and torture like stream in flood
This is what for world's progress they are to contribute
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Eternal Bliss

Let my love suck all wine from your eyes
Let me to listen to all innocent love cries
Let beauty to strengthen with love all ties
In sheer surprise, let be an eternal prize

I want to drink, all love wine sip by sip
I am under love spell, I am in your grip
On the train of beauty my heart is on trip
We are in line, cheek to cheek, hip to hip

Let’s celebrate moments with happiness
Over and above allow me to caress, kiss
Please take me on but never ever dismiss
Love is a gift and beauty is eternal bliss
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In My Room

Dejected and depressed I am just sitting alone
Thinking about you and the beauty you carry
In your image in your shape I am proud I own
You are sweet red rose and I am humming bee

Spring is about to come and petals will bloom
In spell of love your beauty will extend flavor
Fragrance will show your presence in my room
Life on the planet earth is nothing, love endure

My sweetheart come before love spring is over
In autumn all green flowers will wither away
Don't ask question for which I have no answer
In this drizzling rain my heart wants you stay
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All Is Fair

My love, every thing is fair in love and war
So forget about the idiosyncracies of our life
Whether on altar in chains or behind the bar
Whether one is cut in pieces with blunt knife

Odds, hurdles and difficulties make us refine
Purity and chastity are the hallmark of beauty
My beloved you intoxicate me with love wine
I dangle and dance with charity of beauty free

Love is what takes us from this world to next
Beauty is what cherishes love with the embrace
Under all circumstances real lovers are the best
In eternal race love brings style, charm and grace
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Breathing Into Sighs

When I kiss her she just shut her eyes
Lips to lips she communicate love cries
Truth prevails to cover all hidden lies
Hard breathing just change into sighs

Taste of love flows in all blood veins
Bodies start sizzling in drizzling rains
Heart to heart talk stops working brains
All strings of love make excellent chains

My love never ever ask me about taste
Let me kiss and put my hand on waist
Time is on our side, so what is the haste
My heart is clean your' pure and chaste
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Hasty Decisions

Hasty Decisions
Hasty decisions are wastage and not fruitful
Most of the time they take away ones luck
A situation has to be seen from every angle
Young petals are need not to take or pluck

Life is a serious affair to be taken with care
All aspects of life are but the essence of life
One who comes with chest up just to dare
Takes pride and pleasure from blunt knife

My love be mature to think and understand
Roses are less and more thorns are on path
Communion requires one frequency one band
Think many times before being burning moth
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With Serenity

With Serenity
You are so soft spoken that when you speak
You take my heart and soul away in no time
Love and beauty communicate cheek to cheek
Allow me to commit but some innocent crime

Love dominates when reigns with serenity
Beauty coordinates with all its charm, style
Loyalty makes love to touch edge of eternity
Beauty takes love along from mile to mile

Let my love be fair, frank in our approach
Let be honest to win all the laurels in love
Let the rival should not be able to reproach
Let with sincerity real love to take, follow
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Let Cross Borders

My love celebrate your beauty now
Hit my heart with the arrow of love
Flame of love, innocent sweet dove
Will burn us from below and above

Take me in arms show me all curves
Please take over just all love nerves
Beauty is to take love, in trance serves
All my love my sweetheart deserves

Spread your tresses on my shoulders
We are the ones who are time holders
Time will save our love in its folders
For the sake of love let cross borders
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A Donkey

What a wonderful creature is a donkey
Carries heavy load with such humility
Innocent by design and wise to be free
He is more humane than real humanity

A donkey of the world has one voice
Never ever believes in any caste the best
Being a pure simpleton has no choice
Whether he is from the east or the west

Donkey is donkey whether an official
At times he is purely but just ordinary
Being better at times seems an angel
His work makes him an extraordinary
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Sleeping Beauty

Sleeping beauty suddenly wakes from her slumber
Spread curly tresses with stretching body in trance
With armor of love allow my love, beauty to conquer
Let be your bosom friend to take chance after chance

Intoxicated half open eyes with body curves in line
I feel taste and flavor of your youth on tip of tongue
My sweetheart, my beloved you are but just mine
Among the most beautiful you are sweet and young

Let me kiss you on your cheeks to feel real pleasure
Let me take from your grapes the wonderful wine
My sweetheart your charm and graces are treasure
I am your my beloved your alluring beauty is mine
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Graces With Grace

Whispering of fragrant wind makes me intoxicated
You are in the area my heart tells me but silently
You are so beautiful so soft and really sophisticated
Under all circumstances my love you have to agree

Come forward be in my arms to celebrate face to face
Allow me to praise you and worship you like love
Please extend all your charms your graces with grace
Show me what is innocence my sweet innocent dove

You are my life nurture me really to grow and glow
Take me to strange path and alleys of real charm
Let us be together to flow in a row in a real life show
Kiss me embrace me be in arms to make me warm

Life is a stream from eternal fountain to blossom
Spring has come and young buds are to be flowers
You my sweetheart in youth and prime awesome
Under love showers we are erecting the love towers
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His Benevolence

We are controlled by God to follow His judgement
It is His kindness we do have a free will and choice
He saves us from all embarrassments to comment
For His love we offer our sacrifice as an actual price

I submit he elevates all my spirits with zeal and zest
There is no one less Him either on land or in the sky
God is merciful, kind, beneficent and really the best
My God is the one who gives me wings to fly so high

From birth till death I am indebted to my dear Lord
Whose mercy is always like an umbrella to protect
My life my service and every kindness is but an award
My gratitude is for His benevolence to accept, to select
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I Am Waiting

I am Waiting
I am waiting for you to come and to see
My heart is in your way to welcome you
Spread your tresses and hide face to be
Be my companion through and through

Let my heart tinkle in my heart to desire
We are but one heart to heart face to face
From the core of my heart I am to aspire
Let me feel your sweet fragrance and grace

My heart's solace contend me with beauty
My beloved I love you from core of heart
Let my love take you along to the eternity
Please never ever think to leave or depart
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One Sided Love

From far off distance she sent a message of love
Is it what is called my love, love just at first sight
She is so beautiful like a sweet innocent dove
What should my love I do in this deplore plight
She wants me as a staunch true lover for her life
Without knowing that I have a wife and children
She says that age is a number written with knife
And having a family is but not just a deadly sin

Love is beyond any odds, hurdles and constraints
So love me with honesty of purpose and to pursue
Let us follow true path to pure in love like saints
For me my sweet beloved like a moon out of blue

You asked me that I should remain loyal to you
I will remain but I cannot be disloyal to my family
I respect your love my love through and through
Let us love this trinity being in golden love sea
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Declare Defective

All clear orders to be obeyed, unclear swayed
God gives His commandment clear and lucid
In hands of religious jugglers they are played
But with men of clean hearts they are but avid

Men in robe follow orders for lust and greed
They implement their need to get the reward
No one else can do it less this but dirty breed
They barter their souls with Satan just as lord

Revolution is needed to throw them to dustbin
So that word of God prevails in true perspective
They and their followers are outcome of a sin
Initiative is required to declare them defective
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My Love Symphony

Love Symphony
Love is bestowed and revealed on pure hearts
Lusty eyes remain thirsty in this pure pursuit
In midst of clean as pure worship it just starts
Towards its destination on destiny on its route

Love in its own ego makes hearts transparent
Tresses of beauty just spread with a love touch
It is experience which is wonderfully excellent
The world may not have seen the scene as such

Lover is competent to hold God, God holds love
This relationship is symphony based on harmony
Who keeps his lover under umbrella right above
This is what makes a lover in love bond being free
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Love To Flow

Love To Flow
Love is like an autumn leaf which is pale yellow
Blood of a lover makes it to be beautifully green
To make in its stream blood to give life to flow
I am your king and my love you are my queen

Let me be a friend, a lover and a savior of my life
Let us be part of moon galaxies and all the stars
All my rivals want to butcher me with hatred knife
Chain my love in your tresses and behind bars

Love is a continuous fountain of love to spring
Beauty is a constant source of happiness, pleasure
Let us chain love and beauty in an eternal string
Love is just the most beautiful universal treasure
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Fair Chance

Fair Chance
With the first drop of dew you sprout in trance
Your chastity and purity dances in innocence
My sweetheart give me a fair and frank chance
Your whispering love symphony gives credence

To my love which is but just everlasting desire
To your alluring beauty to give it just more fire
The most beauty of universe let me to admire
For ever my sweetheart for you I have to aspire

The way I love you and the way I just appreciate
I consider me the blessed one and the fortunate
Let me imprint my beloved on your blank sheet
You are my soul my heart and my real heart beat
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The Love Weather

The Love Weather
My love let me embrace the new world
In which only you and me are together
Be center of attraction and let me whirled
Let every weather make the love weather

My beloved I am enthralled by the state
I don't know how to extend my gratitude
Let be fortunate enough not victim of fate
With your grace and style I am imbued

Let be the followers of real love as stance
Let me be all around you to just celebrate
Let my beloved take chance after chance
Let me present my heart in a golden plate
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Time To Crime

Time To Crime
Time is passing and killing us mercilessly
We are just chained prisoners of the time
From hard bondage how can one be free
Why this punishment without any crime

Let heart be clean and let soul be sublime
Eternity needs but just a leap to unknown
Let flowers of innocence bloom anytime
In complexity let my sweetheart to own

What I did that was series of my love affair
My love relentlessly aspired for sweet beauty
In which I remained fair in my love flair
I always tried to get pearls from every sea
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Sitting On Path

My sweetheart I am sitting on your path
Ready to gather all contempt and wrath
We are in each other as fire is in hearth
So why to feel dejected about aftermath

Let celebrate the occasion let take chance
Life is what just a beloved's pure glance
In burning fire, it is but dance in romance
Let us through our souls to fire in trance

Let us test our staunch belief in the odds
Walking side by side in love as esplanades
For beauty love is every ready for applauds
In eternal divine love we seem demigods
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Our Love Style

My sweetheart both of us are unique in our love style
When I find you in front of me I forget all for a while
Music of beauty starts mingling with love to beguile
Love starts dancing just from pace to pace, mile to mile

Love symphony takes us, lead to destination as destiny
Flowers start blooming in jubilation on eternal love tree
My sweet beloved I am intoxicated and under love spree
Your beauty has taken all my senses I now follow blindly

What a marvelous passion is love takes right to the altar
Under pain and torture makes life difficult and harder
Throughout life one experiences life but just as sufferer
But whosoever takes it willingly is never ever defaulter
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Precious Moments

Let me be ready to prepare to re-comb
I want to be presentable in front of love
My lover is coming to take me home
With clean and pure heart let me allow

To worship as love to love as worship
To praise beauty and beauty to praise
From your magnanimity to take the tip
To be in trance to take a chance to daze

My sweetheart listen beats of the heart
Lets celebrate these precious moments
I am a beggar to throw love in the part
Let time decide, fortune give comments
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Kiss Golden Sand

An offering of love is on my way today
Which needs only open and pure heart
Let from my love for soul's sake to pray
You an excellent beauty a piece of art

God has taken time to paint your beauty
Being extra kind has given me to you
Let's glance, dance on the edge of eternity
Let's take the candle through and through

I love you I love you be my love just mine
I will take you step by step hand in hand
My bottle of whisky my just ever pure wine
Let the waves of ocean kiss the golden sand
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Love Leaves

Love Leaves
I am dead but my eyes are open in waiting
To see my love my soul leaving just for ever
My dead heart still desires to call you, bring
My beloved this is my love's ultimate endure

So come and with your hands close my eyes
So that I can leave with eternal soul's solace
I know that you will neither listen soul cries
But I will depart carrying image pace to pace

Wisdom fails where eternal love my love leaves
But love with all its grandeur and glory prevails
Love remains but life as well as beauty deceives
Truth enlightens even if it may be in many veils
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Power Of Love

Power of Love
You can call me heretic but I believe in power of love
Being staunch in my faith no one can beat me hollow
So keep me strong my innocent sweetheart, my dove
Keep me under your umbrella and remain just above

Love is a real blend of pain and pleasure to set trend
When all body becomes heart love messages to send
Once initiated then never ever to change or to amend
How can one being adversary to offend or to defend

I am yours and you are entirely mine to grow, glow
Let me reconcile with the idea how to take on the show
I am in you and in me you vibrate and lovingly flow
Let do not waste time in blooming spring in any row
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Love Tonic

My beloved your love is the tonic for me to stand
This is what is music of harmony and love band
Let us travel from heart to heart and hand to hand
Let us be up above the clouds and not on the land

You are a butterfly with all the colors of life to bloom
I want to catch you to make my life fragrantly perfume
Let with new zeal, zest our broken relations to resume
Without you I can not survive I understand, presume

Life is but an endless test of veracity and integrity
Let us be straightforward to show in love solidarity
Let not our spirits be consumed by just fear and pity
Let my sweetheart make our own world to be just free
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Ghazal 18

I am a young innocent deer who gets arrow in neck
My shrieking sound of agony in love you can check
Life is nothing but a set of miseries odds and hurdles
In the ocean in the middle on a plank totally wreck
When nothing remains then God with super power
Time determines destiny destination as counter-check
Autumn comes, takes all petals to wither mercilessly
What is this unfaithful life is nothing but shipwreck
What a life and what a style of life to prevail innocently
It is just nothing but kills us all on every bottleneck
Mehr in his helplessness and hopelessness can pray
My beloved we are on the mercy of whirlwinds xebec
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A Nod A Wink

Love encourages my love to give a nod and a wink
This intoxicated gesture makes my heart to blink
Before you open ocean for me just to jump and sink
Allow my sweetheart your wine of grapes to drink

In the wink of an eye I will take you love paradise
Let me be straightforward let me make you wise
You beauty is so enchanting which every one entice
Slice by slice your grace and charms carry love spice

What all you deserve and what all I can just extend
Carries along your beauty as a whole to make blend
I am your staunch follower you my love are my trend
My sweet passion of love dictates what all pretend
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Love's Narration

Love's Narration
Love is a force which makes a weak person strong
Love is always right it is never ever bad or wrong
My sweetheart to each other we relate and to belong
Love is that eternal music which always live long

My sweetheart my love is a chain a string and bond
Which covers beauty with shades as well as beyond
It is a wing to wing and beak to beak in a love pond
I am fond of you so you are bound to listen, respond

It is a body to body sensation, is chained in passion
Love is my style and alluring beauty is your fashion
Love is a sweet song of will not of a dictators dictation
Love takes its toll and what remains is its narration
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Strings In Springs

Strings In Springs
Love is in abundance to embrace new beginnings
Closing all finished chapters for once and for all
Let us make new strings in all new coming springs
Let us be with each other from call to call recall

When you smile all flowers open to take fragrance
Each part of my body seeks my love your beauty
You talk to me in love when there is complete silence
Allegiance in love needs nothing but to be just free

It is good to celebrate love, from moment to moment
Let us be one on one like a body and its dear soul
You are my love just so beautiful and as well as blunt
We tinkle in each other our love is from pole to pole
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Love Before Leap

My sweetheart says, love before you leap
While her magical image remains in sleep
Beauty remains on surface love is so deep
Like my soul my love in me you just creep

When I want to catch you flow like wind
My passion intends to hold but you rescind
Your beauty is bright my love is disciplined
Let my love together be victim of whirlwind

Hand in hand chain will be heart to heart
We will be together never ever to depart
I am enthralled by love you are so smart
I am staunch lover you are my sweetheart
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Let Me Sooth

Let me give your stream water of life
Let me take taste and flavor of youth
Be mine take me on the edge of knife
With reality and truth, let me sooth

Let me suck all wine from the grapes
Let me take all wine from the fountain
Let me travel through curves, shapes
Let me in front of blazon just to stun

Let me play with full moon at night
Let me seek beauty from the hideouts
Let me take all streaks of your light
Let my beloved clear all your doubts
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Pair Of Swans

Like a pair of swans let my sweetheart dance
Wings to wings and heart to heart in water
Life is too short to offer and to get a chance
For every love whisper let have proper answer

Let us play with all wonderful colors of life
Let us have a flight to touch and embrace sky
At different points we may be bruised by knife
But let not stop the wonderful and eternal fly

Beak to beak we amorously touch and kiss
To feel the real pleasure of life in abundance
Let us take the bliss of prince and princess
Let us take pride in our cadence and credence
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Save From Pawn

World is full of all types of dirty conflicts
On the face of it tricks dangle and dance
Illiterate people offer visionary verdicts
In this brothel remains no moral chance

Rascals suck blood from all the poor veins
Life remains at stake for all broken hearts
Wrath of the path makes and dictates brains
Humanity is worn out and is found in parts

Let be with those who sacrifice their comforts
For those who have yet to see the light of dawn
One race takes efforts for another to be experts
All coming generations are saved from pawn
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Love Norms And Charter

Love Norms And Charter
Love is like a wild swimming in open sea
Beauty takes its pride with love side by side
Whatever hostile the circumstances could be
Through all odds and difficulties we just ride

My beloved love makes one neat and clean
Love like hot blood runs through all my veins
Beauty from its charm and graces can be seen
Being bold and alluring it always comes reigns

You my beloved like full moonlit fragrant night
Bring whirlwind on the land and in the water
My beloved when you sway your streaks of light
I strictly follow all the love norms and all charter
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Ghazal 17

All beautiful women with the veils are known to me
Enchanting and whispering gales are known to me
I understand that love is a trail of pain and torture
Whatever may be the love trails are known to me
It is our destiny which has played with destination
How eternal love to beauty entails are known to me
How fragrance of beauty is touched by eternal love
How love passion just seeks assails are known to me
Mehr has been taken care of by his beautiful beloved
How mercy comes and how prevails are known to me
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Love To Reign

My eyes carry your sweet dreams
My heart tinkles with your anklet
Your image is like wonderful beams
My sweetheart and me make couplet

Music of love is hidden in universe
Beauty is the hallmark of this saga
My beloved is different but diverse
Your charisma is really your aura

My beloved be mine forget others
Only you and me are in that chain
As beauty needs nothing just stirs
Love under all every pain is to reign
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On Love Cart

Spread your dark and curly tresses on my shoulders
I will encounter beauty in all from boulders to boulders
In trance and in intoxication let us cross all the borders
Let me be the connoisseur to taste all shades of flavors

Let me burn the candle of beauty with my burning love
Forget about the details when what where and but how
Let sweetheart embrace you with your archer and bow
Take me in your arms in rain be an umbrella just above

When I say I love you I love you with core of my heart
Through eternal embrace I communicate not to depart
Let us be ready ready to play our heavenly sweet part
Let us travel to our love heaven side by side on love cart
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I Am A Poet

My sweetheart do not throw just all arrows on me
I may not be able to bear all the bruises of love
I am already surrounded by gators in midst of sea
My sweetheart, my beloved, my innocent dove

Our rivals want us to be killed in sheer helplessness
Let us be away somewhere in the forest in small hut
Where with love my love I want to play with tresses
You are my sweet sonnet, wonderful ode I am poet

So let me praise you, kiss on your juicy red cheeks
To imprint my love on blank sheet of your beauty
We will spend days after days and weeks after weeks
To perform its duty don't keep love in sheer agony
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Satan's Associate

Satan's Associate
Apparently religious but inherently hypocrite
What a man who plays on the cost of others
Keeps dumb and mum as the Satan's associate
Blood thirsty relations claim to be brothers

This world is full of conflicts as per advantage
People work for extension of their interests
Virtuous and vicious can not be on one page
Man being very clever is victim of greed, lusts

Apparently friends are enemies in the garb
How can recognize when carry rascal's disguises
They carry Satan's smile and on their face barb
Oh world, you are nothing but a set of surprises
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Second Breath

My beloved I exactly can not explain death
It may be a transit camp for temporary stay
But in philosophy of love it is second breath
Which emerges like a beam of light and ray

Beauty is which takes love in her lap to sleep
For eternal life comes when images just vanish
It is not easy to understand love being deep
It is like a wonderful desire and beautiful wish

A leap to be in the lap of beloved just for ever
To be in quiet solace and in eternal blissful rest
From sweetheart it is but evergreen endeavor
Being on chest of beloved reluctantly the best
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At Any Cost

Your face is covered with tresses as moon by the cloud
My sweetheart you have carried away my heart in eyes
By being in your company I just feel contented and proud
In response to my love your beauty remains only prize

Your fragrance takes me along your essence is my soul
Your graces are my asset your charms make me but lost
Not from pole to pole but my beloved you are as whole
But let me assure you I will not leave you just at any cost

My life is indebted and at times my soul feels regretted
What all I want to do in your service gone beyond control
My love the more you go away the more I feel attracted
Keep imprisoned in your tresses don't leave me on parole
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Eyes To Convey

Eyes To Convey
My sweetheart my friends say I am connoisseur
So I can understand the taste and flavor of beauty
I through my wit, intelligence can easily conquer
Whatever beauty comes in my way in a form free

When your lips are silent the magic of eyes convey
Whatever passions are being flooded in your heart
There is no one in the universe I must admit and say
You are that wonderful creature of God piece of art

Your juicy lips and salty curves make me but insane
I want to take you all but not in different bits, pieces
Let us be one my sweetheart through magical chain
Let's not to take many more chances through breaches
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I Will Follow

I am in bondage of love so whatever you say I will follow
In the stream of your beauty I am just constantly to flow
I can nurture your cheeks with my blood to glow and show
Your love has brought flood in my veins to blast to blow

My sweetheart never ever ignore me to kill or just to leave
Whatever you intend to do please never ever just deceive
I have strength of love to make princess of my heart to achieve
Let me spread my eyes heart and soul on your path to receive

My beloved please let me know what is your next love move
Being staunch lover of you I have to follow love ethics to pursue
When some one asks me whether I love you I love you yes I do
If someone asks you what is love philosophy I admit it is but true
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Love Viberates

Nature of Love
Love is a real passion which brings one to tears
It is a chain of contentment interwoven in fears
It makes one totally lunatic when whispers in ears
It bruises heart and its passion with set of spears

My beloved your eyes are full of strange magic
At times full of pleasure at times purely tragic
They play very gracefully who know love ethic
Whatever its shape may be but my love it is classic

Beloved has very many arrows, weapons to kill
It is where God's will coincide with lover's will
It triggers moving and moving makes just still
It is eternal heavenly wine which make heart to fill
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Strange Impressions

Journey of Love
I love because there is excitement in the journey
At times it is full of pleasure at times there is pain
Even if if I am bounded by chains still I feel free
Because this the affair where there is no loss no gain

At times I weep bitterly to see and capture her image
At times I am by chance at the dangerous steep ridge
At times I am on red roses at times I am in thorny hedge
But this is part of my faith, love and beauty enjoy bridge

Love is strange and an invisible threat one takes willingly
It is the outcome of that tasty fruit of the heavenly tree
Why I love you my love I don't have any real valid plea
But I am in search of you if it is possible on land or in sea

Love is like a disease which makes patient to be in pain
It is in severe winter a snowfall in extreme autumn rain
It is a friendship band it is a wonderful eternal chain
It is like a beggar's shawl torn out with holes with disdain
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Love Is Journey

Journey of Love
I love because there is excitement in the journey
At times it is full of pleasure at times there is pain
Even if if I am bounded by chains still I feel free
Because this the affair where there is no loss no gain

At times I weep bitterly to see and capture her image
At times I am by chance at the dangerous steep ridge
At times I am on red roses at times I am in thorny hedge
But this is part of my faith, love and beauty enjoy bridge

Love is strange and an invisible threat one takes willingly
It is the outcome of that tasty fruit of the heavenly tree
Why I love you my love I don't have any real valid plea
But I am in search of you if it is possible on land or in sea

Love is like a disease which makes patient to be in pain
It is in severe winter a snowfall in extreme autumn rain
It is a friendship band it is a wonderful eternal chain
It is like a beggar's shawl torn out with holes with disdain
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Straws In Flower Vase

My daughter was shouting on me for a cause
She was correcting my flaw just clause by clause
I was just listening to her interpretation of laws
I thought I was collecting straws in flower vase

The matter pertained to my brother's widow
Who left us on the tricks of her father and family
And initiated a bogus case in the court to flow
To sail in her stream on our cost to be totally free

I was for her being sole inheritor of my brother
As the rules of army are clear and fair on subject
So why to keep her and ourselves on the altar
We should be love sparing not in contempt strict

Then idea got full support from my daughter
That will of God is supreme to take its own path
Hence we should be right not to be defaulter
We should aspire for mercy and not for the wrath
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With Open Arms

With Open Arms
My sweetheart welcome me with open arms
Let my love longings be fulfilled just for ever
Let me kiss and caress you with love norms
Let us be companions for real taste and flavor

I just own my body but you are my soul's solace
Every contentment comes through your red lips
In every trying situation you are my only grace
I am enthralled by wonderful curves giving tips

I want to explore all treasure but being one on one
In the process I may discover you all and in entirety
Let me see you burning with burning blazon sun
But before that my love you have to agree to disagree
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Soul In Transit

My sweetheart don't feel depressed but impress
Take stress and be like an umbrella of pure bless
I love you from the core of my heart let me confess
In pure love my love there is no defeat no success

I always find love as a source of constant depression
But it gives me the taste of different style and fashion
Your enchanting beauty is my real love’s sole passion
When I embrace you I see dancing season after season

But I take beauty to reinvigorate in me real love spirit
It covers and discovers real beauty just facet after facet
When we are in ocean of love there remains no limit
Till the time we explore all in all soul remains in transit
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On Your Will

What type of love is that which made us separate
Your beauty has taken us just to crossroads of life
From a bosoms friend you made me like a culprit
I can feel the pain of love in my heart like a knife

You kill me and then resort to say sorry to revert
My sweetheart this all will not do any good to me
As far as you are concerned you want me to convert
From just an ordinary stream to extraordinary sea

I am confused and don't know how to cope up love
Because every beat makes me to defeat and to kill
When I have another eye on your innocence my dove
I have left my beloved totally on your sweet will
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Lovers Are Dreamers
Your beautiful figure entered in heart through eyes
You are medicine of life without you the lover dies
Love is an eternal truth surrounded by all the lies
It is nothing my beloved but a set of whispering cries

He who can bear pain will be bestowed with pleasure
Beauty my sweetheart is really a God gifted treasure
The intensity and depth can no one never ever measure
Love takes all from the lover to leave him as soothsayer

Oh love, damn love you are the perisher and destroyer
Your follower remains on altar without real answers
On your tune lover and beloved become the dancers
What a reality covered in mist, all lovers are but dreamers
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Ghazal 16

My senselessness may crop up to celebrate
My beloved it will be good just to annihilate
My heart is passing through sheer darkness
Bring it to your light to make it illuminate
I am imprisoned by multifarious sins, crimes
Please open the doors of mercy to extricate
I just want to see lightening with open eyes
You can take my soul from body to separate
I am in search of you my sweetheart to find
Come in me and make me just god incarnate
Mehr he should dawn upon me like real light
Give me knowledge about me to orientate
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Phase To Phase

Hypocrisy prevails from phase to phase
This world is nothing but a center of praise
All are busy in their tricks and on their ways
Daggers are in their hands under bouquets

Intentions do not match with dirty actions
Whatever they do that returns in reactions
Hatred needs hatred in prominent selections
Images portray imperfections to perfections

Hearts and eyes need pure water to be cleaned
There is no unity even if meetings are convened
Integrity is void character remains uncleaned
With the help of valiant, humanity is intervened
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Beloved So Good

Faith is strong and love is hot and spicy drop by drop
Beauty is in full bloom to be a wonderful field with crop
What a harvest of togetherness which is ready to co-op
To explore all this wonderful scene my heart is to stop

My sweetheart in your love my love and faith coincide
As two wonderful burning planets are to meet to collide
Our relation of love and beauty is famous but far and wide
Let my love remain one on one and celebrate side by side

What I say I mean in true letter and spirit to be understood
My sweetheart only you are truth, all rest is just falsehood
My beloved I am a romantic lover, you are beloved so good
Let be clear and frank in love never ever to be misunderstood
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Passionate Quest

Passionate Quest
By honing in on what your golden heart really wants
My beloved, my love is enthralled by passionate quest
Your silky and soft image of beauty continuously haunts
My sweetheart, beloved my heart's solace you are best

Let us celebrate the taste and fervor in blooming season
Let be one to demolishing all walls odds and hurdles
Love is a beautiful passion just without any valid reason
When not on earth but in heaven meet one on one angels

Keep your hand on my heart to give it life to continue
I feel your presence just in my heart soul and my body
You are a beautiful woman my love for I want to pursue
Let's cross all ups and downs of the world my love jointly
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Love Delight

Love Delight
I was taken over by her innocent beauty tips
When she took her finger in her sweet red lips
With her alluring beauty she takes me in grips
I love her so her all qualities are on my fingertips

I think this is what is called love at very first sight
In my dark nights she comes like a beam of light
Please don't ask me in love what is my real plight
I am not in me I have taken over by pure love delight

When I roam around I see her beauty just all around
I am lost somewhere I am not on the land on ground
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Strength Wanted

Depressed, dejected and just disappointed
I am a man of no consequence any more
Hence for my weaknesses, strength wanted
Through my experience I have to explore

The path which should lead me to right
To come up to great expectations I will strive
To bear utmost pain and torture in sight
But no one dare to make me debar and deprive

I have to have my last leap to cover distance
No one can beat me unless I am beaten by fate
I have to encounter every border and fence
I do know that love is a force to encounter hate
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Verdict And Writ

I am touched by your style, grace and spirit
And believe both of us are made for each other
This I presume is the eternal verdict and writ
To tie us in a a chain of love my love together

So we will travel and cover all the distances
To be on the eternal edge of glory and progress
To see and capture all beauty of life thru lenses
To cherish all goodness without strain and stress

Come my love I want to see you in clear day light
Let me be the only appraiser of precious beauty
Let us have together an eternal flight just as a right
Let us be more frank straightforward and totally free
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My Intuition

My Intuition
My beloved you dawnd upon me as my intuition
So I am bound to consider you as my ultimate destiny
It is my strong faith which says that you are solution
To every problem which I face to make me totally free

So do not waste precious moments of this sweet spring
Come and embrace me to give life to all my real desires
Come to see me and revive just every broken love string
Give me my sweet heart whatever my innocence aspires

Let love prosper in fragrance of your enchanting beauty
Let my love to gather all embers of fire from the hearth
Let me take sweet tasty fruit from eternal heavenly tree
Let burn on the candle of beauty my aspiring little moth
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Dare To Defeat

What is my life nothing but a canoe of paper on water
Either wind or flood will determine its face and fate
My soul is on borrowed on loan and my body is barter
I sparingly distribute love but in return get but hate

Life is an endless tether and on its both ends there is pain
Pleasure at times may come out of sunburst to give hope
From the birth till death I am standing to face sheer disdain
Constantly I am trying not to write on to keep clean envelope

But dust even if refined and purified goes back to the dust
Soul being the gift of light by lover will embrace his feet
So with clear intention to keep my heart clean is but must
Then no power on earth which can beat or even dare to defeat
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Heaven To Hell

From Heaven To Hell
I have traveled all the way from heaven to hell
I failed to learn the customs of heaven to dwell
I want to remain as free bird but not in a shell
No I am in area of out of bound just all to tell

Under circumstances it is only way to be free
I do not care whatever the circumstances be
It was only the taste of heavenly forbidden tree
Please try to understand to what limit I agree

But I am pleased that I accepted predestined fate
You my love have taken my heart as oceanic pirate
I am knocking at your heart please open golden gate
Please be the part of my heart to love to associate
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For Time To Come

Happiness of love is transitory while pain for time to come
This life is full of ups and downs and is totally troublesome
My sweetheart is a garden of blooming flower let them blossom
After looking into your eyes I forgot who I am this is my wisdom

Let me be the air blowing to whisper all love in your sweet ears
Let me save in heart all inner flowing painful disdainful tears
Let to show the world be contented to be part of applause, cheers
Spiritual love has converted all physical lovers in to soothsayers

Love gives excellence explores what good is hidden under cover
If you allow me I want to explore beauty and frankly to discover
You are my sweetheart my beloved and I am your staunch lover
After looking at you I am in trance please help me just to recover
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Her Sweet Disposition

She says can we live happily after forever
How can I commit when I thought never
Even if I am persistent in my endeavor
I do know and love her she extends favor

But she needs love which I can't extend
Even if I can love her and just pretend
I am her guard and I am bound to defend
But due to fear of losing her facts I can't send

What should I do when I can't control fate
But someone else may allure I can't tolerate
She is wonderful, gorgeous and really great
She is my heart my soul and my soulmate
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Flames of Beauty

I want to get burnt in your flames of beauty
Let my love allow my love to feel just free
What ever the result of this encounter be
I must intoxicated by love must say I agree

Place an ember of love in my heart to glow
Then my sweetheart you must enjoy show
I do realize burden of love is sudden blow
But this is the stream of love in which I flow

My sweetheart my beloved my eternal love
I keep you in my heart and soul like life now
I do not It happened when where and how
But I love you I love you my innocent dove
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Out Of Quagmire

Out Of Quagmire
My beloved pour all of your fire on frozen water
Let us be frank enough to commit again this blunder
Do you have beauty to give to love proper answer
Let me read your book my love chapter after chapter

Your love has given me courage to face the world
My heart stopped beating when your tresses curled
My sweetheart this entire world is but just absurd
Love world in youth with beauty is like dream world

Take me to your heart and feel me like burning fire
You are mine and I am your but your burning desire
In my life whenever I aspire I just take you to aspire
Please be mine my beloved take me out of quagmire
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Love Martyrdom

Love Martyrdom
Being your lover and being the only contender
My sweetheart let us be together in this summer
Let us be one on one and no more just stranger
My beloved I am your romantic lover and soldier

You must be aware that love is always on its toes
Beloved being sacred is kissed by the eyebrows
Love is pure poetry while beauty is poetry in prose
Path of love goes through gallows to touch rainbows

Let my love be a streak of light to pass through prism
My innocent beloved is gorgeous, enchanting, awesome
Let us take beauty and to play with its light spectrum
If you ask I want to be successful being love martyrdom
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Peace And Tranquility

Peace and Tranquility
In life comes a point where one is totally lost
Considering it to be end of world, holocaust
But then sunburst comes to melt all the frost
Hope appears on the scene without any cost

Shades of human personality are many to show
Which in heart, soul are but to constantly flow
After every heavy rain there is sun and rainbow
At times pulse is low and at times cheeks glow

Virtue prevails while vice is bound to perish
Hatred is to die but real love is just to cherish
Most of the time mind and soul are in anguish
Mission of peace tranquility let's accomplish
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Love Blooming

In your eyes I can see the truth of love blooming
Your presence makes all around me real spring
You are so wonderful so sweet and just so caring
Come my love my love be the light of my evening

Without you my life is just so barren and so dull
I am glorified the moment you came as an angel
We both will be able to assault and win the battle
I am victim of your love on your cheeks' dimple

I love you from the core of my heart my beloved
I want to drink wine, open the bottle remove lid
From all our rivals my beloved we have to get rid
To face all odds of world we have to be on one grid
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From Heart To Heart

Heart To Heart
A heart to heart story of lovers never ends
Magic of taste and flavor sets sweet trends
A tree full of fruits takes pride and bends
I want to take you in arms my heart intends

Let my blood cross all barriers to be just one
Let us be my sweetheart real life companion
In sheer darkness of life you are light beacon
Let us in whispering to share secrets hidden

My beloved I aspire to be your bosom’s knot
Let me select you just out of all beautiful slot
My beloved you are not ordinary but hotshot
For my eyes you are my beloved like flowerpot
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Intoxicate Me

The seductive powers of my beloved intoxicate me
I find my self sailing in a beautiful golden green sea
Where we can explore all shades of love together free
Beauty dangles and dances up an down with love plea

Let innocent beloved love is a mixture of taste and pain
You may face all adverse conditions of wrath and disdain
But we will take a chance to dance, romance in drizzling rain
It may make us to lose our grip on intelligence to be insane

The first man who tasted it was no more in the paradise
So you have to have a full set of tricky and odd surprise
Love is not wisdom so forget about being clever, wise
Let be a union in love to be together and to be of our size
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My Desires

My Desires
I want to take you to heart with eternal embrace
I am one on one face to face with my real desires
I want to kiss your golden cheeks all with grace
I want to play innocently with real burning fires

You my beloved carry all taste and flavor to play
Your prime youth is offering whatever love to pray
You are beauty of the night and light of the day
Let me offer whatever I have to sacrifice and to pay

My real desire is to take you in arms and to forget
I want to make you in this entire world my asset
You tinkle in my heart my sweetheart from outset
Remain in front of my eyes to make my life just set
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From Moment To Moment

My romantic soldier sweetheart has sent me a message
From a far off distance to make me understand to bridge
By explaining her kindheartedness and love as bondage
Somehow, somewhere, someone is in love to pay homage

I have heard that love is at first sight to continue as light
She yet to see me while with her sweet image I had a flight
I do not know whether dreams always come true to sprite
In heart of my heart she is like a sonnet of love which I recite

With lots of love she has sent me a beautiful rose as a present
I love her, I love her, I also love her alluring sweet statement
With all my constraints I want to come forward to bear brunt
I want to sip her drop by drop just from moment to moment
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Miracle To Happen

Let my sweetheart a miracle to happen
Let me see you in a glance like reality
With your alluring beauty make me stun
Let me feel more comfortable and free

Let me kiss you on your red juicy lips
Allow me to embrace you in real trance
Let me place hands on your sweet hips
Help me to take just chance after chance

Be my guest in winter to see snow fall
Let us play with snow to reinvigorate
Let me see you in dim light but just all
Let be straight being real soulmate
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A Strange Place

A Strange Place
World is a strange place with more enemies less friends
Near and dear ones are blood thirsty like blood hounds
What has gone wrong with all human ever good trends
We kill each other on several, different strange grounds

Hatred has superseded love and love has taken just all
Satan dances everywhere with dirty tricks to take to win
From heaven to earth man took fall to cross wall to wall
Victims are taken over for every crime and for every sin

What was the aim of creation of man no one just knows
Lust and greed has become order of the day to proceed
Contempt like flood in human veins flows and grows
Every one aspires to meet destruction for dirty bad deed

But still some moths with small beams of light show path
They burn continuously to show the others burning candle
They still hold the stance of converting love from the wrath
Vice will be taken over by virtue by the little innocent angel
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Phase In Transience

Phase in Transience
My beloved considers me a worthless being
Unless I offers her a precious diamond ring
She looks down upon like an ordinary thing
What she desires from where to take to bring

I lost my health in service of family and State
For which no one wants to give me the rebate
How can I complain to any one else but fate
Only friend left is my God so merciful, great

Ups and downs are part of life to test to grow
My love is a sweet deep stream in which I flow
Time either will save me or will make me blow
My pure heart will make me shine and to glow

I decided to opt for patience and perseverance
To accept will of God will give me the brilliance
He will overcome all the hurdles and hindrances
I do hope and believe this is a phase in transience
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Colors Of Love

Colors of Love
You are in pain you are in pleasure
My love you made me a soothsayer
In your remembrance I find treasure
Intensity of love no one can measure

Let me take your sweet image to paint
With all colors of rainbow let repaint
How to prepare love, beauty to acquaint
Your love has made me to be the saint

Spiritual elevation has taken over all
Physical being is on the call and recall
In love every relation is to stall install
Every down is up and every rise is fall

Love celebrates in colors and shades
It has different daggers and the blades
It remains under assaults and raids
A momentary action spread over decades
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On Your Side

I had a heart but love in abundance
So sparingly I distributed my heart
But if you ask me I was pleased once
When you asked me for you to depart

My heart my love to be on your side
My whole body started just to tinkle
I saw you all around and far and wide
You dawns upon me like an angel

Love started to take beauty on a dance
I felt solace and satisfaction of my heart
Then I felt to take chance after chance
My love you are beautiful part of real art
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Sail Thru Sea

Sail Thru Sea
Life has become so dull and meaningless
And in sheer dim light I can only feel bless
What type of state I can going thru guess
Please try to understand I am in real mess

Help me take my hand to sail through sea
What so ever the circumstances could be
Why I love transitory life on whatever plea
Before leaving let me taste the fruit of tree

Let be companions in every odd and trial
Let me be with you to forget all for a while
You my love is totally mine I am your loyal
To cover distance together from mile to mile
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Proper Relief

My sweetheart please release me from tresses trap
Let me forget about the taste of your juicy cheeks
Before I leave you my beloved please take me in lap
Love in trance dances on your wonderful peaks

I spent all time in physical love let taste spiritual fact
Let me be in the company of lord for proper relief
Let me be in chain of love to hold the real divine pact
My sweetheart my beloved you are my real belief

Reality is but real light with all its facets and shades
Let me be the part of that to be more pure and chaste
I may be on the alter or cut by saw or be cut in blades
If you ask me I may not be able to explain the taste
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Only Claimant

Only Claimant
I have nothing of my own with me
My body will go to dust soul will fly
I am a drop in the green golden sea
My wings will take me back to sky

The moment my spirit is in trance
To see the truth in its real shape
I request to my love to give a chance
To take me to her vine to escape

Let me be part of your contingent
Let me belong to you as a friend
Please appreciate I am only claimant
My love my style is my real trend
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Virtue Cherishes

Virtue Prevails
Evil creeps in from doors and windows
So we have to seek protection from God
When tricks of all and sundry and foes
Then comes to help us mercy of the Lord

Vice can not overcome virtue even if strong
Vicious in their own circle reap but the sins
Right is always right, wrong remains wrong
Poisonous wine to promote evil comes in tins

Let be virtuous to follow the dictates of right
Only then we will be taken to sweet paradise
All the time we have to keep the right in sight
This is expected from the virtuous and wise
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Gracefully Thrive

My Lord I have no one else but you to look
You always look after me whenever I just fall
Give me the health and change my life book
Let me tell you that I have no one else to call

I have lost my health because I did wrong
You can being Creator help me to be right
Less you no one else is to whom I belong
Give me a streak of light as charity to bright

If I am of no use then take me away from life
For your graces sake give strength to survive
I can not remain for remaining period on knife
So help me to be healthy to gracefully thrive
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Similes And Metaphors

Similes and Metaphors
Love is an ocean with boundless limits
At times waves do travel to the shores
Beauty in the eyes of lovers make poets
Love makes similes, beauty metaphors

She is in my heart and I am in her eyes
This is what love takes time to explore
Love takes to heart all the beauty cries
Like a lunatic entity goes door to door

My dreams are just like broken glasses
I have debarred myself from the taste
Sins have taken away all with glances
I have nothing with me she is but chaste
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She Is The Best

She is The Best
She is in the army of west and I am in the army of east
But love provides that chain which combines the both
If you ask me frankly I am just nothing she is the best
Love whether in east or west go thru common growth

The moment she proposed I am nowhere on the land
Sky is my abode I am in air with real taste and flavor
I can not reconcile with the idea and like castle on sand
To this difficult question I don't have any proper answer

If I take her seriously my family will be at crossroads
But if I take her light she may may lose her faith in me
We from east and west with different sonnets and odes
We may remain strangers in this wild deep green sea
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On The Track

You will be surrounded by hundred and thousand
But you will not be able to find me in that crowd
But from your merciless rude attitude I am stunned
Do not forget there is always a shining moon in cloud

I am stranger because you refused to recognize me
But the time will come when you will call me back
To you me sweetheart I just came to see on the plea
Possibly the snow will melt and you will on the track

But let me tell you I have changed stance of my love
I have also found a better option my love than you
So you can exercise your option my innocent dove
We will have our own way now through and through
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Love Can Travel

Love Can Travel
Distance is just a test to see how far love can travel
Otherwise hearts tinkle with each other in same tone
For me my sweetheart you are the sweetest angel
It is more than sufficient that I am alone and you own

Me with all my limitations and all my weaknesses
Let me take your love to celebrate the sweet relation
Let me embrace you to be lost in your golden tresses
To kiss you and caress you with glowing love passion

I am grateful that you selected me from a far off place
I do not know how can I pay my respect and gratitude
I am totally enthralled by your lovely alluring grace
I love you but never ever I will cross limits of rectitude
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The Last Kiss

Let me kiss my love for the last time
Let me take your sweet warmth along
Let me commit this innocent crime
Let me feel the touch of eternal song

Henceforth I will try to forget my love
All relations will come to a stand still
On my chest I will feel my innocent dove
Your beauty will become dagger to kill

I love you and will remain in this state
My love will never ever be able to forget
I know this was predestined act of fate
Now I am on mercy of time which will set
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Forefathers The Best

If one race becomes ready to bear the rel brunt
Then at least seven races are saved from disaster
All those who do care in this regard come on front
The glory of the time only they dare to capture

Our forefathers taught us to survive head high
They were real soldiers whose footsteps we follow
Trained us to honorably live and gracefully die
All enemies to be cut to pieces to leave them hollow

I am a follower of footsteps of my valiant leaders
Till the other end of the world with zeal and zest
In the process I am ready to kiss very many altars
But still I maintain I am nothing they were the best
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Age Is A Number

My love from a far of place says age is just a number
It is a matter of heart and nothing to do with reality
In her own enthusiasm she feels pleasure to rapture
To bloom in my embrace she agrees on the valid plea

Both of us hail from army so fitness and style matters
We do enjoy aggressiveness, confidence and courage
We both are the fighters of the right path are candlers
With our magnanimity of attitude we can but bridge

Love for both of us beyond any boundaries of our age
Beauty will mellow down all in the light of love moon
Hence we will enjoy physical pleasure and like a sage
With stance of love we are looking forward to meet soon
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Journey In The Past

My brain storming took me to the past
Where I could see the faces of hypocrites
Who wanted to play hell, at any cost
But heavenly verdict with stance dictates

Little human palms and polluted brains
Can never ever be able to stop progress
Of those who have been in the love chains
Long bearded rascals with religious dress

Help from God dawned on me to protect
Which I still cherish as real God's bounty
Their heinous designs make them detest
They are in Sheer disgust I uphold glory
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Me To Excel

Me to Excel
My heart is a staunch critic never allows me to excel
But when it is matter of heart it becomes ready to compel
Its all integrity for the sake of beauty makes it rebel
Then it never minds whether to live in heaven or in hell

Do not burn your hands my sweetheart in burning fire
It will eat you up my beloved do not tread on quagmire
The streaks of light which sneak from your romantic attire
Hit in my eyes in my heart in my soul as a sole love desire

Let us take your beams of beauty to make galaxies in sky
Let me embrace you and to take you to heights let us fly
Even if I have to go back in your lap I want to happily die
Please be mine my sweetheart just give me a real last try
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Heart In Stride

Heart in Stride
Love is an irresistible thread takes heart in stride
It provides a wonderful opportunity to seize heart
One feels flying in the air really in alluring ride
The treasure so accumulated is never ever to depart

My sweetheart is so sweet and tender I can't explain
She has overtaken me and now I am on just crossroads
I can feel pain and torture of world's cruel disdain
My heart and soul are under assaults of blunt swords

My beloved I want to go through this torture and pain
I do not need any healing less I may forget this taste
Love is a reality rests in soul, nothing to do with brain
It makes eyes clean heart benign soul and body chaste
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To Embrace God

To Embrace God
I want to embrace my God in sheer trance
At the cost of my life I want to take a chance
People may call me lunatic for the glance
I am in love and want to be in real romance

I have left all to be with in His sweet company
The moment I want to be with Him I feel free
If someone ask me I do not have any valid plea
But He travels in me like a golden green sea

I request God to take under His benign shelter
To make me neat and clean and my hear to filter
To show me the real truth by abolishing all blur
I am His most wonderful creation His is Creator
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Hatred Initiates Love

It is quite strange that hatred ultimately initiates love
When it burns in furnace of hatred goes to get power
Fire has its pivotal role to burn to kill and then to bow
Love then crops up with full force to be just love shower

Anatomy of love is very difficult to know to understand
Bit by bit and drop by drop one has to sip this real truth
Gift is not for ordinary people, blooms flower in wasteland
But the ultimate truth is heart does get solace to soothe

Let us be burnt in this fire to become nothing else but gold
This is the test of our mettle and caliber to prove character
Edge of eternity is in search of all those who are valiant, bold
It is what is contained in book of love, chapter after chapter
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Love Is Everywhere

You Are Everywhere
My love I have saved you at very many places
My eyes, my heart and my soul have your image
Every blooming flower in my garden carry graces
Your enchanting beauty has emerged as a bridge

When I want to see you I just have a love glance
Your beauty from everywhere just starts pouring in
As a staunch lover I do not miss available chance
This is how I commit an innocent and beautiful sin

My love you are in me I am in you as companion
This is how chain of love blooms to play the tune
With sip of your beauty my love feels but drunken
Being intoxicated I get in winter warmth of June
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Love Demands

Love Demands
My love please do not cut and tear me in shreds
Rather give me slow poison to take me to destiny
But know you will not be able to break love threads
I will remain in your taste and flavor my honey

Love is a fortune which is not destined just for all
Only the blessed ones are bestowed upon with prize
Low people with contempt and hatred never be tall
It pertains to innocence and not to be with the wise

My love my charm my taste of life I will carry along
Whatever the harsh circumstances my love could be
You may forget me my love but to you I do belong
Whether we meet or not I will keep you with me to see
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Just Drop By Drop

Drop By Drop
I am bound to sip poison of life drop by drop
This is how my destiny just wants me to live
A sharp blunt dagger wants but me to chop
I don not know except life what else I can give

Life is a broken thread from a place unknown
How can I compromise with predestined destiny
Very many ups and downs I have been shown
Oh my God what is life and what is its beauty

In my helplessness I cannot express my feelings
What I can do is to cross limits with head down
With love strings I want to see blooming springs
To be the best possible creation to wear crown
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Great Dreams

Great Dreams
How could world become heaven to celebrate
Little human innocent wishes and such desires
Which can bring life on equal footing to be great
To take out helpless, hopeless out of quagmires

All are equal in the eyes of Lord then why classes
Why rich ones be rich, poor ones be down trodden
Let us be fair and frank to remove jealousy glasses
New horizons and vistas to be explored to broaden

God has created world sent man to create paradise
Man with vested interests converted it into a hell
It is up to man not to be Satan's friend in surprise
And not to sell his soul to devil to honorably excel
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The girl I left has left me in sheer disgust
She apparently has opted for better option
She doesn't know what is love and lust
Hence she took hurriedly an abrupt action

Forgiveness is serious than to take revenge
But how can I inflict severe pain but on me
She has her image on my heat as challenge
I am a swimmer and she is like a green sea

Love is but like flowing water has to flow
No hurdles can stop or change its real path
I carry her along on the face of time to glow
Apparently people may say I am under wrath
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I Love All

I Love All
I am really a romantic poet of the east
Who shares love off and on but to cherish
Please never ever just consider me priest
On the name of love I just love to perish

I love, I love, I love that is my love all
I love Creator, the Prophet, humanity
In sheer trance just let me say and call
Let embrace me the real edge of eternity

My love is beyond any caste, color, creed
I know that all hearts tinkle for the Lord
Clear eyes, clean heart and good deeds
Will make you a lover never time barred
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Image In Heart

Image in Heart
Think about me, not about my strange behavior
My heart is always in your service and servitude
You have taken my eyes to see you here and after
My heart is imbued while your beauty in mood

I know that I do not deserve you my love but still
I aspire I desire my love in this pursuit to go along
Love is solely eternal worship it is not simple drill
Its wooden flute with tone holes to music to belong

Let be the partners just never ever to leave or depart
Your love has taught me the essence, spirit of sacrifice
Henceforth I will celebrate your image in my heart
Love is but spiritual and not material for some price
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On Steep Ridge

Do not tell the rivals about broken relations
It will be just infamy and stigma on our love
Let be the truth remain hidden under curtains
My love let the killing hand under the glove

Rest assure blood when flows becomes clot
To tell entire reality and to pursue the truth
I am the savior of love I don't mind if forgot
I will take every insult still to feel just sooth

Please pray whenever you pass by my grave
So that my open eyes should close with image
But do not forget my heart will aspire, crave
All alone remembering you on the steep ridge
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Declare Rendezvous

Let my beloved take you to the real love line
Where I will be totally yours and you are mine
Let love to flow in stream of love beauty to shine
My sweetheart candle of light be really divine

When air whispers in my ear to tell about you
I feel myself reinvigorated through and through
Romance increases when your curves give clue
Let us be straightforward to declare rendezvous

How come some one may interfere to take chance
On eternal tune of universe let's dance let's dance
Beauty is on its real peak love is but in real trance
Whatever is the price I will pay for the love glance
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Real Affinity

Real Affinity
Love illuminates fits of insanity
In that trance soul touches infinity
From heart to heart is real affinity
Love takes to the edge of eternity

Beauty has its own reward to give
To your sweet eyes I am the captive
If I commit an innocent sin forgive
My soul is receptive, heart impulsive

Let celebrate the moments of truth
My sweetheart being in early youth
Forget about the rivals dirt uncouth
Embrace me in entirety let me sooth
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Freedom From Bars

My love, I love you more than me
In my eyes you can just easily see
You may differ you may disagree
I love you my love on a valid plea

I saw you in moon, I saw in stars
All around is the music of guitars
Let us enjoy freedom from all bars
For you I am ready to take all wars

So detain me in your eyes for ever
If you leave me I will embrace altar
Love is just love and not a barter
Love aspires beauty to just discover
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Selfless Sacrifice

The moment I saw you I lost myself in trauma
If you ask me I do not want to see any other face
Love when encounters beauty becomes drama
Blind eyes are not left with sight but with grace

My love now I am at crossroads to cross or not
I am pleased that I availed the chance in trance
I have accumulated all the wealth in beggar's pot
How can I stop myself when my soul is in dance

Be aware that no rival snatch our taste and flavor
Let this love transition persists till last with zeal
Love is an obligation of heart it is not just a favor
For the sake of beauty it is selfless sacrifice not deal
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To Get Illuminated

To Get Illuminated
At midnight I got up to see the magic of darkness
Your blooming beauty was spreading beams around
I was totally enthralled my joy was but boundless
In intoxication of wine of beauty I felt myself bound

Can I ask my love for few streaks to get illuminated
To feel the taste and flavor of your youth and prime
I do not mind my sweetheart even if you want blood
Our love will cherish and bloom in the chest of time

Accept my presence in front of your eternal grandeur
My love take me to your heart to make near and dear
Let me assure, for ever I will just remain your savior
When I am with that takes away from me every fear
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My Love My Fortune

My Love My Fortune
My love your strong sense of love and compassion
Reinvigorates my life with full energy and passion
Do not ask me the taste of love and beauty's relation
My beloved you are fountain of love and my fortune

Let's dance on the tune of heart to seek and celebrate
My emblem of beauty my beloved my real soulmate
We are for each other, let us hold this love mandate
Take me thru all the curves till the journey culminate

I want to kiss you on your cheeks to taste real wine
Let my love to be together just like a line on the line
I can see you all around in every image every sign
Beauty of the occasion celebrates you are but mine
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Real Ecstatic Moments

Ecstatic Moments
Hit by love at first sight, I am totally lost
At the peril of life I have to bear the cost
My sweetheart do not make me exhaust
Without you I am naked person in frost

Give me warmth of love sense of being
When you embrace me I feel real spring
Our hearts in sweet love string to bring
A lot of solace, real satisfaction, blessing

Let me be my love your only real choice
In sweet chain of love reunion let rejoice
In this jungle of humans you are my voice
Let my sweetheart virtue prevails over vice
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Modalities Of Love

Modalities of love
Distances are going to be lessened by love
Beauty is to be captured in the real surprise
Please do not leave alone my innocent dove
For all my love pursuits you are the prize

Let me understand the modalities of love
Let me be clean in my heart and my soul
I do know that your love is very much above
I do not need truth in parts but as a whole

When we agree the world will touch our feet
We will be the winners of time with reality
Let embrace you to tinkle hearts beat by beat
My love in whole universe only you're pretty
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Path To Follow

Path To Follow
After you left me I am in constant torture
My love how can I find you in this desert
Since I am still in trance of your departure
Because you are my soul, heart's comfort

Most of the time I do see a path to follow
But then darkness of disgust takes me on
I do appreciate I am not perfect but hollow
But I know after dark night there is dawn

Let follow the path of God to the heaven
Miracles will happen when we strive for
Beauty of love is in real hidden fountain
Allow my passion to explore not to debar
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Heart's Desire

Hearst's Desire
My sweetheart my beloved my sweet innocent dove
You have taken my heart with whispering body curves
Let us dance under a rainbow of fulfillment and love
I am nowhere now it is you who are on my all nerves

What you deserve and what I want to extend in reality
You might not even think of it what I can really sacrifice
I know there is no one like you in the town or in the city
Before you open your sweet red lips I will pay the price

Let's forget about the row and flow in the given moments
Joy and happiness is the fruit of fortune for the fortunate
Love offered us this opportunity for which we are claimants
Time is on our side my love let us just be frank to associate
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The Invisible Cage

The Invisible Cage
From the start of life till predestined end
What one has to receive and what to send
What one has to take what one is to lend
Nothing is known, this is what I pretend

In blind alleys being blind we are to tread
With clean heart we are but just rightly led
We spend time in search of shed and bread
Then in that pursuit we are but found dead

Oh life what type of drama you have to stage
Moments of pleasure are taken away by rage
Lovers always aspire to be one but on one page
But no step can be taken being in invisible cage
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A True Dream

I still just can't forget the burning of garden in spring
Would I be able to get someone to interpret my dream
My vision carries all the pain of my life to bring in string
Beams of light pave way for my eternal little life stream

Love is not ordinary wine be taken from a shop of wine
It carries the essence and fragrance of hand of beloved
Lover in sheer trance cries that you are mine, you are mine
And in intoxication takes the entire bottle by opening lid

The priest deals with exterior while sophist deals interior
Love is what tinkles in clean heart and is not sunburst
Faith is matter of heart hence remains eternal and superior
Surface be damaged while remains intact the submersed
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Truth To Embellish
When she stretches her arms to bloom
Beams of light come up to just spread
Heart starts to smile from the gloom
Life comes in the heart which is dead

Love my love is negation of all but one
Whose burning fire takes heart to glow
When emotion takes the shape of passion
Beauty blooms in front to show and blow

Love is a fountain it overflows to be seen
Beauty embraces truth to just embellish
Love is for that fortunate who is but keen
To sacrifice the blood of heart to nourish
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Warm Feelings

When my love you are in arms, warm feelings flow
I do not have that much courage to see all the show
My blazon love when encounters beauty is to glow
Let's sow the seed of love in awesome beauty to grow

My love this is miracle of that touch of class that I lost
If you ask me you are my present future and my past
I can offer you my life in response to your love as cost
I can run after you till last breast so just let me exhaust

Love is an eternal chain which runs from land to the sky
Let us be hand in hand together to cross the limits to fly
In jubilation let the universe to listen to our real love cry
Love is love it embraces beauty in trance no matter why
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Whispering Of Love

Whispering of Love
I am passing thru spiritual experience so sweet so calm
When she is with me I feel the entire world in my palm
And the universe to dangle and to dance on real psalm
Your red cheeks start to glow and brown tresses becalm

Let us be on the path of love to tread to unknown destiny
On the terms and conditions of your beauty let me agree
Let our yacht of love to sail just smoothly in the life of sea
Let us play game of love openly without just any valid plea

World is created on the rule of love to spread light all around
Let us be on galaxies to open horizons, vistas on new ground
My sweetheart henceforth to each other we are chained, bound
Whisper all love in my ears to listen to sweet sound to be sound
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On Your Chest

Let my beloved place my head on your chest
To weep bitterly and to cut just the real harvest
I am an ordinary beggar while you are the best
Let me tell you about agonies of life be my guest

Give me tinge that after all I have a living heart
Take me in your arms embrace never to depart
Do not talk about the world its clever and smart
Listen to me very carefully life is but too short

I do require at times a shoulder to bend to weep
For which I may have lot many jolts in the deep
I am a man and do realize that it is matter of leap
With you I do feel comfortable on the cliff so steep

So be my confidant and confide in my real abilities
Let us together explore just all probable probabilities
Help to encounter obstacles to come out my worries
Let love be energetic to cross all the love boundaries
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The Lover

In the midst of mental, physical and sheer economic strife
When suffocation has taken over to an edge of sharp knife
You have brought wonderful breath of fresh air to my life
By being opted to be a real savior and part of life my wife

You will create balance in broken and imbalanced pursuit
Unless we are not really together how can we expect fruit
Beauty is like a heavenly gift to which love provides route
Let us follow terms and conditions which to both of us suit

We are like shields to each other hence we protect each other
To every question of love we should have appropriate answer
Love is the real source of motivation to which I am co-author
Like a good adventurer from under cover all I will discover
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The Pangs Of Passion

The Pangs of Passion
Jealousy makes me resolve never to fall in love again
The pangs of passion take from pain to drizzling rain
Love is that strange emotion which makes one insane
It is said that love is nothing but a conflict in the brain

My love when your beauty touch chords of my soul
I have accepted you not in parts but just as a whole
I have taken you as my aim my mission and my goal
My precious sweetheart my sweet innocent love doll

Take me seriously less I go astray like a lunatic person
I am facing lot of pain and torture let be my real fortune
My beloved do appreciate without you I have no option
My love you are my heart, you are life, you my passion
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Sonnets To Create

Sonnets I Create
When I see in her green eyes I go deep down
There is no one like her just in the entire town
My love under you beauty is my love rundown
I brought my clean heart please don’t turn down

Let me take your hand in hand to see pulse rate
Let me tell straight my love you are really great
Please come in my arms, embrace I can not wait
On your sweet juicy cheeks all sonnets I create

You always bloom in my heart like a rose flower
You are queen of treasure I am discarded beggar
Your image is so beautiful let me take to capture
Let me open your book to read chapter by chapter
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Winter In Blanket

Hope never dies for those who do believe
In real strength of character they perceive
All beauty in universe to accept and receive
To cherish the treasure never ever to achieve

Any moment of remorse to come to endorse
My sweetheart you are my real only source
Which gives pleasure even if just perforce
How can I explain the beauty of discourse

She never fails in whispering love sonnet
Let us spend together this winter in blanket
You chained my heart in your sweet bracelet
Please place all your flowers in love basket
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Never To Retire

Never To Retire

My sweetheart I am proud of your resilience
You have taken a very right step with patience
I love your sweetness full with sheer confidence
You are very sweet queen of lovely moments

I seek courage from you to jump in burning fire
I am always with your worthwhile love desire
I will come up to great expectations you aspire
I owe you my relentless efforts never to retire

Let me assure you with you I can conquer all
No one can dare to place on my way any wall
All rivals and enemies will face but definite fall
I will not spare our enemies install to fatal stall
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Unique And Original

My sweetheart you are unique and original
Like an innocent sweet double winged angel
Your beauty portrays like wine with bottle full
I have all craze for you being instigated bull

I promise I will protect from all and sundry
From all obstacles of life I will make you free
But before that allow me to see all your beauty
For this both of us have to be together to agree

To play game of love to make world paradise
Let us be fair to each other with no surprise
Love is not sheer stupidity it is wiser of wise
I am winner of love game your beauty is prize
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Secret In Chest

My love you are a delicious secret which I am holding to my chest
Who can deny the fact that in the entire world you are just the best
When I met you your beauty reinvigorated my spirits to be optimist
In some severe cold winter night my love be my sweet honorable guest

I assure you that I will sacrifice all my warmth of love on your image
In this process we will establish between love and beauty love bridge
We will be one on one without any obstacle, hurdle or just any hedge
We will be together after covering all distance from just ledge to ledge

Come over and melt all snow with your ever burning inner hearth
Take my hand in your hand and save e from all contempt and wrath
Let us be frank and straightforward about our ever glowing love path
My sweetheart burn like a life taking candle and kill me like love moth
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Force Of Love

The moment I am engaged my feet are not on floor
Love blooms drop by drop to dissolve more and more
My yacht of love travelled with beauty shore to shore
With all these luxuries how can my love just ignore

Your sweetest smile my sweetheart just for a while
I have covered distance in few paces of just a mile
You never spared me and took my love on the trial
But just see from beginning to the end I remain loyal

Let me embrace the distance of very many instances
Let me try my luck, fortune for very many chances
My beloved your love is a set of series of romances
In jubilation my heart sings and my soul just dances
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Feet Are Not On Floor

I prayed for the spring and flowers started to bloom

The process my beloved left no place and no room

Under these circumstances I will be left with gloom

I do not know how to go about and just with whom

I pray for you to spread tresses on the shoulders

To inform the world about all our real love folders

To touch caress beauty from boulders to boulders

My sweet beloved we are the traditional holders

Of all love beliefs of all faiths in just the real sense

I will take the duty to measure sentence to sentence

You are my sweet princesses I am your real prince

Let us be the real lovers in the real alarming sense
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Light In Flight

Light in Flight
He has snatched her all innocent glowing dreams
Now she is at crossroads, to think which way to go
She screams as deer in the mouth of a lion screams
As the blood from his main neck vein is just to flow

The sonnet is full of pain and torture to break to tell
The jungle remains alive with different sounds in fury
Life of living is only commodity with no price to sell
This is the plight whether you agree or totally disagree

Life is a strange string of pain for idiots as well for wise
Where destiny and destination remain out of ones sight
For very many it is surprise but for few it comes as prize
Let help ourselves to seek sunburst as a light in the flight
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The Sunburst

The Sunburst
A bruised bird, full of blood hits hard rock
He leavest imprint in the life giving pursuit
In the way of sacrifice just no one can block
That glowing golden enchanting love route

Hunters are on the observation posts to see
How weak and strong animals quench thirst
That could be my friend either you or just me
To see and to follow in darkness the sunburst

Life is a strange hide and seek in life and death
With preordained destiny to complete the verdict
We are in cruel clutches of fate till the last breath
Without being in knowledge, perfect or imperfect
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Hangover

Your glance makes me to be taken over by wine
No one else can take but I will take you as mine
It is my fortune that you sprinkle in my life line
What your wonderful beauty means let me define

You are like a garden in full bloom in real spring
I can't explain what your beauty aspires to bring
Let our hearts to be together to whisper and sing
Love knot has chained us in real sweet love string

My beloved let me show you the charisma of love
The miracles will happen just when where and how
Give your hand in my hand and be just mine now
My sweetheart my beloved my innocent little dove
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Innocent Beloved

Innocent Beloved
I want to do it in a soft way while she wants it in hard way
I believe in the softness of love while she considers it hard
I want to explore her like a pure beam of light, like light ray
While she considers me her partner I want to be her guard

Let me show her the blend of vice and virtue on love screen
Let me differentiate what is sheer love blooming with lust
Let me be the associate of my pure chaste innocent sweet teen
Let us follow real love code in a gust without breaking trust

My beloved you are too young to understand the philosophy
Experience will make you perfect in the line of love to just go
With a great observer you just try to go through and you to see
From where the moth carries strength to be on candle to glow
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Ghazal 15

My sweetheart you want to deport from place to place
For your sweet and lovely eyes I am ready for the race
Your whispers your gestures and your curves I celebrate
As a last resort hand in hand I let me see you face to face
For your sake I have been disgraced by all and sundry
But being a staunch lover I kept up your honor and grace
I have sacrificed my all luxuries and opted for the torture
Before I leave let me take you in arms for the last embrace
I realized I saw footsteps on sand with receding waves
I have done my duty by being with you from pace to pace
Mehr will not survive, will surely going to die in disgust
To save you from embarrassment, will not leave any trace
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Grey Areas Remain Grey

She considers me useless, leaves in the middle of road
While I am still convinced my heart is her love abode
It is strange that she follows in love strange love code
I am victim of her mood, she is queen of my love ode

No problem if you have a better option in life than me
Go ahead to get that leave me alone in life's strange sea
I have already have had the taste of that forbidden tree
You have your own constraints with you I just do agree

My friend in beauty, beauty is to but ultimately decay
Now it does not matter what you pray and I have to say
Forever on the screen of world neither you nor I will stay
But what I learnt from you is grey areas but remain grey
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Will Never Leave

Will Never Leave
You my love told me that you will never leave
You left me in disgust then how should I believe
Can you come to take me out of pain to relieve
Kill me with your own hand but never deceive

You have very many to appreciate your graces
Be straight and frank and don't resort to breaches
On my part my sweetheart there may be lapses
If you so desire cut me in to very many pieces

Be mine and be my future tolerate me being great
I will try to be with you and will try to just satiate
I can not compromise on you being only soulmate
You are my destiny, my destination and my fate
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Curve By Curve

My beloved may I caress your tresses
And kiss on your cheeks to feel taste
You are beautiful book of sweet verses
Let me place my hand on your waist

Let me explore you just curve by curve
My sweetheart intoxicate me with wine
The praise which I extend you do deserve
Without you I am alone love you're mine

Let me see you in dim light my beloved
Let my explore you love crease by crease
Let me open the bottle by removing lid
Let me gaze and daze and just let me cease
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Hearth Without Chimneys

Hearth Without Chimneys
A glass of wine will do to decrease the pain of life
I can't bear it, it is beyond my limits to take to bear
My beloved has bruised me with beauty's knife
She has killed me with her rude attitude just to tear

I never thought a soft and sweet beauty will play
With me and my innocent passion like a clever fox
And I will die from moment to moment, day to day
Pain and torture to take me bare feet on hard rocks

Life is a strange puzzle with strangest tinge of love
Where one is amazed and dazed in difficult realities
Innocence of heart fails to understand why and how
Life is like burning hearth in hearts without chimneys
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Moments To Cease

Moments to Cease
My sweetheart I am bound to return your glance
Under all circumstances I want to win over smile
Considering it to be just the only available chance
To take me over and to be impressed by your style

My sweetheart tinkle in my heart to make a start
Beauty has to use weapons of its charms, graces
My beloved you are part of my heart not to depart
In my colorful dreams your beauty comes embraces

Let us be the way it is ordained by the lord of love
Let me take the taste of beauty just drop by drop
Let us be together my beloved, my innocent dove
Let me request time to cease these moments to stop
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Snow Melts On Fire

I can not explain the warmth of your desire
But I melt in your arms as snow melts on fire
Curves of your body show glow from attire
My eyes are on beauty to relentlessly admire

My sweetheart burn me with your fiery glow
Let me in your sensual stream to bloom, flow
Please do not spoil this season of love in a row
What ever is the price of beauty I know, I know

Lovers burn in burning fire to celebrate audacity
To all terms and conditions of beauty they agree
When they surround nothing else but real beauty
Love has no caste, no creed, no religion, no country
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Moments Of Happiness

Moments of Happiness

My sweetheart let us share the moments of happiness
Let me take hand in hand and warmth heart to heart
Let us talk our hearts about love affair being voiceless
But my beloved please never ever to think to depart

Heavy breathing tells love at its extreme to declare
Intensity of love in real perspective just so to speak
Let my love take bath in your beauty's just real glare
Embrace me in trance by touching cheek to cheek

Love is what changes colors of passion to rainbow
The color of emotion makes cheeks red like blood
Beauty is what makes it to burn like candle to glow
It exhilarates and gives it power to be a violent flood
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No Destination

I wept and my tears became twinkling stars
Spiritual healing makes clear difference in life
Heart must have rapport to touch love bars
Pain and pleasure exalt to treasure all the strife

We are bubbles of water taken by air to burst
But our claims touch the limits of all blue sky
Created best but degraded down to the worst
From place to place we try to dance and to fly

Oh bundle of dust you survive with God's light
We have been given a soul to be sent on parole
Then we being hollow and shallow forget in flight
With no destination no destiny, aim and goal
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Set Off Sparks

When my love you embrace, we set off sparks
Universe takes its notice to drag us together
From the heart of hearts bloom love remarks
For every strange question, beauty gives answer

By being together we understand realities
Let us set together take romance to real dance
My heart says you are queen of real beauties
My love intends to take chance after chance

Let the snow melt and be water in the stream
Let make severe cold winter in blooming spring
Let your warmth of beauty send beam after beam
Let love song be sung with sweet beauty's string
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Heart of A Poet

The autumn has snatched the attire of the trees
But you are still mourning the robes of the queens
Eyes have gathered all blood in them to cease
And you are talking about the beauty of the teens

What all is world a cover under cover to uncover
Its oddities and idiosyncrasies to present, portray
What a wonderful creatures are the poets as lovers
For the peace progress and prosperity they but pray

I am poet what I see I present you may like or dislike
At times I do take blood from heart to sight to write
Which may inflict heart of sensitives to attack or strike
I am a soldier poet I know how to present and to fight
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Berries And Cherries

Berries and Cherries
Black berries and red cherries are very tasty
To their flavor and fragrance living heart agree
Their shapes, curves provide wonderful booty
Their charms and graces are beautiful to see

Let me suck your fresh juice to be hail, healthy
Allow me to take you on and to feel totally free
For this excellence what ever the price could be
I am ready to pay my heart my soul just in fee

Your lust when touch my love I open up to bloom
Your beautiful body and face takes me out of gloom
You are my heart's solace and satisfaction I assume
Whatever you show of your hidden treasure I consume
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My Painter

My painter has painted me with all love and affection
But I do not know why I still aspire for every perfection
At times in my disappointment, despair and dejection
I think what ever I am, that I am, no point of correction

I know with the passage of time I deteriorate, I will fade
I am in transit being transitory bear pain and to degrade
Back to all my original colors from which I was but made
Still I maintain it is not me but will of the painter to wade

My master has given me all the colors of life to be colorful
He has ingrained in me all vices and virtues of sweet angel
I remained on wall of fate with pain and pleasure push, pull
But I am in complete servitude to obey the will as a real bull

At times I just do complain in a light vein about my existence
At very many occasions I feel fragrance of colors as my essence
Some colors have gone down light which were really dense
But I have all my doubts about my wit intelligence and sense
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Innocent Magical Bird

Love makes an ordinary person to be an extraordinary
It is a real forceful force which is definitely to endorse
Its stamp is eternal and universal to break chains to free
Through lover's heart being clean and in clear discourse

Love establishes rapport between man to man and to God
It is that sacred verdict which with sheer honesty blooms
Man is but fully protected under all circumstances by Lord
Mercy, kindness in shape of love can be narrated in volumes

My sweet beloved it is not me who taught you love to glow
But it is inherent in your beautiful heart which I triggered
It is all your charms, style, graces which were bound to show
What all is being carried by unfettered, innocent magical bird
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To Fill With Colors

Fill Life With Colors
My sweetheart you have filled my life with all the colors
So I have become a rainbow to touch sky and earth both
My all sonnets and odes have become a book with chapters
I love you like a moth loves a candle on I declare on oath

Your prime and youth have taken my emotions and passion
My beloved how can I make you to understand my love
Your curly hair on your forehead have become a real fashion
Your charms and graces make you really sublime my dove

Let me show you the path to our love paradise, to the heaven
Let me take you and show you the magic of love in real life
Let me sea you your all beautiful curves in real style in action
I am looking forward in this winter season to just be my wife
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She Is Excused

She is Excused
Every time my love decides to leave
But then begs to be in my company
She sends a message which I receive
She has very many waves like sea

Her heart is like an anxious little bird
Which takes its wings to fly to sky
And sings its love song word by word
With mixed emotions says goodbye

She comes she goes considers love play
Her beauty is a weapon being just used
Everyday she is a lady of just that day
Being immature she is hereby excused
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I Want To Follow

I Want to Follow
Throughout my life I want to follow you being behind
Love is blind which makes me lunatic and just blind
I know that beauty is very cruel as well as purely kind
You travel in my blood in my soul as well as in my mind

These facets and shades of life are at times like light, dark
My sweetheart my beloved my innocent dove bring spark
When you whisper about love in my ears sounds like lark
We both are in love park to initiate love light to make arc

Let be the real appraiser of life under the shadow of love
Let's decide to take the opportunity but when, where, how
Take me under your charisma and remain on me just above
I love you I love you my sweetheart my innocent sweet dove
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I Am Taurus

I am Taurus
I am a Taurus so stubborn, bombastic, obstinate, and rigid,
But my loyalty brings stability and security to motherland
My patriotism is running in my blood like real violent flood
Being virtuous by birth my style of life is so sweet and grand

Enemies should not take me light because I am soldier of God
Friends appreciate my love and affection believe in my cause
I am bound by verdict of faith to remain to my glorious Lord
I understand my duties and responsibilities clause by clause

I remain winner whether I win or lose or embrace martyrdom
I love my God to the utmost of my domain and my capabilities
No one can match me by the grace of God I am real Muslim
Please do not take me granted I am like a real morning breeze
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Blessing Or Bane

Blessing or Bane
Whether love is a blessing or just a bane
But it travels in my blood veins like a pain
Faith is enough to carry along even a grain
It makes assault on heart again and again

Beauty is a miracle, magic to play with strings
All the universe sings like in blooming springs
No one is saved when by love it is but it stings
Love, beauty are flying in a chain with wings

I want an eternal embrace from my sweetheart
We intend to be together never ever to depart
Love intends to read book of love part to part
Let me love fly to some other world on love cart
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For You I Pray

For You I Pray
My love love is not a game which you can play
On your own terms and conditions in a dismay
It is set of sacrifices to be offered just in an array
Pain, torture cuts one in to pieces but everyday

My love what you do that just do not correspond
With your tricks and your untoward odd attitude
It sounds strange to love for a while in tricky bond
You should love me in true spirits or to be just rude

This hypocrisy will take my life, I will die mercilessly
If this is your desire then you aspire to take your way
Forget about that to your silly designs I agree, disagree
But you should prosper and progress this is what I pray
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My Irrational Emotions

My current love affair with my irrational emotions
Has made my love to uncover my spiritual realities
It has opened new vistas, horizons to the new seasons
Let us reveal my destinations through real destinies

My beloved I will take this blame to capture moments
From your enchanting sweet beauty chunk by chunk
To take to my heart through insights and judgments
With the taste and flavor of your beauty I feel so drunk

Your sweet gestures and your love whispers in my ear
Make me lunatic to take me to the highest love peaks
My sweetheart you are so wonderfully near and so dear
Let me take you in my arms to take all juice of cheeks
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Twinkle To Celebrate

Twinkle to Celebrate
When you smile stars shine and twinkle to celebrate
Your wonderful style and your beauty like sweet lover
When your eyes carry stars to twinkle to coordinate
All heavenly bodies grow, glow to give sweet answer

Universe is ready to serve and to extend its all charms
It kisses you like a lunatic lover to be your real sweetheart
My beloved your beauty blooms in all seasons to norms
To ask for its appreciations by lover never ever to depart

Come and dance with me on my heartbeat and soul's tune
Embrace me and take me for the sake of your sweet beauty
I can feel warmth of your beauty in winter in spring in June
Let me feel free to worship and to your terms to fully agree
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Give Me Try

When my beloved is with me then happiness is all around
When she is away from me I stumble and lose all my ground
I lose all her image and world seems totally blind and blur
In depression and dejection I find myself bruised on love altar
She is my heart my soul and my love, she is also like my life
When she is away I am on bed of thorns cut into pieces by knife
She is like my universe full of all galaxies and moonlit moon
I am in search of her like a lunatic to find her but very soon
Without her I am incomplete because I lost her from my ribs
I own her from the time immemorial she is my sole a real dibs
My sweetheart do not waste time less spring season just pass by
Come on be mine I will keep you in my heart and soul give me try
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With Many Chances

With Many Chances
My romantic mood turns into sweetness and roses
Suddenly, my sweetheart I just feel in love with love
Life opens up for me blooming with many chances
I find you all around me and on me over and above

What romantic atmosphere prevails in your presence
What I see I can't explain in words my sweet beloved
I am surrounded all around by your essence, fragrance
I feel as if I am to take champagne by opening its lid

Come bloom with me in the spring like a beautiful rose
Let us conquer this world hand in hand till last moment
Let us be frank and straightforward to assault to bulldoze
Let us take the straight path to leave our eternal imprint
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Let Me Seek

Let Me Seek
Pure and chaste love to bloom so to speak
My down trodden love is now at its peak
Your hand is in hand I love cheek to cheek
I am founder of your beauty now let me seek

Permission to touch allowance to sweet kiss
My sweetheart, beloved my enchanting miss
Either take me to bosoms knot or just dismiss
You have dawned upon me like a real bliss

I carry along you unseen image now and then
I don't know I will be able to see where when
You may consider me like just an equestrienne
You may take my stance serious or of a comedian
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Beautiful Silly Weather

My heartbeat increases with your gait like swan
My sweetheart I am ready to give my life in pawn
What a beauty of universe she is a perfect paragon
She takes me on from night till pure perfect dawn

What a beauty which has cordoned love all around
When together we are neither on sky nor on ground
The moment I saw you I am in trance and astound
Your charisma carries along your beauty traits abound

My beloved come in this snowfall to play together
Our romance will bloom in a beautiful silly weather
We will whisper for every question and every answer
You carry the beauty of universe and I am the claimer
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Wild And Free

Wild and Free
Nature in its own right is wild and free
Religion and morality put certain bars
Man has a stance to agree or disagree
Imbalance created is a reason for wars

Injustice is there to mar the equilibrium
Balance of power is needed to celebrate
Prudence differentiate between dictum
Conscience is there just fully deliberate

To uncover all hidden follies and faults
This is how we can counter all assaults
Cleanliness of heart brings and so exalts
My friend it is set of strange somersaults
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So Clever And Smart

Clever and Smart
My sweetheart this is none of your fault
It is me who took the unwanted assault
I never knew on her part it was somersault
I was sadly mistaken that it was just exalt

You played a game and game was useless
Time and again I took it was not but bless
But I failed miserably in my wrong guess
I took you neat and clean like your dress

You are not of my need I knew from start
The reason we could not tell heart to heart
In this drama of life what could be our part
I never knew you were so clever and smart
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Weather Of Heart

Weather of heart has different facets and shades  
When it is good entire world seems to be colorful  
But when it is taken over by sharp, blunt blades  
Beauty makes love beautiful like a beautiful angel

Beauty makes world like a heaven and paradise  
Without beauty world is the ugliest, dirtiest place  
Life is nothing but continuous set of a surprise  
Let me take you hand in hand and just face to face

My beloved your beauty is my asset, my treasure  
You are my soul's solace and my heart's satisfaction  
You are really my constant and continuous pleasure  
Without you I am in pieces you bring me perfection
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On The Rocks

Let my beloved forget about the past row
Let us be real friends again let shake hands
Love stream is that which never loses flow
It is not which is written something on sands

My love your curves and your sweet gestures
Make me to see you and understand the reality
So that I can write on beauty many chapters
Let's declare mutual terms, conditions to agree

Henceforth to be in mutual love and respect
Not to blame but to forebear all odds together
Let us be on one grid to be just really perfect
It is not good to play with love petals to wither
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Real Love Tonic

Real Love Tonic
My sweetheart for me you are real love tonic
I can't survive without, for life you are logic
I do know all our rivals are our staunch critic
It is you who snatched faith to make aesthetic

If you do not want to be with me I will leave
This transitory cruel world you must believe
Kill me with your beauty and please relieve
I am your appraiser please never ever deceive

Love is a medicine of just all incurable diseases
It is like a magic which cures with its real auras
Gives pleasure to the body even if full of bruises
With all inherent drawbacks it definitely pleases
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Gracefully Depart

My sweetheart I am in love please understand
You are so ignorant but so sweet don't debar
For the sake of your beauty give hand in hand
Be in love, take my love don't be always in war

My love passion when blooms to touch to kiss
I suddenly embrace and take you in my arms
I miss you my miss and do not want to just miss
Your beauty informs me to follow all the norms

I love you, you take my love stance as awkward
You can't understand the sincerity of my heart
In your stupidity you take it a trick and a fraud
If you do not need me then please gracefully depart
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Fake Painter

Fake Painter
You have wasted my precious time and words
On a useless discussion resulting but nothing
If foolishness is at top then why to be wizards
Tricky girl you are master of but sheer acting

So you teach me what is painting what is not
Listen  I am not student but the master of art
I know what all you carry in your bosom knot
If you so desire I can paint that real hot part

So do not take  chance for the sake of chance
I will now paint what I do want to really paint
Be remain busy in your promotion of stance
And I will paint to show you the effort of saint
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Taken Away By Tide

She has written love on sand to be taken away by tide
I love her innocence as she does not know its meaning
Her foolishness is considered stupidity just far and wide
Love is like a wave of water broken like a broken string

Beauty in her innocence considers love just a play a game
Which is to be played and then to be left to another occasion
Lover has to bear the brunt and and to borrow a bad name
But in hear of his heart he glowingly celebrates his fortune

My young sweetheart your beauty has not yet met a setback
So you have to have extra care and caution in this pursuit
If you lose your sight you will not be back on this love track
Take your time till you become wiser till matures your fruit
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Colorful Sentiments

My love come be in arms and make night colorful
In this way you will touch the galaxies all above
And both of us will win this beautiful life battle
We have the honesty and clarity of heart my dove

You will have wonderful dreams to just celebrate
You will not be able to forget these golden moments
People will be envious of wonderful fortune so great
Time will keep in its annals all these beautiful prints

My sweetheart I will remember this sweet embrace
My body will nurture your essence and sweet fragrance
I will feel reinvigorated in this wonderful solace
For ever you will remain my princesses and I am prince
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I Am In Need

I am in Need
On the basis of love I plead
I need you by being in need
Please be mine in this state
Please help me, be considerate
Without you I am in fire
To be with you is my desire
In your rainbow I will mix
This is how in life I fix
All my wish and all cravings
This is what in life my savings
Your beauty is full of grace
My love is ready to embrace
Your glowing cheeks in trance
That may be my only chance
Love is but a lovely bond
Which makes me your fond
Let us take this chance of life
Whether saved or just on knife
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Fake Love

Sham Love
Sham love is nothing but a trick of the cheat
It is just another type of hatred and contempt
Falsehood is beaten by truth it can never beat
Whatever be the mode or whatever attempt

Fake are the ones who follow the wrong path
They never ever get their destiny or destination
Their fate is determined by all the real wrath
They lack sentiments, emotions and love passion

They will leave unsung with miserable plight
Time will kick them and just will never ever save
Darkness is their abode they will never see light
They will disappear like a tide and like a wave
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In Love Season

I just saw a lightening and then I was no more
Do not ask me the price of worship and adore
I am burnt alive and left my ashes to explore
My love is supreme that story is door to door

Love is a burning fire, leaves nothing around
I am neither on the sky nor on the real ground
Beauty, love are in chain excellently confound
But I do admit, declare that I am totally bound

Life is an hearth which keeps on burning, listen
In your love I have opted to be fire as a fashion
My anxious soul will come to see in love season
Like a lunatic I will follow from station to station
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I Can't Survive

I Can't Survive
My beloved I can't survive with you I will die
My pulse beats, tinkling of heart shows presence
My eyes are fixed on your image fixed as high
I am totally intoxicated with your sweet fragrance

Please never ever ever think to leave me alone
Without you I will be nothing but just dead man
Let me kiss you to be on your frequency and tone
I am your really appraiser and your sweetest tone

Come and embrace me to give me life to celebrate
Real love in its entirety to see beauty in real bloom
To be with me to give strength to tackle accelerate
Only you can make alive only you make me groom
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Real Regime

Allow me to flow my water in your stream
My beloved take every ray of the light beam
Your beauty is my asset my love is your theme
Let us being supreme enjoy our real regime

Take me to your garden to taste your ever fruit
Being cute allow me to sing song on your flute
Allow my love to pay your beauty proper tribute
I am of no consequence you are beauty of repute

Let me take all your taste and flavor in trance
My sweetheart give me time and again a chance
I can sacrifice my love for the sake of a glance
I love you I love you this but my real valid stance
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Candle In Wind

Candle in Wind
My love is innocent she takes burning candle to wind
She never ever cares that this will bring love to an end
Keeping her charms and graces she is ready to rescind
But she is in her style makes never ever to go to bend

She is not aware of idiosyncrasies of life in its entirety
She is still not aware that what whirlwind she can bring
Without her veil she sparingly spreads beauty in the city
She doesn't know she is not a flower but blooming spring

Flowers of her petals are so soft and so sweet to celebrate
Her fragrance and essence takes my life to eternal height
She is so sweet so gorgeous so beautiful so charming, great
Her green eyes make to take dip and to go on eternal flight
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Real Love Attraction

We have the intuition that we are meant for each other
In each other's company we can deepen our love bond
You are my good adviser and I am your staunch admirer
Chain of love and beauty to cross time limit and beyond

My sweetheart I do not know what is love and its shades
What I know is constant and consistent torture and pain
Love is what is cut by sharp blunt time's unknown blades
Real sense of loyalty and sincerity with sacrifice to attain

My beloved it was just the error of glance to make dance
Now I am undergoing the process of real transfiguration
I feel lighter, enlightened to go just along to take chance
We both have inbuilt and inherent just real love attraction
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Under The Lust

Under the Lust
In this entire world there is none to be trustworthy
Near, dear ones are chained in their vested interests
Every move is calculated to take all fruit of the tree
Internally hypocrites portray externally the sophists

Trust is a that rare commodity sold on need to fulfill
Personal desires fully covered with just lust and greed
Honesty is taken to the altar time and again is to kill
Every relation is of need which in hatred brings bread

Human have many faces of animals hidden in cover
Their so called innocence is covered under the lust
Throughout ones life one is never ever but to discover
Because eyes are dirty and hearts are in complete dust
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Fancy To Reality

From fancy to reality can be an uphill battle
Our fantasies lose power in the light of day
Clarity of heart and vision may become subtle
Nothing can stray the actual straight light ray

The way she offered me her heart and her soul
I can't resist to take her to my heart with love
I am down there in a thirsty desert but as whole
She is like a drizzling rain on sky over and above

Love is what takes just in a moment to celebrate
Beauty is a charisma, a magnet to attract in reality
My sweetheart you have to taken to reinvigorate
Come embrace me help me to make me really free
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The Discovery

Still I do not know why I have been sent to land
When I saw you my beloved I understood aim
On your frequency when I suddenly tuned band
I saw your light in me I became a burning flame

World is created by the Lord as a place to love
He wanted to celebrate His image far and wide
He feels pleased to see His creation from above
Prophets and saints are selected to help to guide

Love of Master is pivotal linchpin in all activities
He celebrates presence in beautiful human faces
Eternal love breeze opens up man crease by crease
This is how He showers style, charms and graces
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Open New Chapter

In despair and disappointment darkness prevails
Hence it is better to keep window of heart open
Love streak enters and gorgeous beauty just entails
The light comes as a blast from the blazon sun

Entire surrounding takes shape of an innocent baby
Lover, beloved get solace and satisfaction abound
Souls start dangle and dance to be just totally free
It is the juncture of time where real pleasure is found

Open up my sweetheart say whatever you feel like
I am a passionate listener to the agony and torture
Let us be together hand in hand just without any hike
Let us start all a fresh and let us open a new chapter
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Know To Flow

Fate is hidden written in the book
Palm takes from some uneven lines
Some jugglers play with being crook
Extract some meanings from mines

Whatever written either good or bad
Makes but destiny, destination clear
At times if known makes one just mad
Creation of God to Him near and dear

Faith is solace in this very difficult case
God is savior under all circumstances
He keeps His creation just face to face
Sparingly offers but very many chances

Full servitude brings all clear freedom
Man is vicegerent he must know to glow
Life is a stream from path troublesome
Man is a swimmer with flow he is to flow
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Read Word By Word

Word By Word
My inner voice calls you time and again
My beautiful beloved take me seriously
People say love is conflict of the brain
Let us again take fruit of forbidden tree

For your sake I can just leave paradise
We will together convert desert fertile
Come as a prize and make me surprise
I have lost all on your wonderful smile

My sweetheart let be in real communion
Let us be frank free and straightforward
On the chest of earth let celebrate reunion
Let me listen and read you word by word
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Romantic Impulse

Romantic Impulse
My sweetheart you are my romantic impulse
You reinvigorate my love just drop by drop
Strength of your beauty has taken me convulse
This is a relation which will never ever to stop

You are so beautiful that words can not explain
Your charisma has changed my attitude to life
I am a barren desert and you are drizzling rain
Chop me once with your poisonous sharp knife

Allow me to open you my love crease by crease
Let me see your beauty in its all real seven colors
What a wonderful piece of art which make cease
Allow me to touch and to kiss your sweet flowers
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Warmth In Arms

Sun will dare not to touch my body
When I get real warmth in your arms
No one can see my love to be with me
No one can dare to violate the norms

When I sleep and go for an embrace
I feel pride in my real sweet fortune
When we are lips to lips, face to face
Being with same music, same tune

Let us be one with two loving hearts
Let me caress and kiss you in trance
Let be one pace to pace, parts to parts
Let love take just chance after chance
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Beauty To Grace

Beauty to Grace
Your whispering of love in my ear tinkle as song
These moments will be most powerful in my life
Rest assure my love to each other we do belong
I do not care even if you cut in pieces with knife

Love is a sharp blunt weapon which never stops
It kills lover in such a way that he is unable to cry
One has to carry his cross till end for the real hops
And remains on that till he sees the truth on sky

Love, crazy love makes one to march to grandeur
Where pain and pleasure to wait to just embrace
Beauty is to take, to touch after never ending endure
This is how love under cover of beauty is to grace
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Whirlwind Romance

Whirlwind Romance
I am lost, taken over by whirlwind of romance
Glance of sweetheart has not given me a chance
I was in the air my heart and soul were in dance
In all this surrounding I was just victim of trance

In spur of moment I lost my world on graceful gait
All your charms and graces just bloom to celebrate
All went hurriedly with out just being so moderate
But let me tell you the experience was surely great

My beloved love is but a real whirlwind to accelerate
Distance apart hearts and souls to agree on one date
Their is nothing much to think or much to deliberate
It is but love passion which makes the lovers passionate
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Aspires To Flow

Aspires to Flow
The moment I am in love I am like a blazon sun
Beauty gives air to the fire to take you and run
Tell me my sweetheart how can this all be done
All has gone pain what we have started as a fun

I see your image dancing all around in a state
Where I can not find me to be there to celebrate
Love is to associate with beauty to be moderate
Whatever is the experience that is really very great

Love is what beauty needs to nurture, to grow
To any solace and satisfaction it is really big blow
It is like a stream along which one aspires to flow
It culminates at pleasure but starts just in a row
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Gestures Celebrate Aflame

My love wants to kiss my lips, they utter her name
In sheer love she is extending a remarkable acclaim
This lovely and wonderful gesture celebrates aflame
Love and beauty are in one frame for common flame

From time immemorial she has taken my heart, abode
Being a poet she seems to me a love sonnet and an ode
In search of love we have opted to take a common road
My love, love is in chain of your beauty like a-la-mode

Let us be together and to celebrate love in real harmony
Let's not whisper with wind rather communicate clearly
My love the universe has not seen such wonderful beauty
My beloved give your hand in my hand to cover journey
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Ignite The Spark

Ignite the Spark
Glad to see and to know that you are hail and hearty
Your health and beauty is of prime importance to me
Ignite the spark of love and you will flow with poetry
This is how I can celebrate your beauty like green sea

Love encounters very many hurdles to be more refined
Beauty has lot many charms and graces to come to bloom
My sweetheart love is on its path with light but so blind
It is miracle which makes a dead heart to tinkle I presume

My beloved be solace and satisfaction of my anxious heart
Come and embrace me being eternal friend to accelerate
Please take care and never ever think or try to leave, depart
With your beauty so gorgeous and your graces so great
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Your Spell

Something is missing from my life
It may be my heart or my sweet soul
It may be taste of life or flavor of strife
At times seems I 'm missing as whole

My sweetheart can make me perfect
I can look forward to your beauty
I 'm under your spell and your impact
Your beauty makes me to take, agree

Our togetherness will lead us to unity
Where spring will bloom in all flowers
Our destination is determined by destiny
Your beauty will be taken by love showers
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In Search Of

I am in search of some beautiful spot
Where I can pour, share my love a lot
Beauty should hold me in bosom knot
In ocean of life I need a proper yacht

Pleasure is on the other side of ocean
Treasure to be searched with the sun
Who is mine my love less you none
My sweetheart let me take you to run

High mountains invite to touch sky
My passion and nature make me fly
In love embrace I just want to cry
I wish I love you but I fear I may die
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Beauty In Stance

Beauty in Stance
Today sky is full of clouds but tomorrow sun will shine
Nothing is constant in this world just let me clearly opine
Fortune dares to kiss those who dare to meet her just fine
Consistent struggle has its taste and flavor like pure wine
I am destined to be a man of destiny, destination is mine
Bruises of heart and soul to be kept alive with real brine
My mission is so vital that I see all around its glowing sign
I am proud of the fact my Lord keeps me with Him on line

Miracles happen when love takes verdict of beauty in stance
Life becomes a caring friend to provide chance after chance
But one should not mix reality with just ordinary romance
To be fully involved in real love affair one should be in trance
Let me apprise you about the clarity of eyes heart in advance
One should keep efforts in tact not to leave all on circumstance
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Sip Drop By Drop

I kiss your beautiful warm red lips my beloved
It intoxicates me as if I have taken bottle of wine
The moment in sheer jubilation I open its tight lid
I gives impression that my love you are but mine

Come to me I want to fill eyes with your beauty
My love wants to take you in eternal love chain
Not to depart, not to play with my heart on plea
It is not easy to forebear, go through severe pain

My romantic nature makes me to sip drop by drop
All wine, taste and flavor of you blooming youth
She is so anxious in love that appears to be the prop
Let my love be together to heart's satisfaction, sooth
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I Drink Wine

When I drink wine from wonderful eternal cup
The beauty of cup-bearer makes me to dance
Love when mix up with beauty becomes worship
This wonderful experience is outcome of glance

Whosoever drinks this wine is drunk to the brim
The taste and flavor one can never ever explain
Intoxicated eyes make love so sweet in paradigm
Beauty starts sparkling like autumn drizzling rain

My passion, emotion when takes her to embrace
Love blazons and starts dancing but all around
Real lover is that who takes wine with real grace
Makes beauty in real sense to kiss and surround
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Beauty, Love, Truth

My beloved is emblem of beauty, love and truth
She blooms like my real destiny and destination
Her charm, her graces, her style but are uncouth
In utter distress she proves herself to be salvation

Her company makes me refine to define real love
I take something wonderful from heavens above
I do not know this all happened when, where, how
But she embraced me like a sweet innocent dove

I want to keep her in my eyes in me and all around
Like her essence and fragrance I want to surround
Her wonderful smile leaves me surprised, astound
Her beauty make my heart and soul totally confound
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To Be My Wife

To Be My Wife
Come with me and I will show you paradise
Accompany my love to bring spring to bloom
Your wonderful presence will definitely suffice
My sweetheart your sweet presence will resume

All my strength to be ready to take you along
On the path of love to encounter and surpass
I am fortunate to me my beloved you belong
My sweetheart my beloved my wonderful lass

Let love take your beauty in hand to just stand
Against all odds, trials and tribulations of life
Let us celebrate our love ceremony really grand
Let us face all luxury and all strife, be my wife
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Under Your Auspice

I miss your dark eyes which bring light to my darkness
I miss your sweet curves which make me to lose my way
My sweetheart, beloved I pass my life under your auspice
You are mine you will remain mine this is what I do pray

I keep your image in my eyes and heart to make me, me
I follow you this is what my love dares and demands
World is like a shop and all is but considered commodity
But it is power of great love which makes it fairylands

Love and beauty are the assets and hallmarks of paradise
In solace and solitude they bloom and touch edge of eternity
For my love I am ready to sacrifice and to pay the price
My sweetheart is so gorgeous so wonderful and so pretty
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I Will Pursue

I Will Pursue
I love you and will die in your love
This is what I am determined to do
I am under you influence just now
This is my stance which I will pursue

No power on earth can snatch you
My beloved I am of your color now
Hand in hand walk thru and thru
My innocent sweet wonderful dove

You are a stream of water I am drop
Existence of drop can just associate
Take me to heart or just kill and chop
My love you are my fortune or fate
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To Follow Footstep

Your wonderful love takes me up in the clouds
In trance and jubilation I touch just real blue sky
Let us celebrate our love out of worldly crowds
Together like innocent birds let us fly but so high

My passion of love and your fashion of beauty
Will coincidentally provide us a chance to dance
We will celebrate our stance of love being free
Love will kiss beauty at places to initiate romance

My beloved, solace of my heart come to take love
Be my associate on difficult path from step to step
I love you I praise you and worship you to bow
Let me chase you let, embrace you to follow footstep
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I Am In Trouble

I am in Trouble
My headache has increased and I am in trouble
What life is series of water bubble after bubble
How life takes turn after turn it is odd and awful
To be back in me I do require an innocent angel

Kill me but do not leave me at the winds of fate
My Master only you know my problems to date
I am in servitude so every verdict I have to relate
Less your kindness, mercy I don’t have advocate

Now I am at a stage where even my shadow is lost
I have no one less you from beginning till the last
I am like a lost ship with out any rudder and mast
I am like a negligible particle your universe is vast
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Warmth of Love

My beloved while leaving left her earrings as a souvenir
So that I should not forget, remember her for times to come
How I be disloyal to my sweetheart when I am volunteer
But it is very clear that she has turned my spring to autumn

As a token of love these will cherish and bloom my real love
Under all circumstances I will not be able to disown or forget
Her glowing face and her charming graces of my sweet dove
Even if she burns me in love or cuts me bit by bit in love net

Come my love and see just my painful and deplorable plight
Hold me tight to your bosom knot to give me warmth of love
Take me in sight and take me to to a wonder land in love flight
I do know that you can do it but I do not know when and how
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To Kiss Smile

You are so sweet my love I want to kiss your smile
You are so beautiful let me kiss your juicy cheeks
My love I want to run after you for mile after mile
My intoxicated heart is after you and blindly seeks

The love and affection which you want to reciprocate
Through your graces charm and style just for a while
My beloved you are so gorgeous and definitely great
Let me be frank and straightforward that I am loyal

Let us take the taste of love in the company together
Let me taste all your forbidden fruits just in one go
Let us touch in trance with beauty the real love altar
Let's allow intensity of love to make us glow and blow
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Left In Exile

How can I say that you have left me in exile
How dare I take any insult for my beloved
It is better not to put out hidden rank and file
What is the fun in taking secrets to open lid

I wept in loneliness for my humble approach
My helplessness has played on me but havoc
Please help me in my survival do not reproach
So that my love reciprocate beauty as my luck

You are mine and i am yours as per love ethics
No one can separate us from each other ever
Love surpasses beauty from old time as relics
No one can change its status and real endure
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As Per Desire

I love you and I will die in your love
This is what I have chosen but for me
How can I snatch away the hand glove
Which is fully stained of blood to see

Blood is thicker than water they say
So my blood will become like a clot
I am aware that I am precious as ray
Take me and save me in bosom knot

Cut me in to pieces kill me and burn
I am your lover, who burns like fire
You may take a different path to turn
But I am ready to aspire as per desire
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Full With Grapes

Full With Grapes
My beloved is like an ivy vine full with grapes
Her taste flavor and fragrance is my real asset
Her wonderful curves bloom in beautiful shapes
What innocent crimes can be committed forget

Like morning breeze when you touch my face
Caressing of your hands make me to kiss you
I love you with all your charms, style and grace
My love passion grows and tells me to pursue

Your enchanting beauty when takes me in arms
I pray for my fortune to celebrate my real love
We have left our stations and now follow norms
My sweetheart my beloved my innocent dove
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Don't Deprive

Don't Deprive
My love your hangover takes me to taste
I do know haunts me your being chaste
Let me embrace you to take in hands waist
Please take my heart in your palm to paste

Your sweetest image till the time I am alive
Let be frank and straightforward to shrive
Let beauty to take my love in bosom to thrive
Be my heart and soul be in arms don't deprive

My beloved my sweetheart my life my luck
I love your fragrant flowers let me to pluck
Allow me to take your fruits in hand to suck
To test my hospitality please hug and huck
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Your Only Claimer

My beloved is cascade, a stream to flow with music
It is pure and chaste like virgin love eternally cosmic
My sweetheart your heart is my abode I am homesick
I am in you like a melodious song you are like a lyric

Let you be the only beloved, let me be the only lover
You are my my book of poetry and I am your author
When ever I am in sheer darkness you are the candler
I will sacrifice my life for you I am your only claimer

Let me love you let me imprint love like a tasty kiss
God has created you for me as a real love my miss
You came in life like a wonderful alluring real bliss
Embrace me take me to your heart do not just dismiss
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My Deity

My Deity
My eyes are tasting flavor my hands are roaming around
Your beauty has spread on the land my love is to surround
You my beloved from all sides to understand to get astound
After this magical experience I am no where on the ground

My sweetheart let me embrace you with all strength, power
Let us be together on every hillock mountain and every tower
Drizzling rain of passion will kiss you and come like a shower
Your petals open in jubilation like that of a pink rose flower

I am yours and you are mine in all paths of life to just travel
Let me take you drop by drop like wine from the full bottle
I love you I love you like a chaste and pure good sweet angel
I worship you like a deity and my love you are like temple
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Heart To Tinkle

Heart to Tinkle
People when they look at me say I am in love
My sweetheart how can I be more forthcoming
Something stirs in me I don't know to tell how
I am in swing to bloom like spring in a string

My beloved your alluring beauty makes me glow
Suddenly my entire body becomes heart to tinkle
Like a wonderful stream my love in me you flow
Your beauty and your graces make me but an angel

I stare I gaze I look I blaze to make chain of beauty
You my beloved has taken me just to a far off land
Where we both are to appreciate life in just entirety
Let us cross all horizons of life being hand in hand
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Which Way To Go

Which Way to Go
I am at crossroads and do not know which way to go
My near and dear lead me to bog just to be drowned
They know me and want me to go through a big blow
For me this is the way they they found like a hound

They do not want me to survive hence they but attack
I have my own rules of the game to be fair and honest
If I am fully convinced then I will in my defense, sack
I will return the assault in the same coin to make dust

My sincerity will lead me to the path, clear and clean
I know from birth till death I remain with them at war
They can not change because they are meanest of mean
They will remain in darkness while I will be north star
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Be Intoxicated

Life has given me pain and torture
My sweetheart behaves like butcher
Difficulties are in cluster after cluster
Life is nothing but a death chamber

Now it has become difficult to breathe
Poisoned sword comes out of sheath
My beloved comes out with wreath
My restless soul crops up just to seethe

What is life who will make me learn
Turn after turn and to kill and to burn
In sojourn we discern to take concern
Let us feel intoxicated but at the tavern
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Sunrises And Sunsets

Sunrises and Sunsets
Life is a set of very many sunrises and sunsets
Love and beauty are interwoven in a love chain
Your love letters and your photos are my assets
Most of the time we do travel in drizzling rain

We are shelters to each other in all difficult times
My love I love you whatever the circumstances are
Our sincerity of hearts, souls will take to sublimes
Extend your sheer love and affection not to debar

My sweetheart I will accompany you to other end
We will cover all distances just being hand in hand
In entire cruel merciless world you are only friend
Let us be together to celebrate ceremony so grand
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To Take Pleasure

To Take Pleasure
Put yourself in fine array, impress others with style
My sweetheart your beauty will capture with beams
Embrace me with your beauty impress for a while
Let me take to my heart be the princess of my dreams

Let me capture all your graces and all your charms
Let me be the only appraiser of all the hidden treasure
When I look at you your beauty blooms and informs
Life is too short to live let me enjoy to take all pleasure

My sweetest beloved be my only and lonely choice
Take me from over above my love never ever to leave
Do not ask me the taste and flavor of my love price
I love you I love you this is what you have to believe
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Set Of Confronts

Set of Confronts
Love carries a set of confronts and surprises
Whosoever encounters them sees all naked
Beauty in entirety with all its different images
Can be explored by a lover zealous and avid

My beloved let me be with you in severe cold
On the top of a mountain in a hut to celebrate
Every moment of love with the way it is told
Let enjoy the weather of love being associate

My survival is just dependent on your attitude
Let me take you in arms with never lasting love
Be liberal in extending charity do not be rude
I love you, I love you my innocent sweet dove
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Homage To Beauty

Homage to Beauty
My internal fire pays homage to love and beauty
Hence I am ready to be burnt alive in this process
I know I am in bondage will remain not to be free
I guess what I carry along is this wonderful bless

Let me appreciate your eternal beauty being in fire
Let me show you some fire of my love as a stance
Love and beauty reciprocate each other and desire
Place to place, pace to pace, and chance after chance

My love is fire so I carry passion of love till last breath
Beauty gives warmth and air to blow all the pyramids
My sweetheart I will render your name till my death
If you want to visit me on the path I will lay my eyelids
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Violent Rising Tide

Violent Rising Tide
Do not hurt my ego do not play with my pride
I do not accept the way you play with my ego
I know how to deal with every violent rising tide
I am ready to take every blow being in inferno

My love is my hubris my style is my way of life
Your beauty takes me from place to place to know
How one can face on his heart like a sharp knife
How blood mixes up with sacrifice just to glow

I am in darkness you are light of beautiful dawn
All gestures and charms make me to understand
In your love my sweetheart how I be withdrawn
I need nothing else but only you are my demand
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Public Nuisance

This dirty world is full of deception
Where people sell faith for pennies
Fake people play sincere is but none
Mockery opens just crease by crease

I do not know why people play dirty
Why virtue fails and vice dominates
Good are imprisoned bad is but free
World is but a whore which fascinates

All relations are sham ready to haunt
Step by step play but with innocence
Try to dominate reality with the tricks
This is what is called public nuisance
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Violent Sea

How can I hold her heart in my palm
She is too young to understand love
But she is so anxious and not just calm
My innocent little sweet young dove

Time and again I tell her about the pain
But she does not listen to me but to go
On the path in the severe cold rain to slain
But her taste and flavor want to show

My sweetheart is unaware of her stance
In her warmth she wants to be with me
She is so determined to take a chance
With her waves wants to be a violent sea
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In Fairyland

In Fairyland
My beloved you are so sweet so tender
I have my life and my love to surrender
Just tell me what else I just have to render
I have the message but waiting for sender

Come as early as you think appropriate
My eyes are open for you finish my wait
Your love made me nothing but hermit
I became poet and writing for you sonnet

Let us take each other to go hand in hand
My love is my style your beauty is brand
People say I am just making castles of sand
At times I think I am with you in fairyland
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Accompany Me

Accompany Me
My beloved your curly hair when touch your cheeks
I feel as if moon is in the clouds to appear, disappear
When you walk I lose my heart on your moving peaks
Please do not play with me like a doll and don't tear

Me in to pieces for the sake of your style and charms
Take me as a whole then you can kill me or just burn
I am totally enthralled by just your wonderful norms
Please accompany me never ever to take turn after turn

I am your lover you are my sweetheart lets take chance
Let us go to place where only love dangles and dances
My sweetheart we are in love we know what is romance
It is flavor of alluring love which blooms and enhances
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My Sweet Fairy

My Sweet Fairy
My beloved blooms with love like spring
Flowers surround just in different colors
Let my love give you an engagement ring
To feel to take different tastes and flavors

The love fragrance dances just all around
I seek, I feel you and I love you my love
We travel on skies but being on this land
Where ever I see your image I take I bow

Let me salute to all your charm and graces
Let me embrace you my love but in entirety
I follow you places to places, paces to paces
I am on my life journey with my sweet fairy
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I Seek Love

I Seek Love
What you say and what you portray
Should be same as so to say my love
I seek your love whenever I say I pray
My wonderful love my innocent dove

Get an eternal embrace just to forget
What all is around and do not just suit
But on your beauty I can say I can bet
You are a wonderful tree full of fruit

My sweetheart let us be on top of hill
Let us enjoy life in real sense of taste
Your beauty haunts your charm to thrill
My sweetheart is so pure and chaste
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Be Sensible

Be Sensible
Focus your head and heart on future be sensible
These trials and tribulations will over very soon
In waiting are goddess of fortune and sweet angel
You will be given your share with out importune

God is lord and master of universe and others all
Whatever is for you will come to you just as bounty
All is rewarded for honest struggle not for sprawl
In our struggle and honest intentions we are but free

Oh God, save me from all embarrassments in my life
Give shelter to my humble servitude under your pride
Give me real sense of sacrifice even on edge of a knife
Save me from assaults of Satan be my savior and guide
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Predestined For Me

Predestined For Me
My beloved you are predestined for me
So share your beauty be just more caring
When we do not know what future be
The why to worry about autumn in spring

Let take life enjoy from moment to moment
Let's be real players of this wonderful game
Let us do not worry to bear the real brunt
You walk behind me and I will be on the front

This is how we will take life just step by step
This is how we will walk to edge of eternity
I will follow you on your footsteps to doorstep
Last but not the least lets agree not to disagree
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Rain To Drizzle

Rain to Drizzle
When I look at my love I am bound to praise
With this chase I will become like a real blaze
What a beautiful piece of art she is I see I gaze
Then I raise this chase but in very many ways

Love is eternal but beauty makes it immortal
It gives air and increases oil in burning candle
It comes in little drops just like a rain to drizzle
It makes life innocently delightful and graceful

My beloved most beautiful act is just to extend
Sheer love, in pure form to enhance and pretend
You and me have specific love trend and blend
We will go together on love path as determined
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No Fear Or Threat

No Fear or Threat
My beloved let me hug you on this beautiful evening
Your taste and flavor has just taken my heart and soul
How can I explain style how can I forget your bending
My beloved you are my mission and my aim, my goal

I do not know where my love will subside, culminate
Apparently there are very many hurdles, ups and downs
Allow beauty to openly accept all love graces to satiate
To be on the path of progress, prosperity to wear crowns

Edge of eternity is waiting to make this pursuit glorious
Let's march on to the destination without any fear or fret
This is what is called labor of love without being laborious
When destiny is clear in sight then there is no fear or threat
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To Seek Pardon

Order is changing in disorder, people forgot God
Vested interests have made them the commodities
They have made the money their so called lord
Hence their real status is to unfold crease by crease

The day of Resurrection is not far off but is near
So we have to take account of all our silly selections
Death will not give us time to reconsider my dear
All our body parts are witness to our dirty actions

Let us bestow our heads to seek pardon to be clean
Let ask go back with clear eyes, with clean hearts
Let us be innocent and pure like but early age teen
Let us be away from vicious circles of but all sorts
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To Bloom To Sprout

To Bloom To Sprout
Starry night comes to take both of us to kiss with flair
To allow all lovely flowers of youth to bloom to sprout
Love explores beauty step by step and layer after layer
Let all the rivals embrace miserable death full of doubt

My beloved Let me take you on to be my heart and soul
Let me kiss and caress you to taste the reality of prime
Let not love in broken pieces but take the affair as whole
Let us be on the edge of eternity to cross barriers of time

Beauty is what attracts eyes in one glance to take chance
Love is like fire which engulfs whatever comes on its way
On land on sky and where ever it goes it takes to dance
My beloved I love you, I love you this is what I always pray
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Love Candies

Love Candies
My starry eyed beloved let me show you all the galaxies
We will do seek advice of moon on your blooming pride
Then we will have the real taste of all lovely love candies
Allow my love beauty to ride on this journey side by side

It will be a glorious venture to explore heights with delight
In ecstasy we will know the pleasure of life to seek, to take
Dancing passion will carry us to eternal height on the flight
Love in the lap of beauty will dance to take and to partake

My love let not the weather of love pass and surpass silently
Let have an eternal embrace to celebrate it for times to come
Let us be far far away from cruel clutches of world to be free
Let be on the glorious path of love to flourish and to blossom
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Her Reflection

She says my heart is beautiful I think it is her reflection
Which makes my beloved to show me that I can't explain
Both love and beauty are in chain to make perfection
This is the grace which makes both of us to bear the pain

Love is constant torture, full of trials and of tribulations
When one is involved there is no way to come out of rut
But surely it leads one to new horizons, avenues, beacons
Still whosoever opts for is definitely perfect and fortunate

My beloved through all pleasure and torture I maintain
I will go through this novel experience till the last day
Let my sweetheart play hide and seek in the drizzling rain
To come out let us pray to come out as a lightening ray
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The Real Altar

Be aware of hypocrites otherwise they will drag My friend down to the abysmal depths for ever You will have nothing at your disposal but brag About their third class approach on the real altar

Shun all those who have but notorious designs Their underhand methods can not be forgiven A good person either serves gracefully or resigns On straight path there is nothing but just driven

The conscience dictates between right and wrong Prudent takes all steps with due care and caution They know to which graceful tribe do they belong Their straight path remains for them their fashion
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Ready For Affront

Ready for Affront
I hate you so please never ever come across
Otherwise you will have the taste of relation
And I will forget about the benefit or the loss
You do not know me you do not know passion

Do you think I will spare you but never ever
Test me, my patience otherwise you will have
How I am vigilant with my relentless endure
I do not take any rest to abreast and to salve

My enemy but I will never ever attack on back
I will face you always from the front to confront
My faith dictates me to do justice in cul-de-sac
I am frank, straightforward and ready for affront
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Flavor Of Flavor

Flavor of Flavor
Vice may temporarily prosper, virtue dominates
Love is to conquer world hatred but has to leave
Beauty is good in life which comes, accommodates
You are a part of heart we are bound to believe

What I pay and what I get that is but my sacrifice
Humans are strange commodity change but faces
Devilish or angelic, we just have to pay the price
But remains virtually are nothing but all the traces

My beloved let me take you on a strange oasis
Where we can have survival on different stature
Where we can deal with each other with justice
I want to taste your taste and flavor of flavor
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Get Delight

Get Delight
My beloved wants me to take her in arms
When moon just blooms and stars shine
I see her style, charms and graces in norms
My beloved wants me to take her like wine

She tells me to hold her tight to embrace
To kiss and caress her beauty like light
To be eye to eye and to play face to face
To get all pleasure and to get all delight

My sweetheart let us be together on path
To enjoy life just from moment to moment
My heart has become fire as burning hearth
In a graceful mood, journey remains pleasant
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Celebrate Moments

My beloved is my storybook she resides in my eyes
When ever I look in to the mirror it tells me her story
In the mirror of my heart I see her along with love cries
I do believe in her beauty and her graces just blindly

My beloved you can also see me in the mirror of heart
Consider me the person who in love sees you around
But please take me seriously never ever to just depart
Whatever you consider may be the appropriate ground

Let's celebrate these moments with due care and caution
Let us dangle and dance from land to the open blue sky
In love, love has its own passion and beauty has its fashion
Let me take you hand in hand to go up to clear sky so high
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Wishful Thinking

Wishful Thinking
My Lord please bestow on me the holy journey
Before I die I want to be at holy places to pray
I know I do not have either strength or valid plea
But I want to refine all my sins, vices, areas grey

Your mercy and kindness is my just whole wealth
My soul, heart my body are greatly indebted to you
I know with help I will get all benefits with health
With eternal support I will be able to be thru and thru

Even if I die before I request I may be blessed with
This gift of love and spiritual elevation as a token
So that when I leave be covered with fragrance, pith
This is a prayer, wishful thinking so far opted by none
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Show Of Mirror

Show of Mirror
His play of status is just subject to show of mirror
As he takes him the most innocent person around
So that clarity touches him and he should not blur
Man who touches sky is not even fit to be on ground

His character is as Satan has got his abode just in him
Seller of sisters and daughters portrays to be religious
Full of darkness carries candle light wavering and dim
In the world of devils he remains vicious and callous

Double death will take him to his eternal dirty abode
No song of honor or departure he deserves to be sung
Like a dog or bitch will die ordinary death on the road
Angels will drag to dirt for his dirty intentions, tongue
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I Think I Know

My beloved when I will become lunatic keep me in room
Chain me so that I should not be on road to be stoned
Totally lost being in painful torture and just in sheer gloom
Thrown in disgust in despair being totally but disowned

I promise you that I will never ever forget act of kindness
By being near to you before I depart to the other abode
You please be mine once again to take and to harness
Now it is your turn to love code how to sing the last ode

My beloved I am in trouble and my heart is not with me
Now the darkness is prevailing all around to just swallow
I do not know what my circumstance and fate could be
What all is written in the book of fate I think I do I know
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When Beauty Dazzles

When Beauty Dazzles
The energy emanating from your beauty dazzles
My love dangle and dance with but real pleasure
In complete darkness just burn so many candles
I feel overjoyed just with this wonderful treasure

When I sneak through your bosom’s knot to see
Spring comes in bloom to show me many flowers
You may not find what the state of pleasure be
Beauty suddenly spreads just with all love showers

Light is all around and I am in the center of light
I feel your whispers in my ear to listen, celebrate
I do not want to see anything when you are in sight
I feel myself fortunate my fortune sprout from fate
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Fully Entrapped

You ask for dreams so take my dreams
These are my little fireflies in the dark
Leave me in darkness by taking beams
But still you can not take my love spark

I love you hence I can sacrifice you like
You can strike on heart way you strike
On my way in my life you are turnpike
For me my sweetheart is just fairy-like

My sweet beloved I am fully entrapped
My love is enthralled your beauty is rapt
You are most suitable I am totally inapt
Still being lovers we are rightly clapped
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My sweetheart you are near and dear
My heart takes you with my eyes clear
Beauty gives solace without any fear
I feel your warmth in this part of year

Winter has set in and snow is about to fall
With increase in cold I call you and recall
Please do not in between any odd or wall
You are my sweetest friend, my love gall

Come on to me to increase color in time
Let me sing you with rhythm and rhyme
Let me taste all treasure of alluring prime
To take love with beauty is just not crime
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Gracefully But Blindly

My beloved a time will come when I will be mad
Please do consider that will be the height of love
Request is to chain me and keep without being sad
Then please do not ask this all happened when, how

Do not leave me on road, people will throw stones
And will kill me mercilessly just like a play doll
And will abuse me in dirty rude and harsh tones
Then my heart will bleed and be in trouble my soul

Love is a strange and a marvelous sentiment, passion
Which needs sacrifice not of heart but of all the body
You do realize in love I have my own style and fashion
So towards my end I will go gracefully but blindly
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I Know, I Know

What ever my beloved writes in Persian
I take it echo of my heart like the intuition
Even if do not know what to accept or shun
But her writings do carry her elegant fashion

I quench my heart's thirst to know to follow
At times I do not understand, remain hollow
Her beauty makes my love ridden heart, bow
Even I know nothing still I say I know I know

A white flower in yellow desert she seems to be
Time and again she is in front just like clear sea
At one time she agrees at another she is to disagree
My stance is stance of love without any valid plea
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My Only Asset

Your sweet eyes have taken everything from me
Now I don't know what else should I present
Your eyes are so lovely and so deep like the sea
Look, how I am lover passionate and ardent

Then lips so crisp so tasty and so beautifully red
Cheeks with a black mole are asking for deep kiss
And what about the whispering beauty well said
Tell me how can I please you cease from time, miss

Being romantic lover of the east I carry blazon sun
I will take you and embrace you and then just forget
What a master piece of Master my love well done
Let me tell you in my entire life you are my only asset
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Be In Favor

Let my love explore new horizons together
Let us control wild passions to overcome trap
Let our own ingenuity of love be in favor
Let be the winners to wear with dignity the cap

Our pure sentiments will give us edge over all
We have to be passionate to bear and taste fruit
Love and beauty are always on call and recall
They opt for them whatever but properly suit

My beloved I desire you I aspire you but to glow
You just take care of me and I will look after you
This will be the love and beauty's awesome show
Let me kiss you, to hold you tight thru and thru
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She Needs Eyes

Time and again you ask for my eyes, should I donate
But before you do this let me your heart to confiscate
Still I fail to determine whether you are my soulmate
Then you should not have asked for this let me state
The problem is you live in my eyes let me get vacate
And after that how will I be able to take and captivate
Your beautiful image your wonderful curves to satiate
So please be liberal in your demand and do not advocate

If still you insist on your irrational demand and desire
Then before doing all this I have my love right to aspire
After taking my eyes destroy me and the burn in the fire
I want to see you out of your attire naked before I expire
Make me understand that you are doing it in love entire
I don't want to know what will happen when I will retire
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Down Trodden Tracks

Forget me my beloved we are not for each other
So it is good to depart and take our own path
It is better not to ask any question or give answer
If we are not good for love we be ready for wrath

It will be good for you to look for better option
As far as as I am concerned I will opt for seclusion
It will be good to be away with heart broken
To cover in anxiety just mountain after mountain

Time is the best healer to recover injuries, bruises
In the chest of time we can sleep and we can relax
If all is burnt then what remains in the left ashes
If life is not straight then what down trodden tracks
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Life On Canvas

My beloved is a painter who paints life on canvas
My eyes are ever loving to search love in creation
But when I tell her to paint me she becomes anxious
She takes a blank sheet of paper to buss it as a fashion

Is it love that she can not ignore but always explore
How to embrace me in her own style so stunning
She apparently ignores but in her heart she adores
She is like a beautiful flowers string in blooming spring

Time and again she becomes angry to leave me alone
Time and again I check her on one pretext or another
Even if we throw stone on each other but still we own
We go by love with all difficulties from bolder to bolder
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Turn After Turn

Life is a journey in the desert under the blazon sun
So one is in a dire need of water and a companion
Hurdles after hurdles if encountered, can go for fun
It is full of turn after turn, coincidentally, no return

A life partner is must in every situation and in event
Which imbibe struggle to continue and what meant
To all vows and dissatisfaction we have to give vent
What I carry in my heart please do not ask my intent

Love takes care and beauty nourishes one to embrace
Be hand in hand with charming beloved be face to face
I am enthralled by your charms and style and grace
Let's go together in love from pace to pace, place to place
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I Love

I Love You
When I whisper in her ear, I love you
She becomes burning fire thru and thru
Her rosy cheeks glow to be red, red hue
This is how I found her real secret clue

She needs a touch to spark in the dark
Let my love to your beauty to embark
My passion needs your glowing spark
Let my love go to celebrate in the park

My sweetheart my beloved let me kiss
You in love trance not to miss my miss
God has sent you for me as eternal bliss
Be mine in sheer love take my remark
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Love Is Treat

Love is Treat
Let me sneak through your eyes to see
What is the beauty of my love could be
Your hair from shoulders touching cheeks
Mole on red cheeks so gorgeously speaks
Your elegant style and your graceful gait
Transform in to fortune my saddest fate
I love to love your glowing, charming style
In taste of a glance, in trance just for a while
I want and then I take you in strong arms
Bit by bit taking all your norms with charms
On love seat I make you my sweet heart beat
Love is not a difficult assignment but a treat
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Yellow Roses

Yellow Roses
I am sending you, a bouquet of yellow roses to accept
My love it will cherish happiness and our friendship
But beside that let me know what is your love concept
I want you to forget any row of the past, come lip to lip

This state of confusion will take my life to give liberty
To you to get a chance to be straightforward and frank
I am giving you a last chance either be mine or free
For the courtesy which you have extended let me thank

Be my fiancee let be ready to go through all this rut
Please make my life comfortable with grace and solace
The rivals in the face of the enemies will just try to cut
Be mine, let me see you from eye to eye and face to face
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Truth Is Light

Truth is Light
Truth is light so darkness can not overtake it
Shadows can not mar its strength and power
Even under adverse conditions it remains fit
Love takes truth hand in hand like rose flower

Let me embrace you to feel warmth of love
Let me take the taste of your red rosy lips
My sweetheart, my beloved, innocent dove
I am totally in enchanting and alluring grips

My cup of wine let me take slowly sip by sip
The wine which has opened doorways to light
Ask your beauty to take me in its eternal grip
Do not go away, but remain in front, in sight
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I Need Attention

I Need Attention
I am searching for you but you are ingrained in my blood
My heartbeat tells me your presence in me as my real part
In a thundering river from bolder to bolder like violent flood
You have taken me over from me my beloved my sweetheart

At times I do realize that we are one and the same to prosper
But the my heart tells me that something is missing to snatch
You are my eyes light through which I see without all is blur
I am running like a lunatic lover after you to take you to catch

Who will say I am sensible my love in this serious state of mine
You have become my habit my ritual my custom and tradition
In the desert of life under blazon sun I am so thirsty I need wine
I am in self prison in this spring season my love I need attention
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Overtaken By Love

You took my heart, sucked blood drop by drop
Now I do not know how to go through this pain
Now my head is in front, if after all you chop
But let me tell you I am no more in me but insane

My heart is in constant pain and can not decide
What to do and what not to do in this odd state
My love we are known for our love far and wide
I have become worthless this is what is my fate

Your beauty travels in me I am overtaken by love
Now I am taking a chance for a glance in romance
You do not understand the trials my innocent dove
How can we be able together to dangle and to dance
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To Cooperate

Experience of Life
Let me travel my love with you side by side
Please do not block all paths and ways on me
I love you from the core of heart is my pride
Present your beauty to sail with love in the sea

In life we face some difficult situations, events
But that does not mean that we should separate
Every new experience just comes and augments
How to tackle, ameliorate and how to cooperate

On every step there is something new to explain
Idiosyncrasies of life with more horizons and vision
Some realities are to accept from some to refrain
When curtains are taken up process brings precision
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Experience Of Life

Experience of Life
Let me travel my love with you side by side
Please do not block all paths and ways on me
I love you from the core of heart is my pride
Present your beauty to sail with love in the sea

In life we face some difficult situations, events
But that does not mean that we should separate
Every new experience just comes and augments
How to tackle, ameliorate and how to cooperate

On every step there is something new to explain
Idiosyncrasies of life with more horizons and vision
Some realities are to accept from some to refrain
When curtains are taken up process brings precision
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Castles Of Sand

You told me that you will see me in the evening
The evening has come but you have not turned up
Why you keep me in agony what is this love string
Why don't take me seriously, keep me in back up

Please do not play with me either take me or leave
But this way of ignoring will bring distance for ever
You have taken me to the middle of the road I believe
If you have taken some one else then look back never

But my sentiments and emotions do require my love
That I should hold you, embrace you and hand in hand
You have to tell me what should I do when, where, how
If this all is not possible then why to make castles of sand
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Devil's Agent

I am a beggar who is bound to praise and request
Who is untiringly, relentlessly opts for his quest
I don't hide myself whatever I am that I manifest
Against my well wishers I just never ever protest

Being beggar of beauty when I ask for the charity
My beloved being blunt never ever show solidarity
Even if there is no one like her in the town or city
But she refuses to be my beloved with more clarity

When I want to see her she becomes seriously blunt
Being full with tricks she remains ever ready for stunt
Since I am claimant of her so I just bear the real brunt
At times being nasty it seems that she is devil's agent
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Tribute to Beauty

Tribute to Beauty
My love when in your company fortune pays tribute
My passion blooms like spring to kiss you to salute
Please do not ask me about the taste of my love pursuit
Let's go together when we are passengers of same route

What my love aspires to keep you my eyes keep in front
I will never ever allow any one else to be your claimant
When you are with me I become prisoner of that moment
Do appreciate my love and your beauty are in agreement

Let me love you, my sweetheart till the time I just breathe
Even my eyes will take your image when you lay wreath
I will give my heart in inheritance when I will bequeath
You cut my love when you took out sword from the sheath
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Romantic Evening

When your curly hair spread then fragrance blooms
My sweetheart you have taken me to brim of spring
I can't praise you if I write just volumes after volumes
To your sweet beauty and to my love it is like a string

My sonnet, my ode, my ballad and all poetical rhythm
Whatsoever my musical heartbeat convey with pleasure
This all in combination make you my real love awesome
If the world becomes gold even then you are my treasure

Let me be your only chooser and rest of the world loser
I love you with heart and I will take you with my heart
For my question of life just you are the proper answer
Because you are so sweet so gorgeous, so lovely, so smart

I don't know how to celebrate this marvelous evening
Where romance dangles and dances just to celebrate
Beauty is in bloom to spring and love to take a swing
Whatever you are aspiring for that is the love mandate
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Forget The Love

Forget the Love
When you have left me to go at your own
Then their is no fun in killing me daggers
Do not throw stones, when have thrown
Why to spread in my way altars after altars

You are no more mine I am no more yours
This unilateral decision is taken but by you
You have molested my love cores after cores
Now you want me to take you along thru

Forgive and forget the love so to merciless
As a matter of fact you have taken my soul
Do not play games and consider me bodice
You are no more mine I'm not under control
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Graces of God
I am undergoing very many serious ailments
Some pertain to body, some pertain to mind
These are due to my own deeds to bear brunt
Some curses come from front some from behind

God being merciful carries every mercy for me
So only He is who provides me shelter to save
Whenever I bow He just comes running to see
How is His humble servant and obedient slave

Love of very many mothers is His gracious style
Which He sparingly bestow on me and on like me
In His sweet company, I just forget for a while
Then I totally get what my past and my future be
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Sophisticated Blades

Sophisticated Blades
Love has very many colors and very many shades
Which dominate, cover every sphere of human life
Beauty has its own wonderful sophisticated blades
Love remains on the altar, on sharp edge of knife

God Himself is an emblem of love spread streaks
On His verdict love and beauty were sent as beams
He himself is so beautiful and appreciates beauty
With His gracious graces and charms makes all free

When we worship God we praise beauty and love
It is certitude which makes our faith really strong
Follower of light is on right path from verdict above
We praise virtue, which is love and beauty in song
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Assaults Of Hell

Verdict of God
Man can play tricks with man but not with Lord
If he does so he will be taken by assaults of hell
Where he will be dealt with for his mischief hard
And will be imprisoned by burning fire to dwell

Wise people use sincerity, remain helping hand
Bad ones astray like dogs in their sheer negligence
Apparently they may evolve just castles of sand
The miserable end will not give time for repentance

Still it is better not to play beyond verdict of God
Otherwise complete destruction will be the end
One should bow and seek forgiveness from Lord
Before one is broken it is better to gracefully bend
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Man can play tricks with man but not with Lord
If he does so he will be taken by assaults of hell
Where he will be dealt with for his mischief hard
And will be imprisoned by burning fire to dwell

Wise people use sincerity, remain helping hand
Bad ones astray like dogs in their sheer negligence
Apparently they may evolve just castles of sand
The miserable end will not give time for repentance

Still it is better not to play beyond verdict of God
Otherwise complete destruction will be the end
One should bow and seek forgiveness from Lord
Before one is broken it is better to gracefully bend
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Her Colorful Scarf

She left her colorful scarf in my black eyes
And took all the colors of rainbow from me
She took all my breath and left me with cries
If you love me turn around for my sake see

You will find blue color of sky with galaxies
Light of love has touched your beauty in love
In your green eyes I can see the depth of seas
My sweetheart my beloved my innocent dove

Let me kiss you so that to take your fragrance
I have not seen a beautiful girl in my entire life
Even if you leave I will feel your sweet presence
It is your choice if you want to kill me with knife
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Let Me Aspire

Let Me Aspire
Let me take the spark of beauty, let me play with fire
Let me burn my self in fire let me be burnt to ashes
Let me aspire and in my way let me admire the attire
Let me my beloved to become your curvy eyelashes

Let us take this world as a place to share but my love
Let me caress white wings my innocent sweet dove
I am in you, and you are like my eternal heaven above
Present your red lips to me for my taste and solace now

You and me will seek, find real love at edge of eternity
Let be frank and straightforward in love to declare, agree
Whatever may happen whatever circumstances could be
Beautiful romantic row will not make you to disagree
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Light To Explore

Light to Explore
My love you are like an angel to take me
To your world full of charms and graces
Where you want me to believe and to see
How beams of life come on real love faces

How life transforms in to light to explore
Beauty takes its way on sky and on ground
How taste of life travels from pore to pore
How hearts beat face to face with love sound

Let my love tell you something with sincerity
Love and beauty mingle to beautifully create
Where both are in chain and just ready to agree
Only beauty is supreme only love is so great
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Moment To Moment

Moment to Moment
Moment to moment I lover her to bloom
This is how she travels in me as my soul
This is how I overcome my life's gloom
This is how my body turns heart as whole

The day we started to be in love to cherish
From that moment on I am in her to glow
It is quite for sure if she leaves I will perish
Then we will not be able to present a show

Come to me my beloved the days are hard
Your presence will provide solace, satisfaction
Do not wait for moment when I be time barred
Before that embrace to bring real perfection
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Moment Is Mine

In The Moment
I am in the moment and the moment is mine
Your fragrance surrounds, I am not on land
In this drizzling rain you are a bottle of wine
We are talking on same frequency same band

Taste of the moment has taken me but along
Your all graces bloom like beautiful flowers
I am like your flute, you are like my love song
Let us be eternal under all heavenly showers

When drops of rain dangle, dance on the body
My passion crops up to see the beauty in trance
You and me, hand in hand to be just more free
Just repeatedly try to take chance after chance
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Ghazal 12

The camel is spiteful and has entered in the tent
Mehr is naked head, under naked sky cent per cent
Why to flirt and play with my little innocent heart
When to be in the arms of others, what love meant
You have left me on the road under the burning sky
And just in friction of time you bid adieu to time spent
Our life long relation has gone to dogs being playful
The rivals remained successful in making cruel dent
Please look in to my sincerity in love my sweetheart
You are leaving me for good, I received message sent
Even if you are away from me in the company of others
Your fragrance in my room makes that you are present
Your beauty is my asset your charms are my glow
You have to understand love is life it is not a comment
Let us be away from this cruel world in a hut in forest
Please come along and go together you give me consent
My love is your charm which blooms in flowery spring
Take my love as a token for your beauty it will augment
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Innocent Emotions

She wants to play with my innocent emotions
I am neither robot nor a little doll to play with
This is what she wants to return for my devotions
This is what is all her alluring beauty’s pith

Take me as human and play but with my heart
For the sake of it, just amuse you with my soul
Or give fair chance to both to willfully depart
But we have to separate pore to pore, pole to pole

Even if we leave but let us know love will remain
Being the fragrance of passion it will go with azure
In the book of fate even if persists in chain, pain
Love will neither change its shape or its real color
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To Love More

To Love More
This world is like a dirty whore
When you kick it, it comes after
And when you want to love more
It makes your life but totally blur

So do not to kiss it time and again
Anger may be a powerful weapon
Heart should not over do to brain
Under your shadow keep blazon sun

At times it saves from all difficulties
And makes you happy and to dance
But at another time it comes as breeze
Where you flourish love and romance
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Embrace Altar

Embrace Altar
Goodbye my love to never ever look back
Our destiny and destination are different
Since we are no more on declared track
Since we both are blunt to bear the brunt

We traveled together on two rail-tracks
Which never meet but remain on distance
We have faced but very many attacks
In the wake of hearts, bodies were hindrance

Now is the time to be happy to depart
Please never ever miss me or remember
We will try to silently play destined part
Carrying along we will embrace altar
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To Bid Adieu

To Bid Audieu
With a heavy heart let me bid adieu my love
Henceforth we will not see each other now
Where from this dilemma came to us and how
Fortune takes it and in front of fate to bow

Whenever beauty is molested by dew drops
Soul goes to pieces and by dagger heart chops
No seeds of love needs to be sown for crops
Love and beauty are not commodities of shops

With cleanliness of heart I bid you but adieu
You appeared my love like moon out of blue
As you wish and aspire I will not ask to renew
Whatever relationship was that was but virtue
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Inferno Of Love

Inferno of Love
My passion wants to capture colorful rainbow
This is my love which may turn just into fiasco
I will opt for the beauty which may be inferno
I will sacrifice my love on my beloved's eyebrow

Please don't ask about the taste I can not explain
This is what is for thirsty soul like drizzling rain
I think you have not tasted, yet this tasty pain
You may straightaway term it in conflict in brain

Love is love which is fire and burns beauty alive
It is like vast Green Ocean to jump and to dive
My heart and my soul consistently desire thrive
Whosoever touches its edge may die or come alive
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Just One On One

One On One
Under naked sky I travel with bare feet
Thorns of life are playing with my patience
Life is a continuous journey in desert heat
It is a game of brilliance without any sense

Who I am and what for I am here alone
I think and think and then feel just tired
When I don’t find I talk to me in low tone
Am I sold am I rented or am I just hired

Blowing breeze opens me crease by crease
I think about my departure from heaven
From trials and tribulations how I get peace
I will ask the question being one on one
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Love Route

Love Route
May I ask for oranges to take and suck
May I have a beautiful evening with you
You are my fortune and you are my luck
This is what I felt through and through

May I wish a shower of life in love rain
May I taste all forbidden sweet fruits
Let my love be in a love string and chain
Let us go back to the wonderful roots

Love wants to take chance after chance
It wants to be victorious in its pursuit
My eyes do know what is price of glance
This is the reason they adopted love route
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Life Travels

That touch of class still keeps me on
When you kissed me just lips on lips
In so beautiful and wonderful dawn
Love can manage just very many trips

Beauty seeks for eternal love deeds
At all times to be with broken string
When on floor roll the precious beads
Beauty of beloved in spring to sing

That love song which has eternal glow
To make the life to take another start
No one can appreciate that love show
When life travels from heart to heart
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Wonderfully Diverse

Take my passion into consideration, and value
How much love I have for your beauty in grace
How much I love you point is not to argue
Where ever, whenever I see I see just your face

What I have in your image that is worthwhile
Whatever I carry along that is but world treasure
I carry along from mile to mile beautiful smile
You made my love like a wonderful soothsayer

I see God in you You are my beautiful universe
I like your beautiful style, all graces and all charms
I am no more in me you are wonderfully diverse
Please embrace me my love just come in my arms
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Don't Challenge

Don't Challenge
Do not challenge me otherwise you will repent
Try to understand the message just clearly sent
When I come straight I take revenge cent per cent
Whatever I strongly said that I do strongly meant

I will never leave you where ever I will just find
Till last breath you will find me in front, behind
I am of my own mood, of my own staunch kind
Basing on justice my all limits are just well defined

I will not conspire at back but will attack from front
In my honest pursuit against you I will bear the brunt
Under any circumstances never take light my statement
Still you are not aware of my strength and my talent
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Kiss Your Grace

Kiss Your Grace
Love the welcome to my beloved
My heart jumps to be in her feet
How much I love you and I loved
You are my soul, my heart beat

Your beauty has taken over me
I am lost like a man in real trance
I am holder of all pearls of sea
My fortune has given me a chance

My love, my love take me in arms
Give ma all satisfaction and solace
Your beauty is aware of love norms
Let me kiss your charms and grace
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Beloved Is The Best

Beloved is the Best
She embraced me to feel the radiant warmth of love
I felt her presence from face to face and pore to pore
My sweetheart carries along innocence of sweet dove
My hidden treasure let me search for you to explore

Beams of light coming from you and piercing body
Reaching my heart and touching my soul to dance
Through you I see my destiny and destination clearly
For your sweet eyes I am ready to take just any chance

My loveliest beloved I am enthralled by your style
Come embrace me and kiss me with zeal and zest
Allow time to stop in trance to kiss me fora while
I do have a claim my beloved that you are the best
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Love For Light

I am feeling a surge of passion in my heart
My beloved will remain forever in my arms
I will never ever allow her to leave to depart
I will take along all her fragrance and charms

She is the one who taught me all about love
I am really impressed by my sweet little dove
As reverence I keep her beautiful image above
I do not know how to appreciate, carry her now

My beloved I carry candle of your love for light
You are wonderfully beautiful you are so bright
In your attire, seem luminous, glorious in sight
In sheer darkness, your beauty provides delight
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In Focus

When beauty is in trance then love takes a chance
Lover has to take all aspects in sight and in focus
When lover and beloved are in love and in romance
Lover embraces his beloved with bundle of buss

I take your taste whether I am in hurry or in haste
You are my destiny and you are my real destination
Like a drop of dew you are so pure and so chaste
I salute to your charms and just to your veneration

Let me touch in jubilation, let me take intoxication
From your essence from your beautiful fragrance
When together we are we go through love season
I love your innocence I am enthralled by excellence
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A Soldier

I am bound by the verdict I follow the orders
If I am down in the ramparts or on the borders
I love flowers on death come in wreath flowers
Hence I come across different tastes and flavors

A soldier remains soldier from his birth to death
He remains loyal and patriot till his last breath
Honesty of purpose and mission orientation is faith
I never ever take in to account what is the aftermath

I know I am soldier of God and remain on His path
Temporarily I may encounter each and every wrath
You take me to the altar or just burn me in the hearth
Even if I am in peace I remain always on the warpath
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God Protect Us

God Protect Us
I do not know what will be my fate
But I am just moving to a blind alley
Whether I am worst or may be great
Whatever is written I have to agree

My God is my savior who saves me
From all embarrassments and all odds
I never mind if I am in whirlwind, sea
They don't harm if devils are in squads

My God save me and protect my family
We do not have any one else than you
Please make us from all troubles just free
Only you can save us and make us thru
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You Are Everywhere

Where ever I go I just find your image
See the grandeur of my love bondage
Henceforth my heart is but your hostage
Love message travels through linkage

Whenever I want to see you I see mirror
You are a princess and I am a just beggar
Book of love I will read chapter by chapter
My eyes carry figure my lips your flavor

Is it love which makes one but lunatic
Is it love which makes one but just critic
My love is cosmic your beauty is classic
My sweetheart for love there is no logic
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Ignite The Fire

Ignore the Fire
Ignite the fire in your heart to burn more brightly
Let my sweetheart to give air to increase it slightly
Love is in pursuit of beauty to cater for it very rightly
Accompany me on path of love hold my hand tightly

Come on do not be behind otherwise we will be losers
Let be more forthcoming on way of love to be choosers
I love your image your curves and all your features
In the pursuit even if we die we will be love martyrs

My sweetheart we have been made for just each other
We will manage and jump over from bolder to bolder
Let us cross all avenues and horizons in real love fervor
Love is a real booster under all circumstances it is power
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Fine Wine

Your eyes are shining like stars in the sky
Please take me along and let make me fly
Love is like truth beauty takes it eye to eye
Let us take life but serious let us life glorify

We are treading on stones and taking thorns
When beauty scorns, then love really adorns
Fate or fortune is in the book, nature warns
When wrath comes to life then love mourns

My sweetheart my, beloved please be mine
Let me take drink you as a bottle of fine wine
Love is my symbol and beauty is your sign
Hand to hand, eye to eye let be together to join
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Love Is Inflammable

Love is Inflammable
Give hand in my hand and forget about the rest
As a lover and beloved we are definitely the best
My beloved in this romantic weather be my guest
Let us be together in love quest just chest to chest

Your innocence makes me your lover sweetheart
We travel together from pore to pore part to part
Under the burning sun thru desert you are resort
On oath please declare that you will never depart

Embrace me, kiss me be part of my heart to tinkle
My beautiful beloved my innocent dove my angel
Being in jubilant mood, let us cross every hurdle
Beauty is appreciable and love is highly inflammable
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Yellow Poison

Yellow poison when ever injected in the body
Is taken to entire body by particles of blood
It takes over heart and brain and make cloudy
Then it engulfs entire body like violent flood

Thinking stops and suspicions come to surface
Under the auspice one becomes more anxious
Yellow pages, hypocrites vomit same disgrace
All is poisoned for petty benefits pace to pace

The venomous smile on faces of religious rascals
Who come to innocent people in garb of angels
They are make minds crippled guided by devils
They are devoid of any values and any morals

Yellow poison is more in humans than in snakes
It is responsible for all heartaches and heartbreaks
It is the devil's game in which every one partakes
We should be aware, relations are poisonous snakes
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Chunk By Chunk

Chunk By Chunk
To counter this situation let me to bunk
After losing you, I became a dirty funk
With your graces you made me slunk
Kill me as a whole not chunk by chunk

With me you have very many in store
Then why to play with me pore to pore
Destroy me completely but do not ignore
I am in a whirlwind I do not need shore

Your beauty carries all but dirty aspects
In beautiful figure are hidden many facts
On one or another plea you find defects
This is what the corrupted beauty reflects
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My Servitude

My Servitude
I know that who has given me pain can relieve
In his love and mercy I ask for and I do believe
I am unable to return what all kindness I perceive
Whatever I aspire for more than that I receive

I have to bear, I have to take this is part of faith
My Master is like a burning candle I am moth
On path of love I can take hatred and the wrath
Master is the one who never leaves on footpath

Let me pray to Him and extend my gratitude
My knowledge leads to my sight and certitude
He covers fully the moment I opt for solitude
Please do not ask me the real taste of servitude
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Ghazal 11

My beautiful sweetheart is very very clever
She takes me along with out any en-devour
When I kissed her that was a kiss of class
Twas long time back but I still feel the flavor
Love is from the heaven, rivals should know
Love is so sacred please do not be the broker
What is there deep down in ocean I don't know
I am just a beginner and I am only a surfer
I kiss that hand which drags me to the slaughter
I am to be butchered my beloved is the butcher
I love her I praise her, I gaze her I chase her
Her gestures make me bold I am proud of candor
Where hatred to terminate where love to culminate
Due to my innocence I still can not decipher
Beauty is the master and love is only a servant
Fate is written in the book and I have to follow
But still I failed to know how fortune to conjure
How can I be blind how can my eyes just strand
When your beauty travels with me as path finder
Enemies have resorted to all the dirty tricks
Mehr is in danger and seeks mercy of the Master
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Sublime Passion

Draw open the curtains, let the light in!
Let the love proceed in its own discipline
Do appreciate praise of beauty is no sin
Give me your hand let me whole to win

My beloved take love hope to the prime
Let us take maximum advantage of time
My emotions are pure my passion sublime
To love your beauty my love is not crime

Let take the taste when weather is for us
Give me juicy cheeks take bundle of buss
My love take hand in hand and let me Avis
I am your lake and you are my sweet lotus
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Painted Eyes

How many eyes will you paint my dear to see
Your image in the mirrors just all around you
Love for beauty is eternal not based on any plea
It is not good to see oneself through and through

Music of heart, music of soul is beyond creation
Love pursues and beauty gets soothing vibration
Life does not fit in either in my or in your fashion
Body embraces death leaving soul with passion

My sweetheart paint my soul in love leaving body
You can capture my real love if you can paint free
With painted soul eternally without wink I will see
Not my real self but my eyes with just painted copy
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Circus Endless

Circus Endless
In good times people run side by side
In bad times spread just far and wide
In luxuries every girl wants to be bride
In difficult times even shadow to hide

World is strange place, a dangling deal
Where given injuries never ever heal
One can win who can put his real seal
World runs to them with sensual appeal

Even near, dear discard in helplessness
Let me be honest just to openly confess
World is full of people, cruel and callous
This is the circus which remains endless
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From Birth Till Death

From Birth Till Death
Passion finds its way, till the time candle burns
Moth when embraces candle then never returns
Love has it own concern when beauty discerns
Lesson of life becomes useless when one learns

My sweetheart how can I appreciate your beauty
When I am no more on line of life, but totally free
Survival of a drop of water impossible without sea
Taste of forbidden fruit is what still I carry with me

My love this stay of ours is taken by me as a stance
We remain throughout our life on but certain chance
Life is a moment and that moment is but your glance
Right from birth till death we remain but in a trance
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No Choice Is There

No Choice
Blunt arrows of beauty are piercing my heart
She intends to give me just painful separation
My sweetheart is smart just from the very start
She wants to play with my love's pure passion

My love is at stake her beauty just wants to take
All from my innocence with her sheer fragrance
If beauty is so dark then love must be so fake
What is then prudence and what for is reverence

Should I close my eyes or should I just pursue
Fortune is playing with fate as virtue is with vice
The petals of roses are not meant for drop of dew
What for is accountable when there is no choice
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To Kick

To Kick
I have no paradise but sky is open for me
So please do not challenge me for brawl
Life for me is just like an open green sea
Like a soldier I can overcome every wall

I am in the universe I can take the charge
I am in search of beauty where ever I find
From the higher cliff when I am on marge
My love in your love I am bound to bind

Please kiss to elevate my spirits to height
I am in love I know the price to be paid
Please accompany me in this eternal flight
Let us kick every hurdle every barricade
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Ghazal 10

You told me you were for ever for me
What you meant you were never for me
You made your world like golden glow
But you left my love, world blur for me
World is bed of beautiful roses for you
It is full of thorns and like an altar for me
I have very many questions for you
Do you have very many answers for me
All my strengths are warmer for you
All my weaknesses are armor for you
Your enemies are but on your protection
All my friends are like armor for me
What ever you do is secret in many veils
When my sentiments are informer for me
Your presence is fragrance, essence of life
Your absence is like an azure for me
Do not give me wealth for taking me
Do not play game of real barter for me
I will capture you with my sheer love
Do not prove to be like a border for me
My candle Mehr is like a moth in love
My love as a candle prove burner for me
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To Reconcile

I do not know how to reconcile with state
Things are written already in book of fate
I know that I am just like particle to rotate
But because of my soul I always correlate

I am a person right from beautiful heaven
I traveled from skies like a beam, a beacon
I do not know how I managed from curtain
I came with specific aim and clear mission

God travels with me like tinkling of heart
I am on earth to stay and my stay so short
Even if I am a part but I am still poles apart
It is love at start it is love to stay and depart
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Day Of Human Rights

Day of Human Rights
Tyranny oppression with the help of force and coercion
Social animals have degraded humans down to animals
With the faces and hearts of hypocrites with the assertion
The devils present themselves in the garb of sacred angels

On the name of human rights they rape, molest humanity
This is how for their heinous designs they play dirty tricks
They keep humans in their vested chains by declaring free
Their forts are constructed as bulwark with human bricks

Humanity, humanity is but in shackles of hunters like hounds
Life has become a source of bargain and just fun in front of guns
Vicious in their circles suck blood and eat flesh on all grounds
To cover their sins, crimes they celebrate the day as champions
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Heart Strings

Heart Strings
When you place your hand on my heart
Music of love starts blooming in my body
I place my hand on yours not to depart
I feel the taste of beauty boldly to be free

Let my love understand the real language
Through which a passion travels just in us
This is how beauty and love to make bridge
To reach to the wonderful land of to buss

Heart strings when touched play love tune
Cold winter changes in to hot month of June
When jumps to my lap full moonlit moon
Then I suddenly feel all colors of monsoon
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To Hold Grace

Winter is in swing and I am playing with snowflakes
Weather of my heart reminds me all innocent mistakes
My soul dangles and dances in the valleys and lakes
But my sweetheart your love undertakes and overtakes

Faithless weather reminds me my faithful sweetheart
When we decided to remain together and not depart
Together in the heart of heart but still we are pole apart
We have to celebrate lot of love but our life is too short

I tell to your image all odds, trials and tribulations to face
Difficulties of life in bits and pieces from from place to place
How to keep up standard of love and how to hold grace
How real love takes beauty go hand in hand and pace to pace
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From Heaven To Hell

From Heaven To Hell
My love I will keep my eyes on you like a rogue
So that no one else dare to look at you just to flirt
Your charming style and fashion is hit, in vogue
In this thirsty desert of life only you can comfort

I know you, only you can make me successful
I will take care of you from beginning till last
Please do appreciate man is half Satan half angel
There are very many occasions to get just blast

From heaven to hell and hell to heaven is a path
Life is not bed of roses but is a path full of thorns
Most of the time it is not love but full of wrath
Which makes one not just comfortable but scorns
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In Twilight

My love my eyes laugh on your fake love
Please do not kiss my lips for the sake of it
In the shape of a cat you portray like dove
But please do not over react even if too fit

I know that you are playing with me to win
But you should know I am aware of all tricks
To me your beauty is so pious to touch is sin
So I do know when to mix and when to fix

Love and lust are two corners of a dark shade
Like a clear sun day and like a clear dark night
To molest piety is like to protest just to degrade
Both the sides of love are like beauty in twilight
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Love Sentry

Let me make you the resident of just my heart
My beloved I am so enthralled by your beauty
But please take a decision never ever to depart
Let me sail and explore the depth of the sea

I tasted you once you are so juicy, tasty, lovely
I will not bear any other eye to explore and see
I belong to you my love, you just belong to me
Let us travel on love path to feel liberal and free

Kiss me and do not leave my lips just in a hurry
To the path of your beauty I do carry a love key
My sweetheart you are just so witty and so pretty
For a beauty like you I want to remain as sentry
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Miracles happen thru heart-to-heart communication
Lover and beloved are taken in real grasp and spell
Intoxicated eyes play their dominant determination
It is tinkling heart where lover and beloved to dwell

My young, energetic, alluring, innocent sweetheart
Still you can not understand mockery and its deceits
You have to be smart to understand from the start
We are being staunch lovers and love makes aesthetes

Charming beauty takes us to eternal edge of prosperity
Love does not mind even if it has to burn with the fire
But it is must that lover and beloved move with sincerity
If one can not go through these oddities he must retire
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Resort To Dreams

Life is not just a dream but a bitter reality
So my sweetheart do not resort to dreams
Even being in human bondage we feel free
We are still in servitude of lot many themes

With every background images need change
At times eyes can not go along with sincerity
Being humans we can be strange but in range
Vigilance remains just hallmark of our duty

Whatever we see is stretch of our imagination
Our conscience brings forth all hidden wishes
Dreams are nothing but are our own creation
For all poor minds they are wonderful dishes
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Perfect Selection

Please do not play with my innocent emotions
Please do not make me die before actual death
Love is nothing, a set of wrong or right notions
Please do not torture me just breath after breath

Love values demand to bear all torture and pain
But like a lover I do appreciate and understand
What is taste of pleasure and what is just disdain
My love has adopted your real color and brand

You kill me with a sharp weapon I do not mind
On every attack I feel pleasure and satisfaction
I can see you clearly even if I see you being blind
My love with your beauty is a perfect selection
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Poisonous Snake Behind

No doubt that it is impossible for the taste to find Beauty with its shocking glare makes one just blind
Love and beauty require an eternal chain to bind
Every beautiful girl has a poisonous snake behind

Love is not a poison but it definitely is a deadly sin
Mostly heart is taken away by a black mole on chin
Beauty may be apparent or deep down in the skin
At times it becomes impossible hand of love to win

Let me grace your beauty with over enthusiastic love
For the kindness my heart and soul are bound to bow
Let me see lines of fortune on your hand remove glow
Then tell me the way where to meet when and just how
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Animosity

World is full of vultures and hounds
Meanest go on groundless grounds
Vicious cross a place out of bounds
Human faces have snake like sounds

Women follow Satan to his dirty den
Vicious circles include when all men
Rubbish intentions accompany then
Their fates are already written by pen

I can not forget that whore and bitch
Which proved to be like a real witch
Virtue is solace vice, a ditch after ditch
Let me take her on to switch to enrich
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Flute Of Lips

You are my life and how can I compromise on life
So for your sake I will fight till the last drop of blood
If I fail to defend you I will use my poisoned knife
But I will not leave you to any violent killing flood

My sweetheart you have taken all from me in a leap
So now I travel in you and along you like your shadow
I do not mind if area is difficult or like ridge so steep
With you I will make you grow and glow in every row

Let me take you in front of a mirror to see your charms
Let it tell you what wonderful treasure you carry along
Let me embrace you and kiss you time and again in arms
Let me play with flute of the lips, let me sing love song
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Curtains Of Beauty

You open up the curtains of windows of your sweet room
Streaks of light started dancing on half naked body parts
I want to imprison you in my strong arms to make in bloom
In this state of trance do not ask me the jubilation of hearts

My entire body becomes heart and lips to explore the reality
I kiss you my love from part to part and from pore to pore
Please do not ask me the taste of freedom being liberal and free
I wish I have had bundles and bundles of love just to adore

My eyes see you and you graces whether there is day or night
Heart can not be separated from heart and soul from soul
The moment I embrace you I see my all around light and light
Your love is my aim your beauty dominates me as a whole
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Wonderful Experience

My love your eyes are black like dark night
Your red lips are leaving sign of love on me
During this moonlit night we want love flight
I want to sail through you as thru Green Sea

Beauty with all its fragrance is to be explored
Love may kindle its candle with its all streaks
How essence of beauty can be easily ignored
The black moles are shining on glowing cheeks

Beauty in the company of love asks celebration
Let us make this night a wonderful experience
Let be the pioneers to change the world fashion
Cadence of beauty increases but love’s credence
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A Pussy Cat

She says that she will marry me in the world hereafter
Because she is busy in extending facility to some other
Keeping me on altar she is suggesting to me this answer
Like a pussy cat she know how to play, how to capture

I know her game of love, lust, I know her eternal thirst
I understand how she comes to the limits to just burst
In body affair they say foreplay is essential to be first
Cats are cats in softness hidden very many than worst

My sweet cat I do realize your relentless need to glow
So in your amorous mood you are bound to tell, show
Animal instinct in your veins like stream is just to flow
Let me take you on to satisfy you to make you blow
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Day By Day

Promise of love needs no compromise
Beauty to life comes like sweet sunrise
From eyes to eyes it just really beautifies
Flowers for praise do require butterflies

Hands in hands throw streaks of light
Taste of prime makes life really bright
My book of love let me read and recite
Being upright beauty has to fully unite

My love come in my arms and let play
Enter in me like a clear bright light ray
Arms in arms let love and beauty to pray
Our eternal love increase day by day
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In severe turmoil we need patience and gratitude
God helps those who have frank, positive attitude
With staunch servitude and with clear certitude
Crude iron do require fire to be strong and prude

Love is a fire which burns and refines entire body
It affects heart and soul to be required more deeply
Rights bestowed upon a person when done duty
One should abide by moral code of conduct fully

Gratitude is a bulwark against all odds and trials
It helps to win all situations, brawls and battles
Clear eyes and clean hearts burn all the candles
It abolishes all evils from life and kills all devils
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Made Me Robot

From a normal man you made me robot
I lost all my fragrance and became a slot
From bosom's knot I became just a rot
After taking wine of love I am like besot

You bruised my heart, you injured soul
For a fish like me, you became just troll
Beauty with her charm can easily control
You can only harm then who can console

But please do appreciate robots use mind
They are heartless hence emotionally blind
Just to grind many stupids you can just find
Henceforth my love we are no more aligned
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Wear Me As Dress

My sweetheart wants to wear me like her dress
But on every weekend you change it i do guess
I know, you do know which button is to press
For good players love is a game but like chess

I have a keen eye on you knowing fully well
I consider in your heart I definitely do dwell
For lunatic lovers for me do remain under spell
I am in love and in real love I do love to excel

Please do wear me as many times as you desire
Make me stable and do throw some water on fire
Sell me as many times as you think and as aspire
If you change your attire I may in love do expire
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To Be Or Not

My young energetic and innocent beloved
I must admit that I am not fit to give any bid
I know that you are ready to extend sacrifice
This is how you my love are to pay the price
You love me because you are not aware of act
I request you to go, get a boy to seek, select
If you only aspire for my fame and money
Then in the long run will be in trouble honey
I love you You remain hidden in my heart
But I do not want to leave you and depart
Please do not play with my pure emotions
My love, forget about all the wrong notions
But if you are determined to be in my life
Then take me in your arms become my wife
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Color Of Eyes

You are heart of my heart, you are color of my eyes
You are pleasure of my life you are pain of my cries
You are in my disguise and I am in your disguise
Love on beauty relies, neither beauty nor love is wise

Life is desert without water, a mountain to surmount
Hence throughout life one is busy to search destination
My sweetheart for me you are more than paramount
Beauty remains in contemplation while love is pure action

What has gone but what is to come is of prime importance
Together we can make this world an actual heaven
Beauty in concurrence with love brings to life all prudence
Then in attraction of life love embarrasses real love season
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Out Of Bound

Fortune smiles, when in your sweet eyes I see rainbow
You are a pure drop of water needs streak of light to pass
Life becomes a real treasure in shape of the golden glow
When light passes through, you become the beauty of class

You embrace me to caress and kiss to eternal love path
In your company I feel myself to be just the blessed one
With your love I can carry, every contempt and wrath
My sweetheart you are my only savior less you there none

When I see in eyes stars tinkle and moon seeks company
I remain no more and you surround me from all around
I take you my sweetheart as my real fortune and my fairy
Since you reside in heart so I declared area out of bound
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Like Rainbow

My sweetheart you are like a rainbow
I want to play with your colors daily
She wants me touch of hand to know
Beauty is like lock and love is the key

She wants to kiss her at every place
She loves me by keeping face to face
Let me kiss you and let me embrace
The joy of fire is known by fireplace

My princess my hands want to take
Whatever I do is only for your sake
Music of nature at the side of a lake
Love is what is just keeps me awake
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Enforce To Endorse

When I told her to open bosom’s knot
It was full of with names of lovers a lot
Beauty has its own benefits being sexpot
Her glowing cheeks were just fiery hot

In that glow, love stream was to flow
Pleasure danced all around to show
In company of love beauty was to blow
This is how love and beauty were in row

Stream of love was on its normal course
We forgot but all in this love discourse
We were ridden by some unknown force
Love was to enforce beauty was to endorse
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Fountain Up To Brim

When fountain of life comes up to brim
When heart dangles and dances in whim
One a lover wants to just anxiously swim
When a growing stem needs actual trim

She is in prime with the real tasty fruits
In intoxication she dances with the shoots
When she sprouts all juice from the roots
So these are what are the real attributes

Oh, My love land lass  embrace, , embrace
Take my dignity and give me your grace
Let me take you from tip to toe, face to face
Let love follow beauty from pace to pace
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Your Spark

My sweetheart I am taken over by your spark
Your beauty blazons like a candle in the dark
Beauty and love are in strings to be on the mark
Let us just play love game in the real love park

Love is our estate, love is to attract, to celebrate
Lover and beloved are chained to be soul mate
Love in entirety makes one fabulous and great
Lover is just anxious beloved remains moderate

My love, let me taste and sip all the bottle of wine
I am overjoyed that today you are but just mine
We are face to face, eye to eye, and just line to line
Let us tell to the faithless weather not undermine
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Sham Love

She is like an innocent dove so whom so ever
She comes across she innocently says I love you
On first glance I fell in love with to leave never
But then I saw portraying her parts thru and thru

She paints and paints but naked breasts for show
Either knowing fully well or just stroke of a brush
It is more than sufficient in flow to take and blow
But all this embarrassment never ever make her blush

I do not know about strange conduct and behavior
But by now I realized the idiosyncrasies of the life
We are the defaulter we ruin or make ourselves savior
We can cut our bodies or vegetables with the knife
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On You For You

I love your beautiful eyes and I want to kiss them
Your black eyes attract me to write on you a poem
For you I can sacrifice entire universe to condemn
My sweetheart I consider you as my life being gem

When the world is fast asleep I write on you for you
Your beauty travels from pore to pore thru and thru
There is no one else who I can aspire for and pursue
You became my heart through your eyes world I view

Let me take you in my arms to swing and to celebrate
Let us make a chain of love and beauty to create recreate
Let our hearts and souls dangle dance together to dictate
Let us be like children to play innocently like playmate
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To Write Odes

I take antimony from your black eyes to write love odes
It makes me to appreciate beauty with all its beauty codes
My life is nothing, it is what helps me to write episodes
Love is in alluring mood to portray its wonderful modes

My love let me take you in eyes to sleep under eyebrows
Your enchanting beauty touches my heart in love rows
Let us sail to eternity with open mast and with all prows
My heart is always busy with you and it never ever avows

Let us be on the road of progress just to be hand in hand
Let me collect all colors of flowers to make sweet garland
My love has its own trend while your beauty its own brand
The moment your beauty has touched me I am not on land
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Heart To Entice

Do not ask me about the awesome depth of my love dealings
Love us rule with power of words, surmounting all feelings
But does exercise the power of taking all bruises to blessings
Love and beauty remain throughout in strings in all springs

My beloved do believe in strength of love to sail to real belief
My heart has been stolen by a real little lovely innocent thief
On relation of love and beauty one can write books but brief
Love is a reef in ocean or it may bloom on a new tree as a leaf

My sweetheart take me from all this worldly rut to a paradise
Please be more nice my beloved to give to our life more spice
Nor world is concise neither its idiosyncrasies are really precise
My beauty of universe please give advice to your heart to entice
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Broken Glass

Pieces of broken glass are difficult to collect
Knowingly or unknowingly one can just hurt
It is color of blood which is bound to reflect
See with open eyes the result of lover's effort

Beloved if so desire can use blood as vermilion
This is how she be considered married in love
You my fountain of beauty is just my real fortune
I will keep you in my heart, my innocent dove

Love is difficult, beauty can take task onerously
To be in eternal chain is the outcome of class
Love is supreme for all times to remain as piety
At times hard than iron but delicate than glass
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Love Is Veneration

Don't come in my dreams, I don't want to pollute
Innocence with my touch, fragrance with my kiss
From your root to your shoot, my forbidden fruit
My sweetheart my miss you are but eternal bliss

So pure and so chaste even touch may be a crime
I love you, I love you this I repeatedly but repeat
You are excellent and sweet, this is your sublime
You are so clean an neat as pure white blank sheet

Beauty is, what resides high somewhere on sky
It is like North Star Which dictates to destination
Forget about the bodies let our souls be free to fly
Love is not a commodity my love it is veneration
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Love Is Shock

A girl in white skirt does not know intricacies of love
Love may make her life a glow or just sheer despair
Lover or beloved has to pay the price like a little dove
They either be killed or burnt in fire of love with flair

Shock or pain may change color of hair to white skirt
Innocence of youth may acquire wrinkles on the face
Heart may bleed being severely wounded and hurt
Youth may step to old age jump without leaving trace

Whosoever is victim of love must realize understand
Love is a life taking altar which one has to take till last
It may be same painful frequency and torturous band
It is like bomb on burning fire which can any time blast
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Injured Wings

My enemies have injured my wings not to fly
I am with bare head and foot under naked sky
Now I am ready for the brawl from eye to eye
Being professional soldier I haven't learnt to cry

Enemies may resort to their tricks being weak
I know my limitations I will never ever seek
My future is bright their future is but just bleak
Their actions are oblique my approach is unique

I am determined to be soldier of God to be martyr
I do not have a shopkeeper's mind to go for barter
I don't attack from back but remain front to declare
I am a soldier being frank straightforward and fair
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Real Love Mandate

Let us drop the profound and enigmatic wall of silence
Let us show to each other our hearts full of attraction
Let us reciprocate real love with beauty in accordance
Let us exercise option to unveil sentiments and passion

We have wasted a lot of time in just unnecessary row
From which our rivals have taken very many benefits
Remaining morose is not in fitness of things let's glow
Let us try to understand this world is full of hypocrites

My love embrace me to trace me my present and past
From the day one we are in love chain to just celebrate
Let us my sweetheart be real iconoclast and to blast
Let us establish love mandate being straight and great
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Taste In Chaste

Your little juicy oranges make me young
Your sweet fragrance makes me just fly
I want to sing love songs which were sung
On the swing with you I want to touch sky

Your beautiful eyes when just turn to see
They take me along on heights to celebrate
The real charm of love the taste of beauty
Moments so spent are marvelous and great

Let my love pay homage to gorgeous beauty
Let me salute to all your hidden treasure
Let us break bond of mannerism to be free
Let us accumulate all the available pleasure
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Touch In Love

She has stolen my heart being innocent little thief
Love is in search of beauty takes it ultimate belief
I am interested in her and will take her leaf by leaf
My sweetheart is just start and end of life in brief

My sweetheart is so audacious and so vivacious
Her all angles and curves are lovely and gracious
I have become lunatic don't ask about my madness
Her prowess makes her precious to be my purpose

I love her beyond life I praise her beyond capacity
I am her lover she is my beloved full of real beauty
My sincerity will tame my love to love with integrity
Enthralled in real love we will touch edge of eternity
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The Enigma

Life is a series of illness after illness and decease after decease
I am in sheer love and from my beloved I got gift of love agonies
My sweetheart I am indebted in love and take this just ecstasies
Still I am hopeful that you will open the window for love breeze

You have full right over me so play with my heart as you desire
I know what your beauty is and I have decided to burn in the fire
I see your image everywhere less you my love to admire to inspire
Like a lunatic I roam door to door to inquire less I remain afire

Please do not test me to a limit which my love I never ever deserve
Like a humble staunch servant I want to bow and submit and serve
Throughout life one is still unable to appreciate beauty curve by curve
I have no one else less you, you have millions and millions in reserve
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For Perfection

Please take my hand in hand and place it on your heart
I want to feel your heartbeats and listen to the real music
Let me take you pore to pore and let me take part to part
Your lipstick on my collar makes you really elegant, classic

My all relations and entire city along with rivals celebrate
My hopelessness and my helplessness play with passion
How can my troubled life be good how can life be moderate
Pleasure has molested my sentiments now pain is fashion

Let your beauty show me path in the light of your beauty
So that it can lead me to my destination with clarity of action
Life is what is a chain, a puzzle and an action to love thee
Throughout life we aspire and desire to look for perfection
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Sexual Rapture

Aphrodite is the goddess of love, beauty and sexual rapture
My sweetheart you take all attributes of beauty just from her
Your beauty spreads fragrance to celebrate let me capture
You have aroused animal spirit in me that is why my vision blur

My white rose let me caress your soft petals let me kiss red lips
I am no more in existence you have taken me in your wild grips
On the winter evening amidst snow fall tin of wine is open, sips
My beloved your lover is taking you on to love of ocean on ships

No woman loves but rigorous sexual assaults like a living hell
No matter there is heaven or hell in search of love beauty dwell
Love and beauty are not commodities to buy from shop or sell
Poison of love is needed by beauty from pore to pore cell to cell
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The Forefathers

Please do not challenge me less I will make the line straight
I may not be of that caliber but my forefathers were great
Anxious by my nature I can neither tolerate nor can I wait
I know how to change situation, how fortune to get from fate
My forefather were emblem of sheer hard work to celebrate
And we are following their footprints to be their soul mate
Whenever we feel dejected we look up and just reinvigorate
We do not have very many qualities but we do reinvigorate

Hence I am ready to take any action being prudent for wrong
You must to which clan, tribe of warriors me my sons belong
With clear eyes, clean hearts what set of values to take along
Being from mountains and properly trained we are fit, strong
If you want to test our veracity and fortitude to extend prolong
We are ready to be in the field to curb all vice to fight lifelong
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Love Shades

Do you know that my beloved jasmine
When be in my arms will make river dry
Her fiery wish will burn me in pure green
She will take my life and make my soul fly

Love is a metaphor, simile or metonymy
With different shades, indiffrent blades
It touches heart travels in alleys blindly
It maintains its color and never ever fades

My sweetheart in your pure white robe
You have changed my darkness into light
Love remains colorful, colorblind on globe
In darkness it makes surroundings bright
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Heroes In Towns

You failed to understand my feelings thru and thru
My sweetheart from the very beginning I love you
On petals of love your beauty comes like drop of dew
You are new in love pursuit so let me take it to pursue

My beloved life is just full of so many ups and downs
Lovers at times are beggars and at another wear crowns
lovers at times like clowns at another heroes in towns
They are the ones who pave there way from shutdowns

My beloved please take me in arms I am totally broken
Rivals laugh at me and take all this as a pun and a fun
Only you are my beloved in this burning desert with Sun
There is none but only you are my real love my passion
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Good Reasons

She plays with me and teases me to spark
In spring season my love I have to embark
Let me be your guard to save as bulwark
I will take you along please take my remark

Please teach me the mannerism for love
I want to be a schoolboy, my little dove
You know that when love happens, how
Love is the landmark beauty is over-above

My love is beyond my real expectations
Your style and grace are above all fashions
I want to be my love with you in all seasons
Beauty has its notions love its good reasons
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To Contest

My love how can I and my soul be at rest
When the entire city has opted to contest
With open chest I am ready for this test
Being frank and good soldier I am the best

Weak in faith, lack sincerity to challenge
How can jackals dare to take any revenge
At times they do aspire to search scavenge
But who dare they do not bother to plunge

Let me tell you I will take them one by one
I will take them and burn like blazon sun
I am the one who can be assaulted by none
People are like small fishes I am the ocean
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Be The Commander

I can insult you I can abuse you but I don't want to lose you
You are part of my heart without heart body is just nothing
We are on a ship and by seniority I am commander of crew
I have steered ship through many odds let me share feeling

But now my son I have gone old and am ill to move further
So I hereby nominate you to be the commander in the future
Now my body is so weak my heart is to stop my vision is blur
Being son of a soldier, son I want to embellish values, culture

Let me handover to you command of the ship as successor
Please make the unit strong so that you can win over all odds
You have to be meticulous and exercise more patience in anger
My soul will be in solace when you will take care of my wards
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Duty And Right

You are like my soul when it leaves the body
Someone puts his hand on my eyes not to see
I wish to see to which abode it destined to be
Neither I had any wish to be in world nor plea

It is up to the beloved how she gives any verdict
It is she who has to select all the path to tread
Love demands that it is her right to declare, select
What is me is just to follow the orders to be dead

My beloved you are the real light of my eye sight
Without you how can I be able to take any flight
It is you who has made my future luminous, bright
I do appreciate I am your duty and you are my right
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You As Fortune

My love even if my mind dies my eyes will remain open
To capture your image to carry you along to destination
I will celebrate you at a place where will be none, one on one
Considering you my fountain of love taking you as fortune

I can not explain how much I love you and how I take you
But where ever I go my beloved you follow me through
I promise my pursuit for beloved will come up to pursue
In every season of love I will love you and will say I do, I do

You are my world you are my universe which I do cherish
Please do not ask me what I have in my heart for as wish
My sweetheart without you I am without water as a fish
Where ever my love is to kindle your beauty will nourish
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Epiphany

Your beauty gives sudden and striking realization
My love you have taken over me with your charms
Your sweet appearance becomes a wonderful action
Allow me to follow all sanctity in all the love norms

Let me praise you from head to toe and to celebrate
The taste and charm of your youth in burning sun
Your excellence of beauty makes you beautifully great
I am only your real lover except you there is none

Your sudden appearance has taken away my conscience
I do not know how to react and how to take experience
I can feel you all around me like really sweet fragrance
Please embrace me come in my arms to explore reference
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Snow is failing and winter is in real bloom
Snow flakes are falling down being so soft
And in my blanket I remember with gloom
Your image dances in front and just in aloft

Pain of loneliness travels in heart and soul
I love you and still celebrate your presence
How can I forget your cheeks with mole
When you have left your body with fragrance

Please come our my sweetheart in winter
I will die without you I just do understand
This winter is season of togetherness to stir
Our hearts and bodies on same musical band
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Filth In Soul

Some have filth in body while some have filth in soul
They are the servant of Satan and pursue his pursuit
They do have imprudence being taken over as whole
Being prostitute they execute and they fully contribute

To make this world not heaven, but obnoxious hell
And to promote vice with all its forms and shades
Throughout they remain and grow under satanic spell
They cut the roots of virtue with sharp blunt blades

They have forgotten and ignored the day of judgment
Where they will face the dirtiest possible assaults of hell
Their every moment will be full of pain cent per cent
Which will be a permanent abode for them ever to dwell
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Base Coins

This world is set of vice and virtue
Good and bad play their due part
In front of Satan say we do, we do
Good ones have their way to depart

All those who are servant of God
Uphold the verdict not to astray
They are fully protected by Lord
They travel like a clear light ray

Servants of devil take double death
They carry along deplorable plight
They carry death with every breath
Their eyes are blind not to see light
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Love And Love

The day I announced my love with you
The day entire city became my enemy
On my lips like a drop of innocent dew
You my love is that enchanting beauty

Love and beauty has that eternal chain
Which can't be broken with such tricks
In your love being lunatic and insane
I became poet to write on you love lyrics

Let be the real time for love to prosper
Let be the real essence to take in custody
Let me be ready to take on and capture
Without you my sweetheart I am in agony
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Came To Brink

Love is a flowing river or a trickling brook?
Where beauty can smilingly open its book
This is how I want to enhance my outlook
Let me see from near let me have close look

Your fragrance takes me along with wind
Let me forget painful moments to rescind
Only pleasure should dance along to amend
Let me embrace you being more disciplined

I thought about you and still I love to think
With your glowing cheeks and lips so pink
With open bottle of beauty let me to drink
Reinvigorated in the taste we came to brink
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You Are Diverse

Let me successfully navigate the twists and turns of life
Let me be more clear on all aspects of beauty to discern
Let me understand the pain of life on being edge of knife
Let me be honest and straightforward to show my concern

Love is like fire which flares and immediately burns soul
It engulfs heart and pierces to play tricks with the brain
It is what is like a poison pollutes brain and body as whole
It is like thundering and lightening in sheer drizzling rain

Without you I am man of no consequence let it be known
But in your company I am King of my own love universe
Hidden treasures are much more than beauty has shown
My sweetheart I am different but you are totally diverse
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Mission And Vision

When beloved is in arms every season is love season
Beauty fully understands for love there is no reason
To be disloyal is a sin to be disloyal is just a treason
Beauty in its domain is sovereign while love is crimson

My sweetheart your style is what blooms like fashion
Every one jealous of love every one is jealous of union
My sweetheart my virgin you are my mission and vision
I love you from my heart this is what is my contention

Let me take you on my way let me be my part and parcel
I am your follower in love you are my little innocent angel
Let me praise your style my love you are really graceful
Please help me to love in this sweet season to be agreeable
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Again and again I look at the lines of my palm
Your image crops up to celebrate the holy psalm
How can in love anxiety my love I can be calm
Your very much presence portrays the embalm

Please open up, be frank and straightforward
Without you the entire world seems just blurred
You are book of love which I learn word by word
It is sheer hatred which has made world absurd

Love is a cool and moving passion like a stream
My sweetheart you bloom in me like light beam
You are reality of my life, you are in every dream
I am a romantic poet and you are romantic theme
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Still Waiting

Merciless and cruel attitude of my beloved
Has taken from me myself and my confidence
Your cruel beauty has taken love from loved
I have lost my sense and lost all my patience

Now I am in a state which I can never share
Who else could be who can take your place
When I see around all loved ones in just pair
Let me tell you I keep you always face to face

I want to forget but time does not allow to do
What all I have in my eyes heart and my soul
But I still hold this opinion you will out of blue
And will embrace to tell me to take as a whole
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But To Win

Amidst the fun and frivolity your image peeps in
Then less you everything seems to me to be a sin
In sheer winter snow you warm me like wine tin
My heart remains anxious not to lose but to win

Your charm and your graces are spicy with taste
My love you are so pure my love you are chaste
Please just embrace me let my hand be on waist
Spring is in bloom fragrance of flowers is in haste

Let me kiss you my love let me be on your way
Let your beauty pierce my body with this pray
For times to come chain of love be ready to play
I should love you dawn to dusk and night till day
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My Dear Lord

Through all the universe he makes his presence known
Being beautiful creation of yours I love to my real stance
All including right and wrong vice and virtue is shown
What is still to be celebrated is His most merciful glance

He protects when I am in need He cures me when I am ill
He showers His kindness and mercy just through and thru
Being obedient servant what task is assigned I have to fulfill
He always makes me to renew and I am ever ready to pursue

Please do not leave me and my hand less I will go just astray
With your company in your presence no one will dare to beat
In sheer love I want to fly around Please make me glowing ray
My fountain of love, my soul is desirous, tell me where to meet
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To Dispense

The thing which is not in my domain
Why should I feel worried about that
Why to forebear unnecessary strain
Why to go for unnecessary useless spat

Being a soldier I do not hit below belt
Every step I take just in my self defense
I know where to be solid where to melt
My dense fence reciprocates occurrence

So I warn all my foes to remain on guard
Otherwise they will face bitter consequence
Being ward of God I know how to play card
For any pretense I know how to dispense
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Taken Over Jealousy

They do not take care about me being jealous
But they will celebrate my death, remember
Hence they want to keep me always in crisis
They will remember when wind will whisper

People try to stop my light with little palm
They think they can stop my path to tread
With their bad intentions can they be calm
I will remain alive but, they will just be dead

MY Muse is strong who carries me along
Beauty is anxious to love and to celebrate
My beloved to you I do but really belong
My love is strong and beauty is moderate
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Love Shines Through

Love remains eternal and it never ever dies
It is a truth shines through a million of lies
Beauty being sophisticated has its own cries
Chain of love carries it to heart from the eyes

It has its own taste, style and glowing graces
It is a journey, takes it from just paces to paces
Love is so superior than its mere train of traces
Love becomes unity when beloved embraces

Let us have for distinct love different approach
Let us go to a place of sheer love in a love coach
Let be rivals along with dirty world have reproach
Let me from your beauty whisper to ear thru brooch
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Nature Of Love

Nothing I have body nor soul to swing
But whatever remains I can just bring
I do appreciate in company, can see spring
From heart to heart there remains a string

lovers go through a severe test of patience
Even being totally crippled carry cadence
It mostly remains hidden in the conscience
Its fragrance carries hindrance after hindrance

Beauty is what instigates fire in the love
Peace celebrates itself like innocent dove
Under the circumstance chance left is bow
Who knows from where love crops, how
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Distance A Leap

Suddenly I laugh, suddenly i shout and Suddenly I weep
They consider lunatic, say you sowed the crop now reap
I am just fit apparently unless you dig my heart so deep
Distance from me to you seems just a pace and just a leap

Is this love then don't ask me to explain love's real nature
It is above me and above us all in its entirety and stature
What love is what is after at times pain at times pleasure
Please don't ask me about him who is real hidden treasure

Kiss is not a suture to the bruises which are open to just see
Love is a wonderful experience what circumstances could be
For celebration of love needed no valid justification or plea
It can not take its real shape unless soul uncovers to be free
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Staunch Lover

He started tinkling in my heart and became just heart
My soul is a streak of light from that eternal fountain
He has taken over me never ever to leave or to depart
I am just a burning amber he is unlimited blazon sun

He is an umbrella and I am in his strong cover to exist
When he takes me over I remain no more but a shadow
It is great kindness on his part which I can not resist
I am just a tiny beam in that eternal ever growing glow

He loves me I love him and this is all what I can share
I am bestowed by his mercy And no one can dare to be
I am just a particle of dust he is the ever loving glare
In his presence I just see, see him to lose myself in thee
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Love Stupid Love

Love is sheer stupidity it does not involve brain
With love train everything goes down the drain
So called vanity makes a lover sane to be insane
In its domain it travels on very difficult terrain

Love of youth is serious, love of old age takes life
In love one is in poverty love is nothing but strife
Love has all shades but what about love with wife
Love is that foe of yours which keeps one on knife

Being stupid I tasted love but it proved to be poison
It makes the action futile it takes all land just barren
Helplessness is its fruit it seems to be a show brazen
For some it is a fashion for others it remains famine
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Love To Stay

Love enters from heart and nourishes in soul
It takes one to beauty and beauty remains goal
When it spreads from pore to pore, pole to pole
It dominates brain and takes one just as a whole

What a beauty and what charm to make it glow
When beauty strikes love to burst, love to blow
It is spring flowers to bloom do not be in a row
Beauty comes as a gift so beautiful has to show

Let my sweetheart to embrace let beauty portray
Let be light of my night let be just glare of the day
I must admit I must declare I vehemently pray
Let us be very good lovers and then for life to stay
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Lips Pray

What is love you can ask this from a person in grip of death
When he will be leaving all but will definitely be able to tell
It is very difficult but good to see beloved to lose his breath
Love is a pain of life, pain of death but still to offer to dwell

With the Master for times to come after transitory departure
Soul will fly like a bird to be around and around the fountain
The beggar will go back to the Master for grace with candor
Like streak of light goes back in trance to burning blazon sun

Mercy, mercy, mercy and kindness becomes the order of the day
Disheartened souls will get solace in the lap of their real Master
Heart will tinkle and soul will dangle dance, lips if open will pray
Hence soul will be totally free from stress and strain and pressure
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Flirt To Hurt

What type of girl she is nothing but flirt
On one pretext or another she is to hurt
Dancing swan, she is wearing white skirt
She makes me to see she keeps me alert

In the company of friends she leaves alone
I have to bear the brunt of a difficult time
I am on a stone while she keeps the throne
What is the taste of sin what is price of crime

Please do not play with my heart so tender
Be mine for a while I want to see you but all
Have a close look at me I am of your color
Once we were the lovers if you call to recall
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Love Accord

To act holding hands and to be in love accord
Let my love to be head over heals in love to go
Whether we are on rocks or in some concord
A touch of beauty will take, make us to know

How love takes its roots in our heart and soul
How beauty celebrates its graces and charms
How in chain unity becomes a real clear goal
How every move uncovers with all set norms

My sweetheart you have taken real me from me
I am left with the treasure of your image to carry
let be clear not to leave what the circumstances be
Thru your heart I tinkle thru your eyes I just see
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Ecstatic Moments

When arrow of love hits and pierces two hearts
Amazing, intense, ecstatic moments to celebrate
Fortune brings every thing with clarity to charts
Love becomes wonderfully, beautifully moderate

In this jungle of humans it is good to have this time
Where love and beauty knit themselves in love chain
Then crop up just innocent sin and innocent crime
Beauty has its own pleasure and love has its own pain

Let my love try to understand idiosyncrasies of life
Let us be more frank, straightforward and just clear
If you want to kill, kill me once not in pieces with knife
In our love sphere please remain near my love so dear
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Love Has No Criterion

Love has no criterion love can not be judged
It is a set of sentiments in a flowers wreath
It is a sign of beauty that makes love nudged
Love is like sharp sword, beauty is a sheath

Burning fire needs water, water is a symbol
Water is life but at times it is cause of death
Beauty is to baffle and has the wings of angel
Embrace me with love but don’t stop breath

Love is love till it is polluted with dishonesty
Beauty remains beauty till it is raped by touch
Cleanliness of eyes and heart make us just free
Things not as they are they do not look as such
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Love my love can not develop in mistrust and distrust
It is developed in sincerity of heart and sacrifice of soul
No doubt it is thrust by fortune but to be saved from rust
It does not come in chunks it takes a person as a whole

Beauty also needs purity and chastity by love to discern
If it is polluted it is nothing but just a third class passion
You my love are seeking in the story what is my concern
A thing of beauty needs a specific mannerism and a fashion

Pain refines love and gives color to beauty what I learnt
Love takes life step by step, beauty follows pace to pace
Like a candle burns a moth, love with beauty is but burnt
But makes love and beauty to glow and celebrate the grace
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Clever Crow

I do not believe in false love so please do not cheat
Lovers remain lovers they are not players for tricks
You played with my heart and stolen my heartbeat
World is a place full of all types of sham dirty chicks

Do not blame me blame but your self for the crime
You have taken my heart and soul to make me beggar
You are victim of your ambitions and I am victim of time
I don't think you do have any plea for the acts or answer

So let us pay farewell to each other and bid but just adieu
Hence forth we will not make notorious the sacred love
We are now just individuals and no more member of crew
Take your lust along and give back me love my clever crow
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Mercy Or Wrath

In my life cage in anger to rage
I am bound to survive till end
With my Master I am on page
As a servant I am bound to bend

Life is what a test a quiz, a puzzle
It is continuous reckoning to see
I am like an innocent little angel
On wings of soul cover sea after sea

My struggle carries me to salvation
I’ve to be careful throughout on path
I have to sacrifice my love and passion
Whether I embrace mercy or wrath
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I Can Fight

When I whisper in your ear your earrings resist
But I do understand your glowing cheeks insist
Your charming beauty and graces, style do exist
In mist love aspires and beauty needs be kissed

Your skirt asks for look your treasure is to open
From your bosom knot wants to rise blazon sun
In entire universe your beauty is job well done
Give your hand in my hand, my love lets run

Streaks of your beauty make surroundings bright
You are so beautiful a burning candle with light
Your beauty is my asset your sight is my insight
For you sweetheart with entire world I can fight
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Blooming Flower

My sweetheart you are a beautiful blooming flower
I am the appraiser you are so sweet a little charmer
How sweet are the petals and wonderful is the figure
My sweetheart in your beauty you surpass all glamour

Be a real beloved and take me with enchanting beauty
You are princess of my heart a precious pearl of the sea
Please allow your beauty to accompany in love journey
I am a romantic poet of love your beauty makes poetry

Let me take you my sweetheart to my eyes and heart
Let us be together never ever to be away or to depart
You have been created by God with love, a piece of art
You are in me I am in you from the very beginning, start
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In A Glare

My sweetheart I will praise you in my poetry
Till the time my hands can write and eyes glow
I don't mind what the circumstances could be
In stream of beauty with all love odds I will flow

You have taken my heart now I am just restless
You have taken my eyes I have no image to glow
Keeping your photo in front I am anxious to buss
You have given poison which will take me slow

My beloved can we compromise on love intensity
Come and embrace me in real trance to just share
Let us on some point of time we should just agree
Before real light comes to take me away in a glare
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To Take Altar

She has promised not to leave me alone
But in a hurry she is leaving me for ever
I have become a stone not to weep, moan
Whether I was a stupid or she was clever

She used to praise my eyes for our dreams
Now even eyes have gone waste for good
Leaving nothing she has taken her beams
Now I am confined to my own box of wood

I can feel her pain my heart is totally bruised
I can I reach her to tell her truth and reveal
I am cursing my self and the day introduced
To the deadly song of fate and to put a seal

Now I will embrace her in my dreams if possible
Now I will see her image in me in front of mirror
Being my own counsel I will report to my angel
I know that to be on altar I have to take my altar
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Love Surroundings

Let my love ignite love let beauty rekindle again
Let us think about the pleasure and forget all pain
Love is matter of the heart beauty image of brain
Beauty is a strange pleasure, makes sane, insane

Innocence of my beloved is my only and real asset
I will accompany my beloved without fear and fret
I still remember the day when we both were met
Real love is heavenly gift in which there is no regret

My beloved don't leave me in the company of hounds
Let us be more careful about our all love compounds
Let us feel more intoxicated in love cries love sounds
Lets make our surroundings more safe out of bounds
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Lovers Are Angels

To whom I love she is beloved of very many
I trap has been set to play with my sentiments
To open every lock she carries the same key
For each and every lover she carries comments

All her treasure she carries in her little palms
Interested can snatch just will and demand
Being cool and calm she offers charity and alms
What a mockery is love and what a love bond

Man if doesn't follow verdict is worst than dog
Dogs and bitches roam around on just streets
But lovers for their sincerity belong to angels blog
All cheats carry tricks and lovers carry heartbeats
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Innocent Deed

You think you can cheat me being young and energetic
I tell you I have seen you very many through my journey
I am a man with experience and you are innocent chick
There is no dearth of just like you and me in this dirty city

So the only chance remains when we take love in reality
The taste and the intoxication is where ever we just opt
Being addicts of love no one can stop us we are but free
The mode and manner we have liberty to select and adopt

But chastity and purity make the affair more fair to take
Love and beauty either corrupted with lust and greed
All those who cross limits for taste and spice are but fake
Innocence of heart and eyes make pleasant a deed indeed
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Her hands touched heart and I kissed the blue sky
Her heart was touching heart and we were eye to eye
Universe was in dance and we were just ready to fly
Love was in total trance, beauty was in real love cry

We were not in ourselves we were different in mood
From where to start and where to end or to conclude
One has to know nature then to see and then certitude
Love is in the veils beauty in the rails see the gratitude

My beloved it is a moment which determines the price
It assaults in moment when one does not have a choice
Love is a sacrifice without choice and beauty is to entice
Love is like a virtue which can not be taken over any vice
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Love And Lust

In a moment how many do you kiss and be kissed
Is it love or lust you must just be aware of this flaw
In return how many return love with love and missed
Is it in consonance with love, is it against natural law

At one time you can love or be- fool just particular one
Remaining are after you with animal pursuit and desire
Love is a serious affair it takes life and is not just a fun
Love is to offer sacrifice, not to ask for anything to aspire

Love is love, a matter of heart and soul and not just sex
If someone offers her private parts in public just to show
Hence love is to perplex and beauty must be like scolex
So love reciprocates to be sheer lust and beauty to blow
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Love To Endorse

My love when you dance universe dances with you
Your white skirt makes surroundings full with light
Like a fairy you touch my heart and just pass through
Every nook and corner of my heart becomes bright

With your dance your parts come up and down in trance
Your red lips kiss my lips which always appreciate beauty
As lover my beloved you give a chance and I take a chance
So we both feel pleased in life in a green golden beautiful sea

You love me and I love you this what takes us to pleasure
Even if some pain comes in that is taken over by love force
In this entire world with beggar like me you are treasure
Let me take you in arms to embrace beauty and to endorse
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To Ameliorate

I am soft at heart but hard in appearance
I do not know how to come up to occasion
It trips my heart it pricks my conscience
My intention does not reciprocate action

Let me think what I can do for the needy
How to help with meager resources available
How to open the lock of fortune with key
How to help others how to be the real angel

May God give me strength and fortitude
To be like a burning candle to show the path
To all those who need help but lack aptitude
Hence are ready to take contempt and wrath

Oh God helplessness kills, change it into hope
You are the Creator and Savior to celebrate
Mercy, mercy and nothing else but mercy rope
To help us in distress to resolve to ameliorate
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Accomplish Love Desire

You want to be with me in all my dreams
My sweetheart I really appreciate concern
Your beauty when being naked in beams
Blooms fully in light to crop up to discern

You kiss my lips because they have jasmine
You carry me along through different path
With your wine I am intoxicated and drunken
I am ready to take all contempt, hatred, wrath

My sweet flower you have me and I have you
Both are chained now in just an eternal chain
You my sweetheart are like a moon out of blue
My eyes have your image under stress, strain

Let me burn your candle of beauty with fire
Let me revive your all passion in your beauty
Please allow me accomplish all my love desire
Let us play game of love being liberal and free
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Forgive My Crimes

My beloved please do not play with my heart
Do not leave me in this cruel world just alone
Take me along on path and never ever depart
Do not throw stones on me less I weep, moan

If I do not see any message from you I feel gone
I search for you being lunatic just my all around
I see complete darkness your presence make dawn
With you I am in the skies and without on ground

Please be with me and take an eternal embrace
Less I die and my soul remain in search for times
My sweetheart you are my real love and grace
Please be kind and forgive my all sins and crimes
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I Am At Stake

My beloved you want to deceive me I will not deceive
You think you can leave me but I will never ever leave
I love you from the core of my heart you have to believe
In every part of my body I feel you and I do perceive

But you have not treated me with that real love attraction
You have very many at your disposal for the selection
I am not perfect I realize but I aspire for ultimate perfection
Beauty remains eternal in entirety and love desires perfection

My heart is injured and bruised and blood oozes to take
You and your charms for my heart and my soul's sake
I want to touch your glowing cheeks like snow, its flake
Your so called innocence and real beauty has put me at stake
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Be Real Friends

Love is not a commodity which can be sold on shop
Beauty becomes ordinary when comes to the idiots
Love and beauty should remain entities not but slope
Who do not understand the quality are but culprits

Love needs life and beauty is to take life with a smile
Lover remains on altar even if it embraces the reality
Lover becomes lunatic and remains as such to beguile
Beauty is without stance and love remains without plea

My beloved take my life on the name of love not to sell
You alluring charms are my life on which survival depends
In my heart and in my soul you my love welcome to dwell
This is love that still my heart contends to be real friends
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Faithful Soldier

Let us refine our eyes as well as hearts
Let us try something in life to include
Let us refine our all destination charts
Our passion being asset is to be imbued

It is mandatory to strive to be on top
Constant, consistent struggle bears fruit
On the way if we falter we have to flop
But men with heart get fortune to salute

Let us march soldiers on verdict of God
From birth till last He is the only Savior
Please make journey safe, sound my Lord
I wear your color being faithful soldier
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Love On Date

She is sophisticated with pleasant mood
At times beauty glows being more rude
Ordinarily beauty carries satiating attitude
Love always remains being in gratitude

My sweetheart has a perception of love
She knows what to do where and how
We most of the time together able to glow
But we do not enjoy good terms just now

She has very many to love and celebrate
I am a staunch lover can not be moderate
In love most of the times just accelerate
Fire crops up to burn love beauty on date
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Take Me Through

Life from its very inception is under assaults of hell
Test after test, trouble after trouble torture after torture
Man till his last day is to forebear and just to dwell
He from the start till his end to pay the price like multure

What is heaven or hell these are two sides, shades of life
What is and what was not his choice for that to pay price
Life cuts him bit by bit and piece by piece by blunt knife
Time and again poor soul asks about the available choice

God and man man and God are in a line in consonance
Soul is in between to take the real pain and real pleasure
This is how man is tested for his fragrance and essence
Actions are clear but no one knows about hidden treasure

Oh God take me in lap and shelter and save me from odds
You have millions and millions around I have none less you
I am your humble servant while you are lord of the lords
Please take my hand, save me and take me just thru and thru
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Megalomania

All of us one way or the other are victim of egotism
We enjoy and celebrate when we dominate others
In the process we sing our anthem and feel awesome
So in our own circus we prove to be good actors

Being hubris we look down upon all others as ninnies
And in spur of moment we forget how helps we are
We forget what tiny moment will cease and make us freeze
Being behind unseen bars we poor creatures are at war

Time determines ones endowment and intent to explore
His worth in this unlimited golden green ocean of life
We are just a straw in blunt blowing wind to take to roar
And on altar of life we can be butchered by a a blunt knife
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To Be Evergreen

When she wears white shirt she looks like jasmine
Her fragrance and beauty bloom to be evergreen
My love is the one who can be compared just to none
Unaware of love she is a teen with naughty routine

She still does not know all the complexities of life
Her innocence is her guide which makes her unaware
She keeps me in trouble and drags me to a sharp knife
In the air of flair she accompanies me just everywhere

When she dangles and dances her bosom knot just jumps
I can see her all through and quench thirst of my eyes
Whenever in play she loses control and suddenly bumps
I can find her beauty and love together with her love cries
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Beauty In Pain

I do not know why wind takes your red scarf
Why my love you were in a hurry just to leave
I failed to understand where ship will dwarf
But I do believe your red scarf will always grieve

Because it carries along the color of bruised heart
It is also stained with the red blood sentiments
Why rivals became successful and we are to depart
Why all and sundry have cheeks to offer comments

The span of love is either too short or negligible
Why beauty like red color to be blood stained
Why beauty is like a fairy and why love is an angel
In love, beauty weeps in pain while love is chained
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In Your Domain

You shine in my eyes like a blazon sun
You travel in my heart like flooded blood
You dance in me like my soul to burn
To get hold of alluring beauty I am exited

Let me ask you a question to understand
My love what you intend, what you desire
Are we on same frequency are we on a band
What I do aspire and What do you require

Do not ask for a thing which I do not have
But whatever is mine that is in your domain
What should I extend and what should save
How you have played and how you have slain
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I Aspire

When your light reflects I can not see
How beautiful my love you could be
We both are sailing in golden green sea
I surely belong to you you belong to me

Let us establish chain of real love relation
Let us celebrate occasion in own fashion
Let us refine more intention and passion
Let me seek in your arms real salvation

My beloved create and recreate that desire
Which should burn both of us like real fire
The moment I saw you I aspire and I desire
Let me tell you even if you leave I wont retire
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Love Bestowed

Doubt, suspicion have taken you to dark
In disgust you are passing through park
From blind alleys to look to pursue shark
On every wink of reality say I do like lark

Truth be seen with knowledge of certitude
When is understood with sight to include
Understanding needs cleanliness of attitude
Truth unveils with sheer love and gratitude

Beauty can be revealed with love pursuit
Every honest effort definitely bears a fruit
Water of love when in trance goes to root
This positive attribute straightens the route
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The Route

Doubt, suspicion have taken you to dark
In disgust you are passing through park
From blind alleys to look to pursue shark
On every wink of reality say I do like lark

Truth be seen with knowledge of certitude
When is understood with sight to include
Understanding needs cleanliness of attitude
Truth unveils with sheer love and gratitude

Beauty can be revealed with love pursuit
Every honest effort definitely bears a fruit
Water of love when in trance goes to root
This positive attribute straightens the route
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Your Sheer Innocence

Before you sleep allow me to kiss
You are my love you are my miss
With innocent glance never dismiss
Keep me in your heart my princess

Let me play with your innocence
Let me read sentence by sentence
I enjoy your intellect and confidence
I appreciate fortitude and resilience

Let me be partner of your journey
Let us declare love stance clearly
To tease you is love to please is duty
Without you I am in agony and lonely
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Love Poem

My full moon when you come near become super moon
In complete darkness you will prove to be a real boon
For your alluring beauty my love will prove a good tune
Music of my love and frequency of your beauty have hewn

My sweetheart come near to me to enlighten me with beams
Let us make life beautiful try to disappear to sweet dreams
Let us be part of galaxies to dance and play with love streams
Let us be frank to touch clear blue sky in our love esteems

Eternity of love will celebrate chain of love for times to come
We will be in heaven by overcoming trials of life troublesome
Rivals with their inherent contempt, hatred may create chasm
I am a romantic poet of the East, you my sweetheart love poem
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Brim Of Time

In sheer dejection one wants to touch brim of time
This is how things are realized and just acted upon
Man remains ungrateful and in a hurry not loyal
From dawn to dusk and from dusk to real dawn

What a spice is a man what all he carries just along
A guided animal taking conscious as his sole guide
Intends always to collect wealth and life to prolong
In all odds and tests is most illogical far and wide

Helplessness is within hopeless is but all around
Tries to run from death which is just predestined
His place is nowhere but from ground to ground
He never opens up but remains throughout detained

Let me be frank we are just travelers in transit camp
Where time determines our sole entry and our exit
In the light of eternal lamp we either quit or put stamp
Either we go fit or unfit either in-debited or in profit
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In Arms

When you take me in your arms
I feel satisfaction from your touch
When you tell me all love norms
I have never had such touch as such

When You embrace me in entirety
I feel melting from snow to water
I feel becoming part of golden sea
Love to question beauty to answer

My love you are so lovely and sweet
That I want to have you as a whole
You tinkle in me like my heart beat
You Travel in my body just like soul
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Life A Blazon Sun

Life looks rosy like a perfect rose
Let me study it just petal by petal
With the passage of life grows, glows
Without beauty it remains so dull

For me as poet life is like your lips
Which slowly steadily everything sips
Philosophers have their own tips
While time carries different clips

My love makes life a blazon sun
Which makes surrounding crimson
For people of heart it is like a fun
Who dare to take it a job well done
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Poverty Is Sin

Life is a so difficult a bargain
Which makes a sane just insane
Continuity in action takes on brain
Success is the ultimate chain

No doubt that poverty is a sin
Which pricks life with a pin
Life water contains by a tin
Struggle just upholds the chin

Happiness comes in a shape
From life one just can't escape
Honesty just fills the gape
Relax, enjoy take juice of grape
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Bead By Bead

Bead by Bead
Being a silly girl you mix love and lust
Beauty aspires love to touch and burst
This is what is her confidence and trust
When love becomes rusty in sheer rust
Ashes go to ashes and dust goes to dust
Beauty is not entity understood by jurist
Beautiful girls come on tour to be tourist
Love is matter of heart beauty for analyst

My love you believe not in love but greed
You are in deed of a deed which wants seed
Please understand purity, chastity not to read
Love needs self negation sacrifice to breed
A friend in need they say is friend indeed
Love is remembrance of beloved bead by bead
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Her Province

Let my sweetheart kiss you all around
Today is a full moonlit night to tell
How light comes embraces the ground
See how I am under your love spell

Every moment is in love beauty to dance
My sweetheart let me be your real prince
I aspire to take just chance after chance
Love is my domain beauty is your province

Lord is love Lord is beauty and a Truth
He celebrates all qualities in His creation
Soul is to satisfy while heart is to sooth
Essence of spirit is a passion and a fashion
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Shelter Me Lord

Age is telling on me so I am losing my sight
But when I think about youth life was bright
Still I can go along with patience, gratefulness
Still I can bow and ask for a bundle of bless
Man is weak God is all kind and all powerful
Man is an ungrateful entity and not an angel
Still love prevails on all paths to take more care
With the passage of time I lost all zest and flair
Let us not to be a fool to pay to Him all gratitude
Let us wash all sins by weeping bitterly in solitude
Oh God take me in shelter be my Lord and Guide
So that my survival becomes easy just far and wide
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One To Nap

To whom I put in my trust and belief
World is full of people with many faces
How can apprehensive heart get relief
Hatred is ingrained in all coming races

Circus is on, on the earth and around
People play tricks to win the moment
Hounds, vultures are busy on ground
Very many odds that one has to confront

Humans are less while animals more
After every step there is but real trap
What to condemn and what just to adore
In winter bears await for any one to nap
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To Intoxicate

My sweetheart love me until I breathe  
Let me swing your beauty just to fly  
My emotions rise with touch like seethe  
Let me touch your treasure let me try

Your lips are soft like petals of a rose  
Your cheeks glow like a burning fire  
Your bosom's knot is ready to bulldoze  
What a charming girl, wonderful attire

She wants me to take over to intoxicate  
Her juicy cheeks invite me to just suck  
You have taken my heart, let me locate  
I am your fortune and you are my luck
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To Subsume

Embrace me my sweetheart with all your passion
Make that moment remarkable like a heavenly gift
Let us be on the edge of eternity to make it fashion
Please be sensible not to create any tussle or any rift

When bodies touch then soul is at comfort and solace
That unity of moment make us a unit to just celebrate
I have visited all your charms now allow your grace
Do not ask about experience of love it is really great

Let me kiss you, caress you from every pore to pore
Let me see how innocent rose flower to just bloom
Let me in honesty and entirety to admire and adore
Allow me to be your heavenly part and to subsume
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Heavenly Gate

She wants to put my desire on heavenly gate
This is how I can change my fortune from fate
My sweet dreams can be realized to be great
Response to a lover's call is just never ever late

I am glade that love has opened way to heaven
Only you are my beloved less you there is none
From your bosom knot rises the hot blazon sun
Which determines my mission and my passion

Make me and break me in your glowing furnace
You can change me from iron to gold in process
Our love pursuit is eternal and definitely endless
Love will celebrate itself with beauty as witness
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Beauty Demands

Love has no language, every language is language of love
Kine-sics communicate more beautifully in real situations
Eyes with their movements communicate open just now
Love always remains in front while beauty behind cannons

Farhad being true lover of Shirin, an ordinary stone cutter
Embraced his love and could opt to dig a forty mile canal
Became extraordinary in his love pursuit being on love altar
Keeping in mind his rationale never ever lost his morale

Love is a constant and continuous torture with chains of gold
It makes a beggar a king with all luxuries and real pleasure
Beauty demands and tests a lover to come up to occasion be bold
Beauty is a worldly treasure of a beloved and lover is soothsayer
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Intention Absolves

Nearing of moon to earth may bring storms in the tide
Attraction of beauty may bring love far just and wide
Fire may broke in rivals when we sit near side by side
Who can stop us from love when beauty acts as guide

Beauty portrays itself on verdict of love in clear terms
Then a moth in lunacy finds burning candles, squirms
When beauty in trance portrays to show itself affirms
Love my sweetheart crops up and vehemently affirms

Love is a real force on which entire universe revolves
Beauty being burning candle slowly, steadily dissolves
Cleanliness of heart with sincerity of heart just evolves
In reality it is only chastity of intention which absolves
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Merciless Love

Through my eyes it is to you whatever is love appeal
How much I love you my love only time will reveal
Real passion and real emotion will put irrevocable seal
Love is an eternal passion it is neither barter nor deal

If some bruises come to you I feel and undergo pain
I have become you my love totally lunatic and insane
Please do not ask me the pain and pleasure of chain
I don't mind even if in love I am just mercilessly slain

So let us enjoy real taste and spice of our innocent love
You carry my heart and soul with your flight my dove
Please do not ask me it happened when, where and how
But let me it will remain in us every moment from now
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The Deadly Issue

Fear of unknown has viciously grown to tear me apart
Like deadly poison it has engulfed my heart and soul
It has corrupted my wit and intelligence being smart
Rather slowly and gradually it has taken me as a whole

In life this state is often in vogue as a satanic dirty trick
Vice apparently succeeds virtue to be tactful and smart
It takes its abode in heart first to pick and then to prick
At this trial only faith plays a real dominant role as art

Blessed are the ones who refine hearts as abode of God
They even if become victim can easily sneak through
Save me from all embarrassments and give shelter my Lord
Help me graciously to come up and resolve deadly issue
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The Windfall

In mountains and dales only love prevails
It is no matter who from where one hails
God is love a song is sung by nightingales
Love is just what every living heart assails

Beauty intoxicates and takes its real control
Real part is played by lover's heart and soul
Creation becomes its ultimate eternal goal
Pain of love is what takes one as a whole

My sweet beloved are you ready for the trial
Before you are totally lost and just beguile
Think about the intricacies of love for a while
Before you are thrown to ocean from the soil

Let be clear love takes in a wink but just all
Only chosen one are eligible for the real call
For others it is set of hurdles wall after wall
Only men of heart encounter to get windfall
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The Moment

The moment you touched my heart
The moment I touched clear blue sky
The moment you whispered the part
The moment I forgot to be bird to fly

The moment I kissed on your red lips
The moment I felt taste of the real wine
The moment my heart dangles it trips
Your touch is so beautiful it is so fine

I want to take treasure I want all blame
I want to take you to run be a real partner
On your beauty I have all valid claim
Let me love and commit just a blunder
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Let Us See

Your hidden treasure when comes in light
A garden of Eden with flowers come in sight
Some of the flowers bloom in day some in night
Whatever crops up becomes source of delight

Let me put my hand on glowing warm chest
Please appraise me of your emotions to abreast
Please do not play with me don't take my test
From tip to toe and pore to pore you are best

You are an evergreen flower in garden of beauty
There is no one else who may be more pretty
Do not waste time in pity things feel just more free
I am in you and you are in me let us see let us see
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To Take Course

She wants me to put my sensibility against her sensuality
So that both of us to taste pleasure of life in its entirety
Hence to be more romantic, ultimately to be totally free
I do have an eye on her graces and charms to really see

Love has overtaken by lust lust to be naked to appreciate
I have done it once and still aspiring to be the victim of fate
Moments are colorful and beauty seems beautifully great
I do not know to what a limit I resist and just to tolerate

Her every beam invites me to take her to my real life line
She embraces me in my dreams and in reality to be mine
In faithless weather she seems to be a ope bottle of wine
Let nature takes its course let beauty portray her design
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She says she is another drop of water in the ocean
It means she does not know the fate of a tiny drop
She says a drop of water carries rainbow with sun
She does not know after that glow life is just to stop

She says she lives with me in my heart in my room
And she tastes me till the first lovely streak of dawn
But she does not know the real dejection and gloom
She carries in her beauty the romantic dance of swan

Life is in transit, love in trance and beauty in romance
So no one is clear and sure about the coming destination
A drop of dew is in love with a streak of sun to dance
Every living thing has a function and a typical fashion
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Come Closer

My sweetheart will keep me in her eyes
Hence beauty will hide with her white lies
Love has but all plaintive cries with sighs
Can we be the guest just in the blue skies

You are like grapes so juicy and so sweet
Love will process you will make you wine
My lips need some fire with glowing heat
My heartbeat will declare beauty is mine

Let me take your color, let me be your color
Before my heart stop before my eyes to blur
Before my heart to stop I want to come closer
Even if it is too late still I request some favor

Your beauty carries fire and love is also fire
Hence when fire will touch fire with desire
So one has to burn and one has to just retire
Beauty in love attire makes but love expire
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Love Tales

Spirit of the Lord leads me to love to pledge
In the process my tears like rain take to ridge
Pain is associated with love to take to the ridge
In real trance beauty takes love to make bridge

Lord is the fountain of all love and beauty to see
When drop changes into drop and when in sea
It is not easy just to capture moment of eternity
Let us take key and be associated you and me

Supreme love and beauty is hidden in many veils
Moments of trance take to intoxicate like cocktails
Courage makes no sense and confidence just fails
Real love and worldly love is entangled in love tails
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Let Me See

If you stop me unnecessarily then I well resist
So please do not come in my way I do insist
I may be travelling in fog or complete mist
But for whom I have started towards do exist

My heartbeat tells me about his sheer presence
He is who has given me intellect with brilliance
It is he who has given me fortitude and resilience
At times I do laugh on my stupidity, imprudence

He has destined me to capture his beauty thru
My Sweetheart my love I love you, I love you
Your beauty is dawn my love like drop of dew
You travel with me like with a direction I knew

You are you love you are truth you are beauty
You are sweet you are wonderful you are pretty
In the servitude I find myself more and more free
Please come out from eternal veil and let me see
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Soul Cries

If someone else wants to touch you I can't tolerate
But when you bloom in my arms I really celebrate
My sweetheart you are my good fortune and not fate
My eyes carry your image which is wonderful, great

My eyes kiss your beauty and my heart starts dance
Love and beauty are intoxicated in just real romance
My beloved hails from Italy and I hail from France
Let be real lovers and try to take chance after chance

My beloved I carry you in my eyes to my sweet dreams
In dream you and me together play with all light beams
You have taken my heart as a play game to me it seems
My soul plaintively cries and my heart in dejection screams
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Meanest To Adjust

If distance can be maintained then relation be sustained
With sincerity of heart real balance can be attained
With mutual trust and respect objective can be obtained
This is how lost glory by people can just be regained

Great people and great nations are product of real trust
All rascals and mean like watery bubbles are to burst
Polluted minds are to rust, with being notorious go to dust
Blessed ones are rewarded meanest are required to adjust

Let us march on the path which is for honest leads to glory
This is the only approach which from servitude makes free
For sheer honest action we never ever need to have valid plea
Men with clean and clear actions should definitely be pretty
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Charm Of Darkness

My love you with your charm and graces you bloom like flower
Your innocence spreads in the room like an innocent bower
You are an endless stream of beauty, love takes eternal shower
Beauty is real queen of night and love is like a relentless chaser

My sweetheart like flower of night you cherish and bloom in night
Your real charms crop up to touch edge of eternity to take to fight
My eyes have your light so it is you to remain always in my sight
You are so beautiful so charming and like glowing light so bright

But coincidentally fortune became fate to pay a trick to your graces
We missed my love just by few paces price has to be borne by races
My love moon and your beauty streaks became victim of eclipses
Rivals taking shelter of the darkness taken over all our real chances
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Burn Me Alive

You say you love me so much so you want to burn me alive
My sweetheart I like fire so much so let me enjoy to dive
Like a staunch innocent lover of fire let me get you to thrive
I am a real soldier and romantic lover allow me to strive

I want to be burnt by all streaks of fire of your body to be pure
I want to be taken over by fire bit by bit to gracefully endure
The reality of love will come in sight when it is tested to be sure
I have accepted you as my real fortune my love let me assure

But I do realize that fire of beauty burns to make iron real gold
So rest assure before being burnt alive Petal by petal I will unfold
Your love has made me realist straightforward, frank and bold
Come in my arms embrace me with eternal grace let me hold
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Innocent Notions

My love you are not romance but dance of life
Let us explore all beauty of life just step by step
Whether we are on flowers thorns or edge of knife
But we should never ever lose audacity of pep

So be ready to accompany me on a strange path
Where we touch the heights or go down the drain
Which may bring in all luxuries of life or wrath
So love is purely matter of heart and not the brain

Let me embrace my love once with real emotions
Let us enjoy union of real existence in real ecstasy
Which may be award of our pure innocent notions
Which may make us more accommodating and free
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Sincerity Of Heart

With the worst attitude of the world at large
My eyes have lost sight anything more to charge
Now for every charge I have to pay surcharge
How I can imagine more surprising to enlarge

Falsehood has tried to swallow truth completely
Where is the life which could be simple and free
Nothing is at our disposal I declare and agree
With the sincerity of heart we can still guarantee

A better world for us, for our coming generations
Without many more such sham stupid deprivations
We should not promote many more such negations
Sincerity of heart should take over apparent fashions
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Take Sufferings

You are in my eyes, you are in my mind
But where my love I lost let me try to find
Henceforth you are mine let me remind
It is miracle of love which makes us refined

I am all around you when you surround me
I am just a drop of water, you are a green sea
When we embrace in trance our souls feel free
Love is like a spring beauty is a humming bee

Let us be like birds let us borrow the wings
Let us play love tunes on real beauty strings
Please be more liberal understand my feelings
Life is a torture we have to take the sufferings
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Please Console

My God you have millions and millions around
But I am just all alone and seeking favor on ground
You are my Master I am your servant in chain bound
You in my heart and in every heart so renowned

Take me shelter me and save me from embarrassments
Your name and your universal power are my armaments
Help me to complete all my worldly given assignments
Please make me capable to fulfill my all commitments

I love you from core of my heart and depth of my soul
In this world and in world hereafter you are my goal
I definitely belong to you and to this world am on parole
I am in distress I am in trouble please control and console
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To Glow

Don't search for me I am in your bosom knot
Tinkling in you in your soul and in your heart
Even if you have a sight of your body color bright
You will see me around like real streaks of light
So I am in you traveling like your healthy blood
You can feel me in you like vehement blunt flood
I am companion of your all wonderful moments
You can enjoy my presence in all your body currents
Let me take you my love from you beautiful lips to toe
Let me dangle and dance with you to make you glow
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Passionate Love

They say love is universal emotion but I differ
It is just a passionate response to love from her
It is a question of love, beauty has to answer
Being staunch supporter of love I have to aver

My sweetheart wants my eyes as eternal abode
My heart is desirous to take her just on its road
My love I am romantic poet and you are my ode
Love is under load and beauty blooms with code

A state of intense feelings takes me to her charms
My glowing sweetheart let me take you in arms
I see your beauty all around in all beautiful forms
Allow my sweetheart to love with its own norms
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Fortune Smiles

Fortune smiles on me for winning your hand
Let us and dance on same frequency and band
Love makes us fly and keeps no more on land
Let us celebrate this occasion grand hand in hand

We are in the midst to crave powerful insights
In trance we opt for very many heavenly flights
Let us be free to fly in the sky like colorful kites
Love has touched streaks of beauty in all lights

When I go for an embrace I really feel enchanted
In trance very many liberties by beauty are granted
To capture these moments beauty is most wanted
My sweetheart I love you in the manner propounded
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Language Of Love

A touch, a whisper, a glance, a move celebrates
Communicates love entirely without a single word
This is how beauty crops up to light, celebrates
Itself even without being uttered sound like bird

Her eyes are sweet but twist in eyebrow is sweater
Her cheeks glow in red and invite to be really tested
Her bosom knot carry a universe along with heater
Every part has a message written on and manifested

Let me kiss and caress you my love with my hand
You will have a touch of class with very many meanings
My love has its style and your beauty has its brand
In itself it carries very many autumns and lot of springs
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I wish you were here with me in this spring season
As reunion of love and beauty needs no valid reason
Beauty is to worship and love is a chosen mission
My sweetheart my beloved you are my only passion

As light overcomes hurdles and sneaks with its streaks
Hence distances of love life surmounts mountains, peaks
Even if we are away but in my eyes are your red cheeks
My beloved do understand we do not care about critiques

Love is like an angel who travels without any real wings
Beauty is that enchanting fairy who dances and swings
Love has no season but with beauty celebrates all springs
It is like a wind which travels heart to heart with whisperings
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Action Returns

Whatever is done that returns to initiator
Hence virtue brings virtue, vice brings voice
What is fortune or fate is known by creator
To choose between right and wrong is choice

Humans, born free but in chains everywhere
Religion, morality and society keep account
Submission and redemption take face of prayer
To every crime and sin intention is tantamount

Let us be clear about good and bad intentions
Let us be prudent in taking real path of virtue
Let us be pious in all our selection in actions
Let us be straightforward let us find real clue
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Warmth Of July

My beauty of the universe turn my ambition into reality
Come in my arms and allow me to sail in your green sea
Let me explore you for treasure give me this opportunity
You know I am too crazy for you and you my love so silly

When you embrace me nature comes to my arms to dance
Let be fortunate and famous for our love and for romance
Let me take you on along to take just chance after chance
My sweetheart I am ready to sell my life just for your glance

You want to fly with me hand in hand to other side of sky
I want to take you in my arms from lips to lips, eye to eye
My sweetheart I will show you a colorful world let me try
My sweetheart in your arms in winter I feel warmth of July
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Never Ever Depart

I love you forever I can feel you everywhere
You are so sweet and so lovely and so dear
You need my eyes I offer you with pleasure
But do remember I take you in eyes as treasure

My love your beauty is just my only asset
Please extend all your charms and don't upset
Let us communicate to our rivals on very outset
Who have not taken seriously our relation yet

You want me to take your hand to my heart
This is what I direly desired from the start
I am your heart and my love you are my heart
Let us be one for never ever to leave or depart
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You Intoxicate Me

Like a magnet you take my pieces and make me complete
My sweetheart in your attraction no one can ever just beat
I am like a flower who comes in your way under you feet
When spring comes in real bloom you intoxicate me to meet

I know the worth of your beauty and price of my sheer love
Let me hold you in my hand to kiss you my innocent dove
I fell in love please do not ask me when where and just how
You are like sheer worship for me and I have an intent to bow

When we embrace entire universe steps up to dangle, dance
When a beauty in front, then heart takes chance after chance
I am in your eyes my sweetheart you are in my sneaky glance
When love dares to touch beauty, beauty blooms in romance
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My Love Passion

Warmth of your beauty keeps me warm in winter
It gives me boost to remain pleasant in summer
My life is all romantic because you are the author
To every question of love you give me the answer

When I am alone you lead me to hidden treasure
I look into your eyes and beauty opens to pleasure
No one will never ever be able to opt to measure
I want to be with you all alone in a hut for leisure

My sweetheart my love love is beyond imagination
But in your company I feel satisfied and get salvation
My sweetheart let us have in trance a full love session
I am in your need my love and you are my love passion
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Near And Dear

You are so beautiful I whispered in your ear
My sweetheart you are very near and dear
In our love affair no one can dare to interfere
Beauty is lucid and clear hence love is sincere

I love you, I love you and love more and more
I appreciate your beauty and bound to adore
Please remain mine and never ever to ignore
Love travels in me, pace to pace pore to pore

Fits of insanity when touch streaks of beauty
Love dangles and dances to be just more free
My love has a plea I am in you you are in me
When love travels in beauty what state could be
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On Difficult Terrain

I can leave the world but I can not leave you
This will be my love stance just thru and thru
You are on petals of my heart like drop of dew
Your are that moment of love, I lost every clue

Who am I and where from I am all vanished
Please do not ask me what ever I just wished
Let me tell you I nourished you but I perished
Beauty burns and love is never extinguished

My love we will be streaks of light to remain
My heart is in beauty's chain again and again
The labor of love we will take and just maintain
Love is to walk with bare feet on difficult terrain
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In Silver Light

In silver light golden pearl of beauty
My love comes to light with her style
From petal to petal allow me to see
The universe stands still for a while

What is love and what is the beauty
Both are two fiery galaxies to collide
What all treasure you carry let me see
Only crimson light dominante to ride

My sweetheart you have taken my life
I have presented my heart and my soul
If you are satisfied keeping me on knife
Love puts itself on beauty as a whole
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In Every Trial

With your mercy I want to win in every trial
You have very many with out you I have none
With your help I will just win in every battle
Only you can lift from me just every burden

I am dejected and depressed in existing state
Please be mine to provide me shield from Satan
I am down in the drain you are but just great
In my every darkness please provide beacon

I am at your door to seek all help and refuge
With shower of your kindness I can do miracles
If your help is available then odd may be huge
We do not mind any distress being real angles
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Torture and tyranny, odds and difficulties
Help to refine one from just pain to pleasure
Every fire burnt on the way becomes candle
To lead towards real essence of real treasure

When I look back I see hypocrites to mislead
Then I bow my head in sheer love and servitude
I have nothing at disposal but set of bad deed
My master being too kind gives me fortitude

Let love prevail in the shelter of beauty in trance
The rivals and rascals embraced their dirty goal
I was saved every time by your kindness in glance
God always came forward as savior of my soul
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A Gratitude

God has given me beyond my thinking and limitations
I don't know how can I be more grateful for the gesture
My life is just full of all beautiful and colorful seasons
In my servitude I am bound to follow verdict of writer

I was nothing and his blessings made me just everything
In gratitude I bow my head in front of Him who is merciful
This string makes my life with flowers blooming spring
I am like a moth who dances in trance around the candle

My God protect me from every vice with real fortitude
Please be kind in accepting my love for the sake of beauty
Under all circumstances make me virtuous with attitude
When I am properly chained in the chain I feel totally free
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To Be Angel

My Lord I am waiting my turn to come
And to go around you like under a spell
As light travels with its own freedom
Only then I will be able to bloom, excel

My Lord journey of love refines my belief
I will leave the material world to be in trance
Your mercy and your kindness gives relief
Please look towards me and have a glance

If you take me under your sublime cover
I will be blessed like a drop of dew on petal
My love dictates me you love me my lover
Please hold my hand refine me to be an angel
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Partiotism

We love our motherland like our mother
We are gallant sons of our pure chaste soil
Our love is our anchor our faith is armor
We work for its glory we never stop to toil

We tackle with all the enemies of God
We will send them to their ultimate end
Life as we aspired is very tough and hard
To live head high is our ultimate trend

Life is what a gift for beloved country
We celebrate death with zeal and fervor
Defense of our motherland is a valid plea
Every heinous crime we have to answer

Salute to motherland from gallant sons
Long live my mother land till the last day
Our lethal actions are like lethal guns
Love for motherland is never ending ray
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Color Of Fortune

Your love makes me my love a real man
I am just an individual you are a caravan
Your beautiful words make me madman
We will be companions let me make plan

You are so sweet like color of my fortune
You tinkle in me like beautiful love tune
In my sheer darkness you are like beacon
In your company I feel like to be in heaven

My sweetheart I take your beauty as stance
I have lost my heart and soul on a glance
I love you in entirety you are my only chance
Come in my arms let us on love tune to dance
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I Am Fake

My love you love my eyes with sincerity
Then how come that eyes tell but just lies
You young lass I am victim of austerity
I can't be yours because of my heart cries

You found me my love but it is too late
A man with heart and soul just but lost
Someone long ago have taken on date
Please do not ask me on what price, cost

But rest assure your pain I can't tolerate
Hence I suggest to tear me apart to take
You are not my fortune but just my fate
I am not a real man but just totally fake
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Blood Thirsty Relations

I am surrounded by all hounds to attack
But I have also taken up sword to payback
I know most of my relations are but maniac
I a also ready to play hell with to ransack

For their pity interests they have sold souls
Satan is their master, they aspire for goals
From morality poles apart just on other poles
With bad intentions they have dirty roles

Oh my blood relations you are blood thirsty
From your dirty tricks you will never be free
Your end be a tragic dilemma world will see
Whatever they do they have no just valid plea
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To Seek Help

Oh my God it is only you who deserve all respect
Being Master of universe in reality and just in fact
We humans are totally wrong you make us correct
We are in bondage of servitude and in eternal pact

We request to cover our follies mistakes, blunders
We are totally dependent on your mercy and favors
Only you can help to fight against vices as soldiers
With your help we will do miracles and wonders

We pray for mercy being right in our valid stance
We will be the winners if you just throw a glance
Being kind Master you throw chance after chance
We bow our heads in front, our souls are in dance
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Real Statement

Love blooms in very many colors and shades
Ready to cut beauty in pieces with its blades
Apparently lover and beloved are comrades
But in reality are victim of fits and the raids

Satanic rivals just play all their dirty tricks
Hatred is being developed bricks by bricks
World is full of so called critics and cynics
Still innocent hearts do prefer to sing lyrics

Beauty has just very many shades to present
But in every shape it is beautiful and brilliant
It blooms, nourishes from moment to moment
Beauty is always fragrant in its real statement
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You say you see God in my eyes
So your eyes are so clean and clear
But I am lost in my all love cries
Please take care my love my dear

Ascetic you are for this real flight
Beams and streaks of beauty take me
My all around I see glowing light
A drop is dancing in clear green sea

Soul my love is servant of real lord
Heart is but the actual place to reside
Even if life remains blunt and hard
But its impact dances far and wide
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Time Is To Fix

People do not show their real races
They hide them just behind the mask
With a mischievous smile in faces
Different obnoxious questions they ask

By portraying a friend the stab in back
This is how their intentions are known
Their heart and faces are equally black
Habitually they are bad and are prone

Satan is their master to tell and guide
How they can promote their dirty tricks
They use all under hand methods to ride
Time is ready to fix for fault in genetics
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Rosy Glow

My love I saw you in a dream with rosy glow
Please just do not ask me the price of the show
You are unaware of love blow but I do know
That how enchanting beauty in my veins to flow

Love is neither comedy nor take it as a tragedy
But still it is that wonderful heavenly golden key
Which opens those closed doors of beloved free
Through which a lover has taken away his fairy

My sweetheart please do not be victim of rivals
Let us be fair, frank in our approach like angels
Even if by people we are just considered as rebels
Let be like a beacon of light to create the miracles
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Stance Is Grand

I was a real strong man but your love
Has taken me over in such a manner
My heart and eyes have stolen my dove
That now I have gone down to an altar

My heartbeat takes only on your name
My eyes have gone but image remained
My love how can I give you any blame
When I am severely injured but sustained

You are a real woman I must just admit
But I am no more a real man understand
My complaint to which I honestly submit
You care and carry me this stance is grand
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Love Needs Beauty

My love you say you just need my eyes
But please understand I carry you along
Let us in a leap cross all the seven skies
To me you relate and to you I just belong

Please don't find in me less your image
Accompany me to travel in space and time
Your beauty has made my love as bridge
Let us celebrate our innocent little crime

Life is too short so moments are just less
Hence every moment needs prime time
Our relation is not expectation but bless
We are in a chain my love is but sublime
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Ecstasy And Taste

My love for your sake I can bear any pain
In severe cold winter without attire in rain
I can smilingly take all contempt and disdain
People may call me just lunatic and insane

Let me tell you about ecstasy and the taste
My heart remains pure my soul is so chaste
I don't know to whom in lunacy I embraced
I am in my staunch lover apparently defaced

My love travels in me and I travel in trance
He wants me badly and I also take a chance
I do not know if it was a blunder or a glance
What my eyes see now we both are in dance
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Love And Lover

Real lover is neither uncovered nor seen
It does require heart to be clean and keen
That remains total deception what is seen
Wisdom remains with the lines in between

Hidden treasure is real lover to be explored
All hardships and hurdles are to be ignored
It is desire of a beggar which is to be implored
This is a state where one wants to be overboard

Love, lover and beloved are image of the same
They are like a candle to carry but one flame
They in reality are side by side with one name
If they are separated the starts real blame game
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Her Real Abode

Soul when left its origin wept and cried
Because she never wanted to be away
From her lover but became victim of tide
But then departed like a light ray to say

She will be back with her ultimate lover
And lover agreed for her real elevation
And sent her to bloom in real candor
This is how both sought real salvation

But after coming to the real taste of life
Soul became disappointed for her retreat
Who can say that who remained on knife
Taking this state heart came heartbeat

Now Soul is enchanted for her real abode
She remains thirsty to take water of source
But as a promise she can not break the code
Hence being dejected remains in remorse
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Love By Idiots

Love is a joke between two idiots
Who do not understand it just cuts
Fake certificates declare illiterates
This is how they make their huts

When they go through its real fire
They immediately bound to retire
This is how they think and aspire
They term their love just their desire

Love is just an idiots tale with trail
This is how they always just fail
What is love where beauty is to hail
Only pleasure is together they sail
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Love As A Play

She is so innocent considers love as a play
She does not know what price has to pay
Love demands one to tread on thorny way
Beauty is so soft it is like light and like ray

So difference is apparent hence to reconcile
Love is to bear more pain in life for a while
Love is a like a seed and beauty is like soil
For love it is a test for beauty it is just smile

My innocent beloved allow me to embrace
I want you in my eyes I want you face to face
My blunt love is in search of your charm, grace
Please understand my love what is love base

Love is a communication which is one on one
You are a streak of light I am a burning sun
Do not listen to the rivals it is not just a fun
When I am alone I carry you along but none
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On My Warpath

Through out my life I could bear torture and pain
On your verdict I tried to bear all stress and strain
By being under all adversities I never crossed lane
Going all through this torture just time and again

I could bear all this with confidence and fortitude
With my positive attitude I could climb all altitude
Through out my life I never changed my attitude
My love and her beauty helped me to just imbued

But now my dear Lord I can't bear more troubles
My all real fortitude have gone down to bubbles
Now in this state I can not even lit to light candles
I am about to dome to fight and win more battles

But still I have some moths to show me right path
So still I don't mind even if I be burnt in fiery hearth
I am a soldier I do not care for any of the aftermath
Enemies shouldn't take me weak I am on my warpath
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Fragrance As Bridge

You love my eyes so take my eyes
You love my lips so take my sighs
But don't destroy my eyes with cries

Because they they carry your image
And don't waste my lips on the ridge
They carry your fragrance as a bridge

Take all my passion from pole to pole
You can kill me but don't kill my soul
It carries you my love as a whole
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Real Love Techniques

My eyes are beautiful because they carry your image
Allow my eyes be frank to communicate love message
Your beauty is out in the sun let me take advantage
My love needs coverage allow your beauty to envisage

Your beauty demands from me all my love streaks
My love has taken away from you your lovely cheeks
Allow me to learn from you all real love techniques
You beauty exonerates when my love just speaks

Let me take my love to you on the path of ecstasy
My love needs more warmth your beauty needs key
On your terms and conditions let my love to agree
Give my love your hand to me to act more clearly
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Back To Sea

My north star is at the verge to sink
My love forgive me to break the link
The wine of death I have to drink
Please do not take me back from brink

I know that my survival is at stake
Let me take from my life just a break
I will melt on rock like a snow flake
Let me take this moment to partake

My love I pay last salute to the beauty
Let me take in my eyes image so pretty
My body will go my soul will be free
Allow a drop of water to go back to sea
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My Only Goal

Let me take your heart let me take your soul
You are my beloved let me take you as whole
Let me take your lips let me take your mole
Allow me to just declare you are my only goal

My innocent friend you are unaware of tricks
Our all clever rivals are but our worst critics
They do not have any morals and no ethics
But no one dare to mar your beauty fabrics

My love is not with me it is dancing in you
Your beauty touched my heart thru and thru
My heart is like a petal your beauty drop of dew
Don't hide face in palms just allow me to view
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The Musketeers

The Musketeers
This world is full of musketeers to cheat
They wear very many faces on the street
Their actions are soft with talk so sweet
This is how they attack on and try to beat

Simple and innocent people are their victims
These are their traditions and their customs
How can solve stupids these conundrums
Hence for their protection they seek asylums

What is this equation of just wise and fools
These misrules create and promote modules
Life should be guided by justice and rules
For all can we be able to open same schools
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In The Moment

On beauty do not ask, seek my judgement
I love being frank straightforward ardent
I am soft at heart but in tongue too blunt
Life is so short so I just live in the moment

My love I remain in you like heartbeat
Please never ever think about to cheat
My passion is honest just clean and neat
Let us be just one on one on our love seat

Let me take you on my daring miss to kiss
You give me a chance and I will not miss
I keep you in my heart I just must confess
It is up to you to keep me or just dismiss
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Dance In Rain

She wants to kiss my lips and to caress my cheeks
I want to take her graces I want to take her streaks
Our love is down the hills our love is on the peaks
This is how we intend to spend our days and weeks

Love is at its peak beauty is to bloom in spring
Let my love be engaged just from me this ring
Please take me along with you and try to bring
Let us be hand in hand and let us ready to sing

You and me in chain let dangle and dance in rain
To be free from all rut let us be lunatic and insane
Let us fly like birds to be away from intellect brain
Let us be companions and be together in the chain
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Don't Be Afraid

You love me in Persian I love you in English
I should have known Persian my love I wish
Let my love in our own atmosphere to cherish
All barriers my love we have to but abolish

I am Mehr which means love and blazon sun
I will take beauty and embrace it just to burn
So if you are ready to take this test one on one
So let us my sweetheart to for job well done

My love please don’t mind if action is delayed
But love is that passion for which price is paid
Under the love shade beauty remains but glade
Please don't be afraid and don't be betrayed
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In Fiery Glow

My sweetheart let me see you in fiery glow
Let beauty to be just on the edge of eternity
Allow my love to kiss your graces to show
We are part of one and sailing in just one sea

Galaxies and stars touch our feet pay homage
Clouds caress moon in totally a different style
Let us travel from a ridge to just real bridge
Let us be away from idiosyncrasies for a while

My love do not be indifferent at this juncture
Be totally mine and allow me to be just yours
Love is a sweet beautiful passion not barter
It just travels from cores to cores, pores to pores
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Soul To Ameliorate

When fire burns and becomes a glow
Then it in its true colors it is to show
What is fire how it burns how to blow
In its entirety, intensity its never slow

When put iron in it iron takes color
Being red hot it takes ones eyes blur
Only iron can taste the taste of altar
Iron becomes fire and has to suffer

A drop of water in ocean is but ocean
A streak of light when touches sun
Automatically becomes a part none
But sun embraces it to be just like sun

Love is a fire and beauty is like iron
When they embrace they just stun
Only fire remains in this blunt action
One remains in real words but one

Soul and God embrace to celebrate
Less oneness all remaining to negate
To be great all trouble is to tolerate
Only then soul shines to ameliorate
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Broken Love

Being young and stupid I was by taken over
By a mature and clever woman with desire
She had all the skills of a very good actor
She with half attire wanted me to admire

All her body with everything underneath
Hence she made me to kiss and caress that all
I like newly born little soul searched beneath
And she played me dirty to be victim to fall

Purity of love was butchered on dirty beauty
She showed me all paths leading to lusty greed
Being unable to resist I took fruit from tree
So i was no more to say something or to plead

After some years I saw an angel who need love
Because of her sheer innocence I took her on
In praise of alluring beauty of innocent dove
I came out from darkness to be poet of dawn
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Your Silky Dress

May I kiss you on your lovely cheeks
Fountain of beauty my tongue seeks
Juice of life from grapes just speaks
Let me take from you all beauty streaks

When my hand touch your silky dress
Your hidden treasure oozes to impress
Do not ask me what you just all possess
I am your prince you are my princess

Let me take you in my real warm arms
Forget about all world useless norms
Let me allow to play with your charms
Let my love alluring beauty swarms
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My Angel

I do not have any claim over you
But still I maintain I do love you
So let me see what all is beauty
Let me explore every hidden entity
My heart and my soul are at stake
Taking a white lotus in the lake
Every contempt hatred and disdain
In your love I want surely to gain
My blood takes you to its journey
My sweetheart my evergreen honey
All around me is the fragrance alive
In your ocean green eyes I want to dive
Let me see what price I have to pay
If my life is needed I offer I must say
But your image my eyes will take
This is only for alluring beauty sake
Let us be together on love zigzag path
For this venture I accept all wrath
My sweet miss this is what is a kiss
You have a choice you can just dismiss
Me like a moth burn me my candle
My heart my soul my sweet little angel
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Pain With Smile

Life is like an endless pain to bear with smile
Relief may come to man in trouble for a while
Under tension becomes difficult to reconcile
How can one escape from this rut for a while

It is just but a series of tests to really ascertain
In the process one has to lose, one has to gain
It is a chain of odds linked with pain after pain
At times it affects heart and at times just brain

Love is only passion which tries to just sooth
In all this falsehood it remains the only truth
It affects more in old age than in real youth
Life is merciless and it is but ruthlessly ruth
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Chapter By Chapter

She wants to paint my hands on all her body
For hidden treasure my beloved needs a key
For innocent desire she does not have any plea
To her intoxicated youth I am bound to agree

When she takes a step to show her real beauty
Her every sip is more intoxicant than brandy
Soft and juicy like a fruit of red tasty cheery
Beauty is to light as to capture is love's hobby

I want to take in my heart and in my eyes forever
To my every love question your beauty is answer
For my love life you are just like a real barn burner
My book of beauty let me read you chapter by chapter
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Positive Attitude

Life is full of problems, miseries and hardships  
To encounter any hurdle one has very many dips  
Very many complaints remain under the lips  
Very many sweet full moons remain under eclipse  

What mockery is a man's life what test it takes  
Soul remains always in trouble and heart just aches  
In the hour of trial no one is there who partakes  
Lot many chances do come in life but mistakes  

Never leaves one to be able to be on path of solace  
Heightened sentiments when encounter real grace  
When one decides to take on difficulty face to face  
Courage and confidence travels from race to race  

Hope is hallmark of men who suffer with solitude  
They are always ready to pay homage with gratitude  
One has to remain happy and never ever be rude  
What makes real difference is ones positive attitude  
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Love On Sheet Blank

With warmth of your beauty you can rekindle fire of love
My love you have totally changed my life to be glorious
I love you from the core of my heart little my innocent dove
You have touched chords of my love to make me boundless

When your beauty smiles with its all style charms and graces
I feel overtaken with my heart and soul to world of solace
As cloud come to the moon to touch and caress, embraces
My sweetheart I bow in front of your God gifted eternal grace

Let me love you with all my strength and all available power
You have to be mine to ascertain that I am right and frank
Let me be in the streaks of your delighted light to take a shower
Let me write all my love on your beauty taking it a sheet blank
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My Spring Season

Green ocean of your beauty has taken me with tide
But my love insists my love to spread far and wide
Let me embrace you and to be with you side by side
Vehement beauty has violently taken over as guide

I follow you as a man spellbound under some force
Let emotions and sentiments take their natural course
Today may be the day to kiss and caress to enforce
In any remorse you my sweetheart remain a resource

I want to be with you throughout as a good companion
My love in its entirety allows beauty to carry burning sun
In this world I can not see any one else like you my mission
My all flowers bloom in you you are my that spring season
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I Do Belong

My love with the warmth of love your bosom germinate
In my arms your beauty is bound to associate, advocate
Your charms and graces glow in a manner so good so great
So my sweetheart be mine and be really good playmate

Warmth of love will take beauty to real heights for delight
Entire garden is without cover to give insight to my sight
Hence this is the moment which will make love life bright
Me and my beloved are on the sky to fly being just so light

From this day on my love and her beauty will cherish along
It is my fortune that to such a marvelous lady I do belong
In the company of each other we will more vibrantly strong
Life will achieve new glorious heights to sing but love song
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Glow To Show

Your cheeks are like apples and apples are so juicy
From your white dress the real fruits I want to see
When I take you in my arms your beauty just agree
Whatever I want to taste and see I see that but clearly
In your gorgeous sea I want to sail like a fish deeply
Your glowing body my sweetheart makes me but horny
Today we are together so let us celebrate colorful party
This real communion makes friends and enemies envy

Your presence makes surroundings to glow and to show
Sensual pleasure in trance takes love and beauty to blow
You are all in me I carry you on my heart and on eyebrow
Let us be like fluid and let us allow each other just to flow
My sweetheart you are so white as seen in winter snow
What all is needed in a situation let my sweetheart know
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Hand On Heart

When you have placed hand on heart
Love has grown out of its normal size
Beauty should never think to depart
Love has to visualize beauty as a prize

My love you are like a beam of light
Which takes away all my hopelessness
For me my love you are eternal delight
You are a gift of God, an eternal bliss

Allow me to discuss all in frankness
Be like a real good companion of life
I do know attitude of rivals is callous
Without you I am on blunt sharp knife
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Beats In Contact

My lovely white rose I kiss petals one by one
Your gestures communicate from skin to skin
My love is burning in you like a blazon sun
My beats in contact with yours may commit sin

My sweetheart your beauty has enthralled me
It intends to play with me like youth in prime
I am just like a drop of wine in your green sea
Space will take refuge in the warm lap of time

Let my beauty caress and kiss love relentlessly
Let beauty to bloom in just real time and space
Let us be away from rut of life to be totally free
Let me follow from pace to pace, place to place
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Thread Of Life

My love I write poems for your beauty to praise
Let me declare my love comes from same origin
From edge of eternity to the edge of eternity chase
Remains in vogue sagacity of this honorable action

Love beauty and truth come from eternal resource
Lover and beloved are well aware of this real fact
Whatever is beyond this is but dejected remorse
Eternal promise with eternity takes love real pact

Lover and beloved are images of same in mirror
They celebrate in chain the odds of time and tide
Either they are taken to the prison or to the altar
It is force of love which keeps them side by side

My love pain is a test in love for pleasure to come
It is up to the lovers how they plead it or concede
Life is not a bed of roses but strangely troublesome
It is a deed indeed without color caste and creed

Let me love you like partridge loves the full moon
Let me throw my eye brows in your path to tread
Let me seek light from your beauty in importune
Let me embrace you before life breaks its thread
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A Tasteful Treasure

Every streak of her beauty communicates sensual pleasure
If you ask me about the taste that is a tasteful treasure
Vastness of beauty makes it very difficult to measure
Love is like a violent storm while beauty is just at leisure

Let my love to kiss at your forehead to homage to beauty
Let my love explore you petal by petal just to be at liberty
As far as world know there is no one else like you in the city
My sweetheart my love my heart’s solace you are so pretty

Under all circumstances you are mine I just frankly declare
In my domain no one else can interfere or can just dare
So let me to take you away from lusty eyes to take care
Love is a play which needs clean intentions of the player
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To Impress

You are in my arms without any dress
Your hidden treasures are ready to impress
I love you, I love you I must confess
You are so beautiful you are like bless
For your beauty all world I can dismiss
From head to foot I want to kiss and kiss
Please forget my miss about that and this
I am your prince you are my princess

Your beauty is now at the mercy of love
So all embrace will be done today and now
Do not ask me about where and how
I am your land and you are sky above
I am in praise and I am bound to bow
My sweetheart my little innocent dove
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Curves And Figure

Your lips on my lips your heart on my heart
Tinkles like a moment to remember forever
My sweetheart you are so beautifully so smart
I carry along your gorgeous curves and figure

Let me appreciate all landmarks of your beauty
Step by step I submit myself for your grandeur
Still I do not know how to be in line to be free
Come and take me in arms as just my real savior

My sweetheart be symbol of beauty of universe
My eyes have captured you as my clear sight
As a couple we definitely are strange and diverse
Open up like a bottle of wine to make me bright
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Love Cries

I know my love I live in your black eyes
You can feel me from your pore to pore
Both of us will feel love with love cries
I know you want to sleep in arms to adore

Our presence just from the skin to skin
We feel the fragrance of our warm bodies
To taste this pure and juicy skin is no sin
To taste your lovely beauty is like breeze

You want me to kiss and caress your grace
With my eyes lips, heart, soul and body
Let under emblem of love to just embrace
Let me catch you in my hand my butterfly
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Scattered Thorns

Your winsomeness and your sensual appeal
Take me to taste you in real drizzling rain
Let us allow love and beauty to have the deal
Let us play love game without loss and gain

You want to conquer me and to annex terrain
I want to be under your command and control
For your sake I am ready to bear all the pain
My heart is totally injured just please console

My sweetheart love and beauty are but same
Please do not drag me on the scattered thorns
For your sake I am bound to take just all blame
My soul is just in trouble and my heart mourns
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Delight To Shine

My sweetheart when your petals kiss my lips
Being intoxicated I feel the real taste of wine
My entire body becomes my heart with love tips
Make me glow with your real delight and shine

My real friend my sweetheart let help me to glow
Your beauty and taste has taken me over to heights
There is no one in the lap of this world to show
As you touched me entire surrounding are in lights

Beauty is love and love is beauty in their own right
Hence both mingle to declare ecstasys of the truth
With your presence my entire body glows like light
Due to prime you enjoy taste and grandeur of youth

Let me take you in my arms just for eternal embrace
Let be one for ever in life and never ever to depart
You my sweetheart like my mirror in which I see face
Be in my heart so let us communicate heart to heart
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Me To Spark

Love is an adventure and beauty is on the mark
Let my innocent sweetheart make me to spark
My love will guard your beauty just like bulwark
You are like my candle when there is sheer dark

Let be more frank to accept all follies and flaws
Let me read beauty step by step clause by clause
Being beauty of universe you get all applause
Let leave and forget about our rivals and outlaws

You are in my dreams and you are my only dream
Whenever I am dejected you dawn on me like beam
It is you who made me poet you are my only theme
My love is flowing water your beauty is like stream
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Like Naked Sword

Your beauty is like a naked sword
Which will cut me in to small pieces
My love my love is above board
Love nurtures under beauty auspices

When you show your graces in light
My eyes feel being intoxicated in trance
Your kisses are so gorgeous to delight
I want to take just chance after chance

Let us celebrate love moments in trance
Let us just forget about all our rivals
Let us don't forget the taste of the glance
Let me kiss your lips like flower petals
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Moment Of Love

You are in front of me this is the only truth
I can touch you and kiss you with my eyes
My soul is in trouble only you can sooth
Beauty must understand heart to heart cries

In life there are just very many real instances
Beauty blooms to take heart and soul together
Your sweet eyes help to take me many chances
Let me to take you along to enjoy the weather

Love me and make me yours for heart solace
Be mine in this real jungle of the human beings
Let me follow you from pace to pace with grace
Springs invite you to touch all my heart strings
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To Me You Belong

My love you can wear me like your dress
I want to be in your arms whole night to sleep
This is how we can express our real success
This one leap will take us deep just to reap

Our love harvest in shape of all sweet fruits
Love is its own reward beauty its own price
Beauty will take over, love finish all disputes
As a spice of life my sweetheart is my choice

Let the clouds kiss moon to increase intensity
Let the galaxies just take you and me along
My beloved you are so beautiful and so pretty
Let me declare I am yours, to me you belong
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Bright Rainbow

My love you desire to sleep in my arms tonight
Please come forward and give my sight insight
Let me kiss your lips so pinkish and so bright
Take my heart from me in just deplorable plight

Make my life colorful just like bright rainbow
Give me life make me really grow and glow
What all your beauty has to offer let me know
With your sensual graces make my body blow

My lovely flower bloom your petals in spring
Let love and beauty hand in hand just to sing
My sweetheart my love my beautiful darling
My life with out you is useless give it meaning
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Life An Endless Stream

Life is an endless stream of strange and wonderful events
At times our sweet dreams take us to palaces being in tents
We face realities of life with harsh and sweet comments
With relentless efforts even we can't repair ugly dents

Soul makes us cry heart takes to other external extremes
From sheer darkness at times we get enlightened beams
Our unfulfilled wishes come become colorful in dreams
Men with clear intentions make teams with proud esteems

Let take a fresh start with heart and soul blank neat and clean
This is how we can kill our intentions mean to be evergreen
Be aware of evil on scene and to abolish it fully from screen
Be cheerful and realist to face reality make virtue your routine
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Ghazal 9

Love my love, so is pure to celebrate
Beauty needs its tenure to celebrate
My sweetheart I praise your graces
It is nothing but allure to celebrate
Man has conquered entire universe
It is just why every tour to celebrate
Your curves have given life to beauty
I ensure you to your contour celebrate
Poverty has gone down to the roots
We are busy for saboteur to celebrate
Truth has embraced altar in trance
Public is demanding savior to celebrate
Human values were overtaken by tricks
Innocence at stake is demure to celebrate
Harsh weather has taken dress of trees
We are in a mood azure to celebrate
Pure have been sold like a commodity
Barons are ready impure to celebrate
Mehr is in chains like a sinner in trance
But just a fool intends tenure to celebrate
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Desire Till Expire

Love is to burn and beauty is to discern
It is a point from where there is no return
Hence I have my concern to be more stern
We both enjoy and celebrate our pattern

Let me see in your eyes to nurture romance
Come in my arms to celebrate and to dance
How can I forget your sweet and lovely glance
Beauty gives chance and love takes chance

From the day I am in love I burn in love fire
With every flame of fire I inspire to admire
My rivals inquire what I got from love desire
But I want to continue with desire till I expire
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State Of Lover

Love terrain is very very difficult and different
It goes through chaos with color of contempt
Beloved enjoys it being princess to be ardent
Lover has to be bold enough to bear the brunt

Love has different moods and different shades
Beauty has the raids with sharp and blunt blades
My innocent sweetheart when comes in braids
Then she takeover all and vehemently invades

She is not aware of force and strength of beauty
Everyone who is in love must admit and agree
Love is at glance and not on any real valid plea
But imagine what the state of real lover could be
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Ghazal 8

Your smile has taken away my heart
Now remains like a light ray my heart
You have just injured and bruised me
But still love only love say my heart
Your beauty sparkles in sheer darkness
My love glistens like a pray of my heart
My rivals try to make me just astray
Play dirty tricks to them anyway my heart
I know that you are young and sweet
But with your beauty don't slay my heart
Please take my life I just don't mind
But please do not ever betray my heart
Be a painter and paint aspects of life
With red blood color portray my heart
Be brave Mehr take your beloved along
In front of all praise everyday my heart
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Sprout Flowers

Your sensual graces make the quest for romance
When you open up like bottle of wine give chance
To celebrate beauty in company of love to dance
Being clever my sweetheart I never miss a chance

Let me take your wine through taste of your lips
Your juicy apples ask me to take very many trips
Your attractive alluring curves take heart in grips
Soul is at liberty to take wine of beauty for sips

My princess white robe suits to graces and charm
My piercing eyes make my soul and heart warm
Let me take you to kiss and caress as real norm
Spring is in bloom sprout flowers there is no harm
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With Vision Blur

At the stroke of midnight comes a stroke of luck
When you come in my dream and I stroke hair
Like lover I am in garden for every flower to pluck
Light makes my eyes to close like sudden glare

Your soft and tender hand is in a state of rustle
When I look down in to your eyes you just smile
Like sweet romantic artful companion as angel
I forget every thing about life pain just for a while

My sweetheart is more intelligent than she seems
Hence I am bound to take every order from her
It is quiet sure that she is princess of my dreams
On misty path to travel with her with my vision blur
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Avid Poet

How will I be able to take care of your tender heart
How will I be able to reciprocate beauty with love
My sweetheart henceforth never ever think to depart
In my life you surpass entire world over and above

In me you see your image which seems just beautiful
You my sweetheart so wonderful so tender so delicate
I love you my angel my soft and sweet like rose petal
You are my sweet ode and sonnet I am your avid poet

Let me praise you my real solace and real contentment
Let me take you as real part of my heart and my soul
You are my sweet beloved and I am your lover ardent
My heart has been taken away you as a my just real goal
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Sweet Tender Smile

My sweetheart if you kiss my lips thousand times
I will definitely be intoxicated with taste of the wine
Love and beauty are face to face as innocent crimes
My sweetheart I do realize that you are only mine

I want to see your head high to be in front on line
I want to see you just equal in charms, style and grace
Like a full moonlit night in my abode you just shine
Your alluring beauty takes me to galaxies in space

So let us cross all distances to be really one to celebrate
Our jubilation like swans dancing in a real taste and style
What a scenario of beauty where love has to culminate
So my sweetheart beguile me with your sweet tender smile
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Chase My Love

When you bend to embrace to chase my love
I take your beauty to play with your curly hair
I love you my little innocent white little dove
I lost myself in your sweet flair and sudden glare

No one is like you if you ask me to dare as player
But please do not play with my real sentiments
Lest I may commit a mistake or may be a blunder
Presently I am taken over by your beauty currents

So alluring so enchanting I dare not to tell, explain
My heart and soul intend to talk to you in trance
My love and your beauty are just chained in a chain
Please allow me to take just chance after a chance
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White Robe Of Virgin

My jasmine is in my arms wearing her white shirt
She is pure and chaste like virgin with white robe
My love is in trance my soul is just in real concert
My sweetheart just allow me to explore and probe

My sweetheart I can not survive with out just you
My love is enthralled in the company of your beauty
We have to go hand in hand just through and through
Let us be together on love and beauty to take to agree

My white beautiful flower I cherish and celebrate
Each moment in your company to be in companion
Let me be frank to declare you wonderful and great
Let me tell you frankly to each we meant to destine
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Chastity Of Soul

Soul from day one is in trouble and dejection
Because it has never opted as a choice to accept
To be secluded from its real origin as selection
It was verdict of the Master to take the concept

Soul is in search of Lord to be back in the ocean
A drop of water has no entity in the real source
Only intention is granted but devoid of any action
What remains with man is pain and just remorse

Love of soul is entrance in search or real beauty
Constantly and consistently it is in search of truth
From a chained state it always tries to be just free
World has failed to snatch its chastity to be uncouth

Hence soul remains pure as an image of the Lord
It takes along love beauty and truth as belonging
It is totally ingrained in a chain and in love chord
Being in string in every spring it blooms to swing
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Fortune Of Love

She wants me to kiss on her petals of lips
For which she is ready to give all the tips
This is how beautifully takes me in grips
Love has been reinvigorated to take trips

When I embrace her warmth touches soul
Love and beauty mingle from pole to pole
In ecstasy and passion I just forget my role
Heaven dawns on me when she offer whole

Has love witnessed such charm of beauty
Where love and beauty are just totally free
In a state of trance she surpasses every sea
How I state what fortune of love could be
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Kiss On Lips

Your kiss on my lips, leaves your fragrance
My sweetheart my body is filled with essence
Now you command over my mind as credence
My ode you have reinvigorated my cadence

We communicate lips to lips and heart to heart
You are so sweet energetic so beautiful so smart
Your beauty you love carries me from the start
Oh gorgeous wonderful exuberant piece of art

Let me cherish let me celebrate every moment
I see you on clear blue sky as a beautiful crescent
Let love and beauty go hand in hand in agreement
You are my beauty princess and I am your aspirant
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My Jasmine

My sweetheart wants me to be in my arms
For her beauty my love will forget norms
Only an atheist can ignore all her charms
Let me face her graces just in violent storms

She loves me and wants to be my princess
Her beauty has snatched away my senses
My heart is restless and my soul is anxious
Intensity of love makes both of us breathless

Let my love and kiss me your lips one on one
Let us take in the hands your each moon, sun
My sweetheart my gardenia flower my jasmine
Come in my arms let your beauty go to blazon
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Intensity Of Love

Sun loves you my love with intensity of fire
You are emblem of beauty in beautiful attire
My heart always remember you and aspire
Beauty of the universe let me look and admire

You carry in your eyes green ocean of beauty
In beauty no one can surpass I just fully agree
But let me share and declare I love you blindly
Consider my sincerity don't challenge loyalty

When I see you my love I blossom like a flower
To see you glowing and smiling is always pleasure
The state of my happiness non one is to measure
Let me explore your beauty my hidden treasure
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Karbala

In the line of Abraham and Ismail took a sacrifice
To save the truth from the hands of falsehood, vice
Imam Hussain along with seventy two paid the price
Which made their direct path enlightened to paradise

Truth encountered falsehood with force of faith, belief
For sake of eternity humanity saved by decision of chief
As a verdict of God it was but an eternal declared relief
Blood of innocents for times to come became eternal grief

Till edge of eternity blood of martyrs blossom to celebrate
The battle of Karbala as a symbol of sacrifice is event great
No one no words can ever be able to its essence translate
Only staunch and true lovers can associate and ameliorate
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My Lovely Princess

Let me embrace my love and let me kiss
For me and for eyes you are eternal bliss
Take me in your arms and don't dismiss
My innocent sweetheart my lovely princess

Let me take you on let me seek an advice
What is price of beauty what can I sacrifice
Being spice of life you are so good and nice
In your sweet company I celebrate paradise

I want to get my love your graces and style
I have lost my heart in front of your smile
Let love and beauty be one and just reconcile
Let follow you from pace to pace mile to mile
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Death Comes In

My heart is sinking my eyes are blurred
I am the man who is just no more heard
Death is coming on her own pace to take
Then it will shake me severely to break
Life is a transit camp for temporary stay
It times sheer dark at times a streak, a ray
No choice to come and no choice to leave
In chaos what is to reject what is to believe
As a staunch servant I am bound to orders
I have to travel all earthly heavenly borders
I am on land my limit is the clear blue sky
Without even wings I am bestowed to fly
In this entire struggle I am but all alone
My spirit ids borrowed my body is a loan
Expectations are high submissions are low
Still my endure and passion make me to glow
As a last desire I want to kiss feet of my Master
Then I will be pleased if death comes faster
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My White Rose

My white rose let me take you in my arms
Let me kiss you like real thirsty dew drop
Love has to follow declared beauty norms
Love in its intensity remains but non stop

My white rose let me kiss your all the petals
Let me taste your prime and alluring youth
Love when touches beauty create miracles
All is just falsehood only love remains truth

My sweetheart hails just from a far off land
I enjoy her image her shape and her curves
My sweetheart is grand and from her brand
Let me celebrate all your graces on my nerves
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To Put A Seal

My love you are beautiful girl with enchanting eyes
You my sweet beloved will stay in my heart forever
Eyes have sight to insight never ever to tell any lies
Beauty with its real grandeur makes beauty nurture

Please make my heart and soul your perennial abode
Please be mine in every hour of trial to just celebrate
I am a man in miserable plight you are a musical ode
Please take my love on to very many images to create

Let me kiss on your forehead to put a permanent seal
Let me declare you as my real soul and tinkling heart
Let love and beauty innocently to go for just real deal
Let us promise to each other for never ever to depart
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At times a lover and beloved mingle to be one
Let be just mine  let my sweet angel to be one
Iron when takes fire becomes one with the fire
Love is like fire let moth and candle to be one
Surrounded by rivals and all types of enemies
In meeting my love we have careful to be one
Let me kiss your glowing cheeks let me take on
Let me my sweetheart your dimple to be one
All the time I am a loser but still prefer to play
Let me be a player and play gamble to be one
Let us give some air to hatred let us make it flow
let love and hatred are just be playful to be one
All world is just a sham all relations are just false
Love and beauty are reality let the real to be one
Mehr takes you like a soul you tinkle in his heart
Let my sweetheart be my soul let soulful to be one
In your sheer innocence you just said you love me
I know that still you do not know meaning of love
Do you what a constant pain, its intensity could be
My sweetheart my innocent lovely beauty my dove

Love is not an easy affair so don't take it on its face
It is a pain a torture which prevails like part of fate
Like a lunatic lover with torn heart from pace to pace
It is not a heaven where one is on a swing as soulmate

Do not be my love in dreams be ready to face reality
Only then you will be able to pass through with grace
Life is a series of very many chains it is not liberal, free
It is set of compromises which varies from place to place
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Ghazal 6

My sweetheart by your beauty I am carried away
My love my love feels more free I am carried away
Affinity and fraternity crossed all the boundaries
Reconcile I am in you you in me I am carried away
A chain of love a communion with beauty is to see
You are real lock and I am key I am carried away
I am a sinner of love I am defaulter of your beauty
For crimes and sins without plea I am carried away
For your graces for kindness no submission will do
I submit I praise and I bow on knee I am carried away
You are a burning candle I am a moth desirous to be
You do not care my love I agree I am carried away
Mehr is in love appreciates beauty where ever it is
My love you are just limitless sea I am carried away
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Ghazal 5

Love speaks louder in true spirits than we conceal
To be one with the absolute is not an ordinary deal
Don't just ask me the price of love in sheer stupidity
It is where lover is cut in to pieces and he doesn't feel
It is a pain with a constant and consistent pleasure
Where the injured loves injury never wants to heal
I am ascetic and follow the principles of sheer love
Please don't try to change me I have an humble appeal
I am volunteer in love I am a zealous staunch lover
No difficulty no odd can take me away from ordeal
I love you you love me you are my Master I am servant
Mehr is proud of his servitude carrying along your seal
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Beauty To Ameliorate

Held up on mountains on a very steep ridge  
I have to have back my passion and courage  
Your alluring beauty provides a love bridge  
I can only be saved with the help of bondage

Your image dances in my eyes to celebrate  
Your touch of class makes me to ameliorate  
Let be one and one to relate and to satiate  
My love is in servitude your beauty is great

I will conquer entire world with challenge  
You conquered my fear now I can plunge  
I am a soldier I am ready to attack, to lunge  
No one dare to confront so I can expunge

My love makes me strong with fortitude  
Association of my beloved makes me rude  
My confidence and passion makes imbued  
Beauty is my aptitude, love is my attitude
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Ghazal 4

My love let me take your beauty on to celebrate
After a long dark black night let dawn to celebrate
I have sacrificed my life on the altar of your beauty
To your eyes I have given heart, pawn to celebrate
Flight of love and beauty takes along their souls
Life is a just wonderful pond and a swan to celebrate
It was a mistake of eyes or just blunder of the heart
For a chance I am still in a trance liaison to celebrate
It was a flight or a jump when I suddenly came a cross
My beloved in my embrace, marathon to celebrate
She is the only one of her kind there is no one else to see
She is that image of beauty she is a paragon to celebrate
Mehr is in fits of insanity after capturing a beam of light
Fountain of beauty sparkles beams thereon to celebrate
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Gift Of Beauty

Violent love tide make me just to surge
Beauty crops up like a thunder to merge
A chain of excellence makes to converge
A wonderful relation is bound to emerge

My sweetheart you carry a gift of beauty
Our chain of love is for ever evergreen tree
The price of relation could never ever be
Whatever might be just the aspect and plea

Let my sweetheart celebrate this love chain
Let us play hide and seek in drizzling rain
Beauty is a suture while love carries pain
Lovers are bound to pass through disdain

My satisfaction is all because of resonance
Just a glance is responsible for occurrence
My desire is not more than your presence
Now I carry along with me your fragrance
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A touch of love makes beauty to glow
In alluring youth a girl is free to glow
Love is what one takes to the extreme
Beauty needs love just a plea to glow
When I meet with you my heart solace
This is what my love makes me to glow
A chance to glance changes a scenario
This is all what makes just she to glow
A beggar is just in need of charity to get
Few pennies make this needy to glow
Real beauty one makes ready to take all
Real love makes one just truly to glow
Pain and pleasure go just side by side
For real life one has real agony to glow
Mehr you have to burn candle of blood
If you want to make blind alley to glow
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Let my sweetheart my dream to follow  
In sheer darkness glowing beam to follow  
You are my fortune my love to discern  
Seeking your beauty my scheme to follow  
Love for God needs heart, soul and life  
Like a lunatic lover let this theme to follow  
Leader is that who takes his team along  
Verdict becomes duty of a team to follow  
Love is a path full of thorns with bear feet  
A real beloved is bound a scream to follow  
Love is not a joke beauty is not a puzzle  
Under all circumstances extreme to follow  
Let my love celebrate beauty on the altar  
Let my love this passion, esteem to follow  
Mehr take over regime of love to cherish  
With wasted blind eyes moonbeam to follow 
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Your Painter

My sweetheart let me dive in your green eyes to get treasure
Allow your beauty to be more gracious to seek real pleasure
I am totally lost in your graces, don't know how to measure
After being intoxicated by love entire world seems just blur
I am withered stem you my love is like an evergreen flower
How cant my life I will be able to forget your taste and flavor
Beauty is a beautiful mistake while love is a violent blunder
hat a journey of love is from burning desert to shady bower
My sweetheart you carry along beautiful image let me capture
Love has its own grandeur beauty has its own gorgeous glamour
You are canvas of my love my beauty and I am your painter
You are my present you were my past you will be my future
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Ghazal

Let me kiss you on your cheeks and eyebrow
Let me make you mine from your head to toe
Let me see how beauty reacts to the fire of love
Let me take you in embrace you and let me glow
World is full of all the dirty abominable tricks
I do not want to be party to such chaos let me go
My love my spiritual deity I worship and praise
Your path celebrates solemnity, grace let me bow
I am just a drop of love and you are the ocean
Please take me in and give a chance to me to flow
Just a glance which provide to you and me a chance
From that moment on Mehr is not in him you know
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Chasing Rainbows

All colors of the rainbows are in your grace
My love you are so beautiful and just so cute
When you come hand in hand and face to face
My eyes take you on my heart becomes flute

Let me tell you how sweet is your appearance
Do not ask me my love about your graceful gait
You travel in me with your fantastic fragrance
Let me state clearly my sweetheart I can not wait

I do not have words to explain all your graces
What I understand you are beyond that limit
My heart and soul are under your feet for traces
If I touch you, you will vanish being so delicate
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God has heart of a staunch lover so He loves His creation
Man has heart and will so he takes on this love to celebrate
The chain and the bond increases both in sentiments, passion
Man is in hurry, pessimistic, ungrateful hence not moderate

God is gracious in extending and showers mercy graciously
He loves being Creator and showers His kindness for humans
Man is just a drop of water Creator is unbounded ocean to see
Man when comes to love His Creator then he takes in him suns

Love of God is supreme bond between Him and human soul
It is from the day one till last and remains evergreen for ever
If man accepts whatever is written in his fate develops as whole
Man has nothing at his disposal but only intention and endure
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Love To Recall

My miss let me kiss and to bring to life flowers of spring
Allow me to take you in arms and embrace just to bring
All taste to life and to celebrate moments happily to sing
Song of love in praise of beauty to be real queen and king

I know how beautiful you are my little innocent lovely dove
Let me caress your softness and to celebrate all my real love
Forget about how I came in contact with where and just how
Forget about the past forget about all in future but just now

I want you to just be in me and flow in me like singing water
Let us be frank and straightforward to follow the love charter
Let me take your beauty as my mission and let me be martyr
Please appreciate beauty is not a commodity love is not barter
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To Revive In String

Sensually she is so charming and so alluring
She reinvigorated my sexual drive in spring
In that sling like a king I am bound to just sing
To strive to dive to drive and to revive in string

To be on swing to go up to the clear blue sky
To kiss stars and galaxies just like a bird to fly
To be with the inner beauty just an eye to eye
In that flight of love with beauty to be just sly

I can explain the taste of those beautiful lips
The zigzag journey between hillocks and hips
I can not explain the taste of dips and grips
What an experience of those trips without strips
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To Get An Angel

Her chastity has been taken away by lusty eyes
Her virginity has been molested by lusty dogs
No one is ready to listen just her innocent cries
Useless discussions are on in the company of frogs

Justice is on altar just to see the callous attitude
But no one is there to take the sinners to the task
The dirty ones are all around to play like shrewd
All types of rascals are roaming wearing the mask

Humanity is nowhere animal instinct is at the rise
Chastity and purity is available but just negligible
In this market there are very less who are the wise
In chaos and dirty atmosphere how to get an angel
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Will Of Player

Let me dictate and let me declare
Love with flair is only to share
Love is to make good atmosphere
It depends just on will of a player

Beauty extends more love to flavor
Love dances by getting this favor
Life is colored with little endeavor
Which converts it in actual pleasure

I am a man with real tinge and taste
My heart my soul is just really chaste
Let beauty take hand of love in waist
Be on the guard and let time not waste
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What Life Is

I failed to understand the philosophy of life
At times a blunt knife at another lovely wife
At times it cuts in to pieces just mercilessly
But on another it sets a chained prisoner free
For some it is just dream of a lunatic person
For others it is like thirsty under scorching sun
It is heaven when lovely spent under curly hair
Where it has its own charms, graces, style, flair
At times its hell and takes revenge from victim
Where if one wants to escape does not get brim
For some it is circus for others a mission of lord
For some set of tricks for others verdict of God
Even if life is a reality to screaming a real dream
It carries marvelous ray of hope, and glowing beam
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Muse To Dance

Cupid has shot its sharp arrow on my heart
Muse has taken over my soul to dangle, dance
My sweet heart is wonderful that piece of art
Wonderful beauty offers chance after chance

When beauty cuts love then love is to bleed
If arrow has been taken out injury is to kill
Beauty is the fragrance which love has to lead
Let my sweetheart companion ship to instill

Like a lunatic I am in search of my beloved
She travels in me like my life just step by step
I know how to love and just how to be loved
Please open your door I am at your doorstep
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Soft Like Silk

Sweet as candy and soft as silk
My love surpasses and celebrates
Intoxicates as wine tastes as milk
Beauty is what she always dictates

Fire of love mingles with beauty
Burns itself and just burns the all
When we come on terms to be free
Then beauty at rise and love at fall

We touch every limit and beyond
Oneness take entities just far away
One on one love beauty correspond
In sheer darkness dominates light ray
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Ready To Counter

For every disorder there is a border
Hence we have to be ready to counter
Step by step to play with the boulder
For every question there is an answer

Let be clear about our path, destination
Let be specific what we have to celebrate
Let dominate us our endure and passion
Let our character to be fine to ameliorate

Great people portray actions loud clear
Meanest of mean resort to dirty tricks
So be loyal honest and sincere my dear
Strong building is raised bricks by bricks
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She Is Hubris

My sweetheart has no comparison whatsoever
She is queen of her domain to rule endeavor
I am her servant she is my beloved and savior
She takes me in odds in cover and to recover

She is commanded by arrogance and is hubris
My heart is enchanted my lips are ready to buss
Her beauty takes her to eternal flight with fairness
Incessant struggle of love always remains endless

Without her I always face hesitation and anger
I am completely in control and in me she to stir
She is light of my eyes without her all seems blur
Your beauty is my abode and my love is dweller
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Eternal Treasure

What is love one can not just measure
Its an eternal bond of pain and pleasure
Beauty my sweetheart is eternal treasure
Solace of heart and satisfaction of leisure

My love I have lost my heart, and my soul
My heart has been taken away by your mole
My deity in temple your praise is my role
Your attraction has taken me in your control

White like snow and soft like white clouds
Please take me along I am in merciless crowds
Embrace me and take me in your enshrouds
If love becomes lunatic beauty eagerly shrouds
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Childlike Wonder

You carry in your eyes pure childlike wonder
Still you want to see world and just to explore
Youth has many options to commit blunder
When entire universe desires to love and adore

Stars are in eyes and blazon sun in her chest
She wants to conquer entire world in her prime
Under any definition she just remains the best
She with her graces remains queen of the time

Her beauty haunts me where ever I go, I look
She makes her surroundings so colorful, so good
She has taken me over with celebrated outlook
All praise even if she keep her beauty withstood
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Sham Tricks

Humanity has just gone down to dogs
Fake people are fake in their actions
Less speeches with more monologues
Third class packets, classical captions

No difference between right and, wrong
Prudence is a commodity of just all fools
Toads come up with dirty shrilling song
Humans are nothing but just useless tools

Tricks have taken over sincerity in trade
What ever is sold is rubbish in entirety
Blood relations cut like sharp blunt blades
Man is in chains but apparently seem free

Revolution is mandatory it is call of the day
Justice should take over all sham mannerism
Still hope tinkles with beam of light as a ray
Spring is ready to surpass the yellow autumn
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Sham Mannerism

Humanity has just gone down to dogs
Fake people are fake in their actions
Less speeches with more monologues
Third class packets, classical captions

No difference between right and, wrong
Prudence is a commodity of just all fools
Toads come up with dirty shrilling song
Humans are nothing but just useless tools

Tricks have taken over sincerity in trade
What ever is sold is rubbish in entirety
Blood relations cut like sharp blunt blades
Man is in chains but apparently seem free

Revolution is mandatory it is call of the day
Justice should take over all sham mannerism
Still hope tinkles with beam of light as a ray
Spring is ready to surpass the yellow autumn
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Love On Edge

Please don't ask about my romantic vision of love
My love is on the brink and edge of your beauty
Let me take your graces in hand my innocent dove
Let us be away from all this rut to be more free

Let my love give you a lovingly fascinating touch
Let us resonate to celebrate every moment happily
I have never ever seen a beauty like you as such
Be considerate allow beauty on love terms to agree

My sweetheart real solace of my apprehensive soul
Take my heart in your palm to kiss it and to throw
You know your love is my real mission and my goal
Keep me in bosom's knot and keep me in eyebrow
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To Be Free

Full moon is there over the mountains to disappear
It will rise again tomorrow with new zeal and zest
My love you have enlightened the entire atmosphere
I want you in my company please be my honored guest

The universe travels with you like just your shadow
Your beauty and grace is celebrated by all surroundings
I can sacrifice my life and soul on your curved eyebrow
Love strings my love gives you and me real love wings

My love just let me see in your glowing eyes to ascertain
How beauty celebrates its graces and style in its entirety
Love is the only playful game in which, no loss and gain
My love let me take you away from this world to be free
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Love In Bloom

My innocent beauty let me capture you in my heart for ever
Let me be the twinkling star of your glowing beautiful eyes
Let me be the companion of your burning youth just to answer
Whatever you communicate through relentless sighs and cries

Sentiments can never be chained when love is in full bloom
Faithless weather makes us to be all out to cherish all flowers
Your beauty is more glowing like a blazon sun the I presume
Let us be ready in glowing youth to commit blunders, errors

When you touch my eyes like a full moon to aspire, to desire
All decorum for your beauty and all appreciation to extend
Then we are no more being burnt in with remnants of love fire
Let me your only appraiser in the world and never pretend

What is love, what is beauty nothing but two sides of a coin
Let me seek refuge in your graces and let me from lips sip wine
To take softness of all rose petals please do help to just enjoined
Let me be proud of the fact that whatever odds are you are mine
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For A While

When she comes out of veil she rocks entire world
Her graces and charms are just beyond any praise
With her graceful style she makes universe whirled
With her glowing beauty she sets everything ablaze

Like a moth loves a candle I love to be burnt by fire
My love my sweetheart has nothing to be compared
My heart and soul aspire in entirety her lovely attire
Her beauty makes me beguiled and direly ensnared

Let be honest frank and straightforward in approach
Let us be really enthralled by alluring beauty in style
Let us enjoy the reality and taste of life in love coach
Let us forget about all miseries and odds for a while
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Colors Of Universe

My love beware of the treasure you are carrying along
Any thief may try to steel it from you in wink of an eye
You do not know the price and worth whatever belong
You have all the colors of universe my innocent butterfly

World is full of all, who can deceive you in a moment
Then nothing in world be able to compensate your loss
In that hour of trial your sky will be devoid of crescent
In this state of ethos you will just come across only chaos

Please do realize treasure once lost becomes a commodity
Love does not buy a beauty which has passed thru eclipse
Love remains nascent till the time is not touched by beauty
Beauty like a green wild ocean can easily take love in grips
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Stunning And Seductive

My sweetheart you are so stunning and seductive
With a lovely attitude, to come and get me please
Your progressive style makes you more reflective
Embrace me come in my warm arms don not tease

Sky is under your feet and you have taken me over
Wind is playfully caressing your cheeks, curly hair
Your eye brows are archer this is what your armor
What a tasteful youth what a wonderful spicy flair

My love, life is at stake my love is now on the altar
Your graces can save me from the clutches of world
My life is like a ship without any rudder and harbor
In front of universal love your beauty is just curled
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Thirsty Eyes

Please quench my thirsty eyes
Give some wine from your jar
Let us listen to our love cries
My love there is just no bar

Let me take you to embrace
Let me see what all is the truth
Let my innocence play with grace
Be mine be my heart's sooth

Let me take what you have
Taste in your bosom's knot
My love be a little bit brave
Being in fire just burn me hot

Love is but in your servitude
Beauty is what is master of all
Extend some love don't be rude
Heart to heart give me a call
Love is on the mark beauty is crude
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Beauty Is Crimson

Love is so crazy let my love beauty agree
Love and beauty are not in direct conflict
beauty is so charming and love is so frenzy
Beauty is to submit this is the love verdict

Love takes beauty to go just hand in hand
At times rivals make them to be head to head
Love is of its kind and beauty is of its brand
Beauty is real the target and love is spearhead

Let my love just submit let us burn in the fire
Let us be at the top to find just eternal fountain
Like a true lover of beauty allow me to admire
My love is golden and your beauty is crimson
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Love To Swing

My sweetheart let us be more open in our love relation
Let us wear our hearts on sleeves to be the companions
Let us be heart to heart and lips to lips with compassion
Let us make our hearts loving and fertile land so barrens

My beauty of universe enlighten my eyes with your light
Make me bright with all streaks and be with me as guest
Let us feel light and fly on sky just like a colorful light kite
Let us be just one and alone taking the rivals and the rest

Love and beauty are just two shades of one and the same
They celebrate together to bloom in real fragrant spring
I can not survive without you the day I saw you I am aflame
Let me embrace you be in my arms to sing in love to swing
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Love Endless

When each part of my body cut into pieces
And still I declare I am you and I love you
When I am burnt alive and turn into ashes
And still I declare I am you and I love you

Then my love you should try to understand
That my love frequency with beauty resonates
That our hearts and souls are on same band
That fiery love enchanting beauty are inmates

When love tests it puts us on merciless gallows
We have to bear all with the honesty of purpose
This is the point where love grows and glows
This is what is the result of a struggle endless
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I Am Eccentric

Your beauty is so heretic as my love is dynamic
I am in love, in love my sweetheart I am eccentric
Your graces are alluring your beauty is so exotic
When love makes chain with beauty it is so erotic

Let me celebrate and praise you my sweetheart
Be in my company and never ever think to depart
I do appreciate your beauty you are apiece of art
Let us have a a pledge my love from just very start

So sweet so caring and so loving my dear in love
You are so wonderful in style innocent like a dove
You are guiding me like a star up from the above
You are awesome my love you are so beautiful now
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Image Is Classic

My love your kindness prevails and I always win
Do not leave my hand take me along on your path
I will follow you as a lunatic rivals my call it a sin
What to talk of mercy for your sake I will take wrath

Your innocence is my asset your beauty is a chain
My love is ready to celebrate the wonderful relation
Let us dangle and dance in summer's drizzling rain
Heart gets hence solace and beauty is love's salvation

My love my survival is dependent on your graces
I am nothing without you let me admit it in public
No match to your beauty when unveils it surpasses
You are wonderfully beautiful your image is classic
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On Forefront

I love you, my love and praise your beauty
Love fire has just started burning me alive
Chains after chains never allowed me to free
Please don't leave me alone and don't deprive

Me to take charge of all your wonderful graces
Do not debar me from the taste of your youth
Let me take you on with my kisses and embraces
My soul is so thirsty allow all truth just to sooth

Allow me to be on forefront in my little universe
Let me explore your beauty from pore to pore
You may be diverse and you just may be diverse
Let me be in the ocean and do not drag me to shore
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Beauty Is Gorgeous

My sweetheart I love your graces and your smile
In your sweet company I totally forget for a while
I intend follow you from pace to pace, mile to mile
Your wonderful alluring beauty make me beguile

You have taken me over in one enchanting glance
My heart and soul celebrate that delightful chance
My soul is in trance and my heart is in full dance
Is this what is called love and is this the romance

Let my love be part of your beauty to just celebrate
Let us take our hearts and souls on just real love date
My sweetheart my real love and my real soulmate
My love is in your servitude and your beauty is great
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Positive Responses

Standing alone to face all allegations
I am victim of vicious deliberations
In the darkness I can't see destination
This is how I celebrate my incarnation

Love has taken all my life and death
In state its difficult to take the breath
My life is at stake and what life hath
Do I see truth or nothing else but myth

Pain has sapped all my ability, intellect
I am no more if you ask stance in fact
I have no choice just to select or elect
I am in trance my love being in the pact

My Lord is savior under circumstances
Only He can give many more chances
So I hoot care whatever the instances
How can I lose in the positive responses
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The Target

Man is surrounded but by difficulties in all aspects
Most of the time he has to pay the price for defects
Divine angels are guarding the neglect sof suspects
Survival of the fittest make hurdles for all subjects

Continuous struggle can take the victims out of rut
Man is what and what is his fate being in the transit
Unity is abolished and man is in dire need of the unit
And Satan is also in the path to get flattened target

In severe helplessness one shouldn't break the chain
All miseries, odds and torture just go down the drain
Today may be worse badly inflicted by flooded rain
Tomorrow is another day when sun will shine again
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My Delight

Fortune smiles on me to have your hand in mine
Let me take you and embrace you with all love
Let me sip drop by drop my sweet bottle of wine
You are a twinkling galaxies like blue sky above

I love you, I love you, my love and nothing more
Let me take you to the heights of glory and grandeur
Let me worship let me praise let me love to adore
My love pledges to serve beauty I promise to ensure

There is no one like you, you are beauty of universe
Let me take you on to ride to the eternal delight
You are my sweetheart you are good and diverse
Please do not ignore me and of my miserable plight
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See In Mirror

If you want to see what you are see in mirror
It will determine your exact worth and price
Subject to the condition your eyes are not blur
If heart is clean virtue speaks louder than vice

Religions and morality convert animal to man
They sparkle to convert darkness to real light
A good person will do good which he will, can
Sight being clear and clean changes in to insight

When it dawns then path becomes clear to tread
Dark shadows disappear, images make all clear
Golden pearls of wisdom spread ahead instead
From every sphere of life we have to conquer fear
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Father's Maid Servant

English language remained father's maid servant
Who played with her beauty for thirty five years
He passed it on to us to take, to the bear brunt
We loved to be on the line to embrace the veers

We have a claim of native with spark of language
To cross the barriers it has provided us the bridge
We salute to our father who has given us courage
And helped us to portray and celebrate his image

Let be specific and clear in the standardized stance
Let us not give to any Tom, Dick and Harry a chance
Let us with the help of a powerful and strong glance'
Celebrate the prime occasion with intoxicated dance
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Sensual Pleasure

Your glowing cheeks and saucy hips
Attract me to very many love trips
Alluring beauty with wonderful lips
Love takes on beauty on fingertips

Very many parts for hide and seek
Ocean full of pearls in prime to speak
Beautiful light with wonderful streak
Sparkle in jubilation to take to tweak

Let me take you on to a hidden place
Where space should embrace but space
I put my honor on whims of your grace
So love and beauty travel pace to pace

Allow your beauty spread sensual aura
Your beauty is a poem my love a stanza
Idea of beauty has changed love inertia
Let's cover journey under this umbrella
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Strong Bond

My sweetheart your beauty and my love are in bond
I am stem of love tree and your sweet beauty is a frond
In this entire world you are my my only love I am fond
Take my stammering heart in your palm and respond

Accept offer of my love with just due care and caution
Except you I am all alone and Ensure you have but none
Please realize I am your burning fire, blazon burning sun
Let me praise your beauty and complete the job undone

Let me play with fire and burn both my heart and soul
Let me embrace you and in intoxication take you whole
The moment I touched you I just lost my entire control
Open your book of love and beauty I do intend to enroll
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The Bondage

Relations are double edged weapon which cut
Whether they are paternal or maternal as may be
Due to their poisonous attitude we have to shut
The door of bondage to set us out of chains to free

Maternal relations are like dress, can be changed
Paternal relations are in blood hence suck blood
These are the omens which can not be exchanged
Which make blood dirty but remain just like flood

All people are ridden by this relation as mockery
They are the ones who should take sufferings along
Their ruthless behavior makes me angry and crazy
When relations are so wrong how can they be strong
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Embrace Galaxies

Your magical eyes just attract to take me along
Taste of your lips remind me of just wine on ice
Your glowing cheeks celebrate streaks of song
Please do not ask me price of your mole so nice

Beauty has never danced on enlightened path
Love has just never ever embraced the galaxies
Burning candle has never kissed the light of moth
Real life is full of such blazon and burning fancies

What a wonderful image you carry I can't explain
What I love that is your beauty as pure as white
My love let us play hide and seek in drizzling rain
Let my love be sparkle through you to be bright
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Religious Jugglers

With faces so different and indifferent hearts
They play with humanity for small benefits
Maintain their financial charts on their arts
On the name of religion they implement writs

For every crime and sin they pay the price
Confession and price give them liberty to do
For every such action there is different device
Hence they portray them pure as drop of dew

Forsaken by God and overtaken by humanity
They play dirty in sheer dark to remain hidden
When humanity from their cruel clutches be free
When they will be damned to eat fruit forbidden
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My Love Blunder

My sweetheart my soul's, heart's solace
I am perfect lover and steadfast partner
Let me be yours to kiss you pace to pace
Let me be winner to commit this blunder

Cupid may fire his arrows right and left
To injure heart and to make it just bleed
At beauty's cleft heart is ready for theft
Being red with blood heart ready to lead

My love let me take fire of beauty to burn
Let me be the victim of enchanting eyes
Let my love be on altar of time to discern
All love truth against beauty's innocent lies

Time will prove honesty of love in reality
Your alluring glances will make path bright
Let us sail together in this golden green sea
My love is like a virtue which is always right
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No choice in birth and no choice in death
We are losers from first till very last breath
Vice and virtue are ingrained in our blood
They rupture vehemently like violent flood
Only intentions are just at any ones disposal
If an action is accompanied then one is rebel
I am a human and created on image of Lord
No matter if my whole life is easy or hard
Life is a continuous struggle as it is just said
Any one who does not put in struggle is dead
This world has departed saints and prophets
The people who claimed themselves lost writs
World is only two moments, why resurrection
If lover is one then beloved could not be none
Please forgive me my sins, follies and the errors
We are staunch lover of humanity and not traitors
Take me on to embrace me with love and affection
You have very many at disposal I am only selection
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Weak Thread Relations

All so called blood relations have gone to dogs
Either they are blood thirsty or weak like thread
Faces and hearts are filled with filth as prologues
Want to snatch away even last loaves of bread

Sell coffins of their dear ones to make them naked
They are constant buyers of contempt and hatred
They get their buds nurtured with loved ones blood
Their actions speak louder than their words avid

Let me take the case to all who suffer with malice
Wash intentions with the water of heaven to be fair
Be sincere and honest in your approach not jealous
Let us take pains of all to take care, be ready to bear
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Make Me Green

In this jungle of humans I am counting my breath
Come and take me along, Oh death, sweet death
I can not bear more pain and more torture my Lord
Shower your mercy be kind to your follower, ward
I do not know what to do and how to ask for solace
Please come down to me like a Creator to embrace
What is life and death and what remains in between
I am pale yellow in illness only you can make green
I was sent to this world which was not as per choice
Hence I as a right have a right to be happy to rejoice
But still I know the state of my helplessness as man
I am a staunch follower I have to go as per your plan
Your beauty haunts me your love takes me to peaks
I am enlightened with your light I full with streaks
You are Lord I am servant please look after servitude
You are kind in boundless limits I still remain crude
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We have all the vultures and hounds around
Thirsty eyes are in search of some human
Coffins are taken away from bodies on ground
But where ever we go we see but just none

Brothers are cutting the brothers roots to benefit
All world has taken all deadly and dreadful shapes
Humanity has become shallow to play with writ
Man is to eat man as in winter the closed eyes apes

Human soul and heart have gone just to stray dogs
Every one wants to eat up the flesh of his fellows
Every one in his interest produce sounds like frogs
Every one due to sins remain throughout on gallows
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Love A War

Love is a war which is fought with lethal weapons
Against oneself to kill oneself and to be just buried
In the temple of heart and soul with blazon suns
All happens naturally so one shouldn't feel worried

There is no right and there is no wrong on the path
As all is fair in love and war and nothing is unfair
No matter how much one accumulates dirty wrath
All becomes right, fair when comes in love sphere

I love you from the core of my heart my sweetheart
So please do not resort to any tricks or blame game
You are crown of creation and wonderful piece of art
A staunch lover of beauty I have all reasons to claim

You and your graces for my solace of heart and soul
You are in me with all your charms as my universe
I have opted for you leaving rest of the world as a goal
I do know that you are different from others and diverse
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In Chains

When I become lunatic keep me in chains
But what I request is do not leave me alone
I am ready to take my cross thru disdains
As a plain man I have committed sins I own

If you travel with me like an image of love
All difficulties will vanish like blown wind
I know when I move you travel just above
Take me on and please never ever rescind

That bond of love that chain of communion
To enjoy real comradeship to be really one
At the peril of love let us celebrate reunion
Let us be in love like a burning blazon sun
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Total Silence

Love is what is but total sacrifice
Of life, health, wealth and property
This is price of the sweetest spice
Of wonderful and gorgeous beauty

Love is God beauty is its real trait
Fortune dances on its eternal peak
Love is but beauty's real soulmate
Truth on its eternal edge to speak

Love is an embrace in total silence
Less tongue every part just speaks
Every sensible becomes but senseless
Beloved is silent but her heart speaks
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Fake People

People of no consequence have no dearth
They are fake by nature and fake by birth
Idiots have so called higher claims no worth
Without being celebrated they have mirth

Fools are fools only grow in sheer stupidity
In fools paradise they dangle and dance free
Whatever strange circumstances just could be
Having no knowledge of situation jump freely

Hats off to the ninnies for their mindless tricks
Who make houses without any sand and bricks
They remain victim of time and in clever's kicks
Any one can play with them and can easily fix
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Beauty With Passion

Whatever may be circumstances and whatever may be odds
But no one can debar me my sweetheart with in your company
Do you know what you are to me as mod of mods god of gods
You are like a golden glow in sheer darkness so sweet and sunny

Love at first sight and beauty at eternal height is what I understand
Fragrance is everywhere as beauty has touched edge of eternity
Light has spread everywhere on the sky and on entire universe, land
Every one is bound to understand that you are wonderful and pretty

Love is always on forefront to kiss the paces of beauty with passion
I am your staunch lover and intend follow whatever may be traces
Beauty in its own charm and graces portray whatever is best fashion
How can I save myself from assaults of your saucy and tasty graces
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On her line she wants to drop me a line
This is how she just wants to communicate
Considering her to be fine to be mine
I follow what ever she intends to dictate

Love is nothing but the taste of her graces
Beauty is the point to where we satiate
Her charming and alluring beauty embraces
She is wonderful, marvelous and great

Weather is so unfaithful to remind the truth
The occasion to take her on just face to face
Where hearts get sooth in prime and youth
This is what is actual and the valid love base
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In  My Judgement

Her body is melting like a burning candle
My sweetheart is in full swing just to bring
On her wings a sweet little innocent angel
Makes her beauty to dangle dance to sing

Love song is really at its peak to celebrate
What all is available in graces and charm
Every action needs and seeks to cooperate
To make my heart and soul really warm

I want to play with fire to look and to see
To what an extent I just can bear the brunt
In trance of my love fully involved and free
How far I am real and fair in my judgement
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Heart In Eyes

When two hearts become one in musical tone
When souls mingle just to dangle and dance
The time gets constant to celebrate milestone
The entire universe goes to just glorious trance

There is nothing but the sound of heartbeat
Love takes beauty in an enchanting embrace
Beauty as pure sheet becomes real love treat
Then fragrance of the prime becomes grace

No one can explain the taste of your red lips
No one can dare to talk about the graceful gait
Eyes always rebound for just very many trips
My heart has cropped up in my eyes to wait
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Moon Out Of Blue

Tenderness of your beauty make you so attractive
Like petals of rose you have many graces to discern
Glowing cheeks, curly hair make my heart captive
My love you are solace of heart this is my concern

Let me take you along just like a morning breeze
Be me and make me you just in real love trance
There is no time to waste, every moment to seize
Take the time on your side, satiate with romance

I can't see you with the world be my sweetheart
If you tear upon my heart you will only see you
So musical so beautiful my love is a piece of art
A sailing sun in dark, glowing moon out of blue
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Beauty Like Rain

My life is like a barren desert and your beauty is like rain
Let me quench my constant thirst with each drop to come
It is who in the entire world who can understand my pain
I am just bonded in difficulties only you can give freedom

Your company gives me fortune even if I am just deserted
Your graces make me reinvigorated to live and to survive
You style and charms make me more straight and candid
Your beauty is like a deep green ocean let me dive, strive

What is on surface that may not be deep down as a whole
At times looking deep is just sham to deceive the partner
The ocean does not like a body which is just with out soul
Life is but a set of chain reactions let me open a new chapter
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Fire Of Youth

Water drops when touch your exotic skin
Drizzling rain burns with fire of your youth
Considering it to be just an enchanting sin
Your intoxicated beauty unravels the truth

Kisses of drops vibrate your soul and heart
Love rises up to its peak being in its real flow
Reddish cheeks with emotions play their part
My head and heart are just ever ready to blow

Let my sweetheart be together to just celebrate
The occasion may not come back or to return
The unfaithful weather is bound to accelerate
Either to be in real taste to take us on just to burn
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Like A Dream

Your elegance, grace and excellence
My love, takes me to eternal height
My heart and soul go to ascendance
Beauty is the real source of delight

My love your beauty chains in trance
My heartbeat mingles in light stream
Let my sweetheart take me this chance
Love is nothing but just like a dream

Your beauty has changed my way of life
Now I am no more on the deserted land
Your beauty has cut my life with a knife
The moment has chained us hand in hand
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Real Love Pursuit

The day my soul separated from its origin
The day I feel really dejected and depressed
When soul to bloom I am waiting for season
Then the gloom will vanish when to abreast

Separation of soul created trouble to assimilate
My body is also in pain and torture of solitude
Meeting with the beloved will make moderate
My love will cherish to just celebrate my mood

Union will be hallmark of my real love pursuit
I will be like a newly born bud in love fragrance
My struggle to see my beloved will bear the fruit
When in trance I will see beloved in my presence
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To Get Perfection

Beauty is the shadow of love and an image too
Love is ameliorated and celebrated in love's lap
As rose petals play and dangle with drop of dew
With lot of love, beauty of petals go to en-wrap

Affection of heart capture the moment with style
Eyes go dazed in strangeness to wild being mild
Time stands still, remains in its trance to beguile
Lover doesn't bother even if continuously reviled

Lover and beloved being in love chain to capture
All charms, graces to make clear the line of action
The straightened path leads not less but to altar
This is how love goes to extreme to get perfection
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Invisible Sword

Love is in actions and beyond words
It is a tricky state of no loss and gain
Human emotions like innocent birds
Just dangle and dance in drizzling rain

Kiss of a miss takes occasion on road
Eternal flight take both to real height
It cuts like an invisible blunt sword
Love and beauty chains to love flight

My sweetheart be in my heart to tinkle
My love is at the altar of awesome beauty
Embrace me just once my innocent angel
Let me take your beautiful hand to agree
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My Only Choice

My butterfly my petal of rose my sweetheart
Let me play with your colors being enchanted
My passion my sentiments will tear me apart
You run like a vehement flood in my blood

Your colors have given me a color to glow
Beams of light are passing and coming across
Like a dynamite you just made me blow
You are my mirror I see you in me like glass

What is the price of this wonderful experience
No one on earth can take this to pay the price
Only love can lessen the unbecoming distance
What ever may happen you are my only choice
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Agony of life takes us under cover to hide
We have to go thru lot of difficulties and odds
Pains and pleasures go always side by side
Man is victim of internal and external rods

Life is a torture for those who feel and seal
All windows of the room to stop wind to come
And light to help overcome darkness to deal
Hence a moment of happiness is like freedom

Feelings are feelings like double edged weapon
At times it cuts oneself and at time all around
Life is a serious issue to be dealt just one on one
Man is victim of fate with out any plea or ground
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Expression Is Ode

My love is extension of eternal beauty
Which makes me to touch all horizons
My insight helps my sight to just see
Beauty has burnt in me very many suns

My burning makes me happy to glow
Presence of beauty is the real hallmark
Takes me to a dynamite swing show
Enters in me to enlighten just all dark

Let me fill my self with glowing shine
Let me be with you at the glorious road
I do understand you are only but mine
My heart is abode my expression is ode
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Wine In Prime

My love let me taste your wine in prime
Be my guest to make me real appraiser
Allow me to kiss the flowers in springtime
Let my heart and soul to be in love to stir

Your sensual youth takes me to the height
I am really reinvigorated and intoxicated
Light of your beauty make me to the flight
You my love are so sweet and really gifted

Let me take you in, in my heart and soul
Let me be the guard of your beauty in trance
You are my faith my life my sweet goal
Let me be your lover, take chance after chance
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Taste Of Lips

Taste of lips is more than taste of wine
Beauty is hot on just being real love line
Your glowing face makes you sunshine
Your charms and graces make you mine

Let us celebrate the occasion with grace
Be in my arms, embrace me face to face
Curves of your image let me take to trace
Be just with let me take you pace to pace

Beauty is so powerful to take me in grip
Let me take bottle of wine from sip to sip
Let my love have your beauty, tip to tip
Wonderful silence speak from lip to lip
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Dirty Deeds

Man of tricks never ever succeeds
Why to play with broken beads
Third rate man with dirty deeds
Sows dirty seeds, get dirty needs

Man is but master of tricks of trade
Cuts innocent other with sharp blade
To get his greed he is to serenade
Hence gets his face just fade to fade

Lust runs in veins like dirty blood
Hence he becomes victim of flood
Injures himself being a cactus bud
Dirty mud just goes back to mud
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Price I Know

From birth to death I am in balusrade
This is the price of life what I have paid
Throughout my life I have been betrayed
People have left no point to just degrade

In my rivals, relatives and my maid alike
Blunt blades were ready to hit and strike
Score of dislike was more than just like
But I remained a man like just rock-like

I still believe no one can beat me hollow
I am a staunch believer of rules to follow
My inner light makes me grow and glow
What I am and what is my price I know
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Love is nothing but treasure of the universe
Only fortunate can win its beautiful hand
Love has many colors, it's colorful and diverse
Love is quality of God and of its own brand

Beauty is that eternal fountain which is known
For its streams to make fertile the barren hearts
Blessed is the one who comes in its chosen zone
Many a times it makes a lover parts and departs

Love is like a whirlwind and it is like a quicksand
It swallows the victim with just its complete force
Love has its abode on the sky as well as on the land
It is like a beautiful kiss of a lovely miss to endorse
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Love is reckless in its true nature and color
It is what makes life upside down to just stir
Beauty remains its basis and heart is author
Beauty is its bow and love becomes archer

Love is chaser and beauty is being chased
In the process of love both are just amazed
Whenever I look at you I am totally dazed
I always relish experience of being embraced

Let me take you as center of real excellence
Let appreciate your cadence and brilliance
Your beauty has its own essence, fragrance
Let my love be the real source of resonance
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Great Virtue

My sweetheart do not complain and whine
My sweetest beauty just come on love line
Real love chain remains eternal and divine
I am staunch lover you are beloved of mine

Just take a chance and give me some space
My eyes have captured your glowing face
What can be narrated about enchanting grace
Embrace me my sweetheart come face to face

There is nothing like you are that great virtue
So chaste and pure like a beautiful drop of dew
You are precious to me there is no one like you
I enjoy your graces just through and through
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Love Bridges

When your graces devolve in real trance
Then my sweetheart I have to take chance
Through bosoms knot when eyes start dance
Red and white flowers then carry the glance

Down to the graces is hidden a real treasure
Which my heart, soul and body can't measure
Under the circumstances I can commit blunder
What I can see in you is definitely a wonder

Let me be covered with your charms, graces
Let me take along you all determined paces
Let us be eye to eye to take in front our faces
Let us be clear in making together love bridges
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Your Beautiful Canvas

Oh my God, please cover me with your colorful veil
Help me not to derail in this world of strangeness
Give me strong wings to fly, give me courage to sail
Paint me with your color from your beautiful canvas

Take me in your shelter like a mother takes her child
Make me to stand on my feet to move with all grace
Change my nature to a wonderful being not just wild
Protect me in your lap, take in your arms to embrace

Less you no one cares me while you have very many
Please make me your staunch servant to make me free
I am a sinner and full of sins please do not get angry
My only wish is to see please allow me to be with to see

Accept my prayers, do not leave me to assaults of hell
I have left myself at your mercy to bloom to grow, glow
I am a beggar of your charity and graces allow to dwell
Come in me be my heart allow me to take stream to flow
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Abuse At Our Back

We have nothing to share but to abuse at our back
Down trodden people with strayed, misled track
Muddy eyes with dirty hearts so black just to slack
This is how hypocrites attack on each other to ransack

We talk and talk just nonsense and all but rubbish
We in our interest are very clever and very selfish
Hence human values are too devilish to accomplish
How can we refine ourselves with an innocent wish

Let us be honest in our approach to be just straight
Closed darkened ways to be enlightened our gate
Fate only then changes in to fortune to reciprocate
Sincerity takes us to the gallows to make us great
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My Golden Paradise

My sweetheart my love my golden paradise
My heart and my soul let me just to sacrifice
For this love experience I can not pay the price
With your charms and graces let me to entice

Spread your curly hair on my shoulders to see
A full moonlit night dancing in front of just me
When your beauty takes me what fate of love be
To take me along to celebrate love is my duty

Let me lost my way in your curves, curvature
I am really staunch worshiper of your stature
To win your hand I can just embrace any altar
You are sweet beloved and I am staunch lover
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Celebrate Virtue

When you celebrate virtue to deliver
The entire universe just works in favor
Every heart you are bound to conquer
A man of candor remains staunch lover

Never take along any shadow of vice
Lest then you will have to pay the price
Being nice you will have taste and spice
It is good to be just clear and precise

Be in love and cherish aspects to all
Be open in goodness don’t ask for call
Be valiant cross every hurdle and wall
A lover with heart shouldn’t think fall
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Don't Waste Time

How can a lovely flower like you blossom in cactus
My sweet I could just see all exotic images on canvas
In lake of my heart you just look like luscious lotus
You are contentment of my soul and my heart solace

A smile of yours has taken away my soul and heart
My sweetest piece of art let me take away in love cart
For God sake never ever think to leave and to depart
Be on my chest let us communicate from heart to heart

Let like a stream of love to take beauty along to flow
Let my sweetheart like a bridle in bride room to glow
It is high time to share all treasures you carry to show
Please have a heart and do not waste time in useless row
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Like Burning Candles

Magic is in the air which shows you are in the area
My love this is nothing but your presence and aura
Your charms and graces are culminating on aroma
This is enchanting beauty which gives to love inertia

I can feel you in my room just like a rose to bloom
Your soothing image dances this is what I presume
I am in trance, lost with you in past let me resume
I can feel petals of rose and caress without costume

My passion has arisen my my emotions are to blast
Our ship is in the violent ocean and you are the mast
My sweetheart my love I will get you just at any cost
I am not only staunch love but I am also iconoclast

Embrace me and then forget never leave me to rivals
Let me taste the apples of Eden let be innocent angels
Light is blooming in us we are like burning candles
Our extreme love just sizzles and makes both rebels
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Beauty's Plot

In search of you I wandered a lot
Carrying my love like beggar's pot
Your youth and beauty makes hot
Love with beauty has its sheer plot

Let me place my head on your chest
Reinvigorate me to be the real best
Your sky is full of stars galaxies, crest
Let me capture the beauty to leave rest

My love allow me to explore graces
Let us be followers of all love traces
All sentiments have cropped to faces
Love encounters just all beauty basis
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In The Cards

My sweetheart our honeymoon is just in the cards
We are not ordinary lovers, extraordinary die-hards
In our own domain of love we are but real lords
Sincerity in love my love brings all good rewards

Let celebrate our love in the midst of colorful lights
Let beauty and love in chain achieve eternal heights
Let make our days wonderful and tasteful nights
Beauty indicts and excites in trance all love insights

Love surpasses beauty and beauty surpasses all
Let me take you on my love and in love let recall
On snowy mountain came to cover lovely hot shawl
Heart and soul gone to dangle and dance in enthral
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To The Fountain

I am thirsty of your love take me to the fountain
Sprinkle beauty on me and just make me fertile
Be mine and leave the world to make me sustain
Come to my arms  embrace even just for a while

My miseries and troubles given me lot of pain
I have lost all my confidence help me to bloom
Love my love has taken over my heart and brain
I see darkness all around in dejection and gloom

Life travels with you give your image to blazon
Spread your beauty all around just for my solace
Take my heart and mend since it is totally broken
Come just to my arms and have a lovely embrace
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To Enforce

My sweetheart come around, just like a snake surround
From the beginning till end kill me with your force
Along you bring all stars, moon and galaxies to the ground
Take me, make me on to your beauty to just enforce

Power of your beauty will increase power of love in me
It will be much better with love venom of hatred to spread
Sailing together and being amorous in wild, wild sea
With my sentiments aroused and your face with passion red

Brutal aspirations will measure our depth and the surface
Wilderness will take us on a bumpy road to succeed
I will take you on precisely from pole to pole and pace to pace
With my skills and taste I will open your book and read

Sensuality will give its fragrance from your head to foot
And with both hands I will take the reward just like a winner
Your alluring body will surpass in entirety for giving input
Like wonderful food you will be my breakfast, lunch and dinner
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People who swear repeatedly are not trustworthy
They should not be taken seriously in their actions
Falsehood remains useless hence lacks its validity
On the basis of this division people make factions

True people are guarded by God and false by Satan
Law of God makes true people wonderfully sublime
People of God are made to Surpass and just won
They are the winners who remain in annals of time

Let be virtuous to celebrate virtue in entire world
Let us take our sword against all those sham and false
Let us be loud and clear to communicate this herald
Let us be fair and straight to pass and qualify the exam
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To Take Chances

My love my sweetheart my last resort
On life long path allow me to escort
Your beauty in world is my only resort
You are mine and I am your real consort

Survival without you is never possible
My sweetheart you are my little angel
In sheer darkness you are my candle
My heart takes away your sweet dimple

Let me taste your lips and your graces
Let me take you on purely love basis
Nature dances when beauty embraces
Let us take now very many chances
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Helplessness and hopelessness drag me away
Between contentment and dissatisfaction I sway
Whatever is right is like enlightened dawn of day
For success of virtue we never ever need to pray

Let my friend take right path for our destination
Following right path takes us just to our salvation
Faith is the hallmark of a believer's sole determination
Sincerity is the part of my sweetheart love and passion

So let us see the results of virtue really with open eyes
A faithful heart never ever dies or in the process cries
Truth dominates to crush and vanish all the dirty lies
A righteous man has the courage and confidence to rise
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From Naked Costume

Let the truth be revealed let the spring bloom
Let beauty be at dance from morning till noon
That is how to light travel from naked costume
Clouds dare not to come on the path of moon

My sweetheart your beauty surpasses universe
There are no words which explain the reality
Your style, your graces, your gait is so diverse
Who can come in your way and what it could be

Let me be yours in the company of all flowers
Let me present the water from divine fountain
Let me uncover from the treasure all the covers
My love you are so beautiful less you there is none
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Truth Celebrates

Truth is always loud and clear and celebrates in light
Falsehood takes its shape on immorality and is in dark
Spiritual elevation always come like an eternal flight
Falsehood is in abysmal depth truth is always on mark

God is truth and travels in the veins of all virtue in time
Satan is a dark like shadows and travels with every vice
Falsehood remains always withered never comes in prime
Even if it becomes tasty and just have all sensual spice

Let us be straight in our approach to be loud and clear
All who follow right path achieve success being virtuous
God embraces all those hearts and eyes being soothsayer
They are being rewarded with mercy just in enormous
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Love A Gamble

Love is a real gamble with no loss and no gain
So a lover should be ever ready to be just a loser
Love is not as simple as it seems to be just plain
Beloved is a winner but a lover can not be chooser

Let my love play this gamble whether lose or win
Real love is sheer worship in front of whom to bow
It is a supreme emotion it is just not a blind sin
So Let us promote our love with out being in row

My sweetheart for your sake I can go to any limit
Let me love you like a real partridge loves the moon
Let me quench my love thirst with beauty bit by bit
Let us be totally wet in drizzling rain of monsoon
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In Sand Dunes

Love is like a quick sand which is taking me down
Still I maintain that fortunate is to wear this crown
My soul is purely silky my body is purely brown
My love your beauty gives me the courage to frown

Do not play with me hide and seek in sand dunes
Let me to cherish your beauty's song and love tunes
Taste of sentiments intoxicate more in the monsoons
Your beauty is real combination of very many moons

Let us take certain steps in the direction of my love
Your graces make your image in my eyes up above
You are innocent and charming my beauty my dove
Let me take you on the real route of love just now
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Fortune Favors

Humans have nothing at their disposal but intention
They only pass and just share their dreams an reveries
They have more stagnant contemplation than action
They pass through centuries with their pastime hobbies

Fortune favors the brave but fate sweeps the cowards
They come on stage with written scrips and pass away
A lion always dominate just on the weak jackals herds
Valiant are being dictated by the light of the eternal ray

Ordinary folk are for ordinary task extraordinary glow
Third rate remain third rate, people who matter are great
Stage is set by very many but only one is master of show
Constant struggle is hallmark fortune doesn't come in plate
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To Incarnate

My love you are glowing from inside and outside as well
Please give me some space in your beauty just to dwell
You beauty is so glorious and I am totally under the spell
You are the supreme beauty of universe just let me tell

How can I pay tribute I do not know and have no words
My innocent emotions are hovering around you like birds
Book is yet to be opened still I am going through forewords
After tasting your beauty I have left behind all drunkards

Let my love go on a love date to understand, reciprocate
My love is always straight and your beauty is so great
My enlightened light my heart solace and my soulmate
You are in me like my life and our souls are to incarnate
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Music Of Waterfall

She unfolds petal by petal to spread fragrance
To make surroundings to make her presence
What a marvelous beauty with her real essence
She is what is a credence in poetical assonance

So let be the part of eternal music of waterfall
It is silent communion between call and recall
She is like a bottle of wine which is to enthrall
With its taste, charms, graces and just what all

My sweetheart I want to be part of your music
In the entire world it is only you just to click
Out of all beautiful girls you are the only chick
So let us kick together the world and be quick
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To Flames

From eyes to eyes when flows beauty as stream
Heart takes over then all the charms of heart
Souls dance together in trance on eternal scheme
My sweetheart this is what is love's nascent start

When love touches beauty it then goes to flames
Embers of fire makes entire body like light to glow
This is how materializes it, love's all real claims
Stream of love when in pleasure ruptures to show

Love is what kills a staunch lover just mercilessly
Love is what is its own pain, pleasure and reward
Beauty when embraces to give it strong wings to free
Then chain of love and beauty becomes time barred
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Colorful Streak

Colorful streak pierced my heart to glow
This is what beauty on earth has to show
Let my sweetheart take you on to grow
Your tenderness bloom my heart to blow

Romantic mood with curves, curvatures
Portray charms, graces of beauty statures
Roses will touch your feet to be the halters
Let your graceful gait be seen by defaulters

My love spread your beauty to be just seen
To see you in bloom I am ready and keen
Slow wind touches your curly hair like teen
Your ocean green eyes make life ever green
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Humans In Envelopes

Too many expectations that too from humans
Bring miseries to life with lot of sheer remorse
Movements are disjointed with strayed actions
A whirlwind where one loses path in discourse

Dowtnrodden rascals play with norms of society
Uprights are loser at times just on certain stages
But fortune determines their path being fair and free
The bad ones with their tricks earn booty and wages

A drama is being staged a circus is being played
Like monkeys people are on just different ropes
Justice is prevalent justice denied is justice delayed
Some humans are open and some are in envelopes
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Strayed People

If one has a look on human internal chart
Satan has a knack to attack on weaker part
Rascals take benefit to be clever and smart
To accompany Satan to the human heart

They just take the help of all evil forces
To carry the designs in normal discourses
They charge and discharge their chances
This is how their action come to the pages

They spend their time in the tricks of trade
To any vice or evil they belong as comrade
Like stray dogs in search of bone are strayed
Being afraid of their shadows they decayed
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Intoxicated Glance

What I saw in you I just can not describe
You took me overt in intoxicated glance
A bottle of wine which I have to imbibe
And then jubilantly just to go for a dance

You are like my taste of life I could realize
So I lost in your style and miraculous graces
My love for me remains a wonderful prize
Let me take to explore new horizons, vistas

Life is too short to explore every love avenue
So I have to hurry to see the reality of beauty
My sweetheart you are my real love my muse
Allow me to roam around in the Eden just free
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My Madness

Color of my love makes me so glorious
Beauty has been very kind to do justice
Now I have been taken over by madness
Let me be more straight being righteous

Fits of lunacy make me more clearly wise
Beauty touched me and made me to rise
Life is just nothing but a its total surprise
Love comes to valiant in shape of a prize

Let my sweetheart feel the color of life
By remaining on the edge of sharp knife
No matter we are in luxuries or in strife
But my love do not be critical like my wife
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My Only Desire

My sweetheart my love my only desire
Your lovely beauty deserves to admire
My heartbeat I want you to just transpire
Extend to me whatever I have to require

To my heart you are sole satisfaction
You crop up to bring to me perfection
In this world you are but only selection
I am contemplation and you are action

Let me love you with sincerity of heart
Let us be together just never to depart
You my love are masterpiece of erotic art
Let our journey to love destination start
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Youth In Prime

My sweetheart your starry eyes take you to trance
Where you encounter love to embrace and celebrate
Moon and galaxies take you to space to give chance
To see reality of love, to bloom to activate and sedate

You carry beauty of universe in your heart and soul
Love is instigating you to be on the route to bloom
Your lovely style and charms, help you to achieve goal
Being reinvigorated to be delighted to resume, presume

All world under your feet and the sky in your arms
Takes different shades to your beauty to cherish and grow
Love is in search of you precisely considering all norms
To take you along on its path to fully glow and to show

Love and beauty when take over each other to be on fire
All darkness of surroundings changes in to light to delight
When hidden desires come out of attire to willfully aspire
The nothing remains in sight changes sight to just insight
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Enchanting Grace

I can not explain the taste of chaste petals
When love was blooming in beauty's scream
As sheer hear heat taken over two candles
When beauty's stream took over by love beam

The entire universe was in dangle and dance
When charms and graces surpassed to bloom
The heart and soul were in alluring romance
When touch of class brought all luxury in room

Ascetics may not have that pleasure and delight
Which was in my arms after that love embrace
Their souls may not have tasted that beautiful light
Which took me over to space with enchanting grace
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Law Of Lord

Law of the Lord comes with its determined path
Law of the land made by man takes its due course
Burning candle attracts to it the lunatic moth
Law of Lord is for times to come without remorse

Follow the verdict of Lord to be on right always
So you should be given solace and sheer satisfaction
In every love phrase with glittering golden days
Love needs continuous and just constant perfection

Be the same with your clean eyes and refined hearts
Eternal mercy will come and will definitely embrace
Love with charms of beauty regularly parts and departs
Eyes glitter and faces carry real and just eternal grace
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Love Pursuits

My love my sweetheart my prime time
Be ready to commit some innocent crime
We are in the lap of intoxicated clime
Let love take your beauty on its rhyme

Fragrance of youth takes its deep roots
Let us pluck together all lovely juicy fruits
Let us dance and dangle on all love routes
We through beauty are in real love pursuits

Take your time to sail thru ocean of odds
Be careful of all dirty tricks and all frauds
Lust and greed are in search of marauds
Let my love pass through all beauty squads
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Slain In Love

I am chained by your beauty don’t slain me in love
I am stained in the process please take me just along
I am down below your feet you are up above my dove
When you tinkle in my heart my soul carries like song

But in this world full of rivals I have my apprehension
So that no one can snatch you away from my warm arms
I am highly dejected and going through lot of tension
You are my muse of love and I am bound to follow norms

Let my kiss you my love let me miss you in solitude
You are my soul's solace and will remain till last breath
My love is very clever and your beauty is so crude
Let me declare the strong fact I will carry you till death
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Ocean Deep

In my veins just like blood you flow
How much I love you I can not show
My love please do not initiate any row
After every storm there is a rainbow

Please be visible with all your colors
Without you my world is totally blur
Love and beauty are like two mirrors
We own each other so we are owners

Let us encounter all heights in a leap
Beauty is precious love is not cheap
You are sweet dream and I am in sleep
Beauty is above sky love is ocean deep
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Let Love Prevail

My heart solace, let love prevail
Let me see you out of your veil
Let my love in love ocean to sail
Let my love this chance to avail

My eyes take their sight from you
You remain with me thru and thru
You are like a moon just out of blue
On rose petals like drops of dew

My love my life my heart my soul
You remain my like ultimate goal
My Love I am enthralled as whole
Allow me to take beauty’s control
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Love Everywhere

Love is on the ground and love is in the air
My love in your presence love is everywhere
Love with beauty has a very strong affair
Let my sweetheart make my love declare

My love you embrace to leave your fragrance
I am totally lost in your essence and cadence
Let us be together my love to cover distance
I love your rude style I love your arrogance

Love increases with the charms yet to explore
My love now you travel just from pore to pore
You are only one which I have not seen before
You are beautiful beyond any simile, metaphor
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Thirst Of Ocean

Why ocean is so thirsty that its waves lick
The feet of beloved on shore being so sick
You have yours and she just carries her ethic
You are fanatic and she in her graces angelic

Music of ocean plays with soul of the angels
Beauty in candle surpasses all other candles
It flows like vehement flood in all channels
Rose withers but gives its beauty to its petals

Let my love your beauty be caressed by ocean
Communicate your soul with lover one on one
Beauty has her own style and love has its season
Be my soul let me take you as my love passion
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No Return

In love one is to be burnt or to burn
Where beauty takes U turn is no return
Experience takes one to gallows to yearn
Wisdom always prevails in sheer sojourn
Prudence is a quality, one has to discern
Love in search of beauty is just to churn
Love has to show boldly its own concern
Beauty spreads fragrance on its own turn

If you think you are right, look straight
For you my friend I am standing at gate
Love acts great in all contempt and hate
Hypocrites carry hidden their dual trait
Love has to obey what beauty is to dictate
For centuries we have to carry the debate
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Dare To Reiterate

My friend let me dare to just reiterate
Success does not come ready in a plate
Constant struggle makes people great
Fortune always helps her daring mate
Beauty spreads to invite that man on date
Who can dare smilingly pain to tolerate
It is good to be always clear and straight
Will and confidence come to open the gate

The hidden cowards play the dirty game
Being blamed put on other the blame
Their dirty souls and bodies are the same
Become notorious when seeking fame
They are wiped away when desire for name
They are useless like their useless claim
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My Heart

My heart like an innocent child aspires
To be in your company it always desires
Like a deity it takes you and it admires
When it is out of your company expires

Love is a state in between life and death
It takes away from ones its lasting breath
Beauty is that excellent life giving beth
You and me just travel like a real myth

My sweetheart try to take this serious
For your sweet cheeks my lips a buss
To explore your beauty I am so anxious
When heart dominates lover is mindless

Let my sweetheart be like a pink rose
With your beauty be ready to bulldoze
Let me love you and drag you so close
Let my love pierce my heart with arrows

But I tell you I will survive like a phoenix
You will not be able to hurt me with tricks
I will grow out of my ashes as per ethics
We both will become part of the classics
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Drizzling Rain

Let me taste your body like full bottle of champagne
My love love is matter of heart it is not matter of brain
Fragrance of your beauty reinvigorates in drizzling rain
Let’s be intoxicated to have experience again and again

My sweetheart you are like light which I dare to explore
My thirsty heart, soul and tongue aspire for more and more
Let me be traveler of the treasure just open the closed door
If I commit a mistake or blunder please don't mind but ignore

No one else in the world can extend love which you deserve
My sweetheart let me to take care and serve from curve to curve
In my verve let my love to serve your alluring beauty to deserve
My sweetheart you dangle in my heart and dance on my nerve
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Charasmatic Image

When your fragrance comes to surround
My sweetheart I just feel you all around
Your presence takes me above the ground
For my love beauty keeps musical sound

Let me love you and your charismatic image
Let my love make a chain with beauty's bridge
Let us pass gracefully through life's broken ridge
Let me be straight to pass my real love message

Without you my survival be really at the stake
Only love is real in this world so sham and fake
My sweetheart I can do everything for your sake
I am like a lake and you are white lotus in the lake
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At Shore

When water kisses your body at shore
When waves kiss your charms in trance
Your charms travels from pore to pore
My soul at a glance just starts to dance

I kiss my love your charms in dream
I feel your taste in every up and down
You travel in me like lightening beam
When I wear you my dear beauty crown

Our flight is like on an ever eternal edge
Our communion is beyond any time frame
Love and beauty are knitted in a bridge
Love is so serious its not an innocent game
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Conflicts Of Mind

Love is nothing but a conflict of mind
Which makes a lover just totally blind
At times it is cruel but at times it is kind
It takes one to dreams never ever to find

What is beauty, it is but light to bloom
At times it is pleasure at times just gloom
It is heart taking fragrance in empty room
It is nothing else but like your perfume

May I take just some moments on loan
Please be kind don't have heart of stone
Concern is that which is openly shown
Princess of my heart my heart is throne
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From Eye To Eye

My sweet let me communicate from eye to eye
Let me embrace you and take you to the sky
In taste of love let me take your beauty to fly
My love in eternal flight of love don't feel shy

My sweetheart where ever I go I carry you along
You tinkle in my heart like a beautiful sweet song
From centuries I am yours and to me you belong
Love is always right then how beauty can be wrong

Let me take you to my world of reality and fantasy
Let us together have the taste of being out and free
I am sailor of love and your beauty is oceanic sea
What is taste of being together please do not ask me
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The Vengeance

In all Holy Books and all Holy Scriptures
Revenge for revenge is the verdict of God
In all crimes sins and such other fixtures
One has a right to reciprocate as per Lord

Life for life tooth for tooth and eye for eye
In The Torah The Bible and The Holy Quran
From the lowest of earth and up to the sky
From every darkest night till enlightened dawn

The rule of law for any loss is to abide, follow
However forgiveness is needed and desired
Man being victim of his instinct and hollow
At times just by Satan being reared and fired
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Lips In Chain

Your red red lips make me to kiss
My love, sweetheart my sweetest miss
Your elegant graceful gait princess
Make you for me an eternal bliss

When you move you make heart dangle
As the musical sweet sound of bangle
You are so perfect from every angle
Your curly hair on back in wrangle

Taste of lips like real champagne
Which always keep my lips in chain
Let us dance just in drizzling rain
Your beauty always makes my love slain
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Love Is What

Love is what just love is not
Like a beloved's bosom knot
Like a beggar's empty pot
Under all circumstances hot

Beauty is like full moonlit night
Sight which conquers all insight
Bigger than a mountain height
Spreads along like eternal light

Kiss of love makes beauty spark
Then both sing like innocent lark
When both in trance come on mark
Abolish from all around sheer dark
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Human Action

Human action is linchpin of fortune
On which heart dances it is the tune
Active life needs passion with fashion
For lover every season is love season

When beauty blossoms love is to take
From the surroundings that hot cake
Beloved is chaste like lotus in the lake
Fragrance blooms to take and partake

Life is nothing but struggle on altar
Loser always remains the defaulter
At times vision becomes but just blur
Flower dies in autumn, takes life after
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Complexities Of Life

Complexities of life can be understood but can be shown
From birth till death man remains just in the danger zone
One should not have a living heart but just heart of stone
By the end of the day destitute soul has nothing to own

Humans are in unknown, unseen chains always to suffer
On this world stage we come and go like nominated actors
Keeping in eyes life full of flowers we smilingly face altars
What we are completely borrowed souls and bodies in cover

What is life a dream in dream with all the fits of insanity
What we have been ordered we are but bound to agree
World is an ocean full of whirlwinds and to face without plea
What is fate written somewhere and what is fortune let us see

How to break these chains to come out of cruel clutches of life
We have to travel per force with bare feet on sharp blunt knife
At times we are on swing of luxuries and at times just in strife
From these unseen chains man wants to be free just like a rife
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Magic Dance

Your beauty is like fire gives warmth and light
It changes my love into fortune from a plight
My love you are in sight and remain in sight
It creates miracles when love takes eternal flight

Let my love play with strings of beauty in mood
Do not waste time being vehemently cruel, rude
Love is in search of just beauty's sincere gratitude
Let make all love whispers love’s base and prelude

Let me love you to make spring more romantic
Before its too late let us be really prompt, quick
Let the tower of lover be developed brick by brick
In entire world there is no one like you my chick

Your beauty has taken over love just at a glance
If you ask me I do not want to take any chance
In this state of sheer love and dangling romance
Let our souls hand in hand go for a magic dance
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The Father

Father is a disciplinarian from beginning to end
He is the master who has to set the eternal trend
He makes his wards to stand up and never bend
The message of humanity he has to take and send

Being strict in rule he is not liked by all and sundry
But he is the one who makes his generations free
He is representative of God and he holds valid plea
He trains his wards to sail honorably in violent sea

He takes his onerous task with smile to perform
He teaches all skills and also teaches all the norm
In chilling snowy season of odds keeps wards warm
He is love in entirety and makes concern conform

Image of God with love of many mothers for wards
Being an ordinary person makes his wards the lords
Being a staunch guard is always happy and guards
Keeps in fact intact all strings of beauty, love chords
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Heart Strings

Alluring beauty ask for a sip to taste
Wonderfully graceful and so chaste
Let me take my hand around waist
Romantic moments please don't waste

Let me kiss you on your sweet cheeks
Let me take you to eternal love peaks
Please extend what my heart seeks
I can't save myself from beauty streaks

You and me are talk of all the town
Then why not to wear love crown
Let us put just all our rivals down
With clear vision with hatred frown
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Love Is True

What I see and what I perceive
Is nothing else but image of Thee
Truth is light which I do believe
My love falsehood is bound to leave

God is Truth, love and sheer beauty
Who embraces to make us really free
Whatever the circumstances could be
Drop of water enters sea becomes sea

Love is a communion between the two
A lover is duty bound to seek, pursue
A petal is kissed just by drop of dew
Through and through this love is true
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A Lover's Flute

As beauty is love's fruit so beloved is lover's flute
Both travel hand in hand on same beautiful route
My beloved you are so charming, wonderfully cute
My conscience dictates to my heart and life you suit

Song of love blooms all the deserts in to real garden
My love my sweetheart your beauty makes me stun
Less you in this world there is no one like you none
We both are now reached to the point of no return

Let us conquer the world with power of real affection
Let be totally enthralled in love passion and fashion
Let my sweetheart complete our task just one by one
My love is sacred like book you have sanctity of nun
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Champagne On Ice

My sweetheart let me put my champagne on your ice
This fiery act will take us to life to increase love price
Victory is confirmed before opening the cork so nice
My love your enchanting beauty has increased spice

The taste of kiss vibrates violently like flood in blood
You are so innocent so charming and so soft like bud
My sweetheart you are so sweet so flowery like florid
Taking you the most beautiful beauty of world I opted

Come to my open arms embrace me with the fragrance
Being all alone in my room I feel your worthy presence
All beauty of the universe is prejudiced to your cadence
Let me be a true lover to salute my love to your brilliance
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Seeds Of Hatred

They could not sow anything else but seeds of hatred
Now what will crop up nothing less buds with blood
The next generation is of bloody thirst hounds avid
How can love overcome when nothing remains sacred

Gift of father travels through very many generations
It becomes root cause of all evils in many great nations
It corrupts worthy daughters becomes debacle for sons
When atmosphere becomes sheer dark without beckons

Prayers are destitute slogans are but just sham excuse
Only charity remains in the shape of just utter refuse
It is not possible now to inject life or confidence to infuse
Bruised minds and injured hearts will not be able to diffuse

Time can not wait for stupids to come up to the occasion
Broken donkeys are unable to carry troublesome burden
Life is a reality it is not a dream of a driven and drunken
Real pragmatic people believe in life in action and function
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Feel To Dope

Life is a vast ocean and love is power to swim
Beauty is a light which just swarms on its brim
Odds and sacrifices make valiant to fly to trim
One who dares never encounters situation grim

Lover has boat of strength with its strong mast
With his love anchor he can encounter holocaust
Beauty with her graces can make him to blast
Time becomes still whether future, present, past

Love surmounts and surpass every eventuality
It takes on charge to abolish every fear and pity
In the company of sweetheart being smart, pretty
Love surpasses all hindrances and odds to be free

My love my sweetheart my evergreen love hope
Let us together swing on that eternal strong rope
Which is unique and universal in its real scope
With intoxication of seductive beauty I feel to dope
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Love Charisma

My love in seduction you radiate charm and charisma
Dare to be different being real beauty of the universe
My love in love you are most beautiful love stanza
There is no one like you my love you are so diverse

I am really in love with you my love less i will die
Please do not test my nerves or I will definitely leave
Take me to the the eternal heights of beauty to fly
If you ask for truth you will not be able to perceive

Let me be on the path of love to take your beauty along
Love always remains in the company of bosom's knot
Let us be together to blossom in spring to sing a song
Beauty is gracious in her charity and love is a beggar's pot
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Heartbeats To Bloom

My sweetheart I sell my heart beats to bloom
Spare your style and graces for me not to gloom
I carry your fragrance being all alone in room
I am all alone in world only you can fill vacuum

I am victim of spring I am taken over by autumn
Being last hope in life please take care and come
Just leave for my rivals all cynicism and criticism
Please spread some streaks of light on life album

I listened melodious sound in desert sand dunes
I saw your image on mountains full of love tunes
You travel through all suns and through all moons
You are like a wonderful cool breeze in afternoons
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Sharp Razor To Cut

Your beauty is just like a razor sharp to cut
Under the circumstances love acts as bandit
Even then love pierces me as a stray bullet
Let my sweetheart touch in trance the infinite

Very many lovers has been butchered by love
What you do is in vogue for centuries not now
Procedure remains same in where what and how
But Still I love you my just real innocent dove

You have taken over with your alluring beauty
Now I am totally in the servitude and not free
I will remain as such whatever circumstances be
Which never dies down love is evergreen tree
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I Need Asylum

Intoxication is transitory in its nature
Real love lasts for all times to come
Love is a continuous sacrifice on altar
My love in curly hair I need asylum

My love is based on the mutual trust
It blooms more in in blooming spring
My love your beauty is need in earnest
Let love take in beauty a real string

I have no one less in my life but you
Take my love with sincerity of heart
We will encounter all thru and thru
We will meet but never ever to depart
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Soul To Soul

Remember when we were in a garden on a bench
Love was to taste from your thirsty beauty to quench
When my heartbeat was with your heart just to clench
My love I want to take you to my heart to entrench

Listen to my heartbeat then you can easily decide
Whether you are ready or otherwise for this ride
Allow me to take you on to love just side by side
Let our heartbeat be just our ultimate eternal guide

Let me take you in my arms to jump to the galaxies
Let us completely be taken over by real love breeze
Let us cross all seven seas in real trance of love please
Let my love talk soul to soul forgetting need of bodies
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Like You Before

My love your sweetest beauty let me adore
All your hidden treasure just let me explore
Please save yourself from dirt eyes I implore
I have not seen such a beauty like you before

Let us establish a world of love and sincerity
Let my sweetheart declare stance with clarity
Let me take you in my arms swiftly and gently
Your beauty is my treasure my love is sentry

With my small eyes I ca not capture your grace
Let us love my love lips on lips and face to face
I follow your footsteps to every place, pace to pace
Under the clear blue sky my love let me embrace
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On The Floor

What a beauty blooming in most graceful form
My sweetheart you radiate an incredible charm
Please do appreciate in love there is just no harm
In this moonlit night night be mine without alarm

Your beauty needs just no simile and metaphor
But still you are like dancing swan on the floor
Beauty dances like fragrance from door to door
Your beauty has overtaken my love pore to pore

Let me take you to the peaks of love and glory
Promise not to leave whatever circumstances be
My love will emerge in your beauty to make free
I am carrying you in my heart for the sake of beauty
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Virtuous Stands

What a world is and what is its real flow
Every one carries a Satan in his shadow
No one bothers unless encounters a blow
Hypocrisy dangles and dances in its show

One face carries but very many false faces
Humans in their all hatred go along races
All graces just carry real inherent disgraces
Morally corrupt people go along stray paces

Tricks have taken over all valid commands
Market just swarms Tom Dick Harry brands
Lust has crossed all illegal, illicit demands
But virtuous soul plays very well and stands
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My Guide My Savior

Oh, my Love my God my Savior my Guide
Please cover my humility under your pride
My sheer helplessness need you side by side
Being Supreme your command is far and wide

Take me along to save me from all difficulties
Show me right path I am caught in blind alleys
Protect me fully save me from all satanic bullies
I am servant help me in performance of duties

When I am ill only you can really save and treat
You my Master tinkle in me like my heart beat
With purpose you sent me to world this hot seat
Everything is destined for my clean blank sheet

Let me pray to Thee in real love and state of trance
After being forgiven give me chance after chance
I want to be burnt alive by your real glorious glance
Let me prove my stance then to vehemently dance
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On The Front

My sweetheart from experience it is learnt
When fire spreads then everything is burnt
Love gives the toll and remains on the front
Beauty remains victim which one is to hunt

Fiery passion when plays its destined role
A drop of water becomes an ocean as whole
Who can pay the price of your glowing mole
You my love my soul travel from pole to pole

Beauty in the world mingles with love to glow
Has anything better in the world bosom to show
With intensity of my passion my head is to blow
Allow me my love in stream of beauty to flow
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
An Inferno

My love fire of love has made me inferno
But it is your beauty which made me aglow
Cupid has made my heart injured with arrow
My sweetheart you are my heroine I am hero

Let me take from your beauty some dew drops
So seeds of love should grow up to real crops
Love with beauty dance hand in hand on hilltops
Allow your beauty to have with love swaps

What is love a fiery hell what beauty is to dwell
My sweetheart I am constantly under your spell
Being an iconoclast I am a reformer and a rebel
Please refine my state of love with beauty to excel
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Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
World We View

My love how many faces do you wear
Why you ruthlessly my heart just tear
Whatever harsh words, cruelties I bear
Still I love you my love in front I swear

Life is a set of strange happenings, events
Dark incidents leave aside all dark prints
At times it seems that all of us are on rents
Either in sand castles or on mountain tents

Hatred travels with love just side by side
Conscience dictates all along as a guide
Man plays tricks all along far and wide
Fall of man from heaven was due to pride

What we are and what we just intend to do
What we perceive that we usually pursue
Sadist approach is but through and through
World from our coloured vision we but view
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A Circumstance

Life is a sentence without any full stop or comma
With painful stretches it is just nothing but trauma
A full story of conflict with an anti climax drama
Sometimes it is pure devil and sometimes its santa
At times it is an idea but at times it is full of inertia
At times it is Ophelia and at another just a replica
In every persona it remains like a test of ones stamina
In drizzling rain it just becomes for every ones umbrella

So let us taste graces and oddities of life in real trance
Let us be pragmatic enough to take chance after chance
We may mourn it just miserably or be ready for a dance
If you ask my opinion it is a lover's thirsty eyes glance
One may be saved with the power of love and romance
Whether it is ones fate or fortune based on circumstance
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What A Mix

I am not in my senses so please protect me in your love sea
My love please do not allow people to throw stones on me
If you leave me alone I can not defend myself on any plea
Whatever may be the state of my fate or my fortune could be

I may or may not survive but from you the strength I derive
Which will make me till last to just gracefully strive to thrive
In this state of consistent lunacy If after all want me to revive
I am totally dependent on your graces please help me survive

In this strange world of hypocrisy people go with their tricks
Whosoever is humble and can not strives just remains in kicks
Every one aspires to play hell with every other and aspires to fix
Eyes are filled with dirt hearts are covered with mud what a mix
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Alluring Smile

Love is in the air beauty is on the land
Both are chained in a friendship band
Both lips on lips taking hand in hand
In ecstasy of love travel to wonderland

A place where love cherish with grace
Where hearts in sleeves beat face on face
Where hugs and kisses crop up embrace
What a tasteful taste and what a place

Your fragrance travels in a majestic style
Which takes me from me just for a while
In a state of trance I cover mile after mile
Let me sacrifice my life on alluring smile
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Less I Expire

My sweetheart my love is so pleased in your service
Your beauty is treasure to which surrenders universe
In your style and graces you are so simple but diverse
On which my soul dances you are that poetic verse

Do not play hide and seek as clouds play with moon
For my love’s worship your beauty is but just a boon
Please help my love, love with graceful beauty attune
My love is like a barren land your beauty is monsoon

Let me taste the dew of your beauty with my love fire
Let me sail in ocean of beauty do not take me to mire
Please place your hand on my chest help me to inspire
My beloved take me be mine to aspire less I just expire
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Show Concern

Love is nothing but a sacrifice
Who so offers get rejoice
You beat me physically hollow
But I am bound to just follow
You can abuse me to the extent
I totally agree to this vent
You can burn me on violent fire
But my love my soul my sire
If you leave me, I will ruin
You can throw me in a dust bin
Put me just through any strife
Kill me with a blunt sharp knife
For me do show some concern
For God sake do not take U turn
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
On Love Altar

My beloved you are my heart my soul's real concern
Your beauty blooms so graciously in spring to discern
Love is that fire in which lover remains in fire to burn
Beauty travels at a path being right no need to take turn

Life on pattern moves on step by step from path to path
My heart dangles, dances around like a wonderful moth
Who so ever is in fire knows burns of just burning hearth
Let us in togetherness be taken away in one sheet of cloth

My love your beauty attracts me as soul is attracted by water
Love is a set of sacrifices and compromises and nor a bantar
Let my love in love chain celebrate our love as a love charter
We have had the taste of life by being throughout on love altar
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
With Love Window

When I take you in arms in your eyes stars glow
My love where ever you cast eyes flowers grow
Let me see through your beauty with love window
Show of beauty has just given to love a big blow

My love your fragrance travels as unending stream
Which provides light to darkness you are that beam
My love you are nothing else but an open eyes dream
On which poets compose verses you are that theme

I am fortunate that you always bloom in my poetry
In every beautiful thing my eyes are bound to see
Only your image every where makes me just free
The way I define your beauty every one listens, agree

Some may say there is conflict in my mind and heart
But what I understand we are together not to depart
You my sweetheart is my heart just the sweetest part
Lord's love and beauty depict you are that piece of art
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Your Loyal

The moment I saw you I decided not to see
Whosoever and whatsoever beauty could be
I will take you along to world with me boldly
Let my beauty to take you on real love journey

My sweetheart you are in me and your in you
Decide for once you will help me thru and thru
Beauty carries excellence along and love is virtue
My beloved let us be fair in love promise to renew

Whatever I can I will do for you ever is desirable
I am fortunate that you are my fortune, love angel
I am your appraiser and worshiper my love idol
My sweetheart you are so noble, I am your loyal
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Don't Play

With your spell bound beauty don't take me breath away
I am prisoner of your curly hair for this love crime don't slay
Please take my sentiments seriously and just don't play
Say whatever you want to say but do not make me stray

Love chain has its strength so you will be attracted like magnet
Let be far away from this rut to be alone in a some forest hut
Do not waste this precious time in discussion about if and but
Spring blooms on our door step to make the occasion illuminate

Can we be in solace where love and beauty go hand in hand
Your magnanimity and graces make your style more grand
No one my sweetheart even dares to be of your love brand
Let me tune my soul’s frequency on your beauty's love band
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Bullet On Chest

After lot many turns when one returns to his eternal abode
Then another life presents to him another musical ode
Life after life follows its code in its real pertinent mode
All burden of dust to unload to be again on destined road

Life is a series which carries along just very many shades
At times on bed of roses at times on sharp and blunt blades
Through zig zag paths it encounters very many dirty raids
It blossoms like rose through oceans it wades and then fades

Daring and dashing with pride take their objective and target
With their zeal and zest they aspire to encounter and just cut
They do not mind what danger lies where and situation is what
They never turn back and take on their chest the bloody bullet
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
The Departure

Dust goes to dust and light goes to light
What one takes is just a wonderful flight
When beauty of Creator just comes in sight
Then love is bound just to be more bright
Vice brings wrong but virtue brings right
On call of Master soul rushes like a kite
Body goes down but soul touches height
For a lover it is an experience full of delight

Man right from birth is in search of pleasure
Master for him is like a total hidden treasure
Man in search of beauty is a relentless lover
When painting aspires to be with the painter
Then emerges on the life horizon real picture
Then state of happiness one can not measure
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As Chain

Kiss of muse is like arrow of cupid
It seeks sacrifice from blood to blood
When love behaves like a violent flood
Then beauty presents it more candid

Charms and graces play their role
When cheeks are kissed on thy mole
When love travels from pole to pole
Then soul just also loses its control

Love with beauty makes dance in rain
Pleasure takes over but every pain
What ever is, loss sparkles like gain
Then love takes over beauty as chain
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
So Fantastic

My love your image makes lunatic
You are so beautiful and so fantastic
I love you and your beauty is classic
For love my love there is no logic

When fountain of love comes to brim
Just a glance takes one away from him
Your beauty is like a precious gem
My love you are so smart and slim

Let be on terms of love to proceed
A friend in need is a friend indeed
Like a divine book let me to read
You enter in me like light with speed
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Make Me Shine

My love I do understand that love always burns
Beauty becomes universal when it really discerns
Love and beauty alternate with excellent patterns
To capture butterfly of beauty my heart just yearns

How can we be on equal terms my love in real life
On instigation of rivals don't cut me with sharp knife
In your company I can go through all odds and strife
Make me your husband and be just my sweetest wife

I am yours and you are mine this is good and just fine
Do not waste blooming youth in spring just be mine
With one kiss my love I think I have had bottle of wine
Conquer me with glowing beams make me to shine
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Wild Jasmine

My sweetheart your fragrance makes me wild
After sun set and in full moon your graces styled
Your beauty made me most wonderfully beguiled
You cherished in spring and spring just smiled

Your chastity is represented by your white color
This is what I understand and this is what I aver
You my sweet heart my jasmine is that charmer
My heart sings song of love you are sole dancer

Let me cherish the fragrance let me love my love
From your innocence you seem to be a little dove
I will keep you in my heart henceforth and now
My love I am land below and you are sky above
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My Life Saviour

My love I can bear any pain with pleasure
For me you are like a real divine treasure
My love you are the sweetest gift of nature
You my sweetheart is my real life saviour

I love you at the peril of my life I do admit
In front of beauty of the world I just submit
I want to kiss and caress please just permit
I am really impressed by your intellect, wit

Let my love praise you and your beauty
Your beauty is like a lock my love is a key
What your beauty can present I want to see
Please respect my servitude to make me free
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Wonderful Piece Of Art

So beautiful so sweet so energetic and so smart
My smart sweetheart has taken away my heart
I know we live far far away and just poles apart
But let me tell you she is wonderful piece of art

I am really impressed with her innocent tricks
At times she really clicks and suddenly pricks
A sweet caring beauty well versed with ethics
Rainbow is nothing but colors of her lipsticks

How can I please her and praise her all graces
At times she kisses and vehemently embraces
She walks with me like a moon I follow her paces
She is so fragrant and soft like fragrance of roses

My arms are open to take the real taste of her lips
My eyes are on her beauty to take very many trips
She is like a divine eternal wine which lover sips
When she takes me then I can't come out from grips
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
God Correct My Ways

My Master is being kind keeps me happy under all circumstances
Ignores all, chance after chance just gives me very many chances
Helps me to encounter all difficulties as well as difficult challenges
He overlooks my all sins and actions and whatever over indulgences

Under sheer disgust and disappointments I always look towards Him
When I become seriously ill and all healers make me hopeless and grim
His kindness prevails over and empowers all odd situations up to brim
I love you at the peril of my life I bow in front of you with just my whim

My dearest God My ultimate Love, Truth and Beauty let me praise
My soul is reinvigorated with Your Love phrase just in every phase
Under complete love and affection I want to touch glory with craze
When Satan sways and strays in negligence only God correct my ways
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love At Peak

With his full greed and lust Satan runs in my blood
Makes my lust and sensuality to stir like violent flood
All beauty of the world starts blossoming like a bud
My soul is reinvigorated my strength makes me stud

My all emotions arise my love takes all beauty to suck
From every green branch all flowers I want to pluck
My youth is at its peak so every beauty wants to struck
My love is on fire her beauty is ready to play havoc

My life has its taste my sentiments touch the green sky
With my sweetheart I want to dangle dance and to fly
Every beauty should be ready to give my love just a try
Love is at its peak beauty is ready to kiss from eye to eye

World is so beautiful with chains of society and religion
All these hurdles make me take my taste and just run
All is but transitory carrying all its pun with all fun
When I see love and beauty, priest and nun one on one
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Do Not Deserve

When I whisper in your ear your cheeks become red
Your sparkling eyes tell me with a taste to go ahead
Precious pearls are always found my love in riverbed
Most of love emotions are communicated just unsaid

My beautiful queen of world let me see you in detail
Being a sincere lover, my love I never ever want to fail
Breeze plays with your vale let my love chance to avail
Beauty takes over love and love is just ready to prevail

My sweetheart my love my heartbeat is ready to serve
You are so alluring and so enchanting with every curve
With your lovely graces, style and my wonderful verve
What a magical glance what I observe I don not deserve
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
What I Saw

I saw in trance my body leaving soul
My body has changed back to mud
In particles body is to decay as whole
Then particles are taken away by flood

What is life and what is ultimate death
What is soul is a just a streak of light
Light and darkness are to gather to breath
Life and death is a just two way flight

Man comes to the world with a message
He is bound to follow the verdict of God
He has to cross ridge to establish bridge
To be grateful to God give a big applaud
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Eyes On You

You are so fabulously dressed, all eyes are on you
You my sweetheart is like a moon just out of blue
Your charms are on petals of rose like drop of dew
My love is daring your beauty is dashing and true

So sweet you are that I can not explain in words
We are songbirds and we have to set standards
Beauty is spread over chapters love in forewords
Together we will rise high to make love records

Oh beauty of heart, spread over light to enlighten
My sweetheart my beloved you made me stun
In this cruel world only you are mine and none
Let us my beauty be in sheer love to rise to horizon
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Candor

Like a moon in clouds so your face in curly hair
Allow my love me some glowing beauty to share
Let me kiss your glowing cheeks in trance to share
World may not have witnessed such flair so rare

Flowers blossom in such a way only in real spring
Let my love give your beauty a wonderful swing
Let me compose many songs on your beauty to sing
Allow me to beautifully make a love chain and string

Only you care for me in this cruel world of hawks
In your company I can encounter all blocks, rocks
Let us just cherish our all hidden and inherent talks
Let us bear together all lovely and violent shocks

Even if we die but our longing will travel for ever
You my sweetheart is just mine I can declare, aver
Dawn carries along all hope like just a vast azure
My love I love you let me take to world my candor
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Whosoever I appreciate that is your appreciation
My sweetheart you are my soul's desire, passion
Your beauty is my style my love is your fashion
I am just really damned you are my only salvation

I see everywhere nothing but you and your image
Your dancing beauty is chained in my love bondage
All your glory and grandeur go just in my advantage
Oh, bottle of eternal wine I am victim of over-dosage

With you I can explore the reality of beauty with taste
Dangling circumstances tell me you are pure and chaste
Your craving makes me so hurriedly in just real haste
Let me place my arm on your waist to really embraced
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Let's Celebrate

Being powerful and radiant you are on top of the world
Your beauty has encountered gracefully all the barriers
Love is to come to you like a big bang and like a herald
Lover and beloved are nothing else but wonderful dancers

My sweetheart be mine in all the seasons to celebrate
Idiosyncrasies we both will happily bear and tolerate
I know you are so caring so loving and very moderate
Being in chain of love we can make fortune from fate

Let us decide to compromise never ever to separate
In pain and pleasure let us take every day as a date
My love is so fabulous your beauty is sparingly great
Let us celebrate each moment of life before its too late
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Be With Me

Being fiery are on amazing on each ride
Love and beauty converge side by side
On one stride feel same wonderful pride
Beauty is wide ocean love is lunatic tide

You and me are chained to be the same
For this fraternity I can take all the blame
I am yours you are mine I have the claim
Love is above all not a play and not game

Let me kiss you on your forehead to stamp
Light of my eyes my wonderfully lit lamp
Eternal attraction of our hearts is our clamp
Forget about the world be with me in camp
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love Dominates Fear

My sweetheart my beloved my love my dear
When beauty celebrates love dominates fear
Sincerity makes every destination very clear
Your boundless beauty make my love so near

Let us be one and together to steer love ship
Open arms of green ocean to take me a dip
Let your beauty take my love in your grip
Take me in your bosom knot to talk lip to lip

My love I am your sole and only worshiper
You are my beautiful poetry and I am author
Your petals are sweet my beautiful rose flower
You are my past my present and glowing future
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
I Love You My Love

Barren land needs drops of rain to be fertile
As to burn a matchstick enlightens a candle
As bridegroom is essential for a girl to bridal
Without power of love beauty has to dwindle

A touch of dewdrop makes a petal to glow
With fire of love beauty is bound to blow
World has nothing more beautiful to show
Life stream on wonderful paths just to flow

My beloved complete me with your touch
Your strength of beauty for my love is crutch
This chain is strong to give strength as such
I love you I love you my love I love you much
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Man Of Principles

People with their dirty tricks so cheap
Should be ready for the harvests to reap
Simple words with meanings so deep
Hatred and venom like snake to creep

From their dirty path they never retreat
Blunt, sharp knife hidden with smile sweet
With dirty designs carry just white sheet
Covered with religion want to just greet

Satan has a large family to play surpass
Who can see their faces in a mirror glass
What could be the fate of humanity alas
Trespassers will never be able to harass

When truth prevails falsehood is to vanish
Virtue remains wish and vice is just blemish
Laziness remains sluggish is bound to perish
Only man of principles comes up as stylish
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Grand Show

My sweet heart, my queen of fairies from far off land
I can sacrifice my life on intensity and warmth of love
You are so beautiful so grand, no one is of your brand
I remain down the drain and you are up in sky above

Let me cherish embers of beauty in lovely love flames
Take me to the heights where may touch drops of dew
I want to be with you on eternal heights with my claims
Where we should be through, I shouldn't find any clue

Who I am where I am my lunacy should touch aristocracy
As baron I should command and as a baroness you follow
Where my love should just cash the graces of your beauty
Through and through let it be an excellent and grand show
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Under Your Spell

Moon swims in the green ocean of your beauty
Stars and galaxies are formed by your light streak
When I am in your spell I touch the edge of eternity
Love comes from the heaven up above just to seek

All that is hidden and all that is open to love to see
With eyes in trance I love to be with you to take chance
Love is boundless and does not know limit on a plea
Lover in a moment decides to live or die just at a glance

My love I am enthralled by your beauty and am in solace
In the origin of beauty which makes and takes a shape
I am really impressed by your style and enchanting grace
Even if breeze touches you with unclean touch seems rape
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On Happy Note

My sweet heart when your beauty drizzle like rain
Please do not ask me what I lose and what I just gain
For your graces I can forbear any hurdle and any pain
I do not mind if in this strain I am either tortured, slain

My beloved in your eyes I see my universe to float
Under all circumstances I ask you to be in my boat
In this entire world you are only my real valid vote
Let help me to end our love story on real happy note

Forget about others just talk about me and my love
The things have just gone beyond all the limits now
Let's make a chain of beauty and love to take sky above
Let me take you on, on love path to glory my little dove
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
My Candle

With your beauty hot let my love to flow
Like liquid in my veins to glow and blow
Let your beauty be my domain not to show
You are like a midsummer I am like snow

Let us melt together to be high to be on top
Let us travel to our destiny without any stop
Let me make you happy, take away from strop
Let us sow seeds of love to grow into the crop

Please do not consider my dis ability as hurdle
Being of no consequence still I am strong anvil
I can be able and agile if you are my sweet angel
I am your flame in darkness you are my candle
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
A Stranger

From birth till death we just remain strangers
We have to pay to beauty for all love errors
By being on bed of roses we take other to altars
We consider we play tricks but we are defaulters

A stranger can not show sincerity in his tribute
You send flowers and in return you just shoot
Mannerism tells you in respect you have to salute
For future reference don't indulge in such pursuit

Strangers remain as they are not even acquaintance
Never ever seriously taken their essence and fragrance
Science and morality has failed to lessen the distance
I am neither a lover nor friend but still feel her presence
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Oneness To Bloom

When love proposes action beauty surpasses reflection
Only survives enchanting chain remaining goes to none
When beloved is in arms then universe seems crimson
Love is in my blood like my innocent, violent passion

Love is when you that you are not but love is all around
When love is in line of beauty then one becomes bound
To see what all is real to listen to the inner eternal sound
Then all is on horizon and nothing remains on the ground

My beloved let me taste what all your beauty is to portray
Tear me in to pieces and enter like blazon burning sun ray
You are like darkness of my life you are like dawn of the day
Let us embrace in sheer trance and let us sing and let us pray

It is oneness which remains it is a flower which is to bloom
It is only one tinkling of heart while both of us we are in room
In all this vacuum it is love and beauty which need to resume
Do not measure my love, you will never ever measure its volume
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To Be Greener

Man is born free but he is in chains everywhere
This is what a soothsayer like Plato has to share
No doubt he comes to the world with good flair
But there are very many obstacles on way to scare
No doubt that in creation he is supreme and rare
With his candor and cadence he has guts to scare
Being short sighted he is not ready to avoid or spare
All his enemies rivals who are hidden in holes there

Being crown of creation he was sent to see conquer
His destination is clear even path may be just blur
He communicates with heart even language is slur
With very many faces he may be an actor or author
He opens a chapter, with zeal and zest plays in cenetr
He was sent down to the drain but climbs as a climber
Being on image of God he plays hell with satanic figure
He blooms in spring, withers in autumn to be greener
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The Divine Gift

I am beloved of God my soul is the divine gift
Separation from the origin was a painful shift
God made me on His image, my move was swift
The sad part of story was entrance of Satan's rift

Who made me a sinner and played with sincerity
Took me to the gallows without disparity, clarity
Sad part was exit from heaven, painful world entry
World is full of pleasure but to me it is just ennui

When soul leaves the body, goes back to its lover
Its path is enlightened When it goes in golden cover
No one can appreciate what may be zeal and fervor
Let me tell you my friend God’s love is a great honor
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Hymn To God

It is difficult to swallow when vision becomes reality
Man is in chains from birth without a single moment free
What seems it is not, what is not just to uncover to see
Truth is out of bounds and seems just beyond any plea

Truth can not be seen in pieces virtue carries its reward
The fountain of all love, truth and beauty is my God
With all His graces He is my savior and He is my Lord
With all my idiosyncrasies, weaknesses I am His ward

My God remains perfect in ultimate truth, love and beauty
Being supreme commander universe is commanded by thee
I am just a drop of water He is my green ocean and my sea
What kindness I celebrate, cherish that no where else could be
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Love Takes Over Universe

On my inward eye like a sudden flash
Her beauty is tactful my love is brash
Being so beautiful her beauty is smash
Beauty is sophisticated and love is rash

Let my beauty glow with heat of love
Love is a gift of God just from up above
Beauty in innocence is emblem of dove
You were mine then, you are mine now

Love is what takes over entire universe
Its reality prevails being lucid and terse
Beauty remains dominant love is diverse
Let us be frank and let openly converse
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Beloved In Mood

When beloved in mood then world is in swing
As suddenly all the flowers bloom in the spring
When her graces mix with her style form a string
Sting by bite of love beauty is just bound to sing

Enchanted by her graces I lose every ground
Her sighs are on my neck so my love is bound
To return this wonderful emotion to surround
In music of beauty my love needs no bound

Love is a fire which turns in to a strange shower
Beauty then just starts dancing from tower to tower
My desire is to take her in my warm arms to bower
I remain no more on ground but am in air to hover
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On Oath

Being in trouble I search for solace
I follow your foot steps, pace to pace
What a style and what graceful grace
I see the stars when I am face to face

Light descends and surrounds us both
Love demands blood for beauty on oath
Lover has nothing to offer but just troth
Lover and beloved need real love growth

Let my love jump in the ocean of love
There remains just no other option now
How it happens where when and how
Your graces take over me my dear dove
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My Sole Impulse

My sweetheart you are my sole impulse
Survival without you will tear me apart
When you place your finger on my pulse
My sweetheart you are great piece of art

Let me praise your beauty in real trance
You can take my life as price of a glance
Let me take my love chance after chance
Let hearts dangle and go for final dance

Please do not ignore my love being sweet
Let my love to be with your beauty on seat
Let our hearts be together in beat on beat
Let me with open arms and heart to greet
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A Remarkable Epoch

You are full of blooming flowers, allow me some to pluck
I am fortunate enough to touch your flowers it is my luck
Let my taste your juicy cheeks and allow me then to suck
This experience will make our love a remarkable epoch

My sweetheart when you say you love me I stand no more
The music of love then travels in me just from pore to pore
Totally taken over by beauty my love enchants it just encore
My eyes want to quench their thirst by asking more explore

Let me see my sweetheart all at once just in a sheer trance
Allow me my lovely sweetheart to take chance after chance
At times every thing goes in a fix just as price of a glance
This is a story of your alluring beauty and my fiery romance
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Let Chance Avail

Please never ever deceive me lest I will die
Love is a golden chain from just eye to eye
Keep your keen eye on me to keep moral high
Beauty is a burning fire which is to intensify

All light to enlighten the relation and bond
To whom I owe my life you are that blond
To my sincere love light please do respond
My sweet heart you carry that fairies wand

On difficult path it is very difficult to trail
I travel on path of love so never try to fail
Being in boat of love in ocean of life we sail
Your beauty is forthcoming, let chance avail
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Love Horizons

I see stars in your eyes and horizons on your cheeks
Life flows like a stream of love amidst your charms
Allow my thirsty desire to take from life what it seeks
Beauty is marvelously decent and love follows norms

Let be together on to cross all vistas and all horizons
Let us carry in our souls all the burning blazon suns
Let us embrace truth by removing from eyes all curtains
Let us be free from all the so called dirty world prisons

Love be allowed to take its destined eternal proper path
Let us forget about the consequence of just the aftermath
In our sincerity no one dare to spread any or all wrath
When love with its sacrifice and eternity becomes moth
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Head To Toe

This world is hypocrisy right from head to toe
From some like a glow while for others its blow
Hatred and venom is inside while love to show
Some are in the palaces, some are down below

What it seems its not, what its not it portrays
For some it is a phase while for others a phrase
Dirty heart plays tricks and dirty mind relays
Whatever is given to world it definitely repays

Let us be true and honest in our day to day life
Let us face realities being on double edged knife
No matter if we go to gallows, alter or sheer strife
Double faces and double meanings are just in rife
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From Madness To Madness

Lover is lunatic and made, beloved is like sweet cake
To take this sacred duty on both have to take partake
To turn down the fire of love beauty comes in flake
Beauty is angry, lover never ever is ready to forsake

Love is a solace of heart but is known as conflict of mind
Apparently is disorganized no one knows what is behind
When beauty turns to be kind then love seems to blind
In a refined divine chain both are considered as streamlined

Let my sweetheart be like north star to be near to moon
From all sorts of hatred and hypocrisies love is immune
In sheer adverse winter with snow its a sunny afternoon
From this madness to madness we will recover very soon
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Divine Love Mandate

Drop of water dangles and dances to be back in the ocean
As individual's soul wants to be in the company of maker
Heart when touched by streak of light embellish as a sun
I know my limitations of being candor to accept my blunder

He provides me a cover and cleans me with rain of mercy
I look towards Him for not being taken by any surprise
From bondage of conscious He makes me happy and free
So after every downfall I with His mercy can easily rise

My Savior please help me to go through the blunt thorns
Overlooking my sins please make my path clear and straight
I am at your mercy please save me from all satanic suborns
You are the sole authority, I carry along divine love mandate
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Love Symphony

From all problems if you want yourself to save
It is good to return grave's mud just to the grave
He never gets destination if one becomes slave
Destiny and fortune follow the valiant and brave

Subordinate your will to the will of your God
You will be ever green and never time barred
To pass through life is not easy but task so hard
God loves a person who remains as His ward

Let us praise God to remain in solace, harmony
Let be a man of principles and ambitions free
For His mercy and graces all universe praises Thee
Chain of love and beauty celebrates symphony
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Beauty In Frame

She is so pure and chaste as sweet, soft petals of rose
Her melodious voice has force any heart to bulldoze
Celebrates her charm of beauty where ever she goes
Poets write verses, musicians tend music to compose

Her melody so sweet with alluring charm and graces
The flight of beauty makes great distance few paces
The universe starts dancing when ever she embraces
Her beauty dominates her sparkling glow just blazes

Beauty seeks its recognition love takes all its flame
As a claim I always carry my beloved in love frame
My rivals at times try to make my love just shame
Love is enthralled with the beauty in golden frame
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When you whisper in my ear that world is beautiful
Then I glance at you, you are beautiful than universe
Your graces and charms took over me my sweet angel
With very many angles of your beauty you are diverse

Let me feel your sighs of breath on my heart and neck
Your hazel eyes have taken over all control of my life
Your beauty, charm warrant my life as a blank cheque
Please cut me in to pieces or save me from blunt knife

There is no one else in life to cherish please do believe
Accompany me, I will follow through all thick and thin
With your beauty, I have to nothing lose nothing achieve
I requested for your beauty and to win love is not a sin
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Love Is Gamble

Love is just a gamble and the novice has to lose
One sells his heart to beloved and soul to muse
For some it is a suture for other it is like bruise
Lovers are condemned along with their views

Knowing fully I will lose still I aspire to play
She is my dawn who has carried away my day
Beloved excels in heart and a lover has to stray
Under all circumstances price of love is to pay

But If you just take my hand in to your hand
Then we will have same frequency and band
I lost my love in heaven and loser on ground
So what do you think what may be loser's stand
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My Sweet Angel

My love give me a try, together we will touch sky
On tough wings of love beauty can just easily fly
There is no reason for love so do not ask me why
But never ever think to leave otherwise I will cry

So do not degrade me in the eyes of cruel people
Extend your help in my fortune be my sweet angel
Give my love your strength make me be real anvil
Let me take love armor and let me win the battle

Let me take some light to enlighten my dark path
For your alluring beauty I can take miserable wrath
You are beauty in burning flames and I am love moth
Love is fiery sentiment hence let me be in fiery hearth
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Vain To Reign

Pain after pain and pain what life is
From birth to death one can't appreciate
Just a riddle or puzzle or difficult quiz
So called robes declare it narrow gate

Which ultimately leads to heaven or hell
What predestined is that is fate or fortune
Man is a strange being is ready to dwell
Is adaptable to any eventuality or a tune

Only option is ones intention to do to strive
Subordinating his will he can vain to reign
In green ocean of life for just pearls to dive
In line with beauty can establish love chain
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The Real Answer

The moment I saw you I am no more in me
My one foot is on land and the other on sky
Like a bird to explore new horizons to see
My alluring beloved with your graces as key

I will see the universe in your sparkling eyes
You cheeks carry the light of moon and sun
My heart is overjoyed with sighing love cries
There is no one like you and never ever be none

Please hold me in your tight grip near heart
Let our hearts tinkle together just for ever
Be my part just never ever to leave to depart
To real love question beauty is the real answer
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Beauty Just Speaks

Your blunt edges of beauty cut me like a blade
But still my heart aspires to be under your shade
Love my sweetheart is neither barter nor trade
Even if every thing is lost but a lover is glade

Love is like an ember and beauty is like a flame
It needs sacrifice and is a deadly death game
Eyes are equally responsible but heart is to blame
It touches the edge of eternity then it is to acclaim

Let be honest in relation of curly hair and cheeks
Life starts dancing on green ocean and on peaks
The beauty starts glowing when kissed by streaks
When touched in trance then beauty lovingly speaks
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The Natives

Life is a transit camp and moments are caged
In our imprisonment for what we are gauged
When every act, every move is properly paged
Without our desire and our liking we are staged

People in robes tell that we are accounted for
We listen to their malicious sermons and snore
Apparently born free but we are behind the bar
To this vicious circle for forgiveness we implore

God is so merciful and just sparingly forgives
Only He is the one who knows our all motives
He loves us not just as captives but as real natives
He rewards us for our all intentions and initiatives
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Under Love Spell

My sweetheart you say that you are under my spell
Love has its own style to recognize and influence beauty
When burnt by fire of love, one forgets heaven and hell
Love is that supreme power which makes one totally free

I do not know about the effects of beauty but it is eternity
Which with its blunt edges sharpens a glass to a diamond
Love is a streak of light which knows no bounds and plea
With lot many fragrant roses it is interwoven to be garland

My love do not play with my emotions just be in my arms
I want to embrace you with with a force to be just my heart
In this blooming spring with sprouting flowers and charms
I can not even think to leave you and even imagine to depart
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You Are My Choice

Let your beauty be straight, frank and forthcoming
Because every such moment demands its real price
This is like a blooming spring in string to have swing
Beauty with all its charms and spice may just entice
You accepted my love and now extend beauty to sing
Your every butter, bread and slice to be more nice
Sting of beauty has reinvigorated me to present a ring
Now it is no more your choice but you are my choice

Now I can take you to love ride whether heaven or to hell
And you have to follow me as per our love chain, contract
Where in solitude we can happily dance and jut to dwell
Where I embrace you in trance and make you mine in fact
You are ember like angry beauty and I am iconoclast, rebel
After being in love pact my sweetheart you have lost impact
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Let Be Fortune Card

Let me talk about your intoxicated eyes
Let me take your beauty just as surprise
Through your eyes let explore seven skies
Let us establish real wonderful love ties

You and me are eternally chained together
You are my life let me just declare and aver
You are green ocean of beauty and I am diver
Love is a beautiful tune and you are dancer

Please induct me to care as personal guard
Allow to take charity from beauty as reward
With trials and tribulations life is so hard
I am a gambler let you be a real fortune card
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The Real Deserter

I deserted from the paradise to explore the universe
Because God made me excellent but also just diverse
I wanted to be considered at length while I was terse
With visions to explore horizons to be more transverse

I came across a sand dunes with its real musical tunes
Then I saw beauty with very many galaxies and moons
Love came down to me like drizzling rain in monsoons
A fairy in her golden dress came to me for honeymoons

Beam of light struck to complete the pursuit of my soul
A glowing beauty touched my heart as my ultimate goal
Sentiments started moving from part to part, pole to pole
Love reinvigorated celebrated in shape of love as a whole
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The Deserter

I deserted from the paradise to explore the universe
Because God made me excellent but also just diverse
I wanted to be considered at length while I was terse
With visions to explore horizons to be more transverse

I came across a sand dunes with its real musical tunes
Then I saw beauty with very many galaxies and moons
Love came down to me like drizzling rain in monsoons
A fairy in her golden dress came to me for honeymoons

Beam of light struck to complete the pursuit of my soul
A glowing beauty touched my heart as my ultimate goal
Sentiments started moving from part to part, pole to pole
Love reinvigorated celebrated in shape of love as a whole
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Like Golden Chain

With your charm and flair I am in the air
My love is exploring beauty layer by layer
Is it a love with grace or just a love affair
But what is love's price I am fully aware

Is this a dream or just dream in a dream
From crevices of heart peeps out abeam
Your eternal beauty is a source of stream
In my love regime your beauty is supreme

Heart to heart is a chain love is to sustain
To celebrate pleasure and to take every pain
Heartless people call love just illness of brain
Beauty is just silver, love is like golden chain
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In Sojourn To Discern

My innocent princess your glowing eyes dictate
It seems that you want to cut straight to my heart
Let your beauty be straight and frank just to state
That love and beauty are same and not poles apart

Your graces and intuition make you great to declare
That you have been created in paradise with a glow
That your flair and glare definitely makes you rare
God has sent you to the world, His beauty to show

So you are not part of this world but a light in trance
Through the centuries like a candle you burn to turn
Every darkness from the face of earth to give a chance
With modern pattern to the world in sojourn to discern
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The Providence

Master and servant ca never be equal in their domain
Master is to issue orders about all servant is to sustain
The relation of servant is to obey orders to forebear pain
Master with His Providence sends love in merciful rain

I am a tiny little particle of my Masters grace and grandeur
He is the purest of all and hence likes who's heart is pure
With my so called little patience He orders me to endure
Like good servant I try my level best to complete my tenure

He loves me like mother and nurtures me like real father
He cares me a lot when my vision is just completely blur
I am sincere in my submission, He is mercifully candor
In all trials and tribulations He provides me complete cover

His love is supreme, surpasses universe over my servitude
In all situations I am fully rescued so I feel fully renewed
I pray and request to Thee to help me in confidence, fortitude
In all my humbleness still I admit failed to come up to gratitude
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Be So Close

Let me kiss your soft and silky glowing cheeks
As dew drops kiss the petals of a lovely red rose
Let my soul come out to embrace wonderful peaks
To become one heart and one body to be so close

Let me feel your breath at my neck to be fragrant
Let me feel on the blue sky and not on this land
Let me take style and graces my love so innocent
Allow me to take frequency of beauty on love band

Let light of beauty cover the fire of soul just in trance
Allow me to love you just with my soft heart and soul
Let me in love and romance to take chance after chance
In your sweet company I will be able to establish goal
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Sparkling Glare

You are my dancing butterfly and I am your moth
For your beauty I am taking my life in hand as troth
When I am all naked then your cover me like a cloth
For your alluring beauty I am ready to take all wrath

So please never ever leave me in disgust and despair
Please dare not to from your sparkling glare and flair
Your arrogant beauty may not appreciate love we share
There is no one else in the world which I swear I care

My eyes are waiting to allow me to explore your sagacity
I have lost every thing on your innocence and simplicity
You, my sweetheart dance like a swan being so sprightly
My love is thirsty every move of beauty is sweet and lovely
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Beauty Like Volcano

My love if I touch you, you may erupt like a volcano
Your emotional instability will make you glow I Know
But at the same time in your graces of beauty like snow
I love you I praise you Your alluring style makes me bow

Let not be strangers any more in our real love pursuit
Allow your beauty to share with love your juicy fruit
You are so beautiful so stylish and really lovingly cute
Moon and sun pay homage and salute to your repute

My love do not debar me from taking flowers in spring
Be my queen take me on and on love ride make me king
From eternal force we have have been given a love string
So let us be together on the edge of eternity to take swing
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Drop By Drop

My beloved do not kill me just drop by drop
Just kill me once with a sharp blunt weapon
I want to be killed but with just only one chop
Where and with which job can easily be done
What ever is desired please do without a stop
Throw my bruised body under scorching sun
Even you can put my head on blunt arrow top
But please do remember except you I have none

Life is a great misery without shelter of curl hair
Which is the only point of satisfaction and solace
Life for beauty has specific style, grace and flair
It is soft and cool in burning desert like muse buss
For your eyes sake I am ready to take and to bear
In the entire world you are mine my innocent avis
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Thorns Of Life

Path of life goes through thorns of sin
The moment life starts it is just to begin
Love and beauty are by birth just akin
It is a game or a play to lose and to win

Bare feet is to cross all burning embers
Test makes a person to come out of covers
Hence one is bound to take proper measures
Blood and sweat make men good painters

Let understand that no pain lacks pleasure
Honesty is needed for searching treasures
Those take pressure ultimately be pioneers
Captain of their own destiny are the soldiers

Demand of task takes at times but ones life
Honor demands but the double edged knife
Life carries shades of wealth and also strife
One has to sacrifice his life children and wife
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Man is in chains from birth to death
What control he has to have on his fate
Every step and every pace till last breath
What is hidden in fate one can't narrate

If this is the case then what is to assess
No doubt that it is great Creator's bless
If all is written then what else to express
Silently to bear all carry the real success

It's God's grand scheme which to prevail
Human tricks are just always bound to fail
Man from paradise to this world is on bail
Very many whirlwinds come on way to sail
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On Temporary Parole

My love is so innocent that she carries her heart in her eyes
Light of galaxies of stars surrounds her I can easily recognize
Land kisses her feet, glowing cheeks are touched by the skies
Love and beauty are chained from the beginning in love ties

The words fail when I appreciate your beauty as a real lover
Only my emotions and sentiments make my heart, soul stir
For silly questions of the world I do not just have any answer
Love is strange thing either one takes to the gallows or to altar

Light of God travels in man in the shape of real ordained soul
Man being chained in fine love strings only plays his real role
He is like a deserter from paradise being on temporary parole
From pace to pace, pole to pole strangeness prevails as a whole
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Life is full of just very many turns and contours  
At very many places we have to have the detours  
Life is an ocean and travel is from shores to shores  
To reach to destination to cross very many doors

Without aim one is just like a ship without rudder  
For one who believes in tricks destiny remains blur  
But for gallant sons who carry on with a soul stir  
The only weapon to fight against odds is to be candor

The virtuous are fortunate enough to wear the crown  
The vicious remain always in the drain to be down  
The stupid ones never come up, remain clown in town  
All those who lack spark in life are found broken down
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Proper Length

My sweetheart your blooming flowers remind me of spring
Your dancing dangling graces are on joy ride on the swing
Love and beauty are chained in wonderful beautiful string
You are my so sweet, charming, loving and alluring darling

Let us in rain play hide and a seek to explore all your graces
Let me take the help of unfaithful weather to take all chances
Let me paint you in my heart and express in stanzas and verses
My sweetheart you are so soft and so lovely as petals of roses

Embrace me, kiss me and caress me to give me the strength
Let us discuss all modalities with clarity and at proper length
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Accept Reality

Life is a journey with bare feet on hard thorns
In pain and pleasure one throughout mourns
One has to have the taste of it even one scorns
Only charm of beauty celebrates and adorns

Neither birth nor death is in our sole control
Life is a trouble not in parts but as a whole
Goal oriented surely establish their real goal
To go through all thick and thin is man’s role

All those who accept reality to move, cherish
With clean hearts and clear eyes to see, wish
They always strive, survive to never ever perish
Their aim and mission they can easily establish
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A Love Chain

I don't want to touch your beautiful soft skin
I have my own apprehension not to make sin
But still it is my heart's desire not to open tin
Please keep me together being a real linchpin

I want to keep you safe from eyes of the rivals
Being hand in hand we can encounter ordeals
Allow your beauty to perform all love rituals
Your beauty carry all the sensual sign, symbols

You command my nerves I am in your domain
I am your humble servant you just have to reign
Your beauty is soft target my love difficult terrain
In pure mercy rain we are bound by a love chain
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My love is like a drop of water your beauty like rainbow
One streak of light make both of us to glow and to grow
These moments of love an affection let not waste in row
I am like a rock on the mountain, you are cover of snow
What chain of love we enjoy only you my beloved know
Be my guest in moonlit night and let your beauty throw
Cupid of love is seriously injured by just beauty’ arrow
I am in love with you for which I am just bound to follow

The price of capturing a butterfly remains in palm to tell
When one is in love he is under a heavenly divine spell
Please give me your heart in which I permanently to dwell
My beloved be my paradise to save me from assaults of hell
My love is defiant and rebel your enchanting beauty to propel
Let your alluring beauty, to glow let my eternal love to excel
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My Valid Stance

My sweetheart you pound in my veins like my blood
In my garden of heart you are just like sprouting bud
You are golden gold around I am just a part of the mud
You my love, my heart to seek your beauty I am avid

Flooded with emotions to what limit a lover can sustain
You my innocent are still unaware of love and its pain
When my soul is in trance It travels to beauty like train
My sweetheart allow to take hand in hand as love chain

Embrace me give my warmth of your breath on my neck
Let me kiss on your glowing cheek on mole as real fleck
In green ocean, green eyes attract me to be alone on deck
You a fountain of beauty on love island help me to check

Pass on your graces and surpass your beauty in real trance
Be my sweetheart let me praise and explore to take chance
I am a love poet ' romance is in my blood my muse in dance
I take you as my part of my faith only you are my valid stance
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Like Rain Above

I want to celebrate your beauty in galaxies of stars
So that you come out as a moon from hidden bars
I want to sip divine wine of beauty do open the jars
In your holy beauty you surpass all heavenly avatars

Let me kindle my soul with beauty's sparkling flames
In ecstasy and trance let me take all wrath and blames
In pursuit of love allow me to establish all my claims
To be in your company early in dawn on River Tames

Your flow like waterfall with a music mingled with love
Your alluring beauty can any one make lunatic my dove
Why I started writing poetry by being taken you just now
I am like barren deserted land and you are like rain above
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Love Speaks

Waterfalls of love when touch my thirsty soul
In the desert of life I search for beauty as goal
Dissatisfied with this world and its rigmarole
I can't take truth in pieces I want to have it whole

When dew drops kiss the soft petals of the rose
As a matter of fact its chastity it takes to bulldoze
The real face is different than the face one shows
Flames of the beauty make me to take and propose

My love you are like moon with cools of its streaks
In darkness of life light comes with glowing cheeks
When eyes are closed then through heart love speaks
Let my love be with me in conquering all love peaks
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Will Of God

There is no free will, it is will of God which is to prevail
Fate is predestined and ordained kept hidden under veil
Man does not know Where to take birth where and to hail
Death is another surprise when and where to come to fail

All human tricks go waste but verdict of the Lord sustain
Man goes through pleasure and successful if bears pain
If servitude is taken in true spirit mercy comes just in rain
Soul is a sole bond between human soul and God in chain

Struggle is a must but results rest with the Lord in thy fate
No human being is given a golden spoon and a silver plate
It is sheer submission to will of God which makes one great
Pure faith in God and sincerity of purpose opens every gate
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Gift Of God

She is so beautiful in graces so looks like God's grace
When she blossoms touches eternal beauty face to face
The moment I see her I travel with her just on her pace
There is no one like her she seems to be from fairies race

Your hair are on your face as moon is hidden in the cloud
You make me spell bound even if you are in thick crowd
Your graces of beauty make you stubborn and proud
God is so kind to you hence with His beauty you endowed

Let give me your hand in my hand to run to paradise
You are His gift His prize for me to bestow His surprise
Be my sweetheart in my arms and make me wise to rise
My love, my love is in your servitude your beauty a prize

My gift of God No flower can surpass you in your style
Please be my love in this transitory world may for while
In the entire world you will not find lover like me so loyal
You my sweetheart are daughter of the sky I am son of soil
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Let My Love Dive

My sweetheart my crazy naughty stranger
I am really impressed by your style and candor
My heart is in search of your beauty to capture
With your enchanting beauty let my love conquer

Your sweet smile has taken me on and away
You are a streak of light, a little beam and ray
Really you are my destiny my dawn of the day
I do not have words how I praise and what to say

But let me assure you that the moment I saw I lost
You are so graceful so sweet like wonderful host
With you smile what ever comes in way you blast
For you I am deviant, heretic and the iconoclast

With out you I will not be able to live to survive
You are green ocean of beauty let my love dive
My every step is for your sake to get and to strive
Let me be yours and you be mine o not deprive
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You Are Universe

You say that you are the universe and I am part of it
I take light from the galaxies and lit myself bit by bit
We are part of the whole so no one can dare to split
My love takes your beauty on to explore to knit and fit
The moment I saw you I forget myself I just do admit
You are so beautiful my love that any sin I may commit
I want to follow you like a star follows moon so do permit
In full moonlit night beauty needs love signals to transmit

Let me praise your beauty like a man who worships deity
You are like petals of rose and beyond imagination so pretty
No one can find like you in any town or in any of the city
Your youth and prime, your graces and style make you busty
Your rosy cheeks are marvelous your lovely lips are so juicy
My sweetheart your eyes are like green ocean you are so lovely
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Lunatic Love Poet

Like a butterfly she was dangling from flower to flower
Her graces and style surpassed over beauty with candor
Her dance from step to step made her like beautiful dancer
Her wonderful colors with gleaming beauty make her luster

She is like a glowing ember sparkles red light being so hot
My thirsty eyes were so greedy so never left her bosom knot
In a state of trance I started exploring her from spot to spot
She is like a queen of the world and I am just like a beggar's pot

She is like a universe to me with all its pride, honor and glory
Hence she dominates my heart and soul with her style proudly
I am a traveler of the desert in scorching sun she is cool destiny
I am a lunatic poet of derailed poetry and is wonderful melody
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Expression Of God

Being hidden treasure wanted to see His image
So He established link with soul as a bridge
Path is steep that man is always at steep ridge
Man with God enjoys a real wonderful bondage

God is in all and all is in God this is the truth
Solace and contentment provide the real sooth
How we can be clean and honest being uncouth
We do not have any images of truth in our youth

So all our stages and all pain and pleasure demand
One be successful being on the frequency and band
Beauty of God portrays just in everything His brand
Man being particle of sand is for a test on the land

Man is slave and God is commander of the universe
His presence can be felt in all living beings diverse
Love chain has been challenged by the Satan as curse
Only beauty of God surpasses love to be really terse
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Love Manuscripts

Your all conquering charms weaves its magic in hearts
Your beauty oozes from dress showing grace of parts
Sun and moon carry, follow your encompassing charts
Your smart actions of love is celebrated in all the marts

My love see you in all your graces, charm in real prime
Your beauty is celebrated everywhere in place and time
Your glowing cheeks and juicy lips instigate me to crime
Your innocence is style which communicates pantomime

Let me taste eternal divine wine from your juicy red lips
Through your beauty my heart aspires very many trips
I am so enthralled that your graces are on my finger tips
As a romantic poet I owe you me, all my love manuscripts
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Winner Is Righteous

Truth nurtures like a beautiful light beam
Whatever I write, I write for my self esteem
Ideas in me flow like an over flowing stream
I am just nothing but part of a bigger scheme
Life is nothing but just a lunatics day dream
Life is a series of events and not just a theme
From beginning to end it is strange extreme
For some it is darkness for others sunbeam
If we could understand the meanings to redeem
It is ordained by Lord as part of eternal regime

So let be a team to promote peace and justice
Let us promote truth to abolish all chaos, fuss
Let us have some norms as on valid good basis
Being not callous but with sobriety and calmness
Let us extend our horizon with clear conscious
Because life is ever growing and just endless
Life demands fitness, firmness and just frankness
Winner is that who promotes virtue to be righteous
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The Repentance

For all my sins I take all the blame
But my Lord I carry all the shame
I do not have a plea for one or same
Neither I aspire mercy just a claim

I spent my youth in all deadly sins
I had the taste of very many chins
I took warmth from many soft skins
To taste juicy lips I opened many tins

I tasted many chicks for the real taste
I played with those who were chaste
Now I realized it was all but just waste
For all this fun I have to be lambaste

Repentance is but without any plea
For forgiveness towards Lord I see
Since His love is love of mother be
He is my savior He will set me free
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Charming Bless

My love your beauty bursts from your dress
From fairies land you are like charming bless
From the heart of my heart I have to confess
Like golden glow your streaks to luminesce

Your charms and style make you the princess
Your emotions and sentiments make incandesce
You are the only one with qualities you possess
My love you are mine this is what is my success

Burn me with your heat by being on love seat
From my Lord you are just a wonderful treat
You surpass my soul to become my heartbeat
I am a lover poet you my beloved a blank sheet

Now I need your company for peace and solace
Allow me to kiss you and to be part of your grace
Let explore your beauty pace to pace, place to place
Allow me to take you in arms and let me embrace
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Chance After Chance

My love without you I am lonely in the crowd
But in your company I am confident and proud
In front of burning sun you are kind like a cloud
Your beauty makes my love surprised and wowed

You are cool like moon you are warm like hot sun
Hand in hand in love I want to take beauty to run
You are so daring and dashing to stun every one
You my sweetheart, my soul, heart and my passion

When you dance the entire universe starts to dance
I am bound and I am ready to pay for just one glance
Your glowing cheeks and lovely peak take me to trance
This wonderful glance dictates gives chance after chance
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The Prayer

A smartly turned out young man in military uniform
When reached the gate saluted by all in proper form
He smiled and returned the salute with army's norm
He passed by carrying in his hand a stick like storm

When he crossed the gate he went straight to his duty
On the way he remembered his grandfather suddenly
Then a past event cropped up and flashed his memory
When he accompanied his grandpa to just go and see

Then a sentry turned them down without entry pass
And told the old man that his relative told not to cross
The gate being sacred was disallowed by so-called boss
The old man kept silent and looked to the sky with loss

Fruit of the prayer was rewarded in wonderful reward
God accepted the old man's prayer like an excellent Lord
Made the grandson of the man an officer as His little ward
When prayers are accepted become eternally time barred
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My Mirror

Mirror reflects our personality to see and prune
To be on the right track and right path very soon
Its a musical gauge to celebrate heartening tune
It is the manner which is appropriate, opportune

Faces reflect behavior and attitude with all clarity
It tells us about the past, present and future journey
It also exposes the reality of eyes as greedy and lusty
As a soothsayer it tells us that soon eyes will muddy

It tells one his endowment and worth manner so plain
It exposes ones sin which may be less than just a grain
It exposes all pleasure it celebrates all disdain and pain
My mirror is reflection of my heart, soul and my brain
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Point To Point

My sweetheart your beauty aspires love from point to point
Let my eyes explore and taste from curve to curve joint to joint
Your beauty is eternally divine so allow me with love to anoint
To do this sacred task my heart my soul are volunteer to appoint

Grant me your style , graces and youth to deal with sheer sanctity
I have been through very many places but I have not seen beauty
Let me extend my love sentiments and taste with all my sincerity
Spring has not yet produced a flower which can be termed so pretty

Allow me to celebrate your beauty in my own thundering style
Let me be enthralled to forget this entire world less you for a while
Let me follow you in the zigzag paths from pace to pace mile to mile
Think about the trust reposed by me in you forget about silly the trial
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The Loser

For so many years being active and virile
I served my nation and my love in style
Then I was like a full bottle of wine to taste
But now I am like an empty bottle to waste
Now people are not interested in my way
I am just bound to relax and not to just play
Now the bull has been condensed to cow
This is the difference between then and now
From a chain of love I am in chain of hatred
I am no more a living being but a human dead
I do not think some one will bury me as trend
But time has stamped me as dead to bend
I do realize my helplessness has no chance
So how my soul without body be in trance
I lost a world and fail to gain the other one
Being a loser I will not be able to win none
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Our Candor

Remaining in severe winter night aloof
I love the sound of rain hitting the roof
Beauty in ecstasy needs no proper proof
The taste who does not understand is goof

Let my beloved enjoy the taste of weather
Let us play whole nigh with burning ember
We should have all at once before slumber
Let us be more frank and fair in our candor

Let us be busy till the time winds are over
Let us raise no question for which no answer
Let us remain for whole night under cover
Let my beloved be just your staunch lover

Night will be over but the taste will remain
Love and beauty will be changed into chain
In love rain only lunacy will crop up to reign
In wonderful weather on mountainous terrain
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Flirts And Flirts

In this cruel, savage world every one hurts
But we have to find the worth suffering far
Every beautiful chick just desires and flirts
Hence portray themselves like northern star

Pain surpasses pleasure in a way so strange
All want to play with love in Satanic mood
Credence is to play part out of its given range
Facade seems innocent but mean and shrewd

Barter is the game and portray it as a charter
Just extend your love in exchange to hatred
Man is the real victim man is the silly starter
All is scattered and nothing is aligned to grid
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Inch By Inch

Let my innocent beloved just to cinch
Your beauty with my love inch by inch
In this love play please do not even flinch
Together in company we can easily clinch

Those moments will never ever pass by
Which twinkles in her sweet innocent eye
In your arms with your warmth I can die
In flight of love with beauty, limit is the sky

Let me take you to eternal love heights
Let my love and your beauty be the kites
Let me explore and capture all the lights
Let my love make fragrant all my nights
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Wonderful Cascade

My sweetheart you are a wonderful cascade
Your beauty makes entire surrounding glade
In hot summer burning sun you are like shade
In lovers reckoning you are of superior grade
My love is in trance as your beauty swayed
My soul takes to be cut with sharp blunt blade
Your glowing cheeks have launched just a raid
At peril of my life the eternal price I just paid
Like moon in stars your sweet beauty outstayed
With your beauty in my veins I have to renegade
My love is like a music and your beauty serenade
Your beauty is eternal but my love is just to fade
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Love-Real Fire

Let my fate take me to the stars
What I need is light in abundance
Please take me out of these bars
With speed of light I cover distance
No one can imprison strong jaguars
Do not challenge my sheer prudence
Never ever challenge my soul scars
am proud of my real native parlance
With divine wine fill just all my jars
Please make me victim of your glance
At times vice crops up and virtue mars
But ascetics are always in a trance
Being soldier I boldly face all wars
In burning flames I know how to dance
My enemies should know the centaurs
Love is real fire not ashes of romance
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Eyes Speak

My love your eyes speak about your hidden emotion
Your beauty dangles and dances in real love devotion
Your beautiful curves and glowing cheeks do promotion
To my every pain and problem but you are the solution

Please tell me how best I can celebrate your presence
Your warmth takes me on with your sweet fragrance
Without you I am in prison my life is rigorous sentence
I am your servant you my sweetheart is like princess

Be always with me to help me in trial and tribulation
In your warm arms I seek but real solace and salvation
Let us today be enthralled in love just use every passion
Your style your graces are nothing else but new fashion
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Sweet Angel

Let my sweetheart sail in love boat in ocean of love  
Beauty may encounter new places and new islands  
Peace and solace will be our guides my sweet dove  
Water will just kiss your beauty from shore to shore

There will be no one less you and me to celebrate  
The serenity of solemn occasion under the shade  
My beauty in your style you are so sober and great  
Please do not kill me with beauty's sharp blunt blade

In this journey please let me explore and please  
I only carry your image in my eyes to see through  
My heart wants every love opportunity to cease  
I promise to be yours and want to be mine I do I do

With your presence entire ocean seems so colorful  
Your image has taken over ocean to reflect with grace  
My bottle of wine be my fortune's real sweet angel  
Let me caress and kiss your cheeks just face to face
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Greed And Lust

With body of clay full of greed and lust
Carrying in their eyes and heart just dust
From many hypocrites which one to trust
Their tricks always take them with a burst

Dishonesty is just their sole ornament
Falsehood based on only false comment
Transitory bodies with soul permanent
They play tricks with God cent per cent

Doomsday is about to come and to play
They will not be able to see dawn of day
All is falsehood whatever they just say
In their dirty clay they will be buried to lay

They will the repent on their all crimes
They will carry the tomb of the times
They will have the taste of paradigms
They will face their fate without chimes
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Makes Me Spellbound

My sweetheart my sparkling love candle
You made love just to dance and dandle
With sparkling beauty my life is to kindle
Let me spread my heart to take to handle

To handle like desert thirsty handles water
To make his vision clear from totally blur
Love is that which embraces beauty at altar
I am ship without rudder you are my anchor

Let me love you with sincerity of my heart
Let be in chain of love never ever to depart
God has made you just as a wonderful art
Let me appreciate your warmth from start

Your charming beauty makes me spellbound
You graces and style takes me from ground
Eternal love bond makes to take us all around
Fragrance of glowing beauty is to surround
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Key To Success

Clean heart and clean eyes are real bless
Clear communication is the key to success
It is not good to play with innocents chess
Face is the index of mind of personality dress

Blessed is the one who helps all and sundry
Keeps all in solace and remains himself free
He is the one who keeps all under shady tree
He is not jealous and does not carry jealousy

Love comes and takes him on a love ride
He is rewarded for his real generous stride
He always in reality remain real love guide
Even if he dies, is remembered far and wide
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Light Flashes

Your beautiful curves instigate me to just explore
My curiosity invigorates me for more and more
My sensual pleasure runs just from pore to pore
Beauty in its entirety takes me from door to door

Light streaks come from streaks to show the path
I am just travelling through you like a little moth
Then I damn care about any curse, or any wrath
My love want to cover your beauty like satin cloth

My love has burnt me and now only there are ashes
Embers before dying down produce the light flashes
The sophisticated touch of love has turned to lashes
Beauty and love are now ready to wear golden sashes
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Abstraction

Life is a series of dour, complexities and abstract
Every abstraction causes an other for its sake
It is like a beggar's pot at times fiction at times fact
Looking few for pennies to buy bread or cake
From abstractions what humans have to select
In plain words what they are authorized to take
Few sand castles or innocent wishes so correct
Still in this duel we have to take and to partake
To prove that we are the ones who are to be perfect
World is so false sham and defrauds to a limit
Still we claim that we deserve to get heaven in pack
And divine wine to sip bit by bit with a lady by writ
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Fire In Fire

When beauty encounters real love fire
It is either to burn or to gracefully retire
But from the burn which it is to aspire
That is what remains the burning desire

Love when kindles brings flames along
It is nothing but glowing embers song
To me and to you my love I just belong
The chain of love and bond is really strong

She says I am just a matter of pure clay
She who is for me really dawn of the day
Please do not ask me what price I to pay
Let me take you in my arms and to pray

My beauty my grace my charm and style
Makes me think for a moment for a while
But I know time will remember us for style
For beauty's arrogance for our love's smile
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
In My Life

You are in my life and I tinkle in your heart
From this chain of love it is difficult to depart
Love celebrates beauty by being very smart
If my love you need I may take fresh start

Some words are spoken from eyes in silence
They are great in their cadence and credence
I love your style and warmth of the confidence
Just love with sincerity and take me out of fence

All along path I will go with you side by side
Accompanying your beauty will enjoy love ride
When we will go my sweetheart with real stride
Then I am sure we will be known far and wide
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Heart To Heart

Please take me on to be your part
Let us be so near as heart to heart
Let us have in life totally new start
Love is clever while beauty is smart

Let me own you as purely just mine
Let me sip your beauty as divine wine
Beauty is your symbol love is my sign
Like lips on lips and just line on line

Take me on just like light of the dawn
My sweetheart you walk like a fawn
As near as breath to you I am drawn
So to your beauty my love is just pawn
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Heart On Sleeves

My love is so sober, kind and so serene
She always wears her heart on her sleeves
Remains on screen being beauty queen
Respect over and above she always receives

This is the reason that I love her to explore
What all she has to present to the universe
What else she keeps in her beautiful store
Since she has a grace and style being diverse

My sweetheart there is no other lass like you
You are the one who I kept in my eyes and heart
You are that moon which comes out of blue
To be my part for ever just never ever to depart
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I Am Right

In front of me there is wide open sky
Which inspires me to be ready to fly
And to see truth just from eye to eye
This is my pursuit which I just imply

My heart is in trance my soul in dance
To capture your beauty I take a chance
Let me tell you everything just in advance
Let me assure you my real love stance

Horizons to cross with velocity of light
This is my insight which I keep in sight
See in my eyes they are glowing bright
But this is my conviction that I am right
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Beauty Princess

Your touch of class surpasses fragrance
Your style and graces show your brilliance
Tell your beauty to give me love licence
You are beauty princess I am love prince

Let me praise you and worship like deity
My beloved you are so great and mighty
Please be mine to lessen my fear, anxiety
Love is fiery glow without any such variety

Kill me with your beauty or burn me alive
A precious green ocean of beauty let me dive
From your charm and graces don't deprive
Help my sweetheart love relation to revive
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Love At Play

Love is matter of heart it is not matter of mind
When it touches beauty it leaves horizons behind
It is that eternal process which is kind but blind
It is something which is predestined and defined

With love we can encounter all the barriers of life
It makes us to walk on sword and to take the knife
It is makes us least bothered to go through strife
It culminates in making both husband and wife

Let me see world through your beautiful green eyes
With its force we can touch and encounter all skies
At times it changes size and comes as sheer surprise
To fantasize love, beauty takes on every enterprise
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Blazon Beauty

Darkness glow with your beauty in the dark
Like blazon burning sun it celebrates spark
Allow my love dance with beauty in the park
To capture eternal glory let us be on the mark

My love you surpass and there is no one to pass
So lucid so clear like a divine cup of real glass
You are noble and supreme like a lass of class
We are in love so there is no chance to impasse

Let us take the world with surprise to happily rise
I take you my heart as a natural gift and as a prize
Let with our love our rivals make to get surprise
True love encounters all there are no hidden lies
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Lips On Lips

Lips on lips seeking tips from beauty to explore
Love for beauty is at the door asking for more
Sentiments are travelling from just pore to pore
In the cup of love beauty comes down to pour

Love without rudder is in the ocean of beauty
Sails from shore to shore being liberal and free
What now I can see nothing but beautiful thee
I request to my sweetheart please issue decree

Let us have the feel of fire to aspire to desire
To be in the fire, whirlwind or in the quagmire
My love to aspire your beauty is to to admire
Please show me the truth what graces the attire
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Love Is Sincere

My sweetheart you are like juicy grape
I love that you have a wonderful shape
From your lusty eyes I can never escape
I know that your beauty is like real trap

My love is sincere your beauty can steer
You are like a glass of wine, cup of bear
Since you are so dear so please be near
Please take my love on never ever sneer

I want you as I can't survive without you
Only your good graces can make me thru
I love you I love you that sincerely, I do
Your beauty is original, my love is true

Burn me in fire or just freeze me in snow
You will find me but alive to blow to glow
You are like my life which in my veins flow
To your sublimity I want myself to throw
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Your Delicacy

You are so soft and delicate that even soft touch
Leaves some red scars on your sweet white skin
I never thought that you will be hurt that much
I do apologize for my this just unwarranted sin

I never thought that love can hurt beauty in a way
Where love becomes criminal and beauty just wins
I must confess that I never much more to tell or say
But my fiery love is real sinner full of the dirty sins

Henceforth I will touch you as I touch petals of rose
So that delicacy of your beaty may not be harmed
To praise your beauty my heart intends to be close
Give me your beauty bit by bit to make me charmed
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Eye To Eye

My sweetheart let beauty see love from eye to eye
Your charms and graces take you high to the sky
When I take your hand, do not be modest and shy
Beauty takes over beauty no reason no reason why

I know you are invincible because of your spark
You are a glowing streak of light in the sheer dark
Please take my hand in hand let barking dogs bark
Your melodious voice surrounds me just like a lark

Let us celebrate this moment of love with grace
Come in my arms be mine let us talk face to face
I promise to follow you in life from pace to pace
Make me man of real love give me eternal embrace
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Seed To Plant

My sweetheart let me in beauty love seed to plant
From this world of beautiful chicksits you I do want
You are so daring that your beauty is just to flaunt
Your charms and graces are coming up to vaunt

My love please show me your treasure in style
Forget about the world and be mine for a while
My love as your lover I am known in rank and file
Whatever are circumstances you will find me loyal

What I say that I mean and what I mean that I say
For darkness in my heart you are glowing light ray
Let me take your hand in hand, hand in hand to pray
I am enthralled in your love, any price ready to pay

In your blue eyes I see glowing moon on the blue sky
Your beauty and my love are hand in hand ready to fly
Please take me in your arms in your hands I want to die
How can a true lover face defeat when mission is so high
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On Eternal Edge

My sweetheart let love surpass an eternal edge
Where beauty should glow and blow to pledge
Let love in trance take your fiery beauty to dredge
Let my my sweetheart my love in disgust to allege

Your anger at times make your cheeks red and hot
I think about the rivals and consider it a dirty plot
I love you from the core of my heart and love a lot
But I do believe in your gracious style not to turn pot

I am on my path of love to tread till the other end
When love touches beauty it makes a lovely blend
Please declare verdict on the issue and don't bend
Whatever you do or wear becomes a modern trend

Be mine and let me celebrate the transitory moments
Let the world till last day celebrate the love imprints
Let the future lovers in love take from us all the hints
Let the lovers and beloveds face our real love currents
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Candle Of Life

My sweetheart you are like candle of my life
Flame of your beauty has taken over my soul
Love is precious but it takes life on edge of knife
Less life what else I can offer you my sweet doll

Soul takes music of love to celebrates with beauty
Conscious remain chained, soul dances in trance
My soulmate what else the price of love could be
It remains in the whirlwind to find a real chance

We together can conquer entire world in a jump
So please do not leave me alone to be a pessimist
Let us be away in a jungle to celebrate in a clump
Love is evergreen and beauty remains the ever best
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A Bless

In a colorful dress she came as a bless
At a glance I lost heart I must confess
In that dress she seems like a princess
To find her beauty is my love's success

Love at first sight is the lover's plight
With all seven colors she looks like kite
Her charm emanates a light so bright
With glowing cheeks she is pure white

Alluring beauty which she is to discern
Henceforth she is like my heart's concern
Her beauty is a fire and I want to burn
Now there seems just no point to return
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Au Naturale

My beloved you have touched my secret strings of soul
From your intoxicated role it seems that you are my goal
I can just sacrifice my life on your glowing cheeks with mole
I don't want truth in parts I want truth oft beauty as a whole

In your natural state of beauty it looks you surpass nature
With your curves and curvature what remains, remains blur
When your stretch your arms my soul and heart is just to stir
Let me tell you my beloved for my love your beauty is a blower

Let me tell you burning fire can not burn fire but transform
Shape of fire in sheer love and ecstasy to tell and to inform
All the graces all the charms all the styles to help to reform
To be natural is so good but to be in veils increases all charm
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Beauty Remains

From her black dress her white skin is piercing across
Which put my heart and soul simultaneously at loss
My lusty hungry eyes take my all sentiments across
My saucy and tasty approach takes me just to gloss

My sweet your sweetness travels in my blood veins
Love and beauty are in mood to be chained in chains
Both are playing in ecstasy in series of merciful rains
Now intellect is gone and only fantasy crops up, reigns

So let my sweetheart take a chance to have romance
In drizzling rain of beauty let us in a trance to dance
All styles, charms and graces are your beauty domains
Beauty has eternal quality to cherish hence it remains
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Will Of Master

I am just a drop of water secluded by the ocean
The moment I am separated I am in state of stun
To be the part of my origin I have to but just run
Ocean has uncountable drops but I have just none

In this desert of life for how many days I can survive
My inner beauty attracts me to the ocean but to revive
My survival is at stake, strength from Master to revive
My way to and fro is difficult but I have to but strive

My mission is to complete as it is destined and ordained
In chain of credence with my Master I am just chained
I have nothing at my disposal but I have never complained
I am just a drop of water Will of Master be held sustained
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To Bear Brunt

The origin of love is beauty of blonde
Which knits lover and beloved in bond
Love takes lover to infinity or beyond
Lover wants to keep beauty as pawned

My love your curves are taking my life
They are keeping me the on edge of knife
My pain and pleasure dangles with rife
My love for your sake I can face the strife

You are moon and I am lunatic pheasant
In your love I always remain on the front
In my stance of love I am straightly blunt
For sake of your beauty I will bear brunt

I know my lunacy will affect the intimacy
But my only mission is to make you happy
Your cheeks are creamy your lips are juicy
Your beautiful curves make you more sexy
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Color Of Seasons

My beloved you are so white and so pink
You came from fairies land I have to think
You are like heavenly wine, I want to drink
Your beauty and my love just enjoy same link

Your soft and silky skin is your real charm
My love your beauty keeps my heart warm
Like waves of an ocean they come to swarm
What a gracious style and what a lovely norm

I want to take you on a ride to the mountains
How can I forget the taste of beautiful lemons
Your beauty carries along the color of seasons
Chain of beauty with love just aspire no reasons
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Love Is My Brand

My love, my sweetheart you are so sweet and so smart
When glass faces glass, mirror reflects your every part
Whatever glowing beauty has to offer and has to impart
In chain of beauty and love eyes talk to eyes, heart to heart

My miss I miss you and your glowing style and charm
Your beautiful glance makes me to dance and to inform
Eyes have their own cherished graces and mirror its norm
My burning beauty let me explore your graces without harm

Beauty of your body surpasses every girl on this waste land
I want to establish my rapport on your frequency and band
Allow me to kiss on your glowing rosy cheeks hand in hand
Your glowing beauty is so grand my burning love is my brand
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In Front Of God

In hopelessness and helplessness I wept in front of God bitterly
So that he should help me in trials and tribulations to make me free
For all my sins for all my crimes whom am I to have no valid plea
But only satisfaction and solace with me is His boundless mercy

He has billions and billions across the world but I am alone on road
In flooded ocean I am all alone so only He can take me on board
I do think that if He does not take me I should cut myself with sword
But again His anger and dissatisfaction I can not, dare not to afford

My God, my Love, my Savior, My Heartbeat, my soul to make me flow
I have nothing at my disposal, no good, no virtue and face to show
Please take me under your umbrella to make my darkness to glow
Help me to cherish your love in disparity just to nourish and to grow
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To Favorable Attune

In the entire universe I ca not see any one except you
My love you are so chaste and pure like drop of dew
In dire need only you are the friend to come to rescue
You are my virtue no one else can be of any value

What I see that is image of an image and its reflection
How can part of the whole can claim any perfection
If I burn in this fire of love then I take it only selection
But for God sake take me along I can not bear rejection

My love you are in every thing being the sole burning soul
Our chain of love remains renowned just from pole to pole
I have left any thing to the wind less you are being my goal
This entire universe can not be equal to the price of your mole

You are the origin and I am just a particle of sand in sand dune
Which keeps my heart and soul alive you are that beat and tune
In sheer heat and disgust you are just like the rain of monsoon
Under all circumstances you are my savior to favorable attune
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To Swing

When my love stretch her body in trance
Then my lusty eyes never miss a glance
When in trance her curves take a chance
Then every part of my body starts dance

Her glamour and charisma are at their peak
My heart starts to dance and my heart to seek
My burning emotions flow from cheek to cheek
Then chain of love becomes eternally unique

Your style and grace when bloom in spring
My love my heart is just duty bound to sing
Beauty enjoys with love just a beautiful string
Let me take you to heaven of love to swing
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To Implore

Let my sweetheart to take me a smooch
To see your graces to play with brooch
Beauty in front of love just seeking mooch
In style and taste she is graced like hooch

With beauty what she is and what she is not
Burning like blazon sun in her bosom's knot
Such a wonderful beauty like burning hot
Don't ask about love it is like a beggar's pot

Let burning beauty but spread its real wings
Let beauty dance on soft musical love strings
My sweetheart please don't play with feelings
Your curves and curvatures for me are blessings

Let me teach you love what real love stands for
Through sheer efforts where one has to explore
When nothing is in store then what is to restore
Please be mine in the trial what I have to implore
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Glowing Streak Of Light

My intuition takes me to the origin of light
Where its only glare which can't come to sight
Light all around spreads to take me to delight
Then I feel a streak of light enters to make bright

Light has very many shades like rainbow to show
Intensity of its beauty and velocity to grow, glow
Takes its victim to red blood to celebrate and flow
My sweetheart my love do not waste time in row

Let us capture and quench light to be its real part
Light will remain till end of time as it was in start
One glowing streak of light become soul and heart
Which takes over all darkness of body being smart
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Road To Pleasure

My love on the road of love you are only one
Who in extreme winter shine on me like sun
Warmth of your beauty takes me along to stun
In this cruel world except you there is just none

Your beauty as a treasure is a lifelong pleasure
Your charms and graces take my heart to just stir
You look more beautiful when you are in anger
Full of fragrance my sweetheart is like an azure

Let me love like a staunch lover to celebrate beauty
My sweetheart you are like a juicy and sweet cherry
To serve you my sweetheart is my only first duty
Without you I remain always in trouble and antsy
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To Face Altar

Love is to shade and beauty is to raid
As fire is to fire and blade is to blade
Lover is bruised with injuries but glade
Love is sacrifice, neither barter nor trade

I am in love and ready to be slaughtered
Enthralled in love like a real phoenix bird
Love has made me secluded and just nerd
But my love I do believe you word by word

Kill me with your graces or burn me alive
In the green ocean of beauty let my love dive
My sweetheart your beauty is like real drive
With strength of beauty my love is to revive

Pain of love is a real and ultimate pleasure
My love your beauty is my only treasure
My heart is in a fix and my soul is to stir
Intoxicated in love I am ready to face altar
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One Real Jump

Life is nothing but full of chaos
Man always remains on cross
Being completely in sheer loss
One thinks that happiness across

Ocean of life is widely spread
Conscious is by hallucination led
At times one feels heels on head
Even if he is well fed, well read

Fate takes us in its cruel string
No defense one needs to bring
Man O' God but what silly thing
Under all circumstances is to sing

Effort is needed to relish fortune
Then help from God comes soon
Wings of helplessness to aptly prune
One real jump take us to the moon
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Beauty To Trespass

My sweetheart is so stylish and lush
Her innocence makes her just to blush
Sentiments of love I can not dare crush
She is portrait of beauty my love is brush

Like a pure glass I can see her through
She is so chaste pure like a drop of dew
I am totally lost with her beautiful view
My love wants her beauty to direly pursue

My beautiful beloved with a touch of class
No other beauty can dare to pass surpass
So beautifully transparent as a clear glass
Her beauty has every right just to trespass
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Beauty To Surpass

My sweetheart is so stylish and lush
Her innocence makes her just to blush
Sentiments of love I can not dare crush
She is portrait of beauty my love is brush

Like a pure glass I can see her through
She is so chaste pure like a drop of dew
I am totally lost with her beautiful view
My love wants her beauty to direly pursue

My beautiful beloved with a touch of class
No other beauty can dare to pass surpass
So beautifully transparent as a clear glass
Her beauty has every right just to trespass
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From Place To Place

My bare feet are just bleeding with thorns
I am alone in desert of life with sand dunes
Life has gone to an end every trail forewarns
Your charming beauty with intensity adorns

Lunatic is the lover and fanatic is sweetheart
It does not take any moment and to tear apart
All rivals are so tricky all enemies are smart
I hoot care about the intricacies to play my part

Love demands sacrifices and I am ready for same
I am ready to capture honor to take every blame
Love is like an eternal edge with out any shame
Beauty is like a burning sun and love is like flame

Flame that kindles in the soul brings us face to face
It revitalizes heart to beloved in arms to embrace
Life starts dancing in trance from place to place
Love is case which beauty takes from pace to pace
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Side By Side

My soul is in trance my heart is in spring
Love takes a chance when beauty is in swing
Now our hearts are interwoven in a string
You are my beauty queen I am the love king

So let us celebrate with happiness our date
For your graceful gate let me open my gate
Nothing is in comparison you are so great
Love is only love let us be honest and straight

Fragrance of our love is now far and wide
When your charming beauty is there to guide
Let us Muse to take us on on ultimate love ride
You are like my life let us be on side by side
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Love Ever Before

With your alluring and enchanting beauty on the ride
In sheer ecstasy of love let us touch sky side by side
When in drizzling rain when beauty takes its real tide
Then fragrance of real love spreads just far and wide

No one can take your shape and style just at a glance
How dare an ordinary thing can take extraordinary chance
Let me take your hand in hand and in ecstasy to dance
What happens when light transcends light in sheer trance

My beloved my eyes only see you and just nothing more
Let take my love your beauty in entirety from pore to pore
Story of your beauty and my love is from door to door
The world has not witnessed such type of love ever before
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My Only Remedy

With open injuries and in sizzling drizzling rain
Let my sweetheart be my suture to beat the pain
When your beauty to sooth being my heart chain
From your style and charm you intend me to slain

If you are so sweet then please tinkle like heart beat
In full moon lit night with open hair come to meet
You are so enchanting so alluring wonderfully sweet
Please never ever even think to play with me for deceit

Sacrifices of blood are needed to nurture relation of love
My life and blood are ready to make rosy your cheeks now
Let me please you under all circumstances but tell me how
Your beauty is the real player I am hand like archer and bow
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My Remedy

With open injuries and in sizzling drizzling rain
Let my sweetheart be my suture to beat the pain
When your beauty to sooth being my heart chain
From your style and charm you intend me to slain

If you are so sweet then please tinkle like heart beat
In full moon lit night with open hair come to meet
You are so enchanting so alluring wonderfully sweet
Please never ever even think to play with me for deceit

Sacrifices of blood are needed to nurture relation of love
My life and blood are ready to make rosy your cheeks now
Let me please you under all circumstances but tell me how
Your beauty is the real player I am hand like archer and bow
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From The Heavens

My sweetheart please do not ask about love tempo
But let me explain that your charms make me glow
You are like a rose petal and I am just drop of dew
Your intoxicated smile gives me strength to renew

With your beauty you can conquer every love heart
My love you are so beautiful please never ever depart
I know that you are so clever and interestingly smart
Let my heart my love serve your beauty to play its part

In your company I can play with all trials, tribulations
Whatever you do I love you and your lovely actions
Love has come down your beauty from the heavens
To cater for love notions, beauty spreads all the oceans

Let me love you with sincerity of my heart and my soul
Be my sweetheart and let me play my partner my role
You are my mission my objective and my real set goal
I am yours in entirety and you are mine just as a whole
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Love Code

My love you are like fire and I am revolving around
Your beauty has taken over heart I am not on ground
What I listen is on my neck your broken words sound
What I concluded in your beauty my love is spell bound

You are so charming and sweet to present beauty to ensure
I am like a lunatic lover to pass through all odds to endure
In heart of my heart I can reckon you are so chaste and pure
For my every illness you are the only remedy to just cure

Your rude attitude has brought me from mountains to road
Which now remains my only haven and just the only abode
You are the only sweet melodious song and beautiful ode
Let me be staunch in my love and allow me to follow love code
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My Passion

My sweetheart I love you and love is my passion
Your beauty keeps me on except you is but none
I aspire just for your hand please help me won
Let my love to keep you away from rivals to run
In severe winter my love your warmth is of sun
Let me see you my sweetheart by being one on one
My sweetheart whatever you wear becomes fashion
Whenever I talk about beauty she becomes crimson

My love be mine and I will show all the universe
But let me be specific still you are the diverse
You are so musical that I sing you like a verse
Let your beauty open like fragrance of rose to disperse
People in disgust consider love at time as a curse
But j do understand that you are my real friendly nurse
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From Mile To Mile

In sheer dejection and remorse
Let us understand to reinforce
That love just has its own course
But beauty needs its real discourse

So let my love come face to face
To make a real solid useful base
Approach may differ case to case
But let us move from pace to pace

Your sweetest charm and style
Makes me to think for a while
Relation gets strength from soil
love journey from mile to mile

My sweetheart, my real solace
Be my partner in every crisis
Be beam of light in the darkness
Your presence is just so precious

Let us establish real love stance
Let us pay price for the glance
Let our lunacy take real trance
Glow of beauty to make us dance
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Be In Dance

My love your glance takes me to ecstasy
My heart starts dancing my soul feels free
For me you are like precious green sea
Taste of sailing in thee please never ask me

You are like a cup of eternal divine wine
I am totally yours and you are totally mine
I am in your palm and you are my lifeline
Let me be in cheeks let me make you shine

Let me feel your fragrance let me see in trance
Let me be your part just let me take a chance
I am in your love your beauty is like romance
Be just in me like soul and let me be in dance
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Beam Of Light

With full its intesity withall its real force
A streak of light is in search of its source
What a strange chain of strongest discourse
Passes through very delicate, strange course

Fountain of light can easily accommodate
Love at its peak is just to commemorate
In her beauty my sweetheart is just great
Which changes into fortune my real fate

I am nothing while light is all supreme
From that origin I am just a little beam
Origin is the Master with His great scheme
He tinkles in me while I am in a dream
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To Celebrate

My love your image takes me on
I always find my self just lost
You are like enlightened dawn
Sun will rise for the night blast

Moon is under your feet to kiss
Clouds take you to the fairy land
My sweetheart my beautiful miss
Your beauty is of your brand

Let me kiss you to cherish moment
Let me be your lover to celebrate
You are my love just cent per cent
In your beauty you are just great
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Love I Relish

Love is that touch of class which makes one dance on embers
For lovers who are taken over by beauty are victim of alters
Love is like a beautiful rainbow predominantly by many covers
It is a state where heart is taken over to cut into pieces by daggers
Lovers are in trance of love beloved are the alluring charmers

Love takes its toll while beauty can not be appraised for a price
It comes from edge of eternity and becomes invaluable in price
It assaults suddenly hence is not matter of lover or beloved choice
It is Virtue of God hence can not be taken over any Satanic vice

When I say I'm in love in front of a mirror my image just vanish
But still to love and to be loved is just my real and lunatic wish
My sweetheart your beauty helps me to blossom and to cherish
Still I maintain with a real stance that love remains love I relish
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Strength Of Love

My love in your innocence please do not blush
My love is so delicate please do not just crush
Your voice carries melodious song of thrush
Let me take you to heavenly abode from rush

My emotions mirror your image like pure glass
You are my love queen look like beauty of class
In the entire world there is no one like you lass
Your eternal beauty dances just pass to surpass

Come in my arms, give me warmth of your beauty
I am very lonely in the world please make me free
Take over me as a whole so that my soul could see
I want to be you and never ever want to be just me
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Pass To Surpass

My love in your innocence please do not blush
My love is so delicate please do not just crush
Your voice carries melodious song of thrush
Let me take you to heavenly abode from rush

My emotions mirror your image like pure glass
You are my love queen look like beauty of class
In the entire world there is no one like you lass
Your eternal beauty dances just pass to surpass

Come in my arms, give me warmth of your beauty
I am very lonely in the world please make me free
Take over me as a whole so that my soul could see
I want to be you and never ever want to be just me
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When lunacy takes me to path so steep
In trance let me take just a step to leap
It has become in love difficult to keep
Myself to me but at a glance to weep

I am no more me but a particle of sand
My frequency is lost I have but no band
This is my style you can call it my brand
Can beauty go with love hand in hand

Beauty is fire and love is to play and blast
This is what is considered as just outcast
In my pursuit I am so serene but just fast
Do not call me heretic I am but iconoclast
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Love Like Moon

Your cheeks glow in your curly hair like moon
You are like a drizzling rain in month of June
My heat beats have taken music from your tune
My love will get you and your beauty very soon

Let us try to be completely in love all the rituals
You are more beautiful than fairies and the angels
On your arrival let me lit all lamps and the candles
You surpass in your beauty all the new wed bridles

My beloved I can not name you but your fragrance
You dominate my conscience and are my credence
My prudence carry for you lot of respect, reverence
But fact remains that you have taken away all sense
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To Put Stamp

Love is like beads of rosary to play with beats
A lover is totally lost in beloved to real praise
Beauty has its own pleasant feats and treats
Life offers many chances to be in daze and craze

A real lover never keeps her beloved out of sight
He prefers to play and dance in enlightened light
Beauty blossoms while love is in miserable plight
Beauty has a right to play with love in delight

I am just a traveler and travel to be in transit camp
I do not know I will be able to see through great lamp
Is this a thorny path or reserved for special as ramp
Even if I lose myself in the process, I will put stamp
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Just A Glance

It is good to annihilate self to be part of a whole
Bodies drags to lust while contentment is for soul
To touch reality and to be real ascetic is the goal
In this vast universe beauty carries me like mole

Ascetic is a state where beauty touches beauty
To touch the other end it has to cross green sea
To open this lock love is the ultimate real key
To be the part of Truth heart be clean with plea

I am nothing and Master is all in this real stance
Being real slave how dare I to take any chance
I am staunch in faith and passing through stance
Please help me to clean my eyes to just have a glance
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My Role

My Lord I want to be under your cover
In your light I will definitely but discover
With your help I'll I be really able to recover
And will act upon the given real love charter

Your streak of light will show me the path
Hence I will be saved from probable wrath
Save me and my family fro, burning hearth
You are candle of light and I am your moth

Give me satisfaction of my heart and soul
I am all alone with you be my only sole goal
Like a particle of sand I want to join the whole
Like a real obedient servant I know my role
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My friend you have lost all your ways
Life can not be spent on borrowed rays
When some gets just the counted days
Then he is liable for the price he pays

You have selected dummy gods in life
You think they will help you in strife
Be ready to be cut with the same knife
You have put in danger your life, wife

With corruption you think to prosper
In the process you have made path blur
You will have to repent just but after
Your life and faith is at stake the broker

Still is the time to take back your soul
Do not consider Satan provider of goal
Still you have time to exercise control
Before you get destruction as a whole
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Our Cadence

When beauty pierces from your soft attire
My heart just dangles and dances to aspire
In the wake of love's blazon burning desire
My beloved let us get on like a house on fire

Let us take a chance to in our love ambition
Let us burn together for sake of love mission
Let us be just victorious in this sacred session
Let us in the world establish this love fashion

My beloved oneness will make all the difference
This act will give our cadence more brilliance
Your presence will mark just my worthy absence
No nuisance of bodies will vanish the distance
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So Called Relatives

Blood relations are blood thirsty
Their images are completely dark
They never leave any chance to be
To get any weakness on the mark

A pity affair portray on the screen
They never share happiness or sorrow
Their dirty faces can be really seen
When you just aspire to take or borrow

They don't accompany us for our pleasure
They take their vengeance always along
To get a chance to play with us and to tear
Our hearts apart on the bases we belong

So it is to good to avoid these night jackals
It will facilitate not to take any such chance
Life is a tricky path of all the downs and falls
Hence one should not be always in trance
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A Deep Dimple

Your beautiful cheek have a deep dimple
Your neck is clear like water in a crystal
My heart wants to play with and fondle
My sweetheart you are so lovely, graceful
My sweetheart you are so youthful, graceful
Your soft skin is so enchanting and sensual
You are like a moon soon rain to just drizzle
Your beauty is delicate my love is forceful

Please give your hand in hand not to debar
In real love chain we in togetherness are at par
Please be my suture to heal my wounded scar
Let us be like real lovers to vanish every war
Spring is in bloom so please be on guard not mar
I seek light from your beauty my northern star
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To Be Couple

I am burning in the same fire as you burn in
To love you my love and to burn in is no sin
My life and soul are sacrificed on mole's chin
Taste of your lips taste like taste of pure gin

My sweetheart you look like beauty of class
My love reflects from your beauty like glass
Please allow me to take you along just to pass
My beautiful innocent alluring lovely lass

Burn me with your fire of beauty to be eternal
My souls relief my real heart's sweet angel
Give me more chances be kind in love not cruel
Let be more lucid and clear in love to be a couple
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My Gratitude

In rain when your dress make your figure nude
My heart in trance jumps to the high altitude
You softens of body surpasses your being rude
Then my love is bound to pay homage, gratitude

Let me touch you and take all warmth with taste
Please let me do all this in a hurry and in haste
I salute in trance to your honor, being pure, chaste
Let me put my hand to take you near on your waist

When I just take my head on your bosom's knot
I can feel your beauty with its warmth being hot
Please rest assure with sincerity I love you a lot
But I am afraid because our stay in world is short
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Burning Coals

Love is like walking on burning coals
It is a real test of all the real loving souls
Love and beauty has just different roles
Beauty on love exercises its all controls

Very many tests are on the way of love
Please do understand my innocent dove
Since we have crossed all the barriers now
So be ready with your archer and the bow

For the taste of your eyes I can just do a lot
Keeping tight the love and beauty’s knot
You will burn me being so burning and hot
Let us keep intact the beauty of love plot

Embrace me and burn me with your charm
Being in real love my love is just no harm
Let love show and practice its real norm
Allow my love to take over beauty by storm
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Reflection Of God

Entire universe is the reflection of God
I am the just smallest particle my Lord
I fully understand that the life is so hard
But I am really proud to be my Lord's ward

Continuous struggle is my aim, objective
My good fortune is all but its reflective
In very many aspects I dare not to selective
What ever response comes from is corrective

I am viceigrent of Lord I fully understand
He has made me to explore His all the land
With His sheer love, He takes me hand in hand
This is what is my submission to His love band
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Price In Trance

My sweetheart please embrace me in trance
I want to see your beauty from just eye to eye
Please help me and my love to take a chance
Let us in touch the eternal heights of the sky

I want to feel your warm breath on my neck
Let me take divine wine from your rosy lips
Please give me freedom don't impose any check
Allow me to take in beauty's lake many dips

Now my love is chained in your beauty for life
Let me take you along for love dance and romance
Please do not keep me now on sharp edge of knife
Let my sacrifice my life on you to pay price in trance
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Torture Of Life

What is life it is very difficult to understand
For some thorny path for others rosy garland
For some it is luxury for others castle on sand
Idiosyncrasies never vanish but go hand in hand

There are very many who aspire for loaf of bread
Many do not get coffin even if are mercilessly dead
Valiant are debarred and just by jackals they are led
With blood of innocent people grow the roses in red

A revolution is needed to strike balance on the earth
All are equal no one is low or high by status of birth
If one search for real clean hearts there is but no dearth
All are God made with dignity honor style and worth
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My Stance

With its full force in veins it flows and glows
Love either takes you to glory or to the gallows
When beauty in trance becomes ready and shows
Price of that rose a lovers understands and knows
When every thing changes its shape to love rose
When beauty becomes heavenly wine to bulldoze
When lover in love becomes lunatic and he owes
Then beauty in intoxication takes a chance, throws

The entire universe takes herself to that love dance
Happiness shares herself everywhere to take chance
Nothing remains stable but goes to just a real trance
Entire world is dominated either by love or romance
Let my sweetheart be the part of that ecstasy to enhance
Please expose your beauty in delight to prove my stance
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Who Dares

Life is full of eddies and whirlpools
God will prevails over all the rules
All those who don't know are fools
This can not be taught in the schools

Daring are those who dare to encounter
Winners are those who just face the altar
Life is real domain and not just barter
Sincerity asks for all clarity and candor

Challenges but refine vision with clarity
Strength in faith makes one strong, free
A fortunate is one that hols the real key
Success comes as a matter of right plea
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Love In Real Sense

Cupid is throwing arrows of love on left and right
My love your beauty inspires me to be more bright
Love is a rainbow and like seven colors sweet kite
I am not on ground but in ecstasy taken by delight

Sensual pleasures makes me to fly in the fresh air
I know towards me you are more lovable and fair
You have really help me to climb up every love stair
Now I can appreciate your beauty layer after layer

My beloved in this cruel world only you are my friend
I am really impressed by your sober style and trend
Please be mine and give your hand in mine to bend
Let us together be the champion of love to pretend

We are in love let the world know this in real sense
Let us see the world from colorful eyes with the lens
Let us be more free and overcome all this suspense
Let take love in the company out of all this dirty fence
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To Cross All

My sweetheart you are so beautiful and I aspire to inspire
Knowing fully well that it is to play hide and seek with fire
You are my heart's satisfaction and you are my soul's desire
But under all circumstances I will manage to get to acquire

You are mine hence I will get you on the peril of my life
For your eyes sake I can sacrifice life on edge of the knife
I don't care whether in your company I face odds or strife
In the entire world I can not see any one else but you my wife

Come with me so that we get all the satisfaction and luxuries
Let us have as a cover all the wonderful and evergreen trees
Let us be in the company of all the flowers with humming bees
Let us in one go cross all the seven skies and all the seven seas
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Love Evergreen

When drops of rain trip from your rosy cheeks
Then I lose my senses in real trance to take chance
I lost completely in curly paths on mountain peaks
I do not know whether it is sheer love or romance

When you touch me then my heart is in control
It wants to pick you up and to dance in trance
You are real taste of my love and beauty of soul
Let celebrate our love in beautiful Italy or France

Let me assure you I will love you for ever and ever
You will remain queen of my heart till my last breath
No one can create any distance have faith never
Our love will remain evergreen even after death
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The Shining Wall

My love your name is written on shining wall
Your reflection makes me beautiful and tall
Surrounded by fragrance I am listening call
In your company on peak in the absence in fall

You are so pure and chaste which I can see
In the entire world no one else that could be
Blooming rose on my rosy heart and soul, s tree
Even in complete mist I can see image of thee

So perfectly carved with alluring beautiful curves
You have subdued and just taken over my nerves
With charm and grace beauty but gladly serves
From heart of heart all praise your beauty deserves

Let me kiss you and my love please kiss me back
What can I do for you and your fantastic beauty's sack
The qualities which you require in me I know I do lack
Please allow me to have a love assault on you to hijack
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Love Peaks

You have taken away my heart with smile
I have lost my self with your graceful style
I promise I will remain selfless and loyal
So think about me again just for a while

Let me be your partner for ever
Please be mine and leave me never
Let bear fruit my real love endure
Let our relation be strong and pure

Let me kiss your glowing cheeks
Taste of your beauty my heart seeks
Let me praise for days and weeks
Let us feel delighted on love peaks
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White Like Snow

My love you are pure and white like snow
Fire of my love will make you glow
Spring season is not the season of row
In love you are smart and I am slow

My love help me to gain my confidence
With your love increase me in resilience
You are my faith you are my credence
Chain of love and beauty will gain excellence

Please take me in your warm arms with care
Kindly be more honest and be more fair
Let increase in taste of beauty and in flair
Let us unite to be a world’s best pair
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Page To Page

When love spreads its silver wings
Then beauty wears the golden rings
Beauty, being divine wine brings
Then clean heart in jubilation sings

Love is sweet and precious in its mark
Beauty is to bring all light to the dark
You are sapling bud and I am the bark
You are the sweet voice and I am the lark

Let us break every chain and bondage
Let us be out of this worldly cage
You look more sweet when in rage
Let me open beauty from page to page
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Let Me Endorse

Beauty of snow makes you to glow
My love you are an arrow in the bow
Your excellence of beauty has lot to show
You are in me as stream of blood flow

You are like a lotus in the lake
I can sacrifice my life for your sake
Less you, all the world is but fake
You my sweetheart is my hot cake

Let me embrace you with love force
Please give me your lips so I endorse
Let in love follow the right course
Let us be optimist and shun remorse
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Be My Queen

Let my love take refuge in hidden paradise
Let us take this world by surprise
Let our innocence protect in disguise
Let my love take your beauty as a prize

Unless I see you I do not find solace
Your beauty finds in my eyes high place
How can I pay tribute to your grace
Allow me to take your beauty pace to pace

My love you remind me blossoming spring
In which I have given you love ring
Beyond love there is no other thing
Be my queen and make me your king
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Heart Is Lost

My beloved your beauty makes me spell bound
I feel that I am no more on ground
When your fragrance spreads to surround
My heart is lost my soul is found

Its your love which makes me glow
Then I forget everything in flow
Fire of your beauty makes my love to blow
Beyond your beauty nothing is with world to show

My love you are natural rose of mountain
Your beauty is like divine wine fountain
Like you in world is no one
Extend your hand as charity to make me one
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My sweetheart you are like a mountain rose
Because of your beauty my heart takes you close
Your charms and grace is enough to bulldoze
Please keep love relation and don't disclose

Let rivals keep astray not to find
With stamp of beauty make love bind
Allow my love to explore and don't mind
Let in innocence our love to rewind

Come to my heart and make it paradise
Have more clarity and be wise
Let me appreciate your style and poise
Let your beauty rise to my love size
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Charismatic Personality

My sweetheart your charismatic personality attracts infect
I am taken away by this strong force to detect
My power of love my intuition to a pact
Request to your graces please never ever to reject

My honesty of purpose wants me to totally submit
My bless on love in front of your charming beauty to hit
My heart is a victim of your beauty bit by bit
Please extend your all help to issue a clean chit

My love blossom like a rise in spring to spread fragrance
Increase me in my praise to make solid my credence
Now it will be difficult to live in your absence
Life without you will be nothing but rigorous sentence
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Beauty Of God

Beauty of God is spread all around
Its fragrance takes me above the ground
His mercy comes down to surround
In my obedience I am bound

I know He loves His creation a lot
Being his slave I wear love knot
His beauty surmounts my beggars pot
In ocean of life He drives my yacht

I don't have words to praise His kindness
I lack figures for blessings bless
Whenever I create complete mess
I am protected by Him I confess
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Thirst of eyes can nevend ever just end
Even if the heart is continuously to bend
Beauty has very many shades to pretend
Love in its entirety all signals are to send

Time has to test the veracity of love communion
When love and beauty to blossom in reunion
Beautiful chain of actions make job well done
Ambitions being nasty are required to be shun

My chaste beloved you are like drop of dew
Whatever meaning someone may to construe
When beauty seems really alluring and true
Then love proves its presence thru and thru

My sweetheart be my guide to sail and sail
Make me successful and never ever to fail
Allow me to see you just with out any veil
Let me help you to encounter the hidden trail
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The Explorer

When I look in the mirror I find you there
Your beauty has overtaken me I just swear
It was glare of beauty which turned to flair
This is what is just called the real love affair

I know love is that fire which burns completely
It is a real lock to which beauty is the real key
Chain of love and beauty makes both parties free
So let us honestly perform this onerous duty

My sweetheart I love you and I care for you
You are a moon which comes from out of blue
On the red rose petal you are just a drop of dew
Your beauty has given me a life a fresh and new

My love embrace me and be in my arms for ever
Make my heart and soul to reinvigorate to stir
Let your beauty be more bolder and to glitter
Your grandeur of beauty makes me your explorer
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The Widow

My sweetheart it is not good to waste time in row
It is always good in love to forgive and just foget
With compassionate love beauty tends to glow
I will win over your heart you can let me to bet

Beauty is ever sparing while love is ever forgiving
Don't waste this fragrant spring let blossom like flower
Sacrifice may be price for living so let's continue living
Increase ecstasy of the moments by being like a shower

You and me are destined for each others sweet company
Then don't allow the rivals to just interfere and to waste
Love chain makes us enchanting it makes us more free
Let slowly achieve love extreme with out being in haste
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Your beauty takes me on and with my love resonates
Then in a trance I feel you in me and just my all around
In these happy moments charm of beauty blossom celebrates
My love and your beauty makes a divine chain all around

My sweetheart take me along on the unknown paths of life
Together we will condemn and together we will celebrate
I love you to the extent that even if you keep me in pain on knife
Let me declare like a staunch lover that whatever comes I will tolerate

My sweetheart be mine whether circumstances are rough and tough
We will sail in a love boat to the other end of the great green ocean
We will remain loyal and truthful and never ever try to cheat or bluff
In all customs of life we will cherish and blossom like a job well done
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Sweet Heavenly Wine

My sweetheart you are like a full bottle of heavenly wine
When I have a glance at her I feel I am intoxicated to brim
My love when you come in light with your beauty to shine
In front of her excellent charming beauty my ego is to trim

My beloved when comes to see the full moon that hides
Sun also takes shelter of clouds not to face such blazon fire
Every thing avoids her appearance submits in front abides
She is so wonderfully beautiful that she makes others retire

My love you have enchanted me and entralled in a manner
That I am nowhere and you can be seen everywhere around
Please allow me to be in your arms under your love banner
Allow me to be together allow and your fragrance to surround

Me all around to be with you in your arms to take rest forever
I am your staunch lover and love you fully at peril of my life
Let me declare that I will remain your friend and will you never
Please let me explore the beauty of yours and do not keep on knife
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Path To Pleasure

Love is what one takes to the peak
Love is what one seeks the treasure
Beauty is just what in reality to seek
In communion with love real treasure

Let me praise my beloved to the limit
I want to take charms of beauty bit by bit
Come my sweetheart and by my side sit
With your graces of love come near to hit

Be just mine and leave all whatever rest
God has given you beauty and made best
Be in my arms and place your face on chest
Be in blossoming spring my beautiful guest

Love is supreme and your beauty is the cream
In my life you are real enlightening light beam
Beauty is evergreen and ever flowing stream
Love commands all in this love chain and team
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Love To Dance

My sweetheart rise like full moonlit night
Spread your light and make me full bright
overtake my heart and charm me with delight
Be my sight and increase me in my insight

Your alluring graces make hearts to dance
Let me take my love just chance after chance
Which made me lunatic that was just a glance
Your wonderful beauty made me to romance

I am no more but I see you glowing all around
To praise you in entirety I am just totally bound
With one glance of yours I am no more on ground
Your fragrance is all around with music and sound

Let us tread on unknown paths to explore unknown
Let us be fair and honest what love has just shown
On your sincerity and charity my love has thrown
Let us be settled by making a separate love zone
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Glowing Light Beam

My sweetheart you are like a mirror to reflect
I am so imperfect and you are so perfectly perfect
I so upset and you are so serene and divinely set
I can not forget that wonderful day when we met

My beloved you are like a flowing good stream
In sheer darkness you are like glowing light beam
Which I see with open eyes you are that sweet dream
I feel strong and will win because you are in my team

Let me take you to flow in me like flow of my blood
You travel in me like my emotions my sentiments flood
You are growing in me like new beautiful lovely bud
You have changed me to a wonderful man from mud

My sweetheart you are so soft and silky like petal of rose
When ever I look at you my heart dangles dances and goes
I can tell you how you fragrance touches and then grows
When you embrace me my heart feels reinvigorated and glows
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World To Whirl

Love is what makes entire world to whirl
Beauty just takes it with full force to swirl
My sweetheart my lovely beautiful girl
I am a green ocean you are precious pearl

Let me take you to the other bank of river
Let my love take your beauty as a driver
Let me take your sentiments just up to stir
My love is the anchor your beauty is harbor

Be my sweetheart and never ever debar me
From sweetness of your beauty to look to see
True chain of love with beauty will make free
Both of us on love stance and on valid love plea
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Alluring Wine

The sun is shining all around you to make you more bright
You my sweetheart in sheer darkness crop up like real light
Now I can not see you anything else but you my sight insight
My beautiful sweetheart you are source and symbol of delight

Take me in your light and help me to encounter all dark path
In your company I am ready to take every pain and the wrath
I do understand that your beauty will burn me like a hearth
But I am fully enthralled by your blazon beauty like a real moth

Let me wrap my hands around your waist to hold near my heart
Please remain in company to never ever leave me alone to depart
Let me tell you that I aspire for you and love you from the very start
My sweetheart you are wonderfully beautiful and charmingly smart

Let me take you away from the eyes of the world to heaven of divine
Let me take you and sip you bit by bit like intoxicating and alluring wine
I am symbol of real love and you my sweetheart are alluring beauty sign
I can sacrifice my life on you because you travel in me and you are mine
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Bondage Of Perfection

Do not measure me from my surface
I am deep like an ocean full love life
Let me kiss glowing cheeks, embrace
Open me layer to layer with a knife

When you me cut in to little pieces
My heart will show you image of love
My soul will show you all beauty creases
I request you to explore me my little dove

My love is hall mark of my of sincerity
Your beauty is like the ultimate truth
You have extended all graces in charity
The intentions of the rivals are uncouth

My beloved embrace me with intensity
Take me in your arms with full affection
Your beauty increases my love in density
This is the bondage which brings perfection
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Be Mine

Spark of your beauty takes me to the top of the world
I feel reinvigorated and take myself as winner of chance
Chain of love and beauty has wondered world with herald
With wondered glance my heart just starts to dangle dance

My sweetheart come and play with me hide and seek in rain
Be my guest to enlighten darkness of my life with salty taste
Be my partner in every pain and pleasure to help me to drain
Every precious moment of life is to be enjoyed and not to waste

Take me to your heart and be my heart in every sheer despair
Love me and allow me to be always in your sweet company
Be mine and be my beloved whether that may be fair or unfair
let us leave this world in trance and be in love paradise to be free
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Grace Of Beauty

Grace of beauty aspires for its price
love has to offer whatever its sacrifice
Beauty increases fire to entice spice
My sweetheart you are sweet and nice

let me explore all charms and graces
let my heart in trance touch embraces
I have collected all images and all traces
What love desires interaction of faces

My love you have taken my soul and heart
Let be together just never ever to depart
My eyes carry your image from very start
You and me are eternally united in short
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Pace To Pace

Love passion is playing tricks on me
To take the beauty to the just open sea
To a place where we in love feel free
Let us on this plea to unite and agree

No one should ever try to divide or separate
Let us make love sentiments really great
All troubles of life we have to sustain, tolerate
With wine of your lips fortune will be our fate

In coming spring just blossom like petals of rose
Take sword of beauty to play love to bulldoze
I am but of love give me from beauty a full dose
In wild search hidden beauty may crop up expose

My beloved my sweetheart my style my grace
You happen to be from queen of the fairies race
Bring near your red glowing cheeks be face to face
Let me take you on from step to step, pace to pace
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Lust To Dust

Dirty hearts carry greed and lust
To get the taste they can just burst
Humans when go down are the worst
Bodies made of dust will embrace dust

Eyes take and give lust up to the brim
Wise is that who can control and trim
Vice creeps and acts in the darkness to dim
Situation becomes more morose and grim

When lust enthrals blood to vicious assault
Wine acts as a catalyst to give taste like salt
When the criminal fails to stop and to hault
When all blunders take shape of just a fault

Flirt and lust when just burst to real rape
Man and woman become Satan in the shape
When man in intoxication grabs the grape
Then humanity finds just no place to escape
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With Clarity

Let us walk hand in hand on the river bank
Let me present my vote of love to beauty to thank
Let us fill the emotional gap between all blank
Let us talk about charms of beauty in manner frank

Let us see sand particles receding with every wave
Let pave my way to graces of beauty with more crave
Let my love be the real appraiser of beauty to enslave
Let us spell out our sentiments to be just more brave

Let my sweetheart allow me to love you with intensity
Let extend your all beauty to my love as a gifted charity
Let us encounter all odds and obstacles with more clarity
Let us abolish all differences created by rivals with hilarity
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Take A Challenge

At times it just seems that I wasted my life
Throughout the time on double edged knife
Progress and prosperity pverity and strife
Were test like injuries by my fortune as a wife

With worthless options and the useless plans
Insweatining summer and severe snow and rains
With all the hatred, contempt, dislikes disdains
With just ulterior motives and nefarious designs

But I took every challenge to turn my pain to pleasure
Hence I was able to discover and recover the treasure
My state of heart and mind one can not be able to measure
From all this dirty rut I rose like a man and like a soothsayer
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All chicks are beautiful in general but you are in particular
You my sweetheart my beloved is the real love originator
Your beauty enchants me you are my heart and soul elevator
My love to your beauty is the frequent and regular visitor
You are my beacon of light and my eyes are the upholder
We both travel together on the path of love the real traveller
In front of your beauty and graces my love has to surrender
I am your burning blazon sun you are my sweeet sunflower
You are my aim and mission I am your follower the soldier
My life was tasteless and useless your beauty is more spicier
Your beauty is so seductive and charming my love is seducer
You are in love with me and I am in love to be good romancer
Your beauty is like a prison house and I am your sole prisoner
Your beauty is so silky so shiny and I being in love is obtainer
Let my sweetheart assure you that I will be company to you forever
Please extend me your beauty in love I am the heart borrower
Your beauty is real behaviour and my love is actual beholder
Without my love will vanish and ultimately it will just whither
Your beauty is so sweet so charming so charmer and so stunner
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Love Bid

So upright so soft and silky figure
Which makes my heart to trigger
Her glowing cheeks make me to spur
For such a question there is no answer

I am her fan it is simple and plain
First time I had glance in summer rain
Now I carry along her real love pain
We are now chained in a real love chain

She is my Muse I am her loving Cupid
What ever said by her is just well said
Under her attire treasure of beauty is hid
For her beauty's sake I can offer my love bid
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Spiritual Realms

God can be seen with pure heart and chaste eyes
With intensity of love one can break horizons, skies
Soul takes flight to eternity when body in helplessness dies
There is no one else but God in whose front one just cries

God declares that who owns Him should not own people
Real relation are based on sincerity and can not be dull
Purity of body and soul takes one to flight to make angel
Chances to be above board and to be great are just ample

The day I turned my heart to God I am under complete cover
He is extra kind to be merciful and to award me for my endure
I worship I praise Him like my beautiful beloved by being His lover
Fragrance of this beloved relation cherishes like an evergreen flower
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Love Exchange

When my heart with intesity of love craves
Its touch of your beauty which eagerly saves
When in trance crop up emotions like waves
Then my innocent emotions raves and paves

My love path to your beauty cherishes in range
Except you everything in the world seems strange
When hidden desires come in eyes to love exchange
When on one pretext another a meeting is to arrange

Love touches its peak and beauty opens up to be seen
Then ocean of love makes beauty eternal and evergreen
When universe changes in to a beautiful real love scene
When in company of the world rivals become really mean

Then let me take you to some other beautiful paradise
My innocent sweetheart be just more clever and wise
For my love your beauty is a wonderful gift and surprise
Let us accompany the glorious eternal height to rise
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My Heart's Desire

My sweetheart it is your time to shine
Enthrall me like a full bottle of wine
Your beauty spreads graces lovely and fine
Intensity of love takes us on sweet love line
Let love and beauty to merge and align
Your beauty is like a deity eternally divine
In streaks of beauty let my love refine
Your beauty carries Creator's fine design

Don't debar me from your praise and worship
Let me take this wonderful wine just sip by sip
From your beauty my love deserves lovely tip
Allow me to embrace you in trance to have a dip
Let us be together from peak to peak and lip to lip
Let us be on love ride to have beauty's real trip
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Profound Feelings

My feelings of love are so ardent and so profound
That I'm bound to see you charming beauty all around
In just a one glance you have taken me from the ground
Now I am no more in me flabbergasted and astound

When love plays its role then beauty takes its real toll
You travel in me like my blood like my eternal soul
You are my aim, objective and my just ultimate goal
Please don't leave me bit by bit but be mine as a whole

Let me take you to a place where should only be you and me
Let me wealthy by taking all precious pearls from your sea
Let hatred take away all the rivals leaving you and me free
I have nothing with me less I love you and that's the only plea
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Labour Day 2016

I took birth on the labour day
I travelled like a tiny light ray
With my sincerity I will but say
For my nation I will price to pay

My sincerity will lead me to right
I am not afraid of my miserable plight
My physical sight leads me to insight
Being glorious to the ultimate height

My labour is my identity and hallmark
Which encounters every way in the dark
In ocean of life on every step there is shark
My heart carries wisdom of a religious clerk

Relentless effort takes me to the right path
I am ready to encounter every cruel wrath
My hell is in me like a real burning hearth
My work is my candle and I am the moth
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Let Me Love

Every beauty needs appreciation along
This is whwat is love's ultimate song
My beloved I love you whether right or wrong
It's only me to whom you need to belong
Moments of love are too short bond is strong
Our chain of love is not transitory its lifelong
Moments of happiness are needed to prolong
My beloved please don't play with me ping pong

Let us be sincere to take but all the benefit
With your charms my heart is severely hit
Let me kiss you in trance and praise bit by bit
In my sheer darkness you have to bring light to lit
Listen to my emotions and heart beat just sit
Let me take you on journey of love give me clean chit
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Hatred Increases

Hatred increases the intensity of love
My sweetheart my little innocent dove
Please take my words in a manner now
Beauty and love are like archer and bow

Attraction increases to its glorious height
My beloved you are charming and bright
In my darkness of heart you portray light
With you I can take the real eternal flight

Love me like a real like a staunch lover
I am a pond of water you are lotus flower
Tak love under your charming beauty's cover
Provide me cover and don't try just to uncover

I am yours and you are mine in real trance
Allow me to take just a chance after chance
Accept in entirety my love and my romance
Let us feel free in love and accompany to dance
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My Avatar

You are like moon like light ray like shining star
To see one glimps of yours I have left my door ajar
Please come to me and don't let your self too far
Wonderful moments of love are not to distort or mar

In an eternal chain of beautiful and love bondage we are
All the world including our rivals are with us at war
You my beautiful innocent little girl is for me lika avatar
You are fountain of beauty and fragrance full reservoir

My sweetheart heart please don't debar me from charm
You are so lovely so delicate and you are wonderfully warm
Beauty has its own style love has its own eternal divine norm
Universe dances to look at you and to have a glance at fotm
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Disparity

My better half left me for good
Because I lost my knighthood
What I could that I definitely would
We were good friends in our childhood

But now time has taught the tricks
Our castle of love has broken the bricks
But now I am left to the worldly kicks
Even if I have lot many other chicks

But taste of her soft and silky kiss
I can not and dare not just miss
I considered her in reality a bliss
But she never took a time to dismiss

Note. This is experience of one of my friends but it can suit to any one
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Enchanting Lover

She is like a butterfly flying just from rose to rose
In her emotional flight she just wants to buldoze
Whosoever comes in her way silently on his toes
She is so wonderful with her beauty she just blows

All garden is enthralled with her graceful charms
She cherishes love and never ever inflict harms
With her embrace every one she entices and warms
But some clever boy wants to capture her with alarms

With touch of the screwed she loses herself and her color
Love has lost its identity in the hands of an enchanting lover
She is now in pieces being after played cover after cover
Garden is in fix she has taken away the heart of every flower
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Dirty faces are busy in cleaning from faces dirt
This is how they manage to just play, act and flirt
Mean people are always ready to remain alert
Innocent emotions of innocent people are hurt

Corrupt people have corrupted and crippled law
They draw all the benefits just and then to withdraw
Morality degradation is what is just ultimate flaw
Honeasty is of no consequence is but like a straw

Leaders be always above the board not to play game
To lower down the integrity is nothing but a pur shame
Standards of high ideals should be real ultimate aim
Ordinary people being third rate take extraordinary blame
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My Sight

Pain of love increases in every summer rain
Fragrance of your beauty surrounds me in vain
Your beauty kills me your charms are ready to slain
My love and your beauty are in real eternal chain

Shower all innocence extend all alluring beauty tricks
In the company of your beauty my love explores and kicks
No trial or tribulation can come in my way if comes trips
You are the most beautiful no doubt world is full of chicks

Please be my company in every darkness and in every light
Touch me with your softness and make me just more bright
You are my rainbow you are my seven colors sweet good kite
You are my life tinckle in my heart give me insight my sight
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Grace And Style

My soul is alive my body is dead  
I am totally covered in a coffin red  
Petals of roses are on my own bed  
But drops of my blood are really led

By that terrorist who made me blast  
Taken my life just at my nation's cost  
My blood will take its toll from that last  
Because he is a rebel and I am iconoclast

My blood will blossom in a very strong tree  
Which will make but everyone just free  
Not again to witness this horror and see  
His stance is invalid I have a real valid plea

He will die for the rascals I die for the nation  
He will die as criminal I die to uphold salvation  
I am the most beautiful he is just dirty creation  
He is ruthless I am graceful in my style and fashion
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Beauty To Nurse

Soft like clouds thundering like lightening
What my sweetheart just wants me to bring
My love wants to be burnt and wants to cling
My heart is taken over by her beauty to sing

Love is a fire reinvigorated by beauty's charm
In sacrifice for love there is no rule no norm
Whenever she emanates beauty and is in form
Then I think in giving myself to her is of no harm

When I drink from her fountain of divine wine
I think from the core of my heart she is only mine
She is so energetic wonderful, beautiful and fine
I remain no more when she my love takes me on line

There is no one else like her in this entire universe
She flows in me like a stream from just verse to verse
She is so charming stylish and wonderfully so diverse
I am patient of love she is an alluring beauty to nurse
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Distances Can't Mar

Distances can't mar beauty of a sweetheart
Real love in its entirety can't allow to depart
My beloved is so chaste and as well as smart
She tinkles in me like my heart from the start

So how can I forget her blossoming beauty
From cruel clutches of rivals she made me free
In her glowing eyes I saw twinkling star and sea
With her love and affection she made me as me

I recall all never ever to forget but just to set
She was like a mercy from heaven I can't forget
There is no one like her in the world that I bet
I declare her my sweetheart without fear or fret
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Take Me In Lap

Embrace me and extend your shoulder to weep
Take me in your lap for deep and eternal sleep
Give me all horizons and vistas in just one leap
In your bosoms knot like heart take me and keep

World has played very nausty and hurt me a lot
I am just roaming door to door as poor beggars pot
At times it seems I am of no sequence like a dot
But I am sure blood never goes waste it becomes clot

I am in dire need of your support in this difficult time
I sacrificed everything when I was in youth and prime
I always remained in your company to enjoy your clime
But now I am downtrodden and life has become a crime
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Mile To Mile

Love blossoms in beauty's field
It provides a real strong shield
Sincerity makes the world to yield
Love injuries can't be easily healed

My love is but of pain and pleasure
I carry it along like a life treasures
Path at times seems to be just blur
But I really have the honour to endure

Hence love carries a real hallmark
Beauty comes to its jaws like shark
Beauty is but a real song of the lark
Let beauty celebrate its love in park

My love please help me my love trial
Just forget about the world for a while
Crop blossoms with real sheer toil
I will follow you from mile to mile
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Broken Heart

You have changed love emotions in to ashes
Glass of my heart has been broken in to pieces
My love has lost all its cadence and all chances
To my honesty of purpose these are the responses

Rivals have won you on the bases of their tricks
Beauty has taken away love to play with kicks
World is full of all charming colorful good chicks
But on every right love paths there is wall of bricks

Pain in life brings cleanliness and all refinement
Truth is bound to be in the annals of history to print
It is blink of an eye or just from beauty a lovely hint
Dishonest attitude on the part of beloved brings dint
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Good Fortune

My sweetheart you are like good fortune
My heart is a sky and you are the moon
Be my guest let me see you with me soon
On which my heart dances you are that tune

If I don't see you I feel dejected and morose
Which gives fragrance you are that pink rose
Your charming graces always ready to buldoze
Which makes me intoxicated you are that dose

Your blazon wamth takes me to eternal flight
In my sheer darkness you just tinkle like light
Being my fortune you make me fully bright
Your enchanting sight brightens my insight

Come in my arms make me perfectly eternal
By sprinkling essence change my life so dull
You are a so beautiful precious and good pearl
Which has abode in my heart you are that girl
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Wine To Drink

Your lips are so soft so silky and so pink
This is the divine wine which I want to drink
Intoxication travels from every link to link
Open your ocean green eyes and let me sink

My beloved I am taking you in with a slow pace
I want to take and sip your sweet juicy good face
In sheer intoxication just let me kiss and emrace
Let us be in heaven of love so that no one can trace

My sweetheart you are full of all charming graces
When I touch you your fragrance blossoms, embraces
With one soul and one heart we have sparkling faces
Our love and beauty will be remembered thru races
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Charming Gesture

Beauty is to blossom with its charming gesture
Love is to collect all graces to be the winner
My sweetheart is so beautiful loyal and tender
Under all circumstances I consider myself winner

My life from tiny moments now came to an hour
Where I aspire to be the love and beauty's real merger
How much I love my beloved and how much I can render
Her silky and soft white skin makes me just to surrender

Now my love after lot of journey in love ocean to anchor
I take all help my love as my real cadence and actual armor
Let me be frank in telling you that it was a charming gesture
Which has made me intoxicated to be your true lover

I take her as my life my heart my soul my love and my endure
She is the only remedy which will be useful to favour and cure
Her beauty is so fantastic alluring charming and is to really lure
She is so fantastic so kind so elegant so chaste and innocently pure
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Virtue Prevails

Life is full of all pain and pleasure
All paths are really foggy and blur
Why a virtuous is always on altar
Why happiness surpasses all anger

Temporarily virtue is overtaken by vice
Why hypocrites seem apparently nice
Why for every good we pay the price
Why life opens up just slice after slice

But let me tell you with all its clarity
Life is not just like an ordinary charity
Inner conflict, problems and disparity
Vice and virtue are same with similarity

Let us pray vicious be chained by shame
Only purity of heart and eyes bring fame
Life with rivals is just a dirty blame game
Let my love be together in a beautiful frame
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Beauty's Tune

I love you and want to take you to stars and moon
You are carved in my heart I will take you soon
My love dances on your dangling beauty's tune
You are so warming like the real month of june

Let me take some glow from your charming cheeks
Let me come up and down on lovely sweet peaks
I carry our love from the alluring beauty one seeks
Let us be near heart to heart and beaks to beaks

My love surmounts all worldly love care and support
Let us with our wishes and dreams make a strong fort
I praise cherishing beauty on every beautiful love note
Let us travel and cross the ocean of beauty in love boat

Let me praise you worship you like a diety like Muse
Make my path of love clear and never ever to confuse
To surround every obstacle let us be straight to see, use
All norms of love all forms of beauty to honestly choose
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Love Like Rail

A charming beauty enthralled in love  
Takes my heart and soul like just dove  
Her graces make my heart a house now  
I always think to please her where and how  

My love the lover is always in state of chance  
He is always to take chance after the chance  
Her intoxicating beauty makes me in trance  
In drizzling rain I want to take her to the dance  

When my eyes touch her eyes I drown and sail  
My waiting eyes are in search not to fail derail  
Without her my life is like a prisonhouse a jail  
Beauty is like a railway track and love is like rail  
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Burning Eyes

Let me kiss you my sweetheart
Let me see your blossoming pride
Beauty and love are connected part
Let us be together just side by side

Me and you are one and the same
Our hearts beat just in one symphony
Dirty rivals play dirty blame game
But under all situations I love you honey

In your company I feel all pleasure
You are satisfaction of my burning eyes
You are my precious wealthy treasure
Love and beauty are chained in solid ties
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Step by step and boulder to boulder
Life is a journey through strange folder
Wishes and desires in eyes of beholder
Love and beauty go shoulder to shoulder

Mountain to mountain desert to desert
Song of life is the part of the concert
At times lover is to love at another it is flirt
Vice and virtue interchangeably convert

Life is a film, just a show or mere drama
Being picturesque is a real panorama
At times a solace and at times a trauma
Life is a series of just coma after coma
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My Faithful Wife

Give me wings of love to take beauty to fly
Let determine our destination above in the sky
Accompany me to cross horizons just to defy
On cost of my life let me be ready you to buy
Embrace me with intensity and don't be shy
Let us together go up to the sky high and high
I am your moth you are my innocent butterfly
   In your beautiful lovely arms I just want to die
Like my credence on your fragrance I do rely
We love and love without any cogent reason why

My love my sweetheart I want you at the peril of life
Forget the rivals and don't keep me on the edge of knife
Please remain with me whether it is prosperity or strife
In this faithless rainy weather be my real faithful wife
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Real Reflection

Let us explore all the hidden forces of love and affection
Let us be kind to each other to get the eternal satisfaction
Your beauty will mix up and will be seen as real reflection
You are my sweetheart I am proud of my sensible selection

I always follow you in my real life and my all the dreams
You beauty travels in me like eternal light beams, streams
Now my survival without you is impossible it just seems
You alluring beauty emanates sunbeams to be on extremes

My love I blossom in your company like a beautiful rose
My love is at fire in entirety while your beauty to bulldoze
Beauty is a perennial source of joy while love comes and goes
You my love is like a blossoming red rose on which love grows
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Celebrate Love

I don’t know how to take this situation
Which has created in me lot of irritation
Vemently I am in search of real perfection
You are my sweetheart is real love attraction

Help to get solace in my troublesome solitude
My love is pacifying your beauty is too rude
Let reality of love just take its soothing attitude
For graces of your beauty I extend my gratitue

My sweetheart come with me to life ups and downs
Let us wear love on life and to wear the real crowns
Our love has become famous in villages and towns
Let us wear the robes of love and celebrate it in gowns
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Drop Of Dew

All sects preach more vice than virtue
In this confusion what one should do
Faith is like a rose petal with drop of dew
Truth is what one is bound to pursue

Darkness can not stop the path of light
All those with sight must have insight
North star is on the sky seems so bright
Depth insight brings just the real delight

Let me follow the word of my beloved God
Who keeps me safe just being His ward
Protect me from vices oh my dear Lord
Please extend all comforts when time is hard
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Lesson Learnt

Whosoever divides is heretic and deviant
Follower of unity remains always in front
Follower of vice is bound to be just burnt
Virtuous is granted heaven for lesson learnt

Right remains right but as a matter of fact
Allah is Truth hence keeps truth just in tact
Righteous enjoys the chain of love as a pact
Word of Allah leads to the path which is exact

Blessed are the ones who are guided to right
They with cleanliness emanate the real light
All darkness vanishes the path becomes bright
Black remains black and never ever is white
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At a glance your look is an enlightening experience
I take you my love as my soul and as my real cadence
Your charming beauty takes me on alon with fragrance
Any one who doesn't recognise your charm may be dunce

My love let me love and be the appraiser of your beauty
In your company my love dances and dangles to feel free
You are like a petal of a rose you are like the blossoming tree
Full of all precious pearls you an ever growing green sea

Let us celebrate all moments of happiness being in trance
Let us increase intensity of love to take chance after chance
Embrace me and take me in arms to be together to dance
Love relation to the beauty is that of love and that of romance
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Ride In Gear

My sweetheart you are radiating an incredible charm
I love you I appreciate you for your beauty so warm
Let us be bonded in the love chain of beautiful norm
I am drunk I am lost being just by love totally swarm

My beloved my survival is on the basis of your attitude
Love me help me on the instigation of rivals don't be rude
I know my sweetheart you are innocent chaste and crude
Be on guards don't be hesitant to rivals keep intact fortitude

Embrace me and keep me in your bosoms knot so near
I love you I love you I love you my sweetheart my dear
Loveis pure its worship so don't feel threatened to fear
Let us be in the love cart and let us take the ride in gear
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Gratitude

My love I am grateful for love and affection
I can sacrifice my life for wonderful selection
Most of the time I am wrong and need correction
I am down trodden you are symbol of perfection

Whenever I falter your cover takes me to heal
For very minor acts I get a real wonderful deal
What I aspire for you and whatever I just feel
If you are in company then no one can dare to seal

My life separates me in different pieces to count
Hence I feel satifide and no oddity can just mount
No one in the world can declare what is love amount
My beloved you are so beautiful that seems love fount

Sacrifices accompanied with sheer torture and pain
Travels in me to just counter each and every disdain
My brain washed out with a clear cut merciful rain
Love in service of beauty is a loss as well as real gain
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Eternal Injury

Love is like an eternal injury
It is a ever growing green tree
A glance of beauty is a subtle plea
Deep like full of treasure green sea

My beloved your sweet green eyes
Made my heart to utter painful cries
Both of us are lost in true love sighs
Every truth seems just full of true lies

My beloved enthral me with your charms
Forget about all forthcoming all harms
Let us be followers of all true love norms
Just be ready to encounter all the storms

I like you I love you I aspire for you
Life is like you just through and through
You are a blessing in disguise out of blue
You are like a petal of rose withdrop of dew
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Mad Moth

A palmist when my palm sees and then reads
My heart carries your beauty like love seeds
My sweetheart on love takes and just pleads
I can not live with out you beauty succeeds
In every spring your love crops up and leads
With pain of your absence my heart bleeds
All your actions I cherish with all the deeds
My heart is in trouble and requires and needs

Come my heart come to see me on my love path
For your sake I am ready to take on all the wrath
Your love made me beggar ignore my torn cloth
Allow me to cherish your graces with love bath
let us in togetherness take beauty on the love path
You are my candle of light I am your mad moth
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Far And Wide

Rain drops travel from her lovely cheeks
Making her beauty glow from peaks to peaks
My love enthralls in innocent beauty streaks
With your beauty my love increases thru weeks

My beloved my sweetheart be always on my side
This is how we will cele rate and enjoy love ride
I searched for you from petal to petal and tide to tide
My love with your beauty makes us famous far and wide

Let me take you away from the cruel eyes of the rivals
Let in togetherness make life like a blooming rose revivals
My heart crops up to come out on the way for your arrivals
Let us be frank and straightforward in all future arrivals
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Streak Of Dawn

My sweetheart you are like first streak of dawn
I love you and asire you to take you on and on
I have kept my heart and soul to you as pawn
You are a beautiful red rose blossoming in your lawn

Please accompany me on the path of love till death
I want to aspire to be in your lap for the last breath
My heart is temple of love and for your beauty a beth
If you are mine then I don't want anything else hath

Come embrace me take me in your arms for ever
Please let me go then and keep me not to lose never
I am a staunch believer of love to seek your beauty endure
I find myself and my love in your company so secure
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Painful Or Peaceful Departure

Whenever I am in pain or torture infact
Allah’s mercy comes down to protect
He loves me more then my expectations
He saves me from all burning relations
I take all His mercy as a sheer charity
He helps me to take on path with clarity
Even if I am bestowed with many diseases
But with every problem His mercy increases
It is His kindness which helps me alot
With ou His graces I am just rotten rot
I enjoy my bondage of real servitude
I ignores my every blunder and my attitude
Allah is love and I am direly in need of love
He is commander of the universe I am a dove
I pray to Thee never ever to leave me alone
My soul my body with me is just on loan
I request to make my departure comfortable
In that moment He request Him to make me stable
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I Love You

Love is a grand fire which burns all in entirety
Beauty is a fuel which makes it more pretty
My beloved there is no one like you in the city
Hence I request you to extend all graces in charity

Don't ask me how much I love you my sweetheart
You have taken me on just to tear me totally apart
You are my soul you are my life you are my heart
Love and beauty has to have real journey from start

Allow me to kiss you to be on the edge of eternity
Our real love will make us more stable and more free
My love stands to the lock of your beauty as a key
I love you I love I love you less that I don't have any plea
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My sweetheart you are so pure and chaste
Your beauty of class makes you of taste
Whenever I surround my hand around waiste
Your innocence makes my heart in haste

Let me love ny beloved with all love intensity
Let me praise all charms of beauty with plea
Let me see through your green eyes like a sea
Our togetherness will help to make us more free

Let me kiss on the mole of your glowing cheek
Please allow me to go through treasure to seek
Let me cover and encounter from peak to peak
With you my future is bright without you its bleak
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Moment Of Truth

Except you my sweetheart every thing vague
Let us go back to that reality and to renege
Let us increase your beauty taste of love to nutmeg
Let us cover all distances on the way leg to leg

Only you are the moment of truth which I relish
You are my beating heart and you are my real wish
Your alluring beauty makes me possessive and selfish
Please don't leave me alone on the path of life less I perish

Come like a morning breeze and caress me with fragrance
I am torn in to pieces make my soul and body in love sequence
The moment I saw you I lost myself now you are my cadence
If I don't get you then life in every sence will be nothing but sentence
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Pain has surpassed pleasure my love in trance
Will I ever be able to take another such chance
As a matter of fact you have taken my life in glance
I don't know to what an extent is valid my stance

Broke in pieces I want to recollect my self my state
Love ia fire which makes charming beauty really great
You reinvigorating beauty is a clean sheet as a clean slate
You are my fortune but being unfortunate I am fyour fate

Bare footed and naked headed in this burning desert
Where life seems to be full of trials and odds to assert
What is this world a panorama, or drama or concert
Where nothing is whatever it is but love is a pure flirt
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Innocent Relation

The relationship which I have with you has non name
My sweetheart it just binds hearts in bond in a frame
Now it seems we have two bodies but with heart same
I claim it to be innocent love my rivals call it a shame

You stir in me like life in a evergreen ever flowing stream
In all my darkness you cherish like a golden light beam
You are so soft and so good like a newly taken out milk cream
I am proud of the fact that you are the leader of my love team

Let me take you to the eternal flight of ever growing love
My beloved my sweetheart my life my innocent sweet dove
You remained with me in all odds you are with me now
Please tell me what I can do when where what and how

I love you you ask all stars and moon and all the sky and sun
Still aspire to learn the ways and means through which I won
Beauty is at its peak with all fragrance love to be well done
My beloved let us forget about everything else and let us run
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Allah My Savior

Allah is so kind and merciful always in loving mood
It is fault on the poor creation to be heretic and rude
Gold when goes through the fire becomes real crude
Allah orders and showers His willings man is shrewd

Eternal love eternal beauty and the eternal real truth
Allah cherishes these qualities to the creation uncouth
Disturbed and disappointed heart and soul is to sooth
It is man who asks for wrath being just ruthlessly ruth

My Allah my Savior please help me and cover with bliss
I am so bad so vicious so criminal but please don’t dismiss
Your command is on universe I am looking to the kindness
Whatever bad I am but have one claim of slavery to kiss
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Another Chance

World has undergone a terrible shock
Earthquake was ready to play and rock
There was no key to this untowards block
Every path was just seemed to stop, lock

Allah, most merciful reminded to humanity
For being heretic is a third class invalid plea
Every eye being in danger could be able to see
Only servitude to Allmigthy Allah can make free

Bondage of servitude is chain of eternal love
Which takes and makes us then and just now
His mercy gives us a chance and to just to allow
Chastity, sincerity, and austerity demands to bow

Allah has given us another clear chance to win
Mercy of Allah has overlooked all crimes and sin
Complete submission is essential to uphold the chin
To be a complete faithful we have to take heretic pin
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Essence And Fragrance

My tears have turned in to rainy drops
My love will bear all wonderful crops
Our bondage of love to remain on tops
Will challenge the time for proper swaps

Let make our mark on the chest of time
Let all flowers to blossom to the prime
Love is a virtue and not an ordinary crime
Which is sung with rhythm and rhyme

My beloved don't waste all time in a row
Be just sensible enough and mature to grow
We are just one that we are bound to show
Only then time will help us to grow and glow

Embrace me with all your strength and essence
Make surroundings cherish with fragrance
Let us show to the world our real presence
Show all your charming graces to be princess
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Solemn Pact

My sweetheart even if you go to the other end of the pole
I can not forget you because our hearts beat always together
Love surpasses all and beauty encourage s soul with one goal
Fragrance never dies and while petals of a red rose may wither
Who lives in heart remains always in heart and never departs
It is not an a matter of just two bodies but it is concern of hearts
In its entirety it is eternal never ever ends when it just starts
Love is a symphony as a whole which can never spread in parts
My love will always travel with your beauty as a matter of fact
Our eternal relationship will never break but will remain in tact
Love when selects graces of beauty then it dare not to reject
Love is a covenant a bond an ever ending chain and a slemn pact
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Fortune And Luck

My sweetheart is like a real beautiful rose
My heart wants its charming beauty to pluck
She is like a wind dose to intoxicate to bulldoze
I claim her to be my destiny, fortune and luck

Her charismatic personality has taken me away
Now I am in enthralled in her magic completely
She has pierced my like a blunt and sharp light ray
How can my love take me away from her beauty to free

Her curly air are on me I am in her soothing lap
Love has gone down to capture beauty all around
Now I can't leave her since I am a victim of the trap
We both are hand in hand not on the sky not on ground
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My sweetheart is a precious pearl
The entire world aspires to steal
Beautiful innocent charming girl
Needs always to be careful to deal

Soft like silk and beauty of the class
Keeps me always in bosoms knot
So delicate and brittle like the glass
Pure white like snow hottest like hot

How can just I dare to miss a glance
Dancing doll is dangling with grace
Let me take just chance after chance
My heart carries signs of beauty to trace

I want to take her at any price or cost
She is so near and dear to my heart
Any heart she can comfortably blast
She is so wonderful and she is so smart
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A Leap

She is so sweet like a summer breeze
When it touches I just sudden lyrics cease
When love encounters is bound to freeze
Beauty is to open slowly crease by crease

Fragrance of beauty is bound to surround
Love in its entirety is to bound and rebound
Fully entralled lover is no more on ground
She with her graces whenever is just around

May your innocence flourish like a flower
May your youth be like a blossoming bower
Let your beauty encounter love like tower
Let you graces come and be on me to shower

Be in my arms and embrace me with love so deep
So that impression I should for ever to take to keep
Love on grounds of beauty is to caress and to sleep
Eternal heights of love and beauty just require a leap
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Be My Princess

I am determined to be at my destination with stride
No one can stop me I have the courage to face any tide
Being straightforward I just don't have anything to hide
My cadence, fortitude and sincerity takes me far and wide

You can accompany me if you so desire I will never ever cheat
Cherish your beauty be just side by side with me on love seat
One is just an individual but with in your company it will be fleet
If you ask me taking you along on this journey will be a real treat

In this never ending universe company of beloved makes difference
And a chosen one rally makes difference and has lot of true sense
Please help me on this zig zag path and reinvigorate my staunch cadence
Please be princess of my heart and make me in real world your prince
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Colourful Rainbow

My sweetheart you are like a colourful rainbow
like an innocent bird just want to fly with you
You are on the petal of rose like a drop of dew
My soul is with in you to know hence all I knew

I want to cross with you all horizons and vistas
I am totall lost in your beauty and all its auras
My love is ever ready to explore, intiate chances
Let me read with intensity of love all beauty pages

Please come down to take me up to the skies
Please do care for all my innocent love cries
I can't forebear fo too long my all love sighs
Let us take into light the truth of love from lies

This world doesn't want us to be together in love
So extend your graces as charity just then and now
We have to be together in love pursuit my little dove
I can't believe such beauty on the earth oh its vow
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Love Butterfly

A beautiful butterfly with dominant pink
Makes my throbbing heart to blink and sink
Love with beauty has just an eternal link
Love does not allow a lover to know or to think

Her graces make me to get cover to survive
In her ever moving ocean I want to dive
Whether I die or get through it just alive
But my love demands me to strive and thrive

My beloved my sweetheart my soul solace
I want to encounter your beauty pace to pace
Your glowing cheeks your mole on your face
Makes me and my soul dangling and out of place

Let me appreciate your beauty with eternal kiss
Let me take you from the eyes of world my miss
Let whosoever comes in the way readily to dismiss
For me you my love remain just an eternal bliss
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Lucky Star

My sweetheart my souls satisfaction
Your power of love and magnetic charm
Takes me to the real heights of perfection
Your beauty encounters me like storm

Let me take you in like a bottle of wine
Let me intoxicate me with your graces
Let me take you as only and only mine
Let me enjoy all your beauty with embraces

My love take care not to be distracted by rivals
Let take this world as heaven for our love
Let call those moments of innocent revivals
Be a pure beloved with all the good will my dove

I do take you like my fortune my lucky star
Please help me to be with light on right path
In this weather of spring please do not debar
Your charming graces should save me from wrath
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Love At First Sight

When arrow of love pierces through hearts
Then love conquers beauty remaining departs
Heart with soul travels just to very many parts
Heart carries lovely images with colourful charts

A glance makes heart to dance at first very sight
A streak of beauty makes life colourful and bright
A leap of love makes one conquer eternal height
Transitory life is in the sky with embelishing bright

My beautiful beloved my soul's eternal solace
Be my real guest and extend your graceful grace
Let me follow you in rags of life from pace to pace
You with beauty tinkle in my heat and glow on face
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You my beloved have killed me your eyes  
My heart under the pain plaitively cries  
Let me explore the depth of beauty to rise  
Let me understand the truth to be more wise

That was a glance which I took as a chance  
Then my heart and soul were to just dance  
I was not left by beauty for another glance  
Your eternal fragrance which makes to romance

Open your arms and be mine for now and ever  
Make me intoxicated with divine beauty to endure  
I know you so chaste a beauty and just so pure  
Please be mine and extend a personal favour
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To Resuscitate

I know my body is hinderance between you and me
This is what has stopped a drop to be part of love sea
I am in frustration the day I left with your soul to be
Now I can't survive and request return on valid plea

As fish cannot survive if kept in a desert at a distance
Likewise I am in search of my love essence and credence
Please remain in me and keep me with you like fragrance
My survival is nothing unless I honestly aspire for mergence

My sweetheart please take me in your arms to resuscitate
I am at your mercy and always desire to be with you on date
I am humble servant of yours in bondage you are so great
Only your love and affection can change my fortune from fate
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Eternal Traces

My love let beauty to capture surprise
When in intoxication beauty takes rise
Surely I am victim of your beautiful eyes
With wonderful pleasure they are a prize
Let love and beauty together touch skies
Let cover distance step by step to be wise
Love embraces demise makes beauty chastise
Law of nature then definitely needs applies

Beauty but is source of all charms and graces
Let us be together to take advertantly paces
Love embellishes and nurtures all the faces
When beauty touches and dares embraces
This is what provides all beautiful valid basis
Eternal love saves all beauty by eternal traces
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Clean Chit

My love when I look in to your eyes I feel lost
Your charisma wants me to touch and blast
I want to snatch from the world just at all cost
When you emrace me my heart goes fast and fast

A stare a touch and a glance to take a chance
Indulges increases and propagates the romance
Lovely cheeks and rosy lips make my love enhance
Your beauty of class makes my spirits to enhance

When I take my hands around you make me surround
Let us play hide and seek on real love sophisticated ground
My love captures your beauty's all charming and hissing sound
I want to see your charms and your beauty just all around

Don't appease me but please me to cross all the given limit
With openness of mind and with clarity of senses let us sit
Let me take you on and taste you slowly just bit by bit
Let my kiss you caress you to help love sentiments to lit
Give me a chance to take your beauty on love road to hit
For taking beauty to the eternal peakes give love a clean chit
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My Everything

Just at a glance your beauty takes along  
I feel totally lost my heart sings a song  
Your fragrance tells only you to I belong  
In love emotion nothing right nothing wrong

So lit me kiss on your pink rosy sweet lips  
Let me caress your beauty to find the tips  
Be my company to those islands on the ships  
Open your bottle of wine help me in the sips

Your soft and sweet skin makes me just mad  
What I have to get and whatever I have had  
In your sweet company my heart is so glad  
How my dancing heart can be morose and sad

Cherish me with graces and be my friend  
Be at the top and extend the latest trend  
Have an image of your rose and then send  
Whatever you have just graciously extend

My sweetheart my love be me in my company  
You are my innocent dove my sweet honey  
Love is so serious so don't be clever and funny  
You are my everything like a bag full of money
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One On One

Hard work with sheer sincerity to strive
Makes one after death known and alive
From ocean one gets precious pearls to dive
Its a reality which make innocent after shrive
Its a quality which one makehs to thrive
Only a person with real heart is to derive
Real pleasure in the wake of real drive
This is the real essence to keep not to deprive

The struggle of wife of Ibrahim for her son
Is effort recognised by God for ever well done
Which will keep humanity till resurrection stun
Whosoever has a sincere heart has to have won
This struggle is which makes one fit for action
Its great quality which brings one to God one on one
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Dance In Trance

She is so innocent and so sweet
Which tinkles with my heartbeat
Like a pure and white blank sheet
She wants me to pleasantly greet

She wants me to take her charge
To take her image and then to enlarge
She moves in me with full barge
Your beauty takes my love in charge

My beloved take me to the heart
In this ugliness do not just depart
Let me draw you on my heart chart
You are my life from the end to start

You are my grace just take a chance
Let us on embers of life to dance in trance
You have to take my love and romance
Be like a real fragrance in the dance
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To The Lights

Right from the heart of rough green ocean
Fighting with the whirlwinds I took a turn
Towards the shore where my dream girl
Like a beautiful and uncut precious pearl
Is waiting with all her fragrance and essence
Shows her all graces and beautiful presence
She has reinvigorated my soul and spirits
Like a bird who on fourteenth of moon faces fits
And whomently tries to capture light on the sky
Who has to go up with zeal and zest to fly
Beauty takes love to eternal enchanting heights
By piercing through all darkness to the lights
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The Hunting

Curve angels are out to rock
Hearts are to break the locks
Love and beauty travel in flocks
Lovely doves will face the hawks

Hunting is not love but just sex
Emotions are burning in need to fix
How the enchanting souls can relax
Beauty demands all love as heavy tax

Wine increases the fire to burn
Now there is no point to return
Bullets are to be fired from guns
Nuns will remain no more nuns
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Test As A Grace

My beloved I take your every test as a grace
My hear starts tinkling from pace to pace
You are every where but still I have to trace
My sweetheart you are beyond time and space

My love please don't take me to the gallows
For your beauty my heart is like just fallows
I sip you like a wine which just slowly mellows
My worship makes me yours and heart bows

Let me love you like a beauty full emnates graces
Your beauty is of consequence which embraces
My love in real trance takes you along to places
My love your beauty are just one with two faces
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Internal Conflict

I can't reconcile with the ideas of world
Where beggary seems innocence with herald
Where bad intentions are neatly furled
Human tricks have been beautifully curled

What is this world and what is panorama
Every true story is portrayed like drama
All those who are sensible remain in trauma
People with clean heart and eyes are in coma

Something tears me in pieces bit by bit
I am in trouble with my internal conflict
Only solace comes from God to tell and hit
From fear to contentment it is great shift
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With You We Are We

My beloved I am a drop of water and you are the ocean
I am a just streak of light and you are more than blazing sun
The day I left you I am in a trouble my soul is everready to shun
My this worldly envelop to give back the debt in manner well done

Help me to remain steadfast in my covenant to return with grace
I am in dire need of your local ve and beauty so let me embrace
Let me love you my love constantly and through my pace to pace
Please help me to have in your feet for my me some eternal place

You sent me and separated meto debar me from your company
With all chains of love and bondage of slavery you made me free
What all I committed in my ignorance and innocence is without plea
I have realized that my life without you is just nothing but with you its we
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My Sea

You my love is beauty of class
My eyes see you thru wall of glass
You portray all colors of rainbow
You my sweetheart is like the dow
Let me capture you in real trance
Like me take chance after chance
Let me take the wine just sip by sip
Let my heart should always slip
Let me take you as my real destiny
Let me develop bondage of love on plea
You and me are like souls in chain
Let us forbear this pleasant pain
My beloved please don't play with me
I am a like a fish and you are my sea
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Love As A Whole

Love needs sacrifices through out
Beauty cherishes its without doubt
Whether one takes silently or to shout
Beauty nourishes love to sprourt

My petal of rose my love my life
Please don't put me on edge of knife
Let us face all prosperity and strife
Peep into my soul and offer to be wife

You will find me so caring and so sweet
Then you will never be able to leave beat
Let be my heart and let me offer love seat
Let enjoy the real essence of the wheat

Your sweet lips call me to celebrate
Let me take you on your first ever date
Let me help to change fortune from fate
Let me be fair and frank to openly state

Love like soul has eternal path and soul
It travels on determined path and goal
Let me kiss on your cheek that sweet mole
Love like truth is not in pieces but as a whole
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The Best

A bold should face the truth and the music
He should overcome all obstacles brick by brick
With sincerity he should kick just every trick
By following ethics all his action shine to be angelic

We should portray ourseleves as we happen to be
World should praise our actions as bold and frank to see
To be honest is a defence and dishonesty does not carry any plea
Blood speaks louder and proves ones honesty and dignity

Virtue guides like northern star to be ones destiny and destination
One may be from any caste colour are from any country or nation
Every difficult path needs self esteem fortitude and undaunting passion
Truth remains predominant and with falsehood it has no relation

Let follow the footprints who sacrificed their selves for larger interest
Time has saved their names and actions with distiction as people the best
They have outshined in the annals of history from all of the rest
They were the ones who could encounter all obstacles to pass the test
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Strangeness Of World

World is a strange place to live with
It is It does not seem what it actually is
It is but a strange wonderful myth
It remains less pleasant but mostly miz

People are opportunists so act accordingly
They are more mean then apparently they seem
Very few are virtuous and are vice free
In sheer darkness one may find a real light beam

Time is the best judge which takes them on mark
If they are good to be kept then they shine like stars
But all those who with their hearts and intentions dark
Become victim of their heinous designs to behind bars

Love is supreme while hatred is contemptible
Love always begets love and hatred gets hatred
Love is God gifted while hatred comes out from dull
Virtue is its own reward is what is just well said
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So Charming

In hide and seek she wants me to catch
All her beauty I should endure to snatch
Her wonderful style makes her my match
She makes me busy never ever to detach

Her innocence attracts her beauty haunts
This is what she direly desires and wants
About her beauty she ordinarily vaunts
Her prime age makes her to uncover and flaunts

She is so innocent she is so charming
Her graces cherish me more warming
At times I doubt all this very alarming
She is so daring and she is so charming
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The Footprints

In search of my self I have to travel through time
I find my ancestors when they were in the prime
I found many facts which remained under the rime
With lot care and caution I have to clear all grime
The people under cover were considered downtime
They were real graceful and they were but sublime

I owe an apology to my all great grand grand parents
I could not come up to their expectations and sentiments
I failed to save their dignity but time do have imprints
Now I am pleased I found the just all the missing hints
I was totally mistaken to go about all fog with misprints
But it is now my pride to be in light to follow their footprints
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My sweetheart it is not good to waste time in row
It is always good in love to forgive and just foget
With compassionate love beauty tends to glow
I will win over your heart you can let me to bet

Beauty is eversparing while love is ever forgiving
Don't waste this fragrant spring let blossom like flower
Sacrifice may be price for living so let's continue living
Increase ecstasy of the moments by being like a shower

You and me are destined for each others sweet company
Then don't allow the rivals to just interfere and to waste
Love chain makes us enchanting it makes us more free
Let slowly achieve love extreme with out being in haste
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Frank Action

Let me tell you one thing with clarity
My love I do believe in perfect solidarity
My love seeks your beauty on charity
My heart feels for all my rivals just pity

Let me embrace you with full devotion
Please don't play with my sincere emotion
Please accept my this fair and frank action
Let our all wrong notions to stop and shun

My love help me to gain my lost good destiny
Let us be more frank straightforward and free
Love is like an evergreen sea beauty is to see
Only one real glance in trance becomes the plea
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In Solitude

My love In my solitude I see you all around
Your fragrance comes hurriedly to surround
I feel elevated and my spirits need no bounds
In jubilation I touch the sky I am not on ground

My sweetheart your sweetness spreads to cover
In that state of unity of love and beauty I discover
In this universe only you are the beloved I am lover
In this trance let us take a chance to be love tower

Let us celebrate these moments of zeal and zest
Nothing is superior than love whether east or west
Extend your graces to be beloved by being abreast
In this beautiful spring season with flowers be guest

I promise to be yours through every thick and thin
I will consider every moment without you is a sin
I will never ever remove from my heart this love pin
I will always be lost in the mole on your beautiful chin
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A Salute To Motherland

My motherland my beautiful sweet country
I love you from the core of my heart and soul
You have given me respect and made me free
Your love is my aim my mission and my goal

I am ready to sacrifice my everything for your sake
Since I own everything due to your love and affection
I am smilingly ready to do my duty to take and partake
Whatever you desire and you aspire for my perfection

You are in my blood you tinkle and beat in my heart
I do realize there is no one else like you in the universe
We together are chained in a chain neeverever to depart
You are so beautiful so enchanting and definitely so diverse
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Head Over Heels

Your beauty has taken my love on head over heels
Ultimately beauty just has initiated with all love deals
Alluring charm of beauty has put finally allits seals
Now I am in you you are in me this is what all world feels

Beauty has conquered the world with its glowing charm
Now my love is fully flooded to be in real flooded storm
We both my sweetheart are chaind in a chain of norm
Your excellence and fragrance transforms you in set form

Let me love and let me worship the excellence of beauty
Your graces and charms with full of precious pearls of sea
You my love are evergreen hence is best known on the plea
If this is the start whatever ultimate eternal end could be

Let us celeberate communion of love and beauty in trance
Allow me to take you along to take just chance after a chance
Give an air to my love through your wonderful beauty to enhace
Let us feel free to be on love path to romance to play and to dance
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Trend Setter

I have justice in my blood I can pave my way
Do not challenge me you will definitely go astray
Life is a serious issue it is not an ordinary child play
Fasehood and vice is to vanish while truth is to stay

Tricks may bring a transitory soothing relief but a defeat
Honest is to remain neat and clean while cheat remains cheat
Dishonesty is down the drain while dignity has a respectable seat
If you are brave enough then through a straight challenge and meet

I have been through very many rigmaroles but ultimately won
Please don't forget that I don't relax till the time I complete job undone
I hoot care about idiosyncrasies and take them as a pun and avs a fun
Don't take me light I can burn you into ashes because I am burning sun

My principles are my yardstick which I follow without any disparity
To beggars like you I sparingly extend charity without asking charity
I am hilarious in nature and adventurous in trends this I know with clarity
You are story of the past I am man of the day this determines my popularity
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I Am In Trance

I feel exhausted and tired how can I reinvigorate my spirit
Pain and torture made me mentally and physically unfit
Your absence eats and torments me pace by pace and bit by bit
Please take care of me and don't let me to the world to be hit

My sweetheart your image travels with me just side by side
Our love story has become famous throughout far and wide
Fragrance of love makes it impossible to slip away or to hide
So let us allow your innocence and my sheer stupidity to guide

We will conquer our world of love with our staunch stance
My sweetheart please give me just chance after another chance
You made me lunatic and I am in completely lost and in trance
Our love is eternal and our relationship now changed into romance
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Love makes one perfect beauty takes to glory
Lover and beloved feel comfortable and free
In fiery pursuit all seems alluring and crazy
No one can surpass either love or charming beauty

I am in love so I am no more in me my sweetheart
I am beyond my limits no pain no pleasure in start
Let us in togetherness cross horizon on a love cart
My love is so mature and your beauty seems smart

Let us make a promise to love love and just love
My innocent little sweetheart my beloved little dove
What has been started should not just stop that now
Let us celebrate our success on eternal edge bravo
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Sun Rise

Let us my beloved be side by side in moonlit night
Let me make you more enlightened and more bright
My sweetheart you are blazed by light to be part of light
Your image dangles in me and in my eyes my sight

You are part of eternal beauty which captures fire
From fangs of love as its ultimate and eternal desire
Actual lover retires from abode to be in open as a buyer
Beauty is not a commodity which third class rival can hire

My beloved you satiate with light which is in my eyes
A staunch lover without beloved definitely cries and dies
Life is a real lie based on series of true and actual lies
But it is beauty of the sun which sets in daily and then rise
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Clear Vision

My sincerity is at trial my honesty is at stake
In disgust I don’t know which way is to take
But I am conscious of the fact lotus is in dirty lake
My sweetheart I can bear all for your eyes sake

Challenge is in the way to surmount is my duty
Only encountering with it I can be totally free
World is not so simple as with our eyes we see
For all uncommitted crimes I don’t have any plea

My beloved be on my side and help me not to falter
In your sweet company I can play hell with any alter
No one in the world who can make and feel me stir
My conscience is clear so I follow good verdict and order

Please make me strong to come up to every occasion
Let us be together and take an appropriate decision
Let us be careful and let be frank and real in precision
To cross all vistas and horizons we should have clear vision
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Cherish To Perish

Serving of my nation for long long years
Being in pain without shedding tears
Many hypocrites and many soothsayers
Were in my way to create many fears

But still I maintain I paved my way
In that scorching fire of the day
I kindled my soul and dwindled to pray
For Beauty of Lord who has yet to lay

His love on my heart His beauty in eyes
Soul just cherishes and body dies
Then at times in those love cries
When truth of eyes changes to lies

After passing through that long distance
Crossing hurdles borders and fence
I yet to think to finish sentence
And be back to my people hence

Death should come in the company of friends
That is the point where body bends
Clay to clay and trends to trends
That is where soul always bends

To his master to his Lord
That is the time when call of God
Embraces soul being time barred
When the land takes back its ward

Love travels beauty goes
Like the fragrance in innocent rose
The return of native will bulldoze
Where the world has, has suppose

All problems of the day
Where one has to ultimately say
Goodbye to friends and to foes
Soul has to go and body has to stay
With crazy desires and lusty needs
Nurture again the soil seeds
Conviction being leader always leads
Where words are encountered by good deeds
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About this world what to say what not to say
Time consistently passing thru us just day by day
Complete darkness is followed by the light ray
Peace and prosperity should be every one’s pray

This world is heaven and this world is like hell
Some purchase others while others are to sell
Hidden emotions one has to understand to tell
Some are silent and some communicate just well

Let us help to improve our standards to be respectful
Let us change our state to be comfortable than awful
Let us not be brutal but to be more fair and merciful
Let us shun all hatred and contempt with lit love candle
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Love Sonnet

Don't tear me piece by piece kill me once
Play with my life but don't play with credence
My sweetheart I don't want to see you at distance
So be near to me so I should cherish fragrance
In my room I feel your presence for balance
Now please don't allow rivals to create hinderance
Please help me to improve and build my confidence
The moment I saw you I am no more I lost my sense

My love is enthralled by your beauty to such a limit
That I have lost my world as well as my real orbit
You my sweetheart is my soul my heart and my spirit
I only request you do not tear me in pieces bit by bit
Please be with me to make a complete and proper unit
You flow in my veins like blood and in mind like love sonnet
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What Is Life

What is life it is today and tomorrow
What is to get and what is to borrow
A set and series of just blow after blow
This is what we all are bound to know

With lot many tests without any right
Performance of duties make us bright
A war which up to latr we have to figh
With clear sight we can't keep insight

What Master has ordained we carry along
Vice and virtue are part of the given song
Journey is predestined whether short or long
We know who we are and to whom we belong

Through annals of history we come to know
How many passed through just this life blow
From centuries stage is set to present and show
That humans are on a useless way in a dirty row

Life is neither hatred nor a contempt to celebrate
It is only force of love which plays role to accelerate
Vicious are tmhird rate while virtuous are great
Amicable actions make it wonderful to tolerate
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Fire Embers

Hand is yours but pulse is mine  
Heart is yours with my beat sign  
Lips are tasting your sweet wine  
We both are just in the same line  

Love provides cover to the beauty  
Both with each other feel just free  
It is a glance and a manner to see  
I consider and take it my first duty  

In love encounter beauty conquers  
It takes both of us to the real alters  
Real love trance makes us dancers  
Even if fire dies remain fire embers  
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A Salute To Women On Women's Day

God has created women with tenderness and delicacy
The entire world is bound to take care and to agree
She came out of the ribs of man and a part of heart is plea
So it is obligatory to extend all respect and to know and see

Women have sharp sixth sense like few selected called leaders
So as a matter of fact we should not be biased but be the pleaders
No one else has quality to create but the women which glitters
Men should accept the dignity honour respect and shouldn't be misers

Women are mixture of love and beauty which continue to cherish
In hour of trial and tribulation she never leaves someone to perish
World ows its strength and beauty to the beauty and strength of women
She wears the crown of creation being elegant and great with devotion

Salute to all women who create persevere and bring peace and prosperity
They are the beacon of light from home to home and country to country
For their refinement of sixth sense I am proud of but definitely just envy
From the core of my heart I appreciate their services in all relations openly
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Love River

My sweetheart if I don't get you I will die
In search of your beauty my soul will fly
I will go to my eternal abode in the sky
So under all circumstances I will be high
But let me remind you here till the last sigh
My soul in anguish for you will weep and cry
Don't take my stance in a light mood I don't lie
For your sake I will sell myself for you to buy

My beloved my love is for you and just forever
My innocence demands you so don't take me clever
Till the time life remains I am for you to leave you never
Please help me to be in your company to complete tenure
I promise I will strive for you and to continue my endure
Let your beauty to flow like blood in everflowing love river
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True Love

Love is a supreme quality to rule
Beauty works as a working tool
Who does not know is just a fool
In hot desert like a breeze so cool
My love you bring light to the eyes
I like innocent and beautiful cries
A simple heart devoid of love dies
Love lies are always just true lies
Let my love take you just side by side
In beautiful matters love do needs guide
Relation of love and beauty is far and wide
Sincerity makes all this to be together to ride
My chest and arms are wide open for you
My love let us pass from all the rut thru
What is price of beauty love always knew
For hatred carriers this all is just hebrew
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By Conscience Led

Eternal love prevails over all
It travels from wall all to wall
Without distinction it embraces all
Beauty is to forestall install

Hatred seeks its own price
Hypocrisy portrays it so nice
Hypocrites open but slice by slice
But virtue overpowers every vice

Let sincerity overpowers all hatred
Rumors are not to spread
Living hearts can not be dead
Let us all by conscience led
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Let Me Take You On

Let me take you in my arms let me kiss on you cheeks
Allow my dangling dancing heart to take on peaks
I cannot survive without you this is what my heart seeks
Let my heart take you on with all mixed sighs and shrieks

I love you and now I can not survive without you my love
Please help me to conquer all hurdles and obstacles now
Do not waste time in extra question when where and how
Sail with me in my ship open your mast and allow me bow

My sweetheart my little innocent angel I have given you all
let me take you on with me let me ask and allow me to call
Let us take all fragrance from the Spring before it turns to fall
In your company I am ready to take over every hurdle and wall
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My Soul

Let us people not to point out us or blame
We are in a bond of love which is not shame
My rivals may play a game to make it same
But I do realize pure love makes and brings fame

My sweetheart be mine in this wonderful night
Enlighten me with your wonderful sweet light
With you my darkness becomes so clearly bright
Being in sight you are my only and eternal insight

Come in my arms and stay never ever to depart
You are my soul and you are my ever tinkling heart
You are so beautiful pretty and bold and smart
I carry you along from the very beginning and start
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Ordeals Of Love Fire

My love be ready to walk through ordeals of love fire
It demands bare feet and naked head to go through
To be successful you have to sell all and nothing to hire
It needs life and sacrifices to win it and constantly pursue

So be ready for the test to be best in this difficult time
Be mine with the sincerity of heart and soul to deserve
This may make you to go through desert of life in prime
Beauty in its own wonderful way makes love just to serve

I am in love and I love you like a lunatic with fits of lunacy
In love I lost my self and everything and nothing remains
Let me understand the importance and reality of the intricacy
Like flooded blood now you are in my heart and body in veins

The way you touched my heart the way you touched my soul
Henceforth I can never ever want to lose or intend to separate
Like a missionary I have selected you as my aim and as my goal
In togetherness your beauty made me strong and my love great
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Petal To Sprout

This is your elegance style and charm
Which keeps my heart tender and warm
And spreads with norm from arm to arm
Like fragrance of rose all around you swarm

Like a butterfly with very many colors
Your beauty further confers and coquers
This style of beauty love always favours
Beauty of sweetheart only love infers

My beloved I am yours in every situation
If love is sin time and again I go for the sin
Beauty always demands love to be just in
When you are mine every battle I am to win

Let me love you from within and without
On this account please don't have any doubt
You are like a newly born petal to sprout
My heart carries you like life throughout
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Our Survival

When you take my love to the extreme
Then your beauty flows in me like stream
In my darkness you enlighten like a light beam
Being my dream girl you are like a dream

My emotions want you like to be with me
Full of precious pearls you are like a sea
My love is in bondage you beauty makes free
We are just individuals my love will make we

I take your beauty as a prize as well as surprise
I am highly disorganized please make me organize
My innocence is on the rise please make me wise
I love you from the core of my heart you must realize

Please accompany me on the path of my real love
You are my sweetheart my little innocent dove
Please do appreciate without you I can not rise above
We will be the winner if together we rise above now
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Destiny Instead

When you call me my love I run towards you
With just bare feet and with just naked head
We can manage our love through and through
We will surely be able to get our destiny instead

Please don't be afraid of the world with shades
In severe hot and cold you provide me with cover
But still I was cut into pieces by the rivals blades
Under pain and torture I could be able to discover

That only we are for each other in this entire world
No one else can dare to be like you and like me
The contempt and hatred is going bigger as herald
My love I have no other defence or any other plea

I am yours you are mine we both are from same mould
Hence our benefit and loss remain one and the same
My sweetheart you are like a pure and proper piece of gold
Together we may be notorious in love or good in fame
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On The Date

Whenever I see beauty my sweetheart
You become me I become your part part
So fragrant so sweet and beautifully smart
Let me take you along from the very start

Taste of your eyes graces of your graceful gait
In love one remains alert and is ubable to wait
You are my sweetheart my soul my soulmate
For excellence of beauty love always remains bait

My destiny my destination please be on the date
Graces of excellence makes beauty really great
Intensity of love has conquered all hatred and hate
Let me write my name on your good blank plate

Let me love you let me be one and let me meet
Your eyes are wonderful your eyes are purely neat
In the full emotins in a sentimental burning heat
Let my love take your beauty on the real love seat

You are so beautiful I can't forget your eyes and taste
You are so pur you are so lovely so are pure and chaste
Let us love and please do not play moments to waste
Let me embrace you caress you with arms on your waist
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World Deception

Life is a dream in dreams where a person finds relief
It is a set of vice and virtue according to one's own belief
Happiness is transitory and is under cover of pain and grief
Depicted unfulfilled desires seem done in a time so brief

This world is a deception and is not what it seems as such
On the petal of rose it redeems and vanishes just with a touch
World is a driverless vehicle which moves on without a clutch
It hoots care about color creed and religion of a Spanish or Dutch

But a fact remains that a duty is ordained which is to be overtaken
Whether someone is too clever or someone happens to be forsaken
A man with clean heart and soul and with clear destination can won
As a matter of fact whosoever aspires can perform this job undone
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Love Discourse

My sweetheart in every love discourse
Your beauty remains resourceful source
When love attacks with its full force
Then no one can dare change its course

Beauty but is in search of a burning sun
Which should complete its job undone
Love is a serious affair its not just fun
Where is to be bruised with bullet of gun

My sweetheart being very very innocent
You still not clear about life cent per cent
You seem very immature and very blunt
You always lead love just from the front

In pure love eyes take lead to see and speak
The lover and beloved are both on the peak
This is how they manage and just dare to seek
Love then dangles oozes from cheek to cheek
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Sweet Princess

Let me take you to the horizon
Let us together face burning sun
Let my sweetheart be one on one
Let hurriedly complete job undone

Let's my love blaze like fire in love
Let us be mature to initiate it now
Do not ask why where and just how
Let me caress you my little sweet dove

Our world must be a world of happiness
Let love seek from beauty this all bless
Let rivals not to create any type of mess
My sweetheart my love my sweet princess
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Wonderful Art

You flow in me like a love stream
My love your beauty is in my dream
You travel in me like beautiful beam
You are my love and my love theme

We travel together in all lovely dreams
I can't survive without you it always seems
In full winter and snow you are like sunbeams
My sweetheart you are master of my regimes

Let me love you with sincerity of heart
Let me take you in arms not to depart
You are so beautiful you are so smart
You are a wonderful piece of divine art
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Love Trance

On this account I can just bet
Your charming glance I can't forget
Let in togetherness we should set
Let beauty and love are to set

In their taste in their mood
In a pleasant style without being rude
What to brood what not to brood
Love is mature beauty is too crude

Let my love touch me in trance
Let me allow to take an other chance
Whether it is love or romance
It was nothing but a valid stance
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You Are Novice

My sweetheart in love line you are novice
Let me kiss you my red rose my white lotus
With your beauty my love celebrates promise
I am your prince and you are my princess

Let cherish memories of love in the spring
Let us make strong with beauty love string
In your company let my heart clearly sing
My heart with your beauty dances to swing

Come to me and make aman of cosequence
Let us cross every barrier and every fence
In front of your beauty my love has no defence
Let us give to our life an appropriate sequence
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Lips To Lips

My sweetheart let's talk from lips to lips
As beauty quenches thirst and just sips
Wine of love is ordained to get all the tips
Love believes in beauty for frequent trips

Your beautiful cheeks take all from me
Springly provides graces as charity to see
In togetherness we are not alone but we
Praise of your does not require any plea

Forget about all come in my arms for solace
My heart tinkles when you move pace to pace
I am charmed and enthralled by your grace
My eyes remain fixed on your beautiful face
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My sweetheart love has very many shapes
But you are just really the loveliest of all
You are so beautiful and juicy like red grapes
My heart dangles and dances to invite to call

If your so wonderful what about beauty's taste
In one glance you have taken my heart and soul
You are so gracel so the moments are not to waist
Henceforth your the only objective and only goal

Let us celebrate spring in the company of roses
Let us enjoy and celebrate these lovely moments
Beauty when cherishes then definitely bldozes
Beauty in bloom really needs no further comments
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Honest Pursuits

I am ready with open wings to encounter all horizons and vistas
I have at my disposal all the mercy and accumulative blesses
No one dare to debar me from all the available chances and choises
Every hurdle in the way makes me confident, helps and revitalizes

My destination is clear my destiny is somewhere above in the sky
I am ready to touch edge of eternity with the struggle that I buy
My inquisitiveness challenges me about the what where and why
I can bear all torture and pain on the way without any sigh or cry

If you want to be with me then you should be ready to bear pain
At some stage of time intelligence works but at another makes insane
For those who aspire task is uphill and difficult and not down the drain
For all honest efforts and for all fair pursuits there is a full mercy rain
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Graces To Show

Let me be clear and fair in a tone to tell
It is we who make world heaven or hell
Being egoist if we contain in a closed shell
This world is beautiful place to live to dwell
We already know what we purchase and sell
Whenever I am in a trance or under love spell
My idiosyncrasies make me sick and unwell
Your love makes me an iconoclast and rebel

So let forget for once and for all this dirty row
Let us be more mature to grow and just to glow
I sacrifice my heart and soul on your eyebrow
Beauty makes my love in veins like blood to flow
But in my humility of my attitude this I know
I have nothing but you lot many graces to show
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Let's Make World Peaceful

If you inflict torture and pain I will return
At some point of time life is to take a turn
Whatever efforts are put in one has to earn
For every hard action reaction remains stern

So let us decide not to unearth what was past
Let us gain something new let lost be just lost
Let us come out of the well to make horizon vast
Let us save our future before it is completely blast

We are enemies by blood so aspire for the blood
Let us divide this river in to streams before flood
Let us grace our faces before eyes filled with mud
It is good to nip the evil at the beginning from bud

Life is too short to love how people efford hatred
Right path is impossible when one is wrongly led
If color of hatred is red then love like rose is red
We can make this world peaceful if we are just avid
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The Revenge

Revenge for revenge is nothing but revenge
But if some one can forgive then it is great
Holy books support fully philosophy to avenge
Forgiveness is wonderful without any wait

I do not know whether I will be able to forgive
All that torture which was inflicted on me
By all those who just never allowed me to live
But still I require time to forebear and to see

Whether I should give them another chance
Or be frank and straightforward in approach
So let me forget and forgive in just that trance
I fully understand that this subject is to broach
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Sham Relations

All relations are sham with ve ted interests
Greed is their motto with full of dirty lusts
Eyes full of wickedness hearts full of dirty dusts
Take name of God but are really just atheists

I can not understand the fricks which they play
They do not do what which they just always say
Apparently they are good but full of with areas gray
Darkness of night is in hearts but seem like day

I wasted much of timewith them to help be bright
But I just failed to change their miserable plight
They have their own way to be happy to delight
They do have sight but totally lack their insight

Henceforth no more I will be victim of tricky trade
From mould third rategthey prove them third grade
For threir heinous crimes by Satan they are well paid
With bad intentions they are over taken by good raid
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In Blooming Spring

In blooming spring my love take me in arms
Please be mine without being victim of norms
I can't resist your graces and lovely charms
All around me your fragrance spreads swarms

In your company I feel so good and so secure
You are my remedy and only you are my cure
With your warmth I can struggle and endure
Like a snowflake you are so chaste and pure

Let me praise you you with love and sincerity
Let me take to my heart your chastity and purity
Let me save you from every hazard and insecurity
Let me make you mine with sincerity and hilarity
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The Soldier

Please don't cut my wings let me fly
My vision is clear my limit is the sky
I do not want to be low let me be high
For completion of mission I may die

A soldier always tread on right path
He is least pushed if to go by hearth
For the sake of his nation accepts wrath
His coffin is the flag not ordinary cloth

On the zig zag paths through odds of life
He moves on even if to travel on blunt knife
Remains extraordinary in all ordinary strife
For the sake of his people doesn't care for wife

Duty comes first always and every time
He sacrifices his youthful life in prime
Music of the nation is his rhythm and rhyme
Time favours him ha remains in the time
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Wonderful Diva

My sweetheart you are my soul and soul never dies
On your arrogant attitude my heart plaintively cries
I kiss your truth and I love your good innocents cries
Beauty is always ignorant of its fragrance love is wise

My beloved flowers of spring remind me about you
I look forward to get you in life through and through
You are so proud of your graces my heart already knew
I can sacrifice my heart and soul on your lovely eyebrow

Beauty ultimately is reward of love so extend it sparingly
No one in the world deserves you but only my heart and me
Let us in togetherness make ourselves deserving and free
For being in love heart is always in touch with beauty to agree

Come to me in this spring sine I feel your fragrance in the area
I am deeply impressed by your graces and chraismatic aure
Your style and beauty makes me in love with force of inertia
To whom I have lost my heart you are that wonderful diva
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Humans Are Humans

Pain of life brings pleasure to life when is taken with grace
Hence every such test determines man’s patience and race
Love sparkles on the face beauty is in character not on face
Ugliness under all circumstances leaves just the dirty trace

Humans are humans because they are conscientious to know
They prove their worth being surroundings in which they grow
Innocent hearts and clean eyes make a person beautifully glow
Hatred and contempt change virtue into vice change them in row

Animals are animals but human in to animals with bad intentions
Hence they remain prisoners of conscience and remain in detentions
Memories are lost when they become miserable being fake retentions
Humans may be in deserted deplored houses and may not be in mansions
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Line In Palm

You my sweet heart like line of destiny in my palm
For all my bruises you are like a suture and balm
To my love extend your beauty as a charity and alm
Your excellence of graces make me serene and calm

Come to me and be the only guest of my soul and heart
Then never ever to think to leave me alone or to depart
My heart tinkles for you from the very beginning and start
My love is very compassionate but your beauty is too smart

Let me get a touch of your beauty with all its graceful graces
The lover forgets all in trance when beauty of beloved embraces
This world is full of very many faces and very many such cases
Even if you leave me alone still I will follow your path with traces

Come to me and be mine for all times to come as my real life
Please don't keep me in torture and pain on a sharp blunt knife
Please never ever me leave in adversity and in poverty and strife
Take me in your heart as life and be my sweet lovely only wife
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Beauty Aspire

Soft like clouds and pure like light streak
Beauty touche me to see love's hide seek
Sitting in a valley on mountain's high peak
Clouds sail in the valley from cheek to cheek

Love is all in all in its eternal sweet domain
Beauty in its purity establishes love chain
Love at times is a trouble with one's brain
Love for beauty is a merciful lovely rain

My sweetheart be a like a white cloud to rain
For your sake I am ready to bear painful pain
Emotions travel in brain like ever going train
Love transcends to make a sane just insane

My love I am victim of your beauty to aspire
What my innocent heart continuously desire
My love is a current your beauty a naked wire
My love is a fire which your beauty is to aspire
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The Surrender

My sweetheart you are so delicate and tender
ront of your beauty my heart is to surrender
Under all circumstances you have to conquer
I am in search of myself taking cover after cover

Like petals of rose and like lotus so pure and white
Like beacon of light like snow so white and pure
My love you are only source of happiness and delight
It is not season to be in arow or be troubled in fight

Flowers blossom to bring life to saples of the old trees
Let caress your lovely cheeks by the morning breeze
Love when touches beauty opens crease by crease
Your beauty makes every one in the area stun and freeze

My love has given you very many shades to be portrayed
The moment I saw you my heart danles and is swayed
Please do not consider me as a puppet to be easily played
The price for your love I have already considered and paid
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To Listen Sighs

Like a receding current image of my beloved remains in front
Where ever I go it comes with me so I am ready to bear the brunt
To attract and to play with love beauty is the powerful agent
Her beautiful tricks of playing with love are so sweet and brilliant

I love you to the core of my heart so take the taste and do not test
In this entire world beauty is scattered all around but you are the best
I am ready to sacrifice my body and soul so I am ready to go in contest
I am a prisoner of love and aspire your beauty to come forward to arrest

My sweetheart time is passing as sand particles slip from the palm of hand
My heart my love is in consonance with your beauty on frequency and band
Please take my love seriously otherwise it prove on shore like castle of sand
You are so beautiful your graces and charms are so elegant and so grand

Let me take you in my eyes and heart and to take you away from all eyes
Let me be with you to sing love songs and to listen from beauty all love cries
Let us go hand in hand and let us be near from heart to heart to listen sighs
Let be truthful to each other as the only truth to forget about all the lies
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The Real Lovers

Love of Allah makes one to forget himself and all around
Like force strong it makes spell bound and bound to surround
It makes one to be in trance and then to take a sheer chance
To see the whole truth and nothing else but truth in a glance
It is in the annals of history that when a lover was enthralled
He was cut into pieces alive then his pieces were burnt to be called
On the alter of love he exclaimed the superiority of eternal love
His ashes were thrown on the river which was remember now
Eternal beauty and eternal love when are desired ask for life
It is not a bed of roses it is full of poison double edged knife
Lovers are like moths and beauty is like glowing light of a candle
It is a journey in the hot desert with naked head difficult to handle
But supreme are those who never give in and are martyrs of love
In their hearts of heart with clean eyes and hearts are innocent dove
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Life In Ocean

Life is a journey through a deep rugged ocean
It is a hazardous encounter taken one on one
Salty moisture under the scorching heat of sun
Taken by a managaist all odds ultimately won

Fortune favours the brave destiny kisses thy feet
At the top of the ladder there is always a good seat
Who dares to win no one dares to come in to beat
My sweetheart I am striving for you come and meet

Journey after journey this what life aspires to and for
If the emotions are strong no one can dare to hinder debar
No one can come in the way no one has cheeks to debar
With all sinews of war I am ready to attack and wage a war

No whirlwind can come in my way when I decided to die
My limit is the horizon my destination is the just blue sky
Wjnd come in the way not to hinder but to take me high
My experience of life dictates me not to relax but to try and try

I can I will my faith is my to tell and the leasson learnt is rudder
I am man of cosequence being a soldier don not take me light sir
My eyes are like hawk I know where to attack my my vision isn't blur
Where ever I lose a sight then my heart dictates me as you were
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Be My Guest

My sweetheart my beautiful pink rose
Your black eyes from your veil buldoze
Your beauty in my blood glows flows
Love is a matter of hearts and not of egos

My love my survival depends on love
Beauty is related to love my little dove
We are together grow and glow now
But I don't know to attract you and how

My style I borrow from your good graces
I blindly follow you and your all traces
Whe in trance you take me to embraces
I now have to forget all rivals dirty faces

Let me love you and forget about the rest
My sweet heart I take you from rest the best
Let us make in a forest a little beautiful nest
Come to me and let me take you as my guest
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To Struggle Hard

To do nothing and sit and wait
Is very difficult my soul mate
In mean people you are great
Victory does not come in a plate

Let us strive hard to explore, win
To strive to win obligatory not a sin
Accompany me in every kith and kin
Allow me to open this beautiful tin

My love struggle is a must to encounter
With clear approach path can not be blur
Enthusiasm can and allow to soul to stir
Every minutest detail one to consider

Let us take our slogan of struggle along
To strive to strive must be the real song
To each other we are attached and belong
If first step is taken then journey is no long
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The Eunuchs

All power rests with God He is the Master
His will prevails and there is less choice
He is beholder of destiny and the Caster
So slaves have to accept verdict to be nice

In this world we all are bonded not free
Eunuch is being tortured and maltreated
By this society and by all and sundry
So when they talk none sense are defeated

Eunuchs are creation of God we must understand
Who so ever raises finger challenges God
Only God's will prevails above and on the land
We must be more careful being His sole ward

All creation is loved by God on equal ground
No one is inferior or superior as a matter of fact
This we should understand clearly and must sound
We have to follow verdict of God being in pact
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Out Of Veil

Your ocean green eyes looking out of the veil
Makes my heart to dangle dance and to sail
I am fully aware that to the fairies land you hail
Help me to win and please don't make me fail

For very many times when I look forward to see
I am fully aware it could not possibly clear to be
Moon when is hidden in clouds can not feel free
For my innocent desire I could not have any plea

I do know you are pure like snow like lotus in lake
Hence I dare sacrifice my life for your eyes sake
You are famous and taken by the town as hot cake
Let me love you praise you and worship you to take

As my life my soul my heart and a beacon of light
I am grateful to God who has brought you to sight
What of rivals to the entire world I am ready to fight
Please be mine and do consider my miserable plight
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You Are My Dress

My love you are etenal bless
Your beauty stands for finness
Let me declare let me confess
You are my body I am your dress

Don't ignore my pure emotions
Don't be victim of rivals notions
Love needs no good or valid reasons
I'm victim of your graceful actions

My beautiful beloved we are but one
You are like a cool moon blazen sun
Let us complete our love job undone
Portray your smile for the sake of fun

No one is like you here or abroad
God in making you was extra kind
In your palm my is heart my mind
In a love chain let you and me bind
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True Emotions

My sweetheart I love you from the core of my heart
Please never ever try to ignore me or to deceive
Remain always with me and do not leave or depart
I am your lover you are my beloved you have to believe

You may have very many like me but I have only you
So please don't play with my innocently true emotions
World may present very many options to you though
But rest assure those all may be tricks with dirty notions

Love me with your heart your soul by extending all charms
Believe in me and be the flower in my garden to flourish
Love is an eternal force full of fire to burn and turn with norms
Love needs blood to appreciate beauty to glow and nourish
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To Strive

My love you are a candle and I am a moth to dance around
Let me take your beauty and listen to your heart's sound
In this state of trance neither you nor me are on the ground
Love quenches its thirst and beauty makes it to make it bound

What love is I don't know but I can't survive without you any more
My eyes my heart my soul are spell bound to love and to adore
My sentiments of love for you travel forcefully from pore to pore
I am in whirlwind and your beauty is like a ship to take me to shore

I lost my senses and forgot words to appreciate your style and graces
Your charm has made me mad and I am lost with a touch and embraces
I think my love for you crops up in different shades and the faces
Coming to you is just like a pace which I consider very many paces

Let me be in your bosoms knot and in your open arms to survive
Let me travel in you to gain back my life and to rewind to revive
In your green ocean to get precious pearls to accumulate to dive
This is how I take your beauty to my love to be one to strive and thrive
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Is Love Sin

In every spring your love haunts me
Your beauty reminds me bygone days
Pearls of remembrance I carry along to see
How you come out of me like light rays

What I was and what you turned me to
In a situation I can not be able to explain
When I will encounter all obstacles thru
My injuries require suture but not salty rain

You proved how pride runs in the blood
You played with me by taking me a puppet
I do not think you be able to bear the flood
To put a suture of beauty on my open cut

I embraced you time and again in dream
I saw your rose petals like beautiful cheeks
But then my awakening made me scream
When my heart in pieces leaks and bleeds

It is world of tyranny and oppression of rivals
Who always play tricks to attack and win
What is my sentiment and emotion of revivals
Is love a crime and to appreciate beauty a sin
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Let Us Love…Happy Valentine Day

Love for all hatred fr none
Like a blazen glowing sun
Let me complete job undone
With love let's make world stun

Heartbeats must be side by side
On beautiful love's eternal ride
Let be beauty guide to ride
To the eternal edge of eterntys side

My beloved please don't debar
Come near and don't be too far
You are my moon you are my star
I love and consider you avatar

Come inarms let me embrace
Extend to me your graceful grace
We both are from same love race
Your glow is in my blood on face

Let us celebrate this day in trance
On Valentine Day let me take a chance
Let us love let us be near to romance
Let us free our hearts to dance
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Love Demand

My sweet heart I love you with body and soul
You tinkle in my heart you are my real goal
Let me praise your charm and graces my doll
I lost everything on your cheeks and on mole

Let me give you touch of life with a sweet kiss
You are my strength you never leave and dismiss
You are so sweet in disguise you are real bliss
We can encounter every hurdle in togetherness

Embrace me with love this is what is love demand
Take me to your heart don't leave me to strand
Love and beauty of the same color and brand
Let us be together my love step by step, hand in hand
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Ocean Green

Take me over with your pride and grace
I want to follow you my love pace to pace
What all is hidden in beauty let me trace
This is your innocence which plays on face

Love is like a canoe which takes beauty along
It is ingrained in soul like areal lovely song
This is my conviction just to me you belong
If beauty is right the how love can be wrong

Let me take you in my arms my beauty queen
Your beauty allured me my sweet and lovely teen
Let us portray that love which world have never seen
My heart danglled down in your eyes ocean green
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God And Man

God is kind and shares his mercy
With His graces enlightens heart
Slavery of God makes me more free
Eternal relation is never to depart

Mirror of heart receives graces sent
Every message is well meant
Light of kindness cent per cent
My heart towards Him is bent

Every call has its proper recall
God is merciful and compassionate
Man has everything due to His mercy
Man is thirdrate, God is great
It is man who has to see foresee

Love is great being quality of God
Beauty is eternal being His grace
Man is but servant of the Lord
Descent of His love and beauty on face
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In A Glance

Winter has set in to snow clad mountains
With snow fall entire vale is covered with snow
Purity has overtaken all the mistakes and sins
Glare of light has made everything to glow

Valley of Abbottabad is at its highest peak
Light enlightens the surroundings and cheeks
Everything is blazed nothing remains bleak
Beauty starts dancing from peak to peak

Let us celebrate this occasion in trance
Life has given us a good chance to dance
Weather has provided a chance to romance
All beauty can be embraced in one glance
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Take A Chance

My love has gone up to the brim
To touch your beauty in trance
I love you and willkeep not to trim
Every time I will take a love chance

My love your beauty I keep in eyes
Let us together share love cries
Beauty is eternal love never dies
I appreciate your innocent lies

Yo and me away in love pursuit
You are beautiful you are so cute
Let us make our rivals on shoot
Let me taste your forbidden fruit
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Her Chastity

My love you are like snow flake
Your chastity, purity, I want to take
Beautiful flower in the lake
My love you are like hot cake
Beauty of God is in your make
Now my life is at a stake

In winter snow all is white
Your light enlightens me so bright
You are like fire like light
You are like rainbow, like a kite
Your charming style brings all light
You are my strength, my might
Love me by keeping insight
Let me encounter every height
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A Bitch

She played with my innocence in my childhood
Hence I became victim of disparity for good
But still with my conviction on the path I stood
She committed a crime by making me a statue of wood

At that time she gave her hand in the hand of a rich
Hence she molested my emotions and proved her bitch
Through her tricks she inflicted pain on me as a witch
She opted for a fort and threw me in to a dark ditch

And today I am a man of consequence and she has nothing
Now she wants me to be with her in her lap a song to sing
Time has brought me wisdom and intelligence and to bring
All happiness all fortunes and again she wants to give her ring

Is it love or was it lust by her which played with my life
She has taken a plan to kill me with her gone youth knife
Now she wants to be my friend while she was not in time of strife
She wants to be with me on the path of life as a husband and wife
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Blunt And Rude

Do not consider me blunt and rude
I am a man of my style and mood
If you prove yourself clever, shrewed
Then I will make you naked and nude

When human nature is compromised
Then he is disrespected far and wide
There are very many other curses allied
Then he is taken every one for the ride

Good intentions make destination clear
Destiny becomes success to be so near
There remains no iota of any fret or fear
Honesty makes and nourishes a soothsayer
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The Terrorists

Brazen acts against humanity by the terrorists
Are liable to be paid back in the same coin
Because they play with the lives of innocents
Hell should be played to them in same line

Their heinous crimes their derty designs
Need no bounds on the land to kill and to kill
Their booby traps and gun powdered mines
Require to tackle barbareously to instill

What they sow so shall they are bound to reap
Their bad intentions and poison they spread
With fortitude and with sincerity to upheld to keep
Where ever are found to be killed to be dead

Terrorists have no cast color religion and creed
They are enemise of God and enemies of all men
They have nothing good but promote bad deed
They should be taken to the task just now and then
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Dazzling Light

Your beauty burns like a dazzling light
My love makes your graces more bright
In darknesyou are like full moon lit night
Your charming graces are source of delight

My sweetheart let be on terms to finish row
Let me sacrifice my life on your eyebrow
Let us be sensible together grow and glow
Your beauty is excellent gift of God to show

What you are and what just you mean to me
You are full of pearls like an ocean like sea
Let us today declare love terms to accept agree
In this spring share flowers without being angry

Let me be your king my sweetheart my queen
Let us portray our love never ever to be seen
Let us shun our rivals who are surely mean
You are innocent fragrant my beautiful teen

Fire of love blazens my body, heart and soul
I am a child aspiring to play with a charming doll
You are my real objective you are my ultimate goal
I been taken over by your graces and cheeks mole

No one els can take your place my sweetheart in life
I am in a state of your your double edged blunt knife
With you I can undergo every difficulty and strife
Do not waste your prime let me take you as my wife
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Valid Basis

You are in me like my heart and soul
To capture your beauty is my only goal
I want to capture truth but as a whole
Still I don't know whether this is love role

Beauty in pieces is not beauty at all
To capture reality to install forestall
My love you are forme love all in all
Remove the veil and put away the wall

Rememberance comes when forgotten
How clean approach can just be rotten
For external journey dressis white cotton
Since I want to meet Him one on one

Love is what beauty is in just dire need
Seed of love swon begets love seed by seed
I remember you just in time bead by bead
This is what helps me to provide clear lead

Please don't debar me from you're graces
Be kind enough to me and to my races
Please make me to have one face not faces
My love is my struggle on the valid basis
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Valid Stance

Your beauty is to make my love blazen
Your beauty makes me enlightened beacon
Your graces are real source of real alan
You provided me wings to be real falcon

Love takes one to the edge of eternity
My sweetheart you are so lovely pretty
To my real love your beauty is the key
This is force of love which makes us free

Let my love embrace you in trance
Let me take a chance after chance
Let us share our love and romance
Kiss me my beloved on a valid stance
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Lotus In The Lake

My love you are like a beautiful lotus in the lake
Your beauty and graces my heart wants to take
I am ever ready to sacrifice myself for your sake
Your beauty is truth in this world so dirty and fake

You are like northern star which guides my destiny
Let us celebrate our honeymoon my sweet honey
You have taken my heart in your palm like money
In winter so cold you embark like day hot and sunny

Let me take you in my arms to be near to my heart
Let us make a promise never ever to leave or depart
Let celebrate our love from the beginning and start
I am just enthralled and charmed you are so smart
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To Be With You

My hearts is so pure my soul is so clean
It is just like a beautiful innocent teen
I realize that this would is dirty and mean
Your beauty is grateful my love is so keen

I take you like life You tinkle in my heart
I take you as my end I take you as start
You are like my soul as my essentia part
You are so beautiful you are so smart

Let me kiss you on your graceful cheeks
My heart dangles dances on your peaks
My eyes carry you along like light streaks
You remain with me through days and weeks

Let me take you along let me be with you
Through every thick and thin thru and thru
You are like a moon which comes out of blue
For the sake of beauty my love wants to pursue
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My Beloved

You are my sweetheart like a devine cup of wine
With one sip I got taste of life to be gracefully fine
Your beauty has taken over me with Love's sign
Your graces and style brings my love in line

What is life nothing but your image with shades
It cuts me and my love with its sharp blunt blades
There is no one like you in entire world of maids
Beauty temsons eternal it is love which fades

Your fragrance makes me lost to be lunatic
I love you in my love I am staunch and fanatic
There is no one else which my eyes can pick
You ate like my medicine whenever I am sick

Come in my arms be me to give me relief
You are a treasure and I am like a thief
I am in bondage of slavery you are my chief
Without you I sm nothing but just a withered leaf
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My Sweetheart

You are my sweetheart like a divine cup of wine
With one sip I got taste of life to be gracefully fine
Your beauty has taken over me with Love's sign
Your graces and style brings my love in line

What is life nothing but your image with shades
It cuts me and my love with its sharp blunt blades
There is no one like you in entire world of maids
Beauty temsons eternal it is love which fades

Your fragrance makes me lost to be lunatic
I love you in my love I am staunch and fanatic
There is no one else which my eyes can pick
You ate like my medicine whenever I am sick

Come in my arms be me to give me relief
You are a treasure and I am like a thief
I am in bondage of slavery you are my chief
Without you I am nothing but just a withered leaf
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My Pursuit

My struggle to organize my family into a whole
This is what is my everlasting ever ending goal
Whether I will be able todo it or not is not my concern
But this is my real intention to make it true to discern

My love my efforts are for those who may care
Who will have a heart to initiate surely to dare
In this pursuit I am sure I will be frank and fair
When I look to the future as a real soothsayer

Light dawns upon me to make my destiny clear
My love is for those who are near and very dear
To come upto the occasion and horizons to tear
Destination will come to me to extend help to cheer

My faith my trust in God showers eternal graces
I am not victim but protector of my dear races
I will encounter all mountains and plain places
This is what all is my real stance and the basis
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I Am What I Am

My heart is clean but tongue is bitter
I mean business under all circumstances
I take principles as they are as they were
To cater for honesty I do not take any chances

I have more enemies than my friends
My style leads me to new good trends
My soul is clean my heart never bends
Towards my love every beauty bends

My path is clear my eyes are clean
My intentions are good and not mean
The light of my pursuits on my face can be seem
My honesty of purpose makes me keen

Hence I declare do not take me light
Take me in heart and not in your sight
My present is glorious my future is bright
I dangle and dance like a colorful kite
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Love Suit

Love is a force to be reckoned with
Beauty is a discourse to take the flight
My sweetheart our relation is a myth
Which being hidden I'd still very bright

So do not play with my innocent feelings
Portray your gracious style to the world
Let us accept eternal and divine dealings
Let us declare it like a clear blunt herald

Just be mine and leave all my rivals
Let us be fair in our love relation and pursuit
Let us pursue for success and revivals
Let us express and declare love suit
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Pretty Remark

My sweetheart on your pretty remark
My dormant life flashed with spark
Lit like a candle in the sheer dark
You reinvigorated me back on mark

Now I travel towards destiny in light
My eyes have captured you as a sight
You my rainbow with all colors kite
Became just a source of eternal delight

When I kiss I take your real identity
You are so beautiful and so pretty
By being your slave I feel totally free
In par excellence match no one can be

My love you have haunted me in love
In graces you are like little peace dove
We are one no one can separate now
Our love has just chained us in a row
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Love Margins

The taste of your lips have carried me away
From my present state to the state of charm
My heart still dangles and dances to sway
I cant forget the taste of your arms so warm

At a glance I was wondering not on land any more
Uncontrolled breathing was taking us from shore to shore
Till the time we were one symphony from door to door
Hearts started talking with love from core to core

Let me kiss my sweetheart with intensity of emotions
Let me in this state extend to your beauty all my devotions
Let us celebrate in togetherness all the hidden notions
Let us dance on the same frequency to cover the margins
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In Togetherness

This world is a place where there is no solace
Love with beauty is a stance and a troubled case
Path is through burning fire from pace to pace
Still the world aspires to go on fire without trace

My love has been burnt with simple touch of beauty
This is the start I don't know what its end could be
My deplorable plight I wish rivals should not see
Let us move together hand in hand to feel more free

My sweetheart love is neither a gamble nor a play
Its seriousness makes just it a dawn a day a light ray
Let us in togetherness we cherish excel and pray
Together to go throw cold in December and hot in May

Let me take you in my arms and then to forget forever
Let us collect all from our struggle and every endeavor
Even if entire world is against us we should remain in favor
Whatever love we have for each other without seeking any waiver

Let me be you and let you be me for eternal love pursuit
Let us be one and let us follow the same steps on same route
It becomes in love whether to suit or whether not to suit
Let us make this moment of love eternal and not to pollute

Our souls and our hearts and minds with poisonous thought
Let us be straight and not on wrong footings to be caught
Let us celebrate solace and satisfaction in the process sought
Let us be together in every hour of trial with our love a lot
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World is strange with all its strangeness it haunts
Sincerity is always taken as a plaything to play
On very many occasions it derails and changes in taunts
Straightfowarded people become disappointed to say

Vice to virtue and virtue to vice to take or to give chance
People take shelter behind curtains not to show their faces
Morality is tested and it becomes difficult for good to stance
Evil prevails over good and good loses all its identity traces

Truth does not require any defence to plead what all is right
Falsehood travels cover to cover to win over all the dood deeds
Shadows become big to be taken a thing of consequence in sigh
They play to glorify with monilifornin but with garland beads

Faithless people as they are and faithless people they will remain
Wrath will take them on for their henious crime and dirty desingn
They will never ever be bestowed with mercy and its eternal rain
Time will celebrate them not as a figure of respect but as a dirty wine
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My Request

I have to carry my cross all along
Till the time I embrace to whom I belong
My heart in full swing sings a song
I am a slave my Master is so strong

My destiny dictates all my destination
I carry along all my love and passion
I am proud of my this eternal relation
To come up to the occasion is my salvation

Please shower on me all your mercy
Save me from torture and pain not to see
Please help me to make just real me
Only you are mine without any plea

My love my God my protector my Friend
In your love I carry along graceful trend
Whenever I bow my head and to bend
Then all your graces come down to lend

What I need and what I desire to opt
I do know that I don't know the craft
But my faith tells me how lovely and soft
Help me to make good my humble draft
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Love On Trial

You my love are still young and I have gone old
Punishment has inflicted on me in different style
The burnt amber when turns into ashes isn't gold
Your good graces provided energy to every mile

So you in your prime still can burn like the fire
You still can invigorate spirits of love in lovers
But my age has become hurdle in need so dire
Time will grow all fruits and flowers on bowers

You my love may have certain choices in front
I never had one less you in present past or future
I make your images from all the ashes burnt
I can not see and find for my bruises the suture

Please take me in your warm and soothing arms
Before I the last light of my eyes to leave me alone
Your beauty like a fountain in my heart swarms
Let us share together all love and beauty in tone
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Drama Of Life

I don't have any control on my role in drama of life
Predestined will occur to control my destiny
I may be in solace or on the sharp blade of knife
I may be lost in dust or on the edge of eternity

My God takes me along on the path chosen for me
I just drove along with Him like a blind
In all ups and downs in all good and bad
I don't have to be cautious since He is so kind
So I keep just the track whether happy or sad

Please be kind my Lord I don't have any one
Who can be like you to protect me from dejection
Who should love me like a savior and shine like sun
Who should help me in my every job undone
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Morality

Morality has gone down to the dogs
Corruption has covered the dirty heads
Cropping up different voices of frogs
Dishonesty Is dancing over living deads

Who comprised and by whom compromised
Time will determine the reality and intensity
Annals of history dictate its version
Poisoned minds have poisoned fraternity
Covers over covers played with virgin

Let us bring back the reality into action
Let be honest to the coming generation
For bringing back reality to its perfection
Let us come up to respect and veneration
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Love Shines

My love your love is shining all around
Your beauty has the charisma to surround
In a situation my heart is just bound
Let us enjoy life on common ground

You take me in reality your real confidant
Together we mutually require and want
Togetherness will inspire us to grant
Kiss me grace me make me enchant

Life without you is life without soul
I can give away my life on your mole
Only you are my destined declared goal
I want to take truth not in parts but as whole
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Love needs sacrifices and offers the same
Lust intends to play with beauty for shame
All lovers for their love enjoy respect
Carriers of lust are the worst not best
Love is to share and to spare in trance
Lust is always to molest every chance
Love is what life is full with emotions
Lust is what aspires for with wrong notions
Love is to give and lust is to take
Love is all truth lust is but all fake
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Alluring Dance

When wine touch the brim of glass
Every touch becomes touch of class
Beauty surrounds around to pass
Flood of emotions is ready to cross

All limits to quench eternal thirst
When love takes fire around to burst
Love surpasses all greed and lust
Then taking wine of beauty is must

Please afford a chance to have romance
Be ready for a fiery alluring dance
What I had, you took in a glance
What remains is just Love’s stance
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No Candle

My sweetheart you are full of beauty
There is no one like you in the city
You are so graceful and so pretty
No one like you I could ever see

A bottle of wine full up to the brim
Full of flowers a bower not to trim
Romantic light so sweet and dim
In front of eyes like a lively film

Portrayed beauty is beyond any limit
Which love wants to take bit by bit
You are so charming and so fit
In front of you no candle dare to lit
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Desert Of Life

Standing alone in the midst of desert of life
Thinking about revival after being burnt alive
Being badly bruised by words like a knife
Gaining energy from all illusions to survive

With will I will manage and also pave my way
Through the ups and downs to get my destiny
Keeping an amber of beauty alive in love ray
It is for sure to be with you on other end honey

Just look at my will and not my miserable plight
I will move and move thirsty and hungry along
Keeping just your image in my eyes to just fight
Against all odds whether they are right or wrong

I do believe in the force of love as faith to proceed
Please do not debar me from your graceful image
Love as an eternal fire to guide your beauty to lead
I will burn in love as a worldly lunatic seer and sage
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Line Together

From line to line she is beautifully fine
She seems divine like a bottle of wine
When her beauty surrounds love line
From pore to pore her graces are mine

With green eyes like pure sea green
Glowing and charming cheeks of teen
Nothing on earth have ever been seen
My eyes surround you to be just keen

My sweetheart do not be like weather
Beauty celebrates her own love feather
You look like fairy in your coat of leather
Let us celebrate our love line together
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Thru And Thru

In sheer dejection when I lose all hopes
I call my Allah to shower all His mercy
Then I feel myself chained in love ropes
He covers and protects me to just see

He loves me a lot I enthrall with beauty
No harm can touch me or dare to abuse
My Creator is pretty why I shouldn't be
When He loves me then how can I refuse

My Allah please shower all your blessings
I do not have any one less but only You
When we are in conformity my heart sings
In our togetherness we are thru and thru
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You Are Mine

My sweetheart I love you I am your reverent
If I come back to you please do not prevent
Love has bondage of beauty as a covenant
I am yours you are mine cent per cent

I am your prisoner keep me in your cage
Beauty for love is a soothsayer and sage
Your beauty and my lobe are on one page
You look more beautiful and innocent in rage

Please be mine whether now or then
You are praised by my heart and pen
Let me be with you in solitude in the den
On your one step I will take more than ten

Please save me from the torture and pain
Don't leave me alone to be just insane
Chain my love in your beauty’s chain
Only you can save me from every disdain
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Your Choice

Your beauty around is bound to surround
My love for its innocence and complacency
When both of us take me flight from the ground
Fragrance spreads with its style of decency

You my love remain emblem of real beauty
And I carry along all power of my love
Amber of love has burnt me my sweetheart
I will revive from my ashes now
Come and be my heat like sweet part

I have paid price of my love it is now your turn
Now only you can help me in my survival
It is your sweet choice whether to burn
Or leave me on the mercy of my rivals
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In Romance

My sweetheart is too young to understand what love is
She does not know that her beauty is more than fairies
Through her innocence she looks at the things to dismiss
Her wonderful graces and charms she normally carries

She wants a touch of dew drops like on petals of rose
Then she will be able to accompany me to celebrate
She has the daring and dashing attitude to bulldoze
Only touch of love to beauty will make her tolerate

Idiosyncrasies of life debar her to be more frank, fair
She remains reserve being afraid of even her shadow
She will open herself with passage of time layer to layer
Then when she will grow will be able to glow and show

What she all carries in her beauty what she may portray
From the veil of beauty to the world at a glance to dance
Then she will flow in every heart like a beautiful light ray
She will be mine and be ready to accompany in romance
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Love Is Not A Thing

My love my soulmate be on my page
Let me have beauty at its initial stage
Love intends to remain in a the cage
Do not be angry don not be in rage

Together we will encounter that all
Which may take us to rise or fall
But this will facilitate to any call
From my heart to the heart of gall

So in nutshell all goes very well
This is moment forever to dwell
It determines life is heaven or hell
Love is not a thing to purchase or sell
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The Bill

Your beauty is as sharp a razor's edge
It makes my love to have dangerous pledge
Travelling together on vulnerable ridge
We may encounter every fence and wedge

Love needs sacrifice I am ready to portray
My love seeks path in beauty’s light ray
It needs action then just to declare and say
You have even my life with dedication I pray

But please do not leave me to rivals will
If you want to kill me please just do kill
To encounter beauty is climbing high hill
For your sake I am ready to pay the bill
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The Beginning Of Love

She quarrels with me on one pretext or another
This is what is the beginning of love from her
So I have to take her on with softness of love
She will melt with love like a tamed dove
So it is love which will make her to accept
My love being original and being correct
Henceforth she will feel pride to belong
To me and to my beautiful love song
Together we will proceed on love path
To rise to the occasion we will accept wrath
World can not separate us with meanness
So let love extend to beauty its eternal kiss
Let my miss promise to celebrate not to miss
Let be ready to play with rivals design to dismiss
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The Damnation

All relations claim to be loyal and sincere
While there hearts and faces are dirty and black
They carry daggers to cut me into pieces to tear
Lust and greed take one from the path and track

Ambitions and desires put bar on their sense
They carry lost destiny as well as destination
Imprisoned in themselves with the fence
Thy will face death and eternal damnation

They will burn themselves to the ashes
They will lose their names and faces
They will be exposed with baseless bashes
They will lose in the dirt their dirty races
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In Love Line

You my love outshine from the rest
You are so beautiful you are best
My love intends to take the test
Let my love your beauty's guest

You are a moon in full moonlit night
In comparison with beauty love is right
My love keeps your beauty always in sight
I am down in the drain you are up in height

I cherish in your beauty to shine
I am yours and you are only mine
I am thirsty you are a cup of wine
Your beauty is now on my love line
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Love Like Shining Sun

Oh my sweetheart let me kiss
You imve because I direly miss
You and your beauty being alone
Let me cherish you not to moan
When I place my hand on heart
My heart tells me you are my part
You touch of beauty travels in blood
You r charm and graces overtaken like flood
My sweetheart don't leave me in this jungle
Be considerate and don't be dull
Let beauty jsve with love teunion
Let enjoy heat of love like shining sun
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In Mirror

When I see in mirror I cherish your graces
Your beauty in entirety lightens my face
My love in imagination crops up and embraces
My heart follows you from pace to pace

My love is great your beauty satiates
It enlightens me in every situation dark and bleak
When love is on trouble then beauty comes initiates
Do from your graces the courage one has to seek

Creator is beautiful so aspires beauty in all
His love and kindness cover each and every aspect
It is power of faith which encourages to call
With sheer love and with heartiest respect
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The Faith

Faith makes us bold daring and strong
It brings eternal glory to ones normal life
It is beautiful, inherent and charming song
It declares truth at the edge of blunt knife
Success comes only from constant struggle
Faith helps one to touch height of glory
Without sincerity one remains useless and dull
Fire of love just completes the real story
Faith makes the chain and bondage strong
It takes us to sraight to the edge of eternity
It is of hearts and souls real enchanting song
It makes actions bold, daring and pretty
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Beauty Is Brisk

My love you are like bottle of wine
Let me taste you slow to intoxicate
I do believe that you are just mine
So please allow your beauty to donate

Bit by bit what all is within and out
Only I can retain this fire in entirety
Do not be victim of my rivals doubt
With your mole on cheeks being pretty

Fire of beauty can be borne by fire of love
No one else can take his life to the risk
Hence just to be mine and be mine now
Love is powerful while beauty is brisk
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A Challenge

Life is a continuous challenge for daring and brave
For graceful living I have the captivating crave
I know that my family and myself I have to save
When one has a will then it becomes easy to pave

My way through rodes and thorns all thick and thin.
To strive for the honest living is not a sin
I have to look after all my real kith and kin
Life is a wine not in shladd but in a sealed tin

My duty demands from me all the sacrifice
Survival is predestined and not on my own choice
All those who strive for them life is lovely and nice
Only honesty of purpose and sincerity will suffice

I am man of action and not of only words
I still cherish the clean hearts of the birds
I hoot care about the determined act of herds
How can challenge me the deserted bring absurds
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Love is what one takes the gallows
It is what lover debars from fellows
Only beauty plays its part and mellows
Without love all other emotions shallows

She with all her beauty dares dominates
Good fortune opens all closed gates
Togetherness mskrd celebrate mates
On peril of life beauty increases rates

Lover and beloved ate close to disclose
Vlran hearts are bound to disclose
Pi k cheeks when rise to be the rose
Then teal relation will automatically disclose
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Let Me Kiss

Let me kiss on your forehead to make it clear
That beauty without love is of no consequence
My love my sweetheart my beloved my dear
Dewdrops on the fave of rose petals make sense

Your beauty is worthwhile for which you are known
My heartbeat carries you always along
You are in me and I am in you so to say
Music of togetherness changes life to song
In this world of darkness you ate like a brilliant ray

When I saw you I lost my life just in a glance
Bring no note my love survived through you
I took a chance for the eternal dance
I will burn with touch of beauty this is what I knew
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In Gratitude

Oh Allah please save me from polytheism and ingratitude
I pray to you with sincerity in solitude
I bow my head in front of you in gratitude
I am really indebted to you for my attitude

when you shower i cherish your mercy
I am in midst of the wonderful sea
For all my blunders i have no plea
You are my savior who no one else could be

I want to be under your kind cover
Through your graces i could discover
My Allah always extend every favor
Allah is my love i am staunch lover
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Beauty Cherishes Romance

She is so charming and she is so sweet
When I come across increases heart beat
In her graces and style she remains neat
She is very innocent like a blank sheet

No one is like her to portray the grace
I want to take her in arms to kiss her face
We will come together in love embrace
I do believe she belongs to fairies race

When her beauty takes my love to dance
Then I have each and every right to take chance
She becomes full moon with my one glance
Beauty is the base which cherishes romance
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Strange Feelings

I never thought someone will weep on my departure
But I saw all of them in great pain and torture
Then I thought am I capable to understand their nature
No I never expected this love and affection bring immature

I wanted to be more wise on this strange behavior
That how one becomes able to get more and more favor
How to uncover this strange unbecoming cover
How in the midst of contempt and hatred one turns to lover

Then suddenly a light dawned upon my mind
Love is inbuilt quality in every human specie and kind
Love with all shades is capable to chain and bind
Inner light dictates the straight way to a real blind
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In Time

No one can beat me cheat me when I put my foot down
My honesty of purpose helps me to be on the top
For my principles I am known in my city and in my town
No one can dare to put in my way any hurdle to stop

No doubt this attitude requires lot of sacrifice
Which I always extend being part of my duty
I prevail on every situation without being silly or bias
Hence I have gathered lot of rivals in my city

But still I maintain right remains always right
So to establish right is more superior than worship
All with clear intentions have future clear and right
They are loved by the time and time takes them in grip
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One Pretext

My beloved my love for you is on one pretext
You are most beautiful you ate the best
For beauty love offers one and only real test
Whosoever encounters the hurdles becomes beauty guest

My eyes fail to see a charming in world lady like you
You ate like full moon on my sky I ever knew
Rose petals praise you like a drop of innocent dew
You ate out of very many which eyes cherish from few

My love my sweetheart do not leave me in dejection
But at the same time appreciate my selection
Your beauty is a gift for my love perfection
Now I am complete you not your part or section
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Allah Is Great

Beauty cherishes love when comes up to the brim
Whosoever is in loves with Allah, Allah loves him
When honesty and sincerity overcome intentions to trim
When light spreads then no situation remains grim

When one looks towards Allah then Allah showers graces
Then he does not Alone but benefited all his races
Allah for His kindness does not need any or more basis
He is so beautiful that His beauty sneaks through faces

We all from Allah to Allah and go back to our Lord
Hence we are contented we belong to Him being His ward
Journey of life will be over whether simple or hard
All universe belongs to Him from every inch to every yard

I claim and proclaim to be gifted slave of my Master
Whenever I seek His help He graces me so faster
He holds my destiny destination being the only Caster
How supreme is the creation and how supreme is the Master
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Soothing Light Ray

Like a beautiful soothing light ray
You have taken my heart and soul away
In the middle of earth and sky I have to sway
Let me praise and worship day after day

My beloved you make me a man of consequence
By being princess you make me prince
Even if in your presence I fail to be in sense
But being with you I can break every fence

Let be together to listen to love sound
Let us be together to have love round
Let your fragrance help surround
You and me on common love ground
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Heart And Soul

Let me love you with heart and soul
Let me play with honesty my role
Let me live in the vicinity of the mole
Let my love establish its real goal

My sweetheart portray your beauty with style
Let me forget entire world for a while
Persuade me and make me to beguile
Let our destiny cover mile after mile

I can't explain how much I love
But I am totally taken away by now
You are my little innocent dove
How can I take you where and how

Shine on my sky my northern star
Let us establish together a war
Against all those who want to debar
Both of us from real love to mar

All relation of love and its intensity
Which can take us to the edge of eternity
They play tricks with every dirty plea
But no one separate us what the circumstances could be
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The Fear

Pain of love is in torture of beauty
It will refine more my honest sincerity
I know no one else like her is so pretty
Everywhere in any village or the city

My love for her is beyond any bounds
Her charming graces are only grounds
When her fragrance continuously surrounds
Then I lost but all my defensive rounds

She is mine I know but still I feel
Rivals can play and go for dirty deal
In the process they may easily steal
My sweetheart for their early meal
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In Your Lap

After a long long journey I want to to take a nap
My beloved open your arms to let me take in your lap
Hold me on to your heart and bind me in love strap
I need warmth from so let your beauty to wrap

So tired from pain and torture I need a massage
Torn out in pieces please collect me in montage
Eyes lost all sight now what remains is just mirage
Left behind with me is love and beauty melange

If you take me in arms I hope I will recover soon
My love is north star your beauty is like full moon
My love always dances on your beauty's tune
You and me are together in midst of sand dune
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Be My Wife

The way you look at me I cant sustain I die
My sweetheart do not just make me cry
Your charm and graces make me fly high
I find my self in lap of the clear blue sky

Let me taste good graces of your cheeks
Let me surmount your vulnerable peaks
Let me touch your heartbeat my heart seeks
Let your beauty flourish for days and weeks

Extend me a kiss and embrace of life
Take me away from all poverty and strife
Do not play with me on the edge of a knife
Take me in arms and be my sweet wife
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Love Saga

How can I remember you when I can't forget
My sweetheart on this account I can always bet
That was the everlasting time when we met
Beauty carries along its own charming net

From that day on I celebrate your residence
From that time I lost each and every sense
World seems more glorious and colorful with love lense
Now I am surrounded by your beauty's fence

Let me show you the reality and sanctity of love
I still don't know it all happened when and how
But I carry you along like my shadow now
Your beauty is like anchor my love is like bow
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Do not consider me above the board
Do trust me but just to a certain limit
I am an ordinary person on the road
You can play and tear me bit by bit
But do not ask for the real sword
I do not challenge but bound to sit
To the limits which I can and afford
Do not consider me weak I am fit

One should have some principles
Which one should have in real life
But I am not angel like good angels
But I am also not low like lowlife
I take stride but not low at ambles
I am not an animal but from wildlife
No one dares to cheat and baffles
Don't take me light when I am at rife
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Beauty Never Expires

She is so beautiful that words can not describe
She is not an ordinary lady she is from fairies tribe
Eternal love may be the prescribed bribe
To pay homage one may not enable to prescribe

Words may not come up to describe to rescue
She is on rose petal like drop of innocent dew
With her graces she comes out of just few
In her graceful style she seems only one and new

Her beauty takes me to love naked wire and fire
I want to be permanently with her never ever to retire
She has the charms and graces to inspire
Beauty is evergreen never ever to expire
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A Drift

In love relations so sweet and swift
Some one wants beauty to make a drift
Hence they opt to create a silly rift
My sweetheart is a really heavenly gift

Hence enemies are more than friends
Who apparently try their dirty trends
Hatred carries different colors and blends
With ugly starts and obnoxious ends

But love cherishes and celebrates
Its honesty comes and commemorates
With touch of beauty it correlates
It fascinates collaborates and satiates
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Beauty Prevails

When beauty from point to pint prevails
Then love per force just fails and derails
Who dares to come in front just fails
To high valley of love she belongs, hails

Each time my eyes borrow some light
When ever she comes in front in sight
To be lunatic is lover's deplorable plight
Every stronghold is but beauty's right

When I kiss her cheeks in sheer trance
Then at highest peaks remain romance
World revolves when she is in dance
To me The heavenly gift is her glance

How can with love her beauty I praise
She has the magic to make all in daze
Love travels in beauty's mist and haze
Emblem of light with glittering rays
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Let us burn all the boats to take challenge in entirety
Let us take a chance whatever circumstances could be
Let us be the realist to whatever we could see
We at least be ready to perform our actions free

Time is with those take take responsibility with pride
They are the ones who can play with time and tide
How can they be the losers when God is on their side
They are the ones who ate known far and wide

Let us be the honest ones in taking the right path
This is just the only way we can save us from wrath
This is how we can be benefited from burning hearth
Kindled candle always aspires for the moth
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Blood Thirsty

Blood relations are blood thirsty
I am victim of the blood hounds
They want to butcher me on the plea
Which is based on groundless ground

If I take all dirty blood that will mar
My all efforts to remain in union
They always challenge me to just debar
From my honest and right communion

Clever and dirty tricks are played
For their favor by them at a glance
Now it is up to me how they be swayed
So that they should not take any chance
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The Wrong Notions

Like faithless weather you play with my emotions
For my sincere love do not portray the wrong notions
My beloved do not change color with different lotions
Please do not dangle and don't dally with commotions?

Do not believe in tricks rather prefer love harmony
Come out from the darkness celebrate to be sunny
Even if you do not desire please be just like honey
Do not resort to the lust do not think all is the money

Do not disregard emotions, feelings and sentiments
Do not mix me with rivals who are not love entrants
A real should not be compared with false claimants
All such silly steps may injure real love sentiments

Frankness and sincerity will enhance love relation
Which will give strength and grace to your fashion?
It will increase in love more and more interaction
Do not be silly be mine create more love on station
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My Salvation

I see through your eyes you brat in my heart
My sweetheart you are my ligr from the start
Whenever you move you move on fairies escort
Beauty is for ever when petals provide resort
You my love has taken away my life
Now I feel myself on double edged knife
Now I am like a beggar striken by strife
Under the circumstances how you can be my wife
Let me declare that I love you with compassion
If you ask me this is my style and my fashion
Take my sincerity do not cater for narration
To aspire for the relation my love is my salvation
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Daggers And Smile

Carrying hidden daggers and smile on the lips
This is style of the hypocrites which give me tips
They have lot of hatred which takes heart in grips
Hence moon of humanity remains always in eclipse

Being opportunist take the time always on ride
Temporarily Satan is with them and on their side
They can easily be recognized just far and wide
Their lust overpowers all the time and the tide

Apparently may be successful in their pursuit
May play hell with people innocent and cute
Having no destiny destination lack the route
Definitely they will be the losers in their suit

World and time is for the innocence of heart
Which take the toll to tear this creature apart
Neither their end is good nor their ugly start
Fate is to take charge to demolish the smart
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Beauty Of Mine

My beloved through your eyes I see all
For your beauty my love is always on call
Even if my rivals create hurdles so tall
I will encounter all hurdles wall to wall

Your beauty makes me man of consequence
How can I forget your taste and fragrance
With out life is nothing but a real sentence
I can not survive in your absence

Come and take me in your warm arms
Let us have some real love reforms
When ever your beauty comes informs
You are queen of all graces and charms

Let us be on the same eternal love line
Let us your beauty refine and shine
Let us together take the eternal wine
I am your lover you are beauty of mine
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I can feel your fragrance you are in the area
This is what your charismatic lovely aura
This is what carries your beauty with saga
This is what my love's horizon and vista

I can listen in me to your lovely heartbeat
With your all graces are on my heart seat
You are so charming and you are so sweet
Allow me with open arms to embrace, greet

My love-line declares you as my fortune
In severe winter cold you are warming noon
On my little sky you are the only moon
We will be with each other for ever very soon

In your love life let me be the only choice
In my little domain your are only rejoice
At times my heart becomes your voice
For my soul and heart you are only Joyce
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Mean Rivals

My rivals have used all the daggers to kill
But in their dirty designs they failed still
The gap of hatred I could not be able to fill
For their heinous crimes they will pay the bill

They took benefit of my love and sincerity
If I desire they will not be found in the city
I am mission oriented I never wanted to be
In the line of bitches and rascals on the plea

A soldier never indulges in minor pursuits
The worst ones are crushed under the boots
Honesty bears its own sweet juicy fruits
Sublime eternity aspires for the eternal routes

Let me tell you with words being straight
Great people are with actions really great
The meanest remains victim of the baits
Third rate remain always just third rate
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The Price

Love is either to be burnt or burn
Beauty gives it a beautiful turn
This is an action be strong and stern
This is the lesson of life that we learn

This is what is set of holy showers
Where fruit cherishes on bowers
An uphill task like real high towers
It is a spring in bloom with flowers

All colors merge to be like rainbow
Life in real shape to glow and grow
All dangles but on beloved s eyebrow
This is all what life has just to show

Let me praise in you beauty of the Lord
Let me cherish my beloved the reward
Its not easy job but an uphill task so hard
As a lover I know the price of the card
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When I take your beauty with wine
In the process my love becomes fine
Light becomes coming from within
Enlightened soul starts dance to win
You crop up in me like pure me
In the mirror less you I can not see
Love refines and beauty defines
Hence all is bounded in clear lines
Let me hug myself just with in you
Let us be now through and through
No one else can dare to tear us apart
Because now your heart is in my heart
My beloved my sweetheart my soul
We dance in each other as a goal
Love and beauty are eternal treasure
That is why we both kindle pleasure
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Like Galaxy

Like galaxy of stars you twinkle on my sky
In praise of your beauty my love weeps and cry
I am down below but you are up in the sky high
Please give me wings of your beauty to fly
When one is in love then he is no more on ground
He travels to some other heaven to take a round
He is lost in beauty astonished and fully astound
A lunatic lover when lost can not be found
Through beloved lover sees all images on line
Beauty in all its shades wonderful and fine
If truth is lunacy like love I own it purely mine
My love is in thirst of beauty so allow me to take wine
My beloved you are remarkably so enchanting
Without you I always remain in short and wanting
Fear of losing you makes me in fear and in state of haunting
With out you how can I be able to cherish and sing
Love song which travels in my blood and veins
For you I can take all hatred contempt and disdain
I always carry you along in my heart soul and brain
My love and your beauty are chained in eternal chain
You are my happiness you are dejection you are my pain
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Burning Lights

Fragrance of your body still haunts me
I still cherish the very first touch of class
My sweetheart you are like a deep sea
Your lips taste like wine in a clear glass

I still miss you in lengthy winter nights
I still cherish your cheeks as burning lights
From where I can bring hand in hand flights
We were in the sky like two colorful kites

Recall those precious times and come back
By being in your company I don't take flak
Beauty is hallmark and graces are the knack
Warmth travels in and you are beauty pack

Let me take a chance let me just embrace
Let me have romance let me kiss on face
Let me take the honor let me take the grace
Let beauty on line of love let be on one race
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Honest Cherish

Opportunists are everywhere with many faces
They are from all cultures and from all the races
They wear different robes and are cases within cases
They are the ones in veils without any graces

Honest and straightforward in life have no places
Morally corrupt have deep down deadly basis
The deserted ones count from paces to paces
Being clever they do not leave behind any of the traces

This world with jugglers increase day by day
Apparently clean have all the areas just gray
With limited thinking and with calculated play
In sheer darkness with no light of ray
With dirty hearts and dirty eyes how they portray

Light is for those who take test of the time
Only virtuous have the right to celebrate prime
How criminals can promote and cherish crime
Only honest and straightforward cherish time
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Lovely Queen

My sweetheart I see you all around
Dance of beauty makes me astound
When your fragrance cherish abound
Then I am in air, no more on ground

My solace makes me in communion
With beauty love celebrates reunion
When my eyes become just stun
Then automatically undone is done

When in mirror I see your reflection
My all emotions take forceful action
Beauty and love find more perfection
Heart reinvigorates to take you to run

My beloved With out you I am nothing
Let my sweetheart embrace you to sing
You are full of flowers in beautiful spring
You are my lovely queen I am your king
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Beauty Is Blunt

My love is reticent while beauty is blunt
I am down the drain she is on the front
Love is a deer which beauty is to hunt
For her graces I am ready to take brunt

Reflection of her beauty just takes life
Appreciating beauty I remain on knife
For her sake I do not mind any strife
But what I aspire is to make her wife

But like every thing beauty has a price
All my rivals do believe just to be bias
Enemy remains enemy how he be nice
With warmth of my love I will break ice
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Divine Cup

Divine cup with heavenly wine
Charming beauty touches love line
Do not ask me taste so beautiful and fine
She is my fortune destiny she is mine

Her warming beauty touches my soul
She is my life she is my definite goal
What else I can say beauty as a whole
Let me take to my eyes my little doll

She is what and what she is just not
Carrying all shades of beauty a lot
I always remain in her bosoms knot
Like a hearth so warming and hot
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Many Shades

Love has very very many shades
Beauty carries very many blades
Reality prevails and falsehood fades
True love always conquers invades

Let my love celebrate the occasion
Let us take just proper decision
Let us extend our horizon and vision
Let us do it with appropriate precision

Together we can travel to eternity
With your graces achieve sublimity
I do know you are beautiful and pretty
There is no one like you in town and city
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The Blessed

When darkness prevails everywhere and light is needed
When men become animals and all values are superseded
When for the weakest no one is ready to stand pleaded
When hatred and contempt down to the roots is seeded

Then mercy of Lord comes in the shape of a real savior
All vistas and horizons become clear to shun the blur
Love comes, prevails and overcomes all the dirty mixture
Then humanity breaks the shackles and dances in rapture

The beloved are those who are mercy for the universe
They with their sincerity shun all that remains averse
Hearts and eyes become clean and nothing is a curse
God takes his slaves back to Him again to help, nurse

My Prophet is the emblem of humanity celebrated
He is the one who cleans the dirty and bad blood
He is the one by whom every stayed becomes gifted
His presence makes the defaulters lucid and avid
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Fortune And Destiny

Oh my sweetheart oh my honey
You are my fortune and destiny
Which I can not buy with money
You are so charming and sunny

You are a light to my destination
Charismatic personality bold action
Like you in entire world is none
Your beauty makes my life crimson

In taste you are like heavenly wine
Towards direction a leading sign
You attract me towards love line
I am yours and you are just mine

Let me take you to that land
Where your beauty can stand
To all odds being unique brand
Where we both be hand in hand
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Soft Melody

Her alluring voice with soft melody
Makes me elevated and totally free
From all pain in this world could be
All hypocrisy on the dirty faces I see

Life eats me like just slow poison
I do not know what could be done
Troubles are challenges and not fun
Injured body under the scorching sun

I am in search of fragrance of roses
From cruel clutches life opens, closes
What one is and what just one poses
One should steadfast whatever opposes

I am always ready to take any challenge
In any ocean of troubles I can plunge
All my enemies I can but just expunge
I know how to attack and just to lunge
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Travels In Me

My sweetheart let us communicate from heart to heart
Like my soul and heart you are my most essential part
You are so beautiful like just a painting of Greek art
You tinkle in my heart from the time when me to start

Let me just take you away from the buggery of the place
Let me see your glowing cheeks and your charming face
Let us find heaven being away and being in real grace
Let me take you in my arms and let me to kiss, embrace

You are all in all in my domain of love with your beauty
My eyes never leave your eyes being green like the sea
In the entire world no one else could be like you to see
My love travels in you and your beauty travels in me
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High Aims

We worked with zeal and zest for the generations
But they resorted only to shows and celebrations
We as elders put in all the efforts to mend relations
Time and place bring fate or fortune at the stations

Our forefathers were honest and were hard at effort
They remained busy to clean from the past all dirt
They were real lovers and never resorted to the flirt
Their sixth sense was more refined to make them alert

We are the followers of great and excellent traditions
To upheld the torch of civilization we are the ones
We carry along the bright and ever growing visions
Our forefathers brought audacity to the brilliant sons

We have pride in us because we enlightened the names
We have got fame because of them so we have claims
In our burning heart and soul we carry kindred flames
Every success deserves the fame because of high aims
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To Cease To See

When in my wild imagination I try to squeeze
You my love in trance open just crease by crease
Your alluring glance makes entire world to cease
You in intoxication surround me like eastern breeze

I am deeply inspired by you and by your beauty
There is no one like you in any of the town and city
All rivals appreciate your graces, charm and sagacity
Beauty is the color what one has the clear eyes to see

My beloved you are like pure juicy fruit in summer
Any dull soul you have the power to move to stir
Only you can give the light to my lamp to kinder
With out you my eyes lose sight and become blur

Let us take the route to joy and pleasure in prime
Let us wholeheartedly commit this innocent crime
When time is on our side then let us be part of the time
Let us with our light of beauty and love clean all grime
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Beauty To Aspire

My love I am lost in your bosom's knot  
My love always worships your beauty a lot  
Sensual pleasure brings colors of all sort  
Fragrance of your beauty tears me apart

Let us play my love hide and seek  
Let us bring light to whatever is bleak  
Let us surmount life's highest peak  
Let us pass through beauty like streak

My love you are my life long desire  
When I am dejected you come to inspire  
In your warmth you are the burning fire  
Such a beauty one has to always aspire
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Ready To Explore

Your warmth I still remember
In that cold night of December
From your moves I could infer
You taste was just like liquor

When music of snow flakes rise
To put love and beauty just wise
Prize of the moment were sighs
When we both were on the skies

Your bosom knot was to fled
When your fragrance to spread
Then all said was surely well said
When glowing cheeks became red

Then we were lost and no more
But I was just to praise and adore
With me she was ready to explore
Then I dared not to avoid or ignore
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Crease By Crease

My beloved please do not just decline
From your beauty so pure and so fine
You are like a cup of intoxicating wine
Which brings to me in front to the line

I can not refrain to kiss you please
Your graces are like wonderful breeze
let me explore you crease by crease
My love desire carries your beauty keys

I love you the entire world knows
To my heart and soul you are so close
Your eyes smile and your cheek glows
In entirety you are a fragrant rose

Please be in my arms and show me all
On demand of my soul on my heart call
Please hold me in arms don't let me fall
You are my sweetheart you are love gall
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Love For Living

Beauty is a reward for love in entirety
Those who burn remain on eternity
Hence my love what the price could be
I am ready to pay it willingly and happily

You have taken aback with all sobriety
You are so bold beautiful and pretty
I am a drop of your ever growing sea
In front of beauty my love has no plea

You and me are interwoven in a thread
Which binds us both from foot to head
Love always encourages beauty be lead
Only living are in love and not the dead
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Salute To Christa.D  

Let me show you an interesting picture  
With vision you may call it real or blur  
Christa your comment makes me stir  
And it reinvigorates my soul to spur  

Christa called my love as lucky duck  
Which my mind just hurriedly struck  
Out of many roses if one I dare to pluck  
Then one should in fact make me stuck  

Ducks are ducks with very many faces  
They may belong to different races  
Some are odd, some ugly in their cases  
But lucky ducks do have some basis  

As some remarked them pregnant ducks  
But some do do purchase them with bucks  
What I understand from all this given crux  
Like humans some do have just good lucks  
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Beauty Is Great

My small eyes just fail to accommodate
Your wonderful alluring beauty is great
Please do not torture me so long to wait
This act of yours I just can not tolerate

By looking at your curves I feel drunk
From class of beauty how I can bunk
I celebrate your beauty chunk by chunk
This is my love which just fail to flunk

Let me tell you my beauty of the East
No one in the world can dare at least
Your beauty is a feast for my love beast
Like a sacred nun please help the priest

Be in my arms to give me feel of touch
Reward me with your beauty as such
I can not tell you what you are as much
Please keep me safe in your lovely hutch
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Love Proof

She says I kissed her on the roof
Will she be able to give me proof
She is tasty just like a butter loaf
Do any one think I am just goof

I want to see her cheeks with a sign
Which intoxicated me to take the wine
Now my gift of kiss asked her mine
Do what I did that was good and fine

Let me take her again in my arms
Beauty seeks clarity and not norms
Love is so bold that it itself informs
This is just a lovely look which charms

My beloved my sweetheart be mine
Let me take another sip of the wine
Let your beauty be on love line
Let me be yours and let you be mine
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In My Favor

I have to carry all the way my cross along
My love has to pay the price to whom I belong
I do have strong faith whether it is right or wrong
My beloved God will help me to carry me along

What I owe and what I get has no comparison
Life is so serious issue and is not an ordinary fun
Hurriedly I have to establish every job undone
With clean heart my destiny I have to won

There is no one else but my God is my Savior
Who only can reward my every endure
Every vice and illness He has to forgive and cure
If entire world is against He still remains in my favor
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Human Rights Day

World is full of very many classes
Some are iron some fragile glasses
Down the drain with no choices
Some are donkeys and some bosses

Some took birth with silver spoon
Some do not have food for the noon
For some life is like a wonderful boon
While others without food perish soon

Human rights is but a sham slogan
In which for the all poor is just none
Poor people have been shun to run
All exploiters even now have won

This all warrants a bloody revolution
Where one has to stare one on one
Life is serious it is not just for fun
Situation warrants a quick action
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No Time No Tide

Taste travels from lips to lips
To love beauty provides all tips
When up and down dangle hips
Heavenly wine intoxicating sips

My beloved is charmingly fit
She impresses me bit by bit
Heart and soul is direly hit
Beauty establishes its writ

When love and beauty to coincide
Then charm spreads far and wide
When beauty becomes love guide
Then there is no time no tide
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My Defence

My Master is Lord of beauty which is evergreen
Such wonderful beauty can never ever be seen
My love explores it to get contentment be serene
But I do realize all this needs heart and eyes clean

My Lord I bow my head to seek love and affection
Please be kind and gracious in giving perfection
I have nothing with me but only choice, selection
Please make me capable to shun vices and won

I am always in need you are ready to provide
In every darkness and dejection you are Guide
You mercy covers all and sundry far and wide
Please don't leave me ever alone be on my side

With out You I am just nothing in real sense
My life if not guided by You is just sentence
Please provide me all shelter in the real sense
With out you I am nothing You are my defense
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A Love Song

Such a beauty the world has not ever seen before
Only a stupid person can dare to stay away, ignore
Streaks of light are sprinkling from pore to pore
Light is right to demand to do more and still more

My sweetheart you are like light in my keen eyes
You just tinkle in my heart I can hear love cries
Even if your truth dares to overshadows your lies
But please do remember with out you the lover dies

My beloved can never ever think to leave and depart
Your are like my soul with me from the just very start
Beauty is a truth a reality but its portrayal is an art
My love you are evergreen rose, energetic and smart

Let me take you along to just together sing a song
Let us come to a point in love nothing right or wrong
Let us face the world full of rivals and be ready to prong
This is our destiny that to each other we relate and belong
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Love Ring

You sparkle like a shining sun all around me
Whatever else the dream of love just could be
You dance like a beautiful dancer in my heart
My sweetheart your beauty just tears me apart
Your glowing cheeks like the petals of a rose
Your ups and downs are ready just to bulldoze
No one can dare to come in your path your way
You are that ever piercing enlightened light ray
The moment I saw you I am no more in me
You flow in me like an ever flowing dazzling sea
Let me take you in my arms and let me be the king
I nominate your beauty for my bold love ring
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Light On Me

When your eyes light on me
Then my heart dances in trance
When your beauty touch to see
Then my love takes every chance

Your beauty takes me from me
Your graces are part of norm
What more beautiful else can be
In front of your sweet charm

Let my love explore you all
Let be be in your bosoms knot
You are so sweet let me call
For your debut thanks a lot
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Dawn Of Light

Life is like sand particles slipping away from palms of time
It is like a sad song with out rhythm and with out any rhyme
Only time remains constant which counts every sin and crime
Many encounter it in withered stage and many take it in prime
What a strange thing is life philosophers failed to understand
Same take it in ramparts and some embrace it on open land
Every one has his own frequency and every has his own band
Real people are those who face to and just withstand to stand
Like all of other I do accept my ignorance of this sheer reality
At times pity overcome fear and at times fear overcome pity
But people with clean heart and soul have actions so pretty
Due to which dawn of light is prevailing in every town and city
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Love Sounds

She is like a seagull with hovering wind  
Her alluring style makes me properly ginned  
Her charms and graces are like whirlwind  
But her beauty makes love more disciplined

I want to take her with on ride world wide  
On all occasions I want to see side by side  
In sheer disgust she is like a sweet guide  
Love and beauty are on the same love tide

She is a heavenly wine in a golden cup  
My heart wants to take it slowly in sup  
Beautiful love letter in shinny envelope  
I can not explain the taste of this mix-up

Let me love you by leaps and bounds  
Your beauty provides the solid grounds  
Do not bother about barking hounds  
Let us be enchanted just by love sounds
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In String

So sweet and so charming
Your beauty is so alarming
Your style is so warming
Your graces are in swing
It seems there is spring
Which inspires all to sing
World is so enchanting
My sweet heart is to bring
Real life to lifeless thing
Then all reality is to cling
And love is bound to sing
Love, beauty are in string
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My enemies are at the hike to challenge my sincerity
I will take them on this is what is my stance with clarity
My heart and tongue are same you may call it vulgarity
Please be mindful of the fact there is no extended charity

If challenge me time and again I will revenge as a right
But still I assure you no daggers at the back out of sight
If you do not refrain then you will see miserable plight
I will tear you in to pieces like a strayed baseless kite

Be on guards take all the precautionary measures you can
Do not play with my sanity in rage I am totally insane
Do not portray as a mountain you are not more than sand grain
The amount which you can bear Inflict that torture and pain

I am a righteous soldier and believe in just and fair play
If I came to my nature then you will not see the dawn of day
Do not take me lightly and be meticulous what in you say
Otherwise I will pierce through you like a strong light ray
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Heart Savior

When she speaks petals are to spread
Her fragrance gives life to the dead
Her cheeks and lips are pinkish red
With her charm and beauty is led

When she just puts her one glance
Heart and soul are bound to dance
To see and praise I can take a chance
All attraction leads to love, romance

Taste of her eyes is just awesome
She has lot many flowers to blossom
Her sweet voice carries lot of rhythm
Her beauty is beyond any wisdom

For all living eyes she is to allure
Like snow she is chaste and pure
Like a lioness she carries the valor
For me she is but real heart savior
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Let Me Explore

Let me explore your beauty step by step
My love takes all this encounter help prep
My sweetheart my heart is totally in hep
Allured charmed let me follow your footstep

You are so sweet so I just can not explain
To my love thirst you are like drizzling rain
In real love no contempt and no disdain
All carries pleasure and there is no pain

My beloved I am only destined for you
You are just mine through and through
Before being in love I never ever knew
How to be in love and how it to pursue

But now when you are in my arms to warm
My heart my soul with your beauty and charm
My all emotions of love come up and swarm
This is what is love's graces, values and norm
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My sweetheart I will never ever forget  
The melody of speech in a pattern set  
I can I over rule fragrance of curly hair  
Beauty in style in collection and in pair  
Glowing cheeks and surmounting peaks  
Every beauty individually turns and speaks  
I enjoyed your graceful company bit by bit  
Still my heart and soul recollect how it hit

But then I suddenly lost you never to found  
On some untoward incidents and ground  
Rivals managed to take you away from me  
So that love should vanish for once not to see  
In dark gloomy and dejected mood to prevail  
Rail of love and beauty has to finish and derail  
Suddenly truth of love dawned to come convey  
Life is not so cheap to aspire to only lust to sway  
Love is a truth a light a never ending bargain  
Which Master of the universe sent as merciful rain  
Only He is the one who is to be loved and celebrated  
God Himself is beautiful and likes beauty accelerated
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Seductive Eyes

Your seductive eyes are taking my life
I feel as if I am on the edge of the knife
I do not like your beauty becomes rife
Be just mine let us be husband and wife

Your curly hair when touch your cheeks
Every part of the body crops up and speaks
From your glowing body come light streaks
I carry you along for months and for weeks

Your alluring look takes my heart to trance
Enthralled by the fragrance I want to dance
My eyes do not wink not to miss this chance
My heart and your beauty are in real romance

Let us touch together that height of the taste
I love I kiss I caress the beauty pure and chaste
Let us be meticulous not a moment to waste
Let's be heart to heart my hands on your waist
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Dawn The Lights

Blind eyes are in search of light beams
Deserted eyes carry golden dreams
Poor people have riches schemes
Every one is strayed apparently it seems

World is with those who carry it in palm
Their luxurious style make them cool and calm
World is ruled by uncle tom and uncle sam
Who keep all deprived at the length of an arm

Poor souls have the right to snatch all the rights
A sun of hope has to peep in their dark nights
Rainbow is ready to come with all colors in sights
Darkness is to vanish when dawn the lights
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A Prayer To Pardon

I wept and prayed to God for pardon of all His slaves
Who strayed in life and were unable to be straight
Who were misled by desires till they were sent to graves
Master is always merciful slaves may falter in thy trait

Master is supreme who commands all the universe
His graces come like drops of dew to kiss all in all
Poor human is averse and consistently ask for curse
Love of thy master provides a shield to forestall

What a creature of human with every nasty wish
Never ever cherishes faith to be pardoned.blessed
Entangles himself in evil net like a swayed fish
Never retrieves from his path being selfish and rigid
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Edge Of Love

Beauty is on the edge of love
Spreading wings like a dove
She can be seen at all above
With no reason when and how

When your eyes take me along
By singing beautiful love song
It ensures to each other we belong
In love no right and nothing wrong

Kiss is bliss if found as charity
Honesty is sheer key to clarity
On equal footing no disparity
Love stands on sheer sincerity

I feel warmth and touch of class
You seem to me like a pure glass
Your beauty is beauty of class
I am taken away by you alas
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Makes Me Me

As a humble slave I request to Thee
Please be merciful to all the slaves
Only You have the power to see foresee
Who are downtrodden in dark caves
For sins and crimes I don't have any plea
A straight path a sinner just only paves
If he is pardoned crime could be
I do not know but my heart craves
In this deep deadly surrounded sea
With nothing in hands He comes saves
And graciously makes me free
Innocence of my heart jumps, raves
When my Master makes me, me
Destiny touches the feet of braves
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Strong And Free

Taken away by your sweet fragrance
I am no more on land my princess
At a glance i lost my sense
Love with beauty creates resonance

My love dont leave me in jungle of hounds
Please take me away from hissing sounds
Let us cross limits out of bounds
Let us succeed in final rounds

Be mine and sail with me
What happens let us see
We are togther on love plea
Which makes us strong and free
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Love is but burning fire
Which burns soul and its attire
Beauty is like a quagmire
Winch a lover for life is to hire

Let me burn for salvation
Moses asked for what as a fashion
It is not an easy narration
Edge of eternity is its station

Who aspires gets in trance
Please don't ask the price of glance
Soul embraces beauty to dance
Considering it the only chance
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God Is Truth

From deep slumber is to awake
Aptly clear decision is to make
Truth is Truth one has to take
Except God entire world is fake

Worship is but love in entirety
Who excels touches eternity
More than God no one is pretty
Like Him no one else could be

My God I am your humble slave
With my faith I feel strong.brave
To remain as such is my crave
No one else but just you can save

Me and my home from all odds
Satan can't dare to touch in squads
No one can play tricks and frauds
Even if commanded by many lords
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Love Seeking

Please come and elevate my spirits
I want to be taken by you bits by bits
Be my suture and heal up all my cuts
Let us be in love and away from ruts

I love you from the core of my heart
I can never ever think just to depart
Let us take on this journey from start
Love is forthcoming and beauty is smart

My sweetheart love asks for odds, trials
It is a long journey from miles to miles
Love is a combination of tears and smiles
It is a state where heart jumps and beguiles

My love my beloved my heart my soul
You are my aim, objective and my goal
I am a naughty boy and you are my doll
Your beauty travels in me from pole to pole
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Clean Slate

My sweetheart I know your heart is a clean slate
Please write down my name on it as fortune or fate
My love is attracted when your beauty accelerate
Your charm is alluring your style is really great

Your green eyes take me deep down to your heart
Your charismatic personality just tears me apart
Let me love you, love you and, love you just a lot
You graces are cheerful you are so lovely and smart

Take me on and take me along on beautiful path
Love is a burning fire and beauty is burning hearth
On the way of love beauty is above hatred and wrath
My sweetheart my love lamp I am a lunatic love moth
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Surprise In Lieu

life is a deception and we are shadows
No one knows how it comes and how it goes

Our stay is like wink of eyebrows
Its a doze a which is given to bulldoze

A momentary stay with very many tests
In a transit camp we are the guests

Dirty desires in barren chests
light less stars with drowning crests

Life is like a drop of dew
On the petals of a rose, what I knew

May be a prize but for few
But for the rest surprise in lieu
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Declared Virtue

Give me wings of your beauty my love wants to fly
Do not ask me about the limit because limit is the sky
My sweet heart I know you love me so why to be shy
Do not bother about the rivals their death they will die

Be open to my love give beauty a chance to flourish
Let all emotions and desires come up and to nourish
To be together in a hut is what is my innocent wish
To my innocent crime neither debar me nor punish

My sweet heart you belong to me and I belong to you
In my love pursuit I value your beauty and I pursue
On petals of rose your beauty is like drop of a dew
In this dark world of vices you are a declared virtue
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Romantic Spell

My sweetheart each and every part is just to tell
How beautiful you are and what is romantic spell
Open up your arms and in the heart let me dwell
Let me explore beauty to be iconoclast and rebel

In eyes there is a world in your body is a universe
You are like a romantic sonnet just verse by verse
Be kind and from your beauty something disburse
Please let your beauty to with my love to converse

Please be mine for a while and then never ever leave
I am not in a trance in a dream touch me to believe
I am innocent criminal of beauty just please reprieve
You are my fortune, my destiny let me to achieve
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Swirling Storm

So sweet is your smile so lovely is your charm
My beloved your actions make my heart warm
Your alluring beauty just brings swirling storm
My heart is overtaken by your graces and norm

Your red lips and ever glowing beautiful cheeks
Spread and surround like ever glowing streaks
I remain intoxicated for all the days and weeks
Your dear like gait is taken over by the peaks

Let me be with you throughout now and then
Your graces are mine I am where ever and when
You are my little innocent ever singing wren
You are precious jewel of my ring and I carry ken
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Enlightened Austerity

When my sweetheart you take your finger in lips
My heart in intoxication just jumps up and trips
Magic of your beauty surmounts, surrounds, grips
My heart in its grip and with vehement force it snips

Then I think I am no more but its you who just stay
All around and in me like a beautiful golden light ray
My heart in jubilation then s bound to bow and pray
I know what price my love for your beauty has to pay

My beloved my sweetheart please take me on in modesty
Embrace me and let us be together to touch edge of eternity
Please do not never ever leave me alone in any adversity
Only I am lover in the world of your enlightened austerity
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Like A Magnet

Your tender words of love when touch my ear
I feel you closest to my heart so near my dear
Your beauty is just like light of the day so clear
I am your follower you are like a real soothsayer

When you whisper in my ear my destiny blinks
And when you are away from a moment it sinks
We are tied up in a strong bond of love and links
There is no one else more beautiful my heart thinks

Let us cross the horizon and be on some other planet
Allow me to sing you on my heartbeats as love sonnet
Let us be away from this world and its all dirty rut
I am torn out like small pieces of iron be like a magnet
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Love To Illuminate

I want to take you from my eyes to my heart
My sweetheart you are so lovely and sweet
My trance dictates me to take you as my part
And to tel my heart to take you as heartbeat

I do not know how to praise your beauty and you
My love has taken you as a piercing streak of light
With you graces and style I am through and thru
With your light my eyes are clear, shining and bright

When I touch you I feel as I am not on this land
Intensity of emotions make my entire body heart
When frequency of your beauty touch my love band
Then I feel myself with you in summer on desert sand

Your beauty is so warm when it embraces my heart
I feel that as if I am Cupid and you are goddess of love
But I am also afraid that the rivals of love are so smart
But I am also confident that our love will keep us above

All such conspiracies and all such odds and dirty design
We are carried away by love in such a state to be great
From pore to pore and part to part intoxicated with wine
We are ready to just accelerate our love to illuminate
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Make Me Fly High

You have taken my heart from me in the blink of an eye
You are so beautiful I just fail to think when and why
Only truth is the beauty rest all seems to me is a lie
I want to be in your arms whether I live or I just die
When I explore you enthralled in sheer in a love cry
Your charming and alluring sentiments make me fly
Your beauty is so captivating its make to touch sky
Love is your domain so give it a boost just to try

My sweetheart do not debar me from lovely cheeks
Let my heart do and caress them as it aspires, seeks
Let my eyes crawl up and down on your soft peaks
My eyes are roaming around veil for days and weeks
My heart jumps up and down to have a look and sneaks
You are emblem of a golden light which emit light streaks
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Sight Insight

My sweetheart you are my sight and insight
I can not see with out you you are my light
Please do not leave me in miserable plight
Come with me to encourage me to fight

Against all rivals who create hurdles for us
Come with me and love me and just buss
Help me to encounter gracefully all fuss
I can conquer the world under the aegis

My days are counted it may be the last chance
With our nascent love love and for romance
How can I forget the intensity of first glance
Let us be together to celebrate real dance
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Love To Pursue

World is not what it seems apparently
It is full of all sorts of dirty designs
Only people with tricky survive blatantly
A man with honesty of purpose resigns

To a place where his love has a place
Where his sweetheart is ready to embrace
Where beauty has a wonderful grace
Where light just dances on real face

Where rose has its fragrance to portray
Where beloved makes one in a trance
Where heart has at its liberty to say
Whenever and where ever it gets a chance

My beloved my sweet heart in this transit camp
When you are with me in my arms to prove
In my dark life you kindle like enlightened lamp
In the light of your beauty my love is to pursue

What we had and what we have in the days to come
In all those troubles we will be more and more clear
By now we know life is troublesome but awesome
I enjoy those moments when my sweetheart is near
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Clear And Plain

Come in my arms and forget about the world
World which is faithless and just totally absurd
You with clean heart is my little innocent bird
With all its deception world makes us to be whirled

My sweet heart you and me don't belong to this hut
Let us be alone in some forest in a far away hut
In real love entralled there is just no if and no but
Please close your eyes and let make all the doors shut

Love is love when it grows on the beautiful stalk
Let us straighten our path and then walk and walk
When we are destined to each other no one dare to block
Talk out your heart with its music and talk and talk

My beloved world is very short in its predestined span
It is very much immaterial what we lose and what we gain
Your beauty is intelligent witty, pretty and just sane
But in your love I became insane which is clear and plain
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Clean Heart

The birds do have innocent hearts
Are away from conspiracies of all sorts
The most corrupt heart is that of man
Which makes him sane and insane

If one makes his heart clean
Will be able to see unseen
God will come down to kiss
He cannot and will not miss

Any chance of the eternal flight
And ordained to encounter height
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Humanity To Hop

You have chained my love and imprisoned for beauty
Who can be more cruel than just you in the city
My sweetheart I know you are charming and pretty
Your charming style is ever haunting never witty

Blood sneaks through the pores and colors my hands
It will ultimately be swept away by waves from the sands
No fragrance of flowers can reciprocate garlands
Tears come and kiss emotions from bands after bands

What is world a sarcasm, a play to show and to see
People play in series what is wrong and right could be
What is love, what is beauty what is chain in thee
What should take along as ultimately a valid plea

My heart when its torn oozes blood drop by drop
Even is there a point where all mockery is to stop
If emotions are derailed then they will definitely flop
Humanity bare footed bare headed has to crop and to hop
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You Are Beside

Let me take you up to the top
Whenever I start I do not stop
Let my love should not ever flop
You can take me drop by drop

Love is ready to take the wine
Which beauty just brings on line
You portray each symbol and sign
I am yours you totally are mine

You travel with me like my shadow
In your light my cheeks glow
You are in me that I surely know
Please just take me to the show

Beauty and love go side by side
This is how they happily ride
There is no effect of time and tide
I feel pride when you are beside
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Set Of Challenges

Life is nothing but a set of challenges
Only brave the courage to take with smile
All sacred books declare the revenges
Even if one has to travel mile after mile

Do not challenge me I am bound to return
Whatever you send with any dirty affect
Fire is for fire and any burn is for burn
So take life seriously and do not neglect

Any word any action any move any retreat
Be firm on your stance declare with conviction
Then no one can dare to attack or to beat
Weapons and words do require proper selection

World is very strange people are so different
Each occasion requires due deliberation
Winner is the one who’s ready cent per cent
Only full preparation can bring salvation
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Let Me Learn

Please take me in your arms
And allow me to just resolve
All worldly problems in farms
Please help me just to dissolve

In your sweet heart to be heart
Please do not keep me in wait
Be my part and let me be part
Do not be egoist please tolerate

All of me and habits of mine
Ignore minor and major faults
Let me take from eyes some wine
Help me to encounter all halts

Be my love and let me burn
All my body and all my love
In the process I will be to learn
How sweet is my little dove
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No Compromise

When I keep in sight that I am right
Then no barrier can come in the way
If any wall is erected in eyes and sight
Then I can pass like a real light ray

No compromise when path is clean
Do not take me never ever for granted
My heart in my eyes can be seen
God's willing I am not man haunted

Think very many times before you act
But when decided then no point to fear
You need kindness of God in fact
Then do not afraid to attack and tear

Sham and shallow veils to remove
Faces should look like in reality
If you are right then just pursue
Only need is just the valid plea
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Like A Pearl

Like a pearl a beautiful girl
Golden lock of hair to curl
With in a second she can hurl
In a glance one can whirl

Like a juicy apple red and white
She always twinkles in my sight
Like a real golden eternal light
She always makes me bright

Like a dew drop on the rose
She in me comes and goes
She has knack to bulldoze
Who so ever comes too close

Like a pearl of Green Ocean
She vibrates and takes turn
Like a fire of fiery sun
She can suddenly burn

Still I love her for her sake
She is like a hot cake
She has the knack to break
Let us take and partake
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Ward Of God

What I see and what I saw
Life is nothing but a tragic flaw
Quacks are there to derail the rail
Who aspire to make one fail
Players play with the belief
To give the victim temporary relief
They give poison in sugar coated pill
This is how they aspire to kill
Innocence with all hatred and contempt
This is how they attack and attempt
Man is betrayed to be away from God
This is what their cruel fraud
Real relation is now at stake
Man is to drown in the deepest lake
But in this state who keep bond with God
Are rewarded with relation of a ward
And whosoever is ward of God
Remains in time is never time barred
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Miracle To Unfold

Let me explore your beauty and a miracle to unfold
What you have kept hidden and what you have told
You sparkle like a light and cherish golden glow
Your innocence makes my heart to dance and blow
In a glance all romance comes to me as a chance
When your fragrance touches me and makes me dance
Your excellence of style your graces for a while
Takes from me my life and makes me beguile
I lost all my confidence and submit to your beauty
Your eyes ocean green and your curly hair like sea
Pearls of your beauty when come to take love
Your sagacity is flowing like a sweet beautiful dove
For me you are a gift a prize in surprise
To see and to welcome my heart and eyes rise
You are mine I am yours so please do not play
Be like a sweet heart and listen what I say
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No Plea

Through whole night I kept awake
Fear was there to break and shake
My dummy head was just in shambles
My faith liberates and just dangles
If I fail to be at employers given place
I may fail and be out of professional race
So I managed by being awake
To be with boss to have that cake
After I managed to all this rut
Then my mind started to if and but
What I did for just a dummy statue
Why can't I perform it thru and thru
For my real Master and Lord
My beloved my Merciful God
So I wept and wept in trance
Why I have taken wrong chance
Why I was afraid of a ninny
How can not afford himself a penny
In disappointment and disgust
I wept a lot to clean the dust
From my heart and my soul
I realized my real established goal
May my God take me in mercy
For my sin I don't have a plea
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The Players

The so called innocent are not straight
With different look they are hypocrite
Meanest of mean look apparently great
For discovering truth one has to wait

Life is but a set of events so strange
What is constant and what is change
What is in and what is out of range
What is arranged and what is to arrange

Shrewd just in their vested interests
Full of greed and full of all lusts
Blowing like severe wind gusts
Eaten up by their own distrusts

Will become victim of their own tricks
Can not hold on to their sham sticks
When their conscious just pricks
With their own tricks are in kicks

World is but a circus with players
Who claim themselves soothsayers
With blind eyes they see the glares
Buyers of all sets are actual payers
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My Satisfaction

Give me the touch of your lips to stay
My sweet heart just take me along
Beauty has a lot to share and display
In images in words a beautiful song

What I see and what is behind the veil
What is kept hidden and what to dance
Secretly I have chance to see and avail
What is beauty and what is its romance

My beauty enthralled in love to flow
Just like a beautiful and pure stream
With your beauty my love is to glow
You are that pure lovely love beam

Let me kiss you in just a real trance
Let me embrace you for my satisfaction
Just help me to take this life chance
Help me to aspire for real perfection
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Flow In Me

You flow in me like water of a fall
You are my heart you are my soul
Only your image I do stall install
You are my aim you are my goal

Let us leave this world of rivals
Let us hide in a hamlet in a forest
Let us be like beautiful real angels
Make your beauty to feel love thrust

No one else can be beautiful like you
You are so good, pure and so chaste
On petals of rose you are drop of dew
No blooming cherry share your taste

I love you and then I am unable to see
What all is around which surrounds
Like you no one in the world could be
With same wonderful fragrant grounds
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Light To Blaze

You are more beautiful than my imagination
My vision even can not create a beauty like you
You are very different in your style and fashion
My love for beauty makes to follow and pursue

So I want to follow you in mountains and deserts of life
I do not mind even if I lose and become totally insane
Even if I am cut into pieces due to blunt edge of knife
My soul will give you cover to nourish and maintain

What is the essence and fragrance of beauty to flow
How love will take care of it and be the eternal friend
I will be in and around you to cherish and glow
How love and beauty in togetherness to set a trend

My beloved my last hope my eternal everlasting eternity
Let me seek your beauty for worship and for praise
There is no one else like you in the town or in the city
You are like fire like amber like a golden light to blaze

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Merit, caliber, mettle and efforts never go waste
They may apparently bring no results
Clean heart, visionary eyes with soul chaste
Will never be ready to accept any insults

Hence all those who play dirty and nasty
Must try to appreciate reality in fact
They must be able to understand and see
They have no right to break heavenly pact

What God ordained they dare not to disturb
Fate and fortune always come from the Lord
If they don't behave then He will definitely curb
All these heinous designs being time barred
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My Heart Beat

I love you from the core of my heart
You are so beautiful and so sweet
I can not even think to keep you apart
You tinkle in me like my heart beat

Please do not mind my rash attitude
Motivate me with your lovely smile
Remembrance is bliss of my solitude
So do not leave me never ever for a while

Be mine and cherish me with all graces
I want to take shelter in your curly hair
It is touch of class with your embraces
Your presence is for me like me real air

Please forgive me for my innocent crimes
Extend support to me in all ups and downs
Let us be together in our prime times
Let us celebrate love and beauty's crowns
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Love Eternal Light

Earthquake came with intensity of death
Which suddenly freezed all humans breath
Minds unable to think a reality or myth
Whether it has gone or prevailing hath

But one can appreciate with clear glance
God has given us just another chance
One should bow in front of Him in trance
Soul should touch eternity in dance

My God your love is beyond the heights
Which changes all the darkness in lights
To celebrate this love come days and nights
It surpasses all eternal heights and flights
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My Turn

You have taken your turn now its mine
You will see it is how precise and fine
I will not exercise from back but in line
With moral code of conduct I will shine

So do not be impulsive in your style
Think it judiciously and for a while
I can chase you through mile after mile
On your childish way I think and smile

Enemies are good to keep one always alert
This is how I always assert and to avert
Let me today declare and openly insert
With out any cause I don't attack or revert
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Your Innocence

Let me kiss you on your forehead
Let me touch your beautiful soul
Let me take you in arms to shed
All your fears and worries a whole

Company gives one taste and trust
It elevates spirit to eternal heights
Makes heart clean, saves from rust
Kills pain and brings the delights

Let me embrace to give you touch
To your beauty with my real love
I have not seen beauty in life as such
I love your innocence my little dove
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Life Is Meaningless!

Life is meaningless being abstract
At times abstraction gives it meaning
It just attracts us through out in fact
Even if we swing but prefer to cling

A separation between lover and beloved
Meeting culminates being hall mark
In complete darkness being just gloved
Burns us completely being love spark

A communion long awaited in disguise
Who may refrain due to worldly lust
A clear indication for a person so wise
Being in dust is a clear gust in trust

Birth and death go side just by side
Every is bound to understand, realize
For a lover it is a cherished love ride
For a hypocrite it is tarnished, out of size
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Loving Role

I love you more than any one else
You are in me I do certainly believe
Being most beautiful charming Nels
This is what in life I could achieve

Beauty by herself comes to salute
This is how you spread all graces
No one on earth even dare to refute
How beauty and love embraces

My sweet heart don't conquer world
After conquering my heart and soul
Just see and praise how I go unheard
With clean heart and most loving role
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Ninnies In Action

With little hearts and blur vision
Ninnies are unable to take decision
In their actions they lack precision
With vested interests have no cohesion

With bad intentions and dirty souls
They have lost destination and goals
Dirty minds, bodies play dirty roles
Dangle just on their erected poles

Domesday what they aspire for
Their bad intentions will also mar
Vices are in the way of virtue bar
They will be killed in their own war
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The Obedience

God does not burden a soul beyond that he can bear
He keeps his destiny and destination straight and clear
Man is created with much love and to God is so dear
Who so ever remembers Him He keeps him so near

It is now up to man whether he wants to be with God
To cherish His graces who is master of universe and Lord
Extends love of seventy mothers and is eternal guard
It is good to look to Him and to be an obedient ward

With purification of heart and soul and this given body
Only submission to God’s will remains only valid plea
When we aspire His slavery we become more free
To His great command our obedience remains the key
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Sweet Heartland

Let me take you in my warm arms
By praising all your graces and norms
What ever may be your lovely forms
I am impressed by alluring charms

You are destined and ordained to me
Whether you just agree or disagree
My love for you is on this staunch plea
You are mine what circumstances be

My sweetheart don't debar me shade
Under which I can conquer and invade
Your beauty is a double edged blade
To which my love is properly swayed

Let love and beauty go hand in hand
Covered by credence, cadence garland
We are in the sky no more on the land
We both now travel on sweet heartland
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In Front Of Him

Surrounded by all vultures and hounds
Helplessness needs no limits and bounds
When one is left with no proper grounds
Only mercy of God comes and surrounds

My Savior saves me from all trials and odds
Then I need no dummy gods and guards
Being slave of God I need no help from lords
I do believe we are all but Master's wards

I pray and bow my head in front of Him
Who deserves all respect and every hymn
Even a situation is depressing and grim
From every fiery ocean I can safely swim
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Love Intact

Love is when one covers all distances with speed of light
Beauty is what makes all and every thing clearly bright
When beauty touches love one loses sight and insight
Who can know less lover the taste of this wonderful flight

From that day till today love and beauty go hand in hand
Their eternal relation is manifested in each and every stand
Your beauty has its own graces my love has its own brand
What ever the case may be your style and grandeur is grand

So let me take you on a ride to heaven to embellish the act
Let us be more fair to give strength to the eternal love pact
It is not now our choice to straight away select or to reject
This is more than sufficient that we have strength of love intact
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On Hike

My sweetheart you are a cup of wine
Take on my love be on your love line
Heavenly body looks is so to define
I am pleased that you are just mine

You are like a dew drop on a pink rose
This is how your beauty really goes
You are more poetry than just a prose
My heart is what your fragrance blows

You are what I need you to be like
Our souls and hearts are just alike
I am lost as your beauty is to strike
My love is taken on and on by hike
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Waiting For Orders

From the day I took onerous job of soldiering
From that day I am chained in patriotic string
God is on my side and fortune He will bring
No one can harm me, no one can do nothing

My deeds and breath are nothing but worship
Being mission oriented every poison I can sip
I have mercy of Lord to play hell with and snip
All dirty designs of hypocrites to take them in grip

My enemies play with my nerves thru all slur
But with their dirty intentions they fail to stir
My horizons and vistas are clear but not blur
Like a good soldier waiting for the next order
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Aspire To Pardon

If a servant of God desires to shun
Till last breath God aspires to pardon
It is clear one can not be able to run
From his Master for any bad action

God showers His graces and mercy
On every one who tenders to be free
From all sins all vices what could be
Pardon is granted with out any plea

I pray to God to forgive me for sins
Which are present in body like pins
When I will leave to meet him in spins
My soul when goes back and wins

My God is my Lord and my Savior
Hence when I retire and vision is blur
I must tender apology, confess to aver
Only God's mercy becomes my armor
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Bondage Of Slavery

Do not ask me what is taste of slavery
For every locked door it is the only key
I do not have but any other valid plea
Bondage of God makes us more free

Survival is only in this eternal pact
Which is only reality and only fact
This contact refines perennial contract
Being exact it continuously to attract

Our attention and our soul and heart
It makes us always to never ever depart
It never ends when it is once to start
It is not an art but our part so smart
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Mercy Of God

God declares His duty to be kind
All humans should aspire to find
Ways and means to be aligned
To the fortune already assigned

It is we humans who always falter
On our shortcomings are defaulter
When in disgust vision comes blur
And we blindly approach the alter

Then His mercy comes as a grace
Which is for every nation and race
When we kiss this light with face
Then He just comes us to embrace

God loves do we in turn love God
Who is our Creator Who is our Lord
Love is so simple it is not very hard
It is ever green and not time barred
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Cupid's Control

Let me share about my romantic interlude
Where beauty became bliss in solitude
Beauty in style is still innocent and crude
While love in strength to beauty is imbued

That was a glance which took me to stance
My survival is based on that only stance
Attraction of your beauty makes me advance
To a circumstance where beauty is in dance

My dear beloved my sweet heart my soul
You are my mission you are my sole goal
We are created for each other as a whole
In love we are under Cupid's sheer control
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You To Belong

When I drink wine from your eyes
My heart dangles and touches skies
Like you I love your lovely lies
In warmth of love beauty sighs

Please come in me and let me sail
Let love move in beauty's trail
The only chance just let me avail
This is what to my life is to entail

I will love you till my last breath
Let me assure you this is my beth
This oath I take on peril of death
Let me prove eternity of the myth

Please allow me to take you along
Oh my love like a beautiful love song
I do not know whether right or wrong
You are to me and I you to belong
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Call Me Insane

It is where beauty is smart to take on to start
Love is a communication from heart to heart
One glance takes heart and soul just apart
It is neither a skill nor part on planned chart

My sweetheart please do realize the reality
After seeing you I am totally lost in veracity
My words have changed in strange verbosity
My entire body has become a heart on love plea

Please come and take me on to beauty' path
For your sake I will accept each and every wrath
Please don't give me more fire I am in hearth
Now no one can snatch from me my love bath

If you call me I will come like a hurricane
Love and beauty are now in an eternal chain
I listen to heart pounding and not to brain
People of the town now just call me insane
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A Phrase

Love is what beauty demands as a right
Lovers should understand the need
Beloved's company is heavenly bright
Which nourishes with blood its seed

Cadence of love is tested in real odds
Lover has to pay the price with blood
His effort never wastes but lauds
With precious moments like floods

Soul is but a gift of love as reward
Body is but to take and praise
Love is but with beauty like guard
Both are like an interwoven phrase
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What To Say

I don't know what to say and what not to say
But let me bold to pray to take you along away
To a place where only be you and me to stay
Like a single soul enthralled in love like a sun ray
No one should be there to disturb and to annoy
My love and your beauty should not cry
Our bodies and souls should fly high above the sky
Then we don't mind even if we die
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Just Face To Face

Unless you have will to revive
You will be unable to survive
To get pearls you have to dive
Life is constant struggle to strive
Who strives wins the hearts
Remains in pages not departs
When he willingly plays parts
To tricks never bends or resorts
He remains in time and space
He may be from whatever race
Time keeps his love and grace
On edge of eternity face to face
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Lost Grounds

What I have and what I have not
What I still desire and aspire to get
Nothing but like a bosom's knot
Your beauty is my precious asset

My love has no words to appreciate
So for a moment I am totally lost
You are that alluring soul mate
Which has taken my life as cost

You are but a wild rose in prime
Whose fragrance comes, surrounds
You are my fortune my time
In front of which I lost all grounds
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Real Salvage

A slave has nothing to do about the verdict given
He has to follow and obey to direction he is driven
A slave is to be on right path to desires to shun
Only then he will be able to get Lord's attention

For piety and sincerity rewards are in abundance
Cadence in credence gives him more brilliance
When clarity comes in actions with more patience
This is what is the servitude's real love essence

I cherish and love to be in a real love bondage
Which helps to have strings to make it a bridge
When beauty enters and provides it real salvage
Then graces of Lord showered with no shortage
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To Adore

From the lap of the lord to the lap of the lord
We are innocent babies to cherish mercy of God
So kind and benign our follies he always ignores
Sparingly showers all lovely blessings from stores
To please us He created all the beautiful things
All lovely autumns and all soothing springs
All beautiful colors from earth up to the sky
Given all powers to body and soul to fly
Has given us the strength to aspire and explore
Then why should not we be grateful to adore
We are now bound to follow all the rules of sanctity
To prove how that we can rise and be on edge of eternity
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Whosoever tells the truth and travels on straight path
Is considered rashly lunatic and taken for granted
He has to face all hatred, all contempt and the wrath
His entire life passes like an innocent dear haunted

Victim of ego and prey of hounds and the vultures
He goes through pain in heart from all in and out
It is very difficult to live and strive among all archers
But he takes wisdom from faith to be more stout

A man of principle goes happily through every fire
Even if he is burnt he surpasses time for salvation
Being conscientious he encounters every quagmire
Son of morality he rises from clouds like fiery sun
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The Prison

With out any glorious tangible sash
World is just nothing but totally trash
Every thing is sold if you have cash
Dirty clash happens with dirty crash

A dust bin filled with notorious acts
Lies superseded all civilized pacts
Under garbage are hidden facts
All are false and wicked contracts

For good person it is like prison
With good actions one can won
It is like a dirty priest with nun
All is based on all desires to shun
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Start Of Ride

World is a transit camp people come and go
They stay some time vanish in wink of eyebrow
All have their own intentions with a pace slow
What is their objective no one knows though

Some bring women some come all alone
Some come on loan some come to be blown
Some are brought some come at their own
Some become notorious some vanish unknown

World is like a hotel where I have to reside
It is whose choice I may not be able to decide
Me and image of my beloved go side by side
I do not know about the end it is start of ride
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So Swift

Love is nothing but a constant sense of sacrifice
It comes from paradise and costs double price
Taking it as animal spirit people take it as slice
It is virtue of the heaven not from hell just a vice

It is not a commodity which is sold on a shop
A virtue makes your head chop or takes to top
It is dawnd on soul to pacify it drop by drop
Like a seed in the land of heart brings pure crop

Love when dawnd on a saint he got lunar spill
He said love would be seen in three days as bill
First day he was cut in to pieces to prove his skill
Next day was burnt in to ashes to cater for drill

His ashes were thrown on a river to pacify as a gift
Love is nothing but a relation of good and bad's rift
If you have a pure heart go and dare to sift and drift
It travels with speed of light in seconds it is so swift
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Big Blow

Molested by the culture of corrupt he lacks values
By committing a blunder he is happy to just abuse
A faithless person takes every bad thing to amuse
His so called ego, and freedom to explore venues

Chains of faith, humanity and society keep us right
If we debarred light converts into darkness of night
Even with eyes we will lose sight as well as insight
Cultural invasion will play hell to the coming height

Poor soul mixture of east and west is bound to follow
Dictum of his faith less he becomes just totally hollow
He should know what is right by the friend and foe
If he fails then he should be ready to big bang and blow
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Where Is The Man

Apparently bright but so dark inside
Full of greed, lust and just sham pride
He is the one who can wonderfully hide
On Satan's ride lover goes side by side

Face smiles but with a cover of hatred
Whatever is said others call well said
At times just aspired for destined bread
With morose hearts and souls dead

Where is the real face with honesty
Which can lead us to be more free
To whose verdict we can easily agree
Who can be mirror thru which can see

All what is in and all what is around
With sagacity and character so sound
Who can be like a blessing on ground
Who follows all the limits and bounds
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Who Dare To

You can't claim all your actions are based on sincerity
Unless your head and heart are on same frequency
If you do not do this you are sheer victim of self flattery
Rest assured you are sinking in deception without plea

Honest are those who what so ever say believe in same
Their good and high claim brings them destiny with aim
Flame of love kindled in soul brings good name and fame
No one in life can just dare to blame them to defame

Being beacon of light they spread light to nourish
Hurdles, trials and odds come in their way just to vanish
They take difficult path to distinguish and to accomplish
They dare to diminish evils and virtues are to establish
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Charming Stance

When she bends to pick something
Surroundings are overtaken by spring
Such amazing beauty no one can bring
To it my heart wants to swing and cling

She is beauty of her own alluring class
Through which like glass eyes can pass
How can I bear this which can't surpass
She is of her kind like her no other lass

She has taken me over in just one glance
From that moment I am just in a trance
From that moment my heart is in dance
Her charming stance is my love romance
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Heightened Glory

Life is a struggle relentless and unending
Leafless in autumn with flowers in spring
Happiness and pain interwoven in string
With all its idiosyncrasies it is strange thing

What we aspire and what we are granted
Most of the time wanted remains unwanted
Takes along good and bad just blended
Some being avid people are really blessed

Life like water is ever flowing to the future
Even if most of the time is unclear and blur
For all poets it is like the curly hair of her
At times amber and at times becomes alter

I fail to understand its wisdom and sagacity
While wise people take it as a continuous duty
It is like beauty which remains eternal love plea
It is key to success it is a step to heightened glory
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Dirty Faces

Apparently all people carry love on their faces
Hatred ingrained in them from the dirty races
They carry their revenge from dust to ashes
From time to time and from paces to paces

What they portray and what actually they are
They keep it in cover and behind the hidden bar
For their pity interest they are ready to wage war
Bad intentions take them from kindness too far

Mirrors of their hearts are covered with dirty dust
Hence they are liable to be meanest being in rust
Thy carry along all the appetite greed and lust
They are the faithless creatures with out any trust
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Love Support

I know you are with me for endless support
This gives me courage just not be afraid
Through the ocean of life we are on love port
You are always with me by being my maid

When I look towards you you never betray
My all the strength you reinforce to brace
My sweet heart you are like light of the day
I am enlightened with your graceful grace

Good companion is a blessing in disguise
Who makes you rise to the eternal heights
Let us together try to rise to be more wise
Being with you I am enlightened with lights
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Love Essence

Love is in the air I can feel your fragrance
I feel you around and I listen your cadence
Your beauty my beloved is my love essence
You are my belief and you are my credence

The day I saw you the day I am in trance
Now I can not forget I can not take chance
Love is but a reality it is not sheer romance
I am just butchered that is price of a glance

Give me warmth of your beauty take me on
Please stay in my arms and make me pawn
My love is your night but you are my dawn
With out your presence I feel but withdrawn

Nothing more nothing less you are just bliss
Extend your graces, let me caress and kiss
On rivals evil stance please never ever dismiss
I am your prince you are my lovely princess
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The Brawl

Don't put me against the wall
You will find me ready for brawl
I will take you on with a call
I know how to stall install

It is better not to take any chance
Soldiering is reality not a romance
My faith in God makes me dance
I can not spare any dirty glance

So be careful when you negotiate
Animosity i do not tolerate
Enemy's skills are out of date
Values make one always great
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Lamp With Spark

Romantic evening in a candlelit setting  
Brings all my emotions in a full swing  
Love and beauty when come in string  
Then heart of a lover is bound to sing

My heart my soul my so sweet dove  
Just take me along on flight of love  
In love paradise on blue sky above  
We will sail like lover and ladylove

Let me cherish your brownish beauty  
We will be like birds in the sky free  
Words fail to explain you are so pretty  
You are so graceful and really divinely

Let me love you in dim and dark  
Let me enlighten lamp with spark  
Let your attraction may embark  
Let my love to be on the mark
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Beauty Dangles

Because of her astonishing curves
She dangles and dances on my nerves
Sheer praise her beauty deserves
She is just mine my love right reserves

So henceforth I take her beauty as my right
For me she is the only source of delight
My surroundings are covered with her light
She seems like a full moon lit night

With smiling eyes and glowing cheeks
Her beauty glows from peaks to peaks
From her dress her every part aptly peeps
I can not describe her in days and weeks
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I do not know whether death is action or reflection
Because neither life nor death has got perfection
At times hatred takes over and eats up attraction
No one in the world can help me in my selection

Death is but extension of life in some other shape
Life stands for nothing but a set of rape after rape
Valiant dare to take but cowards go for the escape
Life is what a crushed shape of good juicy grape

Love and hatred are shapes of discarded events
We are in world only on rents for few of the cents
My heart at tragedies at times weeps and laments
Man has nothing in hand but his feelings and intents
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Cruel Beauty

Let me know what should I do for you
Blood drips from heart thru and thru
I can sacrifice my life just to do, pursue
Your lovely glance is like a drop of dew

Do not be cruel but be like a friend
In your company we can change trends
Only bough with full of fruits to bend
Every message of love only eyes can send

My beloved do not be a party to rival
Look in to my eyes waiting for arrival
You are my beloved my sweet angel
Let us together strive and fight life battle

With you I can conquer any territory
I do not mind what the circumstances be
When I have excellent love companion plea
Then beauty is bound to give me company
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Ever Ready

Like a good soldier I am ever ready
To go uphill to reach any summit
To every obstacle I agree disagree
I do more than I ever try to commit

As a valiant I look towards next order
Journey may terminate in a blind alley
Apparently every thing may seem blur
I know where to attack I respond aptly

Please do not try my skill and technique
I love my elders but hate pseudo enemy
My country runs in blood so I am unique
Before taking any action I look for plea
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Hand Shake

I still feel that touch of class to surpass
Of that lass which was pure like glass
She was communicating all with bass
I was enthralled and was totally lost alas

That touch of beauty with sheer love
Of my innocent and young little dove
I was not on land but on the sky above
Taken over completely by my lady love

So this is how love nurture with one touch
I have not had experience of beauty as such
From the day I am taking along love much
Hence now beauty and love are in one clutch
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World A Deception

In cruel clutches of the world you left me alone
Being no longer required it was good to be thrown
In a dirty dustbin where no body should own
How love can nurture in hearts made of stone

With hawks eyes and with wolves ugly jaws
Lip service for humanity with discarded clause
Feelings are crushed under pressure of heavy laws
Life is a young dove being taken in vulture claws

Based on tricks social animals are just animals
While when sent were made like pure angels
Most of the spices are just like water bubbles
Being cheap commodity some are found in brothels

World is false and sham and always ready to deceive
It is up to us how we understand it and just to perceive
Whatever we extend that we are bound to receive
Now it is up to you what ever you take and conceive
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On Edge Of Eternity

You can win your goal and be a winner
It hardly matters if righteous or sinner
Even if vision is clear or in illusion or blur
But heart should be clean and soul is to stir

No one can dare to exploit your all efforts
Path will be clear and will vanish all the dirts
Love remains love unless it becomes to flirts
He remains the winner who dares and exerts

My duty is my worship my task is to sincere
Hence it is declared there is no fear just to steer
Your boat in every water your skill in every sphere
When conscious is clear then destiny is so near

As a soldier my belief is in God who gives relief
My argument is so clear my stance is so brief
I remain happy in all sadness pain and grief
Who remains ever green I am that blessed leaf
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Entire Journey

In pursuit of truth, in ramparts or on peak  
We try to be on right from creek to sneak  
At times we fail to get the answers we seek  
Then suddenly comes to mind like a streak  

We get wisdom to know about the stance  
But efforts get us there not only a chance  
Then mind gets clarity from every romance  
When truth is dawning heart goes to dance  

Humans are but strange entity in their style  
Start preparing schemes and forget for a while  
What ever is ordained that is written in the file  
Entire journey from step to step mile to mile  
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Beauty Speaks

When wind leaps then beauty speaks
With all its artistic symbols and signs
When streaks of light play on her cheeks
Then beauty and love come on lines

When one glance just gives a chance
To snatch the reality from the falsehood
When charming smile comes to dance
Then every thing becomes just too good

My sweetheart I do realize your stance
I am real appraiser of the actual beauty
The day I saw you I am just in trance
I love you only on this solid love plea
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Real Soldier

I am trained as such so do not take me so light
I am waiting for the next order I am always right
I take every detail do not overlook or oversight
I am ever ready and know how and where to fight

Born to win on peril of life I perform and sustain
Every injury every assault and what ever is pain
I am man of heart and I never care about brain
For the performance of duty I am trained insane

For me my country and cause remain superior
My destination and destiny is clear and not blur
I have an amber of love and an anger of a soldier
I do not ask many questions to answer to be on alter

My faith, my love for country remain my hallmark
Being in light I am not afraid of any vice being dark
Do not try me I have the spark of a real fighting shark
I am a staunch soldier and soldiering remains my mark
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On High Road

Being a soldier I know how to deal enemy
Because I happen to be a tough adversary
Do not play with my simplicity and sagacity
In defense I can deal with any atrocity

I will tell enemy about my faith and belief
But I will not spare him to get any relief
A thief can not becomes witness remains a thief
A man of principle can only be a chief

If enemy has the courage to wage any war
Then he should not attack from behind the bar
It does not matter whether near or far
No one can dare to dim the light of northern star
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Her Sunbath

Sleeping in the sun and taking sun bath
She is on her way to heaven on golden path
To capture her beauty I accept every wrath
She glows and grows like a burning hearth

Her beauty beautifies surroundings around
She is the most beautiful lass on the ground
Fragrance from all around come to surround
Love comes dangles dances in the background

No one can surpass beauty of my sweet heart
Which has taken me away to tear me apart
I am traveling in her and she becomes my heart
She has the excellence of beauty being so smart

I have not seen such beauty in my entire life
After this sight I am on the edge of sharp knife
For her sake I can accept all and every strife
In emotional pleasure I want to make her wife
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Just Move On

Should have a cause in life to pursue
Do not relax just move on move
Efforts will be rewarded as you do
Obstacles will vanish thru and thru

Stars are in sky fortune is in hand
Whatever we sow brings fruit on land
Failures are building castles on sand
While, Winners under adverse stand

I paved my way through all odds
My sincerity for me brings rewards
Efforts never ever go time barred
My gratitude remains for lord of lords
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In Dreams

I see you dancing in my dreams
Light’s spreading like heavenly beams
Love sails in beauty streams
Fairies pay tribute in teams

My love extends your charming graces
Please take towards me few paces
Don’t take into account rival faces
Love at first sight has no basis

You are my impulsive heartbeat
Please allow me to greet
My beloved you are my sweet
On rose petals place your feet
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Paths And Chances

With your sensual pleasure you grow and glow
Let me be with you my sweetheart in love flow
I know that you have lot many charms to show
Your sneaking beauty from your dress is to blow

My mind and to make me to take you to run
And to have taste of alluring love one on one
Where we should shun all rivals and have none
Where love should take beauty in real action

Me and you are tied in a relation in a sweet way
Your beauty enters and passes through like a ray
I am in your company whether there is night or day
I want to burn in your fire and ready the price to pay

So do not let me stray in this ugly world all alone
Only you are the one who I can claim to be my own
Consider me a man with soft heart and not a stone
And my soul estranged with beauty and not thrown

Lover and beauty have very many clashes differences
The day I saw you and till today I am not in my senses
I will remain as such till something happens and changes
Till the time fate springs and closes all paths and chances
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A Secret

I cannot take your name in public
I will keep you a secret till the end
You are a beautiful and smart chick
You are a head of that good trend

It makes your beauty talk of the town
Rivals are just around like the hounds
Eyes dangle on your ups and downs
Fragrance crosses limits and bounds

Beat in heart and just take me along
Let us touch together the glorious height
Please play on my lips the beauty of song
Take me in your arms in wonderful flight
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Unbroken String

In moonlit night when light touches your cheeks
My heart starts dancing from going toe to peaks
When lips are silent then just only heart speaks
Then the entire surroundings are full of streaks

You on me in that light look alluring and bright
Love takes hand of beauty and is ready to flight
Beauty has its path and love always travels right
No one can dare defeat this is what is love might

Let me take you in my arms let me love endorse
Let is in this state cross all horizons with force
When playing with fire then there is no remorse
Let us sacrifice on love what ever is in stores

You are in me like my life I can feel you breathing
We both are playing like little kids on the swing
Surroundings full of beautiful flowers like spring
Love and beauty are chained in an unbroken string
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Life Clamp

Her beautiful body seen beyond the flowers
Surpass the beauty over all visible borders
Provides to my thirsty eyes all the answers
And instigate me to commit all the blunders

Her charming style with half nakedness
Comes over on me like a merciful bliss
In this bewilderment I want to caress, kiss
She just seems to me a wonderful princess

I want to upkeep all my hidden desires
To take her along and run my heart aspires
This is what in situation every one requires
Every one comes up and her beauty admires

I want her beauty to kindle my low lamp
So that it should have a lightening stamp
Then to celebrate this occasion in love camp
Tied together in a wonderful strong life clamp
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Job Undone

On the sea shore when you were on me
Waves jubilantly came over and on to see
That was the moment when we both agree
To remain together like waves so closely

The prose is between beauty and love
It is between me and my little sweet dove
The only witness became the sky above
We have carried gracefully it up to now

But rivals are with tricks always on watch
Pure, innocent sincere love to debauch
Love through beauty is strange notch
Her face is reflection of her body swatch

Her half nakedness takes me to heaven
Full of warmth like a hot burning sun
I am fortunate that I aspired and won
Now love will complete its job undone
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Aesthetic Treasure

The moment I felt her sensual pleasure
I became the owner of aesthetic treasure
Since she is seen more lovelier and sexier
Henceforth I carry along I go where ever

That was a glance which gave a chance
Thenceforth my heart is in dangling dance
This good advance help me just to enhance
Under the circumstance to be in romance

That red dress on pure white sexy body
Provided me a fair chance to free to see
All beautiful parts in real and sheer totality
In life I just first time recognized the reality

This was all what in life one could see
I love her praise her on this single plea
No one else could be like angelic she
My love for her is my integral sincerity
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Innocent Sweet

It is so simple and so straight
Selfless love for my soulmate
Beauty remains an inbuilt trait
When it comes it accelerate

Young, innocent being so sweet
Always ready to agreeably greet
No one in the city can dare beat
She is real queen of faeries fleet

I lost my self on her innocence
I am enthralled by her fragrance
She is my queen I am her prince
These days she commands sense
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The Guide

Love is not a cheap commodity being sold on shop
It's serious affair which takes blood and remains on top
At times a lover presents his head on alter of love to chop
It's a bleeding wound which drops inside drop by drop

Lover when dejected and depressed becomes a game, play
In the hands of cruel people of the world like strayed ray
But his beloved grows in him continuously as day by day
Beauty is in want of blood and needs heart and head to slay

Whether love surpasses beauty or beauty surpasses love in tide
This is the topic which commands the entire world far and wide
No one is there to take care of dejected injured hearts side by side
Only beauty can play its part to ride the tide and to be the guide
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Beloved Indeed

Whether heaven or hell I want to tell
I opt to be in your company
For your eyes I am ready to sell
My self on the valid plea

With you I'll be more than happy
Your grace 'll please me more than need
Being enchanted I will be more free
A beloved like you is beloved indeed

Please accept me your only lover
Allow me to get all fragrance of youth
Let me beauty cover and uncover
Let me be your part in truth
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An Aching Chord

From creation till resurrection
Life aspires but a constant action
With direction lot is to be shun
With no choice lot is to be won

What is right and what is wrong
Is part of the eternal sung song
With little journey lot is along
Man is weak mandate is so strong

From start till end is ward of lord
Innocently it is taken as an award
Being in time is to be time barred
Life is nothing but an aching chord
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My beloved I am nothing but you are my everything
Still your beauty invites me to be on your love swing
You are like a garden whose flowers bloom in spring
Let me cling with your alluring charm and to sing

Beauty is timeless crown to be worn by a girl like you
Eternal love remains its recognition through and thru
For my love searching eyes you came just out of blue
Hence I relentlessly bound to be after you to pursue

You are queen of my heart I am king of your domain
Being for each other we are chained in eternal love chain
For your sake I am ready to go through pleasure and pain
Cruel clutches were around when you came as love rain

You are mine and I am yours only death can dare separate
I am worthless but you are bunch of roses in a golden basket
I am just a useless sentence while you are a romantic couplet
Now what ever may happen but our love is an open secret
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My Musical Lyric

My sweetheart my beautiful young chick
My aesthetic sense has to select and pick
Your sensual beauty makes me lunatic
That is the reason my behavior is erratic

Your one glance took me to sky on flight
You are so charming with beauty so bright
My heart becomes rainbow like colorful kite
I am out of my sight since you came to sight

What I see you have more beauty to celebrate
You are so dazzling, elegant and so delicate
My love my heart aspires to take you on date
Your personality is so charismatic and great

I want to take you like divine wine sip by sip
The moment I saw you I am in your soft grip
Pleasure takes to flight when I am lip on lip
I am poet and you become my musical lyric
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Bottle Of Wine

Her amazing style makes me dazed
Her glowing beauty makes her blazed
When ever I see her I am more amazed
Her sensual sagacity makes me crazed

When I touch her I feel totally lost
I love I want to have her at every cost
She is my present she was my past
She is bold, blunt approaches accost

You are my life you are my heart
No one can dare to take you apart
You are so daring and just so smart
I love to kiss and caress every part

Please come to me and just be mine
Make my life comfortable and fine
Put your sensual beauty on love line
So intoxicating like full bottle of wine
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When I kiss your rosy petals of lips
Your beauty dictates all dancing tips
Your charming peaks and daring hips
Tell me just to have very many trips

When I kiss you the nature starts dance
Your cheeks invite to get another chance
Makes me lunatic your one lovely glance
Your beautiful curves perfection to stance

When I take you in my strong open arms
Then it starts to blossom all your charms
My emotions come to play in large swarms
Beauty fore plays and create many alarms

My sweet beloved your gleaming style
Is more than sufficient to make me beguile
Your enchanting smile makes me virile
I can sacrifice my life on your beautiful smile
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Make Me Fly

Give me wings of love to make me fly
I know to your beauty limit is the sky
If you give me warmth to take me high
Promise me to live together and to die

Let our love be for times to come
Let not make beautiful life troublesome
Your alluring beauty remains awesome
Me and my love gets from you all rhythm

You are my last hope on this earth
Even if of lovely girls there is no dearth
I think I love you from just your birth
With out you I know I have no worth

Let now be love partners for the life
Whether we have good times or in strife
I do not mind if you keep me on blunt knife
But for God sake be my beautiful caring wife
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My Savior

My God I am all alone in this cruel world
Only you can save me from embarrassment
I worship and submit to be mercifully furled
Please extend motherly love in your judgement

Besides being my Lord be as well my Guide
Help me in sheer disappointment and dejection
I will be just a loser if you are not on my side
I am on sheer fault only I love your perfection

Help me save me take me and protect me
You my savior you my benefactor you my lover
Only you can rescue me see me and foresee
Otherwise worldly dangers will make me suffer
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Teen Evergreen

A smart alluring beautiful teen
What a beauty seems ever green
The world might not have seen
She looks really neat and clean
Seems exactly pink rose on screen
I am her king she is my queen
She seems so sober and serene
We are one nothing in between

Light glows, needs appreciation
Thundering cloud, warming sun
If one strives there is but none
Her graceful style makes me stun
I will try to pursue and be won
Taking hand in hand we will run
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Death Comes

My days are counted my breath is to seize
What can I do just nothing but to release
No hope is left nothing comes with breeze
My ambitions are fading crease by crease

My destiny is clear with pain and torture
What ever I see seems nothing but blur
Growing from an amber now I am on alter
Today I am tomorrow will make me were

So helpless I am But still I can not scream
In this darkness there is no ray no beam
As an individual leaving behind my team
I am just nothing but a part of bigger scheme

Death takes me as a guest from world's breast
Facing test after test for still another test
Being best creation I was declared the best
My journey is alone by leaving all the rest

Note. My brother is on deathbed for whom I have written it with tears.
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Only You

In your eyes I see my image
Please do not make it a tear
Heart to heart it makes bridge
Let my dear make myself clear

Curves of your eyes take life
I lose myself and I lose just all
These are like blunt sharp knife
My sweetheart my lovely doll

You have taken me with a glance
Now I don't know what to do
I only aspire for another chance
Love is nothing but only you
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A Surprise

I have secretly kept you underneath my heart
I don't want any one to know about the affair
Under no circumstances I want ever to depart
Let me be honest in our love and let me be fair

You are like a butterfly which I want to keep
Like a young boy in my palm as a real gift
Your color is so beautiful that I want it deep
Even if my rivals are in pursuit to create rift

Your charming beauty has not been seen before
Let me praise you and keep this heavenly prize
I love you I worship you and I always adore
Please be mine and come with wind as a surprise
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Like Light Ray

Your beautiful curves and blooming roses
Make me love the beauty of upcoming spring
When you are seen in public it just bulldozes
My heart jumps up to love you to cling

Your ups and downs with zigzag path
Attraction comes from enchanting style
I run to your light like intoxicated moth
Who I am I forget to understand for a while

But your grace when comes out to race
Then it surpasses what ever comes in the way
My goddesses I worship you to be face to face
I enlightened when you enter in like light ray
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No one in this world will easily dare to beat
My love you are so beautiful and so sweet
From class of elite no one dare to defeat
Let me be in your way let me come to greet

Love is part of God and beauty is domain
No one can survive with out this identity
Life with out love is pain with lot of strain
Love is that chain which makes one free

Your are so good looking and bewitching
That I can not hold to stand and to face
You are charming string of fragrant spring
Your good grace travels from place to place
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Sanctity Will Glow

Counting on another is nothing but stupidity
It will hinder you and will take your freedom
It makes you dependent for nothing to see
What is in life troublesome and in the bosom

People are not so simple as they portray to be
Innocence is covered under lot many tricks
Varieties are in action in this ocean in this sea
Beautiful pics of chicks are walls bricks by bricks

Sincerity is nothing but a taboo of golden times
Love is based on hatred and values are bygone
Relations are condensed but to heinous crimes
Darkness is prevailing with no hope to dawn

Still some idiots do aspire with hope to see
Change in time and tide by being just in row
Good times to come with only hope and plea
Humanity will flourish and sanctity will glow
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On Love Line

Let me see sunshine from your curly hair
Let me be the part of your heavenly beauty
Let me to conquer allow me to take to dare
Let me see beauty bare on only love plea

I have not seen a beauty like you as such
Even if I came across very many in my life
A touch of class makes me to remain in touch
From an ordinary person you made me rife

My sweet heart you alluring image haunts
I am intoxicated as I have taken a cup of wine
Your lovely soft spoken words make me vaunts
Allow your charming beauty to be on love line
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Take A Turn

Fire of love when burn in me my heart takes a turn
My emotions crop up to take your sensual beauty along
Aesthetic and stern in pursuit I sincerely wish to yearn
In this entire world of God it is you to whom I belong

I am ready to be put to any trial in my love pursuit
But I want to be with you in every moment of my life
Take my heart for your innocence and for being so cute
I don't mind if you butcher me or keep me on edge of knife

Let me be yours and allow me to take you as mine
This is how we will manage to go to the edge of eternity
Being a full bottle of wine and with alluring beauty so fine
Being free and sailing in love sea what in love else could be
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Hands Up

When in innocence you put your hands up
Your beauty from the dress peeps to state
You beauty seems like wine in a golden cup
Your beautiful staring eyes will make me great

Alluring style in dazzling mood to take
Me from me to another wold of elegance
To break to shake and then just to make
Full of life by mixing with your fragrance

Let me love you in the real sense with style
Let me praise your angelic look full of romance
Let us be together and forget all for a while
Let me advance to prove my eternal love stance
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Chance To Dance

When I see your glowing cheeks by chance
They exhilarate give a chance to be in trance
Her body down the peaks is full of romance
My heart touch the sky when she seeks dance

Her beauty is a fountain to quench my thirst
With her sensual pleasure my heart is to burst
In a desert of love she seems a golden sand gust
She is so beautiful and not from ordinary dust

I kiss her in my eyes I love her with my eyes
When she is in my arms I feel warmth with cries
Love is a fire which burns and makes beauty dies
Love is a game a play of all the declared soft lies
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We are all in a transit camp for our turn to proceed
In front of commandment of God we have to concede
Being helpless our case we are unable to present plead
As per written decree being bound our hearts may bleed
It does not matter what is our caste color and creed
But it is quite sure what is written in fate will happen indeed

Like prisoners we are chained in invisible eternal chains
Even then we have to survive even if we are down the drains
Mostly love is the matter of hearts and not matter of brains
There is one destination to which moving all the moving trains
We are unaware whether these are sheer losses or sheer gains
We do not know whether these are cruel clutches or merciful rains
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Wonderful Eve

Let me kiss you and do not leave
The petals of your lips full of life
Let me celebrate this wonderful eve
Let me make you as my real wife

Do not be annoyed on frankness
Let me appreciate beauty tip to tip
On your cheeks my eternal buss
Give me way in the ocean to dip

Let me be part of your beauty
Let me take you to love heights
Let us feel like a sweet bird free
Let celebrate our days and nights
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Radiant Mirror

My sweetheart you are like a radiant mirror
When I look at you I feel energetic and virile
By your charismatic personality I feel nearer
Spring is felt in offing with beauty in its cycle

You are from me I am from you we are same
Dancing together in mountains and in plains
Flame of love makes us just weather to blame
Fire of lamp goes and takes strength from rains

Winds of beauty make me to dance and romance
Be in my arms and let the emotions play their part
Whether I may be able to get in life another chance
Beauty goes hand in hand with love from the start

My beloved don't debar me from wings of beauty
Help me to fly with you from earth to the blue sky
Let it be my duty to take juicy fruits from you fruity
Let me touch every part whether on land or so high
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My Suture

When you put your finger on your lips
My heart dangles and is enthralled
Beauty for its promotion needs no tips
Love awaits for whenever is called

Your glowing eyes and your chin
Your curly hair are dancing around
Are more sufficient to just bring in
Marvelous beauty with its all love sound

Your daring look makes you brave
Your challenging style is over and above
With this glamour my heart to pave
Let me my sweet heart extend my love

Let be friends to tease all the rivals
Let us touch the height of glorious future
Let me count moon lit night revivals
Please heal my wounds and be my suture
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Light So Bright

My sweet heart you are my soul and soul stays in
My heart beat is connected with your smiling face
Without you life is impossible rather it is like a sin
You are my fire you are my charm you are my grace

Like a lunatic I searched my life my soul around
But ultimately it was revealed you are stationed in me
At times I feel you when you happen to surround
How can I see I find when you are fragrance just to be

Now I realized that a body is nothing without a soul
You were separated long ago but still you are my part
You are my love you are my life you are my goal
You tinkle like my pulse you beat like my living heart

So soul searching is nothing when body carries a soul
Please do not mind my lunacy during full moonlit night
We are together and enjoy life in reality from pole to pole
You are light in my darkness your sight insight is so bright
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In Love Paradise

My beloved let us not share our weak moments
With any one in our surroundings and town
Let them not offer their irrational comments
In pursuit to debase the innocent love from crown

Like a child I want to catch you my butterfly
But with this I may debar you from lovely colors
I want to be like you to fly high to the blue sky
Let us be in communion like very good lovers

I just want an eternal embrace to love with grace
Hence I want to be out of cruel clutches of the time
Allow me to praise you worship you face on face
No other rose is more fragrant than you in prime

My sweet beloved let us be in a love paradise
Where no rival be able to disturb or confuse
To my love your beauty is eternal gift and prize
Please be mine be with me and do not refuse
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Lover The Best

For you I am carrying my life on my palm
If you desire I am ready to gift my life
To your beauty to stay cool and calm
To sacrifice my comforts on edge of knife

Your beauty has haunted me now and then
I can take every risk to please you my love
I am ready to be with you as where and when
Let me accompany you in every flight my dove

In green ocean of your eyes I can glow to flow
Any brawl with my rivals with all sincerity
I want to touch your cheeks like flakes of snow
Please extend your beauty with clarity as charity

Do not pass me through very many tests to test
I love you and will love you with my heart
Only I am your lover and I love you the best
Don't play with my heart don't tear it apart
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Canoe Of Beauty

Let us see together the light of love
Your beautiful image haunts me a lot
My sweet heart my innocent dove
Spread wings of beauty open bosom knot

Have just a glance kill me with romance
Touch of your warmth will do a lot
Give me just a chance, cater for a dance
Sentiments will flow and make us hot

When you are with me I am not in me
Canoe of your beauty takes love along
Let us sail together in ocean or in sea
Let me snatch the beauty with love song
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Gracefully Retire

Life is nothing but the scandal of a whore
Whether to abhor or whether to adore
When you extend less it will ask for more
It remains sore from pore to pore

Its behavior remains very strange
No compromise for the sake of change
What is in the range and what to arrange
There are only views to exchange

What is desired and what we aspire
Has nothing to do with need or desire
By hook or crook we have to expire
Under all circumstances to gracefully retire
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Your Arrival

You touched my heart in such a style
I forgot myself you are so worth while
Dimples on your cheeks with sweet smile
Has lessened distances from mile to mile

Your red lips are like a bottle of wine
Your curves from place to place are fine
I am yours and you are just mine
Your beauty with my love is in line

Please be mine and leave my rival
This will help be good for our survival
Help me in confidence for my revival
Life comes back with your arrival
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Clever And Smart

I thought my loved ones will place me under the shade
They proved themselves wiser they put me on blade
By becoming saddest I enjoy and feel more happy and glade
People have some humanity but relatives are of third grade

It seems all claimant of blood are blood thirst and hounds
On one pretext or another they inflict pain on some grounds
For this cruel act they do not need any limits or any bounds
They do not portray any mannerism after very may rounds

Hence I have taken over the skin of crocodile not to feel
I have killed my heart to be one on one to offer a deal
I know I cannot put any medicine on them to cure, heal
With this rigmarole I cannot change movement of wheal

Life is to go and all of us we have to play our given part
Whether we stay together or we disengage and depart
This is what comes in end this is from where we start
Innocence cannot be overtaken by being clever and smart
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My Companion

When ever I have honor to observe
Your curves just invite me to deserve
How I dare to kiss, caress and serve
Please do not ask me about my verve

Touch of class takes me to height
I can't explain that wonderful delight
Every glance makes surrounding bright
In sheer darkness comes flood of light

My beloved drops of rain on cheek
Make all love emotions to a streak
When in intoxication I touch peak
All my future enlightens from bleak

The attraction of your glowing face
Help to cover distance pace to pace
My heart jumps and covers the race
To take in it your beauty and grace

Come with me my love to be guest
Be with me forget all about the rest
Be my companion in this love quest
Let us embrace each other with zest
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With Out Respite

Life is to move on with out respite
It is a constant and consistent flight
In complete darkness springs like light
In utter dejection brings life to delight

Relentless struggle with excellence
Makes to fight war with out defense
One should not be tense for sentence
God has gifted with brain and sense

Every piece of effort is to be rewarded
From all evils man is but to be guarded
Struggle eternally and worldly lauded
Hence from God are hurriedly awarded

Being crown of creation man is to excel
All qualities of Lord he takes to dwell
What is to tell and what is not to tell
Man is not a commodity to buy and sell
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In Exile

Life is nothing but a journey in exile
From paces to paces from mile to mile
It seems death blue like river Nile
It is soul of heaven and clay of soil

It is thorny path with bare feet
Like burning sun with scorching heat
Time is passing with heart beat
Story of life written on blank sheet

Bruises of soul with agony of time
Makes every moment full of crime
When all pains bloom to the prime
Is life action or just silly a mime

Fate is written in steps line by line
Life is bound to follow every sign
What all is yours what all is mine
Every prize with every surprise is fine
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In Complete Rest

When death becomes so certain
Then suddenly drops every curtain
Then one don't have to ascertain
How all falsehood abolish to run

When truth crops up like light
All surroundings become bright
When helplessness takes a flight
Then soul touches eternal height

When blind sight is embraced
When good insight is graced
When one to return is placed
When blessed dust is debased

Man is but a creation to test
All who pass the test are best
When worldly abode is to detest
Then he is placed in complete rest
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My Only Preference

Beauty is what needs love's credence
A rose petal by petal full of fragrance
Her musical voice is full of cadence
Hence she becomes my only preference

Her graceful gait carries elegant style
Her romantic touch is worthwhile
She looks like but a complete love file
I sacrifice my life on her charming smile

Her curly hair when curl on her face
Moon in clouds starts its sudden race
No one can match her lovely grace
Beauty walks with her just pace to pace

With her I can conquer every battle
With her dashing courage I always excel
She blooms like rose in me, in her I dwell
This is all our saga I want to share and tell
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At A Glance

Love with very many shades cuts heart
Images of beauty of beloved are smart
Which take over my all senses just apart
Her company never allows me to depart

Drop by drop I quench my constant thirst
With out even for a moment I feel worst
With out her kisses my faith becomes rust
With her I am gold with out her just dust

I am appraiser of beauty in whatever mode
I am not on land when she comes on board
I am intoxicated when she fold and unfold
Her confidence and beauty makes her bold

When she whispers all world starts to dance
When she is ready then I do take a chance
She has taken away me with only one glance
She should be mine I have just one stance
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Evergreen

Death makes you but ever green
That is the way to see your lover
Beauty of attraction can not be seen
But it is always found under cover

Life is a chain to lose and to gain
Separation was a promise to come
God is but a symbol of mercy in rain
To take away all pain troublesome

Love of God surpasses love of all
Even motherly love lacks essence
Hence one should be grateful on call
And be ready to make presence

God is love and love resembles God
A supreme relation for the celebration
I have no one else but only my Lord
This is carnation touches incarnation
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Love Surpasses

Love is not to bar love is not to mar
The essence of identity in reunion
Beauty is a magnet attracts from far
You surround me as beaming crimson

Your beauty enlightens me so bright
I forget about me and feel intoxicated
Your sight increases me in my insight
I feel enthralled and I feel more elated

Your fragrance makes me just lunatic
I lost myself and lost my all the senses
You are my beloved and I am fanatic
As beam of light pass through lenses

Come, embrace my with all sincerity
I will spend all my life in your praise
I am staunch lover of your austerity
I am down trodden help me to raise

From this depth to eternal height
Let me kiss you like kiss of life
Accompany me in eternal flight
Make me rich with beauty in strife
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Light Ray

When confusion prevails when all hopes derail
Then you come to rescue and help me a lot
When I am in quagmire you make me to sail
From the day of my birth I am in love knot

My God place your hand on head to protect
You are my Master and Creator this is my claim
Shower your graces on me to make me perfect
Being in your love I am ready to take all blame

Without you I am nothing you take me to height
Your beauty is my asset your love is my resource
In my miserable plight your kindness takes to flight
In every dire need your graces are my recourse

You have very many around but I have only you
Please don't leave me alone less I make myself astray
Your kindness and guidance make my way through
In every darkness you gleam through like light ray
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Love Celebrates

From your dress your beauty peeps
Then in my heart it suddenly creeps
This wonderful scene always keeps
Dangles my heart and makes it leaps

Black dress on pure white snow
Takes my hands and tells me go
Just on the wink of your eye brow
My heart jumps to blow and glow

How can I praise your good style
Which beguiles just me for a while
Please take me your only loyal
You can take my life for your smile

Let me worship you in sheer dark
Let me burn my love to spark
Let your beauty be on the mark
Let us celebrate our love in the park
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Love Sincerity

My sweetheart with out you I am imperfect
Make me perfect with your eyes to select
My soulmate I am in waiting to correct
My habits with some one who can select

Me out of very many there under the sun
Please come and complete this job undone
I do know that life is a serious affair not fun
Come take my hand in hand and let us run

Away to a place where only we both to aspire
To be free like birds to fulfill our love desire
Where your beauty should get hold me inspire
Where we can be able to burn each other in fire

We do have all dew drops of love and beauty
Which I want to sip from your cheeks as a duty
Let us be good enough in portraying the sincerity
Now is the time to be integral in our integrity
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Invisible Hand

In hour of trial an invisible hand comes and saves
Me from all the embarrassment and then paves
From the middle of the ocean from violent waves
To see me savior my heart seeks and direly craves

That invisible hand is hand of my merciful Lord
Who under all circumstances is ready to guard
Let me be a real slave my to submit to my God
At times I am dejected but He never breaks chord

How can I praise how can I bow my head to feet
I am so desirous to see Him and to meet to greet
When He is on my side that no one can dare to beat
Me in my ventures through which I help to treat

His benevolence His love His mercy just unto me
Is based on His graces in this polluted dirty sea
I am His creation this is but with me the only plea
By becoming His slave I become more and more free
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Ultimate Salvation

I love you to the extent which I can not explain
Your image always dances in front of me in rain
Life is so difficult but with you it seems plain
Your beauty and my love are now in chain

Life is full of ups and downs with a zigzag path
Love begets nothing but a bundle full of wrath
Love is a fire which comes from eternal hearth
You are my lighted lamp I am desirous moth

My soul has touched your soul in such a trance
I do not know whether I be able to get a chance
Love is like a dew drop on face of rose to romance
I do not know whether I will be able to get a glance

But let me tell you with out you I will but die
Your beauty has enthralled me to have inner cry
For real lovers love becomes heaven from the sky
When you embrace me your warmth make me fly

Let us be together to get destiny and destination
With your beauty you seem God's best creation
Please help me to get out of troublesome frustration
For my love your beauty remains ultimate salvation
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Real Love Stance

Her charming beauty makes me astound
With this scene I feel completely spell bound
I feel her beauty and graces all around
Out of very many I could be able to found

Only her with such good a sensual pleasure
For me sake she remains the only treasure
How can with my eyes I be able to measure
She is the only source of satisfaction, leisure

With her beauty I want to quench my thirst
In my life she she is my love last and first
She has reinvigorated my spirits not to rust
Her ocean green eyes are full of love and lust

Let me take her away from all hand in hand
By keeping her beauty on my eternal love band
In her company I am in heaven not on this land
My love stance is but a valid and real stand
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Prevalent Norms

Fully enthralled I don't know what I aspire
My beloved when you inspire then I desire
I want to be burnt you are real burning fire
With words and actions I really do admire

Can ever this world be able to see like you
You are my love Greek goddesses with Hebrew
When I have a glance through and through
Then pink rose smiles with a drop of dew

I feel love music in dancing on souls part
You are so beautiful and you are so smart
Beauty and love talk from heart to heart
What would be the end if this was the start

Let me take your beauty in my warm arms
Let me beguiled by all your graces, charms
Let me face all emotional floods and storms
Let us be at the peak of all prevalent norms
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Heavenly Wine

Sip by sip heavenly wine
She is mine on love line
With enchanting fragrance fine
What a symbol what a sign
With my eyes I want to take
Image of her on heart to make
Just for her beauty sake
I can take and partake
With my rivals on the plea
She is mine and will be
This is what I foresee
In my front horizon free
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Sharp Knife

My sweet young beloved does not know meaning of love
She is a beautiful ignorant little untamed charming dove
Her blooming beauty nurtures like a beautiful pink rose
With her innocence and fragrance she is ready to bulldoze
Whosoever comes in her way will definitely be taken aback
By romantic beauty she can de-track any one from the track
I do not know how to tell her about my love hidden in heart
She may feel about and can take her own way to just depart
Hence I decided to carry her image with me throughout life
This is how I decided to spend my life on the sharp edged knife
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Appeal For Clemency

Unless we have the honesty of purpose
We can not be successful in the service
Inner self is totally different from surface
Hence what we portray is just a circus

Every profession want sweat and blood
Only efforts change calmness into flood
Otherwise mud will just go back to mud
No race will be won by an ordinary stud

We don't have destination so no destiny
How can we have any appeal for clemency
Life is a bitter truth it is not a mere fantasy
We are nothing but our own enemy
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Innocence Of Beloved

Fragrance and innocence of your youth
Gives me comfort and makes me sooth
At times pain of love makes me just ruth
But still I maintain you are mine is truth

Being too young you can't understand
What is love and for what it may stand
When I take your lovely hand in hand
Your different brand makes this grand

I do not know how to touch and tell
How much we can both in love excel
This much I know you in me to dwell
For your sake in love myself I can sell

Let me take you away to a lonely forest
Where I can praise your love at my best
To your beauty I can take whatever is test
Let me do all this and forget about the rest
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Seeker Of Love

Seeker of love relentlessly aspires
Beloved's one glance which inspires
Him to embrace beauty naked wires
This is what he through out desires

With a chance he feels in paradise
Beauty becomes for him love prize
This is how love increases in size
This becomes the wisdom of wise

My beloved you attract in a way
When you enter in me like a ray
Night becomes lighted like a day
When your heart allows me to play

Entire universe goes in to trance
When ever I get such like chance
Your beauty is my love a romance
My love with you is first ever glance
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Humble Slave

When I look to you, you embrace
Then I do not need any other grace
Let me kiss your feet with my face
Let me be the winner of love race

Only you cater me in odd and trial
How can I forget you for a while
All my effort and struggle and toil
Keeps me with you in rank and file

I love you praise you and adore
No one else can be dear any more
You are in me when I really explore
You only tinkle in my heart chore

Please keep me like your only slave
So that I should only be able to pave
With my desire with my humble crave
Whether in worldly or heavenly grave
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Fire To Burn

Love is nothing but a fire to burn
It is a point with no turn or return
Beauty is there to make us learn
My beloved is very bold and stern

We both want to go in a style
Which leaves a sign on every mile
I can sacrifice my life on her smile
For rivals beloved style is a trial

I want to sail with her and sink
In green eyes with lips so pink
This is a wine to take and drink
Life has opted for glorious link

We may die but love remains
Since to her beauty it pertains
In thundering storms and rains
Why to bother about disdains
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Declared Choice

I have secretly kept you underneath my heart
I don't want any one to know about the affair
Under no circumstances I want ever to depart
Let me be honest in our love and be more fair

You are like a butterfly which I want to keep
Like a young boy in my palm as an eternal gift
Please don't debar me to love you and go deep
Not to allow the rivals to aspire to create any rift

I know our love is writing on the sand on shore
Waves of water will soon come and take it away
But no one can ever dare to stop me to love, adore
I am ready to pay the the price what ever it may

Like romantics we will remain in the chest of time
Our love story will tell others about the love price
Love and beauty definitely bloom in early prime
In true love edge of eternity is our declared choice
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Eternal Lights

Please hold me for a while in your arms
I want to have my lost credence back
Let love enjoy all the charming norms
On my request Just give me what I lack

Hold my hand in yours and let it warm
Let us be frank and talk heart to heart
Help me and let me to form and reform
After this moment I never want to depart

Your fragrance has taken me just away
I take you along hence now and then
You have passed through like light ray
I do not know now what happened when

Let me carry your sweet image in eyes
Just take me over along never to leave
Let my heart beat with beauty's cries
Only you are the one who can relieve

My from this eternal agony and pain
Let me take you to glorious heights
Let us freely dance in drizzling rain
Let us be enlightened with eternal lights
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Family Of God

Whether dark or light
Whether black or white
Whether wrong or right
Are family of God
Whether in east or west
Whether worst or best
Or passing through test
Are family of God
Whether Muslim or Hindu
Whether Christian or Jew
This is what I knew
Are family of God
Whether Sikh or Buddhist
On what ever they insist
There is a long list
Are family of God
Humanity is his domain
This all is His chain
With heart and brain
Are family of God
His love is for all
He calls to recall
In between is no wall
Are family of God
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Reward For Grateful

People are wise enough in their interest
But seem stupid when to others it pertain
It is very difficult to confide in or trust
Because thy work in a group like chain

Sense of responsibility is rarely found
They are like vultures they are hounds
They act upon their groundless ground
They do not have any limits or bounds

They ignore even presence of thy Lord
Play tricks for accomplishment of plans
Their motives and actions thrown by God
In the shape of odds, trials and disdains

May God help us not to be ungrateful
Only grateful deserve all the bounties
We are nothing but God's mercy is to pull
All of us to innumerable graceful counties
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My Credence

Our heart beat becomes music in complete silence
Love and beauty mingle in perfect sweet cadence
My sweet heart your beauty has wonderful pretense
Your beauty has astonished me, I lost my credence

Beauty is my faith and love is my declared stance
When I think about you my heart starts to dance
Love is at first sight but beauty provides a chance
This has become strong stance in our romance

I am in a trance when I saw you I lost my identity
My aesthetic sense has flown me to cross eternity
Now I am a lover of beauty with out my integrity
I look in every thing for you I want to have clarity

Please embrace me, tell what I am to your charm
Increase my faith in love through beauty with norm
My God is so beautiful who has given you this form
Let me kiss you, caress you in this there is no harm
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The Relief

Scattered by ideas shattered by Faith
Vague impressions dangled me to wrath
Sentenced sincerity seems like wraith
Doubtless images astray me from path

Life is but like a reckless necklace
Relations are but jugglery of words
I don't know to whom I may confess
Broken nests with shed away birds

Hatred superseded love in its entirety
In darkness there is nothing to believe
All around darkness is up to eternity
Only death can now come to relieve
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Wink Of Eyebrow

My sweet heart your image is in mirror of my heart
I see you all around i can not even think to depart
I have taken you along on ride on my life cart
It seems as you have become all me and my part

God has created you by taking all beauty in your figure
By being most beautiful you have the power to trigger
With all love and affection He has thought to configure
In your charm He celebrated His beauty more bigger

I have declared you my life my heart and life is to grow
I take care of you and make like a fragrant rose to glow
Let us do not make precious moments of life in a row
Let me assure I can sacrifice my life on wink of eyebrow
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Beauty Of Sea

Let me kiss your rosy cheeks, let me be with you on the ride
When love has embraced beauty then there is nothing to hide
Your graces and your style remains famous far and wide
Being my blue eyed you do carry pride in your stylish stride

We can conquer all the vistas and horizons If you be with me
You do not know in your company what my fortune could be
I am sailor of love in search of beauty and you are beauty of sea
I am for you and you are for me this is what I carry as only plea

Spread your curly hair in full moonlit night and let me explore
In this entire world only I am the one who can really adore
Let me be your part not to depart and to search more and more
Today is the day when you present as a present what ever is the store
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Love Communion

When internally your sentiments are so flooded
Then never try to hide your love from beloved
It is but sure that all lovers are but hot blooded
Love is nothing but like uncontrollably studded

Your beauty is a hunter and I really feel hunted
Your graces and style make me really confronted
To encounter this opportunity I feel but stunted
Let us be together to make all the rivals shunted

My love my life my heart my eyes let me take
You with your all graces in a heaven to awake
Just for your beauty and your gracious style sake
I am really ready to attack to take and to partake

All world and all those who dare to come in way
I will take and hide your beauty just ray by ray
To your sublimity magnanimity I have to pray
Let us our love communion flourish day by day
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Mole On Chin

Free like a bird but chained with in
What I enjoy I can't be able to explain
To challenge morality is a bad sin
I astray seeing beauty in the rain
What is life a mole on her chin
Love is a matter of heart not brain
We are out on love ride on a spin
This is what we call real love chain
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Laughing Stalk

Dishonesty and deceit has gone down to the roots
Pomp and show has become their charter and truce
For their meanest cause they can always induce
For every irresponsible act they have a valid excuse
They have their own nefarious designs and recluse
They have nothing good to produce or reproduce
With their dirty useless tricks they openly seduce
This is how they illegally and immorally abuse

Legal authority and responsibility invested in them
From them nothing which is good to crop up or stem
Hence with retarded minds, complexes they can't swim
Their blessed lights embrace darkness and become dim
Since they are unable to change their behavior to trim
Their state goes to a state where that id nothing but grim
When their attitudinal filth and dirt come up to the brim
Then they become laughing stalk with their expired sim
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You and me are walking along in a moonlit night
To touch the horizons and to cross the barriers
Our sight insight carries along to help us fight
Then what guides us how to be good carriers

Of sheer love or mere hatred, rivalry just goes on
Rivals are on the way to snatch from us this chance
From dawn to dusk and from dusk to dawn
All of us play our own tune to dance and dance

Me and my beloved either to submit or to fight
To this cruel world and people with deception
Our love dictates they are wrong we are right
We should be proud of our beautiful selection
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Grandeur Of Grand

Soldiers are the real sons of soil
Hence they are patriot and loyal
They put in the relentless toil
Keep discipline is in rank and file

Remain awake when other sleep
The torch of light high they keep
On high mountains or down deep
Their destination is on just one leap

Sheer sincerity is their hall mark
On every danger they embark
Pave their way from every dark
In their approach they are stark

They are but for the motherland
All o come up to graciously garland
With one frequency and on band
They carry grandeur of the grand
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My Suggestion

Your beauty enthralls me to conquer step by step
What ever you have and your beauty carry along
My sweet heart your graces make you more pep
My heart beats have converted into beautiful song

Like a beautiful red rose your fragrance surpasses
I am totally lost in your curves and ups and downs
You are a beauty queen of all the beauty classes
Your graces and style surpass all worldly crowns

My beloved my sweet heart my life you are in me
My survival with out you is out of any question
I am a diver and you are deep beautiful green sea
Allow my to take all the pearls is my suggestion
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Love Mandate

I am surprised to see you in trance
My heart jumps up to take a chance
My survival has been stuck in a glance
Is it sheer love or is it real romance

My sweet heart a mole on your rosy lip
Has taken my heart and life in grip
Now your beauty can never ever slip
From my ever enlightened eyes grip

Your curly hair has taken me to a flight
I am up in the air like a dangling kite
Your charm and beauty is like light
Which has converted my sight in insight

Your dress your grace and graceful gait
Has enchanted me to be with you on date
Beauty is superior and love is ever great
To make you mine is my eternal mandate
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Effort Succeeds

Life is a great upheaval, difficult to surmount
Mountains can be upside down if one has the will
Be like a valiant soldier and just not count
Forget about the odds on way and run up the hill

God is a friend of those who do believe in effort
He tests and loves the men by inflicting test
Ungrateful are down the drain to flirt with the dirt
Lord has created in the best mold who are the best

All praise to my Lord for all love and affection
Never leaves alone his creation in any odd and trial
Constant and continuous effort always bring perfection
Faithful are never left alone not even for a while
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My Destiny

I am your follower you are my destiny
Let me try my luck my sweet heart
Do not debar me my love my honey
Let us embrace each other not to depart

You are my life you are my soul
Let me take to away from the city
Let me love you from pole to pole
You are so beautiful and so pretty

Somewhere in a a lonely forest hut
Where no one can create any fuss
Where your graces with charm strut
Where we can caress with lovely buss

My beloved do not waste prime time
Rose blossoms and fragrance spreads
Kisses of dew drops are not a crime
Beauty is knitted with love threads
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Dark Shadows

Covered in black promoting magic
Black shadows make people sick
They develop all just brick by brick
Nefarious designs are the dirty trick

Blood relations are but like hounds
Take their relations to the grounds
Play with the limits out of bounds
Produce snake like hissing sounds

Their magic is their dirty intention
Which the victims keep in detention
With their style and with their fashion
They play with the victims passion

Bartered souls to Satan's dominance
They do some acquire prominence
With out taking in the consequence
They play with the plan of Providence
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My State

When I have glance of your lovely cheeks
Your beauty takes me to the eternal peaks
With out I am a barren land with creeks
With out you my future is dark and bleak

In the desert of life with burning sun
Bare footed with thorns to move, run
This play for you may just be a fun
But for me it it is very difficult to won

Alone in the world and with out you
Passing from all odds thru and thru
How will I be able to do and pursue
Love for you my like a drop of dew

Have mercy on my miserable state
Bring fortune to my miserable fate
Only you are my real love soul mate
Be on love path forget about the hate
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Fragrance Of Blood

Fragrance blood of martyrs of Liberty
Spread far and wide in its sheer entirety
How they touched the edge of eternity
To teach us the lesson of solidarity

Unity Faith and Discipline the hallmark
Which with light encountered all the dark
Our forefathers put us on the mark
To march on with head high to embark

To our enemies and enemies of God
We know how to protect and guard
Our sovereignty in every trial and odd
We are the blessed ones soldiers of Lord

We bear the torch of love for humanity
This is our claim with clear certainty
For our masses we are the guaranty
But for enemies we are death warranty

14th August is the day for the nation
Which comes with the every celebration
Still we have to strive for destination
This incarnation is with in carnation
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Pain Of Love

This is what is love's ordinary effect
Pain of real love makes one perfect
Beauty when with love makes a set
Then it is no more difficult to select

My beloved do not keep me in pain
All my love emotions seek more rain
If we miss this wonderful love train
Then it will only be stress and strain

Please have a heart to understand
Love with beauty is really grand
Let not build castles on the sand
Let love flourish being hand in hand
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Fair Dealings

You have not seen all the tears
Which I have hidden in my chest
You have seen the scar which bears
But rest assure this is not real test

If you get time peep in my soul
Then you may see me in real state
I do not know what is my role
How can I take you along on date

Presently playing in the rival hands
You can not appreciate those feelings
You and me are on different bands
It is not possible to have fair dealings
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Man Or Puppet

Life is but a set of ups and downs
Down the drain or up the crowns
Life is on in all cities and all towns
Fickle in faith are wearing gowns

Man is what but a play game
It is easy to claim and to tame
Is it only fate or fortune to blame
Or it is something else to claim

Helplessness takes over all in all
Is it a merely a stall to forestall
Whether rise or just only fall
We may only call it to recall
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Love Rules

When you are with me my beloved my sweet heart
Then suddenly my entire body becomes heart and beats
This is how my life ends and starts not to depart
When I carry your image along on my lovely love seats
Your smiling hot cheeks your blooming peaks so hot
Even my innocent love wish crops up and cheats
Kindly do not leave me alone in this jungle as useless part
I know with your remarkable beauty you can play such feats

Give me a chance so that we be together on love ride
Rest assured all circumstances and fortune are on our side
Your marvelous beauty is capable to be my love guide
Let be open in love and never try your feelings to hide
I worship you like a deity in a worship like a tide
Let me take you the away for love rules to abide
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Love Love

The beauty I am aspiring for
Is yet to be seen and praised
I know myself is hurdle, bar
So my soul can not be raised
My eyes and heart not at par
Hence I am lost and dazed

Real beauty is beauty of Lord
My little eyes fail to capture
My Master and my dear God
May enter in heart to rapture
My body, soul are His ward
This love state surely enrapture
That chain that love chord
I am not in me to recapture
This is what is love reward
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Love Play

My sweet heart my innocent fay
Your sweet charms make me prey
I want to accompany all the way
You are my moon and I am the ray
To your sweet graces I must pray
My innocent heart I intend to lay
If you wish, desire then you may
Keep it with you but not to play
Rival has all ideas dirty and grey
But I request please don't betray

It is decided that you are mine
Your beauty and my love in line
Making us a symbol and sign
Surely sanctified sacred shrine
It is up to us to declare and define
No one else should dare to malign
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Love Dose

My sweet heart my beloved my dancing doll
No one in universe can surpass her as a whole
She is lady of my heart she is beauty of my soul
If any thing is in my life she is my only goal

Whenever in ecstasy I have an occasional glance
The entire world just accompanies me in dance
I aspire again and again to get beautiful chance
I learnt from her what is love what is romance

When with her I don't what happens to my eyes
I see her all around whether in sounds and love cries
When ever she is in public every one sees and dies
Moonlight feels astonished when in moonlight she rise

She is soft like petals of rose she is pink like a rose
There is no one else but it is she to whom credit goes
She is like a fairy which is ready to take over bulldoze
For me and to my heart she is an intoxicated dose
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Dirty Rouges

Bad actions and bad intentions do not bear fruit
On the contrary they mislead to a deserted route
Satanic evils may help and may ordinarily suit
To dirty minds in initiation of all stained pursuits

Heinous crimes and nefarious designs to initiate
corruption leads them against Lord's mandate
They astray and go for fruitless and useless debate
Worst of the worst can not become really great

Fortune succeeds fate as a matter of their right
They are being worthless face miserable plight
Their temporary sight takes them out of insight
And darkness comes and is overtaken by light

Being victims of desires they go for greed, lust
Damnation damnation for them is surely must
Like bubbles on dirty water puffed and burst
Satan has bartered their souls and bodies to dust
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Painless Pain

My beloved you left me in disdain
Accompanied rival for worldly gain
I wept a lot being alone in life train
I was taken over by stress and strain
Now in a drizzling monsoon rain
My love pain becomes painless pain

Gone are the days when you were mine
Every thing was good sweet and fine
Love and beauty were in and on line
Taste of beauty was more than wine
Happily both were hand in hand to shine
This was really love's symbol and sign

But now in this jungle of humanity
Moving alone with sheer uncertainty
Carrying along with all fear and pity
Sailing in this deep and haunted sea
I do not know what my fate could be
I have decided to sail on the only plea
I may find you at the edge of eternity
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Love Quest

Emblem of beauty with all its shades
My beloved has surpassed in grades
World is full of beautiful, lovely maids
This is how beauty cuts and invades

A lover remains a staunch lover always
In a difficult state with countless days
In front of merciless beauty he prays
Don not debar me from beautiful rays

Lord is beautiful and likes all beauty
His graces touch heart with sobriety
A lover is tested for perfect integrity
All real lovers touch edge of eternity

My beloved your beauty is my test
For which I will prove me the best
My love seeks your beauty's nest
I decided to never give up this quest
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Dare To Dive

I dare to dive in the ocean of life
I don't mind and care about knife
Which may cut me and tear apart
After all I have to care to start
In the ocean with all crocodiles
I have to cover my journey of miles
Destination is at the other end
I will move on and will not bend
My brilliant soul is gift of God
My adaptable body proves my Lord
On the other end I may find hounds
But I am stable with my love grounds
Being soldier I have my pride
I can counter odds and I can ride
Through every torture and every pain
Only then I will be able to gain
Eternity in life sublimity in style
I will be able to lead rank and file
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My Lord

All praise to you my Lord my Master
In every trouble you help me faster
Your kindness helps me from disaster
You my love is my fortune Caster

In my dejection you save from all
Your graces save me from every fall
You install all mercy to forestall
My Savior no one else remove the wall

Love you praise you kindly raise
Me in your worship with real craze
For your kindness I remain in daze
No one else is there to all the praise

I am grateful you love me and own
Please accept my humble voice, tone
Less you no one in world else is known
You are mine and I am really prone

My gratitude and bondage of slavery
Instill in me confidence and bravery
Please accept me and humble entry
In your domain and universal country
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Dare To Divide

With heavy heart and weeping soul
I decided to leave you and to depart
We now are unable to play our part
Do not play with me by being smart

Honest relations reciprocate, promote
Love and affection on positive note
It is always good to be in one life boat
Love succeeds hatred being an antidote

Let us be frank and discuss the issue
Only then we will be able to pursue
Our life in real direction what to do
Then the fortune will come out of blue

Hence forth let us be clear to decide
What is love relation far and wide
Let us be clear in love on only one side
Then no one can dare us to divide
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Love Agony

The moment I saw you I am lost
Your attitude makes me iconoclast
You rejected my love being too fast
You with rival wants me to blast

I know my innocent love is at stake
Your so called attitude makes it fake
But I am not ready to let blame take
I can ignore all this for my love sake

Let me tell you pain made me brave
Now I am ready to take way and pave
Under odds I will be able to protect, save
My heart, my spirit and be able to crave

With my invigorated spirits I can I will
This agony of love taught me that skill
Your rejection became as a strong pill
Now I can encounter up any high hill
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Eternal Flight

Your beauty takes me to eternal flight
I feel enlightened like a beam of light
Your graces portray a beautiful sight
My beloved I lost myself with this insight

It seems that entire world is overtaken
By your beauty the universe is shaken
With my love how love can be mistaken
My love by your beauty is well taken

I feel superb pleasure and lost in trance
Time and again please give me a chance
With you my heart your heart must dance
My eyes aspire time and again this glance

Let us celebrate this love on the earth
Which we should take our right by birth
Now we intoxicated and in a state of mirth
No one can dare to surpass you in worth
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Dream And Struggle

Life is nothing but a dream in dream
Where with fear one is unable to scream
For some it is a glorious shining beam
While for other it is useless dirty stream

Our body being dust goes back to dust
Our soul is nothing but a sacred trust
Bad is to avoid and to do good is a must
Incumbent to overcome greed and lust

Man, image of God is crown of creation
Has with God for ever everlasting relation
Soul with God enjoys eternal association
Graces of God are for ever as a fashion

Journey of life has no limit and destination
For a limited time this for humanly creation
Love of God demands ever consistent passion
Hence humanity can establish good relation

Let us make our dream real to come true
Let us be honest through and through
Let our conscience be clear like drop of dew
Let our struggle for the betterment continue
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The Eternity

With black hearts and sheer dirty design
Satan makes you to submit and resign
Weakest in faith can be brought to line
Life is journey with injuries through brine

All those who have clarity of heart and soul
Can not be victim of this painful rigmarole
They can achieve their objective with goal
Their complacency make wonderful whole

They cherish and remain on edge of eternity
No one dare to challenge their sagacity
They damn care about any fear and pity
Destination comes to salute to their sobriety

Be on the mark and march to new horizon
This journey will be easy and like a fun
Salute to thee whether stars moon or sun
They are the masters to do all undone done
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Love Liberty

You are so beautiful I can't explain
For you I can dip down in disdain
So soft in style so clear and plain
Beauty makes with love that chain

Which shines with its force entirety
Takes my love to height of eternity
Your graces come just like a charity
And nourishes relation with sagacity

My sweetheart please don't debar
Otherwise this attitude will mar
Which may drag both of us afar
Don't put any sanction any bar

Let me praise you with sincerity
There can not be one else in the city
Who can surpass you in your beauty
Take me in your arms with sobriety
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Move On

No doubt life is not an easy bargain
Mostly we lose every thing to gain
Full of hurdles apparently seems plain
Circumstances carry all hatred disdain

Test is only for the valiant s to prove
People with sincere heart to pursue
Right is to do and wrong is to undo
Without any twist on the eye brow

All horizons, vistas love to be explored
The higher peaks intend to be implored
The brave are people are always adored
Victory touches feet to help them scored

A man with clear hearts and clear eyes
Remains in chest of time and never dies
Truth can not be countered with false lies
A sincere person is good and more wise
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My Sweetheart

Oh my sweetheart with your hands around
I find myself carried away and not on ground
When on chest I feel presence of hissing sound
Then your fragrance makes me spell bound

I feel taken over by all the real love emotions
With beauty along I explore all the love notions
Love accelerates all hilarious waves of the oceans
Love and beauty together celebrate promotions

Your excellence of style taken over me along
My heart beat has been changed into love song
To each other my beloved we destined to belong
Let us travel together on this journey so long

Together we can ask and let miracles happen
This is how our destiny is destined and shapen
With first sight love begins remains in life cabin
Enthralled with emotion, taken over by passion
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Next Step

This world is like wonderful bitch
Which can bewitch any of witch
For some actions it may seem a ditch
But for values it may stitch

All human relations in a composite whole
This is how it plays it's important role
In all aspects with a significant soul
Be considered it's ultimate goal

Love and hatred with hypocrisy
One with clean eyes, heart can see
On this very valid circumstantial plea
What do you think what next step be
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Love Stance

Red juicy lips like lipstik
Which my lips wants to lick
Since my heart opted to pick
You my beautiful lovely chick

You are like a bottle of wine
I love you love you are mine
Beauty is your symbol and sign
We both are now on love line

Let me love you let's romance
Let me take you to love dance
Let me take yet another chance
Let my love prove my stance
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Strong Insight

Let my sweetheart allow me to buss
Let us not create and ask for fuss
About our love rivals always discuss
We are not individuals we are us

Our love is like full moonlit night
Which is a bond with full might
We have traveled to this height
Beauty has surrounded us with light

You and me are on the gleaming path
Apparently is full of dirt and wrath
Love is like a burning fiery hearth
But we will prove us like a moth

My life my heart my dearest eyes
Let us love with jubilant little cries
This is what is life even if one dies
Truth prevails over all the dirty lies

Our love is abrupt and at first sight
Hence our path enlightened with light
Love is powerful with its strong might
It has power of that strong insight
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What Is World

As an innocent nun with a clever monk
Submits as a sacred duty to go to bonk
When she knows the secret like a wonk
Then she is withered like rose to conk

This world is like a bitch like a whore
Which takes innocent door to door
Apparently act is heinous to abhor
But the innocence is to admire to adore

The faces are darker than they seem
Darkness eats up glare of light beam
Wickedness travels in a group in team
Veils stop streak of light just to gleam

What all is worship and what is lust
Are fully hidden under the dirty dust
What in hands remains as a must
Is in shame and shambles just to rust
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This world is like a dirty market
Where human emotions are sold
Where sliver for rich becomes gold
And gold of poor fails to hold

Efforts of poor are just fruitless
While tricks of rich more or less
Declared successful on the guess
Contemptuous are holders of bless

Human values, humanity on sale
Riches makes faces glow in veil
While faces of poor morose, pale
How in troubled waters one sail

How can we change this circus
Unless sincerely we will discuss
The fate or fortune of this buss
Only then we can abolish the fuss
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Love Crest

Without love's touch beauty becomes stale
Hence romantic sentiments remain under veil
Bitten by love beautiful faces become pale
In love boat lovers amicably ready to sail

Love like fire burns make ashes and returns
Real lover always remains in the fire of guns
From strange behavior of beloved lover learns
Love is up above the heavens hence Satan runs

With beauty of my beloved my love is a trail
We are the travelers and life is like a speedy rail
With sincerity of the purpose one can not fail
Love is supreme it dawns on lovers like a mail

My love is a test your beauty is surely the best
Have beloved in the arms forget about the rest
Your image is on my face your love is on the chest
I am down under the mountain and you are crest
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Love Velocity

Patience and tenacity remain love velocity
Beauty with its graces depend on sagacity
My love my sweetheart have just some pity
Do not go along with rivals mere verbosity

A streak of love when touches thy beauty
From a drop of water love becomes sea
In ocean of emotions when lovers dip to see
Reality crops up to dwell with authenticity

When I saw you I lost all just in a glance
I think I believe that was the only chance
When I was taken away totally by romance
This is what became a chance to enhance

My beloved my sweet heart heart be my life
With your graces do not keep me on the knife
Please remain mine whether adversity or strife
We belong to each other let's be husband and wife
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Poetry And Wine

Oh my sweetheart you flow in me
Like love poetry and the best wine
My words actions if you can see
They all portray that you are mine

People when talk about both of us
They can never separate us at all
They will never ever can discuss
Whether decline or rise or just fall

Beauty for love is like sheer catalyst
Which invigorates the spirits to eternity
In our love we are surely the ever best
With sincerity of love comes real sublimity

My sweet love my bitter love reality
No one can dare separate us till last
Love and beauty carry their own dignity
Let us be together being iconoclast
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In Waiting

My eyes are still wide open to see
My beloved your charming beauty
Your beauty makes me in waiting
Definitely this chance is so satiating
Come and sooth my painful eyes
Please don't believe in rival's lies
No one wants to see our pleasure
Intensity of love is hard to measure
Beauty is that valuable treasure
Which can take the life of soothsayer
My beloved do't debar me a chance
My heart wants beauty to dance
With out you my death is certain
This might be for you just a fun
Let me close my eyes with you
Let my love with beauty through
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Kindness Of God

Worship and bow in front of Lord
Hence love makes more real sense
Never forget remembrance of God
Surely hearts get peace in remembrance

In every difficulty He rushes to guard
Never ignores His beautiful creation
All human creation He takes His ward
Under no circumstances He breaks relation

His love is supreme with countless graces
His charity remains for all and sundry
For all the nations and for all the races
All helpless look towards Him in quandary

My beloved God help me in every difficulty
No one else but only you can help and secure
Being sinner but on your mercy's plea
You kindness prevails on all, pure or impure
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To Capture Delight

Kiss me with your rosy cheeks
Caress me with your lovely peaks
My heart in sheer jubilation seeks
For hours days and for all weeks

My survival is in you love touch
Beauty remains a mercy as such
Now I am no more a mere smutch
Love aspires for much and much

This is what beauty needs to do
All emotions just come out of blue
You my love are like drop of dew
Which carries along love through

Be mine in full moonlit night
With your light make me bright
Let us jump to glorious height
Let us capture every delight
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Beauty Of Soul

Love is the beauty of my soul
You are beauty of my love
Your beauty from pole to pole
Makes my love perfect now

When you look in to my eyes
I remain no more on land
My love cross all the skies
We then travel hand in hand

Without you in sand dunes
I feel lonely and all alone
My love loses all its tunes
I also lose taste and tone

Be my beloved in real sense
Please me with your real grace
Please don't make life sentence
Let me love you face to face
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Moment To Depart

With eyes full of tears the pain is to bear
Love bondage fail and taken over by fear
My sweetheart my beloved and my dear
You have taken all by remaining so near

Now you are leaving me for ever
We may not see each other and never
Come across on to be deserted to deliver
The boat will be taken away by river

But still i must maintain and declare
I wait for you till my eyes open and care
I will take the burden to move and bare
You must realize you were unjust unfair

You lost love and got the hand of rival
Who is taking you away for more trouble
With whom your life will be totally dull
Then you will realize about useless travel
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Northern Star

Oh my sweetheart you are a full cup of wine
Being up from the heaven you are purely divine
Every sip of it makes me intoxicated being mine
You are so beautiful you are so good and fine

Your intoxication flows in my blood my veins
You enthrall me like summer drizzling rains
Love surrounds hearts being not matter of brains
All mercy comes on lovers as matter of disdains

Your beauty your dress your gait your grace
Makes me to be overtaken by struggle by race
I hold you in my arms and you come face to face
I kiss I caress and then in jubilation I embrace

Please be mine and please do not ever debar
Together in love we will travel even far and far
Let the bad intentions of the rivals never mar
My beloved for ever shine like a northern star
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Awkward moments in life crop up
To take test of ones real intentions
Changes into poison full love cup
Where beauty needs more detentions

Rivals create all distrust and doubt
Image of beloved becomes more dark
Where all becomes and is just about
It makes no difference even if dogs bark

Essence of love can not be overtaken
Beloved's beauty gleams more and more
Bad intentions of rivals are forsaken
Fragrance of love travels door to door

My sweetheart no one can change stance
I beg you for you beauty and grace
Please don't give to any one this chance
Let us remain to each other face to face
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My Fortune

I do not know from where to start
About love affair to part and depart
Appreciating beauty is a real art
For which one has to be really smart

Your fragrance and innocence attract
It is your sagacity with which you select
I know my limitations not to be perfect
But your every step is very very correct

Please accept me with all my blunders
Do not shower on me beauty's thunders
Forgetting about all ups and sunders
Show me what are the beauty's wonders

I am yours please don't doubt about that
Let me take you on a wonderful love date
I worship your beauty you are so great
Only you are fortune only you are my fate
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Love Band

Completely involved, enthralled in love
Let me kiss you my little innocent dove
Please don't cut me with beauty's bow
I lost myself don't ask now why and how

Love nourishes with pure hot blood
Then it overflows with intensity of flood
Only those are not affected who are dud
Beauty is taken over by hard like a stud

My blood your company is supreme
When you make with me a love team
Then to every one in entire world it seem
Graceful beauty how glistens like a beam

My love my dove don't leave me alone
Now you and me in love have grown
On beauty's music and enchanting tone
Love has grown up and clearly shown

Love like worship is love'hall mark
Which like light gleams up from dark
Let us enjoy love in entirety in love park
Where love should sing like love lark

Love is eternal with beauty in hand
Where both communicate on one band
Where they touch sky being on land
Where they built love castles on sand
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Love You

My love you are like a pure drop of dew
That is the reason I keep you in view
Don’t be mad please have a just review
About the fact that I truly love you

Let us be honest in our love season
Do not waste time for the dirty reason
Let us be loyal do not commit treason
You are my little lovely sweet beason

Let us be together on that love swing
Which in conformity is ready to bring
Both of us to be together to wear ring
And thenceforth to play love and sing
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Corrupt Humanity

With different intentions faces tell lies
With ulterior motives hypocrisy emerge
Under this stress heart plaintively cries
All is false this is what is to diverge

What someone is and what he seems
That is not the case that is not truth
Eyes full of mud with their own dreams
Incapable to see being dirty, uncouth

Hence in this drama false take the roots
Sincerity is in a fix and is to vanish
Love tree is barren and bear no fruits
Humanity with animosity is just to banish

Are we humans or just in the shape
Where is our humanity where are we
Molested minds to corrupt and in rape
One with clear vision can easily see
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My Protector

My heart my soul my God my Protector
Your kindness prevails you are best Selector
Only you protect me being my Benefactor
I am totally lost you are the best Selector

When I go through trials tribulations
And left alone by all my blood relations
In troublesome state I lose destinations
For my protection are left no stations

When I am surrounded by vaulters and hounds
In that miserable plight when I lose grounds
Then your kindness, grace comes down, surrounds
Then my happiness and joys need no bounds

I submit and bow being completely in trance
Thanks a lot for giving me still another chance
This is how you protect and glow to enhance
In sheer faith my soul submits and start to dance
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Summer Love

In rainy season love crops up to the brim
Seeks from the beauty to let together swim
In golden pond of lovers where love in vim
Romance gets spirits with beauty so slim

Let us fly together in emotional twist
Let us cross the heights and be in list
These golden moments are the best in gist
Let us be illuminated when we are kissed

By the test of time we should go across
More gain depicted then a sheer loss
Coincidentally we are from that class
Which seems to be one from mirror of glass

You travel in me and I travel in you
Hence we are blessed just thru and thru
You are pure rose I am drop of dew
No one can find like us may be few
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Work Horse

Commitment, sincerity and love in duty
Makes your lively hood neat and clean
Makes you selfless and clear from obscurity
Hence the gleam of light on face can be seen

Purity takes you on that beautiful ride
Where you feel elevated and invigorated
Where your light with glory is to coincide
Where you become confident and satiated

Where your life becomes light of the day
Where your charisma influence people around
Where you are enlightened like a golden ray
Where your honesty gain the real ground

Be a man and perform like a work horse
Be a man of principles and just portray
Be a realistic and shun all that is farce
Be a real player and be ready to play
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The Destiny

Our destiny is predestined which we carry along
A direction is decreed whether it is right or wrong
We are just servants and to our Master we belong
This is what is basis of my this very humble song

We have to have the orders always in our sight
We then gleam through this journey clear and bright
If we are bound by this then we fly like a kite
This strengthens faith and guide us to the right

Love of Master travels with us if we follow dictates
Every thing just comes to us in beautiful plates
Only those are debarred who by nature are third rates
Their faces just declare their clumsy miserable states

Only then we can be better than angels in the sky
Only then we nourish love above us so high
Truth overcome all the third rate falsehood, lies
But the truthful with his truth joyously cries

They are the successful who hold the rope fast
They don't have to care even bomb is going to blast
If we in the boat of blessings and hold the mast
Then no one can dare to make us lost or the last
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Untrustworthy People

If trusted meanest of mean
You will get daggers in the back
They are opportunist and keen
With faces, white hearts so black
In the garb they can be seen
Moving on their own dirty track
Apparently in branded pack
Looking so clear and clean
Morality is what they surely lack
Dirty designs on big screen
In their duties all hidden slack
In their tricks they are evergreen
And have a big bang in crack
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Your Beauty

Your sensual and beautiful nature
Brings fragrance and radiates
Your good graces light and stature
Invigorates my soul satiates

Me in conformity to surround
What so ever is all beauty around
And then makes me bound
Come, love explore and found

Cherishes my love in to glow
Then enters with a pace slow
In my heart to make it blow
Bit by bit from being too low
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Enjoy Clime

My sweetheart you are cute
Like a sweet and tasty fruit
Since your beauty is absolute
Hence my love is resolute
Let me taste, taste of fruit
Definitely our love will suit

To both of us in our prime
This my love is need of time
Your graces are so sublime
My heart intends a crime
This will take us to chime
Let us enjoy together clime
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Sharpened Bow

What the hell is love
When it dwells in heart
Like a sharpened bow
Tears every part apart
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True To Aspire

Love with very many beautiful shades
Is being cut with double edged blades
Beauty celebrated by beautiful maids
Is prepared with all attacks and raids
The process is on for many decades
When odds are encountered in brigades
And steps segregated in different grades
Then Truth remains and falsehood fades

My beloved let us be true to aspire
That we will undergo odds to acquire
Beauty must be ready to inspire
What may be a lovers need and desire
On the peril of life they should hire
Otherwise better to gracefully retire
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Love-Eternal Fire

Love is nothing but eternal fire
Wind of beauty increases it more
A lover is but to only aspire
How could be able to adore

String of love comes from God
It always touches edge of eternity
It is showered on selected by Lord
Every one may not touch fraternity

My love with you comes just as gift
No one in world can dare to stop
With spiritual eyes one can sift
It is not sold on an ordinary shop

So my sweet heart take it as such
Do not be an atheist in the sense
So spare more and do than much
Please do it on my life expense
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Bosoms Knot

Let me take you off to the clouds
Let my sweetheart cross every limit
Let me take you out of all doubts
Let me caress, kiss you bit by bit

Let us be together on love ride
Let me please and let me tease
All our wicked rivals far and wide
In charming light let me cease

How much I love you can’t explain
But we have become one and same
Ready to buy all pain and disdain
Even if this love becomes blame

My sweet beloved, my sweet heart
Your beauty has attracted me a lot
Let us be together for not to depart
Please keep me warm in bosoms knot
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Your blooming beauty in drizzling rain
Intoxicates more my heart and brain
My sweet heart before I try to explain
Take me over in my sentiments train
Allow me to hug and do not refrain
I have decided for you to be slain

In your company love touches height
You are so beautiful you are so bright
I am your thread my colorful kite
All is incorrect only love is to be right
For your lips for your eyes I can fight
Keep your lovely cheeks just in sight

Let me worship you in real trance
Please do not disallow me a chance
Now I am full of love and romance
Every thing gone with your glance
Your beauty becomes love stance
Let me take you to real love dance
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Out Of Fence

My sweetheart you are like rose in bloom
Your fragrance springs from your costume
When I am alone and surrounded by gloom
Then your graces make me to think, resume
When clouds thunder and make a boom
Once we were together in rain I presume
Your fragrance surrounds me like perfume
You are still in my arms I embrace I presume

Your nearness to me makes all difference
You are my life my soul you are my reference
Even more beautiful have no preference
You intoxicated me like wine I lost my sense
Clouds of distrust should not be more dense
Don't leave me alone don't make me tense
Let be mine and finish naughty suspense
Please take me out of troublesome fence
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My beloved you are a pink rose
Which spring makes to blossom
Your beauty makes eyes froze
You are charming and awesome

All the colors of rainbow depict
Beauty of light spreads in seven
If you leave hell takes in fact
With you I think am in heaven

Your beauty is known by all
Hence rivals feel more prejudiced
They want to create distrust wall
Being all degraded dirty racist

Your fragrance always enchants
Like rose petals touch my cheeks
Your grace comes and haunts
Your fragrance always seeks

Please accept be my better half
Let me kiss you embrace you
Do not make people to laugh
Let us be together thru and thru
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We Belong

Oh my sweet beloved do not shirk
Do not play with me do not irk
Do not use your beauty as a dirk
Take care and do not be a berk

Do not take my real love so light
You still have to see my real might
I love you for all day and all night
We can achieve real sublime height

Have faith in me and let us glow
Love is ready to accompany and go
With sincerity love will have to grow
In my veins your beauty is to flow

For your sake I can really sacrifice
For you sake I will pay all the price
Extend your hand and don't be bias
For our sake this will surely suffice

I promise I will always take you along
Rest assure I will sing your love song
With your beauty love will be strong
Surely to each other we relate, belong
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Beautiful Season

When you are with me it becomes a reason
That every season becomes a beautiful season
I am your lover if I ignore this becomes treason
You company opens all new vistas and horizon

Your beauty has taste and tinge of a kind
Which makes my love exalted and blind
Like you eyes will not be able to search find
You are my body you are my soul and mind

All sensual pleasure enlightenment and sobriety
Takes graces and changes into a different variety
Your innocence your charm, form and sobriety
Changes you and your intoxication in to piety

Let us be together on this beautiful love flight
Have colors of rainbow and be like a flying kite
The ecstasy and exalted pleasure will bring might
Hence in the world we can change our plight
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Beauty Is Cruel

My sweetheart me and you are two kindred spirits
Hence we share a spirit both in loving and living
Your sensual beauty when my body seeks and hits
Then be extra kind in taking chance and forgiving
Love like truth is shared on in little pieces and bits
It is what stands for taking and then sparingly giving
You and me are enslaved by the time written on chits
Please do not understand it wrongly as misgiving
Your gracious style surpasses all when muse flits
Our meeting becomes sacred as becomes thanksgiving
Love is at first sight it is not a designed game of wits
Beauty is in entirety is cruel and aspires for unforgiving
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Love Solidarity

My sweetheart let me tell you in brief
Without you life for me is sheer grief
Being your lover I have staunch belief
Your beauty carries gold on every reef
You and me are like wonderful sheaf
You are blank page I will turn the leaf
To my every pain you are only relief
Your beauty is treasure and I am thief

Please let me love you with sincerity
I am in need of your beauty as a charity
Time will bring in my love more clarity
We will celebrate love's sheer solidarity
Love does not warrant lust and vulgarity
It does not allow any distrust, disparity
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To Eternity

Oh my sweetheart your lips are like honey
Juicy flavor can not be bought with money
Your sensual exaltation has taken my life
From that day on I am on edge of the knife
Your curly hair, beautiful ups and downs
Can't be compared with any other in towns
My beloved be mine for my real love sake
Don't go with the rivals being false and fake
Let me take you in my warm, strong arms
Let me explore your all norms and forms
Remain in me like my life and heart beat
Let us travel to eternity on being love seat
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Ultimate Goal

Oh my sweet heart be my guest
And then don't leave for the rest
If you think I can stand the test
Then prove me yourself the best

I am just nothing without you
Only with you my life is through
Let me follow you and pursue
Love for beauty is drop of dew

Beautiful eyes enchant my heart
Attraction is your graceful part
My love you are so good so smart
In my life I will never depart

You and me are just one soul
Love and beauty play thy role
If we need to take it all as a whole
Togetherness is our ultimate goal
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An Apology

With my morose eyes full of tears
I tender an apology for all my sins
Always large hearten are soothsayers
Hence they take all painful pins

You nurtured me with your blood
You taught me and made prudent
You saved me from every flood
On your mercy I remained dependent

Now I understood the discipline
Which my father you taught me
Discipline makes job well done
Now I understood the real plea

Please forgive me for my faults
Please pardon me for my bad deeds
Please don't create in love any halts
Don not break these graceful beads
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In Daze

In sheer love my beloved let me hug
Your pride in beauty make me smug
All your parts of beauty seem snug
Your effect is like a wine like drug

My eyes are bound to be in trance
My heart in sheer love is to dance
Being fortunate enough is a chance
My love and your beauty in romance

Enchanting body and exalted peaks
Sparkling eyes beautiful lovely cheeks
Love request to beauty and seeks
Beauty in love crops up and speaks

Take me to a place to caress, praise
Where love can make me glow, blaze
Beauty should seek all love craze
Where both of us should be in daze
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Beauty Decreed

Oh my honey oh my sweet darling
Let us praise lovely beauty and sing
Hand in hand red roses to bring
To celebrate occasion wear love ring
Let us both of us go on a swing
Let us in a mood to glow and cling
Let us sing love song on string
Be my queen and make me king

We will explore all what we need
Time will save our beautiful deed
Case of love we don't have to plead
From your beauty my love will read
Your beauty in intoxication accede
My love in sheer jubilation proceed
When our love will change in greed
Then beauty for love is just decreed
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Innocent Love

Oh my sweet heart your beauty always embellish
Influenced by the grace my heart is to relish
Day by day your beauty is to nurture and cherish
Bit by bit my heart dances, dangles and perish

Your attraction is your style your lovely grace
Your popularity one is bound to know and trace
Your light sparkles like a glowing sun on your face
Your rhythm is glowing out to brace embrace

You have taken my life with one lovely glance
My eyes caress and kiss you for your dance
Your intoxicated look is like wine like romance
For the sake of your beauty my love takes chance

You are so popular in your beauty and style
Love comes from heaven to kiss your prime
All besides others even stops and stare time
Innocent love takes a chance to commit a crime
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Love Decency

I shared love and you you shared hatred
Well done my beloved in pure blood red
Many a times what ever you did and said
Was more than enough to make me dead

Sincerity of love you could not appreciate
And you preferred to be with rival on date
If you think to remain alone is my fate
Then like your actions you are really great

Presently you are surrounded by my rival
And you are playing in his hands for survival
But very soon with real face on actual arrival
It will be difficult to have real return, revival

Hence I pray to your decency and innocence
Please do not be a play game and have sense
Do not compare love with sheer negligence
Do not be a victim of lust and do't cross fence
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Graceless Grace

My heart is like a broken bangle
Your touch make me dangle
My rival took a revenge
I don't know how to avenge
My beloved satiates with enemy
She left me to the will of many
My survival is now at stake
All relations seem to be fake
World is but a strange place
Where beauty is a graceless grace
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My sweet beloved give hand in hand
So that we should achieve height of glory
By going through every band to band
Fragrance of love enchant our memory

In your company I will cherish a lot
I will be able to cross every horizon
Your beauty so soft so hot and smart
Will pursue every effort well done

Hence we will achieve our destination
With beauty love will be fairly exalted
Our graces will become good fashion
All sham trends will face revolted

Let me be cherish with you in a way
Where other lovers follow the trend
Let us be like shining light of the day
Let be like friends and let no offend

Our innocent desires our lovely wishes
Let us entertain each other in relation
Let us take and enjoy our love dishes
Let us establish and promote love fashion
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Sense To Achieve

My beloved you are like rainbow
Hence every color suits on you
Your beauty is through and thru
No one else can dare to pursue

Moon, stars are under your feet
Clouds are your second dress
Green eyes are pure and neat
Every thing in world confess

No one else is like you smart
No one else can ever surpass
You are beating of my heart
With out you I am in sheer loss

Come and now just embrace
Be mine and then never leave
Your beauty must show grace
Give me a sense to achieve
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Prime Time

You are my intuition you reveal on me
You are my fantasy I carry you along
You are like ever green vibrating sea
Your beauty is in me like love song

My beloved shower graceful graces
I am there like a needy beggar to collect
Beauty has very many beautiful faces
I don't know which one is to select

My beloved please be gracious in charity
The beggars always ready to get and pray
Love with beauty celebrates solidarity
Even if it does not display or apparently say

You are my life you are my beating heart
With out you life is a sin and it is crime
As soul from body can not leave or depart
Your beauty is my love like prime time
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In A Tornado

Power of your beauty and resistance around
Covered me in a tornado difficult on ground
Chaos is there doubts make their dirty sound
But still I survive in my efforts I am bound

Atmosphere is harsh rivals polluted the ambiance
I may die I believe in world's fatality, transience
A ray of hope, love has its power and radiance
I will emerge from all difficulties like Aeneas

Love needs sacrifice I am ready to pay the brunt
Love is like fire I decided to perish and be burnt
Beauty is in my eyes with all its graceful stunt
It haunted me with innocence I am ready to be hunt
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Love Tale

My beloved I am on love slope
Where beauty starts its scope
In the world you are last hope
Please chain beauty in love rope
Do not take me just as a dope
Take me along and have a lope

We will have a hamlet on hillock
Where you will move like a peacock
Your beauty will give me a shock
We will have our own graceful flock
Where love have low tone talk
No one will dare to stop or block

Love will prevail beauty will sail
In our pursuit we will not fail
No dirty rival dares to derail
Lovely emotions travel like rail
This is what is called love tale
Surely just to each other we hail
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Seeker of love is never satisfied
Every moment brings more odds
Beauty whether implicit, implied
Remains always lord of lords

Love is a jump from earth to sky
Lover is exalted in romance
Emotions always crop up go high
Lover never spares any chance

Let my beloved be in that race
Where all aspire to win the day
Mirror of heart be on the face
Due price one needs to pay

From the day I am attracted
From the time we are in touch
From the time you are selected
I now do not see around much

Please be mine like a cup of wine
Let me sip you more slow in pace
You and me are together more fine
Let me worship your kindled grace
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My beautiful beloved you are soft and silky
My eyes take dip you are white and milky
When you move your graceful straight gait
Makes my heart pounce like a fishing bait
Your eyes so bright your cheeks red and white
Enthralls my heart make me to take light
Your body is so smart like an innocent heart
Your ups and downs when wear a crown
Take me to sky and then throw me down
With all my efforts I can't bear sustain
Your glowing beauty in drizzling rain
Your hair when touch your chest in trance
My heart leaves me and starts to dance
You are my life you are in my blood
You are like a thundering hovering flood
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First Discourse

I still remember that first discourse
When your smile became love resource
And then I lost my path my course
And now you are my only source

When our eyes became just friends
Then suddenly changed all the trends
When love gets hand of beauty bends
On one glance heart hurriedly lends

All what it carries for life to go
Then beloveds cheeks to glow
This is how love aspires to glow
All sentiments burst and blow

Your beauty is now only stance
Which was result of a lovely glance
Heart jumps up and starts to dance
This is love attraction this is romance
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Fragrance In Azure

Oh my beloved let me implore
All our rivals are to abhor
No one can dare to ignore
Love is known from door to door
No one has seen such beauty before
Let me praise you let me adore
Be my love and do not ignore
Emotions crop up in me in chore
When beauty dances from pore to pore
My heart aspires more and more
Eyes still want to explore more
Lot of love is still kept in store
Your beauty wants to restore
And spreads fragrance in azure
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In Harmony

We come from God go back to Him
Our path is not clear in light so dim
All is written in the Book of Fate
We have to follow the written dictate
We start life blindly and innocently
Every step seems it started recently
On light of God shows us right path
Alternatively we aspire for the wrath
Satan is along to drag us to gallows
Mercy of God kindles and mellows
Our every step taken towards wrong
Heart carries along the right song
Love of God protects in every tyranny
Sincerity of heart keeps us in harmony
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Sense Of Commitment

I came to worship and to die
Your beauty in a real trance
If I am successful I will fly
I will not take another chance
Price of my life is not high
It is but your lovely glance

My Beloved please don't debar
My eyes from a french kiss
I beg your beauty not to mar
My request do not dismiss
Your beauty and love are at par
Be a bliss my lovely miss

You and me will travel along
On the path which will lead
To eternity with love song
Don't leave my heart to bleed
Its me to whom you belong
Let us sow deep down love seed
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My Sweet Beloved

There is no one except you oh my beloved
So come closer and conquer me with style
Your sparkling cheeks so white and so red
Intoxicate me for once and for a while

I can't see anything else but only you
You flow in me like my demanding blood
Please take me along through and through
Overtake me with emotions, feelings flood

Your beauty surpasses the entire universe
My love is more than fire of the burning hell
All and entire beauty comes and converse
For praising your beauty I put my world to sell

You touched all the chords of my heart and soul
Your light takes me to eternal flight to sky
You are so sweet my beautiful colorful doll
On my wings of love I can take you so high
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False Relations

All relations are sham, false and untrue
Honesty is rarely found to ascertain
Hence throughout life one can't construe
Pun and opposition are used for fun

Blood relations are blood thirsty
Vengeance travels in blood with flow
Eyes are full of awe and dusty
Inheritance takes every war and row

Brothers and sisters are for the sake
Every move is with a selected objective
They always take and always partake
Their role of not friend but of a detective

Distances increase love and attraction
They decrease contempt and hatred
One has to be precise in selection
Before life leaves and on is dead
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Love Rekindled

After a long long time I came across
To my beloved with all glowing charm
Her presence elevated me to pass
All the barriers to feel more warm

I feel that I am flying not on land
Carrying her along somewhere in sky
We are surround by flowers garland
My emotions make me fly so high

Your fragrance make me lunatic
Your beauty enthralls me to the extent
Your charm makes me real fanatic
My heart worships you cent per cent

Oh my beloved I am grateful to you
Please keep me in your bosoms knot
Let us be again together and through
Let me kiss you and love you a lot
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Half Faces

We can't see all but only half faces
What is seen don't depict the hidden
This is going on in the world from races
Reality remains like food forbidden

People carry them in their masks
Apparently are saints in guise of Satan
They don't uncover even if one asks
They in pun celebrate and enjoy the fun

Best creation with worst attitude
With ulterior motives nefarious design
Have in dishonesty their fortitude
Feel the successful good and fine

World is for them they are for world
Their half faces are tricks of the trade
Their sham slogans their false herald
Make them dirty dishonest, third rate
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Mature Whore

She plays with my innocent desires
Being mature she has her designs
In her own tricky way she aspires
When she gets me she flatly resigns

She takes benefit of her age and skill
Hence she can inspire me to submit
She knows how to play and to kill
She wants me all in all but bit by bit

She learns with me the play of love
She pleases my rival with the charm
She is an enemy in shape of a dove
Which inflicts on me every harm

I am a school boy she is mature whore
I lost my every emotion and feeling
Even if you ask me I can't tell more
This was not love but dirty dealing
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Spiritual Love

Spiritual love needs burning in fire
I am ready to embrace naked wire
Price of this love is known to me
Moses did it on only this love plea
Who so ever desires it goes to ashes
Fiery lashes are real love lashes
With beloved whether heaven or hell
For a lover it is pleasure to excel
Me and you are friends of soul
Bodies are no matter and no goal
God is light and we need that light
It may just be a deplorable plight
Lovers are those who embrace light
Mundane desires require severe fight
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I Am Confused

What is this life and what it stands for
My conscience pricks and make me debar
To understand and enjoy its real essence
But chains of morality drag back me to sense
They say I am born free but remain in chains
With lusty babes I wasted my drizzling rains
If I look around all vultures and dirty hounds
Want to tear me off on their dirty grounds
Parents teachers and Hippocratic priests
Surround me and teach me to avoid beasts
I am fed up all this melodrama on ground
I don't know how to be free how be bound
My feelings my emotions want me to play
Game of love with beloved in night and day
I need someone who should take me out
And help me to be ready for another bout
I may stray I may duck down may win or may fail
But at least with freedom I will drown I will sail
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Leaps And Bounds

Your love increases by leaps and bounds
Even if we are surrounded by rival hounds
Let me assure you on solid love grounds
We will cross horizons declared out of bounds

Endowed with seductive power your charm
Makes love atmosphere more hot and warm
Keeping aside every worldly declared norm
Your graceful form brings me in real form

By getting all opportunities to discover, explore
Let me caress you kiss you and honestly adore
Emotions and feelings crop up from pore to pore
Thirsty eyes at chore ask for more and more

Oh my beloved come and grace me for ever
Extend all your graces and debar me from favor
Let us have a love flight with love so pure
No one should dare to separate us now or never
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My Reference

A surge of passion stirs in my heart
Which encounters all heavy clouds apart
Hurdles may come in the way of all sort
But your beauty attracts me being smart

Oh my beloved you can’t understand
How your beauty uncovers band by band
For all this my love has a valid stand
Which takes beauty and love hand in hand

Your beautiful red cheeks with a mole
Stirs all feelings, emotions in my soul
I want to snatch all colors of the doll
Let us play together the fiery love role

With out you I am of no consequence
Love and beauty go in a real sequence
For you no one in world is preference
I am just nothing you are my reference
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Like An Image

Sitting on the shore of an ocean
Busy in counting receding waves
I think about the days to run
Throwing water on each other paves

Building castles of love with sand
And then demolishing as a fun
Enthralled in love not on land
Under scorching heat of hot sun

Then you left me in disgust in pain
And selected my rival just to tease
Now when I come on shore in rain
Life becomes curse not to please

I see your image on the water
Which vanishes like an image
Love becomes beauty’s martyr
And remains on stage as a page
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I loved you and I love you still
My innocent feelings don't kill
Love first sight is love at will
Beauty takes to height instill

That spirit of reunion to celebrate
Every action to sparingly accommodate
To carry along ones own soulmate
Sense of oneness and belonging is great

Horizons seem under lovers feet
When in action comes the fleet
Celebrating love on love seat
No other action can easily beat

Sparkles all this dangling flight
Carrying along all love might
On this path being straight and bright
Right of love over beauty's right

I take you along and to play to dance
Lovers never miss any such chance
Entire universe changes at a glance
All is surpassed with love and romance
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Arrow Of Love

Arrow of love when hits the sparrow
Smiling eyes attract with the charm
Beauty when travels on wheelbarrow
When when it spreads its warmth to warm

Cupid hits and Muse takes pride
Hand in hand this journey starts
Side by side with colorful ride
On minor distrust heart departs

Oh my beloved be my Muse
Invite Cupid with sheer sincerity
Love is sublime please don't confuse
Real relation with just vulgarity

Let the feelings flow up to brim
Be mine and make me the king
All distastes and mistrusts to trim
Please wear the engagement ring
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Love Portrayal

Oh my love I love you a lot
Your beauty makes my love hot
Your wonderful charming smile I got
I cant count what graces brought

Life of mine is your portrayal
World takes it in moving rail
From this sin I don't want bail
Together we intend to travel, sail

When touch your body drops of rain
Fragrance of beauty spreads in chain
Pleasure of beauty increases love pain
It invites all torture and disdain

Still I vehemently emphasis, maintain
Even if you break me kill me or slain
Faith in love an iota or sand grain
Will enlighten my heart my brain
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With Broken Heart

With broken heart and few signs
I am in search of my destination
With many sins and crimes on lines
I aspire to celebrate salvation

With my words I injured your heart
With my actions I did sheer wrong
Now I seek permission to depart
Now I seek for my departure song

Satiated with my heart and soul
Plundered with my physical being
I lost my sense and I lost my goal
I lost my eyes by scenes in seeing

Distrust has taken us away, too far
Now there is no chance to come near
Our own actions are sufficient to mar
To overcome courage and to create fear

What ever may be the price of love
I am ready to pay back and to win
I can sacrifice every thing my little dove
Let us through all hatred to dust bin
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In My Arms

You are in moon you are in stars
Your beauty shines like glowing sun
You are in roses taking thorns at war
Your beauty embraces job well done

When I take your face in my hands
I consider myself most fortunate
Your gracious style in front stands
You are so charming you are so great

My beloved your beauty enthralls
It surrounds me like wild fragrance
Your sparkling mole on cheek calls
Make my love more hot and dense

Please do not debar me from grace
Let me caress, hide you in my arms
Come to me let me kiss and embrace
Let me appreciate all your charms
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Heartbeat

She flows in me like water in a river
I take her along like life and soul
I am beggar while she is a good giver
We travel together from pole to pole

In her dance she gives a chance
To take her in through my eyes
Her beauty takes me in trance
Soul leaves me and body cries, dies

She is like a mirror in the room
Gives an impression of a portrait
Like a flower she is to bloom
Seems ready for an early date

Now we travel in the same boat
Sailing together is a wonderful treat
For every poison she is life anecdote
Now we tinkle in each others heartbeat
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Beauty's Sagacity

Beautiful lady portrays a show
Like an amber it has to glow
Jubilantly it seems to blow
Beauty dances from head to toe

My beloved like moonlit night
You are so charming and bright
My heart beats like dangling kite
To this lunatic state I can not fight

The dress surpasses all the charm
Beauty oozes being hot and warm
For all youth it is like an alarm
Kissing with eyes is just no harm

When you walk your grace comes first
Your lovely gait increases my thirst
It so seems that its going to burst
Lusty peaks when stare with lust

Let us together we touch eternity
No one else should compete us in city
Warmth of love and beauty’s sagacity
Should surpass all what is pretty
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Love Trend

Summer is to love Winter is to please
Autumn is to stay Spring is to increase
Eyes are to kiss, caress heart is to cease
Love is uncover beauty crease by crease

Oh my beloved I don't understand
Why like a lunatic from band to band
On your smiling face see garland
Hot and spicy is your natural brand

Love is to kiss and being burnt
Beauty is to prey beauty is to hunt
When ever you just come in front
My thirsty eyes go for all type stunt

No one else in this world I own
To your beauty my love is so prone
With out you I am so sad and alone
Your beauty is silk but heart is stone

Please come along take me as a friend
I worship you I am ready to bend
Considering it love's different trend
Graciously be a lady to beauty extend
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Soul Never Dies

Soul and body mix to flourish
In the beauty love is to nourish
For them all tastes are to taste
Charming sensuality is to paste
Kisses and caresses are outcome
Which make tasty life troublesome
For a destined period are to enjoy
With in company they are to fly
World is an abode like paradise
Every new moment is a surprise
Lover and beloved take their time
In their pursuit they get prime
You and me like body and soul
This is what is our declared role
I am body so I will perish
You are soul you will cherish
It is the body which embraces death
It is the soul in sky takes breath

Colonel Muhammad Khalid Khan
Love Game

Kiss me caress take me in arms
Open up all your real charms
Embrace me with all storms
Forget about all worldly norms

My beloved don't leave me alone
I am your lover and not a stone
Come on me like a killing drone
Portray your real farm and tone

You and me are one and same
Take me fix me in my real frame
Our love should have some fame
Allow beauty to play love game
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Price To Pay

Parents have their sense of struggle, sacrifice
While children take every thing for granted
Parents aspire, go for what their wards suffice
Wards take everything as a right what they wanted

When children grow up they become more wiser
They are more concerned about rights than duties
For every second thing they consider parents miser
They don't take into consideration all the difficulties

About all those pains and tortures which were faced
By the parents by bringing them to their present stage
They start taking things seriously which are debased
This is how they increase pains by moving parents to rage

Innocent children don't learn any lesson till the time
Their parents loose grip on life and fade away
Their own sons and daughter come to achieve prime
And they have to submit to them and the price to pay
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Beauty Discerns

It is said that love is blind
It takes away heart and mind
It leaves nothing to find
Soul and body are to grind

The spell of beloved's charm
It keeps the situation warm
Eyes become the victim of form
Soul remains to take all harm

Beauty has no price to share
Beloved needs all extra care
Lover has no right to dare
In front of beauty being so fair

Love like fire burns and returns
To its abode with all concerns
Beauty at its place discerns
All its culverts and all turns
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Love Rope

This world is so difficult and so strange
An ordinary person fails to understand
Its cheating spirit and its sneaking range
With so many covers and land over land

For a sincere person it is test to appear to fail
For an hypocrite it is like heaven, paradise
For a trustworthy person it is like a jail
It is a booty for the person who is wise

Good people come, suffer and then pass
Mean carry them with tricks of the trade
Graceful people in their honesty surpass
Meanest people embrace death third class

The reality of the world is beyond any scope
Its frivolity is always well known to see
In all hatred in contempt there is love rope
Which has solid ground and established plea
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Invisible Blade

Oh My Beloved your love flows in all my veins
In this state of ecstasy I forget all odds and pains
My heart starts dancing on all mountains and plains
I am totally lost no pleasure no pain no loss and no gains

After just a glance my feet are not on this land
I am surrounded by love chains and love band
With your touch fragrance I feel like a garland
Our love is written on sand dunes and on sand

This transitivity of world will definitely forget
But on this love and on beauty I declare and bet
From the day we suddenly saw each other and we met
To universe and to all the rivals we established to set

Life and love beauty and relations may just fade
But the essence of all these for we which were made
May cut our bodies our souls with invisible blade
Will prevail being extraordinary on every ordinary grade
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Beauty Is Smart

Oh my beloved you are cool like full moon
Hot and warm like blooming May noon
Love will have a meeting with beauty soon
For my waiting eyes you are like a boon

Your charm makes me warm to embrace
With warmth and love being face on face
My jubilant emotions when burst to surface
Then we touch the sky with your beautiful grace

Let me caress you kiss you and be your part
Let me travel, beat in you like your heart
This is how this love story is to dance to start
Love is so intelligent and beauty is so smart
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Love Bands

Oh my beloved Please do't leave me alone
In this jungle of human beings to be victim
In despair, disgust if you want to see me moan
Without you my survival, chances to live are dim

From the day I met I took you as my life
You beat in my heart like like heart beat
Now if you leave me to the world on knife
I love never ever be with you on love seat

All the world is a hypocrite and rival
They want to snatch your from me
Hence it will be difficult for my survival
When I am surrounded by harsh sea

If you don't love and want to be mine
Then kill me butcher me with your hands
I want to take smilingly death cruel wine
Hence I will take away love chains love bands
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God's Mercy

Who so ever holds tight God's rope
He does not burden beyond His scope
Sincerity in adversity helps to cope
A man with faith never loses his hope

Oh my God overlook my blunders
Only you save me from all thunders
Your universe is beyond my mind
My little eyes unable to capture wonders

My helplessness You cover with mercy
Even if I lose hope in middle of the sea
From all cruel clutches you make me free
I am Your servant this is the only plea

You have hundreds around I only you
With out You no one else can pursue
You make me from all hurdles thru
From a sinner you make me drop of dew
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Love In Trance

All those who are fully absorbed
In their Creator to be in trance
Being ward they remain in guard
In love ecstasy never miss a chance

They are in fire and play with fire
Still fire loves them for the beauty
Soul and body portray as buyer
Of their Lord's fragrance to be

Like birds in full moonlit night
They fly to touch and kiss moon
In their love for beauty's right
They dance on beauty’s tune

They burn them on love lamp
In this trance they lose their life
Lovers remain in beauty's camp
By keeping life line on the knife
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Lunatic People

Oh my beloved I understand
That your beauty is full of fire
You want to be hand in hand
But being like a naked wire

You don't want to burn me
Hence you never come near
When your just eyes can see
You take me near and dear

Love is like lunatic's trance
Where one can burn his soul
Hence no one takes a chance
To embrace a burning doll

Lunatic people are like fire
They don't care about the life
Hence I will sell and hire
This double edged cutting knife
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Like Banks Of River

We are like two banks of river
Which ordained not to meet
They cant touch never ever
But like heart in harmony beat

We are like the train tracks
Which not meant to meet
Side by side are the packs
But they never get love seat

My beloved let me confess
I will remain on love path
Sincerity will distance less
I will kiss you like a moth
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Colonel Muhamad Khalid Khan
Pink Lips

Your lips so pink
just make me sink
Your cheeks when blink
Your eyes when wink
Then I think to drink
Love wine in a brink

When your beauty invites
Then heart starts and writes
On all upcoming flights
In all dark nights
Beauty sprinkles its lights
When fiery love bites
We achieve heights
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Sense Of Sacrifice

Miracles do happen by sense of sacrifice
Sincerity of purpose is sufficient to suffice
Even if ones determine there is no price
Virtue always supersedes upcoming vice

Pure hearts are abode of glorious God
Where time enters and to be time barred
In sheer helplessness comes help of Lord
Purified actions bore fruit in the chord

Essence of love is tested on beauty of time
Where bad intentions are considered crime
People on right path do achieve sublime
Only then beauty nourishes to graceful prime
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Love Of God

Oh my God I came to know
Your love is only for all those
Who seek forgiveness to bow
Who are pure like clean rose
Who do virtue even in row
Who exercise patience to close
Who do justice and then grow
Who remain pious but not pose
Being staunch believer though
In His path strive to bulldoze
God loves, help them in flow
And side by side He goes
This is grandeur of love show
Love of God in their veins flows
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Oh My Beloved

Oh my beloved when my heart seeks
Through my eyes I love your cheeks
Beauty and love are charming peaks
Which can be toppled light streaks

All beauty comes you to salute
You are so charming and cute
All the graces are on your route
You are a grape wine full of fruit

The day I saw and to this day
You travel in me like a light ray
In exaltation my heart to pray
This is what I am bond to say
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Eyes Cherish Goal

When she places her beautiful hand on my chest
I just elevated enthralled and forget the rest
Her touch takes me away from my nest
When she comes in me I forget all the rest

Sensation of the test surpasses my body and soul
When she becomes deity from an ordinary doll
In this trance when sparkles her face and mole
My thirsty eyes establish and cherish their goal
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Love Bondage

Beautiful beloved real love is like a prize
Which one always takes in surprise
When face is in deception and disguise
Then heart definitely remains in surmise
Love with sincerity in flow helps to rise
Lover takes the advantage and remains wise

Beauty and love when comes in love chord
Then to leave each other becomes very hard
Love cherishes beauty as an innocent ward
Beauty becomes master and love becomes lord

In this beautiful love chase and pursuit
Beauty deserves and wins its charming suit
Pain and pleasure brings the sweetest fruit
This is what becomes ultimate moot

Hence my beloved I pray to beauty of thee
Time on our side always may not be
Let us cherish and jump in love sea
Being in love bondage let us be free
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We have adopted color of God
Surely the best color is of Lord
In all distress He is to guard
All other colors are just fraud

In dire need and necessity
He covers us with mercy
He can be seen if one to see
In all nature he seems to be

We love and worship Him
When hope seems to be dim
When our future looks grim
Then when actions to trim

He runs to us and embrace
No other power is there in race
Faith in Him is the base
Which requires a glowing face
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Oh My Rival

Oh my rival don't threat me about misdeeds
Ultimately we both be victim of these seeds
When sincerity is compromised then Satan leads
From thorns of hatred only hatred breeds

Our beloved will definitely be undermined
At least it is love which comes to us to bind
We should behave on each others behind
To define and refine what is there in mind

If she is destined for you I don't object
But each of us should have a right to select
Our choice, world says is so perfect
Now our approach should also be correct

If she becomes yours even the I pray
She should not face any pain of the day
I will carry her along like a light ray
Even if I may vanish she will stay
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The Parents

When pillars are broken building is to drop
With their support roof remains at the top
With their strength destination is to hop
With out them every effort is to flop

Parents are but real mercy of God
In their presence one remains like a lord
But when they leave then no one is to guard
The house then becomes the haven of fraud

Their strength remains in their sacrifice
In their presence virtue never becomes vice
By their pattern they are good and nice
For their services they never claim price
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Stupid Behavior

When all the doors are blocked
When I am completely locked
Then You come for my rescue
And purify me like drop of dew
I satiated with help and presence
My intelligence comes to sense
When hurdles are abolished
I feel accomplished and polished
Love overcomes all hatred
I renewed from the death
God is my Protector and Savior
Who ignores my stupid behavior
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Color Of Light

Your color is so bright
I adopted your light
In this wonderful flight
Sight touches that sight

Which is up above the sky
Which makes me fly
I do not know why
Love aims so high

Like northern light star
Beauty comes up at par
Chains can not mar
By bringing any bar

Or hurdle in the way
In silence heart pray
Light color like ray
Is hallmark of the day
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World Jugglery

Being bone of contention one should not break the bones
People in glass houses should never throw the stones
Who so ever being blamed talks in low tones
Real talks of humans are replaced with cell phones

Wind when blows in deserts make sand dunes
Vice has taken over all virtuous tunes
Full days have been shortened to all desired boons
Light has been darkened of all upcoming moons

This is what has been happening on the world's chest
People with character are just considered guest
When trash is to be thrown to dust bins for rest
Only then will emerge and glow what remains the best
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Time and again I look towards the door
Your foot have sound to touch my heart
In your absence I love to consider, explore
Why love carries sad part and depart

Your coming is like full light moon
Your beauty is like spring in bloom
Heart is waiting for coming soon
Your absence takes me to heavy gloom

Intensity of love remains in search of you
Keeps me waiting through and through
Your presence may be like out of blue
My heart’s rhythm is just to pursue

Please do not debar me from your sight
Whether the idea is wrong or right
In this cruel world of deplorable plight
Only you can make me bright to light

Taste of waiting brings pleasure to pain
On barren land it is like merciful rain
For your sake I accept all hatred, disdain
I am but prisoner of your love chain
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Tricky World

The world is not as it seems to be
Play with humans with many tricks
Cheat on one or another dirty plea
When objective is achieved it kicks

In this cruel and deceitful drama
Innocent people become victim of time
By being taken away by this panorama
Hence their virtues also become crime

Survival is only for those who are fit
Who lack integrity and sincerity
But understand the world bit by bit
Fashion is the mark and not austerity

Keep in view this hypocrisy in row
I have decided to take my way
In the process world may blow
But I will will establish time and day
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Hatred's Force

Oh my beloved! you never listened to me
But you preferred to listen to the rivals
Our love distorted like whirl pool in the sea
Life changed into departures and arrivals

When mistrust and distrust take its roots
Then any and every love relation is at stake
Flowers are debarred from growing on shoots
Emotions and feelings face heavy earthquake

People in the world do not allow to flourish
Love with beauty in normal discourse
How life can glow when poison is to nourish
Love is superseded with hatred's force
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Ardent Love

When lips remain silent, eyes speak
Love conquers every beautiful peak
Expression comes from a sparkling cheek
Crazy feelings come from heart to sneak

What is out in beloved, s domain
When she plays in drizzling rain
Love emotions to beauty start to drain
Heart becomes love and fails brain

Oh my beloved every season in you
Comes like moon just out of blue
On rose petals they play like dew
Price of all only heart known by few

Whether in autumn or in spring
Wind only dares fragrance to bring
My heart is justified happy to sing
You are my queen I am your king
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Hidden Tears

Don't look at my smiles and cheerful face
Because I have hidden tears underneath
The hypocrisy of world made a base
To dip down in the ocean and to see beneath
Wonderful people are from wonderful race
My enemies are carrying their sword in sheath
They have hidden their cases in my case
Apparently are bringing flowers wreath
What a displacement is from the real place
High up from paradise down to the seethe
What a vengeance one takes from mass
Every one wants to bring others under teeth
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Oh My God!

Oh My God! I want to be on your path
Even if on my way comes all the wrath
No one can stop me with fire of hearth
You are my lamp I am Your moth

Your mercy is my only solace
When I dejected Your mercy embrace
When I take two You take ten pace
Your light overcomes all darkness of place

 Permit me to lay my head and heart
Even if I am cut in pieces apart
Your love and beauty I cannot resort
My soul is Your destined order, departed part
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Dancing Doll

If taken as a whole
She is beautiful dancing doll
In my body like a soul
She plays her charming role
Beauty dances pole to pole
Carries her destined goal

When her beauty comes to play
Then it always takes away
When my love has to stray
Then I am bound to lay
My ego, pride to her day
This is price I have to pay
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Body In Soul

My love is like flowing spring, like fountain
Which helps me to encounter every mountain
Your beauty is source of constant inspiration
Which makes me you with every negation
I cant survive with out your glowing charm
Without you life is constant torture and harm
Come with me and make me completely perfect
If you are given a chance always prefer to select
I will be like a soul in body like a body in soul
You love and beauty determines my ultimate role
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We Lovers

You have broken my heart time and again
I don't know to whom should I complain
Your extreme hatred and disdain
Takes me away from love train
Your behavior injures my heart and brain
Beauty nourishes torture and pain
Love has nothing to do with loss and gain
It commemorates only drizzling rain
When love and beauty are in chain
Only then they bear stress and strain
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**Embrace Me**

My beloved please embrace me for last  
I want to live in present not in past  
In front of beauty love has to blast  
Life is too short and time is too fast  
From the day beauty is in cast  
In love being rebel I became iconoclast

Your beauty and grace ring me to the race  
Being face on face we will be able to trace  
The real height to touch to embrace  
Definitely love varies from race to race  
Love is hide and seek from place to place  
Its intensity varies from case to case
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Bondage Chit

Oh my God your kindness swarms
When I falter you take me in arms
Your graces overcome all the norms
Only you can saves me from harms
Due to your charms my soul reforms
Only you save me in thundering storms

In all disgust whenever I submit
You look after me bit by bit
In every weakness you make me fit
To my Master slavery is well-knit
Hence I present my petition my writ
When I die I take along bondage chit
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Penurious Commodity

It is true that there is no dearth
Of all those who are mean by birth
Such commodity spare no chance
For their motives they always dance
When they encounter any hurdle
They become upside down like turtle
They are creatures without character
For their pity interest they barter
Their bodies hearts and their souls
So they acquire lot many roles
But those who discern purity of blood
Never compromise on principles in flood
They can take revenge but spare
With their heart and mind they dare
To encounter all odds with passion
They have their own style and fashion
If they desire they can take revenge
But they spare do never avenge
They only resort to show the mirror
This is their stance rarely rare
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Story Of Love

Story of love, full of miseries and sorrow
Takes life at times with esteem being low
Whether yesterday, today or tomorrow
To kindle light for soul one is unable to borrow
In dejection one thinks life is so retarded and slow
But time never stops with its capacity to flow
In spring, green is life in summer, its all yellow
Beauty with love is only miracle to show
How life sparkles and how life sparkles and glows
My dear beloved, time is too less for any row
Then why not to be together to grow and glow
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Golden Crown

Thorny path brings pain with pleasure
My beloved your love is a treasure
So enthralled beyond limits of leisure
The beauty cherished no one can measure

As a beam of light your travel ahead
You lead me through and I am led
On the shores of beauty in oceans bed
This is love which means well said

From the past till ensuing present
We remained together as cent per cent
Real beauty is what ever love meant
It is same whether in palace or tent

You and me are talk of the town
With love silver and beauty brown
Whether up or whether so deep down
We deserve to wear the golden crown
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Everlasting Health

Sweet smart and sensually wild
My charming beloved is never mild
Summer more refines her prime
She knows what; s the price of time
Travels in me becomes heart beat
Carries me along on love seat
Green eyes like deep ocean green
World awaits like them to be seen
When she whispers in my ears
Envy us all jealous love peers
At times she sparkles like light
Then my sight changes to insight
Her beauty is my life my wealth
She is my ever lasting health
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In Dance

Bond of love is so sweet and strong
That it does not afford any wrong
In sheer ecstasy heart sings a song
Under all odds to each other we belong

Oh my beloved I cherish your beauty
No one is like you in the entire city
Love never affords any knity gritty
Graces prevail over any fear and pity

Time and tide all leaps and bound
Make to stand us on solid ground
You are a lamp I am light around
Only beauty can always surround

Where ever and ever I think to glance
Life becomes love to provide a chance
So deep so involved we are in romance
Our souls and bodies are in dance
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A Chameleon

Remains busy from dusk to dawn
Giving his soul to Satan's pawn
Keeping all the tricks buttons on
Man is nothing but a chameleon

Cheats all for his lust and greed
Third rate creature he is indeed
Sows contempt and hatred's seed
With no rationale always plead

No respect no dignity and no pride
Under the veils is always busy to hide
Taking negative attitude his guide
On leaps and bounds on all stride

Man is but a deception in shape
Blank unused like a page full scape
Creating different vacuums and gape
Rapes his soul through body rape
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Like Petals Of Rose

Fragrance of body and sensual delights
Help me to explore new beautiful heights
When we enjoy and find jubilant flights
Rainbow spreads and kisses love kites

You and me are together in trance
Life has offered this wonderful chance
Kiss on forehead glitters the romance
Souls and bodies enthrall in dance

We can conquer world being one
Kiss your feet moon stars and sun
Caress you and touch you in a fun
Hurriedly all complete job undone

My beloved you are like light in me
Through your eyes I just praise to see
What is world and how could it be
Like petals of a rose so near are we
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Morning Breeze

You are like a morning breeze
Your curly hair just move to cease
You are in habit to flirt and tease
Your tricks open crease by crease

But for me you are just solace
Your lovely lips cheeks and face
Take me to that beautiful place
Where beauty portrays and trace

Real love play just hide and seek
Where life dances, peak to peak
Light of beauty never goes bleak
Fragrance of youth intends to creek

So beautiful in early youthful prime
Words of love and beauty to rhyme
This seems to be need of the time
My beloved heart intends to crime
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Love Sea

When heart of eye opens then you are in front
You travel in me like just electric current
For your sake I am humble for you blunt
With Your strength I am ready to do stunt

What I am, what can be and what I am not
It is all because of you, it is all but love knot
When I miss you in winter I feel so hot
If you ask me how much love I love a lot

Life is nothing soul is nothing but only you
Carries me along and crosses horizon though
All universe I can sacrifice on your eye brow
Come in me take me along let together grow

From the day I saw and the gay I will see
Only you are the one no one else could be
You are me I am you on this only valid plea
Let us sail let us cherish on beautiful love sea
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Real Love

I have left love lamp to the wind
Under all odds i will not bend
For your fragrance i will pretend
You and me are of super blend

You are like intoxicating wine
I am yours and you are mine
In your sweet company all is fine
Your love always is on my life line

Sublimity of love takes to sallow
It increases and never mellow
From spring green it touches yellow
In sheer loneliness sound of hello

Love first butchers then puts to ashes
Starts at union terminates at clashes
Full of wrath packed with lashes
Shameful, shameless bashful bashes
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Velocity Of Life

Life is like bubbles in drizzling rain
So, transitory in nature but full of pain
Broken chain in chain less chain
All loss terms hurriedly into gain
Without destination fast running train
With intensity makes sane insane
Bruises of heart taken over by brain
Love seems crippled by all disdain
Death queen to flourish life prince is to slain
Soul is nothing but extension of main
Life is nothing but stress and strain
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Lady Of Charm

Oh my love, lady of charm
All your graces make you in farm
With emotions and feelings so warm
Meeting in Spring is no harm

Sensuality is written all over you
Beauty oozes through and through
Like princess of the fairies crew
On face of rose like drop of dew

Let me take you to love path
Covered enthralled in silky cloth
For your sake I take all wrath
Oh my lamp I am your moth
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Ultimate Dance

From your rosy beautiful lips
I want to have some lovely sips
From your style I gather those tips
Which help me up and down in dips

Moon goes to clouds when I miss
Light dances on cheeks when I kiss
You are beautiful destined bliss
Beauty touches love to dismiss

My entire body has changed into heart
My eyes never miss to part and depart
Emotions and my feelings are hot
You are in me like me I am your part

I am just victim of that one glance
After which I could not take any chance
What is love and what is romance
It is but beauty's ultimate dance
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Shadow Of Solitude

Raising the hands and touching the stars
Breaking the chains and coming out from bars
Fighting with in all skirmishes and wars
Self innocence fluctuating with in all jars

To be alone and full with communions
Always asks and warrants reunions
All relations whether daughters and sons
Taking all arrows and bullets from the guns

Shadow of solitude takes soul and life
It makes and maintains always on knife
Going through sense and self strife
Continues and terminates at lovely wife
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I pave my way through all difficulties, odds
I change my style behaved like lords of lord
Puzzled confused dejected and depressed
By your elegance grace I got impressed
Pains and sorrows irritations on the way
Never leave me alone and clear my day
I move I stay I work and flourish
This is how my body and soul is to nourish
It is to be searched like a hidden treasure
Pain is real friend and partner of pleasure
Without pain life is a useless drama and play
It is bread and butter of valiant I must say
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Grand Ceremony

Your beautiful eyes covered with antimony
Instigates me in love then ask for simony
Your rosy cheeks oh my sweet honey
This situation warrants a grand ceremony

I am enthralled by you by the scene
Which makes me more and more keen
Touch of class what it may mean
Those eyes have never ever been seen

I don't know why I lost in you
But love has cherished through and through
We are one in love and never ever two
With warmth of heart I intend to pursue

Sweetness of style and grace with innocence
The day I saw you I lost sense
Without you life seems tense sentence
You are my queen and I am your prince
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We Will Fight

Let us be ready to pack
For another option to crack
We will not take setback
Let us take another track

We will fight till last breath
Enemy be condemned to death
Once we break this myth
This will show what we hath

When convinced we are right
Then path gleams to be bright
We have our motto in sight
Till last breath we will fight
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Love Light

Beauty and love go side by side
On an intoxicated charming ride
The tide spread far and wide
Then how the fragrance one can hide

Beauty pierces like a ray like a laser
Love touches beauty and becomes chaser
By being on the edge of a razor
Beauty always aspires for an appraiser

You and me are like fire and water
Beauty is pawned on love's barter
Sensuality in beauty is thy charter
On which love becomes always a martyr

Let us forget the row in spring
Let the petals wear love's ring
Dew drops will definitely bring
Queen's gift of heart for the king

Let us be like a colorful kite
Let us oversight the world in sight
For love emotion the golden bright
Which will bring all darkness to light
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Eternal Fire

Oh my beloved my heartiest desire
Your presence makes me to hire
All that includes a burning wire
Since wire of love is eternal fire

Being together on that love seat
When I embrace I listen heartbeat
Something runs from head to feet
In that heat we want to meet

I lose me and you lose you
When we are through and through
How we act and what we do
Only soul then makes us pursue

All nooks and corners up and down
Soul intoxicates the bodies brown
Then beauty wears that glowing crown
Which succeeds all beauty in town
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Love Is Insane

From you to draw
What love could be
But the moment I saw
I am not in me

Your fragrance prevails
Your voice touches heart
Your sweetness sails
From part to part

Our shadows are different
But we are one
To cent per cent
We are just done

Effects remain
But images depart
Love is insane
From heart to heart
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A Laborer's Voice On 1st May

I am a laborer just by birth
And will die in the same way
I know my duties in a hearth
Hope does not come near to say

I am also one of humans
And not a donkey just to drag
But I do ask some questions
Who being champions always brag

By shouting slogans for my rights
Deliver speeches and forget
Till next year when shines light
With my blood they will let

The entire world again to know
My contributions in prime
About my martyrdom in Chicago
Where my excellence became sublime
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Sight To Insight

Love season always brings you along
Beautiful eyes enchant me to sing a song
To no one else but to me you belong
Nothing else but love bond is strong

Let me ask you a silly question
Why your beauty takes me as a fun
Fire of love is more than fire of sun
Burning in love itself is job well done

Love emanates from beauty of light
It is in the sky like a colorful kite
For bringing colors it requires blood and might
It changes every thing from sight to insight
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Pain In Life

Pain of life gives pleasure to excel
Its essence surrounds to gracefully dwell
Under all odds it forbids to sell
Ones graces ego and to tell

Man is but the crown of creation
Its soul and body is destined for salvation
A man of character is captain of a nation
Who carries along virtue and passion

Forces of vice can not mar his grace
No evil force can ever dare to deface
At times someone from ordinary race
May fail to achieve and embrace
Love and beauty are hidden in a case
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Life Is Struggle

Life is but constant struggle
Which one takes to eternal peaks
It is sound of soldiers bugle
Which brings light to cheeks

Hurdles may come to test
Ego of a person to any limit
Only those can prove best
Who through blood bit by bit

A true person is conscientious
Who can mark right and wrong
Life is courage and valiant bliss
It is eternal and evergreen song
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Wonderful Chain

Wine of love has it's own taste  
Beauty provides for bruises it's taste  
To capture delight eyes follow her in haste  
Efforts of lovers never go waste

Like colors of rainbow it is always after rain  
Pleasure of love is shared by eternal pain  
In the shape of mercy come all disdain  
Heart with heart makes wonderful chain
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My Muse

Since your beauty no one can beat
Hence I can't refrain my eyes to cheat
Beauty is illuminated when sits on love seat
Something in me urges me to meet
An emblem of beauty from head to feat
With intense emotions and burning heat

My beloved I gaze at you and lose
Your beauty is like hangman's nose
Hence in encounter I always confuse
Please help me to cure the bruise
No one can else but you can diffuse
I am your Cupid you are my Muse
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Engagement Ring

On presentation of this engagement ring
I must admit without you world is nothing
On this occasion let us embrace and sing
Paradise to your feet I am ready to bring

Today entire world is underneath
Flowers encircle us like beautiful wreath
Moon and stars are ready to be underneath
Love is to be tested on beautiful love's sheath

We will together dance and romance
Considering it to be life's last chance
You have taken my life at a glance
Let us be together lest time changes its stance
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Real Nemesis

In jungle of humans one on one
How can I play with loneliness
What is life; they say a bliss
Whether it is just a fool's pun
I lost my self I want my miss
Love with beauty was not a fun
The highest peak I want to kiss
With lot of pain I want job done
Who is an obstacle a real nemesis
It is no one else but I am the one
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Whole Truth

Truth is sprinkled in small parts
Its intensity differs from hearts to hearts
One understands with ones limits
Pieces by pieces bits by bits
Prophets and saints all carry truth
To make people pure and uncouth
Their inner urge-is for self satisfaction
Hence they call them towards salvation
God himself is ultimate truth
Hence loves hearts pure and uncouth
I want to capture truth in entirety
This may be simplicity or spirituality
God is mine I am of God
God loves me I love my Lord
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As It Was

In a small little village all types of toad
With their coaxing voices with unwanted load
They want to play dirty with their style, mode
Useless little ninnies just want to erode

Poetic excellence and literary merit and style
They were debarred from light for a while
Hence all their useless struggle and toil
Explicitly determines, they are not loyal

They are shameless creatures devoid cause
They are but a broken empty vase
With their very many inherent flaws
They don't enjoy fragrance, as it was
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Hatred has grown above our heads
Oceans have thrown all from the beds
All greens have surpassed over reds
Winds and rains have thrown all sheds

Humans can be seen in their real faces
Animality is out in real shape from races
All crimes and sins are out of their cases
Hypocrisy is being sold in holy places

Unity, arrangement, trust are direly needed
Case for humanness is required to be pleaded
Crops of contempt are to be cut not seeded
All evils and corruption must be weeded

Love with beauty is the call of the time
Respect for all is required to be in prime
Bad faces, bad taste with all the mime
Is a deadly sin and is a heinous crime
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On One Grid

I intend to be more passionate to accommodate
All my enemies along with my beloved on date
This may include all sincere beside all hypocrite
Something may emerge to be written clean slate

My beloved should also embrace the truth
She may have a sense what is clean and uncouth
Drama of life may appear whether ruthless ruth
Kisses smiles winks may celebrate in love booth

Lover has a claim on beauty of the beloved
For soul's celebration we burn to offer the bid
Essence of love and fragrance can not be hid
Eyes have to coordinate if hearts are on one grid
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You are like red sea in a rough mood
Excellence of your beauty makes you more rude
Your innocence and youth make you more crude
Fire of love makes your beauty more nude

Your curly hair makes my heart up and down
This warrants beauty to wear the love crown
Your white color overcomes my brownish brown
No eyes ever seen a beauty you in the town

My body always carries you like my soul
Love has determined your beauty as a goal
I sparkle on your face like a sparkling mole
I am a naughty child your are a cutey doll
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Salvation

From birth to death I am on alter
Everything is destined then how can I falter
Without no fault I am defaulter
Only good faith can be exalter

The creation has to follow path of creator
Between good and bad faith is the separator
A priest for his lust can be a good debater
But force of love can be the only initiator

Beauty of the lord when sprinkles on creation
Then it becomes easy to seek salvation
From the day one heart is on vibration
When ever we falter it gives dictation
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To Each Other

My beloved my, beautiful queen
Your presence makes me serene
Burning fire can easily be seen
Love with beauty is evergreen

Your fragrance just enchants
Your lovely gait always haunts
What in ignorance heart wants
Your grace sparingly grants

Come in me and take me along
Let our hearts sing love song
Whether the act is right or wrong
Definitely to each other we belong
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Lovely Feelings

Fragrance of your body takes me along
You my love stir in me like beautiful song
I do maintain beauty is right love is wrong
Being in your company I want to prolong

All my innocent wishes all my lovely feelings
All those love encounters all credible dealings
Troublesome pains in love and healing s
Beauty up to the brim and its countless sealing s

The day we met and till this lonesome day
I miss I praise and in disgust I pray
Be like north star in my lonesome play
Let be one in pursuit of love to be ready to lay

Our lives to bow and to submit for grace
Step by step and looking face to face
Our encounters of love shall surpass our race
We go step by step we go pace by pace
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Fake World

With hatred pack for its sake
This world to take, what ever is fake
This world is to break
When conscious is to shake
Merit sinks in the lake
Hypocrisy brings cake
Change status of the scene
Covert yellow into green
Whether elder and teen
Whether virtuous or mean
Ulterior motives make the keen
Displayed action can be seen
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Pain of life has touched chords of soul
Troubles have spread wings from pole to pole
Have not, s have had their surplus toll
World is nothing but a rigmarole

Some do not get a piece of bread
While others are very well fed
Some pass their life animals dead
Some only lead while others are led

Some crushed while some toll all rings
Some are beggars some are kings
Some only crawl, some fly on wings
When happiness comes then heart sings

Unequal distribution will bring revolution
For all those who need salvation as notion
If they have courage and passion
Revolution will come in different fashion
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Eternal Goal

Let me exonerate from all that crime
Which innocently i committed in prime
I could not resist because of your innocence
Love touched beauty ii just preference
The days were really remarkable
Your fragrance make me irrational
The taste of that kiss will never lost
The cries of beauty will never exhaust
Togetherness dragged us more near
You became more lovable and dear
But the trick of time separated in a way
Love and beauty forgot to play
Some one else became your choice
You left me as priceless price
Still I remain open the door to adore
Your beauty on love's shore to explore
Please remember that my survival is at stake
My life is not real its just fake
You are my life you are my soul
You are my eternal and ultimate goal
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Coexistence

I know we have different moods
I know we have different shades
That is the reason my heart broods
Love first sight takes decades

In melting snow of sheer hatred
Making a place for emotions to flow
When all actions are hypocrisy led
Then any action can come to blow

Life is but a continuous torture
Self is to bear all difficulties and pain
Human existence is exit and departure
Water carries it like sand grain

Hence compromise and forbearance
Is solution for all the humanity
Very much essential for coexistence
Only is the essence of sheer integrity
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Lunatic Poet

With all seven colors, like beautiful rainbow
Culminating just in one like golden glow
As pure as white like shimmering snow
Like daffodil in pond you are in me to grow

From the day I saw I am no more in me
You have surrounded me like waves of sea
Where ever I go you travel with me
Nothing else but you in mirror I see

Is it love or beauty or trial for no sin
Is it me or you together like wine in tin
Path is thorny and difficult from a pin to pin
But I enjoy the relation considering to be kin

Will a day be there when we have the solace?
Will ever life will dance on our face?
Will we ever be we embrace the grace?
Will ever we be able to kiss and embrace?

When I talk to myself people take as lunatic
They throw stones on me try to sympathetic
Some consider me irrational and some heretic
Some laugh at me considering just pathetic
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In Her Praise

Lovely, sweet up to the limit
In her prime being fit to hit
I, to praise to establish writ
In front of her I have to submit

With slow wind all ups and downs
Slowly move like beautiful gowns
For her lusty busty crowns
She is praised in city and towns

Rain graces her graceful grace
Sun embraces her beautiful face
Flowers kiss her beauty in race
Eyes follow her pace to pace

She is beauty of her style
Swans envy her for a while
Graceful in her rank and file
Who comes in is to beguile
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Love Glow

My sweet beloved. golden light. a glow
I don't know how to express my love with you
At times I see you in me and weep though
Have you ever thought of me too

When I recall the days of being together
I feel delighted. enthralled and depressed
That was a real season of love and weather
Now I do recall and count the moments missed

Looking forward at the peril of my life
For the sweet company at edge of eternity
I decided to be with you on edge of knife
Love needs no season. no plea with beauty

The day when we will be just one again
Whether being sublime. sane or insane
Matter of heart has nothing to do with brain
Whether that will be a complete loss or gain
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Wisest of the wise always quote
Poison for the poison is anecdote
Hatred and contempt is to float
From one boat to another boat
At times a mote take us remote
This is how humans promote

Vices on the chest of motherland
Vicious circle acts like a band
Land remains no more a land
Only righteous can take a stand
Castles which are built on sand
May have had their own brand

Love remains its own reward
Even if it is earned too hard
It is but a virtue of the Lord
Which always is ready to guard
Humans from their ugly card
Love is evergreen never time barred
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Price For Gaze

Let me kiss you on your forehead
My beloved lost moments be not dead
As a token they should be led
Be remembered as well said

I know that with passage of time
Our love will be sin and crime
But do know that in early prime
A flower has to have a rhyme

With surroundings full of fragrance
Where when princess touch the prince
With no hurdles with no fence
Love becomes life long reference

You may forget me in coming days
But your beauty in the shape of rays
Will never lose me in my craze
Life is the price I pay for gaze
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Love Sign

When I write I am not in me
If you want to see. see me in thee
Who is my mirror reflects me
In my true entirety to be

A lover who travels in beloved
Who according to her wishes led
Love in her words is well said
Matters of heart not ruled by head

Only lover knows beauty in truth
Only beloved takes ruthless ruth
Eyes with inner eyes can only sooth
Communication of heart being in same booth

What beauty needs love has to portray
Being on alter to offer life on the day
When it is demanded by beloved to slay
Beauty has to carry life of the day
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You Tinkle In Me

From the day you have started tinkling in my heart
From that day my heart refused to take another start
On one seat sitting together and one love cart
In this play to take a part and then depart

I lost to remember who am I and who are you
This love just dawed from just out of blue
Glow of beauty is there fire of love to pursue
Waiting in the line just to say I do I do

Please just let it know you are me I am you
On this thorny path from all through and through
You spark of beauty is ready to subdue
With love's encounter it will definitely renew
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Love and beauty play hide and seek
Up and down mountain and peak
When every thing becomes so bleak
Through all the days and through week

Sadness of beloved take very many faces
Different designs with different basis
At times disgraces at times graces
Love and beauty have appropriate paces

Her painful eyes are still in front
Heart is bruised with weapon blunt
Love used beauty just a stunt
Hide and seek Whether hunted or hunt

Love kills and kills in entirety
Without any fear without any pity
Beauty is so good and pretty
Being so graceful being so witty

Brightness of her beauty is around
I am on sky and not on ground
By being just fully spell bound
Beauty when spreads love loses ground
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Jealousy Oozes

Life travels, destines to cater
What cones early or comes later
Whether democrat or dictator
Intention returns to initiator

Jealousy is ingrained in blood
Which oozes from body like flood
Lust always nurtures bud
Salvation lacks in dirty mud

Why don't people strive for right
Why don't tear darkness to light
Dirty aspirations show dirty plight
Good life carries essence to bright
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Dirty Tricks

World is full of dirty tricks
With conceits, deceits and chicks
Broken promises, uneven bricks
Shrewd takes innocent to kicks

In this world this unstopping train
With just an iota of sand grain
Which may mar human brain
Which constantly makes sane insane

In this game, clever always wins
Bodies are bruised with blunt pins
Right has been thrown to the bins
Innocence has taken over by sins

Body remains but soul no more
Pain travels from pore to pore
Human values are no more
Insanity dances from door to door
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Magic Of Love

Oh my love you are so sweet and cute
I see you in life on every route
Juicy and good being all weathers fruit
What ever I strive for you are in pursuit

Life has very many ups and downs
From down to drain up to the crowns
In all cities in very many towns
Whether in robes or in gowns

Your magic prevails and surpasses
Beyond the limits of wins and losses
Being on cross dares and crosses
In ordinary workers and in high bosses

Magic of love travels in the universe
By remaining victim of assault and curse
No need to take it and rehearse
The love treasure ready to reimburse
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Love Fire

My love is fire, full of light
Which makes surroundings bright
Whenever she comes in sight
My heart pounces with delight

I have made her fortune and fate
My life starts with that date
When counters her graceful gait
Soul can, t sustain without mate

Her love is fire her light is fire
On my cost I want to get and hire
Her beautiful eyes in need dire
Look at me and not to retire

She is my love she is my soul
To burn with fire is my goal
Nature has to play her role
In reunion from pole to pole
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Love-Permit

Oh My love let me submit
Your innocent smile is love permit
One by one, bit by bit
I am just inclined to hit

All those who come in the way
This is how I make my day
You are like a beautiful ray
Which makes me to pray

In all weathers in every season
You may become love reason
Even if this may be treason
Do travel in me like a season

Which only marks love mark
Which has nothing to embark
Which sings with love lark
Love is light in sheer dark
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Light Is Right

Sincere efforts never go waste
Even if show tasteless taste
Courage is ready to paste
Eternity touches in haste

No one dares to play with streak
Light when dances peak to peak
Apparently it may look bleak
But definitely it has to seek

All that is fair, plain and just
Even if covered in dust
Nothing doing by greed and lust
In light darkness is to burst

Light is right, right is light
On every occasion in every flight
God himself travels with light
Golden glow is golden bright
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A Trauma

In world's panorama
Soul is in trauma
Heart is in a fix
With life complex
In this state
How man can be great
Hence soul is dejected
Path to be selected
Now every one needs
A path which leads
In search of a saint
Who could paint
Reality in truth
With heart uncouth
Sincerity brings to trial
Just for a while
Then heart succumbs
And soul comes
To embrace the truth
Love conquers ruthless ruth
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A Moment

Life is just a dramatic act, flow
Which makes us to go in a row
Row which we always carry along
By justifying what's right what's wrong
We strive to capture a moment from life
By being always on the edge of knife
For that moment we kindle the spark
By achieving that ultimate mark
We intend to change spark in to flame
For which we take every one's blame
But that moment never comes in life
Hence our soul remains on edge of knife
We have to carry our cross till last
In the process we blast in past
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No Salvage

World has variety in sight
People enjoy their own might
Some are in sky like kite
Some have the miserable plight
Some are in search of light
Some are enlightened with light

Don't be on beggar's page
Who remains always a sage
Don't instigate him to rage
You will not be able to gauge
If he comes out of his cage
Then you will have no salvage
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Oh my love you are in form
How someone can dare to harm
You are so beautiful so warm
No one can surpass your charm
Your graces and your norm
Are like an anchor in the storm

Praises are for all the graces
Love salutes on this basis
One by one from pace to paces
Beauty comes from beautiful races

What I love and what aspire
Spring in bloom is to hire
Is but like a burning fire
Which captures like naked wire
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First Sight

Love is but just at first sight
In all darkness it gives light
Bruised heart with abysmal plight
Wants to play with beauty as a kite

To come near to beloved's shoulder
I traveled from boulder to boulder
She completes my life folder
Still being a straight beholder

I praise her like a spirited man
No one can dare to stop to ban
This is how I think, I plan
Being lover I love I gain
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Faithful You Faithless Weather

She plays in rain like a queen
Such a beauty such a teen
World dreams yet to be seen
Smart enthralled lean and keen

Touch of rain is touch of class
Water can be seen in a glass
How can love dare to pass
When beauty is meant to surpass

What all is near and far
Intense emotions are in war
How something dare to be at par
On the sky like beautiful star

From head to toe just as a whole
She has danced like a beautiful doll
faithless weather has touched her soul
Naughty surroundings played thy role
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Chains Of Love

From the day I saw you
I am no more in me
Now what ever I do
What you think could be

For you and for the eyes
For beauty and graces
My all plaintive cries
On only one basis

If you leave I will die
Heart is in such a state
If you ask me why
Love chains on love date
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Hollowness Of Man

Jealousy has grown like fruitless trees
It has spread like width of seven seas
It can’t be justified with very many pleas
Life is condensed cocoon of humming bees

Humans are no more but hollowness remains
Losses have crossed the so called worldly gains
Souls have abolished, it is circus of brains
What is in credit but collection of disdains?

Virtue is no more and vice with vagabonds
Remains as a symbol with all existing brands
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My Beloved

My beloved you are so sweet
Your beauty even Spring can't beat
Warm more than scorching sun heat
Our hearts are blended to meet

I have not seen beauty like you
Very many come cross and through
What to learn and what pursue
Eyes attract like ocean blue

When I see my heart is to blow
Your beautiful gait is sweet and slow
Like a thundering mark to blow
You are just like golden glow

For your beauty and excellence
Life has nothing as precedence
Being senseless how I can sense
I remain dazed in your presence
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With Pride

What I say I do believe
What I do, I do with pride
Do remember i don't retrieve
I remain just side by side

Being right to shed the wrong
Right has the strength to remain
Righteous song is beautiful song
Which prevails all over chain

My advice to you at a glance
Don't do the dangling dance
I will not change my stance
So do not take any chance
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Mirror Of Heart

Mirror of heart be neat and clean
Like innocence of beautiful teen
When love aspires to be keen
Then beauty in perfection can be seen
Sincerity is it's hallmark
To bring eternal light to dark
Only those can sing with lark
Who behold integrity above mark
Attraction is but natural law
Beauty can pierce the bra
From this one can draw
Whether love in bloom or raw
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Lunatic Eyes

My eyes kiss your beauty in trance
Lunatic eyes never miss a chance
You have taken my heart in glance
Love with beauty is in romance

You and me can conquer world
This is what pounces as herald
Without you my vision is blurred
Such relationship has never been heard

My body has changed in to heart
I can never think to depart
Your beauty is so smart
Which has conquered my heart

Your beauty with symbol and sign
Intoxicates me like wine
My love with beauty is fine
In your company world is mine
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Fire Of Love

Oh my love my mermaid
Your beauty is in love raid
Spring with flowers has just paid
Time came to see and stayed

World has not seen beauty like you
Dew drops kiss and pursue
Reward to charm is yet due
What is false and what's true

Your beauty if I praise
In this misty world in haze
With intensity and with craze
Everything will go to blaze

Fire of love with beauty in trance
Looking for a proper chance
Where beauty will come to dance
In it's ultimate romance
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A Strayed Straw

I am like a strayed straw
Wind may take me along
Life is like a beggar's bra
Before birth is a death song

Helplessness is in the breed
Which crops up like a seed
Nothing is known to me indeed
How can a weakling plead

With open options in hand
I may sail with the wind
By making castles on sand
How can the dwellers pretend
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Hateful Hatred

Hatred has grown up to the head
I don't know where it will take
Ocean is powerful then its bed
All social encounters are fake

Still I do believe in chances
With the hope love may return
I don't know what it enhances
How much effort it takes to burn

All hurdles, difficulties in the way
Light may peep through crevices
Darkness may taken over by ray
May help us to just dismiss

All that what blocked our mind
We have to have at least compromise
Otherwise time will rewind
And may cut us to our size
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Love Soulmate

Oh my love, my soul-mate
You are so beautiful and delicate
Curve of eyebrows are so great
Come on with me on date

Your presence with me on ground
Will make me more happy and sound
To your bounty I am bound
To see your beauty all around

When I think of you I stand
Fragrance surround like garland
Beauty and love hand in hand
Touch the sky from this land

By being in love so grand
By love makes castles on land
Love and beauty in one band
Ready to stamp it's own brand
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Beauty Dances

Beauty dances on her face
She is a flower from beautiful race
Graceful gait from face to face
No one else be able to trace
If you come across in case
You may not be able to face

Touch Me Not opens closes
She carries fragrance of roses
Light in her shape exposes
Wherever she goes, bulldozes
Her eyes intoxicate with dozes
This is how her beauty poses

What a spark of light is she
One can not be able to see
What its ultimate could be
From eternal sandal tree
Since my love has no plea
Hence beauty declares decree
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God Cures Secures

I bow my head in humility
For mercy and protection
God with grand sublimity
Cares for without selection

When ever I look toward
I find Him always with me
He does not need forward
He is there to see, foresee

When I am lost with grief
He covers me with shield
He being the chiefs of Chief
Never leaves me to bleed

And when I am ill
It is He who cures me
For ever now and still
In utter need He secures me

He guides me to right path
He saves me from all wrath
Whosoever brings clean heart
He will have company of Lord
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Love Charm

Full of beauty youth in prime
Lovely lass in early time
Full of fragrance and sublime
Asking me to commit a crime

No one can beat her grace
When sparkles light on her face
Being descendent of charming race
Beauty dances pace to pace

Being enthralled and beguiled
My love enhances to be wild
With her voice just so mild
Appeal of love must be filed

Lo! there is no end to charm
This may create more harm
Now she is in full farm
Let beauty face love storm
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A Sentence

Soul desires and body performs
Either it reforms or deforms
Set of values good or bad
Whether be sad or be glad
Man is but victim of time
Prime drags him to crime
Life is but a strange experience
Without any sense is a sentence
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Dust To Dust

Creation determines road to ride
Love and beauty go side by side
Time is there to determine its tide
Conscience always pricks as a guide

Peaks of glory ask for price
Virtue always dominates the vice
Moments become glorious and nice
To take a test is the only choice

Soul reminds me my place
Tries to guide me with grace
When beauty is ready to embrace
And love enters to imprint the trace

Time drags me to the past
Helps me to fight till last
Whatever may be the cost
Mission is to be accomplished fast

In this world of greed and lust
Ambitious body is to burst
Then this declaration becomes a must
Ashes to ashes and dust to dust
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Faith

Faith may be a particle of sand
But is essential to be on land
Life is full of ups and downs
Celebrating from beggary to crowns
In all ailments and in every grief
Faith is only available relief
Humans must have living soul
To have a role for specific goal
In all darkness, thundering light
In every and any deplorable plight
God may guide us to the right
By over-sighting all in sight
Growth of life on established path
Whether in bounty or in wrath
Faith is of every being's need
Whatever is religion whatever is creed
In every fall in every rise
Faith is blessing in disguise
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Your fragrance is like rose-Mary
Your style is full of grace
Like my blood I always carry
Your elegance from pace to pace

Like sun shine your smile portrays
How enchanting is your mood
You are like a rose which says
How can love be so rude

You are love with beauty in knot
You are me and I am you
White like snow but still so hot
Honest images get us through
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Message Of Love

Message of love
Flows in veins
Like a dove
Embellish in brains

Life is to see
Beauty of thee
What else could be
Like humming of bee

Chance not to miss
Disguise in bliss
When love is to kiss
Beauty of the miss

When beauty is so hot
Then love has to start
By being so smart
Carries it heart to heart
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Price Of Love

Wet with sweat, sweet and cool
Innocent lass on way to school
Making every one a fool
Like a flower gem and jewel

When I saw I failed to see
What price of a glance could be
Completely lost in beauty of thee
Seeking for some reasonable plea

I fell in love and lost in trance
Considering it to be only chance
Beauty has its own romance
Whether in Italy or in France

How to travel on love path
I learnt it from a little moth
He knows who is in hearth
What remains is thy wrath
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Without Reason

Your eyes are so beautiful
Your face is so charming
Your gait is so graceful
Your movements are alarming

You have taken away my heart
With your soft, lovely speech
I have become your part
And now I have to beseech

The way to be together
In every coming season
Without asking whether
Without any reason
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Meeting

When she is away from heart
Then come agonies of all sort
But when she comes so close
Then blossoms heart like a rose
Then I think world is mine
Every moment is so fine
When I kiss her lovely cheeks
When I conquer all her peaks
Then entire body is a heart
Then I can not think to depart
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Two Rivers

Two rivers meet to depart
One is green the other is brown
One comes the place so high
The other from deep down
Both represent the glory of Creator
Both portray the beauty of Lord
All colours pertain to initiator
Life is the image of God
Hidden treasure reveals his bounty
In the shape of eternal county
Green and brown will depart
To keep the Eternal Truth in heart
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Righteousman

Righteous man never submits
In darkness light just lits
He performs what it fits
Till completion he never sits

Sincerity takes him to integrity
Confidence conquers fear and pity
When in town or in city
Truth can rule all knit y- gritty

Efforts must make some sense
Test of man is on occurrence
In every offence or defence
Right stance makes the difference
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Hymn In Praise Of Allah

I believe in oneness of God, I have chosen path of my lord
No one can beat me because I am servant of God
Day and night I submit to His graces
His mercy helps and protects me and my races
In this world of cruel creatures I look towards Him
He enlightens me and my hope so dim
I commit blunders, mistakes and all nasty acts
In all this darkness still He extends mercy on facts
I ask and He gives I aspire and he forgives
My heart is His abode where He stays and lives
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Broken Chains

Chains remain chains till the time they are token
Of all love and affection by staying knitted well
But when hatred overtakes they stand broken
Then love no more aspires to dwell in hell

In the darkness of quagmire of all dirty designs
Suspicions and doubts over rule all sincerity
All aspirants play their role in all symbols and signs
Hence crops up all hatred and jealousy with disparity

Shelters should not be eaten up by the tricks
Elders should not be play game in hands of few
Roof can not sustain with a wall of broken bricks
Flowers do require for graces, drops of dew

When shelters are no more then no need of any relation
Broken chains should remain continue to be broken
When time is time barred then no need of salvation
When hatred is ingrained then no need of love token
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Kindred Spirit

My beloved your sweetest smile
Takes me to that ecstasy
Where I touch for a while
Your fragrance and ask for mercy

You are my kindred spirit
Lost somewhere in exile
But remember love has knit
Your beauty in my love's file

Don't leave me alone in world
With out you I will die
Take me with you as herald
Let us touch together the sky
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Fight Till Last

Life is a trick with interwoven plot
Clever takes advantage a lot
Apparently truth seems failed
All good deeds look derailed
Tricky minds proud all tricks
They feel pride in their pricks
Vice becomes part of drama
Shadows take over panorama
But virtue is its own reward
Which becomes never time barred
Love takes over all hatred
When speech becomes well said
Being a soldier never exhaust
Have the courage fight till last
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Self Sacrifice

The most difficult job is self sacrifice
Which soldiers always dare to portray
Their patriotism help to suffice
Enlightened in them like a ray

They strive and struggle relentlessly
They never opt to relax and stay
They do not have any vested interests
But fight with their faith day by day

Hence they are to be appreciated
In their honest struggle and pursuit
Their honesty of purpose shouldn't be negated
Their courage for the nation justify their suit
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The Brine

Injured body full of pain
Being broken soul in vain
Lusty cheeks and glowing peaks
Being refugee when one seeks
Shelter under the curly hair
Of a beauty is not fair
Life is not kiss of a miss
It is pains and pleasures bliss
Then one has to strive to mend
Notorious actions, glorious bend
One has to sip this tasteless wine
Life is journey through the brine
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Her Beauty

Beaut becomes heart, it takes life
Definitely it is a double edged knife
Her beauty is like golden glow
Which has every thing to show
The ups and downs, the rise and fall
She has a call to recall
Every moment from heaven to earth
When beauty celebrates its rebirth
Hot like sun, cool like moon
Dancing with the moon like tune
Delicate, tender and so nice
Beauty determines its own price
I take her beauty like a soothsayer
Golden glow in golden steer
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Life

Life is like a river
Which never stops
But only changes stations
Life is like a book
Which only tells the truth
And is imitation of imitation
Life is like a God
Who has different moods
Who always brings salvation
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Innocent Wishes

Wishes beautiful innocent wishes
Fly like those flying fishes
Which come out from the heart of ocean
To celebrate those moments undone
They come out to fly in a herd
And seem beautiful more than the bird
Mariner looks at them to celebrate
All his family in date to date
Love and life is there to kiss
His beloved youthful miss
Family reunion is in the midst
On every rising on every sunset
Moments come and moments go
This is how life comes and glow
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Life is full of strange and dubious instances
Where one becomes the victim of circumstances
Flowers and thorns are just inborn
Conscience is always ready to warn
From the assaults of hell ingrained
Pain and torture is just sustained
Our actions lead us to glory
But at times makes us creature to sorry
What we sow we cut in life
Flowers and thorns at the edge of knife
Internal fire makes us buy and sell
Internal sagacity makes us to tell
Repentance of soul just rings the bell
Whether the world is heaven hell
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Raise my sons to the occasion
Take an accurate decision
Don't cause confusion
But act and react with precision
Enemies are knocking at the door
After the bloodshed do you want more?
Shed away your pity interests
Come up for the duty and adore
The dauntless courage should come to brim
Do not expect the time to trim
Your wings and your moods
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Dolce Vita

Spring in the bloom
Flowers in the prime
Your fragrance in the room
Reminds me that time
When we were one
The nature was dancing
And there was none
Only we were romancing
Still your love
Reminds me your cheeks
Like an innocent dove
Your jubilant peaks
Those lovely times
Beside you and me
When innocent crimes
Were ready to be
Time never stops
But moments remain
In spring crops
Heart and brain
Still sing that song
Whether right or wrong
Love is supreme
Like an innocent beam
Life is so sweet
Because of your eyes
In emotions heat
I listen love cries
Love is a treat
It never dies
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Twilight Of Love

Clean heart and clean eyes
Are required for all love ties
Grace and style come to show
Innocent gestures of eyebrow
When I saw I was beguiled
Body fragrance made me wild
For a while I was lost to cast
Once more the eyes were fast
Capturing beauty of her face
Lovely lips were full of grace
She was from that beautiful race
Her voice had enchanting pace
Her soul was bright with light
In rainbow she was like a kite
Images of love connect with beauty
To appreciate is love's duty
Transcendence of soul make it great
When touches the soul soul-mate
We feel one and nothing remains
What remains are just love chains
Love is what when one is lost
In twilight of present and past
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Glowing Face

When breeze blows
And touches your cheeks
Then beauty shows
How it always seeks

Appreciation from lover
By being enthralled
Through unveiling the cover
As newly installed

Of all the hidden charm
By mixing it with grace
By being so warm
Through the glowing face
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In Line With Love

What to love and how to flourish
How to explore the beauty of soul
How to caress and how to nourish
All in self with more control

It is but sincerity with grace
Which makes one more at ease
It determines intention with race
And blows intelligence to cease

Only beauty plays its role
And creeps in love with line
Love becomes perfect in soul
And intoxicates like wine
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Loneliness

I traveled alone
Through a thorny path
I could not moan
On disgraceful wrath
The world was full
With joy and fun
But there was none
Who could even say
A word of praise
In all those days
Who could just gaze
With lovely rays
All relations were false
All stations were sham
All loves were cool
Without being calm
I traveled like a moon
From dawn to noon
The moment sun sinks
I have to leave soon
My travel will remain
Like the travel of time
My innocence is a sin
My life is crime
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An Umbrella

You are like an umbrella on my head
You save me from thundering rain
I have to have you with me, instead
Even in hottest weather to abstain

Me from all that scorching heat
I maintain that your presence with me
Will keep me away to beat
All types of trials to see and be

But you see I have to change
You for my own convenience
There are colors of different range
Umbrellas are in consequence

No one in world is indispensable
Every one is to play its part
And then to leave being sensible
This is the play to part and depart
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Call Of Duty

Time upholds his wonderful stride
He was born to win and ride
Sincerity was in blood to guide
Martyrdom was the essence of pride

On the edge of eternity to guard
The eternal life was gift of God
Valiant soldier was chosen by Lord
Time in itself became time barred

Total disregard for a while
Valiant son of the soil
Marched with soldiers mile to mile
Became role model in rank and file

Sword of honor kept the sword
Carrying call of duty aboard
Opted for himself that road
Which culminated above the board

The soldier proved his worth and mettle
With action of valor in the battle
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Force Of Hatred

You hated me throughout my life
I remained on a double edged knife
With the time I learnt a lesson
How ugliest things become so crimson
Time tested and showed a path
How to encounter the abominable wrath
Now hatred has changed into a force
Through this I can enforce
My strength has suddenly increased
All disappointment and dejection decreased
I am full with force of hatred
It has become my butter and bread
Vengeance is stronger than forgiveness
Hatred became a strongest bless
Feelings of hatred has gone into blood
And now oozing out like a flood
Hatred is must to establish right
One has to keep this duty in sight
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Graces Of God

Man disappoints God
God never disappoints man
Being a merciful lord
He never imposes ban

Man is being sinful
Whenever asks for mercy
God is ready to pull
Him to be free

From all dirty deeds
From trial and tribulation
By taking care of his needs
In a wonderful fashion

God is so kind in his bounty
Man is but ungrateful lot
Graces of the Sovereign county
Are the only compassion
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On a river bank
By remembering you
I want to drink
That poisonous blue
Far away for ever
From this life
To the other end
On the edge of knife
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First Kiss

First kiss of a miss, I miss
Which makes me to understand?
The beauty of life in selflessness
And then we travel hand in hand

To the height of that enterprise
The fragrance of which still around
Love is there to put me wise
And celebrate the kissing sound

To be to one at a place to face
The destined glory entranced and enchanting
When the lovers have just one pace
When the beauty is so daunting

Then price to one is price to win
The beauty, love and the time
Whether one is out or one is in
That too in youth and prime

But even if she wants to go
Still love never dies in a row
The beauty of kiss, the love of miss
Remains with me as only bliss

She can only just dismiss
I won't go for another kiss
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To My Wife

Oh, my love you always thought
That I am man of what sort
Who will definitely be caught
On one day in a miserable wrath
Now listen to me with great passion
Wrath has come to me in a fashion
That, it changed my style of life
Now I do not need a wife
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Love Magic

Golden light spread along
Hearts bowed in crimson light
Music dances like a song
Whenever she comes in sight

Her fragrance is around
Her beauty is to flourish
Her charm is to sound
Her presence is to nourish

Heart beats like a sound
I feel just to fly
I am on the ground
She is in the sky

Love magic is so strong
Where beauty is to bow
Romance is a song
Where everything to flow
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Life Dances

Whatever I think is my perception
For all others it may be deception
Experience makes one more perfect
Conscience helps to accept and reject
Life has shadows like rainbow
For some high and for some low
For me it is like your eyebrow
Which determines my fate though
For some vice for some virtue
For some false and for some true
In a chaos we aspire for certain
For some sake we turn mountain
Some we leave and some we take
In this game to take partake
Beauty is to die and love is to fade
When a test to chastity is made
Only truth remains but God
All remaining is just time barred
Still some optimists go for a ride
Uncovering reality far and wide
With some realities and many romances
When takes chances then life dances
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Heretic And Deviant

Saints of time in their pride
Exactly know how to ride
Dont take life as simple
It is not easily accessible
Life is but a strange string
Intervoven in a ring to bring
The darkness and dawn
Where soul is ready to pawn
Itself for the days to come
To be away from life toublesome
A tussel between vice and virtue
From the day one is to pursue
Communion with one in ecstacy
Declares the path of prophecy
Ordinary can't be extraordinary
On this straightforward plea
By being heretic and deviant
One becomes pure and saint
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Passion

On the side of creek
I have to seek
Love at its peak
From your cheek
Which will bring
Love song to sing
In every thing
Will make me a king
From just a beggar
It will trigger
My soul's chord
And make me lord
Of my passion
In a lovely fashion
World is mine
Love is fine
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He loves me and I love Him
This is the basis of this hymn
He ignores my faults and blunders
He saves me from dangerous thunders
He helps me in the hour of trial
He never leaves me for a while
He is in my heart and mind
He is always extra kind
I can not go up to Him
He always comes down to me
This is His beauty this His grace
This is His love as love could be
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Yesterday Today

At Military Academy I was wisest of the wise
So I thought myself bigger to my size
All ranks were bound to respect and rise
But now I take that prize in surprise
Then I used to tell and inform
When you were not in liquid form
Even then I was in uniform
But today all those come across to inform
Without any fear without any harm
Sir, you are no more in uniform
See being in uniform we are in full form
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Blood Speaks

Enemies came to test our nerve  
They should know we are born to serve  
We will not spare their covertly curve  
They will face the fate they deserve

They have now attacked on my heart  
Mercilessly killed our children apart  
Blood speaks and touches heart a lot  
How can heart leave body to depart?

Innocence and purity will always flourish  
When innocent blood cherishes to nourish  
The roots of the nation the cause of the right  
Will ultimately come up to crush

The enemies of the nation will never succeed  
When they have left the eyes to bleed  
When right will come up to lead  
They will be taken away by their deed indeed

Martyrdom was selected by the date  
Great actions make people great  
Third class death is for third rate  
Who can not differentiate between love and hate
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Challenges

Challenges are sweet and wonderful warmers
Which increase charm being good charmers
Take a chance and buy a challenge
Take it encounter with a tasty tinge
Great people are the product of time
With dedication and devotion in prime
Mark the mark with all sincerity
Never beg don't ask for charity
All sincere efforts are done well done
Challenges are nothing but miracles to happen
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Misty Panorama

We are like drops of water in mist
With the concern that when sun appears
We will disappear from the list
Let us celebrate these moments my love my dear
Life is like a panorama of the seasons
Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring
Coming and going with out any reasons
Lovers fail to understand and sing
Me and you must go through all
By encountering each hurdle and wall
Let be ready to install and forestall
Should remain united not to fall
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Beauty In Mist

Clouds come down to kiss her cheeks
Mist engulf her lovely peaks
Winds are there to pay tribute
Love is there to touch and suit
Her beauty is full with love and charm
Nothing in universe is to harm
Her charismatic beauty and sweetest mood
At times in style she tries to be rude
I see, I love, I kiss her cheeks
I touch, I caress her lovely peaks
Then mist disappears and nothing is there
Life is a journey from nowhere to nowhere
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Brise Brise

When my eyes suddenly cease
On a point moving breeze
Then I see beautiful eyes
From the moving brise-brise
Love is dancing in that glass
Where lives that beauty of class
I could not still decide
Whether I stay or to pass
If I dip in an ocean
Love emphasises them to shun
All ambitions, all desires
Just establishing link with wires
Where should I be with Thee
No more me and no more she
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Soul

Soul is a symbol
Of thy Lord

Who is your master
Who is your God

He cares you more

He loves you much

He caters for all

He remains in touch

I want to pray

When comes that day

When I return

Like a departed ray

My body will die

And ask for mercy

My soul will touch

The life of eternity
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The man who showed me path
By keeping me in pain
How can I ask for wrath
To break that worldly chain
Which binds me to love line
Where I could have the flight
By taking sip of wine
Which takes me to that height
Where Beauty makes the call
To dance with it in rain
Where one is free from all
Where pleasure has no pain
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From Jail To Bail

My eyes are dazed
And I am amazed
To see pain and pleasure
Which I can not measure
In the ocean of life
On the edge of knife
I have to travel
By encountering the devil
Nothing is with me
Except to see
The world with description
With this inscription
Life is a jail
My eyes are dazed
And I am amazed
To see pain and pleasure
Which I can not measure
In the ocean of life
On the edge of knife
I have to travel
By encountering the devil

Nothing is with me

Except to see

The world with description

With this inscription

Life is a jail  

Death is a bail
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Charming Beauty

Shining colour with golden brown
Curly hair jump up and down
When she comes from home to town
Beautiful lass wears beautiful crown

Delicacy supercedes flowers
Intimacy touches the towers
Budding like beautiful bowers
Kindness comes in shape of showers

Whenever she is ready to ride
Beauty goes her side by side
Time is always there to guide
She is known hence far and wide

I love her, I praise her charm
In conduct she is so warm
She remains always in form
Communicates from arm to arm
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Defence Day

Forces of evil are on the border
They want to attack and to harrass
It is the duty of nation to be in order
And never allow them to cross

To our motherland to our towns
It is high time to crush the band of crowns
And time to tell them with clarity
With mission orientation and sincerity

That shedding of blood is not an easy task
The oppressors now remove their mask
Tha should not dare to touch our land
Which stands for sacred bond and band

Of affinity and divinity
In state of sanity it is insanity
Rise my fellows to face the danger
On sublime heights, waiting the grandeur

God is there to kiss the martyr
It is incumbent to establish His charter
God is there to help the brave
Enemy is to be sent to grave
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When We Met

When we met after such a long time
Her beauty was the same as in prime
She was talking to me about the days
When we were wrapped in lovely rays
Her eyes, her cheeks and her style
Amazed me, dazed me just for a while
Time has brought maturity in her talk
She could face all odds like a rock
With smiling face she asked for fun
Should I start poetry being one on one
Then I said, nay, it is but just flows
It's not only she makes it flows
When I asked her what poetry could be
Then she smiled and defined poetry
Whe god graces some heart with dignity
The heart touches the heart of eternity
Fragrance, beauty, heart and soul
When touched by God, have just one goal
There is none but God is the one
Who cherishes moon and cherishes sun
His feet when touch the beauty in heart
The beauty and love then never depart
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Dishonesty

I never fail but failed
My brilliant ideas just derailed
Humans are such a commodity
Who under fear and pity
Perform for their vested deals
Hence reason never appeals
To their conscience which never pricks
Ordinarily they are busy in tricks
To avoid bypass or confuse
On one pretext or another to refuse
They earn ten but never pay one
They are there for the job undone
Humans what a creature of God
Look towards the dictates of rod
Spare a rod and spoil a child
Animals too remain so wild
Unless they are taken to the task
Unless someone snatches the mask
They will take but deliver none
Work for them is just a fun
Which they while away in talks
Being too tiny claims to be rocks
Time is there to take all care
They will be damned being unfair
Their ugly faces will be defaced
Their dirty claims will be debased
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Green Eyes

Green eyes like ocean green
Full of beauty graceful teen
At a glance it can be seen
She is like a lovely queen
When I saw I lost my heart
I decided to never depart
Then I carried her image along
Off and on I sing her song
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Eternal Beauty

You are so beautiful I can not explain
With charm and grace to every limit
Soft and sweet bathed in rain
You can, t be me even if I submit

So I decided in a more better way
I want Him who created beauty like you
Still I maintain I have more to say
All beauty be mine if I get through

Beauty comes from a beautiful source
For which I will aspire to get
In this remarkable discourse
I will be able to set upset

Beauty with love immortal can cherish
In this transitory life for long
Without that I will perish
With that beautiful unsung song
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Love Tide

Do not kill me with your eyes
Let me taste your lovely cheeks
Love increases with lovely cries
I can listen to the music of peaks

I want to be in curly hair
I want to be just side by side
With that beauty which can take
Me with you on love ride

Without your love I can not glow
How much I love, I can not show
Let me tell you what I think
With your modesty I can throw

Myself to your hospitality
With my ability and versatility
We will travel on that path
With breathlessness and vitality

You! My love, you are so sweet
In this world no lass can beat
Beauty and fragrance need no bound
When I think it hurriedly surround

My body and soul in that divinity
Where prevails love and serenity
Where two become one that is infinity
Hence love touches the edge of eternity
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Love Of Sea

I caressed the sea
With intense emotions
The waves of thee
Confirmed my notions
With all its force
It conveyed the message
In violent discourse
By giving me a passage
To be in the heart
Where love is hidden
But that is the part
Which is forbidden
And it needs soul
As an ultimate goal
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The beloved's grace
Can always be seen
On lover's face
If the heart is clean
In the dirty place
The meanest of mean
Can have a solace
Being ever green
But that needs blood
Of tears in eyes
Before being mud
Soul always cries
Don't be a dud
Be a blooming bud
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I Need You

Dejected and depressed
Thinking about deep and tense
Who can make blessed
Me with his presence

Who should hold my hand
And be with me
Fragrance of love band
Dancing I should see

All around with sincerity
I am in need of someone
Who can without disparity
Help me in job undone

That someone is you
Who I need in the trial
To help me pursue
My case for a while

Don’t leave me alone
Be mine to show
In the same tone
We suffer, we glow
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Lunacy

At times reason leaves me alone
Something strange happens to me
In that dejection I just moan
I lost in a strange world to see
Strangeness in its entirety
What is about to happen to me
Lunacy comes to take me along
And sings a beautiful song
In which every right is wrong
But still I feel so strong
Journey is so pleasant and great
I feel love, truth and light
In that trance I just can't wait
To touch the eternity at its height
I become a Pheasant for moon
Who always want to embrace
Remains fast in that race
But never loses its grace
In that strange love pursuit
I become an ocean in rage
I intend to catch her soon
Love takes me from the cage
After a while when I partake
To my normal place and time
Then I enjoy my lunatic flight
Where I could touch the height
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From Heaven To Haven

When I was thrown away

From heaven to haven

Like a stranded ray

From rest to pa-van

I took it as a challenge

And streamed through the streams

With vengeance and revenge

When lot of dreadful dreams

With Satan in my blood

Full of mundane desires

Which burst like a flood?

And behave like naked fire

In the process of that test

In the order of that decline

By considering me the best

He glisten me to shine
His love for time to come

Will take me back to heights

Through this life troublesome

Full of thunders, thundering lights

He is in me I am in Him

I can see through my heart

Love is basis of this hymn

We are never to depart
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Light To Light

Winter has just set in
Like a beautiful tasty sin
Snow has started falling down
To cover the land with whitish crown
She is out to play in snow
Love is ready to flow and grow
Flakes of snow when touch her cheek
Beauty plays hide and seek
Pink flowers pay tribute
Then lover comes in pursuit
At a glance eyes salute
She is innocently cute
Love is pure beauty is white
Light just embraces light
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Love Is Reflection

Love is but a pure reflection
Where we see all in action
Sense of sacrifice dominates
Sincerity makes us soul mates
Sensual charm, spiritual elevation
Based on some inner creation
Love is but dance on fire
Which lover aspire to hire
To remain in the beloved eyes
With out any sighs and cries
Love is but enchanting song
Which takes the lovers along
Hearts become one to beat
Beauty makes it beautiful treat
Love is a force which helps to glow
In its shadow lovers grow
On this path limit is the sky
No one knows where and why
My beloved my heart's satisfaction
Always in you I see reflection
Where we just become one
This is how undone is done
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She Is Mine

Beauty in red is a rose in bloom
Fragrance cherish when she is in room
Beauty surpasses every color in life
Love has to travel on a double edged knife
What I see and what is forsaken
Her beautiful smile is always well taken
Her graceful gait is the charm of the day
Sun takes from her its golden ray
Her style is full of sensual pleasure
She is precious like a golden treasure
Many a time I touch her hand
Intoxication lifts me up from the land
When I kiss her its like tasting wine
Her craving for love makes her mine
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Kill Me

Kill me with your eyes so bright
Enchant me with your fragrance so charming
Keep me in your innocent sight
Embrace me with your arms so warming
Kiss me with your lips so hot
Let me caress your cheeks like life
Keep me in your bosoms knot
Be myself and be my wife
Be like a spring, like a cherished bloom
Be like a bride in bridal room
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In Search Of Beauty

Eyes can not capture
The beauty of the skies
This is a pain in life
Oh eyes-little eyes
Heart can not do the same
With all its pain and pleasure
One with all that shame
Remains unable to measure
The intensity of that love
The glory of that beauty
Then universe starts singing
The hymn of there would be
When lips fail to cry
When tongue fails to call
Then heart starts beating
And becomes beauty in all
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Debut

When I have a chance to glance
At bougainvillea in love's trance
Its red color reminds debut
Of your lovely peaks in two
Then I think there is no choice
But just listen to that voice
Which comes out from my heart
And portrays the beautiful chart
When we were together in a hut
Away from all this worldly rut
When we shared all love jokes
When there were no dirty chokes
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Claptrap

When her beauty pierces dress
In that environs I confess
My heart comes out to churn
And I fail to take any turn
In that cuddly claptrap
She innocently comes in lap
When I touch her lovely peaks
Then she dances peaks to peaks
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Dance

When soul is in love
When body is in trance
One should not miss
That beautiful chance
When worship is caring
When effort is daring
When goodness is covered
And mistakes are glaring
When heart does not beat
On that love, s seat
Then some one is in
To see and to meet
When colours become a colour
And fragrance is around
When beauty starts dancing
And love gets ground
Then tears are rewarded
For a transitory phase
Body becomes a soul
And soul has rays
With the kiss of the feet
In a hiss of a distance
And eyes are wide open
For just a glance
Of a beautiful Lord
For a lovely God
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Stop

Stop, stop, stop you're men
From extremism from all assaults
Comes slogan on behalf of women
But how men can be accepted with defaults
Without their role we will fail
Process to create and recreate will stop
Without their extremism, will derail
Lovely, enchanting cider's crop
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Self Denial

Telling of truth is not so easy
It's a pain in painful way
Truthful man remains always busy
In thinking what he has to say
Conscientious is that who will
Differentiate between right and wrong
No matter if he has to kill
Himself in this journey so long
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Innocence

For how many days can I survive
In this desert of desire
Still I know that price to thrive
Which I paid for love fire
From the cool and shady trees
In fairy land in lovely place
Where there was a lovely breeze
Where there was no struggle of race
But then I was thrown to the sand
Without asking me to explain
Now I have to search for a land
Where love has no disdain
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Choice

My love is so crude
With all its sincerity
Your beauty is too rude
With all its charity
But let me explain
You have thousands around
And I have to claim
My love n this ground
Its only but your choice
Whether send me to hell
I have but to rejoice
Being loyal to excel
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Streak Of Light

A streak of light entered in my heart
By making the soul and heart to depart
Blink of light, makes me bright
Then I am no more in my sight
What I conclude what I can say
Dawn has dawned before my day
When Lamp of Light shares its light
Then soul feels light like a kite
As soul is light so goes back as a right
Body being heavy takes its plight
Streak of light just comes and goes
Body is left for the petals of rose
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Castle of love surrounded by moat
Needs struggle in love boat
Your beauty is to promote
When my heart needs support
Due to this far off distance
Life turns to sentence
But there is thorny fence
Which reminds its presence
Sincerity proclaims the reward
Even if struggle is hard
Both of us being ward
Need mercy of our Lord
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Friend

God is a friend
If you can bend
Your soul towards Him
You can set a trend
By bowing your head
Before you are dead
By seeking His bounty
In the soul's county
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When Clouds Thunder

When cloud thunder
I think about my blunder
When lightening comes
From nail to thumbs
A terror and fear comes so near
Then my mind becomes clear
And I think in trance
God has given me another chance
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Love can not grow in fear
It only cherishes in pain
Who claims himself a seer
Should not accept this disdain
With open heart and sincerity
One can overcome this calamity
Hope is only love's resort
Beauty of beloved is far and wide
Which just travels side by side
Of all those who seek its bounty
For them world becomes love's county
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Golden Moments

Those golden moments
When innocent crimes
Crop up to say
That what we play
Is written by fate
Being old time mate
Do we have a choice
To repent, to rejoice
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To Be An Ocean

When intense emotions are at peak
We have to have some balance in style
For soul's satisfaction we have to seek
For getting of hatred just for a while

Innocence when touches the soul
Love then starts to dance in a mood
Then we understand the beauty
Entranced in love, not being rude

Beauty is to travel on love panels
Love is to spread its light like sun
You and I are two water channels
Who have to be one to be an ocean?
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Pink Rose

Like a beautiful pink rose
She is in prime to bulldoze
Where ever she goes
Is well taken by those

Who know the grace and spirit
Which is ready to establish writ
By being always fit
With full force she can hit

Sublimity is her grace
Which determines her race
She has the graceful pace
Innocence plays on her face

I am victim just to see
Only on love plea
Where ever I happen to be
I am lost she is she
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Fragrance Of Love

I will encounter all barriers
I will cross all the horizon
I don't require any carriers
For taking fire from the sun

Love is that force which enforce
All the time it reinforce
When your lips just endorse
Then opens that path that course

Which takes us on love ride
Where we have invincible pride
Where love takes its tide
Then fragrance spreads far and wide

You in me and I am in you
Sue the force and ensue
Where beauty always pursue
Then time takes us through
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Love Never Retires

Your beauty is my aim to cherish
Your grace makes me die and perish
You travel in my blood; tinkle like heart beat
Your touch of class is really so sweet
You have taken away me from me
I lost my eyes now I am unable to see
What is happening around is none of my concern
Love for the beauty is what I discern
Don't play with my nerves just take me along
Love never refrains from the love song
By winning your beauty I lost my love
My innocent charming little dove
In the heat of emotions worship turns to desires
Beauty never expires and love never retires
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Soul's Passion

You are so beautiful I can't explain

My love is ready to bear all pain

Snowy white in moon-soon rain

Glowing light in my brain

Your beauty at a glance

Gives me a chance to romance

When my heart gets a chance

Pleasure fills it starts to dance

You my heart, you my fortune

I want to get you very soon

Like a sip of wine at noon

Glowing flower in hot June

Let us cherish love relation

In a style in graceful fashion

With real soul's passion

For satisfaction and salvation
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Holy Tears

In your company my heart becomes sage
My eyes become clean to capture your image
Please accommodate me don't be in rage
Let us be one on our love page

I take refuge to make me lost
It melts all dirt and frost
Life is nothing in front of the cost
In ocean of pain you become mast

My tears define and refine my soul
They play important and dominant role
They reveal all whether known, unknown
In high pitch or in low tone

I have no defence nor plea
Only you just see, foresee
Whatever the circumstances could be
I do believe you can save me
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Blooming Beauty

Love is what we sacrifice
By being good and being nice
It is not barter or bargain
It is grace in shimmering rain
It is what makes us go high
It is a point to touch of sky
Oh my beloved I admit
I am in love let me submit
Please embrace me with love
Like an innocent beautiful dove
I can't praise your charm
By worshiping you with norm
But still i may maintain
You are beauty blooming in rain
Where ever I am you are with me
This is what your love could be
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The Present Moment

Forget about the past
Let us think about the present
My love let us cast
This life cent per cent

Forget about the future
That is what is unseen
Share just lovely gesture
Be more little keen

Love me for once and all
Care for me like a friend
Just recall and then call
Your beauty is the trend

You are me, I am you
This is what is truth
Let us be through
For making soul sooth
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Allah Hoo

I am servant you are Master
I am bound to follow thy charter
Sacrificing ambition on alter
I restrain my self to falter

I am servant you are God
Only you can be my Lord
Mercy makes you never hard
I enjoy the love chord

You order and I do
I submit and I pursue
There is no one less you
Allah Hoo, Allah Hoo

Your Beauty Love and Truth
Makes me to be uncouth
In your lap calm and sooth
Like an infant early youth

When I walk on your path
I am saved from all wrath
Fire becomes flower in hearth
You are lamp and I am moth
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To My Love

Oh my love, be satisfaction of heart
Do not tear my heart apart
Let us be on one love cart
To embrace heights of all sort
Throughout my life I aspired for you
Considering you a drop of dew
What to do what not to do
Only time will come to prove
You are like a shining star
Help me in love's row and war
Innocent looks and cheeks at par
Love me, kiss me don't debar
If we fail to be one in life
Due to my poverty and strife
Remaining on the edge of knife
Fail to be husband and wife
It was revealed in love test
Your beauty is the best of best
When I will be laid to rest
Request is to place photo on chest
Hand In Hand

You my heart in love ties
Must realize love never dies
When love touches beauty, cries
Let us be true in the world of lies

You are so near and dear
So message of heart is so clear
Be considerate and dont tear
Page of love under any fear

Me and you one on one
Will complete job undone
Life is sacred and not pun
Like a priest and like a nun
Cant tolerate just a fun
Like a fiery burning sun
Hand in hand let us run
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Gracious Style

Silence of the water
In a river so calm
Portrays sagacity of a wizard
Who maintains all his norms

World is full of different notions
It goes through its ways
It hardly caters for emotions
So one has to pass his days

Successful always show graces
And lead the rank and file
Failures are all those cases
Who debar the gracious style
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Beauty And Love

Spring has come to embrace your cheeks
Lovely breeze caresses your peaks
Love itself comes and seeks
Through out the days through out the weeks

Permission to touch submission to take
The fragrance of your body to a lake
For eternal sublime for its sake
The relation of love one should partake

Where flowers have grown
Where love is known
Where beauty is shown
In sophisticated tone

Fairies sing a song to dance
About your beauty and much more
Pain plaintively cries in core
The world has not seen it before

Beauty is to die while love remains
In all hatred and disdains
In all difficulties and pains
There are no losses but only gains
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The Preachers

Contempt and hatred remain their creed
Hypocrisy is the way to lead
Lust and greed always indeed
Remain hidden in every deed

They exploit on the name of Lord
By clinging on their to lusty chord
Declaring all innocent their ward
They play dirty and very hard

Claim thy faith but are faithless
With bad intentions they digress
On Lord's name they take cess
They preach more and practice less

Hell is waiting forthe defaulter
Who on alter always falter
Satan has taken thy souls on barter
How can faithless creatures be martyr

Day of judgment be dooms day
Where they will find no ray
The they will have to pay
This is what the Holy Book say
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Right To Prevail

Life is full of tricky situations
At times one has to have reverberations
But one should just be on right
Even if one has to fight
With himself and around
But still one is to bound
To be bold and to be rude
To overcome all vicissitude
One should learn this by heart
On the peril of life, not to depart
Right is always to prevail
With its graces it never fail
Do not overlook oversight
It's always good to be on right
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Golden Glow

Your fragrance intoxicates
Your love vibrates
Your beauty reiterates
Your charm confiscates
My vision and my sight
You become then my might
In me like a light
Golden glow, so bright
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Right To Die

I suffered a lot, being helpless
I failed to understand the life so complex
But still I manage and confess
I will survive by paying this tax
Fatal path of life is degenerated
But still my soul remains invigorated
To fly too high to touch the sky
Eternity is on edge celebrated
Enough is enough, I may cry
The right to pass, the right to die
Should remain open as an option

My wings be given back to fly
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Note: This poem is a tribute to a European young girl who was declared by
doctors at the verge of death. But when she demanded that she should be given
a death injection to relieve her from the pain of death, she was refused to extend
this relief from the doctors.
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Chicane

Spicy juicy young and free
Overgrowing flower on a tree
Humming like a little bee
Dreaming innocence one can see
Natural beauty one can pick
From that gloomy life to tick
With her inner life to flick
She is like that candle wick
Lightens path of life so bright
Being colorful like a kite
As snow is pure white
Nourishes health, strength and might
Love her, praise her but can't raise
Voice of my heart with pain and craze
But still I can't stop those rays
Full of fragrance, make me daze
Difference of age makes me sick
On a chicane, I can't tick
But still I do desire to pick
That beautiful flower, even thorns prick
Lots many turns one has to take
To comfort her I will break
Once again I will jump in the lake
I'm gone case, she is hot cake
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Be One

For lot of time we remained away
Now let us be together again
For the heart's sake to play
That Melodious song of love in pain

Let us be in the boat in the river
To sail away to that place
Where we be the taker and giver
Where we have melodious grace

Let us be around like the clock
Let us tickle like melody of heart
Let us have hottest lip lock
Let us be one not to depart
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The Kindness

Dejected, disappointed and depressed
Standing in front of Master I confessed
All my mistakes, blunders and all sins
Which pricked my conscience like sharp pins
Innumerable follies are at His mercy
The petition is filed to see on the plea
Hopeless, helpless servants are to err
But Kindness of Master is always to defer
Chances of forgiveness are to wait and see
How ultimate kindness comes, could be
Servants are to submit, to pray and to serve
Humbleness, good intentions are to deserve
Mercy and graces of the Merciful Lord
Only honesty and sincerity is loved by God
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The Light

Beauty and love go side by side
On an intoxicated charming ride
The tide spread far and wide
Then how the fragrance one can hide

Beauty pierces like a ray, like laser
Love touches beauty and chases like a chaser
By being on the edge of a razor
Hence beauty needs an appraiser

You and me are fire and water
Beauty is pawned on love's barter
Sensuality in beauty is the charter
On which love becomes always a martyr

Let us forget the row in spring
Let the petals wear love's ring
Dew drops will definitely bring
Queen's gift of heart for the king

Let us be like a colorful kite
Let us oversight the world in sight
For the emotion golden bright
Which will bring all darkness to light
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Broken Wings

In the valley of bewilderment, to embrace torture
I am looking forward to make a departure
From the wordly luxuries and solace
To be in your company to love and embrace
Your beauty with love to submit with grace
Where you come forward with mercy to embrace
Me and my humbleness with serenity and affection
Where I should feel my love with perfection
I am your slave you are my Lord and Master
I am in trouble and you are my Saviour
Please take me in your eternal grace
Give me a chance to see you face on face
In my pursuit even If I fail but still I pursue
If praise to beauty is sin I will still continue
Till the time you come to see my plight
With broken wings I will complete my flight
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Beauty Along

Rain drops touch your beautiful face
Which increases your beauty and grace
Dew drops touch the delicate petals
Love soldiers are ready for the ultimate battles
Your beauty surpasses the beauty of moon
Your presence is like moon- soon
You are like a candle in the mist
In your beauty you are at the top of list
You flow in my heart like love song
Hence I always carry you along
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Spark Of Lips

Be in my heart, be in my eyes
Glow like a spark in golden ties
The day we met and till today
Your beauty oozes like a ray
When touches it the things around
Establishes the love on ground
Everything becomes golden brown
No one else is like you in the town
Let me kiss the spark of lips
Let us sail on love ships
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Prisoner Of The Moment

Man is the prisoner of the moment
But aspires for more and more
Chained and bonded cent per cent
Looks forward for lust to explore

His all plans are sham
His all tricks to fail
His hesitations never calm
His all rails to derail

Happens that which is destined
Comes and takes place in way
Hence one can not pretend
What to say, what not to say

Only moment in hand is true
So one has to be steadfast
Only that can pass through
Who keeps the faith till last

Faith is but love and trust
Through all the chains of time
Submission to the will is must
To cherish and perish in prime
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World A Whore

She brings a person to her trap
And plays with him amorously
The victim being entrapped in lap
Extends all his assets generously

She knows all the skills
Being master of her trade
She plays and then kills
By launching on her full fledged raid

World is like a charming whore
If you kick her being smart
Then she follows you for long
And she never thinks to depart

But if you run after her with speed
Then you must know with clarity
She will eat you up indeed
Considering you an ordinary charity
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Soul's Celebration

When truth comes then reason departs
I do not want truth in parts
In search of truth from place to place
In the people of every religion and race
In search of truth from city to city
I want truth in its entirety
Through beauty of thought, sublimity of action
With sincerity, with perfection
Through the passage of time in prime
When just vanishes every sin and crime
Being on straight path in affection
I have to have my selection
Considering every pain as a pleasure
With my heartbeats I can measure
Greatness in all worldly creation
With my struggle and my passion
I can feel that actual relation
The string of love without deliberation
Life is nothing but a lovely donation
Which demands lot of veneration?
Body is but mud's combination
Soul is but love's celebration
Beauty, Truth and love of God
Remain in time, I am time barred
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Rightist Right

Being comfortable on their seat
Elite class tries always to cheat
Poor aspire for grains of wheat
While elite take wine butter and meat
Elite play with innocent wishes to beat
By keeping poor under scorching heat

Poor are harnessed by democratic knot
This is how determined fate of the lot
For their rights their dignity is bought
This is how have have have not
On them played tricks of all sort
They are condemned to the beggar's pot

But tyranny and oppression do not lost long
Right can not be taken over by wrong
Rightest right remains always strong
Damnation damnation is thy song
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Note: Human rights are preached and propagated every where but they are not celebrated any where. This poem is dedicated to the poor people of the world
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Take Me Along

Oh my love you look like a rose
Beauty dawns on you to close
You are hidden in heart beats
Your colour play those feats
Which portray them in rainbow
Which like moon to beautifully glow
On the sky of my lovely heart
Just to remain and not to depart
Kindly do not debar me to say
You are like enlightened day
Let me worship, allow me to pray
Be in me like that golden light ray
Which encounters darkness of night
Which grows and glows like light
Please be me and take me along
Beauty must always sing love song
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Bougainvillea

Life is like a bougainvillea
With green leaves and pink petals
Full of thorns with open bra
Creeps along the wall, snake rattles
Thorns pr*ck to make me sick
Process remains from brick to brick
Bougainvillea spreads its chains
Having no love and no disdains
Love of the creeper injured my soul
How can I achieve my goal
Compromise is the only option
Being helpless I can not shun
Let me grow in my way
That is what I have to say
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Holy Journey

Rusty soul and dusty heart
Dirty eyes with vague images
Require cleaning to impart
Sages not on daily wages

But conviction and selection
Inner need of one indeed
Invigorates one to perfection
Like a newly inborn seed

Sincerity in worship is all
God comes down to kiss
It is how we stall to install
What is kindness & bliss

God is kind to humanity
Considers them His family
Insanity touches sanity
Whether serious or just silly

God is kind with all mercy
Being Master of universe
He just see and foresee
Whether constant or diverse
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Mission

When sincerity brings to trial
Then we have to think for a while
All our efforts must be vain
All our pleasures must have pain
Heart should then dictate our brain
Chained in only that love chain
Which should culminate at an end
Where one should never bend
Where one should stand like a man
We know that we will we can
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Public Republic

Being an ordinary citizen of a nation
I always faced merciless damnation
By passing through this tortuous fashion
I don't think I will have salvation

I am surrounded by merciless hounds
Hence I lost my limits and bounds
Slogans are for me with shrieking sounds
But in the process I lost my grounds

A useless instrument in the useful crown
For vested interests I am up and down
They declare themselves white, I am brown
They are the white collar and respected gown

Against me they are united and one
I am in open field under scorching sun
They play with me, like play and fun
On my cost becomes done undone

Like me this is the public plight
Against themselves they have to fight
Due to my old age and oversight
I don't know justice is black or white
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Note. This poem is dedicated to the poor and deprived people of the world who give authority to the selected ones and make them extraordinary by remaining ordinary
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Song Unsung

You are so beautiful I can not explain
With charm and grace to every limit
Soft and sweet bathed in rain
You can, t be me even if I submit

So I decided in a more better way
I want Him who created beauty like you
Still I maintain I have more to say
All beauty be mine if I get through

Beauty comes from a beautiful source
For which I will aspire to get
In this remarkable discourse
I will be able to set upset

Beauty with love immortal can cherish
In this transitory life for long
With out that I will perish
With that beautiful unsung song
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Love Force

He knows, he is always in pain
Who does not know the essence of pleasure?
The knoweth and unknoweth can't be equal
Who is in pain gets all that treasure

Which comes from the eternal source
This never bothers to sprinkle of course
A blessing discourse without remorse
And which gives him all that force

To an ordinary man to be extraordinary
And who is ready to enforce that prudence
To come out from slavery and be free
With the force of that love hence

Love flows like fragrance to the world
And inspires a man to be like a bird
To love and enjoy his beloved's communion
With Eternal Beauty grows reunion

Where God comes down and kisses the man
Where insanity vanishes and sane becomes insane
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Love Song

Oh, my honey
I cant spend money
To share love song
From a distance so long
I am a poor man
But being your fan
I have to surrender
Feelings of love so tender
Hence forgive me for my fate
And wait for the date
When we will be one
To have a great fun
Then love will prevail
And beauty will sail
In the sea of emotion
We will have same notion
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Band of enemies operated in a style
That every one stayed stunned for a while
Their brazen acts revealed their designs
Blood of martyrs oozes and shines
To show to the world and world at large
That they have taken charge to surcharge
Invaders act like evil forces
By using all their dirty resources
To harness, bypass and to surpass
Being in cross and to harrase
But one thing should be learnt with clarity
We have the right to avenge with sincerity
Loss of blood can not be tolerated
Courage and mission can not be separated
Invaders have to pay the price
Virtue will overcome the vice
For their deed they will be damned
Life for life will be claimed
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Veteran Tree

For long long years I stood to see
How invigorated men of God could be
How gallant sons of soil behold their pride
How life and death go side by side
I saw the trainers in their sheer dedication
In starchy dress in brilliant fashion
Melodious songs of boots and hoofs
Crossing the edges of the reddish roofs
The cadets will, to touch the edge of eternity
I saw their pride I salute to thee
Flames of love kindled in their soul
Unity of action remains their goal
I depart but my soul remains
In the breath in Academy’s soul
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Desires

Desires are like burning wires
Burn inside like fire in fires
Approximately three hundred and sixty
Remain always in human proximity
The black colour absorbs it all
Saves man from abysmal fall
Statues are in the temple of soul
This is what determines human goal
Man being weak is overtaken
In the temple of soul foresaken
Falsehood takes the shape of satires
In this world of hypocrisy buyers
Everything engulfed in fire vanishes and expires
When truth comes then falsehood retires
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Fragrance

God is like fragrance

Spread every where

One can feel His presence

Here and there

Whether huts or palaces

Whether mountains or plains

You can see Him in clouds

You can find Him in rains

You call and He rushes

Helps in a test

He forgives your faults

As a friend is the best

When actions are refined

And soul is clean

Vision becomes clear

And He can be seen

His love is supreme

His fragrance is for ever

Even if you forget Him

He forgets you never
Feelings

My feelings, innocent feelings
Through all those dirty dealings
Remained fair and friendly
Without being silly
Through this ruthless world
I could fly like a bird
Whose destiny is the sky
Who always bid to buy
The eternal edge of glory
Without questioning why
Death for him is life
And life being double edged knife
Either takes him to a cage
Or butchers him being in rage
Feelings are but blessings
In this dressless dressful dressings
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Sufferings

In torture and pain
In all disdain
In thunders and rain
How life be plain
From cradle to grave
I have to pave
My way in the dark
Even if dogs bark
Only patience can bring
All beauty to life
Eternal may come
At the edge of a knife
Hopeless by birth
Helpless by creed
Concerned about judgement
And not about deed
I have to search
My way through grave
No one can make
My soul a slave
My concience pricks
And makes me clean
My loftiest thoughts
Are ever green
The sufferings will perish
And I will cherish
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Depressed and dejected with relations attitude
I bent on a wall, I wept in solitude
All relations are full with vested interest
Agony and pain at times just burst
I curse my self, I stay alone
But I do fumble in a low tone
What is this world what are these humans
Who do nothing but give sermons
On love and affection while full with hatred
Keep the venom of a snake in butter and bread
In this cruel world one has to keep
A shoulder to weep with wound so deep
Then God comes in with mercy to extend
Then one is protected when one has to bend
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Symphony

When loneliness increases and one has to cry
When inner dissatisfaction asks me to die
When miseries of life bring more pain
When love changes into disdain
When beloved changes her path
When there remains only a wrath
When one goes through helplessness
Then in that disgust I think
I should sail and should not sink
Then my Lord becomes my saviour
From this dirty world's behaviour
I have to go back to give Him company
This is when heart beat becomes symphony
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Unexpected Rendezvous

My beloved I am enthralled
By your beauty in which involved
I always miss that hot kiss
Which I took as a gift as a bliss
But beauty does require a chain
Without money all is in vain
On your demand I joined army
Your affiliation always warm me
Do remember me in spring
By looking at engagement ring
When our love will blossom in flower
Like a stream like and a tower
Don't even think I don't remember
You glow in heart like an amber
Wait for me in another spring
When I will be able to bring
Every thing to cherish in life
When love will have no strife
I feel you with me in bunker
Good to connect than to conquer
Life is an unexpected rendezvous
Love is there to just pursue
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I took birth without desire
I paved my way from every fire
What is life, a dream in dreams?
Naked fire like fiery beams
Life is nothing but a set of roses
Desperately opens and desperately closes
Through I all this I learnt a lot
When to be cold and when to be hot
Don’t give dictation nor take dictation
Follow the book without alteration
With lot many virtues and very many vices
Life is nothing but a set of compromises
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Excellence

With all the wrong notions
How actions are sound?
In the heat of emotions
With groundless ground
In the world unlimited
With the counted days
Without souls bid
One always strays
Being crown of creation
One can change his fate
And with every limitation
One can always be great
Excellence in helplessness
Can only be achieved
When God's transcendence
Is properly received
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Chains

We are in chains
Our life is a dream
With lot many strains
We can't scream
In clouds and rains
In search of a beam
Which may take in?
All shadowy ways
And make it a sin
Without any craze
Puppets as we are
We can't wage a war
Against all forces
In normal discourses
But a day will come
In life troublesome
When a beam of light
May peep in the soul
Take us to a flight
We may win a goal
We will be free
Like a bird in the sky
Our bodies will dance
Our souls will fly
For God's communion
In a chain of reunion
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Right Is Right

How you can stop the delight
With your heinous, nefarious designs
When I am a part of light
And light never resigns
From ordinary assaults of dark
Soul has her own domain
Which can not eaten up by shark
I have the courage to say
With my aim and mission high
You can put barricades in my way
But you can't stop my soul to fly
I do believe in path of right
Hence harm can't come in way
This is what I keep in sight
This is dawn and this is day
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My Darling

Oh! My love, oh my darling
Your attraction is so warming
Your innocence and beauty
Makes an obligatory duty
To worship your style
And to get for a while
What the world has to say
Like a beautiful golden ray
You have conquered my heart
Now my heart is your part
I see you all around
My hearts beat and sound
My soul takes the role
To worship as a goal
Never leave me alone
Aching heart to moan
Be my lady, like a light
In this worldly flight
Be me and make me you
Let us move and be through
Like a moon near and far
Star shines where ever you are
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Love Beam

Let my love kiss you in rain
To feel love's pleasure and pain
On the basis of no loss no gain
Just be from sane to insane

This is what love aspires
This is what soul desires
This is where beauty perspires
This is where love retires

You and me and this season
Does not ask for any reason
Let us enjoy joy of heaven
Avoidance may be a treason

Love has elevated our dream
Every moment touch a scream
Light is but in love's beam
Following like a beautiful stream
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Chains of life are hidden in fate
These always vary from mate to mate
At times one feels that life is great
But every next moment it seems third rate
At times one finds him on a track
Where one can not go back to pack
Tussle in life makes one to hack
For some body's will, for some one sack
All those difficulties on the way
In complete darkness there is no ray
Of hope, of love, when one can say
After darkness of night there is a day
Zigzag paths going up and down
Losing path makes one a clown
Soul is silver and body is brown
One can not remain in town
From normal acceptance to dirty disdain
For quite sometime in torture and pain
With lot of loss without any gain
Barbarous acts in merciless train
With broken wings how one can try
With injured body from earth to sky
With mundane desires how soul can fly
With lot of thirst and tongue so dry
Chains of life are in disdains

Chains of life are in veins
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Sacred Whore

World is not what it seems to be
The real face one cannot see
Beauty comes from the facade
Inner side is full of fraud
What it portrays is not the truth
Inner surface is hard, uncouth
Corrupt people corrupt it more
On their faces its taste is sore
Chastity and purity is at stake
People take it like hot cake
Love and hatred go side by side
People take it a joyful ride
No one is there like a guide
Who can spread truth far and wide
But saints do come to refine its worth
Besides bad there is no dearth
Of all those who believe its fine
Besides all those who take its wine
A taste for those a pain for all
Who believe to stall install
Water comes from the divine
To purify all as a symbol as a sign
To take their taste with smiling face
Who are determined to save their race
Who do still believe in grace
Who kiss ugliness and embrace
With the cleanliness of their hearts
And are ready to collect all parts
Love and hatred, cleanliness and dirt
Who still believe to flirt
To convey the message from door to door
Not to corrupt this whore anymore
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Golden Light

Oh my beloved in the darkness of night
You enthralled me like a golden light
Together in the move and in the flight
Only you were in me nothing else was in sight

Your presence still I feel like fragrance around
The way you came the way you surround
We were both in the air we were not on ground
Our eyes were no more our hearts were to pound
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Love Line

Green eyes and red lips
Beauty portray all good tips
On her grace my heart trips
Eye casts and heart sips

Heart is taken away anyway
What to say and what to pray
Her beauty travels like a ray
She is like a dawn a day

All her beauty is like a wine
She is so lovely she is fine
Beauty is now on love line
I am her and she is mine
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You tortured me throughout my life
By keeping me on a double edged knife
But it was luck that I survived
Through my patience side by side
You never spared my through time
Hence you committed an abominable crime
You wasted all my youth and prime
By torturing me in chain of time
Your ruthless acts your cruel action
Never gave me time for any selection
Your contempt, hatred and prejudice
Remained on the increase nevertheless
Now you came to me for mercy
What do you think what you foresee
Should I pardon you for the deed
But on what grounds you plead
Your case for sowing hatred seed
How can you take me for granted
Since you remained always most wanted
Still you want to take me for ride
Hence winning my heart for your pride
But you see I developed a habit
To return that hatred bit by bit
Please leave me alone and don't ask why
I hope you don't want to see me cry
Let us be on the oldest path
Without sharing love and the wrath
Don't call me back from turning point
How can rejoin the broken oldest joint
We were none and we are none
For this so called relation undone
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The Herald

World is full of different characters
Basing on variety of factors
Nimrad and Pharoah are no more
But their stories are door to door
Falsehood dies in her death
Vanity cant take second breath
Prophets and saints are time barred
Their message of love by thy Lord
Written on the chest of time
Which never loses its prime
Good and bad are in the man
Prudence tells him what to drain
Time is with all those brave
Who have the courage to save
Themselves from assaults of hell
Who with dignity bound to dwell
On the open chest of time
Who saves them from crime
Let me just suggest the world
Which will help you like herald
Cast vanity and pride aside
Be humane and humble in ride
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Ray Of Hope

World is full of miseries and pains
Contempts, hatred and disdains
It is junction of all moving trains
Humans aspire mercy in rains

Fate is but a double edged weapon
Which cuts in scorching heats of sun
Humans are involved in a pun
They play each other for fun

Humanity is but far far away
For which one can only pray
Pains inflicting night and day
Is there any hope of ray

Pain can only change into pleasure
When they aspire for God, a treasure
Whose mercy one can not measure
Patients pass through it to bear

God's company is only solace
For this down trodden race
Love's contention is the base
Which dawns on the painful face
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Solace In Test

It is easy to preach but difficult to follow
Without principles man is but hollow
Character is to portray and to test
How God creature becomes the best
Followers of a faith remain calm and cool
All other plotters are down the drain being fool
Preachers of hated eaten up by the hate
Time determines their fate being third rate
Survival is most difficult in the world of hounds
But fortitude helps the good to gain the grounds
But one thing remains which keeps us in chains
Whether mercy of love or contemptuous rains
Relation with Creator may be polished and refined
This is how solace comes in cash and kind
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Edge Of Eternity

On the basis of love I just plead
You are my need and I am in need
You presence in me takes to trance
For your sake I take every chane
In scorching heat, you are like rain
Like soothing effect in every pain
You are in my heart and I am in you
I cherish your grace and pursue
Beauty with love to go along
In thy company to sing a song
In anguish of love we will perish
But our souls will definitely cherish
Let us make promise to seek
Through our hearts we will speak
By being on edge of eternity
With our grace, love and serenity
Time will keep us in its chest
With sincerity being the best
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Inner Power

Enemy says that he has the pride to kill me  
But I am not ready to accept his dirty plea  
Even if he takes away my body per force  
Still he will not be able to maintain to enforce  
His heinous designs on my eternal soul  
Still I will be able to strive to play my role  
Because he carries darkness and I light  
That is the reason my journey is so bright  
I may become Socrates or Sophocles  
But I will not sell my soul to Mephistopheles
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Select To Reject

Beauty transcends from the heaven above
Like an innocent, beautiful, charming dove
Love is like a fire on earth to burn
Beauty to make ashes and to turn
Into very many faces of charity and grace
When beauty prevails then love to place
The face of the earth like sweet paradise
To select one is given wisdom to be wise
I know you aspire for love to enrich beauty
Hence to support you in struggle is my duty
Let me praise you beauty in arms
To cherish all of your charming charms
We can make this world paradise
Let us be not foolish but wise to rise
Oh my love, you are so beautiful I can't reject
But every one is beautiful so I can't select
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Intent And Endowment

What one has to show
His intent and endowment
With a wink of eyebrow
Understands hard comment

Never unleash for a while
Ordinary face with no face
When one comes to trial
Disgrace mingles grace

Vested interests always play
Their role with clarity
Like an order of the day
No portrayal of sincerity

What is life a panorama
A writing on the water
But still in ugly drama
Why soul is to barter
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My Love

Your beauty conquered my heart my soul
I am in trance and I lost my goal
How can I survive without your charm
Since you have become my norm
From the day I saw I am not in me
If this is beginning what end could be
You are in me like my heart beats
Your beauty is writing on my blank sheets
I don't deserve your glowing cheeks
I don't deserve your lovely peaks
Because your beauty is talk of the town
Then how will I be able to wear the crown
You may have hundreds in the line of love
But without you I don't have my dove
Please consider my humble request
Be mine by removing this dust
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Truth Prevails

Dirty minds by remaining in the deep
Conspire with satan to flourish and keep
The promise of their bad intentions
By continuous immoral submissions
Apprently good people to suffer
But their conscience dictate to prefer
Life over death in the hour of trial
They celebrate their dignity worthwhile
Merit and calibre ordinarily fail
But extraordinarily it has to sail
Corrupt material eaten up by time
They never flourish to go up to prime
Time tests and tests veracity
Noble go and embrace sublimity
When truth comes falsehood to vanish
When honesty prevails then dirt is to banish
All notorious by abolishing from its list
Dawn appears and vanishes mist
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Love Streams

Your beauty entangles me in dreams
Love overtaken by beauty screams
Streaks of light flow in streams
I feel enlightened by light beams

Completely overtaken by charm
In bosoms knot without any harm
Your grace makes me in farm
What I know is just love norm

When you are in arms as a miss
Heaven just comes down to kiss
Both of us rewarded with the bliss
All contempt will just dismiss

Both of us in mood and style
Then suddenly we forget for a while
This is the reward being loyal
Then our hearts sing with smile
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Empty Cartridge

One in service cherishes all
Prestige and respect stall install
It is not easy to drag him to wall
Many wait and look for a call

But a retired comes down to earth
People tell him his price and worth
Empty cartridges have no dearth
Die in row before taking rebirth

Salute remains to the rising sun
All bygones are pun for a fun
Without bullets gun can't be a gun
Days start slip just one by one

What is right and what is wrong
Shortened shadows can't be long
In disgust one may sing a song
Let us carry our weaknesses along
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